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their scanty harvest pick.

T~omsor.
I n the knowledge of bodies we must be content to glean what we can from particular
experiments ; since we cannot, from a d i i v e r y of their real essences, grasp at a time
whole sheaves, and in bundles comprehend the nature and properties of whole species
together.
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PREFACE.
Taa &st year of dur Editorial4abom has closed, and we may
be allowed to congratulate those who have taken an interest in the
mccesa of our experiment, on the completion of m e vol-me, at least,
of o m Scientific Gleanings in India. We have every reason to be
the encouragement we have received ; as our list of
&tisfid
subscribers published herewith will fully prove. The work may now
be considered to be fairly establiahed,as it will involve no chsrge, or but
a very small one, to the conductor, for the ensuing year. What has
occurred in the past hrrs been chiefly the effect of an over-estimate as
to the aumber of copies likely to be required. Thia will of course
be corrected
That there should be (at least for some time to come) a demand
for such a work, suilicient to remunerate a competent Editor for his
trouble, or enable him to purchase the assistance of able contributors,
as was proposed at the outset of the present work, is perhaps scarcely
to be expected. One of our brethren of the weekly press has observed,
that till our system of education be improved, Science must continue
I L ~a low ebb; and we may add, not only in India, but in England. At
present the object of education, as he hss justly said, is to teach the
knowledge of words, not this@. The almost total ignorance in which
men of excellent talents, and otherwise of the best education, are. immersed, on subjects of the greatest curiosity and interest, is truly surprising ; nor can it be accounted for in any wa~r,but by considering
the strong bent given to the mind whm young, by the undue importance attached to the study of a dead language. The folly of Suppaing all knowledge worth ~ * g , to be confined to the classics, is
fortunately, however, losing ground every day; and indeed, if nothing
else should produce such a reform, the great progress of real knowledge amongst the lower orders would compel it; otherwise, " the peasant will be treading on the courtier's kibe."
Comparing our encouragement with that given in England to similar &bourn, we have no reason to complain; nor does India suffer in
the C ~ P ~ S OThe
~ modern
;
Babylon, with her countless multitudeq
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cannot support two monthly+, and one Quarterly Journal on general
science; while India, or rather Bengal, with a reading public of little
more than 2000, has one. We do not here speak of course of the
value of the respective publications, but of the encouragement; which
indeed appears the more laudable, as it is given rather with the view
of fostering a puny effort, than with that of receiving any new stores of
information, or of adding any very valuable accession to our knowledge.
But while we disclaim the arrogance of affecting an equality with
the English journals, we may yet be permitted to claim for some of the
papers in the Gleanings some little consideration. To particularize
would be invidious; we shall, therefore, merely say, that we think
some of the articles in thii first volume are of real merit, and would
be very welcome contributions even st home; while a majority of them
do not yield in interest to the average quality of those we find in the
journals there. .We may fairly claim the merit of having rescued
froin oblivion or destruction many, if not dl, of these; nor do we
doubt but we shall, in the sucoeeding volume, add to their number.
Although the knowledge we had of the existence of many such
short papers in the portfolios of the curious in India, (often on mbjecu inaccessible to research in Europe,) and the hope of embalming
them in print, was not without its share in our inducement for projecting the work; yet it was by ho means the only motive, noreven
the p*cipal one by which we were influenced. Our views were, in
fact, less directed to add any very intermting contributions to the
general stock of science, than by a periodical discussion of various
subjects of. more or leas interest, to foster, if possible, and spread a
taste for those pursuits; and to furnish, occasionally, assistance to the
student or beginner in a country where, as in India, he must have so
many difficulties to contend with. Scattered over so extensive a surface, our numbers so scant, and our intercourse so limited, with books
so expensive, both in cost and carriage; it requires some effort, and
even some sacrifice of prudenee, for any, but those most favorably
situated, to keep up or improve any little acquaintance they may ori-,
ginally have had with such suyects'. It was thought that by establishing the pactice of communicating to dne another the various d s culties occurring in our pursuit of any enquiry, the new views which
The Philosophical Magazine and Annals of Philosophy, which have merged
into one,and Braide's Quarterly Journal of Science. There are doubtless many Journals published in London, but they are either confined to particular subjects, or are
addressed to particular classes. The above are the bnly jeurnals devoted to general sciesce, and addressed to the educafed classes. The vohnses of Trsbsactions of
Learned Societies are numerous, but of these we Ppvp our @barein Calcutta.
Dublin, the second city in the empire, c ~ u l dnot support,nj o y q o f sciencqthough
publibhed only once in six months.

might strike us, or the criticisms and detections of error which might be
forced on us in our references, a feeling might be created, which would
tend,in some measure,to m i s t this effort; while to the student, the practice might afford an, opportunity of obtaining information which he
would otherwise seek in vain. It wm thought, in fact, that by showing
to the scientific community of India, small as it is, their own etrength,
and by suggesting and supp&g a combination of effort, the apathy
and indolence which are the bane of our Indian c l i m ~
might be in some
measure counteracted.
I t has been said, and by an authority which many will deem it presumption in us to question, that " A mere man of letters, retired from
the world,and allotting h b whole time to pBiloeophica1 or literary pursuits, is a character unknown among Europeans resident in India; where
every individual is a man of businesa in the civil or military state, and
constantly occupied, either in the affair8 of government, in the administration of justice, in some department of revenue or commerce, or in
one of the liberal professions. Very few hours, therefore, in the day or
night can be reserved for any study that has no immediate connection
with business, even by those who are most habituated to mental application."
We cannot agree to this as a true explanation of any supposed disregard the sciences may have suffered under in India. It proves indeed too
much ; for it proves that nothing but our official duty can engage our
attention. In England, men of science have equally their business to
attend to, their profession to follow; yet they find leisure for cultivating
science*. And why so ? Because their labours are appreciated. n e r e
is an enlightened public opinion to reward a e i r improvements and dig
coveries with ptaise, should the.nore solid return of profit, from any
cause, be withheld. In England every thing has its value, from a new
theory down to a patent corkscrew. And when it is so in India j
when we find an enlightened public opinion taking an interest in
the aubject; we shall be sure to find leisure for those researches, which,
p in India (at least for a time) they can scarcely look for any stimulus beyond that of opinion, must languish or revive, as that opinion
is withheld or administered.
With views like these, the opportunity for establishing the work could
not have been better selected, or in every respect more favorable. The
Asiatic Society, after so many failures to keep up the meeting of their
PhysicalCommittee or C k s , hadrousedthemselvestoanotherwell-mesnt
effort; and with' a spirit, and under circumstances, which promisedrnore
It is altogether an erroneous idea that science owes much to men of leisure. The
less a man bus to do, the leqs he will do. For a proof of what we wert,look at the
wofks of Bacon, of Newton, of the celebrated author of the above pwmge, md of
many others ; above all, look at Brougham.
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succese to this than to any of the formet attempts. The establishment of
some kind ofjournal that should appear at less diatant intervals than the
volume of their Transactions, to support and be supported by this movement in favor of science, was so obvious an idea, that it occurred to many
at the time. The Editor, who had many years before projected such a
work, finding opinion generally favorable to the project, at once set it o n
foot. That the experiment has owed great part of its success to the suitableness of the juncture at which it w tried, we are quite ready to acknowledge ;whether it has repaid this debt in any way, by fostering the
spirit of scientific reeearch, must be left to others to determine. But
even if this point were satisfactorily established, we should still have to
acknowledge our obligations to some of the members of the Committee
individually, not only in placing at our disposal materials for publication, but in making generally known and recommending the workWe wish we could permit ourselves to dilate on this subject,-so
far at least as to express the grateful sense we entertain of the valuable aid we have derived from each of these gentlemen; but we
are sufficiently aware, that to particularise any further would take
from the acceptableness of our acknowledgments. Many gentlemen
too entirely unconnected with the Asiatic Society, have been kind
enough to favor us with their contributions ; and for these also we beg
$0 return our best tbtmks. We owe much, also, to our friends in the
cowtry, for their valuable and timous assistance. Indeed, it must not
be concealed, that the majority of the papers are of provincial origin.
Amongst our contributors from this quarter is one gentleman, whose
productio& have not been thought unworthy the pages of the first
scientific work in England, if not in Europe. The warm interest he
has taken in the success of our small work, and the very material aid
which either by himself or friends he has sfforded us, command our
best thanks. This gentleman has, we think our readers will agree with
us, been ably supported by his moofussil brethren. Physics, Geology,
and the Natural History of the Invertebrata appear as departments i n
science to be ably represented by them ;and without intending any thing
offenive to our town contributors, we might remark, that the strength
of the house is in the country gentlemen. In conclusion, we must
not forget to say how much we are indebted to the daily and weekly
press of Calcutta. The liberal and judicious notice which the conductors of that press have taken of the work, has no doubt introduced
i t to the acquaintance of many who would otherwise never have heard
of it. T o them and to all our supporters we once more beg to offer
our best acknowledgments, happy if, in the succeeding part of our
voYae;e, our c o w may be as smooth, and our vessel as buoyant as in
this our 6rst esssy.

During the course of this first volume our work has so far changed in
character, that from being, as was originally intended, chiefly a vehicle
for reprinting interesting articles from the English Journals, it has
become almost, if not entirely, original. We confess we have been
n o t only flattered but surprised at the number of communications we
have received ; nor can any thing better demonstrate the groundlessness
of the objection of want of materials, (which we so often heard urged
when iirst suggesting our project,) than the fact that we have never, after the second or third number, had occasion to begin printing before
we had already collected materials, not only for that number, but for the
succeeding one. Can it be doubted,but that if circumstances allowedjustice to be done the work, this encouragement would materially increase ?
A t all events, it is clearly proved, that there are materials for such a
work in India, even at its outset. Owing to the narrowness of our limits,
and the above circumstance, we fear we may have sometimes appeared
t o delay our correspondents' favours; but in future we shall be less restricted as to room, owing to the new postage regulations. We shall,
therefore, in the ensuing volume not hesitate to increase the number
of our pages when any subject of pressing interest, for which there
might not otherwise be room, may appear to demand such a measure.
Of the subjects of practical utility, which we noticed as fairly coming within our beat, yet without interfering with those, to the investigation of which the public societies of India have devoted themselves,
we have more or less illustrated those of Indigo, Colouring matter,
Sugar,Bridges, Cooling of liquors, Raising water, Strength of timber,
There are still many which remain untouched; Internal cornmllnication
by roads andcanals, Boat building,Steam navigation of rivers,Architecture, Draining of towns,Ventilation of houses, &c.&c. To these we invite
the attention of our readers, who we trust will not refuse to record in
our pages any hint which may pccur to them calculated to throw
light on any of these truly important ~ubjects. The advantage of
a periodical is, that the most busy may find time to contribute to it,
satisfied that the seed is not cast upon the waters, but upon a soil where,
i n due time, it may vegetate and produce fifty fold. Nor have those
a v e k to their names being handled by the public, any thing to fegr op
this score, as their incognito may, if they wish it, be perfectly reserved:
and thus the value of any suggestions they have to offer be fairly appreciated, without being subjected to that prejudice which the knowledge of the author is often found to create.
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the Consolidation of the Strata of the Earth. By Sir James
Hall, Bart. F. R. S. Lond. & Edin.
[From Tranaacrionr Roy. Sw. Ed. Pol.
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8.1

THEpublic attention, animated by scientific controversy, has of late yearn been
mu& directed to Qeologid suhjects ; and the certainty of many important facts,
hlu in consequence been aacertained beyond dispute, which were formerly un.
known, or at least involved in such obscurity, that no person conld have ventured
to assert them, without being charged with extravagance. But thnugh, no doubt,
many branches of this science still remain to be investigated. such inquirim may
mow be said to have acquired a considerable derree of consistency and interest,
from the substantial basis upon which they have been found to reat.
Thus, in thepresent day, it is universally admitted, that a great part,-I bnlieve,
in point of bulk, by far the greatest part,-of the solid rock which constitutes the
external maw of our globe, is stratified : that the atrata, or at lemst a considerable portion of them, have at one period consisted of a loose assemblage of sand and
gravel, broken from rocks of still higher antiquity: that these fragments are infi.
nitely various in quality, in bulk, and in form ; home retaining their original sharpneaa, others rounded and polished by agitation in the water : that these beds alter.
nate withothera of limestone, composed, in a great measure, of the shells of rea-fish
which ahells are also occasionally scattered through the other strata. So that on
t h e whole, it stwms to be ascertained to the urtisfaction of all parties in geology,
that the strata,-those, at least, of later formation,-have once constituted collcctions ofincoherent parts. And it is further admitted, that these beds have undergone various remarkable changea, nome chemical, some mechanical.
The chemical changes consist in the consolidation of these loose assemblages into
their preaent state of rock, passing, in that transition, through boundless varietim
i n point of flexibility and toughness, and occasional brittleness. The mechanical
revolutions are no leas remarkable, principally in the change of the strata to their
present contorted shape, aud elevated position, often many thousand feet above the
surface of the sea ; though there is full reason to believe that they all once lay in
horiaontal position at iwr bottom.
I have asid that the greatat part of the most of our habitable glohe seems unnestionably to be stratified, and produced from detritus or fragmented matrrials.
h e other portion, though probably the least in bulk, is, generally, the m a t con.
qicuous, owing to its durability, elevation, and picturesque beauty. This kind of
rock is contrasted with the former class, articularly in it8 negative qualities, in
being, amording to some geologists, altogetLr devoid of stratification in the gene.
ral mass, and e n t i d y f m from component fragments ;the whole being made up
of crystalline forms, moulded upon each other, in obedience to certain chemical laws.
This cryatdhne rock, a8 the S d e t y are well aware, abounds in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, Arthur's seat, Salisbury craigs, and in Corstnrphine hill.
I t is decidedly posterior to the atratified chu~s,of which it penetrates thecrevices at
all anglea, in the form d dykea or veins, like stucco csst in a mould ;frequently, also,
lodgi between the atrata in vast shapeless masnes.
18%
rock in question never fails to pmerve this quality of univerul and p r .
fect cryatallisation, I heartily concur with Dr. HOPE
in bestowing upon it the eneral name of Crystallite, under which are comprehended all substances of tfis
kind, including not on17 whinatone and besalt, but also porphyry, granite, and
myenite of every deeoripuon.
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On the ~onsolidatiorzai&.e Stratn'of the Earth.
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mean the power of internal heat, which, in all ages, and in various countries,

.: .

' 'ban made its appearance at the surface of the earth, not unfrequently from under

,

the ocean, and which atill, in our own days, gives occasional proofs of its unabated
activity.
To ascertain the realit and sufficiency of this agmt, and to trace the volcania
i r e to its source, with toLable probability, is, doubtless, an object of great intereat and curiosity; but it has always appeared to me, that the progress of geology
was retarded by a premature wxiety to enter into such invatigationa.
Taking it for granted, however, as, indeed, no one can dispute, that there freuently do arise violent exertions of heat from under the bed of our ocean, Dr.
% U T T O N held that :his might furnish a rational and su5cient theory of theearth,
without entering into any inquiry as to the origin of that heat ; and admittin that
there are many geological facts which cannot be amounted for by such a f r e aa
that of Vesuvius, now acting at the surface, in free communication with the air,
he contended that the case may be very different, where that same cause acts a t
the bottom of a deep sea, and under variouu modifying circumstal~ces, by wl~ich
its operation could not fail to be influenced.
This, indeed, constitutes the essence of the H u t m i a n theory, which I learned
principally in conversation with its illustrious author ;and which, aince his death,
I have taken every means of submitting t o a variety of chemical tests ;being forever on the watch for such natural.scenea as might illustrate these principles, iu
well ae for opportunities of making experiments, to determine whether such modifications on the action of heat were, or were not, sdicient to justify these expectations of Dr. HUTTON.
I t was in prosecution of these views that I formerly undertonk a set of experiments, proving, I believe, to the satisfaction of the scientific world, the identity of
whinstone and lava, of which a full detail is given in your Transactions. In
farther illustration of the same topic, my experiments on carlmnate of lime were
formerly undertaken, by which it was shewn, that dcareous matters, expocleri to
heat under pressure, might be fused ;and, on cooling, would crystallise no an in
respect to resemble marble. To these I beg leave likewise to refer the Society.
ev
%e immediate object of the paper I have now the honor of submittin5 ro the
Society-the
consolidationof the strata,-has been pursued ~na s~mllars p ~ r ~aud
t,
with similar viewa to those formerly announced. I n making efforts to trace the
modifications which the action of heat would undergo, whea compelled to act under the influence of compression, or of other circumstances, all of which, in wmpany, I have always been willing to distinguish by the name of Plutonic, (although
the term was originall suggested, ironically, try one of our keenest antagonists,
the late celebrated Dr. f;Iawrw,) I was led to the particular topic of this paper,
by an unexpected scene which presented itself in my own neighbourhood, in the
country.
I t had often been urged, and apparently with good r w o n , against this branch
of the Huttonian theory, that no amount of heat applied to loose sand, gravel, or
shingle, mould occasion the parts to consolidate into a compact stone. And as all
my experience led to the same conclusion, I saw, that unless along with beat
wme flux were introduced amongst the materials, no ~gglutinationof the particles
would take place. The striking circumstance above alluded to, as occurring near
Dun lass, and which will be particularly'described
having suggested to
me t%e idea that the salt of the ocean might possibly have been the went in cau8ing the requisite degree of fusion, I instituted a series of experiments, the details
of which 1am about to bring before the Society. By these, I conceive it will be
ahown, that this material, under various modi6cations, is full adequate to explain the consolidation of the m a & , and m y other 1 w t s whi& we lee on the
8urface of the earth.
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,
the first, WM such as to promise the most natisfacto result*
though i t i s only within the last year that I have been able to command x e repetition of t h e experiments in a manner fit to be laid before this Society. This must
be m y npolalrg to those who hear me, and to such of my friends as take an interest
i n these invemtigations, for having so long delayed the publication of a net of facta,
some of which had presented themselves to my view many years ago.
Whoever, indeed, has had any experience in the prosecution of new subjects of
experimental inquiry, known that, nwing to his ignorance of the requisite adjustmerit of the proportions of the ingredients, and of other similar arrangements, he
must depend, in a great depree, upon chance for the sucreas of his first results, and
that h e mnst often submit to spend much time and labour upon a subject, even af.
ter i t has been made out to his own satisfaction, before he has acquired sufficient
command over its details to answer for the reault of any particular experiment, so
as to be able to produce it with confidence to the public.
I t may be interesting, in the first place, to describe, in a general way, the geological structure of the country, in the neighbourhood of the singular scene which
gave rise to these speculatione.
O n different occasiolu I have laid before'this Society observations made on the
rugged shore which occupies the southern shore of the entranceof our estuary the
d r t h of Forth, which, from t'eing frequently washed by a vo boisterous ocean,
prMentR to view a distinct exhibition of ite internal structure. X e e a s t e r n art is
composed entirely of the elder qu&ty of
occupied by the promontory of Fas-tle,
strata, called by the Germans grey-wacke. Further to the west it consists of clifts
formed of sandstone, nearly in a horisontal position. These two meeting in the
mag called the Siccar Point, afford the most distinct view we any where haveofthe
peculiar relation and mutu111history of these two rocks.
More inland, on the borders of Lammermuir, a set of horimntal beds occur, con&ting of a lome assemblage of rounded stones, intermirrd with sand and gravel,
which bear every appearance of having been deposited hy water, and which, as to
their gt,neral history, seem to have undeqont?no change since the overwhelming,
though transient agitations of water, of which I have frequently had occasion to
speak in this Society
I n the summer of 1812, an 1was returning from visiting the granitic r w
which occurs in the water of Fasnet, in the hilb of Lammermnir, and riding down
t h e little valley of Aiken~aw,which deeply indent8 this loose collection of gravel
a n d shingl:, about two miles above the villageof Oldhamstocks, and at the distanm
of eight or ten miles from the sea, 1 was atruck with astonishment on w i n g one
of thew gravel tanks, formed, as above described, of perfectly loose materials, traversed vrrtically by a dyke, which, in its middle, consisted of whinstone, and was
flanked by solid conglomerate ;but tbia solidity abated ~raduallvtill, the conglutination of the rounded maeses diminishing by degrees, the state bf loose shingle and
gravel was entirely restored on both sides. The agglutinated mass adjacent to the
dyke, bore no resembhce to the reault of calcareous petrifaction ; scarcely ever
gave effervescene with acid ; and, by its gradual termination, differed from any
whinstone.dyke I have see.n to penetrate the strata ;for, in the ordinary case, the
termination of the crystallite against the adjoining aggregate through which it
passes, is almost always quite abrupt.
About a hundred yards higher up the valley of Aikengaw, thereoecurs an =Iu.
tination similar to the last, though without any whin-dyke, and sufficiently strong
to resist the elements, by which the surrounding matters had been washed away,
leaving the pudding-etone. or agglutinated *hingle, to stand up by itself in a man.
ner remarkable enough to have attracted the notice of the peasantry as something
aupernatnral, since they have bestowedupon it the name of the Fairy's castle.
Farther up the Rtream, other agglutinations occur frequently, aa we could see in
little narrow glens cutting through themass; and higher ntill, they are so nume.
rous as to meet and convert the whole into one unbroken mass of pudding-stone,
e p y i n g all that is exposed to view.
These very remarkable, and, to me at least, novel appearanm, were the first
which ruggeated the idea, that the consolidation not only of this class of conglomerates, but of sandstone in general, had been occasioned by the influence of some
mbstanm in a gaseous or &form state, driven by heat into the interstices between the loone particles of sand and gravel, where it had acted as a flux: on the
antiguous parts. On eonsidering what this penetrating aubstance might be, and
from whenoe i t eould hiwe come, the following ciroumrtance presented itmelf to
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my recollection at the moment, and promised to d o r d some aasintance to thest,
conjecturer.
A few miles lower down the valley in which the above facts were observed, at the
distance of more than a mile from the sea, and between two and three hundred feet
perpendicular above it, there occurs a crag of sandstone, in which a numerous
succession of strata are distinctly visible. Several of these beds have yielded much
to the action of the air, and, in dry weather, exhibit a considerable white efflorescence, which has completely the taste of common salt ;and so remarkable is this
circumstance, that the rock has acquired, in the country, the name of Salt-heugh.
Here, then, it immediately oeeurred to me, was probably thesource of an abundant supply of the elastic ~ u b ~ t a n or
c e fumigator, whose action, as a dux, had been
pointed out by the agglutinations in Aikengaw, above described.
I conceived, that, if there were at the bottom of the aea a bed of sand and gravel,
drenched with brine of full saturation, and that heat were applied to it from beneath, according to Dr. HUTTON'Shypothesis, the firat effectwouldhe,todrive the
water from the lowest portion of the sand, and to convert the salt which remained
amongst it, together with the sand, into a dry cake. During this operation, or until the cake became quite dry, the absorption of latent heat would prevent the temparature from surpassing the boiling point of brine. But no sooner was this drynens accomplished, than, I imagined, the temperature of the mass would begin to
rise ahove that pitch; the portion of it next thefire would gradually acquire a redheat :that than the salt, being made by the heat in part to assume an elastic form,
would be sent in fumes through the dry cake just described, and thus, by purtiall)
melting the contiguous particles, produce an agglutination.
Such being my theoretical views, no time was lost in submitting them to t h e
test of experiment. Taking it for granted that a quantity of sea-sdt must frequently be formed and deposited, along with sand and gravel, at the bottomof the
ocean, (in the manner I shall have occasion to describe at another stnge of this
paper,) where the water has heen collected by its superior specific gravity, in the
form ofbrine, I proceeded to make the following experiments.
Dry salt was placed along with sand, sometimes in a neparate layer, at the bottom of the crucible, and sometimes mixed throughout the experiment ; the whole
was then exposed to heat from below. I found that the salt was invarial~lysentin
fumes through the loose mass, and hy its action produced solid stone in n manner
completely mtisfactory, as illustrative of the facts in Aikengaw ;and re as to give
a good explanation of the production of sandstone in general.
Thew artificial stones ru.e of various degrees of durability and hardnew ;-some
of them do not stand exposnre to the elements, and crumble when immersed i n
water ;-some resist exposure for years ;-others are so soft as not to preverve
their form for any length of time ;-while some bear to be dressed by the chisel ;
and, it may be remarked generally, that, as far as the results of my experiments
have been compared with natural randstone, the same boundless variety exist8 i n
both casen A striking instanoe of this rrsemblauce occurs in the case of t h e
Salt-hengh, the aandstone of which, when immersed in water, crumblrs down,
exactly in the aame manner an those results of my experiments which taste much
of salt.
The fumes of the salt, no doubt, act in all these cases, an aflux on the siliceons
matter, and thus cement the adjacent particles together. The Society are doubtleas, well aware of the power of salt fumea in glazing pottery ;and the analogy, I
conceive, is complete. I t is the application alone that is new.
So far the results were satisfactory. But it next occurred, that it might he
plausibly objected, that the presence of the superincumbent cool ocean would interfere withthe process, on the principles of latent heat. To put this to the m t ,
I proceeded to expose a quantity of sand, covered to the depth of several inchwlth mmmon salt-water, to the heat of a furnace, and, ns the liquid boiled awa
replenished it from time to time by additions from the sea. Of c o ~ m it
e gradu&
approached to a state of brine. But this proved a very tedious operation, requiring a continued el~ullitionduring three weeks, without ceasing, before it became
~u5cientlyaaturated with salt by the dischargeof the fresh-water ;and I thought
i t much easier, and no less satisfactory, to employ brine from the first, formed a t
onoe by loading the water with as much salt as it could dissolve, amounting to
mbout one-third of its weight.
The v e ~ e l semployed in these early experimental were the large black-Isad
eruaibles wed by the bm-foundom. I fled the veuel, wh~charlu 18 inohem
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high and 10 broad, nearly to the brim with brine of full saturation, the lower
portlon being occupied, to the depth of about 16 inchea, with loose sand from the
sea-shore, and thoroughly drenched with the brine. I n order to have a view of the
progress of the experiment, I placedan earthen-ware tube, about the size and shape
of a gun-barrel. closed at bottom. and open at the top, in avertical podition, having its lower extremit immersed in the sand, and reaching to within about an
inoh of the bottom of d e pot, while the other end row a foot above the surface of
tLe brine, and could be looked into without inconvenience.
After a great number of experiments, furnishing an unbounded variety ofre.
sults, I at length obtained a confirmation of the main object in view. I oltserved
that the bottom of the porcelain barrel, and of courre the sand in which it rested,
became red-hot, whilst the brine, which, during the experiment, had been constantly
replenished from a separate vessel, continued merely in a state of ebullition : the
upper portion of the sand, drenched with the liquid, remained permanently quite
loose, but the lower portion of the sand had formed itself into a solid cake.
On allowing the whole to cool, after it had been expobed to a high heat for many
hours, and breaking up the masu, I was deliihted to find the result, occupying the
lower part of the pot, pofisessed of all the qualities of a perfect sandstone, as may
be seen in the specimena now presented to the Society. Whenever the heat was
not maintained so long, the sandstone which resulted was less perfect in its structure, tasted strongly of salt, and sometimes crumbled to sand when placed in water.
Many of these early experiments were accomplished with tolerable success. But
still the result was somewhat precarious, and could not be announced with the wnfidence that I felt in presenting my former experiments to this Society.
The cause of this uncertainty 1,trac.d to the chemical operation of the salt, acting as a flux upon the porcelain vessels employed. This very action, I mas well
aware, was the main agent and cause of our success, when kept within proper
bounds ;but, on being allowed to pafis those limits, and to act on the cuntaining
vessels as well as on the experiment, it destroyed the v d , and converted tlie
whole into a confused mass of dag.
After numberless un~uccessfulattempts, and after returning again and again to
the charge, with an interval sometimea of years, I at last met with a quality in
some of the materials to me altogether unlooked for,'by means of which may be
obtained successful results, with scarcely any risk of failure.
I found that the action of the salt upon the substances of the crucibles of clay,
did not exert itself in the same manner upon iron ;but that a large vessel of castiron, 18inches deep by 10 wide. and a common gun-barrel weldedup at the b r e d
and open at the top, enabled me to work with the heat of melting gold, without
injuring the vessels, and at any time to produce a perfect freestone ; thus satisfy.
ing our theoreticalexpectations.
Similar results, in all respects, were produced by exposing pure pounded quarta
t o the action of the salt fuma;--and also when gravel, or any other masa of looae
materials, wad used iustead of sand.
Having now siiewn, in a satisfactory manner, that aalt, whether in a d atata
mixed a long with loose materials, or driven in fumes through them, or a p z e d in
the state of brine, and exposed to heat, is asu5cient agent to produce a consolidation, such as we see in natural sandstones and other stratified rocks ;it remains to
be investigated, whether an adequate supply of this flux may be reckoned upon in
nature.
I t is well known that great diversity exists in the degree of saturation of the sea,
by salt, at different places : and BUFFONhas been at much pains in collecting examples of this diversit in his geological volumes, introductory to his Natural HIEMry. I t is known t&t in many of the communications between sea and sea, a
constant current sets one way, indicating that the evaporation from the sea, to
which this stream flows, surpasses in quaniity its supply of fresh-water from the
rivera, rains, and springs. This is remarkably the case with the Mediterranean, into
which a perpetual stream nets from the ocean, at the Qut of Gibraltar. W e have
reaaon, then, to conclude, both that the surface of the Mediterranean is lower than
that of the ocean, and likwise that the quantity of salt in the former is perpetually
on the increase ;so that the specific gravity of the waters, and the intensity of their
saturation must be perpetually advancing to a state of brine. I am well aware,
that an attempt has been made to render such a conclusion unnecessary, by the supp i t i o n of a counter-current dowing at the bottom, out of this great baain ;but
such suppositions are, in my opinion, altogether gratuitaua,
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What is hem aaid of the Mediterranean, will apply no less to other aea~~,
and even
t o the great orean#. And wherever a basin m l r s , in which a bottom of great
depth is surrounded by a ridge comparatively ahallow, we may expect to find the
lower portion, at learnt, of the water in a state approaching to brine.
Without any such theoreticalexplanation of the manner in which a supply of salt
is s o p p e d to be formed, it may, perhaps, be considered sufficient for my purpose t o
rear1 to the recollection of the Society, that tltero are in almost every part of the
world vast districts of rock-salt, and in some countries extensive salt lakes and salt
rivers ;and in our country we have many instances of brine springe, besides rocksalt in abundance.
Here then, it seems tome, we areplentifully furniahed with the means of amount.
ing, in the manner experimentally shewn, for the agglutinations of such gravel as
that of Aikengaw, and fur the strata of the Salt-heugh, which, by an easy analogy,
may be transferred to esndstone in general, and, perhaps, to strat~fiedrocks of every
description.
A member of thin Society, however, well known by his scientific acuteness, alleged
6rst in his public lectures, andafterwards,uponmy requestingan explanationof his
objecrion, again repeated, that I was not justified in such theoretical conclusions,
respecting the influence of heat at the bottom of the sea, since the neighbourhood of
the cool water wo~ildn m s a r i l counteract that influence.
In answer to this dMculty, must beg leave to remark, that in all my experiments above alluded to, the sand (viewed by means of the gun-barrel) was seen to
become red-hot during the process of consolidation, while the superincumbent
brine remained boiling above, and it was even found easy, hy supplying cool brine
in sufficient quantity, to maintain the temperature of the fluid permanently such,
that the hand could be plunged into it at top, without unjury.the sandstone below
remaining all the while at a full red-heat. But whenever I repeated this experiment, with every circl~rnstancethe same, both as to duration and temperature, as
in the example above detailed, but in which, instead of brine, fresh water was used,
the result was very different. The lower part of the gun-barrel, immersed in the
sand, and in which gold had melted in the brine experiment just mentioned, now
remliined permanently black and cold, and the whole of the sand in the pot, when
removed from the furnace, fell ont loost: by its own weight ;not the least trace of
consolidation having taken placa
W e mav thus, I trust, resume to have added one more new and important
modifying' circumstance o f heat, to those already advanced in support of the Huttonian doctrines; for, since it haa been experimentally shewn, that heat under
the modifications produced by the presence of salt, nsabove described, is fully adequate to the consolidation of l m e materials, exposed to its action, it may fairly be
resumed, that salt has performed a part, and very important part, in the conw.
Edation of the strata of the globe.
I should be doing il.justice to the subject, were I not to state, that beaidea the
views developed in the foregoing paper, and supported by actual experiment, many
others have occurred to me respecting the agency of nalt under various modifiartions, and all bearing more or leas directly upon the Hiittonian theory of the
e m h . Some ef these views have been submitted to the teat of experiment, and
the results, as far am they have et been carried, give me great hopes of ultimate
success. Others are still in the sKape of mere conjecture, and none of them are
yet in a state to lay Wore the Snciety in detail. A simple allusion to one or two
of the most important of these views may probably be received with indulgenee
and I shall be very happy if gentlemen possessed of adequate leisure, shall be induced to follow up, by actual experiment, what I have thrown out as mere matter
of speculation.
I conceive that salt, in the state of fumm and urged by a powerful heat, possibly
dso modified by pressure, or perhaps combined with other substances, may have
penetrated a great variety of rocks, acting as aflux on some, as in basalt, granite,
&c. ; agglutinating others, hs in the case of sandstone, pudding-stone, &a. ;softening others, as in the case of coutorted strata of greywacke. I n many m e s , too. I
conceive that these fumes may have had the power of oarrying along with them
various other materials, much as metals in a sublimed state, which would in this
way la introduced into rents, veins, and cavities, or may even have entered into
the solid maw of the rocks, which I imagine these fumes may have had powrr topenetrate. I have h d y tried some experiments in pursuit of these ideas. Salt, for
inrtanoe, bsr been mixed with oxide of-iron, redured to h e powder, and then ex-
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posed to heat along with quartzose sand. The iron, I found, *as borne up dong
with the salt fumes. . The sandstone, formed in this way, wan deeply stained with
iron, and other most curious appearances presented themuelvea.
Every one who has seen a sandstone quarry, must have noticed evident t r a m of
iron, the rock being stained in a great variety of ways; aometimea in parallel lay.
efs,-sometimes in concentric circles, or rather in portions of concentria spheres,
11ke the coats of an onion,-and,generally speaking, disposed in a way, not accountable by deposition from water. All theae appearsncstl I would & a u n t for
b y supposing the rock, either at the moment of its agglutination into nandatone or
a t some subsequent poriod, to have been penetrated by the fumes of ~ l t charged
,
with iron, also in a atata of vapour.
I may mention one very curious result of my experiments with A t and iron,
acting upon sand, namely, that, upon breaking up the specimen of artificial sandstone, an appearance often preaents itself of incipient crystallisation, if I may use
thia term; a number of large, shining, parallel faces pervade the whole mass, and,
by holding the specimen at the proper angle to the light, thia appearance heoomea
very obvious. What the nature of these crystals is, I have not investigated ;but
as they very much resemble what we see in different kinds of sandstone, I am of
opinion, that they bold out a fair expectation of our heing able to produce many of
the crystalline appearances with which we are familiar in nature.
Common sea-salt uuch as I have used, as is well known, is not pure muriata of
soda; and, in my experiments, I hare mixed various other rubntancen with it. I n
nature, we must suppose that varioue contaminating oubstanoee would in like
manner occur, to diversify the phenomena ; and, accordingly we do find a boundless varietv, in the aspect no6 only of sandstone, bat of almoat every kind of mdr ;
and I am by no means without expectation, that, in the course of time, we &hall
be able to imitate in our laboratory ae many of these varieties as we c h o w to exhibit.
I have long been engaged, alw, in a series of expetiments on the formation of
Crystalliter, the name by which, as I have before stated, every cryatallised mcL
might, perhaps, be uaefully distinguished in contradistinction to Aggrqyatei, or those
formed of fragments. This great object in experimental geology, I hopeto accomplish by means of an instr~~ment
which I have long had in use, for the regulation
of high heats, a description of which may probably soon be laid before the h i e t
together with ~ o m further
e
results in support of the Huttoninn theory of tha emd

11.-An

Accourd of Professw Carlini's PendAna Ea-perrments on
Mont Cenis.

[From the QrrarUrly Journal of Scienoa and Arts, Val.II N.S.]
W e believe that no account of Professor Carlini's pendulum experiments on
BIont Cenis, haa hitherto appeared in the periodical scientific publications of this
country ; the experiments are, however, well deserving of such notice, having
bean conducted with great care, and having had a specific object in view, which
object seems to have been satisfactorily accomplished. The following brief account
of them, taken from the original memoir published in the Appendix to the
'' Ephbmbride di Milano" for 1824, may not be unacceptable to those of our reade n who interest themselvea in subjects of this class.
The length of the simple pendulum vibrating seconds, is a measure of the inten.
sity of gravitation ; i . 8 , of the excess of the force of gravity over the centrifulal
force. I n consequence of the ellipticity of the earth, and of the difference in the
direction of the two forces, the intensity of gravitation varies according to the dif.
ferent latitudm. I t also varies, in the same latitude, according to the greater or leal
elevation of the pendulum above the level of the sea ; i. e. according to its greater
or leas distance from the centre of the attracting force.
Had the earth a perfectly level surface, such, for instance, as it would have if it
were every where covered by a fluid, the force of gravity, in receding from the
surface,would diminish in the duplicate proportion of the distance from the earth'm
centre. I n the actual state of the globe, however, its continents and its islands
are raised above the general level of the sea, by which it is only partially covered ;
and if a pendulum be r a i d , on the s u r f m of the land, to a known elevation above
the W , the diminution of gravity will not be, ar in the more aimple csne, propor-
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doned to the nqnares of the respective distanm from the earth's centre ; but t h a t
proportion will require to be modified, by taking into account the attraction of t h e
elevated materials, interpoled between the general aurface and the place of observation.
Whek~penduluma are employed in different latitudes, to obtain the ratio of
gravitation between the equator and the pole, for the purpose of deducing t h e
ellipticity of the earth, all the places of observation, being on land, are more or less
elevated above the sea : inland stations, in particular, are sometimes at considerable elevations : to render these results comparable one with another, it is necessary
to reduce each result to what it would have been, had it been made at some level
common to all the experiments ; and the surface of the sea has hitherto been taken
as that common level. Previous to the publication of a paper of Dr. Young's i n
the Philosophical Transactions for 1819, the consideration which we have mentioned, that of the attraction of the matter interposed between the place of observation and the level of the sea, was generally unheeded in estimating the allowance
to be made for the reduction of different heightn to the common level : in t h a t
paper, however, Dr. Young took occasion to point out the probable effect of t h e
interposed matter in modifying cnnsiderably the usual allowance ; that s u p p o s i ~
its density to be about half the mean denaity of the earth, the effect of an hemlspherical hill of suchmattar, on the summit of which the pendulum should he placed,
would be to diminish the correction, deduced from the duplicate proportion from
the earth's centre, about ith ; that, in like manner, a tract of table-land, wnsidered as an extensive flat surface, of the same relative density, would diminish t h e
correctim about (ths ; and that, accordingly, in almost any country that conld b e
chosen for the experiment, the proper correction for the height would vary, according to the form and density of the interposed materials, from rather more than
a half to rather less than three-quarters of the usual allowance. This view has
been subsequently acted upon by the English pendulum experimenters, in reducing
their observations ; but it has not been yet adopted by the French. The experiments of Professor Carlini were cnlc~~lated
to afford a practical illustration of the
oorrectnesa of Dr. Young's reasoning.
Professor Carlini was engaged, in thesummer of 1821, in wncert with Professor
Plana, in determining the amplitude of the celestial arc, between the Hospice o n
Mont Cenis and the Observato at Milan, b means of fire-signals made on the
Roche Melon, and observed simxtaneously at %ilan, and at a temporary observatory established at the Hospice. Whilst thus engaged, Profesaor Carlini, being
stationary for several days on RIont Cenis, andobliged to have timever accurately
determined, for the purpose of comparing with the observatory at ~ i l a n availed
,
hilnself of the opportunity to employ a pendulum apparatus of the same general
nature as that used by M. Biot at Paris, which had been prepared at M~lansome
years before, under the direction of a commiusion of weights and measures, with
the view of determining the value of the divisions of the national linear scale.
As this apparatus differed in some few particulars from the original employed in
France, we &all briefly notice thedifferenm, presumingourreadera to be acquainted with the apparatus of MM. Borda and Biot.
1. In the Milan apparatus, hy means of two microscopes furnished with wire
micrometers, the length of the pendulum mag be measured without touching i t ;
without approaching it ; without even opening the case which contains it. The
measure is obtained by bringing the wires in contact with the images of the knifeedge suspension, and of the upper and lower borders alternately of the platinum
disk suspended to the thread : thus preventing the risk of deranging theequilibriurn, and avoiding the effect which the heat of the body might have on the very
dilatable metallic thread.
2. The half sum of the distances taken between the suspension, and the upper
and lower edges of the disk, gives the distance of the centre of the disk itself,
without measuring its diameter with a compass, an operation exceedingly di5cult
to execute with the neceasary precision. By this apparatus of microscopes, the
length may be measured at pleasure, even during the time of oscillation ; and
being attached to the wall, instead of supported by the floor, the risk of derangement b the tread of the observer is avoided.
3. ' h e pendulum, and the clock by which its oscillations are measured, were
not, as usually, near together and resting on the same base, but were perfectly
~eparated. The coincidences of the oscillations were observed, by bringing the
image of the pendulum of the clock, reflected by means of an:oblique mirror,in
contact with the image of the simple ~endulumseen direct through a telescope.

Pendultnn Expenentmnts
on Monb Cenis.
By this modifimtion,. the risk of the mutual influenat of the pendulum and the
clock is avoided.
4. The diak waa attached to the thread by means of knots in the thread itwlf,
avoiding the correction for the small cup usually employed for that purpoae.
5. An alteration waa made in the w e i ~ h tand shape of the knife-edge auspenrion ; reducing its weight to about 10 @M, and giving it theshape of a rotella,
instead of that of a triangular prism.
Thesimple pendulum and m i s e r a m p were attached to a strong wall, in a room
o n the ground floor, wntiguons to the temporary observatory, and well sheltered
from the sun and weather. The clock with which the pendulum was compared,
wan supported by apyramid of masresting on the ground, and occupying the
middle of the room. The e-hentaplength
between the microscopes was referred to three standard nletrea, in perfect agreement with each other : one received
from Paris by the commission of weights and measures at Milan ;a second hrought
more recently from Paris by Conte Moscati; and a third in the poaeession of the
Royal Academy of Turin.
The experiments were commenced on the 3d of September, and terminated on
the 27th, being interrupted by M. Carlini's absence at Chambery from the 7th to
the 12th. The distance between the microscopes, and the omillations and the
length of the pendulum, were meanured alternately. Thirteen independent rewlts were thus obtained, of which the greatest discordance from the mean, WM
not mere than T$&ath~of a British inah. The mean result was 39,0992 British
inchea, the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds in a vacuum, at the pi- of
observation on Mont Ceniq 1943 metres, or 6374 feet above the eea, in the latitude of 450 14' 10". T o oompam with this determination, we ma obtain a
tolerably fair a proximation to the pendulum at the level of the sea in tce latitude
of 45' 14 10'[ such as its length might have been found, if the mountain could
bave been removed and the pendulum p l d on its site, by deduction from the
lengths actually mmsured with a similar apparatus, on the arc between Fomentera and Dunkirk, at atations not far removed from the level of the sca, in the
adjacent paralkl to Mout Cenis, and in the countries adjoining. Of theae there
are five, not including the station at Clermont, inconnequenceof its great elevation:
they are as follows :Dunkirk,
51 02 10 ; its pendulum at the level of the !a; =39.13771
48 50 14 ;
LL
LC
LC
Paris,
39.12b94
LC
Bordeaux,
44 50 26 ;
LC
'L
"
39.11295
C
L
L
L
L
L
44 36 45 ;
39.11212
Figeac,....
Fomentera,
38 39 56 ;
LG
LC
LC
39.09176
The mean length of the seconds pendulum at the level of the aea, in the latitude of 45" 14' 40t', deduced from these determinations, is 39,1154 ;and it is so
equally, whether an ellipticity of &th, or of gbath, or any intermediate ellipticity be assumed in the reduction,
W e have, then, 39,1154-31.099M162
inch, as the measure of the difference
i n the intensity of gravitation at the place of observation, elevated 1913 metres,
and at the level of the sea. The radius of the earth being 6, 376,478 metres,
this measure, awarding to the duplicate proportion of the distances from the
earth's centre, should he 0238 inch. The attraction of the mountain is, then,
equal to 0238-01623076 inch. Whence it appeara that, in this particular instance, the correction for the elevation is reduced, hy the attraction of the inter.
posed matter, to
ths, or to ahout &ths of the amount immediately deducible
from the square of the distances.
I t is obvious that, if we possessed acorrect knowledge of the density and arrangement of the materials of which Mont Cenis is composed, so as to enable a computation of the sum of all the attractions which they exercise on the place of otbservation, this result might furnish, as well as Dr. Mmkelyne's experiments on the
deviation of the plumb-line produced by the attraction of Mount Schehallien, a
ozrtain determination of the mean density of the earth. Professor Carlini considers that the form of the eminence may be sufficiently represented by a segment
of a sphere a geographical mile in height, having as its base a circle of 11 miles
diameter, the distance from Susa to Lansleburgo ;the attractive force, on a point
placed on the summit, would, in such case, be equal to 2~ 8 (1-3 L It,)or In
numbers to 5-020, 8 8 being the density of the mountain, and 2a the ratio of the
circumference to radius. The attrsctive force of thoearth, on apoint at itssurface,
is 6 r A
14394 A, r being the radius of the earth ~ 3 1 3 geographical
7
miles
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On Artqcial C'oiwebsfw Micrometers.
and a ib mean density. Now these two quantities, 14394 A and 5.020 8, should
be, to each other, in the proportion of 39.1154,-the pendulum at the level of t h e
sea, reprmnting gravitation at the surface of the earth,-to -0076, the portion
of gravitation at the summit of the mountain due to the attraction of the mountain. By the observationsof 36. de Saussure and other geologists, Mont Cenis is
chiefly cumposed of schistus, marble, and gypsum ; the specific gravitier of which
substances were ascertained, from numerour specimens in thepoereasion of bf.
Carlini, to be respectively as follows :The s c h i s t ~ ~ ,
2.81
The marble,
2.86
232
Thegypsum,
I n the absence of a precise knowledge of the quantity and paition of each of
these three component parts, we may take the mean, 2.66, of their several danri
ties as ayproximatively the density of the mountain, = 8. W e have then
5.02 8+39.1154
A=---4.77,
14394+.0076
a m u l t little di5kring from that of Cavendish, as recently m r r e c t d by Dr.Hatton. and still less from that of the Sohehallian experiments.
The most hypothetical element of this oalculatioa, is the width assigned to tbe
bane of the mountain ; but by the v q nature of the gumtion, it has bat little
influenoe on the final result ; uince, by even doubling the assigned diameter, t h e
total attraction would not be altered a twentieth. I n regard to the mean density
of the mountain, if it were taken a t 2.76, inatead of 2.M, that of the enrth d d
result 4.94, innwad of 4.77, as given above.
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B Y R. C. GORING,M. D.
[ F I the
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A common cobweb has always appeared to me to be a very atrong substanw
i n proportion to its extreme tenuity, for a bulky spider will frequentlv depend
from a bingle fibre of great length ;-small inaects are incapable of overcoming t h e
resistance of the meshes of a web ;-which will also endure for a considerabletime
i n wet and windy weather without requiring much repair. Nevertheless, I have
always found astronomers extremely nervous about the threads of their micrometers, which, i t is said, may be destroyed by the trifling current of air which passes
through the tube of a telescope when its objective and eye glasses are displaced;
probably because the cobwebs, being of animal origin, are sul)ject to decomposition
i n course of time ; for I do not think a cobweb, fresh from the body of R spider,
could be so easily affected. Be this as it:may, I have accidentally discovered a mode
o f making artificial ones, which are not sut~jectto decomposition,-which may be
stretched by mechanical violence to double theirlength without snapping, returni n g again to their original dimensions,-which ma be blown upon by a powerful
pair of bellows, with its nose close to them, witlout injury, and which can be
rendered of any degree of tenuity and fineness, being a perfect substitute for the
ordinary ones, as it seema to me ; but ss I am not a connoisseur i n such matters,
i t must Ileleft to Messrs. Troughton and Sims, who have certainly arrived at the
extreme verge of improvement in the construction of micrometers, to determine
the point at issue between me and the mpider. The following is the receipt for
'making them :-Procure some of the purest essential oil of turpentine, have some
caoutchouc extremely thin, and put it into a small wid-mouthed phial, observing
pot to 611 i t more than one quarter ;pour in the turpentine to the top, and secure
i t carefully with a cork and bladder. Let this be worn in the po",liet for a few
days, and the Indian rubber will absorb the essential oil, and becume greatly increased ill bulk ;then let a portion of i t be put into another bottle with some more
tur~~entine,
and in a few days it will be completely dissolved. I t is necessary that
there thould be more turpentine employed in the first instance than is required t o
reduce the India rllbher to the consistence necessary to form wbweba, in order to
allow 'mpurities to silbside to the bottom of the phial, and to insure the complete
l utioli of the caoutchouc ;for if any par ride^ of i t are left untouched, even smooth

-

aob&b &ll not be obtrinsd'. Thin solution must be kept about the pereon till a
gwd deal d the turpentine has evaporated, to aid which prooesa i t will be advirurble to have the phial merely closed by a piece of paper tied over it: the older i t is
t h e better. If any heat is employed t o effect the solution, exceeding that of the
human body, the consequenca will be, that the caoutchouc will undergo a change,
a n d will never dry or return to its original state. When the India rubber in the
phial has a~sumeda viscid consistence, like that of bird.lime, i t is in a fit state for
making cobweb :the precise condition i n which it is most fit for that purpose may
be known by experiment, and by ita sticking two other pieces of India rubber together in such a manner, that they cannot be separated when the interposed cement is dry.
The making of the cobwebs is the most simple &air imaginable; all that is ne.
m n a r y is to take a small quantity of the solution on the point of a bit of wood,
a n d to stick i t to a frame, producing the viscid thrend, which will proceed from i t
to the opposite side : in this way anv quantity may be made. This process ahould
be mrried on in a very warm robm, otherwise the liquid thrend is apt to snap.
The fibres thus prepared should be carefully preserved from duat for a day o r
two, till completely dry ; they may then be examined by a microsoope, and the
most even and parallel selected. I n this way we obtain artificial cobweb, having
t h e same opacity, and the same power of enduring the soler apectrum as common
ones, and which sppesr to me to hear aa much rough usage, damp, &c. aa can rsam b l y he desimd in s ~ ~ delicate
ch
fibres ; for when the turpentine has evaporated
&ey are left neither more nor lees than unchanged caoutohow.

-

1V.-Miscellaneous

Notices.

N.S.]
leaves and stems of beet-root contain
oralate and maiate of potash. Some leaves we're tied together, and hung up in a
warm and slightly-humid place, where there was but little light, to dry. Being
examined a t the end of several months, they were found penetrated with, and
cavered by, an immense number of minute crystals of nitre. The oxalic and
malic acids had been replaced by nitric acid ;but whether from animalised matter
naturally in the leavej of the plant, o r from the action of the air, or in what
manner, is not known.-M. HENRIBRACOSNOT,
Ann, de Chirnie, u x v . 260.
2 On the Existence of Crystals of Osafule of L i n e i n Planfr-M. Raspdl
read a memoir to the Academy of Sciences, to prove the analogy which exists in
arrangement between the crystals of silioa, which are found in sponges, and those
of oxalate of lime, occurring in the tissue of phanerogamous plants.
The latter crystals were observed, for the first time, by Refan and Jurine, who
regarded them as organs of which they knew not the use. They were then observ.
ed b M. de Candolie, who called them raphider, and gave a figure of them,
whicl, hewever, is inaccurate. These crystals are really very regular tetrahedrons.
I n many plants, as wchis, pandanw, ornithogalum, jacinthus,phyfolaca dccandria,
meaembryanthemum daltoidea, &o they are very small, Uot hein more than
of
a rnillimetre (.0002 of an inch) in width, and ;
,f.004of an inchfin length. But,
[From tils Quartmly Journal of S~.ienceand Arla, Pol. I. and N.,
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There will always be the same difficulty in obtaining trul parallel and even
threads from the caoutchouc as there is from common cobwebs. 1lave one of Messrs.
Trou hton and Sim's best micrometers by me at this moment: and the cobwebs,
thou& of course picked, and abundantly even enough for practical purposes, are certainly far from be~ngof the same diameter throoghout. I suspect, from microscopical
examination, that a common cobweb is a flat thread liken piece of tape, not n round one ;
l o that, if it is at all twisted, it must resent diff'erentapgarent dtameters to the eye.
The best way of etting parallel thread! with the India ru ber paste, appear6 to me to
be, to let it stairdqor a considerable time without an agitation, orntirring it whatever.
and when the instrument is inserted to draw out a tgred, to disturb the matter as littli
a s r i b l e , tonching on1 its surface ; the more the thread is drawn out, the more even
an true it becomes.
may not be irrelevant to mention, that in order togive fibres
their uhnost degree of strength, they should be ut 011 in the lowest degree of tension
possible : in drawing them out on the fmme, therekre, let the instrument recoil as much
as it will before theend of the thread is fastened down, that at least the cnoutchouc ma
not be stretched till its ultimate attachment to the micrometer ia completed. ~ e c t i f i d
white naphtha may be tried instead of the turpentine.

&

.

in the tubercless of the Florence iris, they are as m c h as-,L -(0008 of an inch) in
width, and 4 (.0312 of an inch) in length, so to be esslPy capable of examina
tion,BulI.
Unia. B. xi. 376.
3. MethoJ of irioreasing the OdDur of Roses.-For this purpoae, according to
the author of the method, a large onion ia to be planted by the side of the roee tree,
in such a manner that i t shall touch the foot of the latter. The resea which will
be produced will have an odour much stronger and more agreeable than such as
have not been thus treated, and the water dirtiiled from t h e rose6 is equally
superior to that prepared by means of ordinary rose leaves.-akonorn.
Neurggk ;
-Bull. Univ.
4. Quick Method of putting Z~seetato Death.-The following method is by M.
Ricord, for the use of naturalists. The insect is to be fixed on a piece of cork, and
put under a jar or vessel with a little ether ;the latter being plaoed either in s
capsule, or on the plate on which the jar or glass is placed : the vessel ahould apply
olosely, that the vapour of the ether may be retained. and the air within b pm.
vented from changing its place. The insect thus imrnerked in the ethereal atmmphere will soon die, without having time to hurt its former appearance by violence.
,Bull.
Univ. B. mi. 295.
5. Chloride of Lima in cases of Bums.-The good effect of chloride of lime m
cases of burns is confirmed by the experience of M. Liafranc. Hehas applied it in
many cases of that kind, sometimea immediately after the acc~dent, mmetimea
after the application of emollient cntaplasms. Lint is moistened in a solution, more
or leas strong, of chloride of lime, and then applied to the place, being covered over
with waxed cloth. The cure has been singularly hastened under its influence ;
and in one cane, where almost the wholeof the lower limbs, the arms and faca, had
beeo burnt, the use of the chloride recovered the patient from the stupor into
which he had fallen at the end of four days, and a perfect recovery was effected
two months after the accident.-Bull. Uniu. C. xi. 77.
6. Paper to resist Humidity.-This process, which ia due to M. Engle, wndsta in plunging umized paper once ar twice into a clear aolution of mastic in oil
of turpentine, and dryingit by a gentle heat. The paper, without becoming
transparent, has all the properties of writing paper, and may beused for the same
purposes. I t is especially rccommended for passports, workmen's books, legalpapem, &c. When preserved for years, it is free from injury, either by humidity,
mice, or insects. I t is further added, that a solutionof caoutchouc will prodnce
even a still better dect.-Kunl und Gewerbe-blalfe.
7. Cementation of Iron by Cast Zrorr.-Pure iton, when surrounded by and in
contact with cast-iron turnings, and heated, is carbonised very rapidly, so as to
harden, to temper, and, in fact, to exhibit all the properties of steel. M. Gautier
fi1:da this is a very advantageous process in numerous cases, especially where the
articles to be case-hardened, or convened into steel, are small,--as iron wire, or
wire gauze. The temperature required is not so high aa that necessary in the or.
dinary process of cementation, and the piem to be carbonid are not injured in
form. The kind of cast iron used should be thegray metal, and themore minutely
i t is divided, the more rapid and complete is the operation. By covering the mof cast metal, in which the iron to be carbonised is enveloped, with sand, oxidation,
from contact of the air, is prevented, and the cast metal may be u s d many timer.
Plumbago, experimented with in the same marmer, does not produce the effect.Jour. de Pharmaoie, 1827, p. 18.
8. Test of'the Presencc of Opium.-Dr. Hare says h e m detect opium in salution, when the quantity is not more than that given, by adding ten drops of
laudanum to half a gallon of water. The following is the proms.-A few drops
of solution of acetate of lead is to be added to the solution containing the drug;
after some time an observable quantity of meconiate of lead will fall down: from
six to twelve hours may,sometimes,be required, and the precipitation is k t e f f e c d
in a conical glass vessel ;for then, by gentle stirring now and then toliberate that
which adheres to the side, the insoluble salt ma be collectd together at the bottom. About thirty drops of sulphuric acid are &en to he poured on to the mewniate,.by means of a glass tuhe, after which, as much of a solution of red sulphate of
iron is to be added in the same manner. The sulphnric acid will liberate the
meconic acid, and thuu enable i t to produce, with the iron, theappropriatecolour,
which demonstrates the presence of that acid, a d consequently of o p i u m d u i tnan'r Journal, xii. 290.
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I.-Experime~k

or, Indigo.

C E ~ Z M I ~in
T SEurope, who have engaged in the examination of Indi
n d y had to deal with the prepared colouringmatter r manufactured
t k ~ :
ket; and have therefore limited themselves to the aeparation and mglsurement of
the foreign ingredients with which it was contaminated-to
the properties of the
pure wlouring matter itself,-and to the analysis of its chemical componition. The
rationale of what
in tbe process of the manufacture may be, and hss hesn
deducad with tolerable certainty from thediscoveries thus made; but where we have
the whole fermentation carried on among us on an immense scale,-when we have
the Indigo i n its naaamt state, aud in ita wlourless mluble state too, capable of
being submitted to teats and promasw, it beoomw a matter of mrious intereat to
follow the changes of this sin
substance, and compare them with the theoriw
formed in t h e laboratories at ome.
It is however more than a mere matter of curiosity to net on a mnnd basicl the
eanses of t h e different manipulations, and to examine the real e5ect of p m c a w ~
in which di5erent manafacturern have a diversity of practim ;-although it must
be confessed that, rstting aside the differenca of quality in the plant, from aeaaon,
can, in its oultivation, soil, and other causes, the budness of the vats ia w simple
an to allow of little deviation in practice or result.
The most convenient manner of bringing before the reader the varioua snbjectr
of a short series of experiments which I made this aeeson, in conjunction with an
intelligent friend engaged in an Indigo establishment, will be to incorporate them
with a relation of the general p-s
of manufacture; but I think it will save a
dealofrepetition and explanation, to give in the 6rnt place an epitome of what
as dready been written on the subject ;that ia, on the qualities and properties of
Indigo itself, which have been elaborately examined by Bergman, Berthollet, Chevreul. Thommn, Cmm, and latterly by B e d i u r Their notices extend to minuts
daails of the action of every neutral salt, acid, and alkali of the chemical dender,
but the general r d t s which are likely to be uaeful to the manufacturer may b.
condensed into a very small space.
Indigo is a definite vegetable product which a p p m to exist in greater or
less quantity in a variety of plants, or rather the elements of which i t is composed
are found in these plants ;for it is not until the juioes of the vegetable begin to
act upon one another in fermentation that Indigo is developed. I t might a t fimt
be $upposed that the green wlour of plants was connected with the presence of Indi.
go, but this is not the cnae ;as, after the l a v a have been steeped in the vats, they
retain entirely their original wlour
When fimt dissolved from the plant, the Indigo is in a colourless state, and is
readily aolublein water ;but it beeomer blue on absorbing oxygen from the air, and
appears then to have au~umedthe nature of a peroxide, for it is very unalterable,
quite insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, raline infusion, alkalies, and dilute acids.
Concantrated sulphuric acid alone acts as II solvent, without changing its nature.
Nitric acid converts it into a yellow bitter principle. Acetic acid, by degrees, deoxy.
d i m it. Chlorine also destroys it8 colonr immediately.
I n aaying that concentrated sulpharic acids effecta no change upon Indigo, I
am not strictly aorrect. I t doer not destroy the colourin matter, or cause a decomposition, ss would be the cane with most other vegetable compounds ;but the
researches of Crum aud Beneliua have rendered it probable, that three m e r e n t
modifications of lndigo may be brought about by the agency of this acid, di5eri.p
from one another in the quality of oxygen or of water in their oomporition.
The three modificatons are thus distinguished :1. The p w e b d i g o , which ia obtained by sublimation from the crude raker at
a temperature of 650. This is crystallized in long flat prismatio needles ;has a
copper colour by reflected, and a fine blue by transmitted light. It sublimes entirely at the temperature stated, witbout residue : its specific gravity is 1. 36.
2. C a d i n or Sarmc blw, is obtained by digesting the former substance in sul.
phuric acid : i t is supposed by Crum to have loat ita water of composition therebp
It ir roluble in water, but is precipitated by wont of the neutral aalts.
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3. P h i a h w Pu+ple I d i g a , is obtained by suddemly diluting the mlphnrio
WJ an insoluble powder,
acid which h~ began to dissolve Indigo. I t ~repar~tm
which when filtered and washed is insoluble in pure boiling water, and may be
procured M a precipitate again by the addition of any neutral salt. Phenicin is
rupposed,by Bermlius,to be an intermediate state betweensolubleand inlwluble Indi o ;but C N aaserts
~
that 100 parts of Indigo will yield 120 of Phenicin.
. eh%' Indigo of commerce most probabl ranks under one of the two latter denominations, or perhaps both of them ;&r there can be little doubt that some new
cumbination of elements t a k a plsoe in the sublimation of the " pure" or " 7tallized Indigo," since, with the utmost m e , not more than one-fifth of the welght
of crystals can be procured ; and, during their formation, fimt, aqumus vapollr,
then gas is extricated ; and a red coloured oil, and a lar e residue of chsrcoal m
i
left behind ; wheraaa the crystals, once formed, are volatfizable without any low
or carbonaaons residue. As the cry stall^ state, and the resistance to d @ t ~
tive agencies at an elevated temperature, are the sure s i p s of a definite, aud gens
n
x
o
f a simple atomic m m p i t i o n , we should expect to 6nd tolerable umrdanm
in t analysts ofthe crystals of Indigo. I have only been able to find two, mcrde
by different chemists, but they are greatly at variance with one another*.
by Crum.
Pure Indigo, analyzed by Thomson ;
46.164
12.60
Conaists of Oxygen,
Carbon, ,
, 40.384
73.28
Azote,
18.462 ,
11.26
2.93
Hydrogen,
-"

--

--

,-..-----

100.
The other varieties are stated by Crum to be thus composed :-

OXYP,
Carbon, ,
Aeote,
Hydrogen, ,

-

Cemlin.
29.0 ,
67.8
, 8.4 ,
,
48

100.

Phenicin.
21.6
64.9
, 9.6
4.0

.
- . . . . - --

100.
100.
If the composition given by Thomson be correct, Indigo ought to be a remarkably easy substance to analyce ;since i t wonld merely be necessary to submit it to
a dastruotive heat,-to determine the proportion of carbonic acid, carbonic oxyde,
and azote,-and to weigh the surplus carbon. The quantity of oxy en in the
a d y s w of Mr. Crum will be proved hereafter, I think, to be too m a f
From the almost total insolubility of pure Indigo, it becomes a very simple
matter to separate the foreign ingredients which arefound with it, and consequently to obtain it in a atate of purity. All that is necessary is to boil it for a
ruflicient time.
First. I n pure water ;which remover yellowextract, greanmatter, k c .
secondly. I u alcohol, which carries off red colouring matter, and resin.
Thirdly. I n dilute muriatic add, which takes up lime, oxyde of iron, and
magnmia, &c.
These methods will not, however, remove sand and clay, alumine or gypsum,
the pressnce of which a n only be detected by burning a portion of the blue cake.
Thequality of Indigo seems materially to have improved of late yearn, for
Chemeul only obtained 45 per cent. of true colouring matter from Guatimala Indigo,Bergman
found 47,-Brande states i t at 60 per cent. ; wherean in two
speclmens which I analyzed in Calcutta, one contained 75, the other nearly 80
per cent. of pure blue : neither were these the finest produce of the market.
Deoxydizing substances, ~ u c has the sulphuretn, protoxyde of iron, phosphorus,
the sulphites, &c. have the power of depriving Indigo of a part of its oxygen,
whence it becomes again soluble in water or alkaline leys, preserving the power
of regaining its colour the moment it afterwardn meets with oxyc[en. I t is thus
that the dyers are enabled to prepare a solution for the purposes of their profession. They are said to make use, generally, of aulphate of iron and slaked lime,
which an, mixed up intimately with the Indigo, in the proponiona of two of the

Dr. Uregives in the ap ndix to the 2d edition of his Dictionary, Ox. 14.3, Carb.
11.4, Az. 14 Hydr. 4.4. g t he thiilu these numben may require @ little alters.
tion.-ED.

mulpbate, 60 of lime ate,and 15 parta of Indigo, and then boiling the mixture
in water. The colour of the aolution is yellow.
Indigo thus deprived of its oxgyen has been called Indigogene by Liebig :-Bere
selius calls it " reduced Indigo." I t ia maid to be obtained with facility on precipitation from the dyer's solution by murialic or acetic soid, to which a a m d addition of sulphate of ammonia must be made, to prevent the
of oxygen.
Liebig asserts that this Indigogene, at a moderate temperature, absorbs oxygen
suddenly from the air with a species of combustion, and that in the mercurial eu.
diometer the absorption 18 found to amount to 114 per cent. of its weight. The
colour changes simultaneously from white to a rich purple.
Indigogene is soluble in the caustic alkaliea and lime water, in which it may be
kept without alteration for any period, provided airbe entirely excluded. The wlutiou in potash forms an excellent eudiometrical liquid, as it absorbs the oxygen
of the air with great avidity, without ~ i v i n gout any gas to complicate the result.
I had occasion to remark this circumstance in the courae of the experiments hereafter described ;and as the solution may be prepared direct from the manufaohuer's
vats in any quantity, it may prove a valuable discovery in the laboratory as a useful
auhstitute for Sir Humphrey Davy's eudiometrical liquid, composed of green sulphate of iron saturated with nitrous gas, which is difficult to pmerve, and may
give out a little nitrogen in its operation. I t remains, however, to ascertain how
long the alkaline solution of Indigogene will keep unaltered.
Having thus briefly enumerated some of the principal properties of Indigo, an a
anbatance aui generis, (and there appears to be no other vegetable product which resemblea it in containing so much oxygen without being acid, and in the abaeum of
hydrogen, and the presence of azote,) I shall proceed to the experiments on the
process of manufacture which form the immediate subject of this paper.
Manufacture.
L' The plant, after being cut and carried to the factory, ia thrown into thesteeper
or superior vat, where it is pressed with timbem adapted to the walls of the vat, to
prevent its rising in the water, which is then filled in from a reservoir, w aa corn.
pletely to cover the plant."
During the fermentation which follows, bubbles of gas rise to the surface, to M.
certain the nature of which our firat attention was directed.
The hubbles collected from the vats were found to contain merely 7 or 8 per cent.
of carbonic acid; the remainder being common air, with from 12 to 18, inatead of
,21, per cent. of oxygen.-Earthen vessela were inverted, and left with their mouth
immersed all night in the vats ;but tbe air in them was found uncbanged. When
bottles were partially filled with the liquor of the vat, and well c l o d , the air, after
a day, was always found in them contaminated with about 18 per cent. of carbonic
acid,-the
rest being common air, without diminution of oxygen, excepting that
portion due to the original air now replaced by the carbonic acid gas.
By way of examining in a more unexceptionable manner, the gas given out
during fermentation, the operation was conducted on asmall d e , by steepmg
some of the leaves in a glass cylindric veseel furnished with stopcocks and tubesto
convey the gas which should be emitted, into a glars receiver.
After 21 hours, ( for the process of fermentation d m not proceed so rapid1 ar
in a large vat,) the quantity of air given out by 1'2 a i m weight (=PI60 gmT of
leaves, was 26.1 cubic inches : the dinengagement still went on, but very Jowly.
The gas was analyzed at two different periods : towards the middle of the d i m .
glrgement it was found to be composed of
27.5
Carbonic Acid,.
Oxygen,
5.8
Azote,
66.7

-

.........
...............
....................

100

And at tha conclu~ion,it contained

......... 40.5
................
4.8

Carbonic Acid,.
Oxygen,
Awtq

..................M.0

100

Experiments on Indigo.
Probably the atmospherical air of the apparatus, as well as that contained i n
the water, and that which remained entangled among the leaves, may amount 5x1
some mensure for the presence of the oxygen and azote in the first analysis ;but
the larga proportion of azote, especially in the second experiment, so much surpaeses what might be expected from this source alone, that it seems necessary to,
attribute it, in part at least, to an emission from the leaves during the fermentation ; or probably the leavea, still retaining atmospheric air on their absorbemt
surfaces, convert the oxygen thereof into carbonic acid, and allow the mote to
escape. After the disengagement has ceased, it will be seen by the next experiment that the proportiun of azote decreases very much. Some of the fermented
liquid of a large vat was well boiled, and the gas collected over water :on analysis
i t proved to be composed of
Carbonic Acid,.
Oxygen,
Azote,

.........

78.

................... 2 3
........................ 19.7
100.

7

And In a second experiment, conducted with greater care to exclude external
air, the result was 86 per cent. of carhonic acid, and the residue contained too
feeble a portion of oxygen to explode with the electric spark on the addition of a
r uisite propcation of hydrogen.
?n no ease,therefore, doea the extricated gas, in practice, appear to be pure carbonic acid ; but from the prevalence of the latter incrcasirrg with the precautions
taken to exclude common air, it may in fact be the only gas strictly due to t h e
fermentation properly so called, the remainder of comnlon air having been susnded in contact with the leaves, and being deprived of a portion of its oxygen
the free carbon, or by the liquid in its paaaage to the surface. No carburetmi
hydrogen or other wmb~istiblegas was found among the gaseous products.
The Indigo manufacturer doen not wait until the extrication of p is concluded, but withdrawn the liquid from the eteeping vat as soon as he wnaiders it to
be aufliciently fermented ;judging either from the smell, from the greenish tint of
the liquor on the surface, or from the formation of an irridescent scum on the
bubbles of gas. I n fact when the liquid, which is of itself of a bright yellow
mlour, begins to assume a greenish tint, it is evidently caused hy an incipient
precipitation of the blue colouring matter; and it would be attended with a loss
of produce, to allow this precipitation to take place in the steeping vat among
the leaves and brancheo of the plant.
" The length of the fermentation dependa upon :he temperature, the weather,
the wind, the water employed, and the ripeness of the plant ;it may last in common canes from seven to fifteen hours. I t is generally longer when the temperature is high, the weather cloudy, but not rainy; the wind eastward and moderate, the plant ripe and fresh."
Upon these several poiiits, constant experience leavenlittle for the experimen.
talist to advance ;but it may be remarked, that almost all the criteria of a good
fermentation, as far as the weather ia concerned, concur in one simple prinripla-the prevention of the water of the vat from being cooled; for the west
wind, being dry, cools it by evaporation;-strong wind does the same ;-clear
sky cools it by radiation; and rain, by the low temparature of rain water. Thermometers placed in the vatu did not present any satisfactory results; themean
temperature was about 65 degrees Farenheit.
b. The fermented liquid is drained off
into inferior vam, which are called the
beating vats."
At the time when the vat is opened, the liqnid is found by experiment to have
a specific gravity (at the surface) of 1001.6, and at the bottom of the vat,
1003 1. The leavea appear to have lost nothin
being an green and fresh aa
when they were first strewed in the vat.
carefully weighing a portion of
leaven, however, before immersion, and washing and drying them in the air, after
it, they were found to have lost more than three quarters of their u eight:-of
this loss tile greater part was water, which they apparently cease to have the
power of retaining when the soluble juices have been withdrawn. The solid
matter taken up Ity the vat amounta to between 12 and 14 per cent. of the weight

&

of the learca.

When the fermented liquid runa off into the lower vat, a frothy a t r i a t i o n of
p~
O ~ V M the whole of its rurfaee.
I t is a good sign if the froth, in subiding,
m e s a m y tint, which k, in fact, nothing more th.n a very thin film of I n d i
and i t prover that the deposition is ready to take place.
" I n this vat the liquid undergoes a beating for about two hours-it
k conti.
nually stirred about and agitated by a number of men, either with their umn or
with a sort of short oar."
The object of this opention appears to he threefold. In the fimt place, tlm
e t a t i o n extrimtea a krgs proportion of the carbonic acid gw,which atill remaim
combined with the liquid :-in the second, i t exf d rurfacm continnall~t o
the contact of the air, whence the ox gen ir rapidly &wd by the n-t
In*
gene :-and thirdly,-it msgulatea d e feculm of the Indigo in l u p r g m h , clo
to render i t more earily precipitable.
By way of understanding more clesrly what taken place in the benting vat, a
luunlar of bottler were, at d8erent times, carefully filled with the yellow liquor,
u i t wan ready to be drawn off from the upper vat, for srperimmu in tha
boratory.
Neither Leeping, boiling, tbe addition of adds or rrlkalier. nor ersn putrdm.
tion, appeared materially to d e c t the power of d e p i t i n g Indigo ; - t h e mlution
always beceme blue the moment it came in y t a c t with ox gen.
I t may be remarked, however, generally, t at the longer t i e liquid had been kept,
the hnr rapid and determinate WM the dsposition :-the feculm remained, in part,
mspended in the liquid, giving it a green hue ;but in time i t invariably subided,
.ndthe quantity appeared to be the tame in all casea.
It k nometimes a t o r n a r y in the beating vat, when the precipitation dom not
pmmcd v i t h vigmr, to throw into thevat a little lime water, or some otber predthe d e c t of such additions was tried on
pitant, to assirt the Indigo in subidin
a small scale, taking m e to exclude
air during the immediate application of
the reagent.
The aci& and mb;,nared alkali- caused a n immediate extrication of carbonia
dd g~ from the liquid, hut produced no precipitate.
Ths caustic alkali- and lime, on the contrary, prnducad a co ioua depbsit, unattended with efien-nce.
The colour of the d q m i r w u ydowiah white, if the
air waa quite excluded ;but i t became green and blue, upon the dightert contact
produead by the Indigo attaching i&f to the precipitate ;for all of the Indigog a s , or vegetahle matter convertible into Indigo, remained suspended in the
mpernatant alkaline liquid. The precipitate wan composed of a yellow extrlrc.
tive matter, to which I &all agaln advert presently.
The measurement of the absorption of oxygen during the tranrition from the
colourlers to the blue state, wan the next object of experiment. I t was w i l y put
beyond a doubt, that such an absorption took place ;but several trials to measure
it failed, on aocount of the extrication of carbonic acid g a , which wan always
much greater than the oxygen absorbed.
I thought that boiling would have driven off all the carbonic wid ;but I was
rstonirhed, on filling an eudiometer bottle with liquid which had been entirely
par@ of all its free gas by ebullition, to perceiver hat the moment the tube con.
tubing 100 measures of oxygen was connected with it, a brisk e m l i o n of csrbonio
rcid (about 60 measures,) took place, and confused the results.
At l w h , by adding a little caustic potash to nbsorb the carbonic acid which
might be generated, the diminution of oxygen became apparent, and in a few micontained in the eudlometer tube disappeared, the tube being
nu- all the or?
too m a l l to supprenough for saturation.
As +e employment of potanh was on some accounts objectionable, I also tried,
md succeeded in another method of obviating the presence of carbonic acid.
In a glans balloon, furnished with a stop-cock, a vacuum wan made, into which
the liquid was suddenly introduced by a wnna%ing tube. By thir means a great
deal of gas wan separated, and, by repeating the action of the air pump, much of
what remained was withdrawn.
To the vacuum above the liquid, pure oxy en wan admitted from a mermrial
paomem, its quantity being measured ;and tke air in the balloon was further an3gzed by withdrawing a small portion. The balloon wru then agitated, and water
from time to time admitted to replace the ox gen which had been absorbed. The
maul pu ru .pin d y n d , to find wiether the carbonis acid or now W
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altered in quantity dnring the experiment, and the weight of the oxygen abwrbed
was aerertained from that of the water which had entered the ballwn.
Four experimeata conducted in this manner, yielded the following reaulta.
1st Expt.
2d Expt. 3d Expt.
4th Expt.
Weight of liquid grains,
8465
6500
6166
6478
Ditto of oxygen absorbed,
2.00
0 83
0.84
1.22
Ditto, of Indigo collected,
6.8
2.9
3.9
4.9
Proportion of oxygen in
21.6
26.0
29'4
28.2
the Indigo per a t ,
Making an average of 26 per cent of oxygen ahsorbed ; a quantity nearly double
what Crum supposes to exist in pure Indigo, and an average between that which
he ascribes to Ceruiineand Phenicin. I t is, however, little more than the half of
what Thompson statea i n his analysis.
There is hardly any occaaiou to seek a nearer concurrence between expe?imenta
made m the manner just described on the liquid of the vats ;betah- the Indigo
forms but a very small proportion of the matter held in solntion therein, and it i s
very pxsiMe that the other i n g r a i i t s may also absorb oxygen, qrtxially when
the putrid fermentation commences.
I t is evident, however, that a 5 r t h e r analysis of pure Indigo in the dtp *ay is a
very desirable object. I t seems to have escaped the attention of Gay L U ~ M E
and
Thenard, and latterly of Marc& and of Dr. Prout, in their Beaearches upon t h e
Constituents of Vegetable Compounds.
I t is worth while in this place to mention a fact observed in the conrse of these
experiments, namely, that where a slight e x w s of potaah is mixed with the vatliquid, the Indigo formed, remains in solution, and p a ~ n athrough the filter with
ease, leaving the precipitated extractive matter behind. This blue solution will
keep for any time, aud doen not deposit its Indigo even in the open air ;but ss
soon as the alkali is saturated h an acid, it immediately precipitates, leavin
$ the
liquid colourless. If the dose oJpotash be not sufBcient to throw down aL
yellow matter, the solution retains agreen colour, and cloth dipped into it takes
a green dye. When hung up to dry, however, themixed action becomes evident;
for the dye remains fixed in the lower part of the cloth, *h~% the yellow, m ~ r d
perfectly dissolved, apreads with the liquid to the upper part which was not d ed.
There is no reason to believe, in this case, that the air changed the colour &xu
green to blue, although such may be tnle of the dyer's vat-liqtiid.
The quantity of Indigo depoeited pet se from 1000 parts of yellow liquid of the
specific gravity 1003.1, varied but little, and may be estimated at 0.76 parts.
I n practice, avat of 637 cubic feet is considered to yield a ood produce at 16 m,
which is aa nearly as possible 0.76 per 1000 of liquid. %he common produce of
the vats in this part of the country does not exceed 0.6, or one five thousandth of
their weight of Indigo.
But when potash, lime, or other precipitants are employed, the weight of tho
Indigo is much increased ;not, as experiment proveb, from an inof the
actual produce, nor from any union of the precipitant with the hdigo, but from
ita causing the depoaition of another matter, to which I have given the name of
yellow or brown extract.
To obtain this yellow extract in an insulated state, 10000 grain8 of mother
liquid were evaporated to dryness :a holid residue wae in onecase collected, weigh.
ing 47 grains. With another liquor it waa 20 grains heavier ;and in the experiment
made on a small scale with the leavrs,where the fermentation continuedfor 24 hours,
the same weight of mother liquor yielded 246 grains of residue. As this element
of the plant neems to be so variable, aud a% it must evidently produce mnch influ.
enw in the manufacture, i t is probabl one of the chief causes of the nicety usual
in timing the fermentation, and of t i e variable tendency of the Indigo to preci.
pirate in thebeating vat. Thedried extract has a dark-brown colour and vitreoua
surface, similar to that ofdried gluten, or the I~rownextract of toast-water : it has
a peculiar, not unpleasant smell, and rather a bitter taste ;it ddiqueaces in a damp
atmosphere, and dissolves in water, which it dyes of a deep brown or bistre. Although the original mother liquor is exceedingly liable to ferment and become
putrid, the brown matter undergoes no change, either when kept dry, or in a
moistened state.
I t In precipitated from ita aqueous solution by potash, soda, ammonia, lime, and
their carbonates ; b infusion of galls, acetate of lead, and nitrate of silver. T h e
did not affect it ;but the action of reagantr wu not
acids and prussiate of
nvestigated in detail.
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Bufficiest has been addncul to prove, that whenever lime or the alkalies are
used in the rat, the Indigo must be adulterated more or leas with thin substance g
and I suspect that the brown and grmn mattera seprared by Chevreul and othm.
in their analysis of Indigo, are attributabh to this mume.
In an experimental
way, Indigo of a true dark green calour was easily collec!ed, which weighed more
than twice as much as the blue colour alone : it was also harder and more m n pact, and more liable to rhrink and crack than the pure Indigo cake ; for h i d e s
the impurity just dmcrihed, there was always found a large proportion of earthy
residue, on )burning Indigo, where a precipitant was ~ ~ s e dthan
,
where it was not;
the quantity was even as much as double or triple in amount.
Carbonate of lime, alumine, and oxpde of iron, are the chief ingredisn~of
the earthy reoidne, and 1 have seen them vary from five to nearly 50 per cent. of
the Indigo :the last, an may be supposed, was merely refuse, and quite unsaleable.
Carbonate of lime is d d o m absent, for whatever lime may be in the plant or in
the water in sure to be precipitated by the carbouia acid developed during the fermentation. Some manufacturers are in the habit of employing rain watm, pw.
posely to avoid this sourca of adulteration ;but it is doubtful whether the p l a t will
not itself bring a portlon of earths into solution.
Upon the whole, it may be safely decided, that the purer the water is, and the
cleaner and the more aimply all the operations of the manufacture are conductad,
the more beautif111and rich in colour will be the Indigo :and it should be the
h t maxim of the planter, that it is purity, and not weight, which givesthe value
to his produce in the market.
In conclusion of the preaent desultory notice, which will, I hope., at leaat, Wrve
the purpose of leading others to h t o w further attention upon the subject, I .nnex an analynia of a specimen of Indigo, denominated fine blue in the Calcutta
tuarket, made in the year 1820, to which 1 have referred in a former part of this
PaperANALYSIS
OF CALCUTTA
Izi~reo.
100 graina heated white in a closed platina cmcible, left a porous grey
carbonaceour mans, with metallic lurtre, weighii~g ,
,
49 0
Bnrnt with access of air, the 49 grains were redncad to
7.42
1.-Esaminatron of Earthy Reardue, 7.42.
1. Boiled dry in nitric acid, and then digested in muriatic acid,
a brown residue of oxyde of iron and alumine remained--.
2.7
2. From the solution, ammonia threw down a l u m i n e 0.76
Oxalate of a m m o n i d i & e equal to
0.9
3. The clear liquor, eraporated, left red oxyde of ironp
3.05

-

--

-

2 -In the humid way.
1. 100 grains of Indigo digested in boiling water, nome green and darkbrown matterwas dissolved, which, when dry, w e i g h e d ,
2. Akohol boiled over the remainder became of a bright claret calour,
and yielded, on evaporation, a darkbrown matter and a little yellow
resin, weighing
3. Dilute muriatic acid then took up a mixture of greenih vegetable
matter and earths, which were afterwards neparated by burning. The
green rdatter was thus found,
, ,
4. The Indigo, now deemed pure, weighed only
This sample of Indigo, therdore, w w of the following composition :Oxyde of iron,6.75 .
Alumine,
0.75
Lime,,-,,
8.90
Green vegetabb matter,
8 60
Red or brown ditto,,
a 00
Pure Indigo,..79 50
Loss,
2.30

-

-

- -

-

..
100.00

7.4

1.6

2.0
7.2
798
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11.-Proceedings of
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1. Am~rncSOCISTY.
A meeting of this Sedaty vu held on Wednewlay, 12th Novanber ;tba Hm.
Sir C. M E T C A L ~Bart.
E , in the chair.
Captain Troyer and Mr. Hamilton were eboted Memben, and M. DeBlarPillr
and Mr. Ormme, Honortu y Membem.
The following pmment~wen, made to the Mursum and Libruy.
A Statue of Dewi, from Knmaoon, by Captain V-tti.
The rlrin of m Emu.
The tail and feathem of the Manula Supsrba, and a piece of net. of native fa.
brio, from New South Wales, by Mr. R. M. Martin. For the Library : A new
edition of the Chestomathie Arabe, and three other pamphlotn, by the B m
Sylvatre De Sscy Several Statistical work% by Mona. Cessr Morenu. A memoir on the S0wr.a of the Irrawadi m d BrahmnpBtra r i v m , by Mona. gL.
proth. Exposure of a fictitious traudation of Confuoius, hy Schotta, from the
n of Lanterbnch. Tramactions of the Boyd Asiatic Bociety, Parta 1 and 8, and
reports, &o. by the SOCAY.
P a r a 1 a d 2 of the 7th volumeof the P d i q of
the Horticultural Society. Journal Asiatiqne, for Febnury, March, and April, by
the Asiatic Societyof Paris. Annual Report of the Proceedings of the Yorhhire
Philowphial Societ Reports of the prevailing Diwaeea of the Europeans serving
under the Madnu %;esideucy, published by order of the Medical Board. Hecueil
d a V o ~ g mby
, the Saciet4 de Qeographie of Puir. Monumen~Celtiqw, by Dr.
burl in^. The Yeteorologid
Reai~ter
for September war prewnted by Lieat.
Col. Hodpon.
The Feo-similem of two inscriptions found in Malwq with an account of the
p l w where they were d i v e r e d , by Captain Franktin, werelaid More the Meet.
ing, ~d aome obwmationl upon them, by the secreta~.
&me Remarks on the climate of vmous parts of the Himmalaya, by Captsin
h r a r d , were referred to the Committee of Natural Histo and Science.
The b t a r y i a w~ o n the Meeting, ~eportson the Z i l g ~ r y~ r u n u i n sde.
fivJ from the records of the MedidBoard at Madran, with Observations on their
laeteo~logical features, communicated by hvcunment.
A Sketch of the Aimriginen of New Holland, by Mr. R. M. Martin, wm corn.
munimted through Dr. Adam.
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cmrmirrss of ~alural
H~J~W S C ~ .
I n consequence of resolutions passed a t a special meeting of tame of the m e m h
of the Asiatic hiety,confirmed by a s u b q u e n t general meeting which took place
&1 Jan1828, the Committee, w often organized for the particular cultivation
a d encouragement of scientificslrquirim, once more reaumed its meetings ;and it is
88 leaven little chance of their be&
t m ~ t e d ,under sncb favourable k m l t o n ~ m
w i n discontinued. We regret we have not room for the resolutions in the p r ~ ~ c
number, but we shall seize the first opportunity of giving them a place in our pagm.
G m i d d n g one of the principd objects of o w work to be, in the full extent of 911r
small power, to aid and assist the meritorious &orb made by the entlemen who
originated this memw9, r e are d ~ l l hp~p ~, t i d a r l yar the period goen not e x a d
far back, to give a wnneoted, but brief abstract of the proceedings from the date
above mentioned. Such a detail will not be without ita intereat to our b&n
of the West ;i t will at l w t wrve to ahow what is the mwae and progress of I n d h
=ience, a d what ir the encouragement given to IO rational a project for the extension of its boundaries.
the gen~ralmeeting above mentioned, the following papem were transferred
to the &&ge of the committee.
1. Report of the Minerslogid S w e y of that part of the Himmalaya Mountains
lying between the Satlaj and KaU rivers, by Captain Herbert, Supexintendent.
2. Report of the Proceedink of the Zoolo& and Botanist to the Survey, by
Dr. Q. Qovan.
3. Barometrical M-en%
fnnn B W o m to Cape Cornorin, by Captain
pllen.
4. Amount of the Waterfalls ofsemaris, Col. Voyle.
4. Geology of Bundllkhand and Jahalph, y Dr. Adam.
6. Remarks on the Dugong, b Dr. B. Tytla.
7. A c I . ~of~the QOM~ l d teh e ~ p o r %by h~W-
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8. A m n t of the Saltpetre Works in Java, by Col. Mackenrie.
9. Thhe Zoological Articles, by M. Duvaucel.
10. Account of the Hot Spring at Munghkr, by Captain Herbert.
11. On the Diamond Mines and Qeology of Panah, by Mr. E. Stitling.
12. On the Hot Spring at Samarang, by Mr. J. Palmer.
13. Sundry Meteorological Journals, by Lieut. Oerard.
14. Meteorological Journal, kept at Singapbr, from 18'20 to 1826, i n d d v e , by
Captain Davis.
15. Meteorological Obeenations made at S@
in 1819, by
Thomu.
And the following C@ce bearm were elected,
Hon. Sir E. Ryan, Preaident.
j
James Calder, Esq. Vice-President.
Capt. Jenkins, Secretary.
8.ROM, Esq. was requested to officiate Secretary during the indisposition
of Captain Jenkins.

a.

-

On Mondn 11th February, 1828, the Committee held their first Meeting,-Bir
E. Ryan i n t g chair.
The resolutions, as confirmed at the general meeting of the Society, were nard ;
md aome private business being gone through, there were laid before theCommittee,
A bottle of water from tho Hot Springs at the foot of the Altnam H&, promted by Mr. Avdall, in the name of Captain Bruce.
A series of Rock Specimens, illostrativeof the Geology of the districts of Rajphr,
Masdri i n the Dehra Doon, Cc. presented by Dr. J. Adam, in the name of Dr.
&yle.
The following papera were also presented. A aumm
view of the progresr
and p n a n t state of Owlom in India, by J. Calder, Eaq.
C. (falogical description of a portion of Bandilkhand, BGlkhand, and the distri~%s
of &gar and
Jabalpdr, illustrated by a map, section, and an extensive series of specimens. T h h
paper was read by Captain J. Franklin, M. A . S.
D.Ross, Esq. waselected a joint Secretary.
Thanks were voted to the several contributors, and the meeting adjourned to
Wednesday, February 27th, 1828.

v?.

Wednesday, February 27th, 1828.
Hon. Sir E. Ryan in the chair.
Amongst the viaitors at this Meeting were eight Hindoo youths of, or late of,
the Anglo-Indian College.
A. Stirling, Esq. wns elected a Vice-President, andMr. Piddington Correspond.
iw Member.
A oiroular letter, requeeting contributions on geological subjects, with specimens,
WM prdered to be addreseed to all those likely to moperate with the Committee.
There were then laid bafore the CommitteeA wries of Specimemfrom SBgar and the adjoining districtr, by Captain
in the name of Captain Coulthard, B. A.
A paper on certain peculiar formations of Stratification near Biina, illustrated
by a rough section, by J. Calder, Esq. in the name of Mr. J. Hardie.
This paper was read.
Read also,
Notice of the Hot Spring at the foot of the Altnam Hills, in the province of
Martaban, by N. Wallich, Eaq.
Notice respecting the calcareou8 deposit found about the hot spring in Bencoolen, with a specimen, by Mr. Wind.
Thanka were voted, and the mrsting adjourned to Wsdneed.y, March lgth,
1@2R.

Jut

Wednesday, 19th March, 1828.
Bon. Sir E. Ryan in the chair.
A seriee of Meteorological Journals, by Lieut. P. Gerard, and the continuation
of Dr. Qovan's report respecting the products of the Himmalaya, were received
from the general Secretary, and transferred to the records of the Committee.
Some specimens of miner& from Persia, the islands and coast of the Gulf of
P M g and from the c o a t of Tenamaim, were prwnted by Captain W. Bmw.

D. Rosa, Esq. wss requested to undertake a d d p t l v e catdogne d tb above.

Specimen8 of the minerals, i n and near the coal veins at Hassingabiid, w s n
presented by Captain Jenkins, in the name of Lient. Ferris.
Mr. Cdder's paper on the progress of Indian Geology was begon.
T b n h being voted, the meeting adjourned to Wednesday, 2d Apni.

-

Wednesday, April 28,1898.
Hen. Sir E. R an in the chair.
A specimen of Lithographic printing Kom the Lias Limestone, sent to thesociety, by Capt. Franldin, from Bandilkhand, wan presented.
A well-preserved specimen of the long eared Bat (Vespertilio Auritus) was
presented by Dr. Adam, in the mmn, of J. Grkmon, Esq.
A catalogue of the Minerals preuented in Captain Coulthard's name, 27th Feb.
was submitted.
A paper on the Geology of the banks of the Chnges and Jumna, by Mr. Benson, presented by Dr. Adam, was read.
Also extracts from Dr. Ooran's kttem to Government, under date 28th J d f
and 6th December 1827, relating to the Geology and Meteorology of the Himm~leya*.
Thanks wen! voted,

-

And the meeting adjourned to Wedneaday, the 23d April.
Friday, April %th, 1889.
J. Cdder, Esq. in the chair.
Dr. Butter of Ghaziph, was elected a Corresponding Member.
A d m of specimens illustrative of the Qedogy of the vicinity of G a p m d
Rot4a Garh, with ashort acmnnt of them, was presented by Captain Jenkins, in
the name of Lieutenant J. Thommn. This paper wan read.
A series of irpecimens, No. I to 26, illustrative of the ssaondary rocks containSng organic remains, from the neighbourhood of the] Giant'a Causeway in Ireland,
also n npecimen of two very perfect joints from o w of the b d i c columns of the
Csnwway, were prewnted by Dlr. Calder.
Thwe well-preserved specimens of the Mantis insect, with a short paper, wera
presented by Dr. Adam.
A paper on the Tra formatien of the SBg'ar district, and of those districts wwt.
nard as far as
was received from Captain Coulthard, B. A.
The reading of Mr. Calder's paper was resumed, and concluded.
Thanks voted to the several contributors.
The meeting adjourned to Wednesday, 21at May.

ha gut fir,

-

Wednesday, May 21at, 1828.
Eon. Sir E. Ryan in the chair.
I t was resolved, at this meeting, that the papers already received by the &m.
mittee, and approved of, sbould be forthwith prlnted.
Dr. Adam's obervations on three speoimens of the Mantia tribe of Insecta war
read.
Captain Coulthard's paper, presented last meeting, wss commenced on.
The Secretary, D. Ross, Esq. laid before the Committee a detailed catalogne of
the minerds from Persia, &c. and the C w t of Tenesserim, presented by Captoln
Bruce on the 19th March last.
The meeting adjourned to Wedneaday, 11th June.

-

Friday, June IS&, 1898.
Eon. Sir E. Ryan in the chair.
The reading of Captain Coulthard's paper on the Trap fonnation rammed and
concluded. A singular species of Mollusca from the Coaat of Ceylon, pnaented by
Mr. Calder, with remarks by Dr. Adam, d i c h were read.
The meeting-adjourned to Friday, 4 t h inatmt.

L

*

This term appears to us to be nsed with an unwarrantable latitude, as if a plicable to every part of the great belt or zone of mountain land of which, in ita rearme,
ifit mean any thing, it can mean only the most elevated or snow-clad ridges.

Friday, Jmfe 978,18%
Hon. Sir E. Ryan in the chair.

A IeCteh. WM 66bm'hed to the Caaninittse from 6. Swht'toh, Eaq. melming a
commnniaatibn hvna Dr. B m t e r an the aabject of his Polpwnal Leds,bnd m&
w i n g aid from the enmumgem of science iu India to raise a isurn bf B O O for
the purpose of constructing a compound Lena upon Ms plan. Mr. Swhton pbposed subscribing WO Rs. and Captain Ellis offered 30, bat the Porther am&lm~rion
of the aubject was referred to tigeneralmeeting of the Society.
Adjourned to Wedneeday, 23d July.

J. Calder En& in the chair.
on the geology of the violnit j of Kmh,-red
from
with mwcimuna illrmcrative of the 8&m%omencsd bv Mr. Calckr. .
Remarks o n the- @lo
of the wuntry on the h t a &om B&& Udipfir vi8
Bwqdn and 6d6mplu, wf& mc&mn, by Dr. Hardis, p-ts8
by Mr. Caldar.
A supplementary paper on the geobgy of 3andWmnd wan ~eceivdfroauOapt
tain Conhhud.
* Bxtrrrct oE s letter from Dr. Lealie, with wme f a i l bm&~
of an elepImn4 found
in the river* near Calpi, by Dr. Dnnoon, were red.
Thx?reading of a paper, entitled Observation8on dm aeofogld appearanom bnd
general features of portiohs of the Malayan Peninsale, and of the conntrles lyifl$
p w a e a i t and 18' north latitude, bycaptainJluacs bow, ZK.A., wxa commend.
The m d n g adj-ed.
. A
-at,

prper fmm Dr.%an,

-

Wednesda August 20th, 1826,
Hon. Sir
Ryan in the chair.
A letter from Captain Franklin to thB pFaident wan read, detailing the n a t n n
pf his recent tesibmhe~, and pointin8 out tba W t a which yet rdnmined to be

8.

% e d ~ d e m t o o d that Captain Franklin w r deaimua of supplying t h q y
blanks in tbe geology of the country he had been employed in, free of any charge
Government be ond his regimental allowances, i t was unanimously reeolved by
the Cmnmittes, $hat the PrGdent should be regu td to wait on the Governor
* h e r d to represent theae circumetancer, as w e f as the interestin nat- of
Captain Franklin's previous reaearch~~)~
and,thejmportance, to geologiafaciance, of
$he com letion of the work.
Mr. %earson, of l i d n y , r a n elected a C m p o n d i n g
Specimens of Lithograp ic printing from stones sent down from Agrg b Lien.
tenant Bailmu, of Engineera, and animpression from s RotBe Stone, sent by Eieutenant Thomas, were presedted by Captain Jenkins.
, The rmding of Captain Low'spaperon thegeology of the Malnym Peninsulaj
fvaa resumed and concluded.
A communioation by Mr. Piddington, C. M. giving an ecroonnt of an anal i d
examination of came rater &om U. Rot 8pring.t
the foot of the d l t n w n ~(9
~,
'
the province of Tannssezim, waa p m t e d .
Adjourned

-

-

Wedneaday, October 2Sd, 1808.
.
Hon. Sir E. Ryan in the chair.
' A letter from the Secretary to Government, General Department, in rap1 to
the application of the Committee in favour cif captain Franklin, throu h tieif
president, in which the reposition submitted to them is sanctioned, but %e period of employment l i m i t d t o the ensuing wld weather, being read,
It was resolved, That the Secretary should be directed to acknowledgb the r&
p i p t oftheletter, and further, to rquest, on the part of the Cornmittbe, the booh
of an extension of the period fixed, should that extension be neoessaty to the corn
pletion of the researchw.
m e f i r ~ tPart of a paper on the QeoIogy of the Valley of UdipGr, bp Dr. Hare
pie, ww presented by Mr. Calder.

* Is not thu
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Some apecimenn of the prevailing rocka about Simla, in the northern mountains,
from Blajor Bentron, were presented by Mr. Calder.
A third a e l ~ t i o nof specimen8 from Dr. Govan, illustrative of his paper on the
geology of a portion of the Himmalaya range. was presented by Mr. Calder.
A paper on the Diamond Mines of Panah, by Captain Franklin, illustrated by
a series of specimens which were handed round, was read.
The meeting adjourned to the 18th NOV.

-

Wednesday, November 19th, 1828.
James Calder, Esq. in the chair.
Read the Secretary's letter to Government, ordered at the ?ant meeting, with
the reply to it. The Government did not think proper to grant the indulgence
wlici fed.
A paper, by the late h.Voysey, on the Geology of the Sitabaldi Hills, alsoan
account of some Fossil Shells found in the Qdwilghar range ot hills by the samg
wmu, presented by Mr. Calder.
A specimen of Rock and Earth from the summit of Mount Ophir, Malaccn, w d
presented by Mr. Calder, in the name of Mr. Lewis.
A description of a Doe from Buxar, by Dr. Leslie, was presented and read.
A n enlarged copy of Connybeare and Phillip's ffeological Map of England, wal
presented by Mr. Calder, in the name of Colonel Hodgaon.
A paper on the fertilising principle of the Silt left by the inundations of the
Hfigli, by Mr. Piddington, C. M. was presented by Mr. Cnlder.
A notice was communicated from Lieutenant T.J. Boilean, of his having despatched a block of the yellow Limestone of Jeaalmdr, from a smallspecimen of
which good lithographic impressions had been previously obtained in Calcutta.
The reading of Dr. Hardie's paper on the Geology of UdipC was c o m m e n d
The meeting adjourned.

-

2. AGPXC~TLTURAL
AND HOBTICULTURAL
SOCIETP.

.

A meeting of this Society was held Wednesday, the 3d of December, in t h e h d .
of the Asiatic Society ; the President in the chair.
Dr. Carey was elected Secretary,in the room of Mr. Barnett, deceased.
The President proposed that the Garden Committee should be authorined to ex.
pend monthly on the garden the aum of 267 Rs. for the next quarter. This proposal was introduced by a statement, that during the past month the account
sales of articles from the garden had exceeded the expenses by a trifling sum. T h e
motion was carried, though opposed by Mr. Robison, on the ground that them
were no funds in the hands of the Treasurer, as he understood the whole (amount,
i n g to Rs. 11,000) had been expended by the Committee, not only without the
knowledge and consent of the Society, but contrary to a deliberate resolution
passsed 6 May 1827.
Mr. Robison then moved, that an extraordinary meetina should be c d e d on
the Pd Wednesday of J a n u y next, before which ineeting the Garden c o m i c
tee should be requested to su mit a report of what had been effected in the garden since it has been given to the Societ by Government, what sums had been
expended, and under what sanction from t i e Society. This motion was agreed to.
Dr. Carey proposed, that an earl day in January should be fixed for the show
of vegetables by native Blain in the $own Ball, and the distribution of the prizcs
and medals of the Society. Agreed to, after some discnssion as to the state of
the funds.
The first volume of Transactions of the Society was reported by the President to
be ready for delivery, and he proposed that five copies should be presented to Go.
vemment, a copy gratin to each Member of the Society, and a few copies sent to
the Court of Directors. The copies to Government and the Courtof Directors
were ordered to be forwarded ; but it Was proposed, and agreed to, that the order
of copies to Members should be deferred till a future meeting of the Society took
place, and i t appeared hour the expense of printing and publishing was to be de.
frayed.
The President proposed, that the Society &ould undertake the expense of
translating and publishing the Hortw Bengalensis. The value of the work was admitted by the meeting, and also the expediency of the undertaking, if the Societyq&
funds could afford it ;but it wee agreed to defer the consideration of this question
till another opportnnity.

The M h t rtatsd, that-the remittanae of 1000 Rs. far 4 e pnmhwe d English h i t mew during the part year, had been rejhC%d in tke handr of the 'henrlrrsr by the sale of the treea, Widen the d o r d i y l a number of trees for the Ski.*'a garden.
The President ststed, that a remittance had been made ta England m D e w k i r 1827, fer a supply of garden seeds for dktribution doring chis present rarson,
but :hat tkey had not y s arrived.
~
The President read a short paper recommending the raismg of garden a d
cather we&., for tmnsplanting, in shallow erahen porous prrm filled with mnd,
which pms are to be kept m i s t by baing net on a stand half i m m d in watsr.
He stated, that the plan had been very s u c w d a l with himself, and p r o w it
Sor she adoption of othem. Three such Pam, with d s e m n t kind8 af Meds in a
rt.ro of bautiful vegetation, were exhib~tcdto the meeting.
The meeting then adjonmd to the 2d W e d d a y of bannary ; wbon the laattaw contained in Mr. Robison's motion will be uLsn into oonaideration, PI ladl
r the other rub,jeou which were d e f d .

-

3. MEDICALSOCIETY.
A meeting of this Society war held in the apartments of the Asiatic Society,
the 6th December, which war very numemudy attended. H. H. W h n , Esq.in
the Chair.
Dr. H . l i wm &fed a member of the Bedsty. and w v d candidam w e n
p r o p d for admission.
A bmr wan read f m Dr.Trail1 of Liverpool, President ef tbe Rayd Institation of that p h , acknowledging the remipt of the Sociecy'~three first v&. of
UhnuEtioaa
The Wewing p a p a , received clinca the laat meeting, wc4e then laid MOM
tb
sooiety :1st. Observation8 on the quantity and q d t y of food neceasarg for m w , by
Mr. R. N. Martin.
%
OnI.
the uae of the Chloride of Lime in India ar a dbhfwtam, by Dr. R,

vau.

GaPeral books ware prewnred for the Library by individual members. Six obpiea af a work IXI the dlseasea of Enropeage m the country, drawn np by the Me.
Pica1 Board of Madras, warn trammitted by that Board, m d a printed oration
rePd before the MRdtco-Botanical Society of London, was presented by that M y .
The papers of the evenmg were then read and dirwnrssed, viz. Dr. Voas on t b s
Chloride of Lime, and Dr. Wise on the Pathdogy of the Blood-resda. I n tho
wurw of the dimasion o n the 6n1t of thew, it win suggested by a member, that
(he intrrnal cxhibitiun d Chide of Lime or of Soda mipht arcwe a valuhle ad.
dition t o the m e d i a l means of the profession. A cane w k ahhoed of seven dyrcntery, in which the gentleman in question had uued ths Chloride of Soda with
ruoars, on the p d m a failurn of every othw remedy. The dose waa 36 minims
every mix h.
Two daer prodaoed a decided d e e t , and tbe patient ultimately
reLuwerd.
. Pwviorrsly to the tnaaking np of the Meeting, it was intimated from the &ail.,
that agreeably to tho laws of the Society, the election of the V i c e - k i d e n t a , Semtruy, Atmistant k n w t m y , m d Members of the Camnittee of Papen would t h
)lace at &he next ensuing mwting, being the first af 188.

111.-Scientifi

Intelligence, Notices, Memoranda, Desiderata, &c.

1. S o n p mrd Zrawedi Riacrr.
Oor readers will remember the disoutmions which have appeared from time to
tlme in the Government Gazette on the subject of the identityof the Sanpu river
of Thibet with the Brahmaputra of Bengd. A very good abstract of the question
wan published in the Orieutal Quarterly Magaeine, which Rpprars to ua on t b .
pot to leave little further tu he wished for, except the actually tracing either of
tbm two riven to such point as shall set the qumtion entirely at rest. The princiantagonist the advocutes of the above opinion have had to contend with, is
KIaproth, the Editor of the Journal Asiatique, who, on the authority of noma
Chinew worlrs,insists &at the Sanpu of Thiht in the Irawadi. To t h i ~opinion

C
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wrlterin the Government Oazette natiafact~rilyohjected the journey of Lientenants Wilmx and Burlton, in which thev viaited the I~awadiin latitude 'did
31'. and found it of so modmte a volume as'not to warrant more than a mmps.
ratively short course from itsorig;n. M. Klaproth, obliged to admit this ot~~ection,
yet urlwilling to ahandon his Chinese authorities, turns to one of the eastern
branchen of the Irawadi, which he now thinks must be the Sunpu. This new
view of the cane is bet forth in a pamphlet which hae been transmitted to the Asiatic Society hy the author.
W e notice the suhject for the purpwe of making our readers acquainted with
the progress of the discussion, and the fact that nothing which has been yet advanced has carried conviction to M. Klaproth'w mind. His advantage in beingthe
only one engaged in the controversy who has access to the authorities he lays so
much btrWR on, is great ; for it may be that the sharp-sightedness of an opponent
might detect a flaw in those documents, which is overlooked by the oomplacency of
the party to whose views they are subservient.
There are some particulars yet to be brought forward, which will strengthea
considerably the opinion of our Calcutta Geographers ; and we expect even occamion some degree of scepticism to M. Klaprothas to the value of Chineae autho-

&O

ritie8.

2. CirwLr Xnrlrumenlfor obsstvlng d w l l e Altitude:.

Those of our readers who receive the Transactionn of the Astronomical SocietF
will remember a plan of a new circle pro osed by Dolland in the 2d vol. The ob,
ject of it is to combine the direct and refPected observation of any heavenly body
by mews of two parallel circles, each furnished with a teleaoope, and thns prevent
the ponaibility of any derangement of the instrument while being moved from the
direct to the reflected ohject. I t is sufficiently well known that the method of
observing by reflection which renders us independent of plumb line or level is, particularly when thus facilitated, greatly auperior to the old one. Were any aathorit y wanting torecommend the instrument, the approbation of the Aetronomer R o d
pught to be sufliuent.
The use of the instrument is ohvious. While one telacope and circle is ad.
b s s e d to the direct object, the other is employed with the reflected : thns are
ohtained 2 readings, multiplied into 8 by 4 verniers. The teleacopea being then
respectively changed, 8 new leadings are obtained, making in all 16. By turning
i t half round in aeimuth, the number is doubled, so that the errom of division
most be greatly diminished in a mean of 31 readingo*. Such an instrument is
particularly adapted to Delambre's method of C. M. altitudes.
4%e expectations excited by Mr. Dolland's deawiption have been f11lly gratified
b the sight of oneof these instruments, which we had an opportunity of viewing
&out two months ago, the property of Captain Fisher, Surveyor in Sylhet. In
rymmetry of appearance, a feature, as observed by Troughton, by no means un.
gomected with the good performance of an instrument, it is hardly inferior to the
works of that great artist. The two vertical circles aredivided on their edges very
beautifully on silver, and inrtead of the four verniers proposed in his paper, he has
given two miorometer!st, which subdivide to 2"; a severe tent, as the maker obrerves, of an engine dividedinstrumentl. The horimntal circle is furnished witb
five verniers,-a preferable arrangement to six, as in reversing the telescope the
verniers do not come on the name set of divisions. I n verniers which lie on tha
extremities of a diameter, as in the case of 2, 4,6, 8, &c. revarsing the telescope,
of conme merely occasions them to interchange places, and the measure has them.
fore no tendency to reduce the errors of division.

*
t

I t appears to us that the verniers in the case mnld only change placer, and no
new readlugs be obtained.
In bis deWe doubt if the maker has improved the instrument by this chan
rrtption he mentions four fired rernien which ap ly to both circlea, so t g i in using the
instrument for meridian altitudes in the meth08~ractisednt the Greenwich obaervatory, there couldbe no uncertainty in what Mr. Pond calb the index error. But in tha
instrument as constr~~cted,
the two nticrometen ore in some measure independent ; and
though there be no great probability of such a thing hap ening, yet it is possible t k t
uneaual changer mav occur in them. the tendencp of wgich would be to alter tbemdex'error.
;t Though this remark be perfectly jut, we would have preferred time vernien.

-
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Tbia inetmmcmt In hy far the moat genmlly ussful we h a w wen of its size,
knd we have no heaimtion in offering our reoommendation to any one who map
contemplate the pornemion of an instrument of this price to ordar one from Mr.
Dollattd The circlt* are 12 inch- diameter. I t is contained in two boxe~,of
moderate size, and quite portable.
Every psrr of it except the divisions is covered with paint, which we think an
improvement. The price we undmtpnd WIU k'113, and in this -9, including charm, Rs. 1%0.

-

3. Lcrnor Dutancer.
I t is well known that the great desiderata in phyaical geogmphy &re good differences of longitude, those of latitude being eaaily obtainable, and with no great
apparatus, nor involving much trouble. Of t h e s e v d methods of obtaining the
former generally recommended, there is but one thar doea not require expensive
instruments, and involve the loes of much time, ifnot troublesomecalculation,:
that ia, the method by transference of time. Even this method requirea a t least
two chronometers and an instrument for taking the time ;while if the dXerence
of longitude exceed a certain quantity, they :quire several repetitions of the
operation, and consequently time. The method .
I
am about to recommend may
be tged by a solitary observer, whatever the difference of Ibngitude. Itrequirea
bnt a Troughton's circle and sartant, with a tolerable pocket watah. H e ma
chhis own time for the operations, nor is the calculatiou (in thep reaent dayJ
ruch M to form any valid objection.
The method I would propose is that of Lunar Distanoes, which I am not aware
of having ever seen recommended for this purpose*. When absolute longitudw
.re determined in this way, the result iavitiated by the error of the tables, or
Qlculated place of the moon. But as it is probable tbat this error, whatever i t
may be, has a uniform etfect within a m a i n interval of time, it is like1 that
B q h two longitudes determined under this condition would have near$ th
same error, yet that the difference of longitude would not be very far removed from
the truth. Thus, to give an example :
The longirude of Parsauntpiu wan found by the lunar method (Troughton'r
aircle: to be
8.
h.
m.
6
38
27.9
Of Lotan r . b ,
6
40
20.3
Difference,
2
By protraction,

Miles.
12.4 31.14
30.01

Error,
4.13
Now M, however great the difference of longitude, the probability in tbat t h e
b r o r would be much the same, we see here a method by which an unassisted in.
dividual might greatly improve the geography of a country. And if it ahould M,
happen that a second and a third individual were similarly employed about the
=me time, i t is obvious that their differences of longitude would be still more corm. TO a traveller, who is generally restricted M to time, I consider this method far preferable either to Lunar Transits or Sadlitas ; for besides that no opportunity may offer with them, there is the great incumbrance of the instruments,
-a serious objection, whichever way it be considered. Nor M it possible to ret u p
a transit satisfactorily on any much temporary stage as a traveller would be likely
to have at his command. In the method Ipropose, a Troughton's circle, artifidal horizon, and good pocket watch, are all that i8 required :-articles sufficiently
portable, not involving much expense of outlay, or liable to aerious injury in movhy. The reduction8 have beeu so simplified latterly, as to form no objection to
any one conversant with astronnmical calculation. To sum up : I am of opinion i t
i~ the moat exteusively available to the pwposea of general geography of any
method yet proposed, whilethe'instruments required are such as no geographical
traveller will be unprovided with-such in fact an, and no more than, are requisite
for the detarmination of the latitude. This in itself is a strong reoommenhtion
of t h e method. Its value would be greatly enhanced, were regular, daily diiten= observed by w d e fixed obaervex in any part of India.
D.

I meon, for diferences of longitude.

'e8
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Benares, 1827.

April,

-

.

November,lO a. m.,29.WL7.70.?ti9.961.6 60.6 g . 3 .47 , 64
.Sf3
1.56
1
81.7
D e c e m b e r . l O a . m . ' ~ . 9 3 7 0 4 . 8 6 3 . 0 5 6 . 2 6 0 . 6 2.6 .78
86
.68 1.60
9
71.2
4
*
!llm Baremeter stood 26 feet above the ground-the other instrumentn being ea
&a top of the hones, m a current of air throngh a balcony to the north, shaded
fnrm sfte a m ' s nys. The instruments marked indoors in the observatory.

1
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TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTI.

>

In comeqnence of the length to which the proceedings of the Committee of the
Asiatic Society extend, we have been obliged to increase the number of our pagg
toP8; acircumstance for which we are unprepared, and therefore unable to substituto the lighter paper mentioned in our Prospectus. U'e will not allow this circumstance, however, to affect the d6k charge to our Moofussil subscribers. As
m n as the number of our aubacribem &all warrant the permanent increase of our
limits, we purpose extending them to 32, which, by using the lighter paper, will
rtill be within the Post-office weight.

T h 8 4 d e on Hygrometry shall appear in our next.
Lithogsaphiis" on the rise and progrees of the art in India dao in anr n a t .
The w v e d notices under the signature P. have been received and shall appear.
a."Om tee Irrigation of Lnnd in India" has been neccasarily ptponed.
Qm C a m q m d c n t shall hear frcim ns privately on the suhject.
The acoeant of tbe Visit to the Snowy paas Lepu D h k a haa also been p a t +for
wantofroom.
Y'be Hanthl Metdordogical Register has bean omitted partly for want of room :
pad7 from &e consdoration, that i t would be preferable to begin with the lira&
month af the Far.
Sevaal notloas and ahorter papem are under consideration.
We invite our subsd'bern to notice any particular paper or information of any
h d in the Soientific Journals, Tables, or Extracts frum larger works which they
d l to be printed, and we shall be happy, as far ar the arrangcuaenta of the
work d
lp l a i t , to meet their wisher.

"
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GLEANINGS
SCIENCE.

I--& the Measime of Tempmake, and tha Laum which m@e

ths

By MM. Dulong and Petit.
de L'Ecole Royale Polytednique," T. XI.]

b m ' c o t i o p l . of Heat*.

[From,$he. '& J&

Introductory Observations.
Faoru the earlieat cultivation df experimental phyeica, i t has been g e m d l y
dmitted, that amongst all the effect* of hest, we ought ta adopt chof volunrs
as preferable to every utlier ciaas of phenomena due to that csune, m'onr attampee
te mearnn, its modificatim, whether nhmral or arrificld. Still thsre war a wide
interval between this general conviction, and that knowledge of the subject
required i n canstructing t h e r m m m on jurt principles ;such in faot M rhould
render them c o m ~ ~ l g b am
l e with the other. But 'the frequent employment ot
t h e instruments, and the value of the data which they furnish, having continued
to attract attention to the subject, and to tho* circumstanma which might in any
way d e c t their indications, all the particulm of their construction have been
atudied with 80 much care,and in suah detail, ss to lea\ e little to bewkted for on
this head.
I t wen, i n fact, indi~pnaabletouse the greatest s e e u m y Inther~~~mn&ealobserration ;but i t did not follow, that such aocuracg would lead us to a f d l knonlajgs
of the theary of h a t . For we may refer the varyiog phenomena to an arbitrary
acale of tempereture, and then invetigate empirical fomdm, which will exactly
repcesent o b m s t i o n ; but we could not hope to d i v e r genaral properties, or
what may be called the most simple laws of heat, without comparing thermo.
meters constructed with snbstancen in each of the three different ataten, of which
matter is susceptible, and determining the relations which exist between the indications of theae instrumemts, and the quantitim af heat addedoraub(racted, to pro.
duce determinaoe chaPgea d temperature.
Although this subject of resePrcb must have sugmted itself to the mind of
every inquirer, i t must be allowed, that it has not yet been followed out with all
the *rase; pnd in that fulnes, which itr importuxa &aman&. The labourr of

Tbis truly vdnable paper was crowned by the Academy of Sciencesin ill sittit
of the 16th March 18LS. and the orize in. ohvsiar decreed to the verv ingenious
"
profoulid aotbon.
It has been noticed with high commendation in oil our recent works in which the
snbiect is tmaPed of: but in M, imoerfent a manner. that the true value of the remlta
cannot be collected.' I t appeared, therefore, d e s i d l s to give a moreaomplete idea
of it8 contents thau has yet been done ;and it was at first supposed, that a tolerably
clear abstract might be made of it. On making tbe attempt, ~t was found, that the
authors had been any thing but prolix, and that'withont sacrificing clearness i t
@odd net be shortened. As howeqer, the paper is too long for our limita, we are
Frn lle4 to divide i t into differedt portions; a n d this is easily done, as the Essay
Itselrembracing daferent topics, allows a subdivision wlthoot any break of counection. I t is d~vided~ n t otwo parts; the 1st treats of the measure of temperature ;
t1ie2d of the laws of cooling. The 6rst part again is subdivided into the following sections :
].--On the expansion of the g'kses.
2 -On the expansion of mercury.
3 -On the expansion of solids.
I
&--On the specific heat of bodies.
The present Number ootdains 6 l.-Eo.
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On the Measure of Temperature.
*
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.

I

De Lac and ~ r a w & r dincfude. too limited a psrtiom af

tb~lnometriad o , ta
allow of our deducing from them any general results. And this m a defect
common to all the inquiries into the theory of beat yet made. W e may, in fact,
easily conceive, that phenomena subject to very different laws, may yet, within a
certain interval of temperature, appear to have the m e pmgreesia. For, if w e
umtent ourselves with obeervations, between those limita where the divergence of
the laws is scarcely seneible, we shall be naturally led to attribute such small
differences to error of observation ;and me are thus left without data for investi.
gating their real cause. W e shall have frequent occasion, in the course of this
memoir, to acknowledge the truth of this conclusion.
Mr. Dalton has considered this question from a more dwated poht of view, and
has laboured m establi~hgene& laws, applicable to' the messure!hent hf every
temperature. These laws, we acknowledge, form an imposing whole by their reppilarity and their simplicity. Unfortunately, this able philosopher has heen too
hasty in genera)ieing-conptio~s
high1 ingenious, i t is true, but mbieh ?eat*
upon very unqertain data. Accordin&, there is scarcely one of his position*
that is not contradicted by the results of the eqerimente of which we are abut
to give an account.
These Mperirnenta have had fof ohject, to discover the lawn of cooling, t o
which bod es are subje~t when immersed in an elastic fluid* of a certain nature,
density, and temperature. Before commencing this inquiry, however, i t wan
m r y to supply the p e r k t blank which mjsts, and thus render more precise,
w,.hotions on the waaure of the higher temperatures. We therefore o o m p l e n d
sru labowre with aa examination of thia question, secon6bry, it is true, but stiU
itself posaeaaiag great interest ; and we propose to enter in the firat instance o n
the detuils connected with this aubject.
This paper than, will be divided into two parts p e r f d y distinct : in the one,
we propon6 to investigate the measure of tempemtun, ;in thq ather, the LpWr of
Ooding.
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Qn the Measure of Temper&ure.
I$- We d d 6md a wbtanoe, the expansion of which were regulated hp a law

so rk@larund 'simple, that the addition of successive quantitiea of heat should be
accompanied' by equal incremeutr Of volume; such a substance would possess all
the qualities which philosophem have been accustomed to look for in a perfect

'

-

thermometer.
Such an instrument might, however, be foundnot to answer all the enpectations
a t first excited. If it should so happen, for instance, that the specific hmt of
every other body when referred to its d,
proved variable, and unequally variable
in each ; it is evident that no conclusion could be drawn a priori, from the indjca.
tionr of this instrunlent, ss to the quantities of heat gained or lost in a given change
of tempedture.
W e see then, that our first step in this inquiry, is to ascertain whether the
capacities o f a number of bodies referred to the same acale, vary in the same -n.
ner, and whether the expansions of substances of the most oppobite naturgs, are
regulated by one and the same law. This latter comparison, with which we s h 4
begin our details, be.% susceptible of greater precision than the first, we have
entered into it much more fully ; and we do not believe, we have neglected any
the precautions, neoenwy to ensure correctness in thensults.

I

-

9 1.-On

the Expanoion of tAe Gasea.
When our object is merely to establish a general comparison amongst the raten
of expansion of different bodies, the choice of the thermomehlcal s u l ~ s t a n ~
to
,
which the different valuations shall be referred, ia evidently to be determined o n
considerations purely arbitrary. Superior facility of construction and greater convenience in observing, were our inducements for employing the mercurial t h m o ,
meter in almost all our experiments.

* It a pears to uc, that the term fluid might be conveniently confined toliquids
or non-ersstlc fluids, and that of gas to what are here called elastic h i & . Precrsion
pf nomenclature in science, Is u polut Of no little unportance.-ED.

I

Tha w m p a h n of tbe m
d thmmsmm with that of &, y b n g ago
m a d e by M. Guy Luwithin the limits of umperMnre, amhmnq to the
S h t m i q an% boiling pointa of water. The nsult of his exparimdntr is, chbt nlthm
% k tidtem.1 of temperature, the scales mardy di&w in thew indication% ,
Dalton again thinks, that the meramrial thermol.ader 4
s a b u t lo
in
of the air thermometer towards the d d h bf the soale, abarq in fact,
i* might b oonduded, the difFerenw of the two wauld be greatest, sitme by hypo,
lhesis rhep coinoide a t the two extreme points of @' and LOO degress.
W e we then, that if there berm).differenca in the rates of expansion of air d
mercury, it must be very d between the limits of the freezing and M i g
points of water.
We extended this comparison to low tampmtwes. Our k t experimcmt 4
at me,p e a perfeot agreement between thb indications of the two i n ~ l u m s o t a;
and in a great number of o b s e r v d ~made at 900 to 360, we have found
dditTercnocs, sometimes on one side, sometimes on the otber, showing, in fact,
the m%an of acb s e t b t o be the -*.
So that within an m e n t of 1308,
the ditFerenm of the two lloalea i w small, as npt to be appreoiable amongst the
ezrors of o h a t i o n
N o -en&
are more d l g pnosecated than t h e , while we keep within the
beiling point of water, bot in attsnpting to parsue the i n q u ~ a m a m g s the
t higher
e metanperatnree, so many diffimltiea are met with, an obligeas to have r e c a ~ s to
thods ef a more tedious aa w d l an oomplktad nature. Thoae wPich we followed,
and which we u e ROW to desuibe, a p p d to us to pmmibe aa much precision an
researches of this natum will adrmt.
me a-tus
consists
a -let
v-1
of'mppz Muan decimetres in
hph ( i n w,S),one de&nBtm in breadth ( i a 3,9), a d one in depth (in. 9,9).
%s v d h~ on one of its sider two apertures ;in one of t h e a m d d
mometer is inurted in a h ~ r i m m dp a i t i m , in the other a tlibe is similar$
p l d , well dried, and !Wed with perfectly dry ah.
The 4is fixed in a L furnace in such a manner that MBry put of it osn bs
equally heatel. I t i s fdkd with r fixed oil whish, i t ia known, la aapable of being
b e a d to upwanda of 300' before i t d a the boiling point
The tmbe whiah lantdxls the air, is t m d n a t e d on the sideof the apsrture b a
short tube of s very smell dinmetar, which projects a little b e g o d the raasel.
qnsntitp of air ymtdnssl in the ex&
part of t h a tube+ endrwhich is,heated equally with the at, nlay be entirely negbctad. W e know tbnt i t
*bath of the total masa; but beaidea this, we took the precaution to
~ w e exceeded
r
heat it d
w eaoh expmimmt, in order, as mu& as possible, to diminiah wen t h i
vmall error.
The 4has a w a r with a w e d opednga i n it. I n somsare fixed vertically,
thermometers wbich m e to indicate, whether the different p.ns of the l i i i d
ue st the -e
tempmature 4 othen~carry spindles furnished with flyerr o r vmae, '
the m i o n of w W agitates the liquid, the ohjoct of which is to establish a uniformity of tcPopcratum
The following is the order which was followed in each experiment. The w a l
a= first heated, to a temperature very near that which it was wished fi~~rlly
to
d s h , and all the openings of the furnaoe shut. The heat hlwing a tendelley
ee equJly distributed s h m tba~ . p y t u s , the tempem- pf t$e oil
I
W dq~ees,
~
when it becanas s r a m n q and -tdy
e
z
W*
naoonoy. This wao d o o ~by the horizontat charmo-q
w

-

&.

e-
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In order to give an idea of the closeness of these comparative valuaYions, w e
.~..
shall give Rhe follnwin~oarticulara
of some made between S80 and S o .
Air thermometer
correoted for the expansion of glass.
Mercurial'tbermometer.
-58;29
-36,18
-.34,84
-34,72
-33,31
- a 9 4 0
--32,27
42,13
-31,63
- 3 1 3
-31,26
-3lpl
-----r-.r.

~

**
--29,64

-

wrm iplmarsed in rhe 03 with
ram, so tgat @hevhobrnlnmasb8wo p l y s h w l d h c o d t q - i t : at t I inthe h e point #of the air tube
wan resled by sblow pipe, and the height 'of thbanweter noted. The tube was
now wkhdmm, and remwed bo a diaemnt room, the tempewQne of which

7

was almost s t a t i ~I t was there, fixed 'in a vertical +ion,
in nu& a
r a y ohsc the extremlt dipped into a bath of mercury perfeotly dry. The paint
being ahen broken oE, t i e m m r y rose till the oqnilibrium with the o s t a a r d psure was restored, the tube being lett in this situation till it acquired the temperature of theroom, indicated by a very sensible thermomeser hungat a s h o ~distPnce.
t
Wbsa thk &eot took place, the height of theeolumn in thetube w w measured by
means of a vertical ncale furnished with a vernier. The height of tho b a r n m e
was noted, and the d i e r e n w of these gave the elasticity of the coeld dr.
The
.tube was then withdrawn, every precaution being taken bo retwin the whole Qf t h e
'mercury thatshad risen inm the tub. The rube and mmnvy were weighed I afterwards theempty tube ;and h t l y t h e tube tilled wibh meml.y. D d u o t h g no* &am
this laat d
t
+
Sthefomr two, we have the weights of* wvo vtdume~~
of mnnwmrg,
the e m equal that of the heated air, rho other to thae of the cooled. Frbm these
weights, we conclude what are the volumes, which are ~fterwatds
d u a e d t o whrt
they would have been llnder & e d e pressure: ae &lweht~city
sf thesewled air was
k-wn, ha*
ben m a s e e d os & w e M d i d 5 and that of the heatal &.mas
eqnal to @he
pressma of *be aemmphere ~ rthe
t madent the tube wan aealed*.
I n order to give .;clerlr idea d tbe degree ofcontidenee to be p M in t h e results
which wwfiave crstablibhed,it maymot be witbout ita use to emerlinto~rulitde detail,
IM to the precautiondadopted tiensure accuraeyirr ~ d -merit.
~ h
. . . . .. .. . One of the principal di5arltim we fiave to &ntend d t h in suehexpmimmtts, is
that of atabliahing a perfeot unihmhit]rofmtemperature
in a oonsiderahle maas ef
w i d , heated to two or three hundred dmbove the tempratwe of t h e s e rounding trir: This condition hearevex may be p f e a l y attained, when the tempereture of experiment is that of ebnllition oFtBe liqimid emplow, as that case,& is
neassarily fixed. But in e v i q o t h e r ccuse, the procees of heating ar aoeling affecting diffeamt parts .of the liquid tmequally, ia oppassd k u h e eatablirhmeat of *t
uniformity. W e are, howevqoEopmion,$hnt,the arrasgemcktof our apparatus doin a gmat ~ w a , o b r i a t this
e particular objactian, and for theae~reaeonn3 lst, the
v d of copper being bed wiWs t h e furnaee, she whole-ferns ,acorlsidenrble
a r d~
i c h leuat a a l veny p u a U y , iy~timlarly.whendom*upon its &of ternperstant 4 and , M y , t liquid being kept in a codstant state of%agitcrtio&
ihe h e a ~
muet distribute itselP pmnp equelly throughout it. But to m
e eveup
do*
that could poseibly arise om this head, we h a ~ e ~ i n a m ntwo
d tkrnou~eum,
in a horizontal position in the vessel, both being at the same height, and then canducting the exp&melit id the usual manner, aa.nerrer had -ion
to observe
more th.a two or three teoths of a degme M e s o $he two thenanmetera.
FAen if wd suppose that all the points of h e liquidatrstum which rurrouorls
the air tsbe were not exactly of the same terap-ature, the error would be less than
might on a first view be supposed ;for in the arrangement oE the apparatus i t apfeem, that the bulb ofthe thermometer e o r r e s p h near1J to the middle point of the
mgth of the tube,and c o n s k q d y this inetrument ought, im eoery cake, t o in&
oa(e a temperature, differing but lit& fzom the mean of the~rempaatumbof the
differant parts of the tube. It was, ki fatt, this conaidaration that inheed us ,to
dopt a cyliadriapl t u b , in preference to a bulb, b6 any other,We may
tio on hnce aLo an c o m e a d with the pmment mubjebt, the nseePdy .EjhaoSsg (he
l i p

All our ex~erimentsmade in the rnauner iust described. have beerr calculated
after the following formula.
Call~ngP the weight of a volume ofmercury equal to that of the heated air T the
temperature of that air reckoned on the mercurial themo etgr, H its edticity,
P'I'H'the same quantities for the cooled a i r ; also taking$ to be the talue of
air at Oo which has b-en heated to T. but ur~der uniform nreaa~~re.and d the
mean expansion of glass between the tebperatnres T and'fi, &k-hZez
v= P H (1+ d (T-T') ) (1 0.00376 T') . .

P' H'

+

from wbich expression we may see, that an air thermometer co~eotedforthe expansion of glass, would show for any temperature 7' of the m e r o d therrnom*
ter a number of degrees which may be thus expressed :

PH

e

l +d T-T')

I

(266.67+T1)-d66.67.

.

.

/
1

M e f ths4hmhm6leal aelnmn.irichin tL liquid, if the true hdi.
amtions
;caluird This preauuoa, tbnugh it n u y sppsg unaax*rary (
4.
m v t i a w ) in ~ W B It~mperaturr,eannet be e e g l d in high on- ;for in .&s oaae
the m l a m r of mecur). wrtained in r$e otem u n d q o m a mns~dembbmrrsasa
Thus, f m 4
we rayrlred that at ehe tcmpastvre of 3 0 0 O them m fmq ~ ~ n t el ydifferenex of 129 bB(nrrwn the i n d i d a a s of the
&emnometer,
according lu the bulb only .er arem abo wa# immerred in the liquid. W e might
indeed estimate the error arising from any pert of the stem being exahid&, h
w e know the expansion of mercuryl hut the impossibility d IS*
what is the
exact temperature of tho stem, entailing on us errern the more to be dqlwared as
they would inmeme with the magnitude d the correction, it hss always appreferable to nn to place the thermometers horizontally.
Althnugh the experiments performed in the manner we have just described,
have always shown aremarkable agreement in themults, we endeavoured to verify
these results in another manner.
I n them other experiments, we made use df gn air tube of much greater eapaaity
than in the first set, placed in the name mand$r, with theeicdption, that the small
tube attached to it was be bt on leaving the copper vessel, and continued downwards
to a length of about 5ve deoimetrw The heating procens 'was conductsd with the
name care already described, and when a steady temperature was attained, and
the height of the barometer noted, the lower end of the tuba was made to dip
into a capsule of dry mercury. The whole was then &wed to ooal,till the oil was
nearly 06 the temperature of the air; during arhich proMar the mareury continued
to rise in tbe vertical mhe, until the internal air waa um~pletslyoaoled. The
41wticity of the air Becarnsthem, an e q o i d e n t to the external m u r e of the at~
thatbad been raked ;
mapbere, dimiainhed by tbe height of the d u m of
that ef the heated ~ ls&u,
r
was e q d to the baromewic pcemure .observed at the
moment when *he t t r o p ~ r ~ u l rnsl
e ntationtu-y : we could thus calculate by the aid
of Mariotte'e law, what had been the srpsnsion of the air, supposing i t to have p r s
served the same &ticity.
To mwder this method pwfeptly -.it
Wrfe
to dlaw fort&
a p j & u y depesnien of mercumy, m the w m w tshe xn)o,wh~ch
lt an(as.
W e had
Aeqe~plinedbeforehand the value afthis dapreeaion, and,took o ~ r eto use a tube of
uniform d i b e r , i n order that thin v d w ahovld have iiule 6r no vorioth.
A w o o d point to be omsidered is, thPd the volurqe af air WBO nqt precisel the
r
i
m The portion oontai~sdin the small bube ww fd
of w n e mtq the
w e as the,mwmilry roue, awl this portian suffmed ne c+
of taroperature. W8
have d d a t e d the smoant a f d of thew errors, and k e applied the necersang
wrmioes, This c4rrda11, which depends on the ratio of the capacities of
t
u
b
,is d e w hy aceldarioa too simple to require any explanobion here*.
Not o ~ l have
y
the expocisante made ia thin way copfirmad all the results wi*
which tlm h t set
fwPjahed ug but they have dao tsught ur that Mariottab
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It will be sufficient merely to ihdicate the fafmola we have used m t h e redndtion ofthese new ex eriments. H represetns the weight sf the barometer, which is
the measure of the erastre force of the heated air,T the temperature of this air, indlmted by the m e m n a l thcrmometm, I') t h a t ef the aoM ur, H1the height of the
column supported after cooling, this height being cormcted f~ tkie OnpiUav drpreswon, A' the toOa heighc of the verthal,tube,r the + i e b e t r e e n t h e e a g W y ofthis
tube and of,&bc,large horizon@ 9% dtb. mean dllntatton of, glass between T an@
T : V mepns a volume of air sgcb ry it would he when evpaoded to the temperature T, withoot c h a q e of presqure, and suppesing it I at OO. Then

,,-

H (l+d(T-T'))

(1+Ov00375 Tt)
AH
1-r H
A

. (H.LH~)(I+~
-

I

we mag alsa conclude that at any temperature T of the mercurial thermometer,
the air thermometer corrected for the expansion of glass would indicate a number
of degrees

,

law is true st every tempsiatnrs 80 4atthe chmga~of aaroiedty, rhirb~hmtacca&us i n a gas the volume of which in constant, a m subject to tbe ram* law as h e
ohsngea of vdume wouid be, were the preuure to mntinue the aoms
We d d now give the menu rerults, deduced from a great number of arparimats, made by both of the preosding methodr. These mulm wiil be h n d i n the
fdowing tablq whioh includes the full s d e of m y , from ita Mi to itr
,
bailing, that is to say an interval of a b u t 400 degre9.

.

I

TBmperatur& which would,+
by an air
a maan correct4
for the q ~ g n s i o nof
glasa.

meranrid tbermemeter.

0.8650
1.0000
1.3750
15670
1.7389
1.9189
2.0976

36
0

100
150

200
250
3 00

Boiling point of
360
mercury,

, ,

2 3125

'

86.

0.

'

.

a

,

'

'

104
148.70

197.05
245.05
292.70

350.06

,

The nnmhw in the third column have been correcttd for the erpansion of glass,
which we shall presently establish*.
There is a considerabledifference amongst the numbem given by difterent expe.
rimentem, as thebuililrg point of mercury on its o m d e . This in part ariets from
the diierent degreea of care, with which different obserrsrs construct their instru.
menta, bnt principally on aeoount of the want of precision, in the co&
made
for that part of the atem not i n s 4 in the liquid. The method we hawfollowed,
and which furnished the result given in the preceding table, enables us to dispense
altogether with this correction. . fnstend of mbasurhg direotly the augmentation
of volume of rr constant maas of matter, aa ia d m e i n the ordinary t h s n a r m ~ ,
we determined the lona of weighs which a mass of mercary, capable of fi111ng a
certain vessel at 0°, snst.ins when this v d is conqdetaly immersed ia boiliw
a
w cime the apparent sxpsasion of rncmmq in g h fur
mercury. Knowing at the m
the first i0O0, wemay by a very mmple olriculation find the m m q o n d i n g tarnperature on the mercurial thexmo~~~eter,
the a m of which is of the same tern-ture with the bulb?. I n order to p m m t the mntsnto of e8e vessel from enresing
also into ebullition, we had taken the precaution te make it taminate by cra upright narrow tube about n u oentrmetrar ,(in. 1@)in km@.
The oolnmn of m w
cury it contained did not amstiturn the'Tr&vath
ol the total msss, yet by t h e
i
t
t
a
d the farmasion of
pressure it exerted withiu the v a d , it complerdy m
vapour. I t ie scarcely necessary to say, that every preaaution had been taken to
expel completely every trace of ak or of humidity.
The cwmponding temperature of the air thermometer, has been calculated by
means analogous to t h m we havecomtantly employed, in o w axparimeats om the
expansion of ga8. The number inserted in the table ia the mean of four rasultq
the extremes of which do not diffw one degree.
From the beautiful observation of M. Ouy Lusaaq that all elartic fluida expnnd
precisely in the same manner between 0' and 180, i t was at least probable that
this uniformity would aho be found to hold in more elevated temperatune, and
mnsequently that the preceding table derived from experiments made with com.
mon air, would IJao hold true of every kind of gw. But to leave nothing doubtful in a subject of so much importance,-wa made &experiment also with h-drogcn,
which, ar is known, differs the moat in mme of iu propertiag from atmospgeric air.

* As we are averse to extend this memoir to m undue lenpth, we are preventedfrom
enterlng into the details of each particular experiment. W e must therefore content ourselves, i o what follows, to give the results, suppressin the particular determinations and intermediate calculations that have lurl to dem.
t Let P reprwelrt the wei ht of mercury which fills the vessel at Oo,p the qn&
tity that is expelled by heat& itto f,we have
1+6480,@

p-P

The re&
r e r e d i a (bslinita of Lbeea obtaieed from air*. W e m y then
eatahliehit .s a general law, that dl gaaea expand In (he same manner, and in like
quantities, for equal incmmenta o€ temperature.
T h e determinations which we b e just given weuld suffice, if it were only
q u i d to know the volume ef a ges at any8tempersture,as measured by the
mercurial thermometer or the reverse ; but the object we had pr-,
was to
-pare
tbe pmgrasive expansions of mercnlry and air, and this is not yet fuUy
attained. I n faat, M a thermometer oely indicates tbe d*Brenw of expaneion of
the 0uid and its containing vwel, it ie evident, these difftreneea cannot be proportional m the ahsdute expansions of this liquid, e x q t i n g in the single case in
whioh the mpansiom of the two bodies happen to follow the sarnela\v. If, for
example, the vesael were to q a n d in a less ratio than the liquid which it oonteins,
it is clear the differences of the thermometer would appear to have an increasing
ratio, even though the rate of expansion of the liquid were uniform In the reverse
case, a partial and unequal compensation would take place, which would also dinturb the regularity of the results. It became necassary then to inquire into the
changen which, in elevated temperatures, the abwlute expansions of one of the two
bodies suffsr which areused in the oonstruction of a thermometer.
W h e n we consider all the difficulties inherent in the question of the expmaion
of solids, even within the boiling point of water, how much more must we think
of those of a stil1,different kind, introduced into the question in extending the in.
quiry to the higher temperahlres. After a full examination of every experimental m u r c a which we could look to, the uncertainty of attaining to success such
we wiahed for, and theanonnous complication of the apparatus which it would be
neu?asary to employ ;we determined finally f t r t h direct
~
measurement of tha a8solute expansion of me~oury-This shall be the subject of the next seo(ion.
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11. Haidingerite, an Ore of Antimon
IIUYerp. By M.

of a new species, found in

# Berthier.

[Repertory of Patent Inrentions, (Annnles de Chimie, xxxv. 351, August, lW.)]
SULPBU~E
ofTantimony exists in a grent number of places, in the g d s formation which wcupien Anveqpe. I t is found there semetimea i n regular veins
($lone), cometimes in m; but if the beds are very numerous, unfortunately
they are, a t t h e same t h e , almost always butrlittle p r d u d v e . On this account,
the people who work them are obliged to attach a p u t many at o m , to be able to
keep the snpply uniform.
The Anvargne mlphumt ofantirwnp ia ilu e n e n d suiiidmtb p u q and w l u r
ofa good quality is obtained from iti ;but a few years since, IJOUI~IF~U diamnmd
near the v h g e of Cheadles, in a vmia whiah ww
o
w to be abandoned,
,
bpcauae the ore which it yielded ve the msnufacturem of regulua a dull antimony,
which the c m s u a w e n u n r &
to ULW :thd-n
-king
it, having a t me
KRXW npeoimens of thin mineral, I dwa~vsredthat it W ( . t m
a nen and d i d n c t
rpeciea. and I have named it H d i m p i b , in honour of Mr. H&hgmv a Iamd mi,
u e r a h y t , reaidingin Edinburgh, who emery day e n r i b sEimcally b i r d e s ,
I
sad w one friend I h m e the advantage of being.
Haidinggite has not p beencfound in regphr forma ;but it erhibi~
in nome
cavities, rudiments of prmmatic cryst&, which, t k q h not -lp
determinable, are yet su5cient to msure ua, that its prmtipal form &mot the rame as
that of aulphuret of antimony. The new mineral ia common1 in masses confuaedly lamellar, mixed with hyeline'quane, light chennlit mlourdterriferoua carbonate of lime, and pyrites, in cuhicd grains ; Its colour is imfi gra ;its surfam is frequently cavered with rainbow tints ; It haa dot by s great d e d somuoh brilliancy
aa sulphuret of autimo~ly,and its shade does nbt at all indine to blue ;i t doea not
impart the smallest motion to the mbgnetic needle. I have not been able to procure
pieced au5ciently pure, to enable me to rake its ~cpecificgravity.
I purified a d
n quantity of it for analysis. b pounding, sifting, and waahiig
it, b which means I separated the greatest part d t h e quart?. and pyrites, and h,,
who& of the carbonate of lime.
Before the klowpipt?, the powder read,? fumes ;but it exhibite no peculiar charact? ;muriat~cacid attach it easily, the action commencingeven in the cold ;
The volume of h drogen being 1 at 0°, we found it 2.1003 at the temperatareof
300'mfthe mercuriaPtkermometer. The extremes of the h r m i n a t i o n a with Common air, under the same cimumstances, were a.0948 andtl0a7.

pare dolphuretted hydmgsn is diwqq& and theaboledksolvss, exgpting e d
qdsntity of quarh and of iron pyrites, but withodt any depoait of sulphur. The
liquid holds in solution only antimon iron, and a very amall quantity of zinc.
These properties show nuaaimtly, that &aidingerite is oompoaed ofarlphnret dmtimour, and sulphnret of iron, a d thst the two om& are found at the riainof 8 u l ~ h ~ t i o n . The analvain was conducted m follows To determine the quantity of sdphur, I
heated tbu; gnuames of the powder well gnand, with twenty grammes of &ycarbonate of soda, and ten grammes ofnitrein a silver crucible ( a slight &ion appeared
t o begin at a dull red heat, hut without ddagration, and without swelling up ;st a
red heat, the matter entered into a very liquid and wmplete h i o n . After being
diluted and well washed with water, there remained on the filter antimouiate of
iron, of a pale, ochreous, red colour, and which, jndging from its weight, must retain potash in wmhination. The ~olutionmade to boil, after havin been aaturatad with pure nitric acid to drive off the carbonic acid,. yielded wit% muriate of
barytes, a precipitafe of sulphate of baytea, from the welght of which it was easy
to determinethe proportion of sulphur.
To ascartaiu the qoantity of quartz and of pyrites, a certain weight of the powdered. m i d was boiled in conomtrated muriatio acid ;the residue was tllen dried
and weighed, and afterward treated with aqua re&,
calcined, an&weighed anew.
The insoluble matter was pure quart%. T h e diffwnoe gave the proportion of py-

*.I sought the pmpertion of the tmtimony and iron in two ways

:-

1. I d i ~ o l v e dby meana ofmuriatic add, a wftain quantity of Haidingerite which
1 had p l d in a retort, the teak of which dipped ihto a vessel containing water ;
I remarked thaetowards %heend of the operation, a brown flaky depodt was formed in that vessel, of sulphuret of antimony. The quantity of it was very small,
but was ascertained. The production of thia sulpbnret prooeeda from the muriatio
vapour disengaged, when the solution has acquired a certain degree of concentmtion, and carryingalong with it a small quantity of chloride of antimouv, which, condensing in the water already charged with sulphuretted hydrogen, mnst be dewm.
p o d immediately. I added a g e a t deal of water to the strongly concentrated soh.
tion, to preoipitate themajor part of the antimony in the state doxy-chloride, the
a m p a i s i n otwhioh is known. This oxy-chbride war mired with the quarts and
pyrites ;but the p r o p t i 0 0 of these substances was dwnnined previoudy.
The rest. of rhe antimony u m precipitated from the solution,by mema of a am.
rent of sulphuretted hydrogen gas ; after which, the liquor was concentrated and
boiled with nitrio &d, to wnvert the iron to the state of peroxide, vhich was afterwards predpiratsd by an
of ammonia. The ommoniscal solution gave a slight
whits )r+iute
d d p h W of h c , on adding a few drops of an alkaline hydrosulphata
.a, Afm having d i v e d the Haidingede ar &ovenentioned, I sdded tattam.
ia a c i l do the edntion, M pointed out by Mr. H. Rase, d k l k z , and diluted i t rlrh
wstetqp it did not barunr st all turbid,and I was nftetwarda able to prkipitate t h e
qrhole of she antimon fi-om it in the state of sdphuret, by means of s u l p h u r u t ~
and -vi.cnd
myaelf that is conhydrogen. I weighed tiis sulphuret whils r*ned mexoebs of sulphur, ?y diblolving i t in mwktio acid, The iron wsa &wdadetarmined by ammanla
The mean result of s a v e d andynea r-
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........................... o.oa2
..................... 0.032
..........,... .....,... 0.283
...................,.:... 4.483
......... .................... O.l$9
............................. 0.003
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Iron pyrites
Sdphur
Ant+ony
Iron

Zinc
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et, independently of the gangue or rock,

0.982

...,........ 0.303 wbi& gives Sulpbu+

Sullihtir ...
Antimony ............
Iron ..................
ZiDC...............e.

0.620
0.160
OdfB

0.sm

1

......... 0.715

of adtimony
Proto-qulphuret of iron
Sulphuret of zinc

...... 0.256
...............
0.005

0.976

From this d
t i t is evident, that Hnidingwita is compoaed of 4 atams of a d pduret of antimony, and 3 atoms of proto-sulphuret of iron ; for, in that supporiri4n, calculation giver :
Sulphur
0 . m - 1 8at. or rdphuret af antimony 0. 732-4 at.
Antimony O%SSO- 4 a& proto-aulpbum of iren 0. 288-8 'at.
km
0.1686. 8 aC.

..
...
.........

L W

-
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Ito formula then, is 3 f s*

+

4 sb aa. This formula, complicated in appearance,
sxpresaen, however, a verv simple relation ; for i t shows that Haidingerite is so
constituted, that in the negative sulphuret, (aulphuret of antimony,) there is twice
as much sulphur as in the positive sulphuret, ;sulphuret of iron :) the same ratio
haa been already found in jamesonite, analyred hy Mr. H. Roae, and which is
composed of 4 atomsof sulphuret of antimony, wmbined w i t h 3 atoms of sulphuret
uf lead.
T h e existence of Haidirigerita ad a peculiar sp&ies, seems incontentible ; for, i n
the first place, the sulphurets of which it is composed, are found in a t ~ m i c ~ p r o portions and in a simple ratio ; in the second place, one of these, the sulphuret of
antimony, is found indeed in the isolated state in nature, but the other bulphuret, the yroto-sulphuret of iron, does not exist in that state, since magnetic pvrites,
which is the h i s t sulphurized of all thenative sulphureta of iron, 1s a combii~ation
of proto-sulphuret and of per-sulphuret. I n line, as the proto-sulphuret of ironis
verv scrongly magnetic, if it was only mixed with the sulphuret of antimony i n
the Chazelle mineral, i t would certa nly communicate to that mineral the property of moving the magnetic needle: now, I have already remarked, that Haidldgerite does not pobbess that property : therefore, there is a combination between
the two sulphurets.
Baidingerite is veiy easily imitated hy synthesis. The two sulphurets of antimony and iron will combine in all proportions, a t the temperature of their fusion ;
and it is rabable that they will be discovered also in nature, united in other proportions $an in the mineral of Chazelle.
I n themanufactoriea of France, for preparing regulus of antimony, the practice
y to roast the sulphuret in a reverberatory furnace, and to melt the roasted matter afterwards in crucibles, with carbonate of potash and charcoal. I t is evident that
by applying this process, as it has been done, to Haidingerite, pure antimony cann o t tie extracted from it ;for the roasted material is a mixture of oxyde of antimony and oxyde of iron. Now, these two oxydes being reducible almost equally easy,
and the two metals having a great tendency to combine together. there must he
produced with t h e reducing fluxes, antimoniuret of iron. This is actually the
ease, and I have ascertained, by experiments on a small scale, that the smallest
traee of iron doe8 not remain in the scoriaz, when the ore has been completely derulphurized hy r o a s t i ~ ~ g
'It will be easy. however, to extract good regulus from the Chazelle ore, and
being abundant, it is desirable not longer to delay working it. I published in the
Ann. de Chim. el rle Physique, xxv. 379, several methods that might be employed.
The a t i m t to practise, would be to melt the ore in crucibles, or reverberatory
f u r n a m , witb t h e addition of iron and a little sulphate of soda, mixed with charcoal. By adding only the proportion of iron strictly n m s a r y , the antimony
done will be desulphurieed. and the sulphuret of iron found in the ore, 'as well as
that which would result from the reaction of the metallic imn on the sulphuret of
antimony, would remain entirely in the, scorim, rendered very fluid by the prem
c
e of ai~lphuretof sodium.
The exact proportion of iron to be employed, u.ould he 6 atoms, for 1 atom of
the pure ore, or 337 per cent ;but i t would be advisable to keep always belew that
proportion, at the risk of losing a little sulphuret of antimony in the scoriae, be.
cause that, if there was an e x m s of iron, a certain proportion of it would combine
a* theantimony, whioh would greatly alter its quality.
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Account of a new Hij&auZic Machine.

sf a new Hydraulic Machinc, invented by Mr.Jode'pll E&.
. .

,, , .. ,
5
[ Journal of 'bcience i d the Arts, No. XLIV,]
SIB,
.
.. . .
i)
I.,?
I have not 'perceived in any of the scientific p t & l ' i o n r . o f the. a e r b p o l i ~
amongst which yours holds such a distinguished rank. 6 uotioe ,of a n h y M c machine, invented by Mr. Joneph Eve, (for which a patext was obtained,) which i s
now exhibiting in themanuf~ctoryof Taylor and Jones, Ii,Jdwin Creucent, Grip1
plegate.
The machine I allude to, is a p~;mp,with no valves to open and close, the @oring parts being rotatory ;their speed may, therefore, he illcreased at pleasure, and 1
to an almost unlimited degree The water pumped up is ill proportion'q 'that ,
speed of the revolving parts, and to the force applied.
I t is the most ingenious, and probal,ly one of the most vA11;al)le inventions i n
which the late years have been so prolific. The few scientific, nnprejudicec(, and '
practical persons who have seen the machine, have given the most t'avo~lrsl~le
Gi- '
rlion as to its utility. However, I will proc:eed to descrihe this prinap, alld'iw
formance. I n Plate I, A shows a front view ; and,B an interior view, afte:r'tbp,
end 0'' the case with the cog-wheels is removed.
The principle is this. Two cylinders of ~ ~ u a l ' d i a m e t (3&
e r inchfs,) a n d , q n a l
' length (6 inches,) move in close contact on axes or pivots, and revolve in o
directions. in an outer case or llor. These cylinders irsve each two wings, ?R
'.
fourths of an inch area, and two grooves ;and as they rev,~lre,the wing of one cvlinder falls reg~~larly
into the groove ot'the other, alternate!^, and so on in rota..
tion ; anrl i r ~or<l<,r
that the groove may present itself regtllal.ly to the wings of the ;
'opposite cylinder, and let them pass, cog-whee!~, place,I outside the case, are fixed I
to the axes or pivots, which project : these rog-n.lirels ensure not only an even re- .
volution ot the two m o v i n ~parts but they communicate the power, 'which is ap- '
*lied by mead6 of a handle, tb thiiaxis bf alfrrge,toothe+~h
eel #wring into one of
the two argwheels.
is
placed
upon
a
common
.pipe,
desqnding
down,to the well 21
T h e pump case
feet below. T w o men, turning the hand1e;raise half a tdn of water in three mi. ;
nutea with this Small pump ;which is allonred to he a most satisfactory result, con- ,
sidering that, as the firrt pump constructed on this principle, it has of course many
imperfections.
Up suhstitnting an air-ves~elwith a hose awl pipe, the machine iecnmes the most,,
simple, strong, and effectual fire engine I t m a y be converted intoa water-wheel,.
where a small stream with a high fall of water exists, or be acted upon by steam '
as a rotatorv steam engine.
The advantages \vhich i t possesses over common pumps are too manifold and
self-evident. The most conspicuons are,-: a sai ing of yowe-, on amount of the
friction being much less than in ordinary pumps. I t requires no leathering, being '
made entirely of metal ; it does not wear, as no parts touch or rub except the axes
or pivots on their bearings. Its simplicity, ~trength,and elegance, and the ease
with which i t is turned into a fire-engin&,the saving of room, and weight in pump.
&k, if applied to d.ep wells or shafts in mines, the advantages as a ship's pump, ;
are peculiar, and too numerous here to enumerate; but so self-evident, that I shall ;:
not dwell longer on the xul~ject.
..
I would invite you, and your scientific readers, to inspectthe'pump a t Messrs.
Taylor and Jones's, wl;c,, I am informed, are authorized to execute orders for !':
pumps and engines on this principle.
I am, r&pectfully, Sir,
.
. .,.
,
.
.
Pour ohedient .servant, '
'I
A S u g s c p i ~ h ,ind
n ? % X ~ I N ~ E .&
Gorurdll Road, Noa. 22,1826. '
.'
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~woipwition#certain ~ a & w . ~ i r n ~ , .
and Hydrogen, during M e n Expamion.
[Journal of Science and the Arts, No. I.]
Some very ningular appearances have been observed by Mr. Gordon, of the
Portable Gas Works, which have led him to t~elievethat chemical changes am om+sioned by the sudden expansion of oil gas, which do not happen when the cxpa~laion
is gradual ; a striking result of the change being the separition of c a r b frotll the

I

Decomposition of certain G&eot& C o m p d .
1

.

-da
b
power equal to that of 30 atmospheres, is suddenly allowed to eseepe througg a
small aperture into the air. It wan first observed accidentally, in consequenca of
the deronpement of the valve of a largeappaiatus, into which the gas had been eomprased to 27 atmrmpberes. The gaa escaped with immensevelmity, and when rm
examinatinn took phoe of what had happened, it was found that all the metdlk
part of tho valve upen whiuh the gas had mahed war coveredwith a black, moist,
-us
substance, ahd the contigum* brick wall with dry, black carbon, the
moisture in this are having heen absorbed by the brick. Bince that timq Mr. QOFdon hru, repentedly &own the effat, Ly allowing the gas to rush out with
6-t vwlenw from a portable lamp against a piem of white pager, which
immediately envezad with hlack curbonaceour depoait.
The general d u s i o n is, that aa 6he gaa thus rapidly expands, a partial decom.
pqition takca place, and carbon in separated. If this explanation should oltimatelg
prove, by further experiments, to tm tnle, it will be highly imporrant, as atronliw
m instanw of rhetxertionof rneobaniaal andchemioalpowers in those circumstsnees
where they most doaely verge upon each othen At prewnt, we have but little
knowledge of srtd phenomeaa, though tha announcement in Frame of the production of several uew.annpound bodies, poamersed of peculiar propertien solely.by the
uertiun of phvsical powers, may lead us to hope for an accession of information on
t$e subject ;that which we tkougbt we had, wan in part rendered u n m t r i n by the
aonhPry conclusions arrived at \by Mr. Perkins and Dr Brewater, the onebelieving
that in a case of crystallization the effect wan produced entirely in conlequencc of
pimare*; the ether, that pr~slurehad been the only cause why bodies, otherwise
mdy to ~ s t a l l i z ehad
, retained the fluid mtb.
A natural muapioion, upon l m t hearing of and d a g the reaults obtained by Mr. .
ffordon, m, that the rapidity of the current of gau had carried away a minute
pnrtiun of the metal from the aurface of the vnlve past which it rushed, or of the in.
terior of the air-way against which it'was thrown, and that that metal had caused
the stain upon the paper ;but upon examination, this proved not to be the awe;for
the bhck deposit upon a wrd, when subjected to acids, remained insoluble, and
whan burnt and tented chemically, gave no times of copper.
Further examination of h e aubtance showed thnt it war not a pure cubon, but
we of thbe sepoonds, containing a very large proportion of carbon, c o m b i d
with a mnll quautity of hydrogen analogous to tar, pitch, or luphaltum, for it dismlved d i t y in the fluid hydro mrbnns obtained by the compression of oil-gas.
As these black crrbnnaceous wmpol~ndaareformed in the procsss of ulaking
as,
r mpi&on cannot but arine, that the &ect observed may have heen produced hy
themwmt of gas having swept OE amall prtiona of such aubstancam previounly
depited, or slowly formed in the interior of the vessels at former periods ;and
have lefr them upon the wall in the h d e n t n l rerult, or upon the paper placad in
t h e m a of the gas, when tho effect hna been purposely shown.
be r-ked
that, in esperiments made in the hbratoay of the
I D ~ R
hooaeoer,
~ ,
It+
Inetitu~iq,u p u - the fluid prduct obtained by condensinp oi1.w a t hifi
preaaurw, it was observed that, after rectifying the products and neparating the
more fired fmm tLe 'more volatile, that although they were pwfeotly cleur and
tnrnsparm rrt+icaq,,@petby .spontaneousevaporation through the corks which cloned
a Ispw
~ of time, chemical changes were p r o d u d ; for, ultimate.
the v e w b 4 . f
Iy, there remained nothing in several of the receivers but a brown auhstancq ha'J,a d h i r e , like honeytor treacle, and in certain c a m even almoat aolid. From
P e aimmaurnos. 6f the experiments, no hcaitation could arise in wnaluding that a
aponmneous ohemical change had taken p l ~ andit
;
doen not seem at all unlikely
that a similar change, or one to a mr~chgreater extent, map have mnrred suddenly
during the rapid alteration in the mechanical condition of che gas in Mr. O o r d ~ n ' ~
experimant ;the most mndemilde of the substances in the mixture of elastic mattern which constitute oil^^, being perhaps those which are most altered, and in
that
Mr. &&on's W u n t of the phenomena would be WrrSt.
p h , The efFeet r e f 4 to ia exhibit& whm oilgas, mpreaaed iato
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A'otioes.

1. On the InJuence of the Atmosphere M, ths Circulcrtion o f the Blood.-Angust
29, 1w 3fM. Cuvier and Dumeril made a report upon the Memoir hy Dr.
Barry, oppcerqing the InjEuence ofthe Atmosphere on t l Ci~*aulation
~
of !he Blood.
Philosophica! Transactions.

>

-This memoir has for its principal ohject the dsbetminntion, 'by podtive hpuimentn, of the power hy which the blood is forced and directsd from t h e smdlest
ramifirationa intn whirh i t has been carried, hack again to the heart.
Whilst ataldying the phenomena of venous circulation, Dr Barry wnn led to
&nerve, that hp the act of inspiration, a void was made in the cavity of the c h a t
tending to d i l a e it, and that all liqnids in mmmanic~tianwith the interior of the
thorax should he druwn towards it, as forced by tlle stmomphericpressure. It
munt hea knowledged, that all the known f ~ c t eare expl in& by this phyaieal effert.
Of this kind are the swelling of the jugular vein dining =piration,* and the ml.
lap ion during the opposite movement ; the maation of certain h m o r r h w m
by forced inspiration ; the abmorption of air by the veins, and tbe accidents which
have followed from the opening of an of the great canals near the heart.
T h e Author doea not contsnt himserf with ql~otingfacts in support of h b opCni.
ons, but has endeavoured to corroborate it by direct experiments, of whiah the fol.
htwing are the principal.
Having fixed the end of a glass-tube, furnirihed with a stogaock, upon one
of the large veins, an for example, the j u p l a r of a living animal, and lmving placed the open end i n a cotoi~redliquor, he observed, after opening the stopcock, that at each strong inpiration made by the animal, the liquid was rapidly
absorbed ; that on expiration it re ~.ainedstationary, orocca~ionauyslightly r d ed Theaame effects followed whenever the rxperimenter introduwd the t n b , and
thin was done very skilfully, into one of the cavities of the thorax, and even of t h
pericardium.
I n order to render the motion of the liquid ahsorhed mnre avid-% Dr. Barry
made use of spiral tubes, in which the s p n over which the fluid moved k i n g
larger, the a s ~ e n was
t
more distinct, and to make thia n ill more evident, he intro.
dumd into the wloured liquidssome drops of ail, or bubblm of air, whieh faoilitnted
the nhservation of their motion.
These experiments were executed with the greatcat skill, and with every h a factory p m a t ~ t i o nrequisite to meet the objections which miglrtIn?made. In all of
them t'he author of this memoir, of which i t is our ohject to relate the results, M
satisfied that the motion towards the heart in the large vein is mfncidmt with t h s
instant at which the animal tends to form a vaatum in the brasat 6 that t h e duh
blood traverses the vein6 only during the act of inspiration ; and that che venous
movement is always under the influence of atmospheric pressure.
Dr. Barry ie ao convinced of this atmoapheric action upon venom absorption,
that he thinks the absorption of poisonous matter may Ile prevented by t h e appli.
ca~ionof a cupping-glam, or exhausted vessel, upon the -nth
infcated part,
or into the interior of which any deleterious substanw has k a intmduosd,
Ann. de C h h xxx. 192.
The w n d u s i o n ~at which Dr. Barry has arrived, with reapact to the blood, are
adopted by him with re,pect to all othw fluids siknihrly oimrnatanoed, .rrd he
has embodied m e a€ him opinions upon this sohject in a memoir, read Morebe
Academy of Medicine at Paris, on the e5eota produced by the applioatianofoap
ping-glaasas to poisoned wounds.
Of this mef~joir no particular details have l w n given to the public, but the fd,
lowing a b s t ~ c tof the Repoll presented to the Academy by the committae, to
which it had been referred for considaration, will mive an idea of the w h t i Q n
in which it is held.
The Report obaemea, that the principal smtmnena mncabed in the m o i r of
, Dr. Barry may be reduced to the three following : via. 1st. That the immediaq
application of a cupping.glass to a poboned wound will preant; the ahamption of
the poison, and avert all untoward dcidenm. 2d. That the application of a cup.
pillg-glas to a poisoned wound, even after a part of the poison har bem abeorbed
and has began to produce its proper effects upon the myatem, will arrest the propeas of these events, and prevent their recurrence so longas i t is permitterl t o
remain on the part. 3d. Thdt after the cupping-.lass has b a n applied u, a
poiaoned wound lor a certain time, the poinun may be removed from the surface,
and all unpleasant collsequences averted, by aimply washing the pdrt with a little
water.
The accuracy of these statementl, the Report continues, wna fully established
before the Committee, by experiments, performed with v rious poisons on rab.
bits and dogs The influence, therefore, of atrnoupheric pressuk-eon the process of
absorption, may now, it is added, be incontestably proved ;and the eatablimhment
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of this fa&, far which we are i a l s b t d to Dn'Bary, may j u d y M rcy~rdedlu
m e dimvary, not withstand in^ anme vaguelMenb pre*iouslp put forth by 0 t h
o n the subject ; and the empirical, practice of ructing p o b a d w y d r , -hiah
have been nu long known to b e profession.
The poio<msemployed were arsenic, pmssia add, atrychnia, the upld tientb, and
Enally, that of the viper, the living animal heing made w e of. Weunds were m&
upon the hach and t h i ~ h sdf hlf-grown ribbitn, and when the blood had w a d to
fbw, two or three grains of strvchnh, a- two or three dropa Bt p r u ~ i dc d , nera
i~ltrodilcedinto the woiinda, and after intervaln of three, five, and ten minuten, a
enpping-glass w a ~a p p l i i , which WM renewed an often ss it faH 05. No romp,
toms of poisoning m
n
din them cam, but if the pr-tion
was neglected death
enaued.
A eupping-gbss applied to a wound into which rome ntrychnia had been pet,
prevented the effect. of thib whrtanw from manifesting themdvm, and a h aus.
psded them when beginning to be apparent. Eight g q i m of white q n i c w m
lntroduoed into A wound in the thigh of a dog : three quartem of an hour a h ,
a cupping-glus was applied to the wound, and kept on for four bun and the
animd suffered no inconvenience. Another dog similarly paiaowd, and lefbun.
mirted, died at the endof fifteen hours.
8ix drop6 of pn~saicaaid were poured into a lit% wound made in the thigh 4
a labtit ; the cupphg-glass wan applied for twelve minutm, and the animal ohowed no rigns of having been pobued ; I ~ u when
t
it was taken away, cunvuhionr
came on so si~ddenlythat it waa thought to bedead, but a fresh application of the
cupping-glasa mtored it to ita former state of tranquillity; the same effects ensued
upon removing it again, and i t was.only half a h hour after the introduction of the
p~isonthat it amid be remnved with impunit . Another rahhit, treated with the
-me quantity of acid, where no cupping-gfaas was used, diedin two minutas.Med. Rep. ii. 176. Med. Jour. lv. 67.
2 ,Employnenl
of the Aceldc of A m d a in Dn~nkenness. By M. Maauyer.
-This remedy dissipates all the symptoms of intoxication, in the gentlest and
most fortunate manner, without occruioning the inconveniences of pure ammonia,
which h:as I)een hitherto employed. The manner of using acetate of ammonia in
dnmnkennms is extremelysimple : it in sufficient to put 23 or 30 d r o p of i t into a
glaw of sugared water, and to give the draught to the parson inbxicated. When.
tbm is indigeation with vomiting, and the draught is thrown up, a hecond draught
should be given. When i t is not thrown off the stomach, if i t should not produce
a good effect in five or nix minutes, the person should take half a dose more. I n
megrim it may he Riven the same cold, in the dose of 30 or 40 drops ;or warm,
if not sucressfill cold, in a ghss of infusion of lime-tree flowera in the dose of 20
drnpa, with a s m n d glass tan or fifteen minutas afterwards I n general, the disorder of the head rarely rmiata the second o r third glana of the remedy -Rep.
Pat. I n v . vi. 167. Archives den Decouwrtes, 1828, p. 207.
3.-Purple P~ccipitaisof Casaus -Dr. Clarke appeam to have determined that
in the purple precipitate of Cassius, obtnined from the muriate of gold by mean8
of the muriate of tin, the two metals are thrown down u oxydm, which however
do not chemically combine in a ulnstant relativ,e prpportion to each other. The
proportion of tin always exceeds that of.tbe gold, and the difference observable in
the hues of the precipitate, made a t d i f f d n t times, is to be ascribki'to the different
proportions in which the oxydes of the two w a r s bare mml~lnedtogether, and
perhaps also, to their different d g r w ofS*xydation.-Can. Ph. Tr. i.
4. Composition of Apatite.-According to,M. h i , the apatite from the following
localities gaye the annexed proportions of chloride and fluoride of calcium, the
rest b i p g phosphate of lime with omsional traces of iron and magnesia :S. G. Chlo. Cal~.. Fluor. Calc.
4.260
4 690
Apatite from Suamm in Norway 3.174
Cabo de Gota in Spain ,
3.236
0.885
7 049
7.010
0.801
A
r
e
n
d
a
l 31
7.690
0.160
, 3 175
Orenier in the Tyrol
7.020
0.100
3.166
,
Faldigl, ditto
3.197
trace
7.690
St. Oothard
Ehnfriedersdorf
,
, 3.211
trsce
7 BSO
A n d m de C h i d .
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,6.-On the dst3rmhation o f the M e Tmpm&w of the Air.-Tht subjea(
bas Iwen investigated by M. Q. Q. Hallstreem, who g i v a the following algebraic
h m q l a , whioh correctly repleeents the mean rampramre for all Europe
= 4 fr f r 8) 0.33 0.41 sin [(a 1) 30" 124" %')I
a =mean temperature.
n the ordinal number of the month for which the temperature is to be calculated
(thus, for Mareh, n a 3).
f (af
r e) = the mean maperatun, taken am the mean of obaervationr talren
a t ten o'clock in the morning and evening.
I n winter 4 f r f
e) = u very n w l y ;whilst, in summer, thin quantity is P of
a degree greater than v at Paris, Halle, and Abo.-Awrd. der. Phys. und Chem.
1825, p. 373.
6 -On the Ba~om&er.-The following a n cbnelusinns at w h i M.Bohnenhetper
has amved relatlve to the bsmmeter. Ist, The nt~tfaceof mermrv in a tnhe 14.6
l i n e in diameter, is slightly rounded at the edge ; but, at the distdnce of two l i n a
from the glans, mpiHary depression disappears, and the surfam is level. ad, The
mercury in a tube 6 8 linen in diameter, is convex over the whole surface, t h e da
prtktsion heing . O S of a line. 3d, The depression is generally less in a vaolttlrn
than in the air, so that a syphon barometer given resultr too high, and themore
as the tube is 6maller. 4th, Bnrometers constructed with tubes five linw in diameter, do not require t~ppingto cause them to assume their pmper height : and
compardtively sl~ghtblows easily make the mercury rise too high in tnbes of a
mgaller diameter -Annal. der Phys. und C h .
7 -Heat evolved from Air
Compression -By s mathematical inventigation
of the heat extricated from air, when it undergoes a given condensation, and by a
reference to the experiments of Clement, Oay Lussac, and others, Mr. Ivory finds,
that " the hear erlrtcaled from air, whenit undergoes u pvea condenration, is cywl
lo three-eighths of the diminution of temperature required to produce the rams
m d m d i o n , the pressure beang conqhnt." Air, under a constant presxure, dimi
nishea 1.480th of its volume*, for e v q degree of dqreseion on Fahrenheit'r
acale ; asd therefore one degree of heat adl he extricated from air, when it undera condeneation equal to ,Q, X C=,),.
If a mans of sir were ruddenly reduo
ed W half itu bulk, the heat evolved would be 4 ,is = 9 O D . 4 h i l .Mag. N.
S. i. 89.
8 -Spci&
&uuilies, 4c. of Vapwr -The following table is from Mr. Tredgold's work on the steam engine.
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gravity gravity
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for one IJ formula. boiling
' p i n t of
liquid at
tbe li.
6O0, aud
30 in.
mercury.

Builing
point.

24.5
11.7
23
13
7.6
16

173O
104'
116'
186'
316'
186"

(Fah.)

IpYi171d- I -21'276.6
1324
625

Water ....................... 1.000
Almhol .....................
.826
Sulphl~ric
ether ............ -632
Sulphnret of carbon ...... 1 272
Naphtha .................... .75R
of turpentine ......... -792
- Oil
0.1-pa liquid...............
'660

0

1 61%3
2 686
3 6447
2833
6.013
2.780

422

203
394
224
180

WIO

476
220
440
280
19.9
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On Hygrometry.

Qbriginal Qtmnatuntcatfme.
7

I.--& HyBvomety.

To
SIB,

+ Editw of Gleanings in Scienca

The subject of hygrometry is one of such curiosity and interest, that I h o p
y o u may be able to give an early innertion to the accompanyinx paper. Its prin.
cipal objeet is to elicit diwusaion, hy attracting the attention of observere to a department of meteorology in which, notwithstanding the progress latterly made,
much yet remains to be dont ,before the scientific edifice can be considered corn.
plem And if the remarks I have ventured to make on the errors which disfigure
a work by many w w i d d to be of authority, shauld aerve but to teach distrurt
to Ehoae who take every thing for t r u d ~thut has the Iurnrmarur attached,
ehep will have done ~ n n service.
s
Many valuable facts might he collected m thir
by those who per+
have neither the h e nor the indination to enter
=?the
&ties of the t h a a m t M guestion, or wade bough th u r l m s heap
of algebraic notation, with which it is the fashion of many writers a, perplex plain
men, and obecure a simple subject. Such obmrvere are cuntant to take the result,
without any examination of the ateps by which i t was obtained ;and to them it.
must be of consequence that such result be anmt
I am, Sir,
Yours obediently,
D.

Rygrometry has been attracting in Enrope more attention latterly, than i t had
heretofore obtained, chiefly, it appears to me, from the happ expwiments and deductionn of Mr. Dalton, who I think must be considered the i t h e r of scientitic hvgro.
metry. Before his time, to the generality of philosophers this subject proved an
impenetrable mystery. For although the experiment of the Florentine Academicians was made m e centuries ago, and though L e Roy bad pointed out a aimple method of observing what is now called the temperature of deposition, yet no
use seems to have been madeof theae valuable hints, till Mr. Dalton, hp hih ingenious discoveries, stamped a certainty and a value on these researches which they
before wanted That I do not overrate what we owe to this celelwated philoso.
pher, will be evident to any one who wnsiders the numberless uns~~ccessful
attempts made to construct an accurate and universally comparabla hygrometer,
while as yet no standard of comparison or means of verificatiou existed. W e see,
even in following tbe cnurse of D e Saussure's 1abouI.b: in his attemllta to investigate.
t h e theory and value of his own invention, (the only instrument that has s t c d
t h e test of subsequent examination,) what di5cultiea he laboured under, from ignorance of those valuable facts which the ingenuity and perseverance of Dalton &t
b o n g h t to light. And in particular, we cannot but admire the fact of its most
beautiful propert having been detected very rcxx:~tly,by one who had the advan.
tagen which De gaussure wanted*.
Of the many hygrometern that have been proposed, depending on the expansion
and contraction of organic mhstaricrs, it must be confsased, that this of De Saussure's alone desmea the attention of the scientific observer. For, hesides the '
beautiful property above alluded to, it has the great merit of alwaya speaking the
same language; that'ia to aa that under the same circumstancen its indications
will be the aame. It has s t z a n o t h e r merit, that of being mtremely sensible, so
that its indications may be used with the greatest confidence to determine the actual
quantity of moisture in the air at any parti~vlarmoment, at least within two or
three per cent of the truth. But notwithstanding these advantages, there are
still, I conceive, objections which apply to thininstrument, that will militate against
its general adoption. Those objmtions have a reference to the delicacy of the
instrument, and its consequent unfitness for transport or hard usage, to say nothing
of those which arim on the m r e of economy. For the ordinary observer, there
a t n be no doubt that the method of dew points. an founded on Dalton'a p n e r a l
law, is preterable. Even to the possessor of this instrument, some such means

* The relation which its indications bear to the hyperbola, aa discovered by
h y - h s u c Prom the experiments of Mr. J. Prinsep however, which form ttm
subject of a paper in the 43d No. of the Journal of Science, i t appears that the.
figureia a padw1a.
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of Mfication must be resorted to, for as Mr. Prinsep observes, the graduatih
of the instrument makem cannot be depended on.
Mr. Daltonls law ia this, that at a given temperature, whatever be the dmsity
of the air, or even if there be no air, there exists the same actual weight of moisture
within a given space, supposing that apace to be saturated with invisible vapour.
a 1 that we have to do then, is to determine the temperature of saturation, that ia
the temperature below which if the vapour be cooled, a portion will be deposited i n
the form of dew. That temperature, with the tables of Mr. Dalton, will immediately give us the tension or elastic force of the vapour ;and from that element, knowing the specific gravity at 212', and correcting for the temperature of deposition,
the actual weight of moisture is easily deduced.
M r Dalton's method of &terminin this temperature, ia the same as the experiment of LeRoy, before alluded to. &ater contained in a common drinking glese
war cooled down, either by hissolving saline mixtures in it, or ice till moisture is
observed to be deposited on the sides of the glass. The temperature of the water
a t thin moment, as gi,en by a'thermometer constantly immersed, is taken as that
af saturation, and the tension as well as weight of aqueous vapour due to it, tu that
of the vapour actually existing i n the air. I t is evident, that the solution of t h e
problem map be thus rendered quite perfect, guarding against such aourcea of
fallacy as are sufficiently obvious : the only desideratum seem^ to be some more
ready method of arriving at the conclusion. The proma described, though abundantly simple, requires still a little time and attention. I t alno requires, that the
observer should be provided, at all times, with some method of cooling the v e s d or
substance, on which the moisture was to he deposited. This want of some more
ready as well as portable apparatus, must have led the way to Daniel's h y p m e .
ter, an instrument founded on the above principle, and which appears to h a v e
completely answered the inventor's expectations, in the temperate climates of
Europe.
Even in Europe, however, it would seem to be attended with much the same
inconvenience as the older and cheaper apparatus, imposing as it d m , on the ol~server, the necessity of carrying with him a supply of ether, and requiring the same
time and attention in performing the experiment. The first objection i s not
perhaps important in the more civilized rauntries of Europe, but in India i t is
otherwise. Here we must always prefer the appnratus and ingredients, which are
most easily replaced or replenished ; and consequently, saltpetre nnd gal-ammoniac,
which may tw had i n every bazar, are preferable to the ether requil-ed for Mr.
Daniel's instrument. On the score of economy too, there can be no comparison between the two methods. But there is a ~ t i lmore
l
serious objection to the use of Mr.
Daniel's hygrometer in India. I t is the almost total want of ,action under which it
labours, ov ing to the impossibility, I suppose, of keeping dur ether in any thing like
a state of purity, in temperatures which for some part of the year exceed that of its
boiling point, and for the greater part are not removed perhaps 10" from it. I t ir
evident, that no stopper will confine the vapour of ether in a temperature of 96".
Even at 86', it exerts a force equal to nearly 25 inches of mercury. Accordingly, I
huve never yet been able to obtain a correct result with it. So far from t h e depression reaching the dew point, which is I believe occasionally even 60' below
the temperature of the air, I have never been able, however liberal of my ether, tu
obtain a greater depression than 6' *.
Finding then, that this hygrometer, whatever might be itti superior facility and
neatness of action in Europe, over .$he more simple, cheap, and available apparatus
used by Mr. Dalton, was altogether useless in this country, 1 gladly turned .to the
consideration of another process, by which, it was averred that tbe temperature of
saturation (or the dew point) might be readily determined, though indirectly. This
process was, I believe, first suggested or tried by Dr. Hutton ofEdinburgh, a n d hss
been since adopted by Professor Leslie, or re-invented, for I do not pretend to decide
so delicate a question. The process consists in determiping the difference of tempe.
rature between the air, and a moist evaporatingsurface. I t wirs assumed, that such
evaporation would be some function of the hygrometrical state of the air and
temperature jointly, and that consequently, the depression of temperature of the
evaporating surface would also be some function of the same. The experiment is
readily and most conveniently performed. A thermometer, the bulb of which is
covered with cambric muslin, being wetted, is hung up, and the depression below one
'J'his was at a time, however, when the air was was not no dry, the dew point
being by Mr. Dalton'a method about 14" below the temperature of the air.

,

s i m w p coated, but dry, obmved. Here the apparatus is portable enough, emiqmtly cheap, and requiring no auxiliary aubstancea except a little water. 80 far it ha^^
claim to our notice an superior to every method yet proposed. But uufortuev
nszy,when we come to determine from this reault, no easily andcheaply obtained,
t h e actual moisture in the air, we find ourselves beset with di5iculties, '' puzzled
with m a w and
lexed with errors."
'I'he pr-s,
a 3 said before, hu heen adopted by h f - r
M e . B~applyi n g i t to his diffmntial thermometer,,lle has, to those not conversant m t h the
snhject, in some measure complicated and obret~redit. In particular, he 1the
g r e a t advantage of exprensing the depression of the thermometer, in the ordinary
scale of that instrument. There,are some other ohjectionb to the uae of his hygrometer, which it ia the lena necessary to dilate on, as it is not probable that any one
will ever prefer it to the more convenient, available, and economical arrangement
d the two thermometers.
Profemor Leslie has given a formula for converting the de maion of the moist
thermometer,into an expression ofthe moisture in the a i r . ~ i A
s t i o n of the problem
is, however, disfignred by the peculiarity of his vie- regarding the solubility of
water in air : nor indeed, does it appear very intelligible even with this allowance.
J t i s further p i l n d e d on an incorrect assumption of the value which the capacity
of air for heat bean, when campared with that of water. Taking, however, his
meaning to be such as I understand it, and correcting the constants, I have found
it agree tolerably well with a great majoritp of the experiments, with which I have
had an opportunity of comparing it. h this respect it is indisputably superior to
the only other nolution of the problem, with which I am acquainted,-that given
in t h e article HYBBOHETRY
in Brewster's Encyclopedia.
This remark is the more called for, as the author of the article ia qneation pronounces with the peateat confidence against the Professor's formula in favour of
his own. At p. 687, comparing the result of his calculation with that given by the
Professor, he says, " Thia result would correspond by the tabla to 66' nearly, being
I" higher than the point of d e w t i o n found by Mr. Leslie." Now, i t is not a little
singuhr,thatin thisparticular ex~mplethe dew point mubt have been extremely near
W0,
the Profmor'a determination. In fact, in a great majority of instanm, the for.
mula of the latter, though not universally true, will give very tolerable approximations, while that of the former leads in almost every case to erroneous results, in
many to impossible. Thecomparative m l l e n c e of the two formulae may be easily
appreciated by an one, who will take the trouhle to calculate, according to each,
t h e rmnlts of a d a h l e wt of experiments on this suhject made by M. Gay Luasac,
and inserted in the 15th vol. pf the Journal of the Institntion.
The errors in the article we have just noticed, are truly surprising to those who
maaider the general character of this work, and the attainments of the editor who
aondans it. I t was not, indeed, for a long time that I could satisfy m elf, that
the fault was in the author rather than in his reader ; not in fact untiPrepeated
con~iderationhad familiarized me with the snhject, and enabled me to deteet the
mistakes and paralogisma with which it abounds. I t is a wish to save others from
that loss of time which I have sdered, that induces me now to notim it ; and it is
tfie moreneeessary, because the author has followed up the subject in the Edinburgh
Journal, vols. xii and xiii, where two papers are given, in which wery error of the
ahove article is repeated. Nor have I et seen any attempt to detect these errors.
Mr. Dqniel in his work simply notices t i e artide, and supthe method itself
uncertain, because the solutions of the theoretical question are no two alike I t will
not then, I tnlst, be without its uae toenter a little into p a r t i n h a , and lrhow the
g r o ~ ~ non
d s which I object to the sniution given in that article.
In 9 64, p. 683,the author thus announces the principle upon which his investigation is founded. " Since the qiiantity of water evaporated in (under) the name oir.
cumstanm is proportional to F-f it follows, that the cold produced by evaporation
must be a function of the same quantity. Therefore if D represent the reduction
of temperature by evaporation, from the moistened bulb of a thermometer covered
with m e bibdous subatancx, F the entire force of v: pour for the tempslsture of
tbe air I,sndf the form of thevapour actually existing in theatmosphme; wemay
evidently have an equation of the form D = m fF-f) in which m is a constant to be
determined by experiment and aj'hwards aodifird, ij necessary, by a cmectinn de,
punding OM #he diminwhed ianpetatwe of ths evapopatinq snrrace." I t would t e a
,ft.rtullate thing for hygrometry, if the relation hetween the quantiries could he
e x p r h by 00simple an equation as this ;but that it is a much more complez rela.

tion*- will he wiJent to every ond who hag oonsided the mlhjeet. I t may b .
bere srlfticient to ob-ewe, that the mnmption on which the whole mvestipttion h
h a d , is notoriously contrary to exprime~lt Add to this, that the varying specific
heat of the water for different temperatllres mtlst be oonsidered The pa9aqe in
itclliac is not very intelligible. Why ulmn'd it be I.erms, ry to mdify the co-effirient which, it is said, is to he deterrnrrled hy experiment, wheu that very disinished
temperatnre is ohvio~l~ly
one of the conditions of the esperimeut ?
In 6 56, he gies on to sav: " I t must IH, evident. however, frnm the view we have
taken of the d i n g
that a thermome!er with a moistened hnlb ookht to bs
reduced thmr~ghthe same number of degrees it1 q u a 1 times" Now the very
rereme of thib is evident, if we are to adopt the aocount of the. prawn given in $ 6 4
in which it is atated, that the evaporation being always equal in.equd times,depending as he says on the constant quantity (F-t) ia modilied by the influx of calnric,
which heing nearly proportional to the depression, incrmsen aa that inc-,
LW that.
the apparentvelocity of the molingprocess is continuhlly dimi~~ishing,
t ~ lat
l length
the ingress of heat balances the egress, and the thernlt~rneteria then stationary.
Nothing can he more glaring than thin miuntatement of his own views, or mom cal.
culated to p u d e the student.
But thew inconsistenciesare trifling, compared with the aIgehaim1 procena emIn Art. 67, it is said: Smca
ployed in the treatment of the equation D= m (F-,'.)
the extent of the evaporation, together with the reduction'of teluperature which i t
occasions, is diminished by the cooling of the evafiorating surface, the engreasi >n
D =m (
will require some correction, and as this oorrection must have a
direct relation to D, the simplest way of applyingit is togive theequation this form

= m (F-$)"
n

D-

Now it is quite evident, that these two eqnations are per-

$I

'fectly similar and of the name import, the new form m d y leading to a change in t h e

D

value of the constant m, the one being ta the other in the ratio of D :L ,
mn

*

Indeed, the author himself giver the following transformation of it D= -(F-f)
m n
n-1
and immediately after, substituting p for-it
becomes D=p ( F-f).
This forn-1

mula differa in no respect from the original one ;so that the ~eaderis left to wonder
what r~rrectionhas been introduced, or hnw the substitution ofp as a constant for
m can have improved the formula.
The next step is,however, more important. " To render the expression consistent
with the pmperties of the curve, whose ordinates repremt the progressive rsduction8 of temperature by evaporation from the moisbened bdbs, il reem8 nswrwry
D
to give it the form D=fp-)f F-f)"
&o. Now, it is worthy o f m a r k , that thin
T

mme, thepmperties of whicrh are made to effect this vew important chsage, ia not
a curve drawn on a wale to represent the actual depmsium in equal times, nee
yet one the nature of which ia defined by any r.qtlation derived from thb conditioa~
of the experiment, but a mere hypothetical di~gramdrawn for illustration, apd
such, being entirely arbitrary, may be w n d v e d to have the propertiw of any curve
whatever.
The expression having now taken this f o ~ mby a purely gratuitrms assumption,
we are naturally led to ask, Would it not have bmore intalligible and morediavowed saaumption ? In fact, as the formula was
rect to have begun with it an
meant to be deducad empirioally, the wonder is why %he author should wmte hL
time and the patience of hie madern, in an attempt te obtain i t by rssaoninga pimi. A more important fault, however, is that the formula, though w
moulded to the form desired, will not reprseanc the f b t a .
'
'L A mien of the most laborious experiments," it is ntatd, 6' s p a w d e d
to determine the vdue of the factom p and T." Two only, however, are deM . Gay-Lusaac, whone experiments on the su',iect I have aheady referred to.
appears to have considered the question to he of so complicated a nature, as not to
,beM-orththe trouble and time which its invast~g~tion
wnttld demand. He prefermd
ab~din:: oy the experiment of Le b y . In this opinion he is crmntsnmcal by the
adaw of the Journal 4fScience.

1

i ~ wmr
,

i n them even the n-0-I
opetatio~uM full of erron : smn tm
which itis evident, are not attributable to the prass. But in fact, the labour of fiw
experiments might have heen spared, and the inapplicability of the formula clearly
eatublished, by considering the reaalts to which, in particular cases, it will lead. Let
u s auppow, for i~utance,two caws, in one of whic;~the temperature of the air in loo0
a n d that of the dew point 91°5' : in the other 64' and 30'. I n each case F-f=.Qin.
of mercury nearly, and theliefore, according to the.principle on which this formula is
founded, D should be equal to D' ;whereas their r ~ c i ois that of 1 to 4 nearly, u
any one may nacisfy himself by experiment ; nt)r will t'.e arbitrary change which
the ori(lina1 expression is made to undergo, help the argument. I n this caw (F-f)

being constant D : IY : :p-

-D p:

r

D'

-Now
r

p and r baing conatants, if we sup-

Dl

D

than p- -whereas by the .
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r
h ~ h k j istgreater, which is absurd. I t is truly surprising, how such an ohvious
conclusion wuld have w p e d any one who had paid common attention 1 to the
subject.
T n e hypothetical ogse I have addnced, though it placm the error of the formula
in sn dear a light to those who are at all familiar with the subject, may yet for want
of t h e experiments alluded to, fail .of carrying conviction to those who have not ~ h .
mesns .of perf~~rming
them. I t may not, therefame, be without its use to adduce a
praetiual inolance of the curious results an observer may be led to, by the employment of this formula.
T h e full a p m s i o n in which a correction for the barometer is included, is

po6e W to-he greater than D, then will p-
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Toapply this:-in April I observed the temper~tureof the air to he 93' a&
that of a moist b d b thermometer 62" ;the barometer b e i i in. 27-7. Bubetitutiug
these numbern in the above formula, we get 6 3 O . 4 bs the point of deposition.
This result is 1O.4 above the temperature of the moist bulb tbarmo~ueter,and is
too absurd u, require a single remark.
B u t 1 have not yet done with the mistakes of this article. I n the preceding
formula, the depression is assumed to be inversely as the barometer, other things
being alike. This conclusion, it ia said, is derived from an experiment performed
with an air pump, the particulars of which are fortunately given. Dry air being
enclomed in $he receiver, and kept in that condition by means of concentrated sul-,
pburic wid, a Lslslie's hyg~ometerwas exposed to its action. The gauge, which
a t tbe commencement of the experinrent indicated the ordinary density of '29. 6,
wru sucws$vely depressed to 23. 6,17.6,11.6, and 5.6 inches, and thecorresponding
indications of the hygrometer were found to be 27, 34, 44, 62,91. These numbem
.re pronounced to be i n v e d y as the firat set. The first three certainly are, nor
is the fourth very far removed ; but the fifth obviously bids defiance to any such
law. S u p p i n g the indications of the hygrometer to bear this relation to the den.
sitim, they would be 27, 34, 45, 69, and 143 ; the laat number differing by 52
degrees from the observed result.
It is, however, not improbable that in the progress of the experiment, the moiaMned cover of the bulb had heoome liearly dry, and this supposition, an the great
discrepancy occurs only in the W experiment, might furnish a sufficient answer
to: tbe ohection. I t might even be said, (and with juslice,) that the hypothesis
which will bring-out true results for an atmosphere so rarefied as only to support
a column of 1,l. 6 iuchea.of mercury, ,possesses ail the accuracy wl~ichis sought
for,.or required in a practical f o h u l a . Unfonunutely, however, the law is not acmrddent with facts, w e n in this limited application, excepting.in a case scarcely
ever likely to happen in nature, that in which the experiment was performed,-the
rare of perfectly dry>air. I n extending it to air of every posaible variety of hygromeWiual wadition, the author wan obviously blind .to the very erroneous conelusion:
to which his too hasty generalisation will in most cases lead. I n fact, as the degree to which air can be rarefied may be considered t o have no limit, except that
of a vacuum, M) the depression might become, were this the t N e kw, INFINITE ;a
result which though,pt?rhaps, involving noabsurdity in the case of dry air, can never
be apgicable to an atmos here holding any vapour in suspension. I n air of this wnditiun there murt be a Emit to the depression; otherwise, the temperature of the

.

moiatened thermometer might be reduced M o w that of deposition, which la obd.
oualy impossible. Thus let us suppone, as in one of the experiments, air having a
temperature of 67.2, the moistened thermometer to be A2*, and the point of depo.
aition 36O.7, the harometer heing 28.75. air of this condition being e n o l d i n
a receiver and rarefied to a harometer of 14.88, the point of deposition being kept
stationary, the moistelled thermometer ought to be depressed to 57'. A very little
more rarefaction would he snfficient to reduce it below 36" 7, and were the gauge
lowered to 7.44 inches, the thermometer ought to indicate7'2.
The truth is, that the only general raault deducible from this experiment is, that
the density; a result i n itselfsufficithe EVAPORATION i s inverse$ propb~tional~o
ently probable*. That this is a very different conolr~sionfrom the one adopted,will be
made clearer by consideriog, that the depression of temperature is not meanured by
the shsolute evaporation, but by the proportion which the quantit evaporated tears
t o the mass to be cooled. Thus, suppose a mans of water to be cooYed wein~hing1000
grains, and a second, the weight of which is only 500. Let the rate of evaporation
in the first case, be double what it is in the aecond ;the deprwions will still be e q d .
For if we assume the latent heat of water to be 100O0, the evaporation of one grain
will in the fir.st case produce a fall of lo. But during the timein which one grain is
converted into vapour, in the first suppoaed atate of things, half a grain is lost m the
second. Now this ia precinely the quantity required to be evaporated, to produce a
depression of temperature of lo. It is to an ignorance of, or inadvertenm to, this very
obvious principle, that most of the errors in thia and the other papers of the author
are attributable.
B u t the rate of evaporation even, as before observed, ia not correctly estimated.
Dalton had shown by his experiments, that it was very nearly as the Merence of
tensions due to the temperature of the air, and that of the dew point, uqless, he adds,
when the temperature of'the evaporating surfme is diferent from that o/ the air. I n
that caw, the tension due to the former must be taken instead of that due to the
latter. The author of this article however taken P - f' as the function which influences it, although the di5erence of temperature may amount in m e cases to 30°, o r
even more. I t is, I think, a question whether even Dalton's theorem would lead to
correct results, when the difference of temperature of the air and evaporating surface
is great, even thohgh the diminished tension due to the latter should be the name.
B u t however this b e t , any possible error which might spring from our neglecting
thia modification of the expression, is a mere nothing compared with that resulting
from the above evident mis-statement ; which would, indeed, in node c a m , repsent the ratio of evaporation aa three o r four times too great.
The author of this article is one of the latest writers on the subject of hygrometry. His paper in the E d i n h u r ~ hJournal, on the application of the prcctding
formula to the correction of heights measured by the bammeter, is I believe the
very last pohlication connected with this subject. Mr. Daniel's hook ie c h i d y
calculated for the possessor of his inntmment, and pivm no information on the
subject of the present paper. I n Rees's bulky Cyclopaedia. there is nothing applicable to this problem ; but in the Supplement to the Encyclopedia Britannica, under
the head Meteorology, there is an account of Professor Leslie's solution. I t is
certainly ingenious, though as I before remarked, disfigured hy laing conveyed i n
the language of a hypothesis in the support of which Mr. Leslie stands, I believe,
alone in the scientific world. Another fault i t has in oommon with all of the Profes.
sor's writings which I have penised, that of being drawn up in a style 50 involved
and laboured, as to be very often ob.scure, if not unintelligible.
His solution of the problem,' as far as I understand it, is this. Air will take up
a quantity of moisture which is proportional to what it requiren for full saturation.
A thermometer with moistened bulb muat then, luee moisture in this proportion,
and consequently will have its temperature depveesed in an s~lurrlratio. T h u
solution is any thing hut empirical, and yet it represents tolerably well the fat%
in a great majority of the experimeiits with which 1 have compared it. But that
it cannot give correct results in every ease is obvious. I t involvea the same para.
logism which is found irr the other solution,-the proposition, that the depression

-

* De Saussure has stated that the densities being 1: .I%, the evaporation will
be as 1 : 2.
t Perhaps i~ the cnse under consideration, this modification of the process may
beneglected ; because,the temperature heiu* stationary, it is ev~dentthat the depression nhiclr has been attained, is always th:ssme
function ofthe drmiutshed tension
whatever its value.
.
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is proportional to the waporaaion,-a propoeitim which I have shown is untenable.
It contains another error*, which ia common to both investigations, and which I

1

shall now proceed to explain.
In considering the process which takes place, when a thermometer with moistened bulb is exposed to the pnwer of evaporation, are at once perceive that it is not
until the depression haa attained its maximum, andis wnnequently stationary, that
we can deduce any i~sefulresult. I t is then that two forces or powern, the value
of one of which l e are neeking, are in equilihrio : this value we obtain in connequence of its equalitv with that which is known. For at this period of the experi.
ment, it is evident, that the indefinitely small decrements of caloric, the effectof evaporation, are balanced or neutralized by the indefinitely small increpents arising
from conduction and radiation in the eqnally small moments of time By determining the latter, we ohtain an expression for the heat lost by evaporation ;from which
may be deduced the rate of evaporation ; thence the tension of the moisture in the
air ; and lastly, its weight.
Thus we ~ e e ,that every thing depends on our correctly estimating the increments of heat, furnished by conduction and radiation to the moist bulb ther.
mometer, depressed a certain number of degreecl below the temperature of the air.
Newton supposed that there increments were as the differences of temperature of
the body tu be cooled (or heated), and that of the medium. This hypothesis was
ahown by experiment to be incorrect, but it is only lately that MM. Dulong
and Petit, by separating the effects of these two cans-, have established the true
law. With regard to radiation, the etFect of it is so small in comparison with that
of conduction, in the caw we are considering, and being indeed easily got rid of
altogether, we may leave i t out of the question. The rate then, at which a body,
cooled below the temperature of the atmosphere, receives caloric, is proportional,
not to the simple Mereurn of temperatnre, but to that difference raised to the
1.233 power. Thus, when the depressions are as 1: Q, the increments and coilaequently the decrements will be as 1 : 2 36 This very important law is entirely
unnoticed in either of the solutions of which I have given an amount.
Notwithstanding the failure of both these attempts, the theoretical solution of the
q~~estion
appears to me sufticiently obvious. In applying it to practice is the sole
difficulty, owing to our not having any correct determinations of the constants, or
any series of carefull conducted experimentn of the owreaponding dew points to
various deprwionr ofYthe moistened thermometer. I n the hope of exciting the attention of inquirers, and of eliciting some valuable contributions to the subject, I
.hall terminate this paper, by giving what appears to me the most direct solution of
the problem. The applicat~onof the thermometer to determine the moisture in
the air, is every way no desirable, that no means should be neglected of fixing the
subject on a secure basis.
Let e = evaporation in grains from a surface of one square inch for one inch hy.
grometric tension, and barometer 30 inches in one unit of time.
For any other tension (Ff- j ) , t it will be e (F- f), in which F' is the tension
due to the indication of the moist thermometer; and f, to that of the dew
point.
f), and for any other barometer B
For any other surface a, it will be s e (F'
30. s e f F 1 - f )

-

B
Let w represent the weight in grains of wutez of the mass to be cooled, md L the

proportional part to be evaporated of any mass of water at the temperature r, tb prow

durn a fall of lo, then will the emporation of-- evidently produce a fall of lo in

L

the temperature of w.
Now let i = increment of caloric in the unit of time for depression D and barometer B = c+r, where c is the effect of conduction, and r is that of radiation.
Then will

I

But

w i
7
express the amount of evaporation in grains, in the unit of time.
(F'-f)

was also found to be an exprasioq for the same, therefore

It has, however wreatly the advantage of the other solution, hy adopting the
tension due to the 't;mperature of the evaporating surface, instead of that due to
tbe temperature of the air.
t F' represents the tension of rapour due to the temperature of the moist thermometer; f as before, of that actually existing in the air.
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the two expressions are equivalent, Pnd by transformation will h m e
L sefF1-f)3n
L a s fF1-f)30
or substituting c+r for i, e + r
W B
WB
Let r = f p ) n', n1being a co-efficientdeterminedfrom experiments with a thermometer, the surface of which = s'and mas!, (expressed in grains of water)=wl, and
( 1 ') representing the particular function which + is of n.'
Then f o r any other
8 W'
thermometer wiih surfaces and mass w,the value of r will be = f P ) ~
'
7

-

i-

.

In like manner, let c = ( f ) n for sudarx a' and mws w'. For s and
a w'
ff) n
Now substitutina these values of o and r we have

W,

it will be

8'r
__C

s

1(f')nJg'

*

MI

I

Le(F1-f)30

w'

91.'

Dividing by 7:
(f)n?

i,

=

B

From this change of the equation, we see the reason why, whatevm the aim and
ahape of the thermometer, the depression is still the same, no fnnction of the
w'

size or shape being found in the equation. n -- is a conetaut quantity from what8'

thermometer it be determined, because it is certain that n varies inversew'

ly as - the product must therefore continue the same.
s
'

~ i t regard
h
to the nature of the functions ( f ) (f',)
MDI. Dulong and Petit have
w'

determinhthem apparently with every accuracy. n 7must be found from observation. A table of the values of L may be found in a late No. of the Quarterly
Oriental Magazine, and of F and f in the article Hygrometry before referred to :
6 has hren determined by Mr. Dalton ; but from some trials made b myself and
others, hi* determination does not appear quite satisfactory. I shag resume the
sut~jectin another paper, in order rn discuss and fix these several particulars, and
by corn aring the results of the formula with the best observations, b o w whab
.R d t h e desiderata in this .question.

11.-Description of the Animal of Ampullaria, a Genus of frrshwater Testncrn, with a Notice of two Species i&iti>zg
the fresh
waters of the Gaazgetic Provinces.
I t heing desirable, that the animals which inhabit shells, should be studied and
deacribed IIY those who have opportunities of taking them alive, with a view to
their more natural arrangement, I have l ~ t t l ehesitation in offering the following observations on the animal inhabiting the shell of the genus Ampullaria of
Lamarck and Cuvier, inasmuch an no notice OR the qubject has. to my knowledge,
yet appeared.
The genus Ampullaria is p l a d by Lamarck in his fourth family of Trachelipodea, 'L leu peristomiens," which inckdes PaluQaa and Valvata The a n i d
is stated in Dr~lmis' Epitome to be the same as that of his third family, " ler
Melaniens," in which the animal has two tentamhe, with the ocular points (at
leaet in Melani~)on their npper side, at a short distance from their base.
By Curier, Ampullaria is placed as a sohgenus, with Melanih and Phasianella
and Janthina, under Conchylium, the third division of his Pectini i~rnnches. Cavier says : The animal has not yet been described, but it is probable that it more
or lejs resembles that of Paludina."
In Ampullaria the ocular points are placed on the summits of pedicles rituated
at the external base of the tentaculre, ar in thegenus Nerita; while in Paludina the
e)es are placed on the tentaculae at about a third of their length. The great
thi@ness of the tenta~ulzbelow the eye favours the supposition, that in the lastmentio~iedgenus the pedicle, which in Ampullarin is free, ia inclrlded within the
epidermis of the tentacula, from the side of which its summit only is expod.
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T h e a n i d of Ampullaria differs alm from Paludina, Nerita, or any other
n e i g h t m r i n g p u s , by the elongation ot' the lobea of the head on each side of the
m o u t h , the genre being produced to about a third of $be length of the teataculasthan which they are stouter, and posuese, but in a less degree, the power of extend o n a n d rstraction ;like the rest of the head, they are of a Maclc wlour, while the
t e n t a c u l a arc: dirty yellow*. The mouth is vertical, and occupies the einus bet w e e n them. A t &t sight the animal appears to have four tentaculm, and it is
o n l y on more particular examination that the illusion is dispelled. These retract,
ile l o b probably serve as palpi to explore s u b t a n a , and tp enable the ampulhria
to select its food.
I n other respects it reaemblea Paludina. As in that genus, the ala is formed into
a t u b e for conveying water to the branchire. This t n l ~ eit can extend to some
l e n g t h ; a bubble of air frequently escapm from it. The ampullarire hereafter
mentioned have calcareous opemula ;'of Paludina I have shells with calcareoun an
well ae horny opercula.
The Paludina has setaceous tentacula, which it can roll up apirally on a plane,
while i n the genus under connideration the tentaculre are somewhat obtuse at the
summit, and do not appenr to haveso muchactiou. Like Planorbis, Lymnea, and as
lhavesometimes observed, Paludina ; it possmses thepomerof floating, as might be
supposed from the lightness of the :hell in comparison with its cnpaciry. On going
to examine, at night, some specimens which were placed in a tub of water, I pb.
served one, which had crawled up the side to the surface of the water, detach itself
from t h e tub and float away. I hnve not observed them do this in a smaller vessel,
out of which, if left in the dark, they are apt to crawl and precipitdte themselves to
the ground. This faculty of floating must be of much use to them in ponds and
jheels, enabling them to pass from one plant to ahother without descending to the
bottom. T o these plants they are generally found adhering, ~ u s under
t
the surface of the water,
T h e following are descriptions of the only species I have met with i n the coun.

'V*
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Shell thin, ovate-globooe, with transverse fuscoua bands ;
1. Ampullaria
epidermis olivaceous, polished; spire obtuse, pale-orange, bordering on purple in some
specimens ; aperture chesnut, with fuscous bands : outer lip reflected in old specimens : inner lip yellow, sometimes tinged with purple.
Shell ovate globose,brownish yellon*;with longitudinal stripes
2. Ampullaria.
of a darker colour in oung specimens; spire obtuse, generally eroded and
in old specimens, in wKid d r o the outer lip is reflec~ed; aperture, white ;
lorn or orange.
T h e shell of the last described species is rather thicker than the &st, and the
epidermis is often morn away on the body-whorl, near the inarer lip, by the operculum, which is turned back on that part while the auimal is crawling. It attains
a much greater size than the first species, and is generally found in jheels, while
the other appears to affect ponds and tanks, tho~lghit sometimes arcompanies the
second specie8 in jheels. They are found in most parts of the Gnngetic provinces,
but the second species is the most generally distributed. I t is probable, that one or
other of them is to be met with in the fresh-waters near Ci~l~wtta,
as I have observ.
ed the shells dug up. with their opercula, i n the neighbourhood of Calcutta, and
included in the clay banks of the Bhagirathi at different places.
I am almost doubtful whether these two shells should be considered as separate,
species, or merely classed aa varieties of the same, on acwurlt of the similarity of
form ; but as they are found sometimen together, aud at otllttr places one species is
to be found u, the total exclusion of the other, I am inclined to consider the differences observable $ufficieut to constitute them separate upecies. Not having the
second part of the 6th vol. of Lamarck's Animaux sans Vertebres, I am unable to
state whether these shells are described in that work, and have therehre declined
naming them from an unwillingness to run the risk of increasing t e number of
synonyms. The first species appears to be nearly related to, if not a m t i c a l with
A. reflexa of Swainson ; but as he does not give the colouring of tile body of the
shell, having apparently taken the characters from anuncoatedspecimen, i t is
impossible to determine.
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This description was taken from the second species.
the colour of the first tipeciea is darker.

If my memory serves me,
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Should the present communication prove acceptable, I have i t in contmplnt~on
to forwnrd, when leisure permits, other short notices on subjects connected with na-

tural history, which may prove interesting from their novelty.
Great allowanm should be made for correspondents i n these provinces, situated
at a distauce from any puhlic library or m n m m , and indehted for all the knowledge they may possess on the subject of their remarks t o a limited collection of
books and their on n meagre collections of natiiral objects. I shall only add, t h a t
troth being the p o d desideratum in natural science, those who cultivate i t
must always receive with thanks any correction which may be necessary when
they have erred either from ignorance o r inadvertence.
'
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111.-On the Riee and Progross of the Lithographic Art ia India, with a brief

-

Not& of the native Lithographic Stones of that Country.
I t is now thirty yearn since Senefelder first discovered and nursed through its struggling infancy, an art, which in its giant growth has already added another and
powerfullever to that mighty engine the PRESS. At the time when it burnt upon t h a
astonished sight of the literary world, any posail~leaddition to the established
methods of printing even by mechanical means, would have heen scouted as a chimera, but to attain the unthought of ol~jectby a chemical process, pecoliarly simple
sa to its theory, but requiring the nicest exerciae of the judgment in its practice,
would have been pitied as a day-dream, and the unfortunate inventor considered little hctter than a madman.
Whoever has ~rerusedthat unassuming prodnction, in which Senefelder sets forth
the whole history of hi^ attempts to establish the principles of his invention in the
face of pecuniary difficulties, active rivalry, nnd apathetic incredulity, will be
struck wit9 the idea, that thegreat invention8 which have distinguished past ages,
and which atand conspicuous as landhlarks in the marite of time, althongh the offspring of chance, were committed to congenial spirits, whose enthiisiasm and inbred energv were not to be daunted or turned aside by obstacles which, to ordinary mind;, would have appeared insurmountable.
It was thus at lmt with Lithography : originating in one of those happy accidents caused by the mother of all inventions*, it has, in the short period of half a
century, been spread from " Indus to the Pole," already supplying a great desideratinn in the economy of the press, almost superseding the costly and tedious
manipulations of copperplate, for all purposes of utility, and even treading on t h e
heels of type, as an earnest of what it will become, when in the course of ;i few
years, the concentrated genius of the amateur, the artist, an@ the practical workman shall have been brought to beer upon, and elicit, its yet untried powers.
I t is no small honour to the man whose active forethought first introduced
this Art into the emporium of the East, and though a tinge of national regret
may stain the record, still it will be found merged in the feeling, that an individual domiciliated amongst us, and as eminent in his profession as respected in
private life, was the first to open this new tield of enterprise to the energies of ex.
iled Eng:islimen.
As far as we can trace, the earliest recorded fact of the employment of Lithography
i n this country is that of the present superintendent of the Government Lithogpa.
phic I'resa, which dates in the early part of 1822 j but we know that, considerably
more than a year previous to that time, Mr. Savignac had built (after a drawing
and description in Senefelder's history) a large, bnt perfectly serviceable wooden
p m s on the exploded star construction, with which he executed very tolerable impressions. T o t&s individual, therefore, undoubtedl belong.; the credit of having
introduced the Lithographic art into India. ~ r i v i n fas this notice may a m , its
p m n t registry may ohviate much future learned research when, in the lapse of
ages, it may become a suhject of contention.
There are now threeor four Lithographic presses in the place,besiden several private
and amateur,in the possession of individuals in various parts of the country. To judge
The narrative mentions that Senefelder, being " au desrspoir" for a piece of
clean paper t o register his wasliiog list, wrote it on a piece of Solenhoferl stone
with some ohemical ink, with which he wau making ex criments onmetal plates,
and in attempting to rub off the characters, the idea oflithography shot through
his mind.
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by tbeir prodnctions, they are, wen with all the dinadvantap they must naturally
experience in heing almost wholly dependant on their own resouraw, fully equal to
those of London in all that relates to writings or line works ;but in that most farcinating branch, chalk drawing, they are far behind ;in fact in this way wamdy any
thing tolerable has heen produced, the abnence of the depth of d o u r which is the
beauty of thosemrks, k i n g i leading defect; the want of keepingin the half tint8
i s also generally obsenable : how far further experience may remedy these is amatter of question. Two publications consisting of chalk and link drawingsare now in
course of publication : the one entitled the Amateur's Repi*,
isnuing from the
Asiatic press, which contains s m e elegant drawings ;but thepnnting does not approach to the beauty of the London specimens. In the absence of 0th- productions
of a similar nature it may, however, be pronouncedgood, anda creditable attempt M
supply the deficiency in this branch.
T h e Commercial press has alm iraued its propods for publishing an interesting
work under the title of the Architectural Illustrationsof Hindoetnn, in which
the chalk and line manners will be introduced. W e understand it hss met with
bond encouragement, and that the Governor General has patronized the work.
From the Iewure enjoyed bv individuals in this eountry, it is very probable, aome
amateur will carry the chalk drawing branch to a great pitch of perfection.
'Having thus given a brief view of the rise and progress of an interesting branch
of the arts iu thii country, we dud proceed to a not leas important subject, the
Native Lithographic Stonen of India.
Severd amateurs in the interior having experienced the di5culty and expense
of procuring the true German lithographic atone in Calcutta, were of necessity led
to make experiments on such as the wuntry afforded, and to this end, small pleoer
of stone of various descriptions were, at different times, cnUected and sent down
to Calcutta for experiment.
.
T h e first mas the Sung BBd11l or calcareous clay slate from Agra, of a
pretty firmstructure, and close grain : effervescing readily with acids, taking a
high polish and an uniform grnin when dry ground with sand for the chalk manner. This was tried both with chalk drawing and'writings, for bnth of which i t
appears adapted :barring the d e f h of its wiour, which is marbled in a variety of
forms, perhaps it may be pronounced more snited for writings then drawings, a8
the dark veiils present a serious objection to putting in the delicate tints of chalk
drawings.
A vellow warse grained stone also from Agra was next tried, and afforded the
unus;al exhibition of a stone not possessing the characteristics of a true lithogra.
phic stone, yet producing good impressions.
This stone is hardly at all acted on by dilute nitric acid, yet adrawingmade upon
it held firmly and printed with great depth,of cnlour, although from ita naturally
coarse grain nothing delicate ciin be expected from it.
While its colour of a dull orange yellow is a great advantage over the generally
dark wlollred specimens hitherto experimented on, its want of compactness is a drawback which will require plates of proportionately greater thickness to be used. For
writings it is quite unsuited, no polishing carrying it to agreater p'itch of smoothneaa
than that waxy feel, found on the surface of an ordinary sandstone which has un.
dergone the process of polishing.
The next stone coming nearest in its properties to trne lithographic, and the one
which we are inclined to think will answer every useful purpose, is a slate from
the bed of the S6n river at Rotas Gerh.1 The specimen was rather dark eoloured,
but afforded the best results of any. Acids readily acted upon it, while at the same
time it was exceedingly compact, took a moderate polish, and was excellent when
grained. Particles of mica interspersed are an oltjection against this stone, which
however is found, as it is stated, in great variety and of large dimensions, amongst
which, undoubtedly, eome of superior purity of cnlour, and contsining less admixture
of the rock above n o t i d , may be obtained.
I t was, we believe, on specimens of stone similar to this, that the amateur presa
ef Behar made some experiments, and produced very neat impressions ; hut in
this, aa in the others, the extreme tenuity and small dimensions of the specimens
were a great drawback to any thing like a fair trial ;the only wonder is, how impreesious even tolerable could have been elicited under such unfavourable circum-

.
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es fair, being clearer wloured, and the veins not so ahaded as to obscure the surface.

I t is, however, c~nsideredtoo soft for general purposes, though from the extent of
be fonnation 111 which the *tone is found, it is probable more campeat s@mms
might be procu1.8d. Moat of the stones which have undergone experiment, it must
be p r e m l d , are piece picked np in the haste of travelling. and without any
oppo~tunityof ascertaining by further sear& whethex they were. fair speoimens of
6he s e v d kinds.
.+
T h e last received, WM a smull piem of a limestone slate (if it may be so k m e d )
too small to determine its properties by actual experiment, hut from the pllrity of
its t u t u r e , and general appearance, there is no hesitation in prono~~ncing
i t well
suited for lithographic purposes, provided it can he procured of a suffidently c k m
colour, for when ground with sand and left u~~pnlished
the surface is of a tolarable
white: it wo~rldbedesirable to procure a slab of this stone sufficiently large tomake
fhir $rial of its capabilities.
While on the subjmt it may be permitted to he stated, that theexperimmts were
madeupon very small p i e m of the respective kinds, and that the favourable results
from such imperfect materials warrant us in expecting better suocess when specimens .&all have been obtained.
A China stone of a light green colour, pnnderous, compact, close gained, and
effervescing strongly with acida, was also foilnd to be well suitedfor chalk d r a w i w ;
i n fact, preferable to any 01' the foregoing, and litt!e inferior to the best l i t h o p phic stone in this respect. For writing it is unsuited, taking but an indifferent
polish.
If these experiments are repeate3 hy those who have leisure to devote t ? the
purpose, and who reside in the very hahitat of the rocks themselves, we expect t h e
ihconvenience and heavy expense of importing stones from England or Franca
Will be avoided, and the amateur thus be enabled to draw his resourcesfrom his o w d
immediate neighbourhoud.

-

Since writing the aljove, letters have been received from which the following
are extracts ; they contaiu soma further particulars yhich will be interesting to t h e
lithographic reader.
" I have packed you n p a hlock of yellow limestone,* very highly polished on o n e
side, one font long, eight inches wide, and two and a quarter inchrs thick. I am convinced from the polish it takes, that i t may be made very useful in printing transfen
or line drawings of any kind. I have also put up a brick made of Korundum and Lac,
and 1 think its application in grinding the surfaces of the stones would be very useful ;fok when two stones are not ready, any onc may be made ready for printing with
this brick, or rather with a seria ; and as they may he made to cut to any degree
of coarseness, so they would be particularly useful in preparing the different part.
of the same stone for chalk drawings. It is made ranker (as a carpenter would
d
l it) by putting more kor~induminto it, and the ldst rubber used before the
polishing material (calcined tin, wet arid applied through n finelinen rag) is used
rrhould he pllre shell lac. A good quantity of water makes the rubber work better."
" I have just received your noteot'the lath, and have every reason to believe, that
the stone in question may be procured in alahn large erlou~hfor ordinary pur::oses.
Without giving any directions as to size, I have had it brought to me in slabs a
foot square ; and I dare say, that with care in taking it up, much larger might he
obtained. The best wmes, I he!ieve, from a nullah in the Pergunnah of Jettasan.
lier, near a place called Deori C.~akardha,about 24 Coss N. W. from Hatta."

1V.-Some Amount ofa new ~rrthntedBeum, propoaed as an ecownica rnwnr of
working Pump or communicatingoirngur alternate ,K?t.ma.
I n Robison's Mechanical Philosophy, vol. If. there is a description given of avery
simple pump, in which there are none but foot valves and scarcely any friotion. The
author state;, that in a machine working two of these pomp8 by means of a beam
with alteynating motion, an old and feeble man weigbing 110 poundp raised 7cuhia
feat of water 114 feet per millute, working 8 to 10 houn per day. A atout young
man loaded with 30 lbs. mdnaged 94, and this without fatigue. The manner of
From Jjsulmer, the Sung Khattoo of the natives.

'

w&ing

1% thst iqby walking along the beam carrping the pomp rods, i b mid to be

t b most easy and the most d e c t u a l method of applying a ma!l's strength ;and i n

I

'

prod i t is averred that the above performance exceeds D-er'a
estimate of the
m-urn
performana of a man in theproportion of 9 to 7.
I n w n s i b r i n g these statements, i t was thought that such a pump would br appli.
cable to m a n y situationn and circumstances in India. The idea suggested itself, that
if for t h e man, there cou'd be substituted any mass of inert matter, which should
yet have t h e property of changing its place, from one end of the beam to the other
by the assiatanca of a small application of powet, another step would be gained.
to
Oue idea led to nnother till, not to fatigue our readers, a plan of a hollow -I
be half 6lled with water or otherfluid was tixed on. Such a heam, i t waa conceived,
would h a v e a greater tendency ta osc;llate than one of solid matter of equal weight,
and that t h e application of a ve small power would be sufficient to keep it in mo.
tion. Thn water rushingviolen? towards the ~~nding ann of the hesm would
have a tendency tureturn upon itnelf ;and thus a very slight wunterblanca, i t w w
m~ppomd,would be rufident to produce another stroke.
The inveacigation of the nubjeot has now heen steadily pursued by the inventos
fur some time, and many ather improvements and rnodificationa have s ~ ~ g p t e d
themselves. But the great object waq, if poasitde, toexecute the experiment on such
a soale aa should leave no doubt of the practical utilitv of such an arrangement.
The experiment has been, after many diffioultim and much loss of time as well as
motley, a t laat mtde. and we shall allow the inventor tospeak for himaelf in the following extract of his letter to us on the subject.. W e need not point out the v q
great utility of no simple a machine in this cduntry, if it be found to answer all the
inventor'^ expmtations. T o the indigo planter, opium and cane cultivator, and
indeed t o the general farmer, the benefit.9 are ohvions and :mat. But it is not merely
to this application that the invention is confined. Our readers will see it haa a mu&
more extensive rarrge 2 but in h e preamt b a t e of the invention it would be premature
e u h g i n g on this 6ubject.
I s e n d yo11 a sketch of an experiment which waa made yesterday, the reoult ot
which t u r n s out, as I calculate it, in favour of the power emploved. A weight was
used to mewure the effct, and its descant of 18feet, ~JI about b secbnds of time, mused
an action of all the c~)mmunicatorsof motion to be made, (with some intermittent ir.
W r i t y for want of a fly,) and wlth a very perceptible degree of acceleration towards
the last part of the descent.
T h e inertiaof the whole spstem was about M5lhs. nnd the actuating weight v a s
of this, but the descent being too quick it was reduced tomade a t first 281bs. or
181bs. a n d this acted very well in about 6 seconds, the whole fall. The work proposed to be done wm that ofraining 1121bs. alternately by each stroke of thebeam,
which was put in motion by means of crank rods attached eccentrically to two tooth.
ed wheels, mot ing in opposite direction8 and set in motion by a pinion wheel fixed on
the axis of the cylinder. Round this cylinder w a s wound the rope to which the
moving weight was attached.
"The accompanying ~ketcb* will make the arrangement more intelligible.
" T h e contents of the beam consisted of 351ba. 6ne loam and 861bs. of water, in ali
1201bs. The b e ~ mibseu weighed, empty 1251ba. ,
Total 245
Wheel train, crank rod, and line rolier,
.38
Single weights uniting the stroke,
,
, 118
,
50
Lever, roller, &c lbn, each 25

.
.

. . - -

Total,

446

Actuating weight (with line) first trial 281bd.
r\
second do. 1% 871ba.-.--.
,la
Io the first trial, the attendant was obliged to cheek the veloeity of d d n t by
potting a slight pressure on the winch hsndle :i n the lseeond trial the winch.aad
removed.
" The velw<ty of the line roller was equal to about 3 feet per second,(being 12 in.
chaain diameter as measured from the centre of the line ;) that of the ~vorkingpoint
was measured by the roller end of the weighted lever being depmsned from 6 to 8
inches, and the weight on the opposite and equal arm being raised an much each
time. One revolution of the crank wheel answered to two of the roller wheel, m d
each crank wheel revolr~tionproduced two upward and two downxvard crank move.
melrts in 1 second, that i ~ 2, strokes of the beam or one at each a d .
'* Fir. 3, PI. 1.

"
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&' Now hate we have 18.671bs. falling through 373 inchn to raiae 118lb11 my 7
inches
18 67 X 37&: 112 v 7 : : 1 : 1.12 nearly, so that none of the power wan
h t . I t would even appear that there must have h e n in theory a gain, as the friction
of the train must have been considerable ;perhaps however, it might bebetter explained by some inaccuracy in the measurement of the small quantity 7 inches.
Allowing every possible;rhatenent, you will still see enough, I hope, to warrant further experiment and investigation.
" You me awnre that few mnchinea of any size realize h d f the power expended on
them. Nontgolfier'u ram, in which themomenturn of a column of water in motion is
the prime mover, effected 60 per cent. and a machine called the Danaide invented
in France reached the high estimate of 7L per cent. But nothingyet executed
haa gone near thew values. The majority of steam engines, for instance, wsate
Jralf their power.
" I shall repeat the experiment when the apparatu8 is entirely finished, and let
you know the result. The preceding was hy IIO means a fair trial :in particular,
one of the crank8 only wan applied, and this mused au irregular action and, consequently, waste of power. Imperfect as i t is, it will bear a comparison with Profensor Rohison's account of the man's work. I n that experiment, i t i s evident, that
(supposing no friction) the man dascended and ascended about 46 feet per minnta
T a k ~ n gthis performance, we shall have 15 strokes of the heam in the game time. each
stroke heing made by a descent of the weight throngh 37 feet ;and as the actuating weight is 6 time. what we have rupponed it, (110: 18.67: :6: 1 very nearly)
we shall have 112 x 16 x 6 x 10,01101bs. raised thrnugh 7 inches every minute, hp
thesame d e p e of exertion as raised 7 C. ft. Ilaft. Thisin the aamething as 5121hs.
raised through 114 feet. Now 512lbs. = 8f C. Ft. instsad of 7. Therefore the perfomance of this beam, loaded as i t w withfriction, has an advantage over thesolid one
in the proportion of 8 to 7.
Expk~alionof the Skekh, (FiR 3, PI. I )
a Wheel of first mover on which the rope passing over the uheave h, and oarrying the weight g = 181bs, i s wound.
b a twelve-inch sheave on name axis.
o c Two wheels actuated by ( a ) and carrying each tbe sccentrically b e d
crank rods ff).
i i Weighta on the equal-arm levers (11) which turn on the fulcra (w);anch
arm measurta 2 ft. from the fulmum.
r r Rollers a t l a c h d to the levers for greater facility of action.
A a wmpound fiuid mass consisting of
351bs. loam
851bs. water '

-

.

-

Total 120

B The hollow beam containing it, worked by the crank rods f f ) , and raising
by means of the lever (mn) = 2 jr. the weights (ii)hung to the equal-arm levera
fll)."
The above (lives a favourahle idea of the advantage8 of the principle which has
mggeated this invention. Yet as we have a great jealousy of all contrivances for
distributing more power than has been impressed upon them, we hesitated to receive
implicitly all that the inventor has advanced in favour of this machine. I n fact, we
feared some oversight, though we could detect none; and we therefore suggested,
as a means of obviating every objection, the substitution within the hollow beam of
a n equal weight of solid matter for the fluid. If the perforlnance of the machine
were greater with the Buid in the beam than with the solid matter ; there could be
no doubt of the reul merit of the invention, or of its advantages i n practice. T h e
following is the result of this experiment, as detailed in the inventor's letter.
" The hollow beam was loaded with dry loam 801ha. and saul-wood 1201hs. the
beam itself being 1201bs. total 3001hs. Aetuatingweight 28lbs. The weight on the
levers was increaded from 50 to 731bs. The last was the maximum that could be
overcome after many patient triala.
" The wood was removed and replaced by its weight of water, actuating weight
2313s. Weight on the leven 1201bs.
9d Experiment.
" The actuating weight was made 261bs. the levem raised 141. I t was impossible
to carry the experiment further, on account of the strain which any increase of the
weight would have occasioned. .
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28 : 73
Fluid,
26 : I41
or, ,-,-----..-....--28 : lb2
" In favour of the fluid more than,
2: 1
6 T h e height through which the weights were raibed,was in each experiment the
same, and as near as d d be measured 8 inches."
W e feel very curious to witness a repetition of this experim'ent.
Performance of-solid

-

V.-Proceedings of Socktier.
1.-.~SIATIC SOCIETY.
A meeting of this society was held on the 6th December, the president in the
chair.
T h e following gentlemen propo&d at the last meeting were 1)nlloted for and nnanimously elected :Colonel Watson, Mr. Dobbs, Captain Gowan, Licutenaut M'ilcox, Mr. Hurry, Mr. Bagshaw.
T h e following offim-bearers for 1P29 were re-elected.
Vice-Prcsidenk.-Honorabk W. B. Bayley, Esq. Honorable Sir J Frankq Honorable Sir E. Ryan, Honorable Sir C. T. nletca~fe,Bart.
Cornmiltee of Papers.-Dr. Adam, Dr. Grant, J. Calder, Esq. Dr. Caiey, Lieutenant Colonel Hodgson, H. Macnaghten, Eaq. J. Tytler, Esq A. Stirling, Esq.
After the private business of the evening was gone through, the suh~ectof the
admission of HONORARY
Members was discussed, agreeably to the notice given a t
the preceding meeting. I t was resolved, that in future any ordinary member should
be a t liberty ro submit to the committee of papers, either directly or through the
secretary, the name or names of such gentlemen as he might consider entitled to this
mark of attention on the part of the society. I t should then be at theoption of the
committee to nominate auch person or persons for the b$lot,or to decline doing so,
and this without ami ing any reason.
It was further resored, that themembers should, after the practioe of the Fellows
of t h e Royal Society,dine together on the anniversary of the institution of the
society.
T h e following donations were made to the libmry and museum.
T h e Koran, an recently printed in Calcutta, with an interlinear version into Hindustani. Asheet showing the" Balance politique du Monde," by Mons. Bdbi. Copy
of an oration delivered &fore the Medico-BotanicalSociety of London, by the Soc4ety. Visconti, a tragedy by Dr. Kennedy, by the author. Anniversa Address deliveredat the Liverpool Ro a1 Institution, by Dr. Traill. Sir ~illiam%ugdale's Hisof Embanking, by h r . Strong. The Meteorologicd Register for November
LTDecember, by Lieutenant Colonel Hodgson.
F o r me Museum.-The head of a woodcock, killed near Currah in the Dooab,
presented by Captain Hewitt. A very full collection of organic remains from the
Yorkshire strata. by Mr. Turner.
Thanks were voted to the severalcontributors.

-

Committee of lLTaturalHistory and Physics.
Wednesday, 24th D-her.
1828.
Honorable Sir E. Ryan, in the chair.
After the private business of the evening, a paper by Mr. Piddington on the mil
in which the Cinchona grows, was read.
A supplement to the paper by Dr. Hardie, on the Geology of UdipGr, was also
read.
The following papers were transferred to the Committee by the General Secre.
On the Origin of Brolitea, hy Dr. Butler.' Account of a hailstnrm at Kc,ta,
a
a d d Analysis of some iron ores from Burdwan,by Mr. Piddmgton. Remarks on the Meteorological Joiirnals of 1819, 1820,1821, by Captain
P.Gerard. Account of peat earth found in the vicinity of Calcutta, by Dr. Strong.
h r i ~ t i o of
n a new species of Buceros, by H. Hodgson. Esq.
Specimens of organic remains, from the bed of the Satluj, forwarded by Dr. Govan, were presented by J. Calder, Esq.
Thanks were voted to the several contributors, and the meeting adjourned.

-

2.-MEDICAL A N D PHYSICALSOCIETY.
A maeting of this society took plsce on the 3rd instant, H. H. Wilson, Eq.in the
chair.
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A ballot was taken agreeably to the regulation#, for the office beof the ensuing year, when the election wad declared by the scrutineem to have fallen on t h e
following gentlemen :
Vice-President. H. H. Wilson, Esq. Secretary and Treasurer, J. Adam,
M.D. Asriala111Secretary, W. Twining,Esq. Commitlee ol'Muwjemsnt, J. Orant,
Esq. P. Breton, Esq G. Waddell. 111. U C. Cf. Eger on, Eaq. ,
Commitleeof / ' u p e r 6 . ~ Grant, Esq. J. Nellia, M.D. P. Breton, Esq. G. U'addel, nl. D. W . Cameron, Esq. C G Egerton, Esq.
I t was proposed aud unanimously ageed to, that the senior memhers of the
Madr'rs and Bornhay Medical Boardn, he elected a c r o n A a r Vice-Presidents, and
that there Boards collectirely be requested to become PATaoNs of the society.
The following gentlemen mere elected members of the society, Nessrs. Train,
M c K i n n o ~and
~ , J. Turner.
The secretary laid on the tahle the papers which had been received since the
preceding meetinr, viz. a wmmunic;ttion from Mr. H . Clark ; a dritwing of a
tumour on the face of a native, and an account of Calculus in a native Imy, hy the
samegentlerr~an; a c,lae of popliteat aneurism in a native, s u ~ q f u l l yoperated on
by Mr L iwrenm of the Madras establishment.
A letter was read from Mr. H. Riddington, submitting to the society two manticlcript indexes, the first to the L i n n ~ a ngenera, and the second to the native and
Linnlean names in the Hortus Bengalensis, forming a complete key to that work.
Some private business being then dispatched, Mr. Raleigh's paper on the use of
Belladonna in extraction of 'the leiis wus read and discussed ;after which the meeting adjourned.

-

V1.-Scientific Intelligence, &c.
I n the translation of Baron Cnvier's Regne Animal, now in course ofpnhliEation,
a very full review of the order Ruminantia by Major C. H. Smith, F. R. 8 is inrerted as a supplement to that order.-It has heen presented to the Asiati.: Society
by the author, who has at the same time addresaed a letter to the gentleman
through whom it was preseated, from which the following is an extract. W e doubt
not our n l o o f u ~ ~renden
il
will be glad to see what are the ohscure or douhtful
points in thia branch of Indian Zoology ; nor are we without hnpes, that it map
prompt some valual~lecommnnications,and me need hardly say how happy we shall
be to fiud any of them destined for our p:ages.
" Dly request to you and to all gentlemen residing in India, who take an iuterest
i n zoologiral studies, i n to favour me with their criticisms on any or every view
I have taken of the question ; also if you or any other gentleman would honour me
by the trar~smissiot~
of drawings, measurements, descriptions, and manners of animaleof any cl 58, but particularly of n~rtmmalia,birds or fish, and above all of
ruminating species, I, and it may be added, zoologists in general, will frel the ohli.
gation. Although I am aware, that nly friend General Hardwirk hcs done much
and is now extending his inquiries on Indian snhjects, till there is room fora vast
deal more than one man can do. I an1 particularly solicitous ahout the Sanscrit,
Hindustani, and Persian nomenclature, whirh yo11 will perceive I have adverted t o
i n my observations, but which, I am coi~tident,are farfrom complete or even exact.
I t is surprising that we know NO muoh more of the animals of Africa than of those
of India. I wish to have my views considered relative to the two distinct races, if
not species of bu5aln ; the distinet~lessof species of the hrlnched domestic ox of
India, whether thin npecies does not derive from the gayal. I niah to have more
light on the Jemlah goat of the Himalaya mountain. I wish to have more infor.
matiou on the great stags of India, tlleir uprcies, manners, and habitat ;on t h e
Nilgau, or the ~trepaicerotineantelope, whiclt was ~llpposedto be exclusively African, but which, from a scull in the possession of Genernl Hardwick, appears t o
reaide also in India; on the two (if two) hpecien of quadricomis ;on the antelope
(unicorn of Bhotan ;on the Bara Sinha of India; the Amon Chekora, the Jerrial,
&c. I wish f t ~ rinformation on the 8ever;tl axines of India, on the atng of the '
Myinanas, on the Ubi of M e s , the osrfnoir of Blainville, the
* of Nepaul, o n
the several species of musks, &c.
I shall also be happy to have a particular account of the hand, &c of the Gigantic
Oran.Ootan mentio~ledby my late friend Dr. Abel; and f i ~ ~ a l lIy am desirous t o
have some ohservatione on the existenre of the Papua or Ethiopian race of map ia
6cd themountains of aerrual Indias'

G L E A N I N G S

SCIENCE.

I.-On Malaria. By J. Macculloch, M.D., F.R. S., &c.
[From the Journal of Science, N. S. Vol. 11.1

It is e familiar fact, not merely to physicians,but to the people at large, that there
isproduced from marahy lands a peculiar substance, called marsh micrama, in physic, and to which Italy has given the term Malaria; from the effect of which on
the bnman body, there are excited fevers of different characters, but g e n d y
divided under the two great leading h d of i n h i t b n t and s s m i t h t . What
the chemical nature of this substance is. has not been discovered, though numerow
experiments have been instituted for this purpow; yet with respect to its properties, we know enough to believe that it is a compound gas, decomposable by certain
agencies, and also capable of being conducted to certain distanoer from the plof its production, by the winds. Further, it is ascertained, that it can be condensed
or accumulated in particular plaoas ; that it can form a certain attachment to the
mil, or to peculiar sol~dbodies, althougl~this is not permanent, ES happens with
respect to the matter of contagions ;and lastly, that it is particularly dected, bnth
in respect to its propagation and production, by certain qualities of the atrnouphere,
oonsisting in its conditions as to temperature and hygrometrical moisture.
Thus, although ignemnt of its nature, we are in posaesnlon of certain f a m ap.
pertaining to its natural history, which we can convert to use in warding off its
evil iduences, or preventing the attacks of the disea~eswhich it producsl; while,
if one class of precautions depend on this know1
the other consists in that remaining branch of its natural history, which
ates to the c a w through which
i t is, in the first instance, prodocad, and in the next, propagated.
B e i y as I have remarked, p r o d u d by marsh landn v s y especially, it has been
natural y concluded that its immediate CBW was t i e mutual action of vegetables and
water, though i t has been disputed in what that precise action consisted. T o
ascertain this is, however, of some importance, m on the nature of that aotion must,
in a great measure, depend under what particular cwcu~nntanceait is produced;
m n q u e n t l y , what places ought to tm suspected, and, in the view to pventiom,
avoided.
That it is the produce of vegetable decomponition cannot, apparently, beqnertioned ; hecause, if it were extricated from living plants, it should be found in
thousands of situations where it is unknown ;and that it belongs to wet &la, and
.Iso to hot cnuntriea, or to a high temperature, further proves that it depends on
that process of decomposition which notedly m r s , in these circumstances, most
rapidly and extensively. But a dficulty remainsin attempting to determine what
is the peculiar qudity or stage of thia decomposition under which it 1s produced ;
whether it is th&proct?ascumn~onlycalled putrefaction, or some change among the
elements of plants\of a different nature.
One point is at least provided ; viz. that i t is not necessarily accompanied by
any mnell,or that it is not en odorous subntance in itaelf. I t may exist in abundance and virulence, without being sensible In this manner ; and hence it had ken
thought this arose from some mutual action of vegetatkm and water, which waa in.
dependent of proper decomposition. This, however, muat he an incorrect opiniqn ;
or the living Vegetable is not required for its production :rinm it is fully proved ta
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On Malaria.
be generated i n abundance by vegetable fragments long dead and detachad irom
t h e plant, by mere mud impregnated with unassignable vegetable matter, and alw
by such chemioal substances an contain mme of the elements of plants,without belonging to them ; of which augar, an I shall presently notice, offers a conspicuous
instanw.
T o ancertain these facts is important, because they form t h e groundwork for
precautionary meanurea as to diieaw, an will apeedil appear ; while I may here
make one remark as an example of the utility of thisinowledge ;i t in that while
there is a popular fear with r e a to
~ putrid and atagnant w a t m , there is none
respecting clear waters, under whatever form, producing living vegetables, and free
ofsmell, while the danger, in reality, may be scarcely leas in the one case than in
the other.
Generally, therdore, we must condude, that wherever plants in contact witb
water undergo decomposition, even as ta their expended and dead portions ; or
wherever fragments of plants are exposed tomoiature; or wherever mud, impregnated with invieihle or d~ssolvedvegetable matter, exists ; or, finally, wherever any
chemical compound of the vegetable elements is wetted or held in solution i n water,
there the poison in question may be, or win be produced, provided the temperaturn
be sufficiently high: and i t is this necessity for a certain temperature, whichis
the cause why that peculiar decomposition of vegetables which forms peat, dwanot
produce malaria, bowever itmay occur i n peaty laqds ;hecause, generally spedciag,
thg forrnation of peat in hmited to cllmatm or regions of a low temperature.
The
nature and mule of the s l ~ c e p t i onow
~
made, will be explained immediately.
1 need no'. attempt to inquire further into the nature of this decomposition;
gnca there are no facts on which to found an inquiry. W l ~ a twe must conclvde,
je, &at some of the vegetable elements are let loose and re-combined into a new
compouqd, while experiments carefully conducted (an ought not to bg
doubted when Vauquelin has been engaged in them) have not detected even t h e pre.
.a~w
of such a new subatance,in the atmosphere of marshes, far leas its n a t u r e
It is, however, evident that it cannot be any of the hydrocarburetted or other
chemical gases which i t has, at W e r e n t times, been svpposed ; while, remaining
4hus in Wknass, the only t a t of its presence pntinuea to be the affects as to
d i m e which i t produceq on the human body.
But, ss I remarked, we possess enough knowledge of its natural history t o assia ,
ua in guarding o u d v e a against its effects ; and as that question, utility, is the
object of the preaent paper, J will proceed to dencrib as much of that aa i s admisrible i n w limited a space. T o know all the clasaes or kinds of places which are
capable of producing malaria, is the first and main object w to prevention : to
know by what means it is propagated is the next, while the contingent circurn.
rtances necessary to its production, or to its etFeets on the body, consisting chiefly
i n temperature and moisture undm various modes, will aluo demand attention.
All these things being k n o i n , we have laid the preliminary knowledge, reguisite
Lo prevention, as fur as thut is in our power; without them, we are subject to
thosehavrrdd which arise from ignorance ;and what those hazards and their effect+
are,cannot be very obswe,when i t is computed, and, perhaps, truly, that balf the
@tire mortality of the world is the consequence of malaria : of the fevers c h i d y
which are its produce.
B u t one circumstance requires to be premised ; and this is, to prove that 04
own muntry can produea malaria, and is subject to its diseases; because, were
thk not the fact, the statements of this paper could posstss but very little interest
to genera1 readers, whatever it might to physicians or phrlosophers. I tbink I shall
prove that we are all interested in them, and that also, to B considerable d w e e .
T h e chief disorder6 produced by malaria are intermittent fevers, and what a r e
called b~ physicians, remittent fevers: writing to general readers,we should call them
fever# nmply : while further, i t iu usual among the people, for them to receive t h e
term typhus 8 a pame implying, strictly, contagious fever, and, as thus misaplied,
source, not of confusion merely, but of considerable e v ~in
l various ways.
ot Q
enter into medical discussions, which would here be inadmissible, I must becontent
with simply saying what is easily proved ; that the fevers, generally, which a p m
i n summer, or from J u n e to November, are of thia claps, and the produce of ma.
laria; while, that agues, as they are popularly called, are produced by the sam$
uuae, is admitted on all hands.
Mow, every one knows that such fever8 do occur in aumrner, in many parts o t
E n g h d , and in certain districts, very conspicuously ; and further, that while
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have bean peouliarly abundant and aevre ddriag tbethrce or foar lrut yan,
they were in 1826 unuwdly datruaive and numerous, having been the mure o@
a mortality, which, in England, mtlnt be deemed m n s k b 1 e . Ewry one dm
knows that aguen occnr in England, and very enpecially in certain districts, so&
known as not to requiz%being named : whence it mnnot bedoubted, &at although,
mmparad to France or Italy, we may be wnsidered, wmparstivdy, arrempc from
this cause of diseasg-we are very far indeed from not 1118mingby it ;and that
PbO to an extent, which, the moreit is investigated, will appear the more nerioua
But to put this out of all doubt, while i t serves to prove dao the power which
we potsws over thin cause of mortality and diseane, it iu aufficient to review the
history of our own country, or even of London, to be convinced that our climatm
L capable of producing malaria whereber the other necsssary cirm~matsncesare prciwnt ; and that, in an far as we are now exempted, it. has heen the cansequenm of
en attention directed to these circumstances. Hmce the reaeons, and the i n d a m
men- dm, to further attention of the aame nature, for which it is primarily
necansary that we should p m s an accurate knowledge of t h m .
How enormous and nearly incredible the diminution of agwm and fevers has
beePl in Lincolnshire, ESMU,Kent, or geuerally in the fennyand mar hy countia
of England,since the agricultwal improvemeiltsof those lands, is matter of notoriety, since much of it hrre even occurred in our own da :but even in London, on
Burnect's authority, the intermittent raged like a p$ague in the reign of Maryr
while, from Sydenham, Morton, end others, to whom we may add the terrtb
mony of Short, and more recently, the factsdlected by Heberden, the y e m 1668,
L664,and those from 1667 ro 1602, were years of a mortality from this ml~se,d i d
could that act now as it then did, would, probably, in any one year, destroy twent y or thirty thousand persons in London alone. And this national mortality from1
fevers, from the fevem of makria, extended wen down to the y&r 1739, acaordii
to Short's teetimony40 recent are the improvement8 by which it haa Lreen diminished.
Here, then, it is at ladt proved, that theclimate of England did not then exempt I t
from maluria ;and an that climate remains the same, so muat this poison be still
produced ; whatever exemption we do powma, being the cansequence of hedng
anrrected or deetroyed some of tho= plaoes or soils by which it is generared ;hut *a
have not corrected them all, nor have we exterminated the disorders which we bvo
diminirhed. This is the task which yet remains for us, and forthat end i t in, that I
&dl here endeavour to point out the circumstances which do prodaca maleria ;
a i n a I have, I trurt, proved that it does exist among ua : too generally overlooked, aad not unfrequently denied or even ridiculed, while the chief caumof thin
overnight in the error to which I here allude of misstating the osaw and n a m e of
the eummer fevers.
I t in this error chiefly, and further, that of looking for the eddenlm of malarla
in the production of intermittent solely, which prevents a correct judgment fbeing formed of the existence of this poison, and of the placea producing it, t h w h ,
in addition to the fevers of summer, I could, had I here sufficient space, and w e &
this a proper place for it, eanil show that a great many uther disorders, often little subpected as consequences malaria, areequally produced by it, and are eqnallg
the evidences of pernicious soils. But aa I have no room for detailing all this midence, I must be content with saying, that wherever I here mark any pdrtinflar
mode of land or water as productive of malaria, it in, that in some one or more
earea of that variet I have ascertained, by thin very evidence, that it ma presetrt,
snd the caune of %:me ; while nearly d l , perhaps the whole, are h h e r additted or proved to be trul pernicious,
the various French and Italian physicians,
who have bestowed on t i i s subject an attention which ha. been utterly d t h d r a w r ~
from it in England. And if this detail is general, rather than special, i t is not for
want of special inatancen and proof6 in abundance, that I have not noticed thebeg
but from the rcc011ectiop, that to point out the inealubrity of certain spots, might
injure the propertirn, by affecting the value of those, should that which is here adl
duced s u d in commanding belief.
I t is phin, to commence, that there is no mystery or charm in the term marsh 8
and that if such a tract of land can produce disease, it is because it contains v e p
&lea growing and decomposing in a moist soil : this in the general analysis of the
couw; and wherever, therefore, the aame~ircumstancesoccur, that spot must be,
u to all the objects in view, a muah, or a ECIU~OB Of malaria. A minuter armlpis
of the fmU W W
y be nmamry, e i b IU to the planu that grow in manha,

-

or to the mode in which the moisture d a t a : smce, generally, the plan@ are dmfkr, while all vegetables appear indiscriminately to produw the poison in question.
I n the next place, a mamh, in the popular sense of the term, possesses a certain
mt ; and in the popular view also, this extent is judged necessary to the production of d i m . Faets without nurdher prove, that space, bulk, or exmilt m
not essential; but that the smallest spot of the hame character, or of the proper
character is sufficient to produce disease, though the extent of its influence must
be expeoted to vary in consequence : and even without these facts, thia would k
pdged true from the following argument.
I t is asutrtained that a marshy spot can influence to diseabe a place sihlatsd
at a considerable distance from it ;and this extent, in Italy, has heen ascertained to
amount to at least three miles. Now ~t is plain, that whatever the original bod
of malaria wan, it must have been diluted hy the atrnmphere during s u d
a m m e to a very great degree, or that the quantity reaching any individual
a u s t be v e q minute. I t must be indiflerent, therefore, whether that minuts
quantity which thus acts, is a portion of a great hody of the same substance, or
whether i t is the whole which was generated ;and tbis must, in reality, be indifbreut in any case, even without transportation. I t is ascertained, that a single
inspiration will produce the diaease; and therefore, whether in thia cane or
in tlut of dilution under transportation, the exposed person receives the whole
produce of a square yard, or any other given space, or the same quantity
out of a mass prod11c.d by twenty thousand or million of square yards, the wnssquenm will he the same. I t is a mere question of arithmetic ;and moreover, ru
the w i d e malarin of any marsh i6 the collective aum of the portions roduced by
each plant or fragment, whatever can act on the erpcued individual wit he suflicient to the effect, though it were the entire quantity in existence, or the single
part wiU IU%as effectually an if it was accompanied by a thousandsimilar ones.
Thur it is of no consequence how small the mamhy or pernicions spot is, provided i t can act; and the only difference is, that a smaller spot will act on fewer pereons 4 and also, that from thegreater dilution which it must undergo on transportstion, it must act at shorter distances, or may require absolute proximity or oantact.
Having premised these trio necressary consideratioqa, it is suffioient now to in uira
what are the modificationsand forms of seil or water, or of aertnin spots and
genaally, which contain the elements of a marsh, or are distinguished by a vagatation accompanied by water. Whaterer these may be, let their nammbe what $hey
may, ur their appearanoas as decagtive, they are at least suapioious, and in very
many casek they will be found to be real m u m of the diseaees of malaria, wPenner
the temperature, or the season and climate, are favourable, while that t h e cue ao
with us I have just shown.
I n a general enumeration, I may nmme the following placeo or soih, hefore proowding to such particulars an may be neceassry in explanation. Besides proper
mardheu, fresh and salt, meadows, or wet pasture-lands generally, however situated,
there are woods, coppim, and thickets, plashy and limited apots of gtounds, sea
walls and river embankments; and, as falling better urrder the head of water,
lakes, rivers, and ponds, induding milldams, ornamental waters, canals, and the
pooh of insignificant dimensions which occupy commons, gravel-pits, or other
dmilar places, together with agricultural ditahes and dra ns of all kinds. To
thene, I must also add, as coming under the heads of vegetable matter without
vegetation, @ewersand town-drains, dunghills. tide-harhourn, tlax-ponds, or other
receptacles of putrefyiog vegetables, and lastly, at sea, bilge water.
With respect to the most common of causes, though it is often thought, in England, that salt mamhen are not insalubrious, and, very partiaularly, that aeeurity
is obtained whenever they are daily washed by the tide : an ample experibm
chows that they are as pernicious as fresh-water ones, and that a daily tide is no
murity. Some of the most poisonous tracts in Europe, indeed, in Fnmce, Spaln,
Italy, and Orcleoe, are salt marshes ; and of how little value or protection the sea
is, is fully proved by the tide-rivers of the tropical climaten, most notoriously the
most pestilential p~aoeathat exist, even in those destructive regions. Where such
t m t s are found in England 1 need not say, as they are always both obvious and
well known.
I t is not believed with US, that meadows can producemalaria: this is to be quero
tioned, in the first place, on general principles, and from other European ex+ence ;and aecondly it can be proved by domestic experience, that they a c t d j us
the w s e 6 of fevers with us ; and even independently of their ditches or d d ~ ,
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be obssrral, may often produce disease;whete tbe soil wMch t h q
I n Italy, in France, in Spain, and in Qnrecq
m d almost invariably in the American stares, they are not only cauaea of malaria,
hut among the moat common ones. The great neat8 of that poison in those wantries, are the valleys and plains which give passage to rivemi, whether on entethe sea or otherwise ;and out of these, there is a very small prnportion mamhy,
compared to those which aremerely meadow and pastu*, and which, very often dso,are the seats of cuhiration. Did meadow lands not produce malaria, them
could be few of those tracts abandoned in summer, compared to those which it h
nearly imposrible to inhabit after the heats are once estahliahed, while, to refer to
individual places, would be to form a catalogue of no small length.
With respect to our own cnuntry, whoever shall please to inquire, will find
that fevers occur in autumn, in those sitnations, particularly in hot seasons, w h a
they areanknown in the drier landn, and more ea ecially in the cultivated ones ;
nor can there be any reason to doubt that it shou!d be so, when our climate k m
been proved capable, like the routhern wuntries of Europe, of producing this poi8On from the same clam of mils. Aud whoever also will inquire, will often find great
m q r i s e expressed by country practitioners, at the occurrence of fevers in rural and
detached situations, where the commonly esteemed cause, contagion, cannot be
;while he who may pursue his inquiriecl on this principle, will be able to
explain the c a n w without difficulty, from the presence of somerpot or tract of this
nature. And I must add, that it is not even necessary that such pasture-lands
should be h t meadows, as I d d easily produce instanas of endemic fevm, almuat amounting to epidemim in the last summer, where the landa, heing wet and
poachy however, were not only elevated, but formed the declivities of hills.
There is one case of land, which, as to o u d v e s , is not worth noticing, as it
doen not occur among ua--I mean rice-fields ; and if I here enumerate them, it is
for the make of preserving the integrity of the subject. But it gives me an opportunity of introdiiring one or two remarka which do concern un : the mont impor.
a n t of which is, that meadow-lands will be pernicious in summer, in proportion
aa they have been wet the preceding winter, and-thet the danger will be eapedally
amsiderable, ahould they have been inundated, ns n often the cane in some of our
b t t e r countries. The other is, that the act of breaking up such moist pastureknQ for cultivation, is often hazardous, as it is amplv prowd that malaria in
thus produced or extricated in unusual quantit or v i ~ l e n c e : this efFect, in the
hotter climates, being often such as to produce d e almost immediate death of the
labourers employed in it.' Hence, to note a precaution as to the prevention of dissow, for which no opportunity will here occur in noticing the ordinary remedia
against malaria, it is a matter of prudence in all such aures to break up meadowlands in winter, when malaria is not p r o d u d ; or, if this cannot be done, in the
early part of the aummer, rather than in spring or autumn, the two s e a m a in
which the disorders produced by malaria are most active.
Woods, including co p i m and thickets of whatever nature, compriae the next
class of soils or places w\ich I may nntica as pmductive of malaria. Of the &i.
oioua properties of thone in warm climates, the evidence is too abundant to admit
of doubt. I n Africa, in the East Indies, and generally in the torrid climates,
woods, forests, junglen, bsmboo and read thickets, and man more varieties than
I need distinguish, are the moat noted cansea of the fevers wKich have so genemi.
ly been the Mlurcer of disease, whether to permanent ~~esidentr,
or to armies engaged in such terntoriea. They are, in fact, proverbial: the question ia, whether
th are similarly pernicious in our own country. On general principles, they
n any other pernicious soils are,l.n
ou& to be so, though, in the same p r ~ r t i as
extensively and severely ; and that t ey are in reality injnrions, is proved hy a
variety of experience. Susaex is one of the counties well known to be productive of
autnm~lalfevers, and wen of intermitrents, if leas popularly celebrated than the
fms of Lincolnshire or the marehes of Esaex. Tbe inhabitants, at leant, know
thin full well ;and he who may examine into the localities, will easily find, that
i f they not produced by the woods, there is no other cause ;while, to confirm the
natity of this cause, I could eanily point ont, i.d various parts of England, endemic
diseases the produce of such woods and coppices, wen in districts that wonld ba
less suspected than Sumex. There cannot be much stronger langlrage on thin nubject, than that of a medical friend in Walos ;who, after a long residence in India,
armplaim that he is #till vexed by the jmgle.fever, in the wwdy districts in which
inMrseet may be incapable of that.

~ ~ ~ sandc rho,
s without
,
q e e m OR t& wbj&, eataeaily n-e b b t t l ~ d w
,'-lie
in the close anddamp coppica of his dghbourhood.
Jf 1 ~ V notad,
E
in the prexding catalogue, pl&ea of moist ground, d q
andor that term to comprise all kinda of inrigniEcant wot or marshy spou, I wad
not apecify more minutely what they consnt in ;while their ebundanm every whm
renders 41 r e f m n m to placeu unnemsmry. They are in redity &,
.&yh
smell ones ;and if what I have said respecting spam or bulk a# to a marah M did,
then are they sufficient to produce disease, provided the proximity is sufhcieob
And if it .would be fruitleas to quote auunpbs of disesre produced by them, fmce
the impnas~bilityof reference, I must trust that my own s x p i e n o e d s u & ereotr,
combined with tha general argnment, will be a mfacient warrant?.
!lhlast variety of mew-land production of malaria, and requiring enurnatinn,
wmprisea sea-walh and river embankments ; and the reasons for pointing it out
are, chiefly, that being very often im licated with the remedy for mPrshy land* it
H the more apt to be unsuspected. #et it is a species of land extremely produofiw
of malaria ; and not unfrequentIy the aola or principal cause of that which conti1
puen to tw generated after the reformation of such landa, while seldom viewed u
ruch. Such walls are, in truth, very generally petty marehes in themdvrn,
1
easily seen along the banks of the Thamea ;and there ia abundant proof that
reeds and other rank vegetation whloh ( ~ c l ~ them,
p y are a frequent soume o f h
I
arme dimorders as those lands were m t o m e d to produce betore their drainage s4(
mnbankment TO know this cannot but fail to beuseful; sinceit in posaiblei
wmb
least, to avoid such places, and often not difficult to manage t b w neI
M, as to diminish the hazard of evil.
I may pass tg the localities or situations which hare a nearer refenmcra to
&an to land. What relatea to lakes is simple ; and if it little urncerns no, mu1
much gs our own lakea lie in a climate d
y productive of malaria, the demonstration of their panicbus qualities in Italy and Switcerland inpmph The
immediately, are various 4 and I need not do more than name them.
Theii. deltas, whether at the exits or entranw of Qe rivers, are meadows of the
worst kind, because subject ta i n d t i o n ; their border8 are often msrehy; an4
in addition, they frq~lentlymntain ere& or shallow plaees, produotive of PW
trefying aquatic vegetable6 and stagnant water; while, in some ~ i t a a t i ~ ~
diminishedby the heat of summer, they often alro t u p e offensive mud, genmam
of the same pinon.
It is tbeobWith respect to rive- I may commence by one general -ark.
aervation of Volney, that there ie not a river in b e r i m that doen not
mill-^.*
malaria ; and w h o , after enumerating in addition, v a l l e ~WO&,
meadows, and laken, he says that, through his whole circuit, did not find a d m
houses withoat feveo, it is a testimony which is too point4 not to bs quoted a
po this and many other of the facts and pluces which have h e been enmefsc.
ed. And in France and Italy, the name opinion prevails ; while, if we cond*
the m,
it m
i apparent in the nature of their bonka, producing a marshy ve$.
tgbioff; in the diminution, during summer, of their watera, tup+ng mud; *
their casual inundations, rendering the enclosing lmda wet ;and m the geara'
character of tbe wil and vegetption by whicb thep are bounded. E m thean cm
cumstanoea may tuiat and act in our own oountry, I must now leave to thejudg.
ment of othera to determine; and i t will be easy to w what variety of river
be suspicious or innnlubrious. W a need not look for dan* in a rapid stream*
northern climate, or a hilly region ;but the Ouse, ths Les, and similar r i v y
not p i b l y he cpempt, unless Engbnd claims an msmption on w e p n d p k
different from that which exists in France and Italy,
But, to this I m u q add one remark. I t is an universal prejudice in E W ~ W
th.(~
there u no hazard from running water ; ae it is, that dear warn cannot
brious, and that stagnation and putrefaction are essential to the p r ~ d u c t i ~ofn
fwp
RB It W O U L ~be tortunate, indeed, for France and Italy were thh true 4
tunate for all the tropical climates, even in a gmter d ~ w .1have & d ~ .
that putrefaction is not necgsssry ;while the f- that the most pernioiou8 B*u'tions in the world are the banks of the t+l
rivera, and t b e l a n b
washed by a clear green sea, showa convinoingly the little truth of than pop*
~udgment. The rivers which I have just aemed, and many more among "'
duding tha Thamea in man7 plare decidedly p ~ o d u c t i ~ofe disease, tho?gh
.running strearnu; but the ev~de- are too nourriom e v q where to need ur*
And therefore, when, with regard to mill-dams or other p n d q forming the dao
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e f a r ~ s s m e m z o b . ~ o d e u l , ipopnhrlyddtht
tf
sqqtamdtbpm&ha,k
-M
the water is wnatantly r e h b s d by 8 rueam, ~tis 8 falm as well u a d a m
g q r u opipion. Gbofdd Ih\Ch a rscopraple admit 8 rtremthat r e p l a d the whole
wsrer ia a few hours, w h c h ie rarely the crse, i t would even thon be ao othar
t&an a r)rmr river, and therefore nomore free of d m p r thnn the worst ef thorc
In proportion as any rpeciea of loil or place is hart ruapeebed and moat cumman,
h
the more neewsory to be r d u l m pointing n out and dwelling on it ;
and henee i t is, that I am mere darirmr of urging the dangen ariaing from w b m
will, I know, bedespiaed, as I have experienced it to be. I a h & here to a g~
qariety of apparently i~ignificantwaters, cosnpriehg mill-ponds fur vvarim paspaes and ou d d e a ; mnlunental w a t w m d fish-ponds, cMJq and the e n d l a
pooL and p o n b found all orer the country, in b r t d gravd piu, and in varioor

-

. other casual situations not worth detPiling

Ltis always w f d to examine any oare of thin nature b reducing it to itrprindplea, or by a philolophwl a n d ib a d to inquire who& it mghd mod to be in.
ralubrioua, before iqquiri
=&her it nctaally ir so. Now all thw waters, Be
%hat
they may, MI%the element. of a marsh or of a r a m paductive of
in. T h e ~ murgina
r
are r n m h s , they umtain aqmtic and putrefying plant8 ;
and under the heat of summer, they diadoae mad impregnated with regersbB
matter. And this i,true of the whole, whateves their axtent or h a e r may be 5
while, if plainly rhown that bulk or rpaee is not necsssuy even to a mush, and
&at w dimata i. adequate to the produetion of malena, there in no reaum,d
prion, why they h u l d not prodrlee it.
Now let ua ree how the experience confirm this; and if it docs, t h m s m we
in parsereion of a very extensive aLss of causer of d k a q m d of one whii very
q e c i d y we have in our power or to correction, whi* and not the excitement of
useless alarm, h the object of this p q u .
Volney's teatimonv ee t o the pernicious nature of mill-pondr, is daddcd ar to
America; and I havijlist quoted it. Morrfaloon is equally decided M to the poiemoua qualities of all such ratera in France; and dl the Italian writerr agtre
that it ia the uune in their own country. And the evil does not depend on the
.ame by whlch they are known, or upon their phydognomy or use, any m h
than it do41 ou thwr dimenlions Let me mark a fow of speoific kinde wh~charecondsrnrrad ip foreign wuntrier, pr a guide to oiu judgments reupecting our own.
'I'hao are many a t e n d v e districts in Franoa ocmpied by ponds rathes than
l a b , msbtained and farmed for an inland fishery, where the dineam from malPria prevail to d an extent, that the werage of life doer not exceed twenty jeans
wherethe people are decimated in every year ;where &solute old age, in those who
rurvive so long, taka, place at forty ;and where the aspect of twenty ir that of
6fty or aixty iu aountrisr mch as our own ; where even the children w diseased
from their bistbq beooming ~ l b j e o tto u n a u l n g f w m if they live to w e n , an1
thus continuing till the not far distant period of death arnives to terminate the
literally bug Qieare of life. I cran here refer to lonfaleon for detDik that I
dam not enlarge on, and for au~horitythrr no nne will queatiwHere )proof of the &Q:L
of auoh w a r n : and 1 will uw. t b . MRW writer%
uttboliry as to condemnation of dl canals, ponds, and ornamentel watorr, of whatwax nature; besides which, as to those who desire facts more specihe, him word
and that of other ~ ~ -ph hsicirns, will probably be taken for the fact, that tho
" mnalv at Vernaillq d &e siwater at the Chantilly, a h i I rare m a ,
ponds ~~y
exeeoding thnt in St. Junes's Square, are the wmmon causcs of
mere intermittent and ami it tent fevers.
I need not quote further foreign authoritia. They who doubt, may not, perhap+
tpb my word for the fact ; but while I could point out, in is oouatry of onrr)
@e u m e oocurrencss in abundeverywhere, trom many waters of thin nataro,
I lhJl prefer tmwting to the extrminatiou of othm hereafter r rince a convirtioa
derived from ruch u murm w d be of rmch more value than a belief founded ea
any evidence which I could produce ;marked as that ir, and easy aa it would he, H,
pino out the very pluces, &en fond& te the inhabitants even of this o~pitd.
But that I may m& thew ramarbof the mom ntility, let me note one or two
other parti&
;eince, as far far dormatioa or d a n c e of the caum ia atminoble, the value of these remarks must depend on their rpooih nature.
Ifany one d be st the w h b of examining the mndition of health and sb.
ahanan of the d m n h a , and further, the time ef the p,
and the p m i m b
hiad of rarwr in whiah thrw prevail, ~lr
thew relate to the inbabitsnes of web
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rpota, more paroienlarly if he will compare the result8 with what ooaun among tha
urme clof people in dr situations, I cannot doubt that he will find evexy.
atere such proofs ar I mi&t mil have brou ht before him, did I not dirlike to
name the places. Such are the
of t f e opulent in such districts ss those
which border the Thnmes, the Ouse, or other slow rivers ;housss when ornamental water has beem introduced, and more especially where these am confined hy
woods ; ancient castles surrounded by moats, and, among the poorer ~ l a s s e n ~ ~ h o s e
placed by canals, mill-ponds, and in other analogous places : to which Imight
add what, however, is rare in our own country, ~f common on the continent of
Europe, foni6cations ;the diaof which, when the ditch is wet, are notorious
everywhere. And to these I may ruhjoin, what will excite more surprise from
their apparent ineignificance, the ponds of gravel pits, which will be very often
found the causes of those fevers that occur in such situations.
What will be obwwed in all such ccaees is, that the inhabitants, even where
opulent, are subject to what in qUed vaguely ill health ; while, to uae a common,
if a vulgar phrase, they tire places where " the apothecary is never out of the
houso." And this ill health, where least marked, will be found to consist in a succeaaiun of petty and almost indescribable fevers, bein in reality, the very conditibn which tormenta the inhatdtmts of the pestilentiaf parts of France and Italy,
from their cradles to their graves, in a variety of painful disorders, including rheumatism and sciatica; and in what, if difficult to ascertain abaolutelv, is well knewn
to those familiar with Italy and France, namely, visoeral o b ~ t ~ c t i o nand
s , very
particiilarly, d~aorderedspleen : well marked to those who know these oountriea,
in the peculiar sullen complexiensand physiognomies of the iudivid~als.
If such is the general character of this ill health, I might w i l y explain i u aa$ion at greater length :while it will be remarked by any one who mll make the inq~~iriea
that, very frequently, whole families which w e n formerly heskhy, have
become thus dimrdered on taking up such a situation ; and that others have, reversely, ncevered health by leaving it for a drier one. But if all this i n too littb
marked to attract ordinary notice, particularly where the cause is unsuspected,
(thou h even popglar opinion agrers in the insalubrity of low and damp situatione3 there is diaenough produced by all the class of places which I have
hem enumerating, to satisfy any one who is really acquainted with the diaorden
arising from malaria ;I allude to the fevers, the dysenteries, and diarrhaeas, and the
cholersr of autumn; which a111be always found peculiarly attached to situations of
this kind, and often in ao marked a manner, that it is wonderful the fact haa not
excited attention long ago. Let any one attempt to recullect where it wan that,
in the last summer, he has seen a whole street, a whole village, or the whole of the
inhabitants of one housesuffering under fever, and he will as surely find that such
street, village, or housa was situated near water in some shape; and that water, perhaps, not more than the pond belonging to the gold fishes, or the gravel-pit on the
amrnon.
But to remove one douht which will naturallv arise, let me make one remurk
on gravel-pita which will explain every other objection of a similar nature.
I t is objeued that w a r n or wet lands cannot be productive of malaria, b e w w
they do not excite ague ; since thls, unfortunately, in England, is too commonly
So far is this from being true, that in th.
reckoned the sole test of its p-ce.
moet pestifernus parta of France aud I d y , simple and original ~ntermittentis a
rare disew ; so little is this the proof and the sole one of an insalubrious #oil.
Toomit the various other disorders which malaria excites, it ia the summer fevero
which are the great tests, as they are the produce of this poiwn ; and but for which
the malaria of Ihaly or any other pestilential country would be of little momont
indeed. And it is in these, therefore, that wemust chiefly look for the evidenm of
i d u b r i o u s spou among ourselves c while unfortunately, as they are too ganedly
tarmed typhus with us, or else attributed to heat, fruit, or other fanciful cruses,
the real malaria which produced them- is overlooked or denied, as the p b by
which it was generated remains unsuspected.
And though with us, malaria does produce intermittenta in spring, ar it
oommon or remittent fevers in autumn, there ia a -n
why the same watera or
placea do not m i t e the former drwrders while they are the causea of the l a m ,
and hence also why they remain unsuspected, or why their pernicious propertier
pre denied : this is, thar frnm the winter rains many of thew receptacles of w a e ,
~d gravel-pits very partioularly, are filled to the hegina, and are often aLo void
of vegetation in spring ;whle frwn the heata of summer, the ehnnkingof the water
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prove, in thir conntry, that the dhnghilla and pools ao eftan found
in farmyards and before the doors of cottages, are productive of malaria, I caa at
lssst qnote the very decided and numerous teatimonies of French physioiwn to this
parpose: nor, indeed, wodd it often be sasy la aoeonnt for the fevers a r c u m q in
thia country, and among the lower orders, without b m g rewurse to this =use;
whiie the whole analo~yof the subjeat lames no reason to doubt that it o q h t to
be one.
And let me make one or two remarks here which apply to a l l the cascts of mud
and putrefaction of whatever nature. I have d r d y n o t i d that odour wan not
newsmy to the existence of malaria ; and the proof is, that while all such putrefyfigmatters, even to mamhes, pusses8 as much smell in winter an in summer, the
polson is p r o d u d only in hot wathcr. The other is, aa tomud, that,without any
visible vegetation, not only does it8 expwure to the sun in summer produce malaria
and fevers, but that this can be:diaengbg& wen through the water, provided that
i t is not very deep, and without absolute expoeure. Thus, in the former csse,
have some of the most m e r e epidemics on record been produoed by the sinking
of lakes and rivers, and the expasure of their mad; an also happena often, and in
the trnpioal climates very especially, from that briefexposure that follows the rehWest Indiea, i t is o b m e d tbat f w m are invariably proof the tide: while, in t
duced by certain pools, an soon as they are so far diminished in depth as to d]OW the air of the bottoms to escape through the water. NOW,though our climate is less active in thia evil, these are facts of value to us in the wa of precaution, while they are among the least auapected c a w of evil ; since it L a beeu
mcertained, that f e v m are.produced where no other caueee than thene are present
And if I notice another fact, that, in the Weat India, the mere expoeure of the
naked soil, by removing stones which covered it, has produced a nudden and deadly
fever ; so have I, in thia country, seen agues produced, immediately and decidedly, by the simple and little suspected accident of the inundation and drying of
a caller.
But of fevers produced by the expowre of mud containing vegetable mattar, tha
most frequent instancerr in our own country are those which occur in tide harbours.
I n the warmer climates, this is an notorious and deadly a cause an any one that
exists : and under this head, nothing can be mom notorious than that which oo.
oars in the tide rivers of Africa and the East, or within the tropica generally ;
since this is the very analyais of thme most pmtilentkl of all spots, mangrove aeabeaches and rivers. Here,there is no proper vegetation in contact with the water,
whether tbat be fresh or salt, as the atems of the treea rise out of the naked mud :
while it is w r t a i n e d by endless experience, that such a river or beach is safe ar
long as the mild is covered, but that the fever seizes on the boats' crews at the
very instant of the recess of the tide; while its w e is rendered immediataiy sensible, b a peculiar earthy mud, well known even many miles at sea, as brought
off by J e land-winds, and equally =citing f w e n among the ships7craws.
Now, it is familiar that in our own country, fevam, and in summer as usual, ma
oamrnon in our seaports ; while, from the persistent errom on this subject, alnaya
attributed to poverty, filth, confinement, and, of course, to contagion. That this
ir not the real cause, is proved partly by the -on
to which they are confined, if
it waa not by the faot that they are really not contagious, but mistaken for such
by being attached to particular spots or homes ; and partly by tthaothar fact, that
they will be found to appertain to the very kind of seaports which I have described, and not to occur in deep harbours or on clean and rdcky shores. I t is easy for
an one to ronjecture where they ought to happen ;and any one who will inquire,
find that the experience corresponds to the theory a.derived from the prs.
sent view.
I t is so hpnrtant, for many reasons obvious to medical men, to distinguish between contagious fevers and those which are not such, and the evils which a r i ~
from misstating marah-fever for typhus are so numerous, that I muat be excused
for urging this subject an to all these last caaea, and an to one also of very r,eat
importance which is about to follow. And, independently of this mediy lm.
portance, it is prvticularly necessary in all that relates to prevention: rnnce, as
long as these fevers shall be believed to be typhua, or to arise from any other cause
than what they really do, it is plain that it will be impoesible to apply any means
of diminishing their numbers, whether by avoidance of the causes or by directly
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removing or checking the influence uf these. . And I am sure that a mom
attention, recently bestowed on fevers by practitioners, will wufirm what I ham
said respecting the comparative rarity of p r o p contagious fevers ;if thaw permu
have not yet agreed to refer them to malaria, and have not learned tu disoooer the
various sources whence thir ia produced, and which I have here been attempting u,
point out and explain.
There is yet one important wurce of malaria, arising in r u d ritnationr, whish I
a m bound to explain, and which will complete what I have to nay of the causes of
its diseerer on rhore : this is the steeping of flax and of hemp ;though with ur
the latter is rare, and the former not every common ; s x q t in Ireland and i n
Scothnd, where, from the nature of the climate, it is probably not ver y pernicious. I n Germany France, and Italy, this has been fully proved to be one of the
most active and se&re causes of f e v m of this chamcter ; as, in New York and
elsewhere, it has been rimilarly proved that the same consequ-,
productive abo
of morralepidemlcs, have arisen from the putrefaction of coffee, potatoes, the refuse of the indigo mani~faoture,and other similar causer. 8
It remains to notice but one case, and that an unsuspectedone,-a cme ahw
which will probahly be disputed-whib I cannot help thinking that it is one of
very extensive and serious importance : this ir, bilge-water. I t is remarked; in
tbe fint place, that sugar- hip are peculiarly subject to had fevers, and it in wall
known that the bilge-water from thia subrtanca is the most offensive that uim.
Further, when a ship is termed sickly at sea, i t is always found, that she is what
k called a foul ahip ; of which it would be easy to produce specific exampler in
abundance from the history of the navy, ware it not from the hazard ofpersonnl
o5ence. And to confirm this, when it hna been found that the same ship was
mckly under onecommander, and healthy under another, the cause hsr bean equally traced to the neglect of cleanliness. And how dastruetive fevers have often been
at sea, both in the naval and the awmercial service, needs not be said ; as it is
~neosassryto point out the great loss of lives, the seriou inconveniencsr, and,
what is here especially uece~ury,the absence of every other cause offever in anch
a situation as the opea ser
Now, if this class of fwm is not the m a d fever, or the produce of a vegetabk
rnaluia, i t would form a singular excaptian to all the analogies recent17 pointed,
out ;while, furtber, if it is not so, whence does it occur in exact proprtlon to the
presenoe of vegetable matter acted on by water, and wheme aspeeidly dou it m r
in w marked a manner in sugar-nhip ? But it is generally, perhaps always, wnaiderad ar a contagious fever, and perhaps not unnaturally, under the negleot of thh
QIW;since amidst such a orowd, it is an easy wuclusion that the d i ~ v u is
e wntmuuicated from one to another. Yet,if i t were no, the cleanlinesr to which I have
alluded would not be a prevention ;and in which, were it a contagious fever, i t
would far more often spread to the people on shore, after reaching harbour, than i t
i s found to do. That there an, wmetimea oootagioua fevers on shipboard is most
tertain ; but such m e s and their conaeqneoces must not be allowed to milled u r
on so important a point as this,--since thin would be to deprive us of themeans of
preybntiou which are in our power, and which are ar simple as they are e5caciou#.
But not to dwell any l o w on this case, hportcmt as i t is, I cannot help thinking,. that whw, naval surgeons &dl have duly considered this subject, they will
learn to coincide in the same opinion ;and if it should prove so, then may we learn
to prevent at sea, that which has been a most grievous evil in more ways than it ir
neoessary to point out. And if ships ware to be duly fumigated with aulphu~our
acid before receiving fresh crews in harbour, with such further precautions as to
the,people themselves are well understood 3 and if, in addition, care was tslren daily to wabh the ship, so as that the pumpshould bring up water am clear ns the sea
without, it is almost imponrible that diof thia ebaraeter should ever make
W r appearance, or impodaible, at leaat, that they should ever again
be a came of
wri9ua SuEering.
Byt I must terminate a paper which is rapidly exceeding ita stipulated bounds ;
intending, in a future wmmunicatiou, to complete the subject, by deacrlbing what
bebngs to the propagation of n+laria ;what relater to the effectsof climate ;and
what further may be donsas concerns what ir the real object of thir paper-th.
- prevention or diminution of direare.

Accoccnt of a Nsccr Mdhad qfprgkting Shot.
b.-Account of a New Method of projscting Shot. From the Pra
ceedinge at the Royal Imtitution.
[Journal of ;5cienca and the Arts, vol. 111. N. S.]
Mr. Brockedon gave some lrceount of a new method of projecting shot, which
had bean d i e r e d by Mr. Siwiere the sculptor. Mr. Sieviere had furnished
Mr. Brookdon with a report of his earliest exprimenu, and to m e of a later date
Mr. Brockedon wan an eye-witncas. The diacovery wss accidentally made many 7rinw by Mr. Sieviere, who was one evenin amuring himwlf with a pewter a nuge,
which he had converted into cannon,%aving c l d the dia arging endot the
e pinches of guny r i u p , and made a touch-hole. Into thir cnnnon he put
r d w , and diachagsd the pis- from it, which fell harmless at a short diatnnca ;
appening to invert the order of firing by holding the pinton, the syringe wa , dia&qed with so much violence, as to pass through the ceiling and floor into t h e
ohember above that in which he sat. He wan struck withthe prodigious differenm
o f d e c t producad, and immediately had a shot cast, which in form was liken mortar : thir he Bred from a solid mandrel, or bar swung upoa tmnnlons, and ~ p b l s
of aleration and adjustment. His experiment succeeded w e n t i d y , that he WM
induced to make a shot with radiant ba*, which, though they added little to iw
weight, added much to its power of destruction to rigglng, &o. The weight of thiw
rhot, w h i i was of cant iron, wan 16 pounds ;this waa disebarged through a bank
of clay 6 feet thick, and fell !#
p rI
C beyond it. WKIU
fired again, i t hit point
m d was buried above3 feet in the bank ;the chamblank at distance of 176
ber d thia shot, with
touch-hole communicated, r a n precirly like that of
a mortar, and when it was placsd for Bring upon the mandrel, the shoulder of t h e
ohamber at tha wttem of the calibre m t c d upon the end of the mandrel. The
chamber contained a charge of I t ounces of gunpowder. An experiment an madb
with a rhot which weighed 26 pounds, but a charge of 91 ounces of gunpowder was
w great as to burnt it, and to throw a fragment of 64 pouds' weight toa diatanca of
more than a quarter of a mile. Subsequent experimentl with ahot of wrought wd
aant iron of different f o n , oonfinnd the fact, that shots t l i a r p c d with the m a
&ne
within them wen, projected with a force greatly excee3ing that which the
wune quantity of gunpowdm applied in the usual wag would d e c t .
Mn BFOOkedon attempted to account for thir greater form b supposing, that
the power u w d y wantad in the recoil of ths gun, was added to t b form by which
the shot and mandrel were separated. He stated, that no m i l in common gunnery
twk pl.oe, until the rhot had loft the cnnnon ; and offered the following pmofs of
this fact. I t ia a common practice to fire a a n n a p so$ndded from triangles : t h e
mark againrt whichit in directed being hit, if any rBsql had taken place before the
b d left the cannon, the b d must have struck Mrme other point tangential to the
circle which itr paint of #uspension would deedbe. Mr. Brodrdon mentioned
that Mr. Perkins, in the courne of nome experiments u n recoil, had f~steneda
loaded rifle bum1 to the edge of a horizontal wheel, whicpmoved freely upon a vertical axis ; the ri& waa d i d , and hit the mark, though the moil whirled the
rifle and wheel round with great veloci
Blr. Brockedrm illustrated this further
by .upposing ii boat on still water,
imagininga plant placed from rtem te
rtern, and a man on it pushing with a pole a bundle of hay from him along t h e
lank, the separation of the ha from the man could not aflem the situation of t h e
!oat on the water, whilat the l a y wm on board ; but if the hay were thrust over,
the moment i t became independent of the boat, the man and boat would wpara(e
from thehay with forces proportioned to their dsnritim.
The rpace required to oontain the productr of the combustion of gunpowder, h l u
not b a n determined by d u l experiments, but vague17 stated by some at M)O,
by others at 1000 times the volume of the powder ; taking the leweat statanent,
m d s u p p i n g a cartridge to be BU inches long, and the length of the gen to be
five feet, not more than about #& of the force generated by annbuatfon operace
upon the ball : the remaining d#etbs are wasted upon a recoil, which, overcoming
;he vie inertias of the gun with ~ta'carrioge,(whioh weighs between three and four
tons for a 24-pounder,) will drive it back, in garrison service, against an inclined
plane 18 inches or two feet. The instant the ball leaves the gun the recoil raks
p h , and the products of combustion, which remain within the gun in a high17
condensed and heated state, are opposed in their emape by the v i in&
~
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atemal dr frrm whioh the gnn d h . If d wem rtraraptsd to h rpkkd
simply upon
and raodon, by tha i n m t i o n of a fame npndal( two k.
die+ whore redstances ware u tbdr d a ~ d t i qthen rh. roooil m d d m t m y
Eertainty of sttilring the p i n e or rmvlr against WUA th. anam arsctea 8
contrary to the &act p r o d by Mng f m triangIm, Mr. Palliar's q i m m @
and the practics of a e r y sportunm. The remil too t&ea place, wb4thsr th.hrinq
bewith blank or bsll orvtridge ;if the recoil be grrm d t h a bdl, it uirss laMaly
from the rerintmca which thil o5en to the dirchaga, kin^ time for the mom
u n n p l e t e y of the guapo~cler,m d tbr paemtion of a gmter foma ;M
d m the eot of a rifled barrel, and the recoil of a foul gun.
The sky-rocket illustrates a h this theory of recoil. To inemaw tbe surfcree of rb.
composition exposed to comhurtion, rhs rocket is bored conically, d
y to i u entila
depth ;tha products of thin combustion are met by t b atmesphere ar they rurh
from the neck of the rocket, and r m i l from the renistanm ; A the tons snlum
the force increares, and .ecelaram the escent ofthe rocket, poiad and d i r e o d u
it is by the rod. The di5erenm between the f f b c r n of the rodret~and the shot in,
that in the former the form invralsa from the gradual, bat incmaaing surf- in
c ~ m b u d o n;in the latter, the fis at once gcmamd, and the L..d to the brr
which reparatem the d o t fmm tbe mandrel u gremteet at hnt, and though grdd y h u i n , alwap ddr something t o the fwce of tha diwhuge, until rh..ir
within the d i b m is e q u a l i d with the atmophThe father of thelate Sir Wm. Congreve tried somsexperiments with dmt 6red fmm a mandrel ;but M he bored the maadrel into which the dirchuge war pat, ,
d did not put the m(rgasine in the chamber af the shet, t h y f d d .
Aa the expense of trying experiments with Mr. Sieviem's &ma u toe gm& for
.nindividual to inmr, the probability ofiu b.oemlng rn most datraativeen
-&re
ought to recemmend i t to the urious attention of QevemmmL
vantages of the
tnau ef the mandral and the uniimicd weight of th.projctil.
u e immenas
hen the experiment WM made with the '26nd #hot, .ninlid watchmm d e d the cannon shot and -u&ion
upon g h s d to Primrv
Hal, before b d e s t 8 and ths d e t y of the engine to t h employed in iu uas
ma be shown is the faat, thrt the shoL whirfi burnt did no injury to thm w 6
no mirchlef eruld happen, for if the abot bunt without advanthe
m m d d , the fragmenu &opened a t right mglm, m d if with any p r o w o e , in
lines resultiw from the united form, lervinu the gunner in safety. The dd
the mandrel% very d,
and uirer d y st tb-mmumt of q-arstion from (b.
presmm of the em, which, BIOIP* f10m the d b r e , prsua, upon
and of
Lhe mandrel with dect proportionad to iU snrf.as.
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111.-Notice of the !l%eory of M . Dutrochet an the immediate g pimate Cause of vztd Action in h i m a h and Planfa
[FromNo.IX.oftbeOardener'#M~he.] .
The name of Ihtrochet ir well kmwn in the scientific world, as connected
with anatomical and physiological research&. (Gard. Mag., vol. i. p. 76. and vd.
I . p. 854.) I n the present work he is considwed to have nurpmed all his p r e h
cersom in illvatrating the lawn of vital motion in plants ;and, as fares we are able
to form P dedaive opinion on the subject, we think he haa discovered the immediate
museof the alcent ofthe u The v a r i o u ~ p h y t o ~who
t s have receded Dutrochet,
and especially b e of the Ltter end of the laat cantury, have d r d e d us s very torcect knowledge of the organs of planu ;but it
to hare been reserved for this
philoropher, to have determind their UM in a more precise maenqr than haa hither.
b bee.; done.
T b orgsna by which the u p mcend*, Id. Dutrochet bas demonstrated to be
those simple tub, utterl devoid of valv- and without an lateral intercommunication, which am a i t u a d b n t h in the roft and 4ud wood. %'he are the l phatfo
I*lof h d o l l e , the f a b Wao of Mirhel, and the coFw&emys
of our
ruthor. Tbey u e not found in the bark, nor in th. plth 3 .pd it u wdl knowt~
that the u p doer not I& through the puts of the stem.
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'Ph;e pmper juice, or clsp, after hhar been changed by the Islvwinto 8 nutritious
fluid, Mrnrding M M. Dutmohet, desandn both by the bark and the alburnum or
These obbng celln give out the nutritive
juice contained in them, through their sides ;and in spring, when the sap ascends,
it
u p a poniod of this juioe for the developement of the leaven and the
p w t h of the lant. The pith has neither the power of conducting the arcanding,
Dr. Darwin, and h e r s ,
nor the d g c e n L s a p . M.Dntmchet apeen with Lin-,
mnsidaing i t to be, to the vegetaMe, what the brain and spinal marrow are to the
y
~
s
Dr.
. A. T. Thomson (Lschrrea on Botany, vol. i. p. 379.) conjectures
that the ith ia intended chi& to give bulk and stability to the youw h o o t ; be.
muse, wgenever this becomes &neous and able to support itself, the pith dries up
m d diminiahea in volume rather than in-.
Besiden the vessela for the aacent of the nap, and thwa for the dasamt of the proper juice, there are a third description of vessels, which radiate from the centre of
.terns to their circumference, and are commonly called medullary rays. Thene
raya are composed of oblong tubes or cells, extending from the centre of the wood
to the bark, where the are met by similar tubes, in apparent but not real continuity in the bark. J h e radiated tracheaa of the wood give out the ~ c e n d i n gsap
from the lymphatic tubes, and the radiating vessels of the bark give out the pre.
pued ~ p or, proper juioe, from the descending trachea, or oblong cells, or the
bark. The juioe and the sap, thus poured out between the wood and the bark,
unite in ferming a nutritive fluid which, consolidating, adds to the bulk of the
plant, in the form of alburnum or wft wood, and liher or inner bark. This, i t
must be acknowledged, is s very simple and beautiful theory, and altogether wn.
uarent with matter of fact.
The n a t point which M. D u t d e t p&
to determine is, the muse bf the
progression of the sap in the lymphatic tubes, oblong d s , and radiating trachea.
I t is unneoessery to trace the proofs, that there is no actual circulation of the lap
in plantn but merely an ascending and d-ding
current, and & lateral Musion
und union. The oondition of a plant requisite to admit of the exercise of these
functions is, the ruseeptibility of becoming turgid by the appl~cationof water ;in
other words, that which distinguiabes a dead plant from a living one in, the turgidity of itn oellular parts. A dead plant may have its tuber, cells, and trachem
6lled with fluid, but thaw will nwer W m e turgid 1 a living plant, on the contw,whi& has been apparently dead, when one extremity is plsced in fluid,
becmm IUled with it t h m a g h u t to an excess productive of turgidity. I n a nepk
rated part of a plant, the asamsion of the rap depends on the susceptibility of turgidity of all the pq%sof the aection. I n a plant growing in the soil, the cauae of
turgidity, or of the riae of the sap, is to be found in the minute wr~icalbodiea
which terminate each radicle. M. Dutrochet, by careful examination with a
micmewpe, found that the minute conical termination of the radicle was furnished
with other projecting bodies, like sponges, which perform the office of the piston
of a syringe, and have the power of introducing into their cavity, and thro
sides, the water which coma in contact with their exterior surfam, and
the same time, opposes the exit of any fluid thene spongiolen imbibe. To this
power M.Dutrochet has applied the term endasm~se( e n d g inward, osmos, im.
p u b ) ; and he has proved its existence, on a lar r scale, in the mcum or blind
of milk, firmly closed at the
gut of a young chicken, which he filled half &l
open extremity, and then immersed in water. A t the end of twenty-four hours
the aEcum bad imbibed aeventy.tlp?a grains, and at the end of thirty-six hours,
one hundred and seventeen grain6 of water, and become very turgid. From this
time its weight diminished ;and, at the end of thirty-six hours, it had lust fiftyfour grains of the water which it had absorbed, and the milk had become putrid.
This experiment M. Dutrochet considers aa demonstrating, that the abaorption of
the water depends on the fluid in the cavity baing denser than that which surroundr
the organ ;and that, as long aa this dense fluid remains undecomposed, the endoa.
mow, or absorption continue ; while, as soon aa it becomes utrid, the endosmose
ceases, and the water passen out of the or
iccarity as rapid;y as it had enteredit.
,
when the caecum wan filled with
Farther ex riment proved to M. ~ u t r o E that
a thinner E i d than that in which it was immersed, thia thin fluid passed out of i t
into the other. This action he call exoamose (ex, out, osmor, impulse). He
farther proved that fluids of a less density than water, when the solution tontained in the mcum is alkaline, produce endosmoae ; and, when i t is acid, exosmore.
loft a d ,throagh tubular oblong cells.

~k~~~~

O Q s A a ilb Mm#ff&wa,of writing I&.,
I t ma 41
be a u p p d that, if the end of the oasoom, inmtead of baing firmly
been furnished with a amall tube, the a b a b d fluid, or endomnow,
h t a d of p d u c i n g M arms of turgidity,rwould hare mounted in the tube. Thin
M-h t r o a h e t found to be the arw. He fixed the open end of a glabs tube into
the aeoum of a chicken filied with a solution of gum and water ;and having im.

do.*. l a d

/

1

m a d the m u m in rain water, and supported the tube in a vertical oution,
he found that in twenty-four houn tbe fluid had -ed
to the top of t i e tube,
8nd that it continued to auxad and warflow at the top for three days. On the
third day the water began to sink in the tube; and on the f ~ u r t hday, tho
m
being o p e d , the fluid was found to be w i d . Theexperiment was repeat.
ed wirh the b u d s of the carp, and with the inflated pod of the common bladder
vvlns (Cdutea arbornoem), with equal s u c c a ~ .
The next thing that M. Dutrochet mdeavoured to dincover w q the cause of
fluid# pas*
through organic nubatancer potsawing the action of endosmose and
cnmrnoae ;and, as the c o n W of bodies of di5erent denritiea, as zinc and copper,
ir a well known cauw of e i e i t y , that power naturally occumd to him an auffioient to .ccount for the phenomena related. He proved thin b an experiment,
which it .odd -py
too much room to relate, at suficient l&
to mnvey webul idear to the g e n e d reader. The man of leirum and d e n m will have recouw
to M. Dutrochet'r beak ;and the gardener may ssfely adopt it aa a proved fact, that
that immense power, in a bleeding vine with a bladder tied round the ex-ity,
which Mr. Braddick (hwt. Troru., v. p. 202 ) found diatended with the rising
mq till i t b e c a d an hard lu a cricket ball, and which burst at the end of f ~ n y eight hours, has been alearly v ~ c e dto the di5erence between the npecific gravity of
the water of the roil, and that of the nutritious fluid contained in the almost inviform the extremities of the fibres of all dants.
eible mints., or swnmoles.
r - ~ -which
-,
l'h>~&ect
of tamperatum on end-ke
war, to incnose the prowe., ;hi& is s
proof of the influence e r t e d by elearicity on the procera ; it being a well known
fsct, that by inw~lllingthe temperature of two metals which produce electricity,
the eleahid oofient is i a d in intanit
I n applying his obrmatima to the vitdstatica of plants, M. Dutrochet's tur.
gidiy is shown to he produced and maintained by wdoamoae, and the accumulated
u p reacted on by the natural elasticity of the sides of the minute organs which con.
t8in it. Endoamo8e in the eaves takes plsoe, to 6uppl the vacuum which is created
by the transpiration of water from their nurf-.
~ E i sexplains the reason why
cut plants ahorb water, and why the mow and stem of a plant supply what sap
they have to the lea*
after being taken out of the ground. The L5erence of
plants, in regard to the temperature they require for the flowing or rise of the
nap, is known to vary materially in dserent plants ; and M. Dutrochet, with
great apparent reason, thinks this is attributable to their different physical capacities for produoing dectrioal ourrent..
The substanoe of M. Dutmchet's theory may thus be summed up. The sap of
plants does not circulate; it m n d s from the root in the wood or comparatively
woody parts of s t e a ~and b r a n o h , and, being elaborated into nutritive juioe,
demands by the v
d of thebark. The ssp in asending, and the juice in descending, are d i 5 u d hs(p.11y by horiaontd v a e l s , which meet in common in the sbetween the bark and the wood. The sap and p r o p juice are poured out iu this
spam, and rheee unite and form inommenu both of bark and wood. All the motionr'
of the aag and juice in plants take place in conaequenw of the operat ions of two dintinct ervl~u
of electricity I the one negative, by which the v d a have the power of nbrorption, which M. Dutrochet calls endormow, and by which the vessels
b e a w e turgid ;and the other positive, by which the v d s exude or secrete, which
power 114. Dutrochet cnlb euwrmoae.
I t iagatifying to find, that none of the results of M. Dntrochet's experimehts
an mataridy at variance with the opinions of Mr. h i ht :in some minor points
doctrines OM
!L
Knight are mnfirmtheir hypo&-.
d i . a ;but all the imp-t
ed and established by M.Dutrochet, on a baain which will not be easily moved.
-
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1V.-Observations on the Mmfactvre of toriting ~&.-BY Dr. Urn.
€From the Sd wl. of the Meoh.nio*s M 4 n e . l
Common ink for writing in made hy adding an infuaion or deamtion of the nutgall to sulphate of iron, dissolved in water. A very fine black precipitate is thrown
down, the speedy subddence of which is prevented by the addition of aproparq-r

Obrmohohm
on tha Mmwfbtweof m'ting I d .

Lewb had supposed that the dsfects d mk ariw chioily from awont of wlouring
matter. But the theory grounded on the fact discovered by M.Ribauwun rtquires,
that none of the princi les should be in exceaa.
I t is doubtful whetgrr the principles of the galls be well extracted by mtion ; and it is certain, that inka made in this way flow pale from the pen, and are
not of so deep a black aa those wherein strong boiling ia recnrred to.
From all the foregoing considerations M. R. gives these directions for the composition of good ink :Take ei ht ounces of Aleppo galb (in coarse ponder) ;four ounces of log-+
(in thin cEips); four ounces of sulphate of iron; three ounces of gumrrablc (m
ponder) ; one ounce of aulphate of eo per ; and one ounce of sugar-candy. Boil
the galls and logwond togaher in twefve pounds of water for one hour, or till half
the li uor has evaporated Strailr the decoction through a hair sieve or linen cloth,
and &en add the other ingredients. Stir the mixture till the whole is dissolved,
more especially the gum ; after which, leave it to subside for twenty four houn.
Then decant the ink, and preserve it in bottfes of laas or stone ware, well wrked.
Many recommend, that the oulphate of iron shoufd be calcined to whiteness. Mr.
Desormeaux, jun. and ink manufacturer in Spittalfielde, has given the followingin
the Philosophical Magazine, as the result of much experience :-Boil four ouneea of
log-wood about an hour in six beer quarts of water, adding boiling water from time
to time ; strain while hot ; and when cold, add water encugh to make the liquor
five quarts. Into this put one pound avoirdup. of blue galls c d y bruised ;four
ounces of sulphate of iron calcined to whitmew; three ounecr of coarse brown
rugar ; six ounces of gumarabic ; and one fourth of an ounce of acetate of copper,
triturated with a little of the decoction to a paste, and then thoroughly mixed with
the rest. This is to be kept in a bottle uncorked about a fortnight, ahxking i t
twice a day, after which it ma be poured from the dregs, and corked up for uae.
Dr. Lewis uses vinegar for Eis menstruum 8 and M. Ribauwurt has s d p h of
copper among his ingredients. I have found an inwnvenienm from the uae of either,
which, though it does not relate to the goodness of the ink, is suf8ciently great, i n
their practical exhibition, to forbid their use The soid ef the vinegar aotl ro strongly upon the pen, that it very frequently q u i m mending ;and the sulphate of
copper has a still more unpleasant dect on the penknife. It neldomhappenr, when
a pen requires mending, that the ink is wiped very perfectly from it ;and oftem,
when the nib only is to be taken off, it is done without wiping at all Whenevw
this is the case, the ink immediately deposits a film of aopper upon the knife, and by
superior elective attraction of the aul hurfc acid, a correspondent portion of the edge
of the knife is d i d v e d , m d is, by &a mesas, r e n d d incapable of cutting till i t
has been
in aet upon the hone.
If a lit% ~ugarbe added to ink, a copy of the writing may eaaily be tahen off,
by laying a b e t of thin unaieed paper, damped with a sponge, on the written paper, and pawing lightlv over it a flbt iron very moderately heated.
of the ingredients oral
Inks of other wloun may be made from a s t m w d-on
in dyeing, mired with a little alum and gumarabia. For example, a atrong deooctiou of B d wood, with as much alum as it can dissolw, and a little gum, forms a
*.red
ink. Them procooam coxuiat in forming a lake, md retarding its p r d pitauon by the gum.

ON a former occasion*, I rentured to give an approximats ~ b ofbthe valnea of
the depressions of the wet-bulb thermometer ; but aa I had not than a mdldent
wriies of comparisons with the dew point hygrometer, to estabiiah the mndness of
my views, I now return to the subject prepared to IN ly this defect, and more
mfidmt, at the -0
time, that no instrument MI.w z b e ap~Hedto t h e w role i d branch of hygrometry.
are two methods of a p r a s i q the hygrometric stat4 of the air ;dther by
the absolute quantity of aqueous vapoar existing in a e v e n qmce; or by the p m
portion81 tension of the vapour eornpared to tho rnculmum moisture, capable d
sustained by the air at any temperature: the latter ir in e v q respect the
most convenient expression, since the quantity of moisture varia for every tempmure, and it may he readily obtained from the ileual table~,When the tandoh and
the heet are r 'stered.
As in all o x e r hygrometers, then, two points, namely, thoas of extreme mobtare and extreme drought, require to be ancertained, the space between which may
bedivided into one hundred commensurable parta, to be d i e d the scale of tenaiona.
The first of these is self-evident ;for, when the air is fully saturated with moisture, evaporation, and consequently the cold produced by it, is = 0. This point in,
however, generally urmed IOOon the scale, when- it mdy be premised, that in fihdiog a formula for the tenrions depending on the depression of t e m p a a t u ~of an
maporating mrface, the complement uf the ten&&
be the most oonvenirnt
index.
To find the other 5xed point of the soale, or the diminution of tanwhich would atmad evaporation in aa w h o r e p a r f d ~ d r y i,. a the maxin~nm
b p r ~ ~ i ou
n ,by no meam ao easy a problem, sin- the air ia never dtogether devoid
of moisture in the driest weather, neither is it readily deprived theasof by arts-'
081 means.
M. O a y . L u m at one time turned his attention to the mlution of the wet-bulb:
problem, and it is to be regretted, that thin able philosopher should hhve guitted the
?d, (no doubt for othem of vaster interest and importan*) More
invmtig&
IIOM were completed. He has, however, left us, in the Annales dm Chim~e,a v d d b
@bbof deprmions obtained by passing a current of perfectly dry air over a therd
nometer with a moistenedbulb. They are gs follows, converted into Farsllheit
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Temperature.

Depreadon.
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,40. ,
68.
33.8
66.
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60.
I

65. a
7076-
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9.'98
10.88
12.7

16.1
18.0
10.9
21.8.
24.0
26.7
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AQ is nmal with experiment8 made in Europe, this d e ia nnlortonatelp not ,
ntendve enough to be adapted to our olimate.; at any rate, i t appeared dm~rable
to confirm, by actual trial, the rate of progression which might .bdeduced from it
for higher temperature#. Thu object wan pursued in the fdowiog manner.
Or. Quart. M8g.

.

1

A large gasomatex containing 180 pints of .air ,wwell dried, and the m e m o i r
thereof filled with pure*c&xmat d . i n r t i a d of wuter, i t having been previondy
awertained underthi pump that this oil did not give out theleast moisture. Above
the oil and, eonsmuentlv. within the air chamber, was suspended a large flat dish
of conce.n&ted suiphurib acid, which haa the property of abitracting moisture more
poverfu!l> than any other substance. The gasometer was connecteq wiQ t h e
receiver of an air pump by tubes, so arranged that air cquld not pass into the
receiver, without circulating through a large qn:~ntityof muriate of lime, which had
1)eeu previously heated to redness. A tllermometer and a hair hygrometer were
placed within to note the heat and drought ; and a stopcock at the top opened 8
communication with a small chamber containing the minute thermometer w'ith a
bulb covered with moistened cotton. By applying weights to thegasometer, a steady
draught could be maintained through the apparatus, without the slightest v&tiott
of the hygrometer,
although
the exterior air, from the season, was loaded with
.vapour.
A certainvelocitv of the air was found to produce the greatest depression ;-ltrom
70 to 80 inches in {he minute, which is hardly a ~erceptlblebreeze. The air was never completely dry, for muriate of lime does not appear capable of carrying the deaiccation lower than 1. 5, per cent. of aqueous tension or 9 degrees of the hair hypometer, at which point it continued from August to October without alteration.
Upon opening the stopcock the wet thermometer began instantly to fall; and
the minutest circumstances in evperiments conducted with tolerable caremay ~ W I
turn to some use, the rate of coollng was several times noted down durinaequal periods bt time. I t was thus ascertained that the curve which would nearly represent the
rate of cooling, approached to the form of a quadrantal arc ;for, calling the time i n
wh~chthe maximum depression was attained, radius, the intermediate depreadons
were nearly as the sines or ordinates, to the abscisses of the radius, or the ihtermediate times : in other words D = m d a l where i, = t? radius
a
and a = the time, in parts of the r d i u s .
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, 19.2

21.3
22.6
23.6
24.3
24.5
24.9
26.0

16.0
17.7
20.0

21.7
23.0
23.9
24.6
24.9
25.0
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The temperature of ths wet-bulb atthe
' ' .df them m
a
t
s wm 8OoY
that of the ens*r air 86') and the m&?m
deptiolion a little more than30 d&
greea.
I t w i l l be remhrked in th'e foHowin table, that tbe deprearionr obtained by my
@mats
are a degrem in
~ s ofs
Gay-Lubwo*s. This may eitho be owing
10 a g n t a dnughti of ai&
the epqdoymen't of a very minute thermom*
Over concentrated sulphurio'acid where the air was perfwtly still, the d e p m l o n
wa8 three degrem less at 9Oq than in the current of dried
and in the open air
at.75'7 when the wet-bulb thermometer stood at 84.6. g a v e found that brisk
aptation would lower it one degree, ~ M c proves
h
tb'at regard must be alwayo p 3 6
to t h s -use of irregularlt). The following is an abtract of the experiments
(hnr conducted.
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WotkJb F h m h w w J n * e M Q a r p r Air.
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BLrometer,

Thermometer

29.43

72'5
75.0
78.5
82.6
83.5

10 receiver.

.b2
.30
.26
.25
.30
.30
.20
.15
-15

I

'
I

a-7

85.0
85.0
902
90.3

.

Wet-bulb.
Them.

AqueousTansion
by Hygrometer.

472
48.2
52.1
64.8
54.6
66.0
bb 0
54.8
69.8
543.7

.OlS
.015
.ola
015
.013

'

9609
S.8
m.4

v.8
S.0

m.7
30.2
.016
.015

'

83.4

'

To corhpenaata the want of pmfect dryness in the air, the depr&donr in the
last column must be increased from 0.5 to O 7 of a degree. Another correction ir
ne.censav for the be1 t of the bbrometer. The amount ma be estimated frbm a
ahb p
e
n in Mr. kiel's
Exparimrota od Evaporation, (%ourn. Arb, IVII.)
wherem that gentleman makes the amount of evaporation as nearly as powible in
the inverse proportion of the pressure, while the temperature of the wster on the
wetted bulb d~creaaeaarithmetically for geometrical decrement$ of pressure.
Evapora- o
tiof.
3z
G I .

Inb

,

,

'

1 24

304

15.2
7.6
3.8
1.9
-.9
-6

'

2.W

&

6.68
9.12
15.92

,"

60-74

-

Depws,ion of

-

.

1
2
4
8
I6

9
12'
15
'f8

BZ

MJj

81

26

.

Depreshion
in 3)rewster'a
Encyclopedis,
Art. HY.
gromet y.

0
a
24

5
9

'

18

18

35

4a
65

1

6 L

3.
0

a
9a
Scr

'

6a

Applying the mls, whieb sebm8 to be pretty well mtablished by theae wedments, we shall find the cotmation due to a change of presaure from 30 to @
inches, is at 90" only one-third of a degree; and therefore, fer t M i n g variations
of t%e barometer, this correction may be neglected. I t appsars from the *kxperiments above, that the dep~esaionaof the wet-bulb thermometer in a
fatly dry aii form a geometric rsries, increasing with the tempawnre.
may be nearly repreeented b the formula
Log. D,==L950,
but it is better to adhere to the eqq&uental
numbers, wbere practical wen a- alone contemplated, and I therefore preter fonn.
iug, by meaq) of a dingram, a system of nnmbers which ahall a proxima@ y near)y,
,a# possihb to them : this is easily done by varying the diirenoe gradodty, to
Ir m b thi, curve uniform, M is shown in the fourth and fift4 columns.
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&6
12.4
18 4
207
25.2
29 9
347
39 7
44.9
60.2

30'
40
60

BB
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140'

Observed.

Calculated.

Temperature.

'

.

lkptnwm

+

-I

I

9.0
12.7
16.1
19.9
24.0 '
28.4
34.0

-

43.6
49.a
55.4
62.0

t:

,

Neareat approx. Diff.
9.0
12.6
16.3
20.1
24.2
28.5
91.0
38 0
43.3
49.1
56.5
62.8

3.6
3-7
3.8
4.0
4.3
4.6
4.9
5.3
5.8
6.4
7.1

-

Having then established the two extreme points of the required hygrometric
a w p d v e ob.
mrvations with the dew point hypometer of which notice was made in the corn.
mencement. Unfortunatdy, the' iemperaturej at which these cotnparisoas were
made, were almost entirely between 809and 96' Farepheit, but it is reasonable 'to
sup^ that the same liw which will accommodate this range of observations
mouldhold good for other tern raturer; and it will, therefore, be su5cient to settle
with wuracy a single line of? gromgrric tensions ; and that for the temperature
of 90 d rees, is the one to whi& our r titer can be moat conveniently adapted.
I # h a n o t attempt to copy at length% whole series, which were made between
Maroh and mber,ernbradng,therefore,the driest and dampent state of the
Each qbservation was inserted in agenqral diagram, corn rehending the temperature, the depression, and the aqueous tension as given by tge dew point h gromkw.
This d-am
pressnted to the eye several groups of the most peva$ent statea
of the air, with regard to moisture ; and from a h of these q u l d be derived an
average, a@a fixed point in the required table of values.
The figures in these groups varied among themselves four or five per cent. and
frequently more, which proves the amount of uncertainty due to'determinations
by the wet-bulb : but it must be remembered, that this variation also includes the
errors of the dew point process, which every obaerver knowa to be liable to awnsi' derable range of uncartainty : in fact, it is v& prob.lle,tbattlee difFerentia1or wet.
bulb thermometer kept conbtantly in action, m a give a fairer average rtate of the
air, than the momentary and romerbat trou&mome experiment of finding tbs
dew
even by the rudest table whilh we may construct.
I ave thought it right to confine myself in the following table to dew 'nt conpsrismrs : I had collected others with the hair hygrometer for t h u p e r i a a year
and a half, and they in a grpat m ure agree with theue ;but the deductions fmm
premim in a measure doubtful w% alwaya be looked upgn with suspicion, whmear
of the infallible principle at lmt of the dew point experiment there con be no
doubt whatever.
Table of Aquaocro Zbn&m ob9&

a d e , we may proceed to fill up the interval by means of s&m of

&.

goint,

N u m k Obs.

T-p.

Wetbulb.
Depression.

7
12
12

6
.
6.
13
8

by former table.
J

3"5

92.5
87.0
92.

g0.

-

.

13.0
17.0
20.
24.
33.1

.

Aqueous Dpprersian reduced
Tenpion.
to temp. 903"7.
8.9
053
12 3
16 8
20.
23.3
33.1

.

.

- ~ b nu&&
e
in the last column are-meen at onca to be of geomstrical i n m .
ment ; that is;'while the quantity of vapour in the air W n i n h m , the depreuion
inaa wme power of rhir diinutimt. It is not worth while to & an
exact formula to represent the ratio*, (the exponent of which in, however,
about 1.6);forbya d ~ ? m ~ t r i a l a n d d m o f t h e m d d i f i e r e n a e s , a
h a may be interpolated qurte nocurate enongh to wrve all practical puquwen :and
the deprtadon being thus h n d , ~y for every 10 percent of aqueous tension,
(whoss m.himum ir called 100,) at the temperatureof 90, the table may b6extended to other temperaturea by the iroportionr .Lerdy dLoovered of the maiima de.
D&OM
corresponding to them.
D e p r ~ ~ a of
i mthe wet-bulb The+monwbr in Degreer.

-

Tmrion of ogwow Vapour.
Temp.

80

40

0.9

90

1.7

8.9

18

- 0-

-

10.6 12.6

Prom the foregoing t a l l s ' a n inverted one may be formed, showin the
maions corresponding to g i v b depressiuns, but it will answer rufscient$ well
as i t is for theanme urpose, with a little more trouble unly in making the interpnof it. application to the observationr
latione. 1 shall conJude with a few - p h
of d i f f m t individuds :- the data of the first five are taken from the article
H y a o X & T n Yin &earster'r Encydopcsdia ;themweeding four, are f h n obaertrationsmaie by an officeson the river ;the remainder are from my own register (tb
60of the L s t five are derived from the hair hygrometer.)
The author of the ardcleHva ROMETRY in the Edinburgh Eucpelopkdig gives
a formula for the depression of the eet.bulh, dependant upon the tension of vapour
at the
temperawn, of which he argam that the evaporation, and eonsequent.
lythe coldprohoed themby, must be a function. Amsnming F the maximum
t a s i o n , f t h e actual tension by the dew point, B and b the mtandard and the
determined by experiment, he malrem
p r a u r a , and p and r pa~titier

D=-B (P- ID
; v-f 1

This formula suits the temperature s t which it saema to have been adopted
(abmt 6
6') but C n f o r t u n d y noother ;for if we calculate the maxima depmionr
for the temperahm?E of 30, 60, 90, and 120, rsfecting from the fmmula B b and
a d d n g p = 36 and cr = 10 M determmed by the writer ; we shall find D
m d i v e l y e q d to 7.0°, HO,
45", and 10SO,inatead of 9,W, 33, and IS aa proved
by &peri&nt.
, The table constructed by my& may be nearly represented by a formula depending on the temperature and pressure, the l a w of which msy generdly be

+

or where the depmsion is givy, t h e e o n t will&
1.6

5

t,'~.m1.zc~5x

d

In tMs esprsg)on r n tha unnpimmi d the maion, (mrkiag the m a h u m tendon 100,) f is the temperature, and d the depression of the wea bulb ebrrerPad. Tbe
formula becoma la8 accwate ra the deprearion approach mro.

For those whe have tkqmt d 6 n to learn the aqMxms tension of the otploG
phem by the d m point expailllent, it will MI* r i troublesome calculationto harre
I( table of reference for the d u e of the tensions m depressions ef the dew point.
I subjoin, therefore, a amall table made on this principle. The distance of the
dew point varies so little for the different tempemrurw, that one wlumn would
nearly answer for the whole, but in atmospheras nearly deprived of moisture,
Daniel's method beoomes nearly uaelass,frmp the great degree of wid re~uiredto
produce depasitipn.

.
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the ought to be gGdd in Sheing
and cutting the Hoof of the Horse.

11.--On the Pn'raciples by zaiiich

WE may aarume, in the fint plaae, *.the power of d e r i % . s d o f oppodng
mistance which exista in maoeea of horny mbnmmx, like (hose o which the d s
tbe heroe'a heel tue em@, .ja - ia WBW pmprtien tOi
aJltiw
-U@oft&3rak
,
, ,
.

,

.,

. ..

\

I

We may iurthp sranmr, tast nature, s n d a 4 e d i n u y oircoras-s
d
unrhod heofs, exaotly p m p r t l a n ~the quantity of horny matter in the fore-pact of
the foot to t h e q w t i t y i n t b b i n d per&: d h t , where the wear is
to be
grsuest, there the growth of harn ir liklsriw tbe qeUW lwrd v k M 8 a
And we m y -dude
frem Wac Bonddaatioes, (although
haps the mode
w )K
namd
in whioh
dect ia
8u mt LM e ~ p s ~ ~
~ m p a r t i w , PC-e&
there
r M M in tbe fom oftbe hoof,
@t w h i b nature originally d-ed.
As the first atop, thee, toward^ m t a i n i n g hew we eught lo treat the bind*
hoof, while it is prevented by a shoe from Gag worn m t h w part6 where w4 atharake have tPlrea plam, la w leun, a ~ keep
d bedfmtly in mind, ohe
pmvirionr whiCh nature har made for the premrvation of t h e propertiom in the
-titier
of horn matter, whioh rue eanmtid to the erirtsnw of a @4p:
formed foot ;.ad Yet US t b m eon side^, hoa
messurn a m ceuntarmted, not
anly by the Ibo6 itself, bm by the knit%ol &a fsmb w B ~ now
,
thsL the esoeti
dty for a p ~ d e heeb
d
ir a c k n o w l proaeak
~
to effeo( tBb objsst, in appsuanoe a t h u t , by p u i a g on8 the inrsl: side of #hahi&r part of the wall of tha
~ f , a t t h . t p i n t w b h e ~ ~ h t o ( ( . e ~ ~ ~ . r ~ a ~ r t a
walls turn ferward to form what a h denominated the bEcl.
loaw in m w d v e pddOch, we rhPll h d , I,
Amongst a hard of calm
belieng tbst in trimming the hoafs, t h u s is l i u b o e a ~ in
h nard, h r uuling,
ths lrnife .t the toe, t h t it is at t b heel W h h e i a r r i e z G printo.
work ; &is remark a p p h p e r h d a + 88 honrm standing a*ght
On their p s ~ ,
tams, whow hoofs, it is a h b e l i d , are #ouerPYy remmka- wide rt (hg
Amens* horn in wbrk, n k rlaoes hpve not beon obaagdfor a u ~ n l k l d l e
l e P g r h o f t i m e , w e f i a d t h e n v e r s e t s B e t b d ~ ; d t h e titi6fraPa ohetormmcr
horn requirer to be pored away'
Amengab the eults, we m e & with short t* mud bpehs, high and aqanda&
*rll, tb. b r a of tb. foot well d
,tmd the f* f a md hedtby.
Amonget the shod harm, r e 5 d long oval hoofs, n o m w and lew heah, dic
aaed frogs, uul tha hinder plvt of the base rmwvsd t4 W e mna,u in wppond, for the derebpment eE the frog.
From the above it appears &dent+ that in a l d q horaea a m , wirb regzd
to the removd of h n , is in g e u d puraued, direatly opposed ta Chat which nrtupe
follows ; md that, in place of beittg~caloulatedto counteract the w i b to be se(icic
w t e d &om stnpging altogether the agar in wrtnif pstts, where peturehaa pmvi&
ed the meana of meeting it, the ordinary system of shoeing does not even t&e tbb
matter into msitlemtisq; and frather, that it etFeeta a rapid &tawation of the
hoof i~ those parts, where nPture bsa mDds no provision for meeting waw
ar Wear.
Prom the Bircumsh4no4 of the feel of d o d odw being alwayr f& pmtly
worn as the roe, (the truth of w&ah o W & n may be readily detorppirwl by
referanre tu the Qfligers in O a o r ~of the fhnpenp'r Stud I)em)I infer, that
rbe wear
the to0, with y e w Pnid readem *erW oattle n such, as more than
to consume ail thet is provided by mature for mesting tbeaoorsquent wmte of
born ; m d that & h o q h the wesl, at dbsl
t h ciwumsturer*~
~
m.
paratively ,-t
#till such pqor$iotrr nre n u u n d m thaqu.lltrUea of h,
u
tend to Iceep the Beek expanded. From the ahove,m d fFam the *tmes
oE the
hoofs of shod horaes alwap reguiriplt mere mt&g at the
than a@the
I agn,in i&r, tBat t b p w t h of horn in obu purt of tbe hoof whpn #hod vith
imn is muolt greuaer, tbea is required to mamteia the e q d i k i u m , d t h h i t Is
barely sufikkmt te
che usat to which the u ~ a b o dbeof would kstlejeak,
in a oracs of aontind erere& ; and I further infet, ihst if by say na&a we
counteract this wear, and do not, by paring or otherwim, e5ect its re.mm4 r e
rnolr w i d y eswre bbe 8twmulartdh oT a prepondexwing maw of brn in the
frat part of the foob, to the utter d e n t d o l l ff &me prqortbna, the warloud
aistegce d which we h e mc~med,8s being'neoescl.ry fur rhe p m w d e q d Sht
form in the hoof, which aatnre originally ,designed.
If then the inevitable c e n q a e w o f rbwbg be, to osure the mare of horn tho
toe to ovezgowa the mms at the heel, and w (in meme manner not perhap, undrp.
ntoad by us) to paad- ~ontrsationiD ths lauer 8 what might the oonsepuenae k
eO still further nasktlm p ~ a i wof Lara in tlq be$, by paring away bhe .Ster
part of t b e h b y ca~~ingrbehrPl~uhmtoadait
dtbapffswreofthefreg
npen the ?&rousd, snB by rasping ths quarwn tbin, u n b the i b b that t
b fmg
will thpr be -bled to expand, in ooalequaao of it8 then rnwith l o a e d .
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Ota Sheeisg and cutting t h Hoof of tke H m a .
ance from the walls of the hoof? If the hinder p u t of the k d 1 of the hoof, and
the inner part of the bars he cut away, or mdaad, m e might praanme, that a
contraction or falling i,n of the qubrter tadnld be inevitable; partiuularlp, if the
horn at the foe be, at the ssme the, permitted to apread unworn to MI unnatural
extent : and it appesrs a gratnitous assumptkm to snppase, that a tough &io
substance like the frog should, u n d g the influence of m y prensure from the super.
incumbent weight of the hotse, be capable of forcing arander piem of d i d horn,
such as exist at the heels of a hoof; particularly, when these oky pieramwt mstaln
the principal weight of the h m , bearing too nponfthem in a falae direation, as
muse be the auw in all contracted feet.
Expecting to increase the growth of thtfrog, by cutting away the b a n ta make
robm for its development, ia an attempt ito undo &at natnre hlu already done,,
to remedy, in fact, what has already been formed amiss ;end is not an emhvour at
oorrecting a false formation, while that formation is in actual p r v . For, when
the frog and ban of the hoof hatie gmwn down to ka within reach of the farrierto
knife, their formation has long since been complete ; and no trimming, of eithsr
the one m the other, can be expected to produce any d e c t , beyond the mere reduction of size in that part, on whieh the knife has beea brought to act. But if we take
the same measurea for ensuring open he& whioh nature follows, by predemng the
psrbs of mhe foot, we shell produw .a & a t ,
due proportions of horn in dtnt1t on a substance already Fomed, But upon what may be termed an embryo
wbstsnca, the v d s h r secreting which will not fail to prodn0e a su6ident
quantity of proper matter, when the necad performmw oftheir fnnctioas ib no
loti r interfered with, by the nnduepmmm of the wall8 of the hoof.
counteract as far as possible the preponderanb, as I may say, of the m d of
Bnrn in the fore part Of the hodf, whieb 8eama to hethe inevitable wnaeqaenw of no.
ing ahues,would appear then to be what ought principally to be held in view, in atof
tsining the object of ourpursuit ;and I would recommend,there.f~r&at the'fixing the shoes, first, that aa much an w i b l e should be taken from the length of the toe : then, that the shoe should be set well baak on the horse'&foot ;that the
knifs should be used +cry sparingly in reducing theheight of the heel; and that it
never should be allowed to touch the hinder part of the 4,or t b inner aad
after part of the bam And as even by thew means we may not altogether be
able to preserve, during the whole interval between shifting shoes, the due pro.
portion between the maasen of horn existing in the fore hnd hind p m a of the foot, I
would further reaoauoend the free use of the rmp on the front of the wall of
the hoaf.
I t may be objected, that by l e a d n i t h e heebso b i b w e muut place the foot in
a position for whioh it was not deaigned b nsture, and that we must thus run the
risk of injury to the joints, and 30 forth. d u t I ask,do we not d e c t th6 same thlw
by permitting an undue growth of hornat the toe, and do we nbt tho8
uce an
edl-tobe-dthanth&whiohisob~to?
W e h s v e , i n i nerm
f l rrioh
nature, bbt.a choiceof edb allowed ns ;m d I a m d v e , thatin heepinlontieside
of high heels and short toes we em on the sste side ;fop it ts @wt injluiea and
rtrains in the bsck sinew, that we require moltly to be on ourguard; and I believe
it will nor be denied,that nothing b r i q thar impbMnt tendon more 4kquently into
jeopardy than low heels aad long toes. h i d e i t , if t b e e b j h n holds against the
short tee and high heel at the very time of shoeing, i t is WI be membered that it
will not be found to do so in a fortnight afterwards, a-account of the more rapid
growth of the horn which is y
g m the forepart of the foot. WBsa., if
the foot be cut into it* proper orm at the time o f h t e n i n g the shoe, we emure this
growing evil, that with every suocessive day the foot will be d arting more and
above pointmore fits natural pockion, by the wperior growth of the%
ed ont. '
If, for instam, we put a shoe upon a colt's foot, d o h we m q ruppase to be of
the h
lnature designed, and if the &om are to remain in theirplrrce during a
month ;she proportions of the man- of horn in tlm fore and hind
of the hoof
will then be nearly just ; but every day they will be becoming P a n d l l e o 8 ,
owing to %hesuperior p o w t h of horn at the toe 8 during the lrecond week the disproportian will have hecome @eater, and during the third and fonrth, the p i t i o n
of the faat will hnva been alrogwher fabe, thua ensuring d&
thee of t h e h
while the
of
mmahtea
weeks bnf unnatural strain on the
in t k f M of the fo6t will have become m h M eomptetely ta d m t th.t*eqaili~
bdum of the pruts, t W we are w u n n t s d , I think, in supposing nuam h @ e d
,
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if, on tW mntrary, we p*aretbk
colt*#foot *h due 'allowancs fof the rape.
r i o r rapidity of growth of l o r n nt the toe, ifwe put &in svch a shape am sill bring
t h e foot to the natural position by the end of the second week ;we shall have had,
for the lint and s q n d week pn irregularity on one side gradually correcting it.
self; we shall then have a perfect poaition of the foot ;m ~ d
duri'ng the t h W And
fourth wseks, we shall have an h q u l a r h y on the langerous Lidq dhl so great
however as what would Have takeh placq a so earl .period as the end of &e second
w e ,under the other system of management. 1rthe existence of that due p+r.
tion between the masses of horn, in the diaerent partb o n h e hoof, for which I mntesd, is deatraved by tbe exirtehod of too small a qubntity in the forepart of the foot,
during the fimt fortnight, thb evil conaeqnanm to be dreaded therefrom will be
counteracted durlng the fortnight ensuing, and an 6quilibrium will thus in a mdn.
.
,.' '' n e r be m&taind.But am every f o r d chnnae, in the pooition of the foot, from that fo; which
nature adapted tlib varioui jbintn and tendons, muat 'lte'an evil dangwroud in
proportion to its extent; .ft' will appear, that the &eater the frequency with
which the.foat is broughridto it6 hqtural pohltion,and the o h n e r thd equilibrium
of the masaen of horn is reaton!d, the fewer i i l l be the c h a n m of injury, 'either to
t h e joints, or',the Porn of 'the hoof. I n pIa& then, of a chan e of &as every
month, ap; asstlm,edabove for illurtrition's sake, let urn suppose tfem to be shifted
every f~finight;' and tlte hoof. heing trimmed eaph time, M t h reference to the
.changeof form, f'rom the une+al growth of horn, which the hoot must undergo
duting the inte+al, dlwaya aiming at having the foot in its proper s h a h and
position hiring the iniddle of the term ;and we make m near an approach to' what
r p p a m , in theory at leart, perfection in rhoeing an can be obtained ; became by
so doing we keep the relations of the differcot parta of the hoof more nearly in
their natural stata,.and the extremity of the limb more nearly in ita natural p o r t
tion, than we can do by any other mode of treatment.
The above b e crude thoughts and conclusions, grounded upon what appear to he
.true ahd obvious principles. They are offered, not as the result of well conducted
-&perimenta, made with iefecence to the determination of the .truth of the views
submitted ; but be&uae the necessity for keeping the masses of horn in some sort
.of equilibriuin does not a p r to have m r r e d to any of thole writers who have
treated the subject scienti cally, ,as being a desideratum in the treatment of the
horse'n hoof, and because it is still unfortunately found, that the majority of hoofs,
after beisg ip thi hands of the farrier, do lose their natural shape, however smoothly
they may be pared out and trimmed, with. whatever nkill the semblance of na.
t u r a l bars along the aole ma be createdby the dexterous useof the drawing knife,
h h d with whatever art the Keels may be made to assume the appearance of that
widtk, ypch pature iniended
, .they ,s%u?d in d i t y posaw.
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Tho method of 'mwuh$
'the heyht? .of &untab by the buometrr in well
k n o w . The form& gemrally emplqed wba+ a book ofl ogarithms is a t h a d in
~ 5 u e n t l yabort, and (to t h p e acquaintid with the principles on which it is
foudedJl#simple. Neverthdw I have found that to m e it appears perplexing ;
add to which, a table of logarithm8 may not be immediately procurable in many
w. At all event? I have thought that a simple method of deducing the ,reultn
d.h?ornetlric meabolgmenrs, 'which, ,F&idm ,belag' inde$tiridimt of logutkhis,
dhould
en&*
free fiom ~hmbiguity,'might prore acceptable t o eothe'of*\d
r&&n. If you '&re of thib opbba, you will.oblige me bygiving inaefhn-w
. .
.
-...,
wmmunication' in one of your early numbers.
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of w r y at $WO rtrtioer, with the temperature
Qiv- tho b&bt of the
both of the irir m d oh mercury ; the former Being shotvn by the detached, the lstc
b.p fie a t t e e d therm~me*.
, Required the di5erenm of level of the t w ~

eiatiqb., ,
r t b ,first
if ,th? oorumqs 6fm;ermrp be qot of the ~ & em p e m t ~ ,
(O reduce tw to ~ t . T ~ J~cr.doqe
I
by adding.@ the colder, or subtracting from thq
w w r ,sf
of in length, fpr every. degreg.
o'f difference between the atmched
tp&momatep*.
The,d u r m ) b being ?edu& dthe m e tem&tun, tbe calculation of tI+e 4if.
f m c e ~ level
f
:a &aently way b atyqding to tbe following prwtiealrula
tplumpr, and remove the decimal pobt dve
\rt-qake
Lalf the difference
~lsce(8tp: $e,righ& addkg w many cipl+(rrp.a; may n ~ a r y .Diviiie by tbd,
sum of the columwt, the quotrent 1s the apprournate
Lfferenee of level ip
-English feet.
2dly.-Divide
the sum of the columns by the difference, rejecting l b t h s ' s n d
1000th~of inches. With the qilotiht, divide continually the approximate height
found as above, reserving the alternate quotients, i. e. the 2d. 4th. 6th. &c.
Then these quotients divided hy the odd numbers 3, 5. 7. &c. gire the 1st. 26.36.
kc. corrections which are in every case additive to the approximate height.
3dly.-Correct
the result thus found for the temperature of the air in tbe fob
ing manner. From the sum of the detached thermometers, subtract 16O.3, mule
tiply the approximate height by this remainder, and divide by 1000 $. 'Ipft quotient increased by & 01 itself is the correction for the temperature of them: ~t u
additive. If we wish to 11escrupulously accurate, me may subtract fZom
m+
rection $.+,'%5of itself.
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Phis rule will give thd difference of level with the same depee of precision as
the logarithmic calculation, by attending to the corrections mentioned in the second
pzrt of it. In barometrical measilremcnt, however, it mould seem to be expecting
more accuracy than the method is capalble of, in the present state of our information, to be si>licitous atlout such small tliffexencecr as 10 or 12 feet. This being the
case, the Zd part of the rule may be safely disregarded, in thecalculation of heights
that do not exceed 4 or 5000 feet ;by which, theoperation-is reduced to a division by
three places of figures. Even in differeuces of level amounting to 10000 feet,
one correction wili be fo~intlsufficient for every practical purpose,
As to the Rd part of the rule it is not pecnli:lr to this method, heing equally necessafy when that by logarithms is resorted to. So that, upon the whole, to those
not well versed in the use of :hose numbers, this method may be preferable. Certainly, for small elevations, it seems both shorter and easier.
Perhaps I should not omit to mention, that I have taken the rate of expansion
for air as at,, of it8 volume at 32' for each degres of Fahrenheit's thermometer.
This is the determination of MM. Dalong and Petit, and, i t ia ~ i d , Mr.
~ f Dalton
and of' hf. tfa . h s a c . Puiasant'a formula is vitiated by hin using a co&uent,
e q u i l . ~ , ~ , rfs~ ahr
. rep
~ uhe ~it's i ~ a l e . , .
I shall noy take, as an example, tl+edifiemceof I d of the Pic du Midi''
above T d , M measured trigonometrically by M. Runond and barometrically by
MM. Ramond and D~pgor,the parti*
of.wpi# may be seen in P u i w t ' u
Oeodonie.
MUW.,~,T a p . Me@.
T6f 4%
snmmit :&the P
&. .837W
4S.5 (F;)
3W.2 '
. . Bsr~metei.
65.6
68:4 '
bo. kt. M. Ihngoq;-'--73668t..
..
..,,
, ,
,
,.
,
, ,
+ ..
' ,
, , .
'~:16.1
eqm lo6.e
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Ue +

op&aw
il dY
wf&.tij~~m&ab
two dfiPn.cpd
mulwplyllpg by the dtfltwp&t to & height .ofthe boropeete~.,w.b.wmWd,

mpe of :th
th~momqfea..,The prodq~su the aomctlon s u b t m o t i ~
ifthe. barometer be the warmer.
When great accuracy,& not required: i i will tend to tha materially shorten.
. ing rhis division to rejOq4 lOOOths and 1 0 0 t h ~of inch- from the division. The error
in h ' htr of 1~~ f ~ can
t hardly exceed 10 feet.
ir dons by mrrely removing the decimal point, three p h to the
$?his

+

-

' ~ ~ ( ~ d ~ ~ a b e b w r o a r c c s l l ~ a i a g ~ . p A i r m r # a l a r ~~rm s o ~ +
what linear meanue they are given, p h d d
b bath
gim ia t b m e . &a d e r q m i r c a , ~ ~ m
t , l ~- p m - L
q m m e d in Fahrenheit's a d s , and ~ a d i m g l ytbe i ! a & k t S l ~ ~ the am
T"j'
th&rtnometbr, w 'vm by ~uiaslmt,Lave bean d r r c b d te r h MII1.u rbmc.
wb3pemcmd *hwa,
*
L ~6 redass &mgcarial ~al- w

b of no consequence i

,W

,*

16,*1

= , 0 0 0 ~ 9 5 $ 1 6 ~,001178
1~

,

--,-"-

And
--,00118 t l , 1 8 ( 4 the mrtecteddm@ ef th.memdd akraP,
The c o ~ i s m W t e d ~ a ~ ~ t m r o m,W5&rrth.ruina.
r t e r
The two ~IU'OHIM~~
being ,7344

,5378

~ h &
dnra b 1,4116

-

T h & w ,1992

BatPWdib. =
,
~
n
n drdiPvl*t
l
~
~
5 placsb to the right it will be .
gsOO
Diuidhig
the rmm 1,WM we
7764 f-tho
W h t or
didarsnee of h d .
2. For the certixtianii.
bid&1,2116 the sum by ,1972 the diffeerenqe, the quotietit is 6,&.
N o w dlvidg .the approximateheight 7754 w n t i n d y by 6,U the q w t h t r we,

-.

1047 1st
163 2d.
25 3d.

4 4th.
Now diride tbe ad. 4th. 6th. b qaotientr' 3.5.7. L o , for o4s 1st. ad. and
81 kc. oornrdmu.
S)iBS ztrd' quotibat
L

64,s. 1st. &I?~W%~~OII.

11)0,4th qnotlmlt
i
.
L

,a m. etnwkhn.
These C6tmctlom ar8 al+ap ddMwu:

,

Appr6ximatc heigb 7764
I h . Cmrediofi a 8
M. intto
.8

-

-

coh.enea heiKh6tan,1
3. Correction for the tan

ure of the air.

From the ~ u m
of the G e d thermometers,

DduaS

106.6
16.d

-

Remrdns
89.3
,Nowtth8 corrected height 780% mnltipfied by 89O.3, and divided by 1000 &=
i t becomes $68,9 = the correction for the
697,2, ,add@ to this, 68,/2 =
qmouion to the approximate height 780%
h p w ~ u r of
e the air, A I
t h e g u m is 85,b.l the true
of level by baroxhetrical muuremenL
@mawtriad rnetbo(tr,it w a found
~
to k 8SP,+

gem
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When we say that a body is elastic, we sfmply mean, that on comprec~ingit, if
the pmsure be removed, tho body regaina its original volume.

-

case with?air. A

-o,f

btldty, t of

Air will bear considerable comp-ion
; in the state in &h
w;breathe it,i t in
t
.
pmwd by a column of mercury 30 inchen in length.
Take n tube cloned a t one end, and at the pther furnished with an air-tight
pbton. S u p p the pi8tan loaded with a weigbt = to 30 inqhea of lpercury Then
as there is alllo the weight of the atmosphere, the a b is pressed by a double weight,
and will be forced into one hnlf the original cpsea NOWsupposing the temperature constant, the pihtor will rest my at b, ab being eqw1 to LC. Now heat the
oplinhr, the phion will rise to a. The wei ht then whi& a given bulk of air
will endure without compremion depends on t f e temperature.
T L relation which the temperature beam to the weight is as follows : Under
a pressure of 30 inchm of mercury, air expands from 1 to 1.375for 180" of Fahrenbeit s thermometer, being 1 at 32 and 1.375 at 212. At 212' then, it will bear
42.2 inches of mercury, without being compressed; at 32', 30 inches; at 148'-, (i e.
180" below 32') it will bear 18,75. A t 328'-,
7.5 on1 ; and at 448'-,
0. That
is to say, that if i t be cooled dowa to 44&, air wil]i not hear comprmsion, so as
to restore itself; will not support a weight ; most probnhly it would liquefy.
W b t is t h m the cause of ahis curioua pmperty of heat, by which
may be
made to support a greater weight,?
air inkless spam,.by which it is enabled to w p
W e -that a weight oondeport that weight without further condensstion. I n this case the pjrrticles ar;
brought nearer to each other ;a greater number nre contained in a given space ;that
is, the specific gravity is creased. Now heat the air, and it wiU,exps+ndand
the pistoppF xvei&, till the spring of the air be a precise i*lance*o the
form
pressure. W e see then, that heat may heutralize the power bf gravity acting on an
elastic fluid ;in other words, that W Lelastic$uid healed, may produce the same affects as gravtty. Another conclusion we may draw is this, that the parity of the fluid
is no obstacle to its action. Take the instance before, suppoae a c = 1 ft an4
the piston pressing with a force of 60 inches of mercury. Heat it to 212O, and it will
expand to 1 315fY. and still mppert 6Oinckea. The specific gravity im here enly
&of what it was. Heat it again to 392, it will expand to 1 76 atill t h a w pre&
sure. Heat it to 572, it has doubled in volume +qd,qonsequentlyis only 4 the weight
or density it was. So that by 840' of heat onehalf the quantity of matter is made
to support the same weight. Agsin if ,we take h drogen, which is $, of the
specific gravity of air ; the same con&siens,willhord.
May we then proceed a little further and say -As gravity may be counteracted
by elastic force derived from heqt,i as tbe latter may in every cane be substituted
for the former ;is it not probable thatgravitp ia t h e d e c t of some elastic medium of
extreme tenuit of auch teaa'ty as will d l r enable it to penetrate through every
redr~ctim two d w s p of ,phenomena to one cause, is a strong
substance Z
temptation to adopt such an opinion. May ic not be owing to the action or elastic
force of this fluid that all hodim gravitate or are pressed downwards ; naf, even that
the alastic forcaof a gas is owing? and thb latter conclusion is greatly strengthened
by the known fact, that all gases and even vapoum expand after the same law.
I n the state of gas, the particles of the body are so widely separated as to afford
mom fo this agent to exert itself. Thos, steam has in the same space only rsba of
the nw'b,r of tae partiolea which water h a .
But further : what if this elastic mecum which wemay suppose to fill all apaca, be
the quse, also of heat ? Thus we should account for equilibrium of temperature,
wpllponly explained on the principlg of radiation. Such an elastic nubstance, if i t
be a;lm ca able of entering aolid bodied and 'combining with them as we see gasm
do, woul%account for what is called latent heat. Th&e Me, howkwer, I think,
some difficultiep in this latter hypobedis dIdlcult to be removed, in partiOnlar the
phenomena of combustion, kc.
But again if we suppose the phenohena of heat to be something different from
the mere motionof this elastic medium, we shall be then f o r d to admit, that temperature will modif the force of avity : ~ u c ha conclusion appears p m t y well
established by Mr. %erapath, who f w ingeniously supported the above opinion.
TYILO.
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It rometim- happens, in obmoing equal altitudes for the time, in mtlng a chro.
name(er. that the ahornoon obbervation is lost by nnaroidable tircurnataW or
for@tMnma In m& a omm, if the error of the watch be required, them II no help,
but that of ohaemng -her
or unequal altitude in the afternoon. To cave ths
m h h of calmlaling esoh of the observations at t i l l length, the following formula
ww investigated 6 and as It may be usefulto obaewem, weare happy to give it a phm
in oar work. I t in obviously applimble to other cnsca &an the one &ova indicated.
Let ZS be the wrreetd morning smith distance+
dnr the difference of evening and morning,
.
Y,che horny diatance from noon of morning, -0
dp tb'e di&enoe of the honry dirt.ncer from noon,
YS the polar distance,
PZ the co-latitnda :
Sin f &8rk (ZS + 4 dy)
Then Bin f dpSin PZ Sin PS Sin (P$ f dp)
The investigation is aa follows.
Con ZS
COsPZ Cok PS
,
1. Con P = ,
Sin PZ Sin PS
Dn PZ Ym PO
Con (ZS
ds)
Gm PZ Cor PS
2. C6s ' P + d p
Sln PZ Sm PS
tiin PZ Sin P8
Cot Zs-Cas (ZS
ds)
3. Coa P-Cos (P dp)
&n i'z bin Pt3
f ds Sin ( z A 4 nlr)
COS 2s-cos Zs
a
S'
Liin PZ Sin YS
'
i
2 Sin 4 d z 6in (2 ( d r )
Sin PX SIUP8
But 4. Coa P-Cos (P
d p ) =. 2 Sin f dp Sin ( P
f dp)
2 Sin 4 d z Sin (Z 4- 4 d ~ )
ThePatme" sin 4 = sin Z sin PB L u (P +4 dp)
z + ( dy = erid.o& the m- of the wniL d i ; t m a , and
P 4 dp s h . U the e l a p d w e .

-

+ -

=

+

+' =
+

-

J
-

+

+

+

EXAMPLE.

'

On the 27th May 1819, fn ' laiitnde 31' OY,4 the fellowing altitude
run were ohserved at the time set oppodte them*
H.
- M.
-- ' 8.
A.M. I~P
w,9 at a1 ST 45,l
P.M.63.67,4 ,, 2. 28 6037
PS is found to be 68' 4W,6
am 04' 4ar1

.

,

Ar. Co-sine PZ
Ar. Co-sine PB

the

58. 5434

68. 49,6
Siie 2" 27'06"

1

Om48,3a
17,s

--. 3

Middle time, 0

-8,63119

23 53 29,G time of noon ; t0 be corrected by
a w e r i n g to change of declination.
Ths,f~rmulaaLeo nerves to iiqd the c h a v in altitude o a t v n d i n g to D givm
htervdof
and vice-vena.
,
I
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v 1 . - M n g t of SocMtia.
I. ~ ~ ~ T I C U L T&ram!.
~ ~ A %
Tho Soaietymade cb& i r u a lBitribu$ion ofpaLw at tbe T m n gJ1 on Wdneaday, Jmwq Ilth, to tbs naive gardenere whp were dde to rodlice the brt rbaw
ef vegetabh. ~bnumber of -pedtom
ww IIa m usuQ
thorn*
thinly a t ~ d e d . Tb arunplr, of vegrtaUea were infer& to thorr ofa formar oca&n,
oLoluo~unorattributable w the k i e t y not having thir year recaivd
their s ly of i d s from Enghnd for dhtributioa to tbe mdam This at leut

,

-

p m v m X t t b wrty9rarwiona have
pmduoti*of~aatwfit, and w tro*
we hope, will not be loot ht of. A numbor of native gentlepp61 War@ p m t , a
circumstance we n m r d
phnm.
I n the d n g the W t y mat a t tba Aoiatia Soaiety'r app&rmesta, for the purpose of receiving the B-n of tha Garden Committee, called for at the last meerlng :
The President in the chair.
The Secretary read an abstract of the minuter of laat meetidg.
The President read a paper, partly 0x1 fhb ataw of tho funds of he h
partly on the .tab of the garden. Mr. B a b h n begged to be lfi#omed,'%$t
the Society was to consider the paper now read, as the report which the W e n
Committee had been requested to Mlbmit to this special Meeting ;or merely aa a n
a ~ a for
y which the Societ was indebted te the pmident hima&: bemu& if it
were a paper offered by the&ldena
individually, be (Mt.R.)would consider himself precluded from making any t b m h upon it, however much ir waa obnoxious
to animadvmiqn. Mr. Leydester said, Phat the paper was entire1 from himself ;
and Mr. Robison therenpon stated, that his object in &ng
t i e motion at the
previoae meeting had not gbaen obteiaed. and that this mpecial exhaorhinary
meeting had taken p b in'Pain. Re therefore moved that a Committee be appointed, to t& the I)rBeflCststs ofthe Society into consideration, to report upon
its finan-, an9 laws. ~ l d wan
s seconded by Mr. Calder and carried, when the
following gentlemen were named as the memben of the CommitteeMr. Bruce, Capt. Jenkins, and Mr. Hur
Mr. b y s t s r lair on the thblb a ~ i soft Z Z E 2 i o c i e t y * r ~ n - W U * ~
d& ated " Horiw Aliporentir"
&paper read by ~ rLeymter
.
Mag inclodsd l a m b letters, to his address,
from Mr Mi&,
head gsrdenr, whioh were amddered impropa, it waa proposed, and weed to, that the Committee now named should partimlarly inveatigate Mr. Mitchell's conduct in regard to these lettem.
The Sacmtary read a letter from Mr. Moore resi ing the Society ; and from
Mr.Chestex rmigning his situation as member of t g Garden Committee, on the
ground, that he had been chosen by the President, without the sanction of t h e
Mety.
Mr. Robirad pwpmd, th.l the meetingohonld come to a resolution of
ing, whether the Asiatic Society would receive the Agricultural and Rorticultursl
M e t p an 8 branch of itself, in the same manner as the Physical Committee of that
Society is now constituted ;and thii with the vim of introdu 'ng m e regnlarity,
energy, and unanimity into ita proceedings. The proposal, J t e z mme dimssion,
was agreed to be postponed ;and the Committee of finance now appointed, wan
reqnested to take this matter into its consideration, and report ita opinion to the
Society, on the expedienpy and pratioabiiity of the m d r e .
Dr. Btrong submitted six oeffee plRnt. r&
in the
e, and six reared in the
run, with the view of .howi.g,contrary to the reeeiv opinion, that the plants
wltich had alwa s bear expeed to thq sw'q rays w e n *both bgUer wooded, and
had finer roots J a n the others.
The meeting adjourned riru dis.
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VII. SCIEXTIFM
IXTE&LIC+EBCE,
&c.
1.-Tramverse S t p q t k of &ain W d .
A vduable articlehas appeared in the Military Repository, ernbod
in a hble
tlm L . t a of a udlgr)c*.enta,
performed on this subjet3 a t U%~I
C%Url.
Agen &Rsip(lr. e woods select4 were Ben@ Sundri Mdnm MI,Oonkr
8 1 1 ; L o o n Teak, Java T d , P e p Teak, Bombby keak, kurulgmn$

3

.

wm-6

Wrrsj dal, Nmw.drZ
Qprtmsatd a
e+wb 73 ~ n la hhgth, 9 mob..yuuec
60 ineba bohmen the
gnintr of +upport. Amongar other zesdta ,( appeerd t i r ths h g d aal, t
b
&
~ n w n e d wrb
, equd to the Plmw
d h m h t g with OPOlb.. Md a ds8etwngth daraab b aa of B s n o l t auions
of 21 inahea. The great range in
and valluble of the
T~M&U R
m and Bombapr Mdalmr,
117.5 and 69111* g i b g a ratio of 3 r Ir. Both ruoda were .easdned. Tbe htghwt
due of Bombay (dbL wss a89h.h g d Sundri is che atmneeae a d tried, and
muimd 13841bs. to br&
iF Plmag W i.tbosest, 1319. It dplcarsin g e m d l
Jbsr the woo& rpese r m q p br behlg uawnsd 4 in $hemmdf 6amdri the di%ersws
WM ~
b l e 191M
, end 90% w 3 : 8. TPs @eater8 range of 8.1 Cand
Plok.m, waa 1319 (o 1179. when seuoned r unmwod, it did dot go &low 1m.
Mwaag &dBetti8 g.eo only 787, T$onet r a o n e d 917, u l d ~ a # i d u u h 483.
UWE

-

Y&

!Z.-Compa&

I,

of Oimehfa

.

A vvry valuable paper waspublished iq the 0rieq.d Quarterly ~ & i n e , being
an extnct from the proeeed~ngsof the R e n m I u w Society ;giving an arm-

lysis of the various l~mertonesused in fndia for making lime, and the reanla of
loroe wperiments on the comparqtivei value of thr wmen*l prepared from them.
f i e method of analysis was raJIq different from that us y employed The
limestone in powder " was wpoaed in 8mdl c o v ~ cup&
d
to e regulated heat of
an asray furnw. h e n the f l s t heating waa not sufEcient to expel d l the
'n rnbmitted to the fire; qpd to prove that all the
carbonic acid, they we e
gas had been 'driven o& a y w of the muaten were further heated without loan of
weight in a forge."
A very ingenious method was adoptd to prove the correctness of thin mode of
analysis. The lime, rendered wurtic by tho prgoedipg op&mtionwas converted
into a h drate. The increase of weight waa found to correspond wth the mh n i b aoi8driven a.
The etnployment of this method of &flatlon hasa5orded a verp valuable hiqt
towards the solution of the rur di5calt problem of separating lime from m w sia, or rather of estimating thnr respective quantided. I t appeam that magnesia
d m not form a hydrate, no that the i n v e of weight la sn index to the quantity
ef llme fn any magneaian limestone*.
The results of the analjsea are veq in a table, frqm which it appeam,
tkat the several kinds of Kunkur 1 mestone vary from 54 per cent. carbonate of
lime to 97. The Silhet limestone u y d in Calcut9, it appe~rq,L pure carbanate
of lime.
The following results were established by the e~$&f~&taon m e i ~ t b .
1. That the half bnrnt brick-duet adswers as PBU as the heat baked, in mix.
ture dith lime for a d r y or water cement.
more' than an equal weight of
2. For aubatantial work there should never
Boorkhee, even if the lime is thorongfily aalcined.
3. That the hardest Iqortar, bnd that least p e r v h a to eater, waa compos&l of
one part of lime, and two parts pounded strong Bunkur.
W e strongly recommend the original article to the attention of t h m ~f our
readers who w e interested in the snbj?
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3.-0n prodm'ng Eprly Grupes.
Z%e fouoning extract L frem a letter by a gmtleaidn in the upper #dvinras,

addres;lsd to hi8 friend la Wcutte.
'* 1son that yoa are n w a member of tlle IIenienlturaiSocfetf ;in that I should

delight were I an inhabitant of Calcutta.
16 the practicalpart of gardening, I made some progrezca while I rojonrned at Cod,
for I succeeded in getting my p p a rip. during the fimt week of March, though a

T b o autbor Jw
to fo&w up hiq vim, on this suhject by some further experimenu. Those who have read the paperr of Dr. Daubeny and Mr.
Phillip8
.c)urowledge the value of the above hint.
\

die ts* d( bb
tober, and afterwar8 t r a i n % hon bamboos, hear the @butid an th6 south side of a
wall, protecting them from the frort at night by screens of uI&stretabel on bemboos. My intention was M t d n &em &I theaorth sidd a t tbt walk, till I pffaived
the buda beginning tomell ;then I shonld have &an@ the videsit0 the sotlth aide;
they h0eerer,came out into flowet a few day8 a& the pnhiag, whlue I wlfs awav,
and consequently I could not move them there: for ~WU' dPd66+g
=theah&.
So 1 let them remain sill the grapea were well h h e d , *andt%n pnt them tb rhe
other side ; thisy~hmev'dr,~killeda great many Of the leam,'b jmtting fheir it&
6urfaces to the sm;i I &ought the l a v a w o u l bhve tamed t x d r u v d a & u
the sun) : st111 the grapes were ripe in the beginaing df Msrdh, and wemlas g o d aa
thosa which the name plantsprodacad the former year, in Jnne :had t h q )reen cisind
at first on theaauhside bey would havebeen far better I have found grebt elBBet in
ringing peach treen ;the fruit of the rin
hranchen was more than double the size
of that on the unlon of the same tree.
nging did not in the least alter the applm
or figs; this is directly contrary to the experience of Mr. Knight in England.
Grapes I found much improved in size and flavour by ringing, beside* being ripe a
fortnight earlier than those of the unringed branches. At this place, I have unfortunately only a very small garden at present, and in it there are no treee of any
soil
---- "
b L Mr. B. has a pear tree in h i garden,
~
which thin year is bearing nine peon;
I hope they will ripen. The tree itself thriven beautifully, also the Engliah
mulberry. The latter gives a great deal of fruit, the appearance of which is ver
fine, hot there is very little flavour in it. What is the reason, that apple pips wd
not germinate in this country ? I have sowed them frequently, and never succeeded
I
B.
in a sihgk instance."

m a of mine. The plan I adopted wa8 metely to prune'the vind(l.&

1
4.-Size for ddmaged drirwing pnlper.
The usual receipts for the recovery of drawiig paper that hqr lost its lice,

The writer q t mean the feaula or starch wbiehhar passed thtough tbe
cloth. The gluten was the rebidue thrown awa
Qumre, If this be the w r i t a r
rneanivg, wq Id JIO$star& or h a i ~powper, wgich aesgh of them PUN feculr,
answer as meL? Bn.

,
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Errata in No. 2.

,

page 69 line 6 for "for," read "for." '
,, 59 11 from bottom, for " Dr. Butler,'' r e 4
,,I 56
9 'from botwm, far '' ~nor6icrr,'' re&

,,

,,

I
i

d

.

But*."
"" Dr.
econodcal"

.

1

washing i t with alum water, mbbing pasp an the back of tqe sheet, have been acknowledgedby all that have trie(l them to be$ not perfactb ~wloss,yet by no meam
fully curative of the evil. Our readers will be glad to -1
the following new, a d
il ie aasertg, perfeqtly succebsful pmoau, d i r n e r e d at t h e h b a r Amateur, Lithqgraphic Press, and poldished in the John Bull newspaper under the signature of
Lithos. I t is stated tq have the further ad~antageof making the warer ea)wn
work with more frqdom,tban they will even on good,paper. The followiqe iq rhe
receipt..
The paste.-Take a hanaful of Soojee, and having placed it in a s;up tureen, pow
a quart of a water aver ,itt,and then work it well with the hand for hpJfm hour,
with a view to detach thegluten from the Soo'ee. Then ntrain,the whole$hroagh
a piece of cloth, throw away'the remidue, and $low the liquor to subside, yhich will
take three h o u p Thw+,pour off the water, and the gluten' remains k , & e dish.
Mix the gluten with a plnt of oold water and pour it into a plver mucepan,and
boil it to q proper consiqency, rhich it ap ars should be that of very thin paste.
H o w lo prepare rhs drawingpnper ur8l6hir paste-Hgvtng
placed,the Raper or
drawing to be prepared, on a large sheet of common pmer, wrap a piece of fine
mudin about your fore-finger, and havingdipt it in tho pas% rub i t 6.rt on
the back, and again on the front of the paper, until the paper takes the colour of the
paste through and through. Then laythe paper to dry, lifting it once or twice, that
~t may not stick to the surfaoe gn which it is pl&.

.
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To tbe d o t c ~ l e s s ' o b a r v w tbe
, bethdd employed by the natives of Ffindnskh
to pibcari a& a supply, of water, as is not afforded by the season, or rather,
r h i i h the intense heat of the dimate,and the exsuccons nature of the soil demands,
i n in abundance that would be, not only useless, but hurtful, in many other countries

wmde from the tropics, m m t have suggested very naturally the reflection, that the
labour m applied wouid mnatitute a very ronsiderable proportion of the cost of the
proandion of most of the Lsnd in cultimiion ; and that a less~xpensivemode of cornmanfig auch a benefit, might rrdPsatageously be borrowed from the practice that
obtaips in other part9 of the world.
Water, and tease vegetable debn'q in the attenuation or extreme division to which
the ktteq are subject&I by the action of the sun, and of spontaneous decomposition,
wern to be the ehkfpabula of plants.
Moislve and a certain degree &:kcat are done kufficient, in many instances, to
elicit rapid vegetation in a small Wep :while, on a more extended scale, the means
of pPocpring stability, to eneble the yohng plant to withstand the action of the \rind
rnd m u , an abeolutely requisite : and the mechanical aid of pulreruknt mineral
m e becollles i n d i s p ~ b l ynecebbafy, to enable the rafiical filaments to embrace
a e d i s i d m partides of such matter, as is destined to favour alike the future
dcvclopment of the tender stem, nad to maintnilr it by im mrchnnical properties in
an mot pemtien a,as tobecome the intermedium of its subsequent subsistence and
nourishment.
Soil, beat, and moisttm, M welI .s the hmaior of former veGtation seem, then,
ta be.neoessq te rigornun and abundant produdon. The produce is generally f o u q
to be dependant upon the nature of the soil,aa it ~ g s r d s . t h e,quality,as well as the
qaaetitp of'Wpro;duetion. Thedegree aP hettt and its duration ;the abundance, ~t
deficiency of the moisture ;.the extent of the supply of vegetable exuvile, aided by thb
prcuiiak'nature of the miheteP sdbotaneeu .found on the awface of the earth, atfec)
rerp matemMtly W qadi . and quantity of products, whether of indigenous, OF of
-tic
growth, meel one%nd.and naturalize another, without ezciting more than
& aahlral &ri&ty of'man 'bobserve the wonders of cteation, or without elicit
Prig a gm&m.poarcr'of4ntellect, than the ability to reoord the facts, and v.n%mg
ng them*.
!?d;!%&e.
&tngea
most h d e to abundant vegetable p r o d ~ c t i o ~
ih.,
..utltpara d n w i ~ t u meven
j
up to the period of fructuation, is one lo uuiverrally felt and acknowledged, as to.beconsideled the sine qnll non of vegetationt.

I

1: *: &A.
*
I

'ua~?bus mid,
tional animal." Go to science, and
bml, pas'ecc&wc, ' I the exact s
the 0% ring of
sofar light a a l w a known
~

to

k

I .

ma]m r l not much noticed, 1s well known to affect the vege&!kl6 organization ; an#

sometqm-ilhenta may beexhibid todemonstrate the mechanicaleffect of vegetatioq
pf .rapid,dwelopqent and growth produced-by 'the agency of the deqtric
¶?uEd,.bp'mennr of the intermedia or conducton, fluid and solid,.munPiag

the resuJt

''

MA
is a mrening, but most oftmi an i*her if the.blunders of.*hrt the philosophen

~ am not
" the greatest errore. that *re, eper
.
,
..
n e c e s q vigorous,ru artiiiei.lliht arickly ~ y t a t i o n . @leetrici~,,
which may account for meny henomma in the mi-

+

,

.

mr --,

datdld-aeklnngdatba,many~tLtmqiqt
I

,

Born a d o f a a r r ) . i m s i r s l ) , ~ s o m ~ ~ h o r r r ( p s r .ad'emn
d);

froaeaehoim&r)rQaqtm~&t. ' i h e u b n a l ~ f o r c u L e ~ , p e f ~ k , m ~

1

e t y i a 1M)Ofmhqsrlirns."
r
It d >be h w t in
~ the nabad past d thii *y
mrp mtkifacQri!y, that 8ha
at# aP imig&min Ibe nodmm -tea of
does not mased onedthird of the
-nee
i n d in India : pnttimg tbe nhof ~ordimmy
II
tabonre'. day's exertim, ce tb& lo* in sihrt, om a sak ef the mhangeable ralile of that me?
'
im Gaqopc ud in B i n w a n , at the srme period.
j

1
1
1
l

w,

.

bswpt,t*-d~~kodf~b.aleb~taduabninl;
rbiL tLs srtifioial.
d wutm, to *#ct lmctuofswnhg, in some prts ofEumpe!,
ia a-bed
amung the lwst po@t&k.
of the sble, arld anpplhs a large
remntw, ~ n ~ f t s m r . o m a d p d @ t p 0 ~ u n k n o a n , a n d ~
,k.dwkt every other dM&m of that quarter of the
=at
curious, shrewc~,and n g i o i o m people have pennE'fmeigmm
a & h m fRW th+ u n t h i d indtUibns ;the OhiWsa are dciently well known, as
enltirstolr of the eoil, k~be d e d to tk hlgbrst respect,
a nation of hnsbad-

men.
The sovereign himself holcis the plough, on the occasion of a certain annual
.IH.nlbhd Nor, dami-harbmw~ u I* were termed by a late prd%
c u they be ra*. o r 1 en&
tobeepithet,e~mmpeo~led
meur doubtful asmatry ;h o e , to tbe art d @tlrftcne, in which they must be cmksssel80 be I*ogod to
dm, they h o e added an improvemeat$ which is praetic
in=
solitary hbnce a d d a d by Mr. Y w u g ;as is amply
by -,
ccidenced in the number and extant ob tbE1 d,
q d y tbe rource of the a m mcm5al, ar of tBa
,pob t
U hqpb people.
Ef i
k
r
w ,=some
d @ moblent mmumenta of t
b wionn!
denr, a n d public utility of former ages ;it is but just tostgnatid religion to m
r
d
thc madsra addemncnts of an A f i o u prince :who,
ing his own interest and
the pnblic beaalit a8 i n r a p b i y mitsa, has dued ta
ifg the barcsem, that h i 8 ~
Mast en the Moslems, ia e n r y
and in dl mmtries.
a mnu piew ta hi8 cpunt~g,by fbt suecessfnl inn, that me well de,sewe the imitation of other
u a r e ~ o~f ab similar advantage. This ibtplleamrrnt hm a m had Lc sappblz of rom years of p m b d m in E q t , dnd b i i
renew for it the title, of " one of the granaries of the world, a h i th&
tair,
atpiai A h once enjeyad.
rr fhmume d d t i p i y , aad replt.bh the d,
Is
"
a domnwhd, tlmt &ti%
i01
origin as far back as the first dap of the histo of the hmao mee. Then, s h d
'bhe prima be &Ad alwditm( wbu, -miag
-,
hsr d o n c o u the
~
*-mmhs,of srinhining &m in-?
II hw al-p
beca esteemed, thst he, wba
made two blades of grass to grow where only on: grm bedon, &nerved well of lrm

&+,

a~w

F

f;&

Mrj #&Am h;rs ta%ce ma& pains to BW,
'that l e tcndsncp of ~opaMMnb
to prcw oa the meah of subdrtcecd ;and be has ~ n the
g changes oh
Qi.4 e n , S J W - ~
oPlatitnee and Ian&b on the gbbe, from C h i
b Pem. But that gentleman does not appear t@ Baoe 8
6ted any @a1
9046,
- + - r a u . ~ m e l * v e ~ b ~ ~ ~ b e m 3
7H.d buztold-usQn w h t w n n e r , a ~ a f t e n ~ m i g h t subsist&,
b e
' rkro ~prersqtwdyhec ~ H O M
arebut inditterentlp PgWPled d8h food, hewonM
not merely have furnished the L L medius terminus," but in so doing, he might alsD
'bwcu arPibd W Y of the occasion it w-ould b+eadordad to descant u p n the mo-
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,

'Tba: of one fmt spare witq thf' +eeweb ~ & v i t pof 3.6 feet far

cum*;

fbO

lbg datuoi U ~ O . whch
qyqn pat pl t@ ee,qg i.q L@e4 d% w h h
the inferences are dram.
Mr. q i o r d , late Editor of the Quarterly Review.
f " F est et ~b hosp doceri" is a rn&u appli , 48 wa$ ua
ppd ytions,
WW d& some ray or other, might q p l y it
afTai&.v~.bo
ba 0h m ~ r m c eand
~ porcelain f m n c Y ~ , utu. amqp / ; R h w
W*
br 0 t h &Lld r;ommercid adv~ifi
5 Gibbon Afi, '*hWrnM
re~&y<
y r~
pqt
%tt@p~t
.q irpPryi- ,
A ,

ah

r9d

+
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e

felimpwemaltrrhiehmllataerfikud~Ucad.tb~*.
Elchave been abk with much facility to demonstrate, that a people who paMessed
dsgenaitg aed entequise 0 procum 60 notad& an tnprorement of.their physical
d t i o n , waaM not bng sbnd in need of moral itmeone ; tlnt~thesa@chywhich
w n ~capable to procuq so signal a benefit, would be: equal te reatmin the moat de@orable sets d ~mpnwidsnce,alluded to in his treatise On Popnlatiem, the convane
of which wouM involve the absurrlitp of supposing the moat provident, to bs aUbt
m e time the moat improvident, people in existence.
Of all the countries that may be found to be suaceptii of a real amehrction,
Hindustan presents one of the faireat and fittest subjects for such a am6smpldm.
No donbt, the v q Stctamenta
~
of st& ephenieral ad1011, .r the compilefa of
Gue#eers, are little to be =lied on. But, althwgh that acmmt ef the prosprlbg OP
India, aome two eantucies ago, w h i i .ssigded a revhue of m n t J r croree, may have
heen exaggerated ;it may admit of a mmmbk donbt whetssr Indii &ra'per,
or rbs
Mogul Empile, as it wed to be dosignata21, did not yieM a hmh ~r~
'
I
h n it is found to &ord in the preseat dsyf-.
. It ha8 been said, without referen* to official
that tha popnlation of Bd$ah India, md i b p s revenue are resgdcPively 44 m on8 of aoub, and 82 oronza
of rupees ; or that an averap of five rupees is the amount levied upon each n h

7

mbject.

Hindustan formerly mkoned, ineddition to the presmt territories held ntxb tbe
East India Company a d the Mahrstta Matea, many p d e e e a in the noith weat,
which cue under the c a d of aeversl disconwted sovedgns ;k i n g an 8gpp t e of about 930,000 square miles. On &t exknt d wrface, a poplation of 180
40 110 millions was tWrepuM enumeration;-nogreat impmbsbikty, when it ie ~ a
sidered, that this popdation assigna no k g e r a propottion, thn 118 persoasto mwy
square mile ; a nymber n ~ r l dtwder the e&qate. pf European comtrjer, known to
I

b

be in a state ~f camfort bud prasperity, IiUle, if ,sny t h i superior to U o f HindusLap at the M
od in question.
Thie wteet of popullon, compared kith a oomeaponding dropk'thmrte
of tk presept day, would ydicate a gtom revhue of 56 .umes. i
d of
70, as assumed by some mtess of the h u t century. And, if we erd to credit
@e more w u r & testimony of official opinion, we should Be sathtiml, tbL4" cnbai&ring
man civil a d foreign wars2 in s r h i i Hinhas b&n
in
@rmer flmes,
pfment atate of'the revenue of B+h
I d a -7 be acLql.
upon the whole, as hnrishing as wm ever witoresd in rthe time of the nmhm
government of the country:."
This, by the way, contains a sort of 'admissio;, tbat ths nominal
gFeater under the native t u h h b ~ o n &It
, that civil dhwd
rdyced notable defalwfiow.
At any rate, i$ goee to the mbo~rpti'enof one of tw hers : sither, ths p e r of
reduction plut b v e been greattx than in the preuent day; or the people must hm
'&ten woet gnevoualy oppressed.
The government then being a despotism, wan no doubt mndd& in the spirit
4 dy dmpotismq; by tyarony, b the mblss and depeadsmts of.* obur?J*
pmtectlon to tbe multitude, A nati6ual molt wm myoas~ble,since p.tr?eClrm
,sever .felt, could never be au&d upon ;such a &me the&
t h u d mi pkea, in &
,criminJ code of Mongolian dpwty.
It is reasonable to suppose, thee, that the khtories d Hindustan wwu mere
ductive ;since they m d d yield sa lage revenuer in ftap,
rbc p m n t ;
;at a peSiod when the preciour me- wan more ecsl'ce,than in the pwt an& M
t
. qqtpuies.
+
To b
w been more pmdncthe, the a ~ l ~ t . rrum$
y have enlisted
provident cam
of the government on its aide. That this was especially called in, on mora than one
occasion, to the aid of the
ple, we may refer, among other p m f s ~f the paternal
d s d h of th@GreatMO&O
thehistorl, of those rndnumenfs of im & ben6Bcawa
*bM W ,after a m e of nkmTy 50 J(m8
of Jglect, have atbaccd
attention
of the British Government.
,
1
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&
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* Dr. Johnson says somewhere, that a man coq~porerbut inwerently ktb atoo
-'eInP~t6mach.
¶ate Mr. ti%mmfsbinet Deane's opinion w a a . f o ~ ' a n + e q o n e y~moMb
f
m d not on $he enchangeable vdue,-fwd.?qry di@nptyjeptof
csse .
$ Mr. Decuat'b opidioa in 1815.
1
,

I

*

lbmdf~akl,rbaeh.(~duptafbdaiG~&cqiaths~~
Dew, is said to be an object of no -1
importance; and that its value IB well ap
p d a t e d , id the pi.dspect d ample remuh&im, *8ich'the rlpieal of such a sof universal beaefit sad utility to the neighbornhood hdtle f d . A b h b l y m u rate pmlesoional opinion, it is M d , warrants the Mdctibn, tbat occasional disappointment8 are m n a b f y to be eqwcted, both as tbey nspectltbe e m t ot
the benefit aidthe scale of phybicdl di6idtics, which an srrM. Q be r e m d ahanq

,

.

C M * ~ de oat
not wrie, or mmttrnct f-*
ibr r n h hdndi.8 ;
nor CORM
any one of his calcuMons e m ~ , t l ~case
e ofi a ~tomd nun, a d
a soil so thirsty, M to reduce a vast column of water at itn nether extremity, to an
~

~qdantity. n

t

Englieh Engineer wi3 be entitled to all the b~atmr,=,he mtmt submit to all
the e m , to be eneauak?nd Cnder such nuditihlties. The ItaIian en@=kr has to deal with streams mom sasccptiMtof eaabol thm thase tramming
the plaina of fPindhatw; which Major Reanel iafbwa us, hare sowcimes deviatd
more tbm two miles, in ten times as many'peanr.
The EkM8h eagiaeers have twQ muguificent rim, the Ganges and Jumna, on
Which ta kstow thefr ingenuity, and their labour; and t h e a engineers will have
tbe more to boast, when they place themwMa in r condition m assert, that tbey
have tarried to @od BCdOnnt the twu noblest means af ewichbgaceunhy wer pree
d by nature, and have restored to her a situstlon, not midy Quai t6 what she
mJeyed in former times, but even of raismb her to a condition of prospedty nnknown to any country on the face of the globe, not excepting even China, b t ths
norBbern states of Italy.
H. D. E.

-

11.-Account

of a Vfsit to the Bidns Pws in the I&Gangefic Range
byad t&a Head of t b Xali* River.
{In a Letter from a Correspondeirt.]

'

-

1Mhorraontbb21th-ber,inc~mpra~with
****and8***md
re .IlipalatPetemto hre.Lfartoatheanod~~gof
tba38(h, alitLlc aftex 8 o'dock.
W e brd tbne@ b m g muches, eacampiq, tbs 3d e v d q , aeu the . G o m y rdbyey. * * * * wae06arrampnyns, butnotbahrgabletctkmethe pomttillrebmd,
-*swem~blipdtobUttiUthetbe€ktober, d e n w a ~ b K . n d . l i a h i m , a
little *pond Dluaj. Prom rhaEe are~gmcsodedtoAs~~mryfatiguingmaroh,
b e i i mqelled to send our ponies by amtber rod, the gnatcmpart of the W a f ,
md the sun W M ve hot-with\ steep nuxat. The f d p e md exposure r*ls too
-.for*
* * * w%-0-8
to h a r e w , a n d r e t u r n e d b A h m m :A'henat
day we had hard work ia getting our baggage amers the W below Aek6t. The
that tbe
country .boat h e is mby pretty, t&id
id&d by tigem, so much
people b.r theii dat aight, and are
M venture out dter
Sam
m b d m d e asping
agon8inoartanp duriqytha nigat,&chrwaod u s d l
up, d BOOn .8rr we heard either a ti@r or leopd at a abort distance. We had
e
in eowated with he h M y Iimeuteae, tin we appmehuj the top d$ the ~ g which
u t , ahem I found gnek ;in dascending tOPP.rds Auk& clay date. I &nVe e6id tin?
next day we had hud work in @*
our thp ~aemesthe river by a h n a t (hy
which. we had abo to clow o d - ,
u, m did LaPt year owr the Rdmganga) 4 mB
if my companions a u l d had m t p a t chrr had. to the lope,me &odd not b e get
srar thnt drg. I W e did i n w o &atm what tb M e took eight to perform, k t
war fOd d.boar. ThaGtb, w mucbed to Balfirlkpt, our ponies having been left at
- Aelr6t ; th8 mrd h u g h a tliok jagle, abollD 5W fe&oiabo~
.the m i - m k mt
d t e ~Q X & - ~
at our grmtld betbrew hn rsd thrte o'clock,
having bmakfasted on the way, which Ltoined us about two hours; the sun
very powerful : 7th to Dobet a very long march, limeatow, hy-date, , )nd si-

dad

nigltf3.

.

-4-*
*

'to
ought to be
One of the branchen of the G6grP,
the principal, being tbe name by which' the Q6gra withim
t m o u n b b ia known.
t~."&;~~.~~~.0~.b.~,ar*5t~errsaJliding~~,to
whch the gage or traveller is attached. From Cart, e w or ropsv
'

I

.

.

. sunset.
8th.-To Khblab, another long march ;mck chiefly gneiss ;arrived about s"nset.
9th.-To Paliansi in Chrrodrlns, being the furthest village-a steep descent to the*
Dharma Gtlrit ;a violent torrent ;Sangacamed away during the night hy the rise of
the river 3 or 4 ft. occasioned by the descent of an.aaalanche h i ~ h e up.
r
Halted
.from 7.30 to 11A. M. to allow of another being set up ;reached our encamping ground
by torch light; the latter part of the road being a very steep and continued ascent
from the river,-the rock always gneiss. Cliaod4ns is a fine country, and the inhatants are a fine race, similar in fact to the people of Jowahir-very fair and of
athletic make.
10th.-To
Gilahgar; no village : rock small grained gneiss, mica-slate, and
schistose quartz-rock. This was an unpleasant march, owing to heavy rain during
the latter part; we marched after breakfast, and did not arrive till dark. 11th.-TO
Xijangar ; halted to breakfast, and to allow our followers to cook a meal, as it was represented we should find no water on this side Nijungar; a very long but gradual ascent (three hours) ;very little forest; rocks as before mica-slate, gneiss, and quartzrock; on the top of the ascent quartzose mica-slate. To the Sijungar a very long and
steep descent (four hours) abng the ,most friglitful precipices I have seen; pssed bp
flights of steps formed of small rough stones, 5 or 6000 ft. above the nver, into
which the slightest giddiness or uncertainty of the footing might have precipitated us.
Encamped under a Wodar or overhanging rock about a mile above the Nijungar
torrent, water some little distance ; it rained during the latter part of our descent,
and we had a wet night.
12th.-To Budi thc first village in Bitins, one of our longest stages. At the Nijungar we had mica-slate, but as we approached what I suppose the line of greatest
elevation:, g n e h occupied itr, place j granite a h in blocks, bnt of smsll dimen+
h n s , and in no great number. Neither is the gneiss formation of mlieh extent just
bere, pnd what Lr wprthy of remark, we observed along the bankn of the Kdli in this
~ b o u r h o o dseCond
atrata; tami8tbg of aandetoneb g e i k d l ~#eft
, ssd iw6
berent, some of a fur
o
k d the co*mer&
a t m c h m ; be~ngcompoKd of
rounded pebbles imbedded in a basis. After pasing what I eonsided tbe line of
greatest elevation, we came to clay-slate again, with q n h a - m k 6, principally indeed varieties of the latter. These m h n e the vboh way to,ths.p&m L@iDMra.
.
U t h . 4 0 KaarlBL. Pdeaed the vilhgc of O u b k a h t hdf u q (six arilas) f m m
Bmdi. At stucily ir ,a 8tee.p ascant of o w hour, add.md d a a l baakas for-te
inharing p r d ymklljwhich wsn of noti& rp7ia. On the topofthe tic@
w e found n h 4 h Pfoll,-.to Ovbie PdonwPnls b&swUk,the coMb-y ia beaa-

'

3;

(ifal;bctr&nthctcrolett.rpl.aer,thcd-hughr.nLarlyhldhtriaLhatiM d e d abqg tha b a t h of the s t n u n , vhich, as.alwaldynoticed, arc of sacdd.3~fowrdion,Itpo~peeiesoffir,on&djuniper, t l r e y e n , ~ a n d , t a a u Q K ~
apaebury bvhw we18naticed. Hen the Kdli proper, which is, however, tlm 8-r
of the two, join8 the main b r & h m e latter apptam o arigiaate tD tlb It-,
,&e pop& 8 a y . t . a dLba~of~8.gsjrmag,snddhtthedidg4fromwh'lola1t
mpmteu tlie dstriets .ofDhsrmaand. BI.48. The 16R eiteddaa w.qidcp .
b m y ap in that d i i o n , the river n p p e q to haor w l y r rtrai$M.collala,i
14th.-To the para Up6 D116rq vbencs 'PaLU6C;th~ChinesaaUonmfacrPrp,is
ordy~tluwbwv3jburney~
~bedabouthrll~bti.,ste)plhg.to.bhakfhat.ttLe
plaoe E.Ued U p i n i , w b a stnu8 of.Jar . M r .aberit 26 f d w i c t q . b a t raty
rbaflor, iuues fram the ueigbbcdng rwlrs, a:
the left bankso@~
l
~
!About a m L krthr w ws-left out bggqp . d ~ ~ a n t Orking
s,
aml~rbmallpd,
'ow be&, d some 6 m m d laden o n y&,.wrridhitq.te~ma .Itogptha.~.
Be
Molplptbs &veo u tbat uwjhi@ht ntnra Xbcce.by:aiQurdl.' It.m&tuaWe
tbot as made tiir ur~sgemcntibr4?sr I-+
thae @:tm:ad rW,haa'pmmy f d h e r on,,oe did. not each tScm o n qv'retatm .frdm.the pua till two horn
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fsmk

atbrdarki

~ D W falling
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d l & e ~ . ,Y
- ...1~acuoent~is.~~~tad~radsr
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t One of the branchen of the KQi or Giigra, which drainr the Bboth Pergukh
' o f D k q & m .
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&Mt;~ b e l k i I @tow3 &dt elwith #the&wbtFoh akla d i m t!mn@wen
mingthe L r t d
m ~ d o p $ " ' i h t + wmglad).dtomountw+,rP!iea
haRerer mdred ~ e r p
-1y.
e rca&td'thc pass abbat hr. m. and I dmimt
feared at 6ne time we s h d d ndt &in
tinbe do h m an obserraHan dCbe baproc
meter, W?d& Stood s f o b :
Inch. Attd.Tb. LYet.Th.
Oct 14, 5 P. m.
15. @!%
W.
I
24
i
w
nntbmrmrte bar *ather ;coal& see ddthtq~btn do&,
enveloped TI$ : exyting ltiO Bh&& only m e U h y w % e d the

*

d?&ylz
pasadth
:

All thecilyfmm &d&welbwdnMhing batvarWen ofquartz-rockmd CM,
with a m a l l pati31 of day-alxite, the 8sme in fsct aa I found & Wa DhQa*. '
We had no beds of mow to,cmtrs eroepting sbme new snow, w h i i had justah
t6 find
She paast, about h h br eighteen b h e s In thlcgness. I was 8 - r i d
thin p.ss so high, hsrin dnderetobd 14 or 13866 Pat ta be the grerdent elm46611
miwa ap Clgtain mb%
m his 'onmey.
The w e , howeve*, any &at $e did notvisit the ~ L M,
I that hit elevation mmt
rdate to Kalapani, bepond which they sa he &d not
I have xot the aem a t r * f i r t o i so o u t l e b v e m t o a b h * e w i t a r ~ f .
p11

&.

Rmark by the EPdam
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111.-On the Velocity of the Wind.
St in the object of the present article to invite t ! ~
attentim d the mmnemb
scientific navigators, who u e cwntinlvrlly traveming the Pide ocean between Eavm*
and India, to a subject aell saited to furnish them with amusement for the m q
leisure hours which such a voyage do&.
Nothing can be leas sabfacbrily determined tbaitbe reIation between the forbe
and the 'febn'tyof the wind. Lha tablea wbch aregiwen thereof in w o r b of physi-4
science are &nost entirely deduced from theory, and there is great reason to imagine,
&an those of the mistance M
that they would not agree bettq with -rimeat
fluids, for which new rules a d theories Lare b q a &quently invented, f d e d upo n elaborate experiments and inquiries. It has been often said that a sldpcould "via
With the wind in swiftnees," hut is not s w h aq eqresaion unclemerely in a
pwticd a n = , without the notinn m r being coriderately entertained that a
could poaitifely sail ar fast as the wind. APd yet there ia notbi hiimericd b
buch a sappasition, and the facts ~ h i c hshall be prosmntlyetated, &te
prove, that
ad on the beam a BOQd miler can evtp &p
the ~ubtledement in her
88 sucb n propmiwill hudly be w i v e d ar a fact w i 9 u t the adcourae ;

* T h ~ ' & u s i n ~ ' at&hedofae&or~bri,them&strePmadd
m o a distant morn%
+ ~ * L i . t r c % m p m i ~ o n * e ~ m d t + t e ~ M
Ladie, odl l k ! O ~ l yW r s &&It dt 50.600
m
n
.
hr tiu tbedd,a'sbmt*W-'tebe@dapiedin80mos~
aoffs, without ihe sBghtest hint cd its Mi* etmhdicted by -don.
See la

=?b;a'd~ofBcien~tund
AHa,&&i~faa trlbbof CapIsinWebbb
.erolta, and lbmepartiadur of thk jopneg, fmoa&ic8 we m d d Wer t h e he diB
not visit the pass; the height, however, is given in tbis Oable IF698feet, rre seppan
from geometricalmeasurement.-ED.

:
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w6ty eftlb,.tBvrol.
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cnrrent -testimony of several series 'of ~ P conducted
U
experirnents,.I. hope to
those who have a zeal for science, and particularly for the hrmches connected with
their profession, to follow up the subject, and give the " Scientific Gleaner," thehot
nour of establishing upon a surer basis, the laws of aerial motion and force.
The usual machines constructed for the purpose of measuring the velocity of the
wind, are es3entially faulty in principle ;for they depend upon the measurement of
the fmce exerttvl by the moving air upon a given surface, ant1 the connection b q e e n
these two propcrties is only a sumerl theoretically. In the course of a voyaxe from
Ensland, I regi>tered dail; the indications of an instrument on this principle, one
which exposed e surface of six square inches perpendicularly to the action of the
current ; bnt, I soon began to doubt the accuracy of its indications, and to wish
for an instrument capable of measuring directly the velocity itself.
. .
With this view, I tidapted a sort of small windmill to a train of watchwork,;so M
to register thr number of revolutions made in a given time ; the friction o p p d
hardly anr resi~tanceto the turning of the vanes, so that it n ~ i ~be
h tjudged I~etorehand, (as' it afterwards proved,) that the numher of rotations n o d d be proportional
t o the velocity of the mind. This instrument had t l ~ eadditional advantage of ngt being affected bv ~utldengusts and irregularities, and of being exposed to the free current at the end of a long staff, whereas the commonanemorncters n u s t be held near
.
' the eye, and are then difficult to rend off from their continual vacillations.
The problem of determining the number of revolutions of the windmill which
homspolykrln;lth &+en vebcitis of wind wan &sarilyJeft
to.be solved on.tern.
dzmai and the method p t l d does not, I tbink;dm\t of cavil, as it will d
i
be .granted.that it in the same thing w h e t h h e iinstrumnt move throw thefsiri
,
o r the air move part the inahument, the velocities b e i i h y s
The windmill then, W i s h e d with a propa t&pr to stop or net i t in motion pt.
g+ signds, waa attached to the end of a long, wooden arm branching out from an
of robtory fome were im+.
The i n a m *
upright axis, to which muion
meat thus described a circumference of such magnitude that, M regarded ite own
$ize, it might be considered a straight; line.
.
.
aha pedctly calm and undimturbed. It required a
The riir of the aputment
motion of 2) feet per second o r one and half milas.pcr hour* to ovemme&e friction
of the machinery. The following table embraces the results deduced from the experiments, and shows that the revolutions are slmost exactly in-the ratio of the velocities, the only deviations being at both extremes, M *ht'have
been anticipated
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DiWnce.
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s o F%
pbtsib ie~~,m welt
.too ia .the m o ~ n e,table,
l
the force &.the
wind upon a square foot where it was m e s s d , and the velocity 8ceonliag to the
.common .tables themof. The,diberence is very mwiderable. Theship's
in
*.?en is also!nserted as mace@ by the log. But IomiEIed to note the q
u
m
w of
8PJ. she cr)med at the hetiae.
. ..

as its relative velmitis. I have h e *

I _

.

,

,

I

. ,

..

column hut olie in this table is that upon khich the chief confidence is te
and if it be indeed allowed to warrant any conclusions, we may infer from
it,t h t a ship sails with the least relative force of Wind, when the latter is on the
beam o r tbe quarter ; that with moderate breezes a-beam, the ship will move through
the waterfbstm thnn the wind which impels her; that even with a strong breeze of
10 knots a-beam, the ship will keep pace with the wind ; with the mind before the
beam, the experiments are at variance, but on an average the motion of the ship was
,emu then equal to that of the absolute current of air, if not greater.
The

p-;

inight be kept with the log daily; and any experimentalist at home or in India could
rnpant,ajust table of the value of the revolutions in rectilinear motion.
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.to loot pn itme papen bncul
**&e
bokngs, rein the .12tb V&. of the As. Req., " aeardh of n bpri
re bstet,* I
the a c w q a n y i t i g iaayai$, $ Dr. W.y u n t e ~ of
, IM
w d . in the
mmty of the spotwhere'th borlngs were h d e : the weW-das a h u t 32f't. deep, but
and the
! k l g s had , h n carried ~ 8 w nwithin the weu to 15 ft. frbm the sn
bPria. fkom that depth nisdd thb water i n tk well to 13 R.,ha.4 @g&average
q@ty of f ater previously in tlni d.
The water of this well waa, ddcribed an by
wonk than that of ,otherWells in the neighbourhood.
$0
A& no and@is bf thl kind hss been pwbUehed, t h r t ' l am &mire of, this ady
bat be unworthy of,a page in the ~ E A N I N G S : For $1ConHBon pvrp6ben, I presume
:D~.Hunter's'&al@is sufficientl~wrnxi,and-I a h a be hirppy, iq it draw aatention

WXPX

,

,

to d.aubject oflno SmdU importand, and leaa sbme of the able cliemists' we now
/ha+e'in Calcdtta to give a further and more complete examination of the.wnte,rs in
daily use by the inhabitants of this city.
.4 high autl~ority(Dr. Ure) speaking on the analysis of waters, says, "It cannot
hut he an interesting subject to ascertain the con~ponentparts add qualities of the
waters daily consumed by the inhabitants of large towns and vicinities. h very
minute portion of unsvholesome matter daily taken may constitute the princip:~l
cause of the differe'nces in salubrity which are observabic in different places. And
with regard to manufactures, it is well known to all artists of how much consequence it is to them that this fluid should either be pure, or at least nnt contaminated with such principles as tend-to injure the qualities of the articles thiy make."
The water generally used by the European population of Calcutta is taken from tile
large tanks, and is in great measure free from the saline impregnations of well water,
they being dependant on the rains for their supplies of water, and the salt springs
below being prevented from rising into the tanks by the mud lining their aides and
beds. The water from a fresh dug tank is not drinkable, and the precaution of puddling never heing had recourse to in Bengal, it is only in the course of years, as the
mud precipitated fonns a coat impervious to the springs from the salt strata, that the
tank mattm become palatable. And m proof of this, I think it will be found, that
the tanks most in repute amongst the natives for good water are such as 11ave
been longest dug. I knowof two adjoining tanks, one of which has b?en t111g
about 50 years, and is about 15 ft. deep, the other was excavated two yean ago, irnd
carried down to the depth of nearly 40 feet. The strata were beds of sand and sandy loam, and clay intermixed with the usiral decayed and charred vegrtable n~atters;
and all the springs were salt, and thc tank continues now very brackish and useless,
or rather, perhaps, pernicious, for the water is used by many of the poor, fro111their
being no better water obtainable in the i~ntnediateneighbourhood. The water in the
old tank was not affected by the inferior lcvel of the new and larger tank, and tl1ouc11
the salt, stmdy strata must be common to both, its water is considered the best within a considerable distance, so much so, that the supply being insufficient for the
numbers who came to the tank, its proprietor has beenobliged to limit access to it..
In some parts of CaIcutta,,and generally in the suburbs, there is a great deficiency of
good clean tanks, and it is out of the power of the poorer classes to go any distanre
for water; and no person who has seen the filthy holes to which they are freqnently
forced to have recourse, but must apprehend, 'tllat mnch of the sickness they orcasionally suffermay be attributable to the water they are in the constant habits of
drinking, tspecidly in the tiyee months pneedillg the rains.
the observations appended.to the account of the boring .befoq noti*
pna
led 6 grippose, that the '4prirnary object of getting a t springs of -8
water enfin])'fqiled ;"bht, from a pemsal of the papera connectedwith theutidektkldltg;~
M
.
:
conclusion appears to me by no means to be borne out.
I hope shortly to be ahle to submit to you several abstmcta of bop*
made in
Clcutta, from which I think it is to be inferred, that all the ~priDgsthat are to ba
met with to 60 o r 70 feet from the snrface are d t , but that there are at no greater
depth than 120 to 140 feet sprinp of fresh water, which may be obtained in am

,-Dl~jltlzeilbv

L-*?'?"-

C

,

i
1

C
1

~ u r p ~ y s i t a ~w ir pnW f e e t o f t h e s l ~ r f s o e b r t h m e t b o d , n w s o ~
mon in England, of perforating to the springn witb a borer, and keeping the hole t h y
made open with a rylinder of metal, terminating &ow in a shallow well of masonry.
From the borilrgs abore alluded to, it seeau, that the rock is at C s h t h .boat 140
Lestoqly~fro~arbe
ewface,and t b t i t w n t d n d d l i p l e t i t m d d b o i d P r e s t i n g

tohow, w h e t h e r o o ~ r ~ t b r b o r i 4 g s b a w s r e r b e e a m & , 3 n ~ ~ d i d u r e E o r
W. of Calcutta ; aa from the maul@ of such apeSim*.ta the d u m h e a dchamok
WtBe frbcad,+od +egrclcticabi?ity of p m ~ w b y g o o d w a t e t a t m y p k c d i nthe
v ~ c ~ nm
~ t~yg hbe
t suroplcled. Thae ta no boseetetg luncrloosj &at I am .no?Ln of,
the m r p edge of tha plain of Beqgd, and this would e m to iadiaate, thatthe
aock in questbe ionly a partid ormstion and peeb6pr a thi. bed d y , mdk ha b
met with .intJw clays of the Len.da, Buh, but tb. -,
-and
depth d IL.
qwk are pniq@ d considerrible importmw, whit&,howem, I b a r e mat W y aoon
to be sscertaned. ,,
,
.J
I am, Sir,
I

I

7

,

I

Y o q obediently,

Cdcmtta,
-

7

(

A. N.
Fort I v h , at the Depth of70 Feet
I
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Analyd. of the Wdrr drawn'from a We& in
from the Srrfan; &yDr. Wm. Hunter.
-I
' U your desire, I hive drawh up 'ae good an account, aa ihe materiala
new in
posdedsion aifl admit, of the e x r i m e n t s 1 made on the water sent b ~ .
me in 1864. Por reasons which I s all presently assign, the analysis ww
r
o
t
en unfinished, with the intendon of repeating the operation from the be jpning,
to do ; but T hope enough has been aserteinedfor iurd i u h I never ha Yi-

pol& of red u*.

I*,

1. The water was of a m m or opal,colour; it had a muddy t ~ t e , p a
i sli$tIyptresceM r!&.
. 2. No change was produced on litmus or turmeric p p e r by diipiqgthcrn
Srr tWa water,' but Femambnw paper had a slight violet huge induced on it, and
&e blw adbar W b some d e w llestored to litmus paper redde~edbyvinegar.
c 3. I Nibate of siltih produced a copioua recipitate.
.p& 4 fZ% +ha dWltian of pure potaasa, a &ud was suspended in the middle of the
,

gLs.

5. Lime water s h c k a clond.
,I

1st. N ' a minute qnh"r,af S P M ~earth wad swpendtd in the w a t m , g d (bi
exp. 4.. 5i) it lrppem probbMe
at this was earth ofmapesia, and (b
.) mopt
Wdy cmbhacd~ A kmhll propbrtion uf cla is indicated by the op&olour.
sv8dtg. TbM s d b pdtrid mima1 oV Vejyedle particles had access by filtratkn

+.

I

&

ac~rten'

3dIy." Thdt i t c o d n 2 d a very mndl ptopoktion of disengaged alkali (by NO:2,);
anless the chasge of. Fehhtmbuco paper was produced by the carbonate gf magneaia.,Utblg. iw Ue.3.) T9ht tbm was a coneiderable uantity of some mwiate; and,
q.
(by NO.5.) that the14 w& n6 sulphurik
nor any of its cqqbin*ns.
,
,
1. Of this water 141b. 1 oz. avoird. -evaporated
to d .m ,- sad left a 6 duum of 220 @a.
diested is&t&ed rpirii
to h,a, . m s
- of wi&. filtered abd eva~orated
I.
new, gave a remduum of 1G grains.
3. On the. reeUuum, insoluble in spirit of wine, were plvqd eight times itr
r
ddays
weight of d i s W water; this sol~riorbehg ' M y evaporated. fo,r m
without d e p d h g any c r p t s b was mptedtcr dryness, and yielded 118&grab
ofasaltindrppowder.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. The mddwm,. not aoloMs inrpirit of W not in'eGht parts of d i s h w a t e r ,
being well driedweighed 564 grdna.
The sum d,tbhthree p r t i o m falli short by
@na
of the wee ht qbtqiped
b y ' b M q m t b n ' k d me, an above%d,
to suspect i&&wyyan tab-4
tk.
p m ; . ? ~ t . n pllsridg ha& an dpportupity of r$at$nihg
. . . it; $ shall wdpvonr tq.
)
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1. RadmrdaMcins+itofrbs;CII.a) -tto~O?~gnrlnr.lqaektd).2, ~ ~ ~ f t b i . r d r ~ d i e r o k e d i u ~ r , d . a . p r r t i e l. .e ,d ~ e a0r. l,i o . . d d , ~
t o h 6alrtPa ;.it dhsohred withaut.formrmiag'anp
clond; *
..
s . i 3 . , . W ammonia and lime w m t e r r e w c t i v d y ' ~ d d t o s d u t a b l r s k ~dV
~
.
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and,pmcipitated.byp m
..
be%* & s d d i.dbtilkd Water, d a 1b
tls d i ad+di'aId.addad to t b ealutiog
~
a slight cloud wan formed, bUtnb@b
.
;beiq twnporUed O[I&peW, it w+hd tm grain# whi& ~ t him.
d
5. . aura itappeus, tbat- thir d t Cbmh chiefly of muriateq dtrrte d q mesh, with probably a very
s m e proportion of muriate of buytee. ' -, : , - . .; . .
. . .

cw

Cbd, b u t w e uh f o d iasta
s pains-and:. halt of.t b i . 3

a, h

,

,.,

,

IV.

rn,&lt!obtainedb i ~olutionin cold water, appeared tobe dm&
of soda, It amounted to 8.42- g r n h in a pint of water..
.,,
' ; ; ' i . . :. .. ... . . . " .
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The residuum, insoluble in. spirit3of wide, and eight perbotdiatillad -&.'
ter keeping some days, weighed 57 grains ; one-fourth part of
q*&+
boiled in a pint of distilled vater. Tbis solution being e
p
a
p
o gmiy
~
~
of dry residuum, which gives 1.56-grains to a pint of water..
.
\
.
. .,.
As it appears (from I. 6.) that the water contained no httjblii &,
Bo g p s u m , this residuum most probal,ly have been carboute
two parts are soluble in 100 of cold water.
\
1'1.
,
..
. ,
'I' '.I
-1
. m e ~lchi,,;n;'i-h*iub~~
&&r;&IB,&6k*a&.saisll
in 4 pint of
11:
'
i gpih of bii\qiip~&i~
&,'an4 in&,ip&'tbsr&
-9. 1
&amP m s i a t e of t m a ;dd'ecifi% took fl*e : PO i p n u --nab
in the wafer. for r h a d f o ~ h by e ~ p p r i p e n that
t
halF. p i n o f f i @ j m f iton
(which containa no more than 0.113 grruns of o~yde.~f mq, ?-.&&aman) in a pint of water, gave s bnsiderable precipitate of Prusaun blue on
the Prussiate of wtassa.
3. On tlre rekainingeightgrains I poured distilled vinegar.and filtered the solution, which, when evaporatedto dryness, gave 95grains of salt. The eartlldissolved by
vinegar might have been carbonate of lime of or magnesia, and what it actually was
might have been ascertained by sulphuric acid, but this was hardly necessary, for i t
appeared (by 111. 2.) that the water contained no muriete of lime ;now the mnriatic
acid having a stronger attraction for lime than for magnesia, would have preferably
united with the fonner had any existed in the water, eight grains having furnished,
98 grains of this, acetate of mapesia, 83, would have furnished 10.09, which contain,
according to Wenzl, 3.43
of magnesia, q r 0-98 in a,pint,dI V ~ ;:.. -. I.:..
A: The reaidue not solu le vlnegar was-not weighed, but it may be naui~
est.
timated (by deducting the m
sic from the whole maas mlable i n . w r ) st6.01.
or'1.44 in ti pii~tof wakr.
was shown (by VI. 2.) ta ,& free,from i r o a , : ~ d
therefok it consists of clay, with perhapa a minute proportion of silex, but h e existence of this laat wan not ascertained by experiment.
,
:
. . . ..::. :.. .ra&e.. . .
. . . ., , :. f !
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From the above .e&rimenrs,
Mtdthe fanowing mgred1ent.9:

,.: .,,'
&'A
. ,.

i t eppearr thpt; pint of t&e .irta
I
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.., .

,

coo.
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n

3,.

. . . .
. . . . . . . . . .U+<.
.. .;,.:
a~mimiefisr tk,auiPtiGof.&yt+ir,
SF
#baeiat+i
,
,>
p o w o h ofeDO'to I@.%, &e whc$e' extr*Gin
pf e, -.
d,
bi 15.59 @us;
b a t I canhot say in what p r o p o r t i 6 ~thin a w n t a t i m ought ta
fall on the revend ingredientr.
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To the Editor of Wdoga in;&ient%.
SIR,
~
i
s
a
~
~
i
b q ~ ~g b ~~ t ub ~ ~p u l t
ib l m l d and qo repcritbboffUihpduhlihe y bocenr, is pah.p Ibebmtr
~
~
~
I
~
~
O
P
d rai dl o w - t4
htb at
~
~
hmgh~ltb
khtbath~%~thL**b*
pleat but
most ellkWnl,claetbni ofe ~ l p
hrtrrmn kbovr ;ud of tUa @aisle
*r*r friend*-,
& * . l m o @ + p ~ - t t o ~
thenewowdtbq
in now in progress, ud in which the metbod in qwtion ru in o ration for dnt-r
imga'dtodl(s~~s&*%nW~&
h u ~ n e d t h s d
A *r:meheutsmeala and
~ l ~ ~ o o n ~ ~ o f h i b ~ r y r m d a a t
-wan anexpected ib Obat i?&d&,
iblmr, bc solin &ha%. I tblnsford Mad iWJ
& p n ~ m i a, t m w 1 0 n * i * * 4
t o ~ i m w ~ y ~ ~ r ~ w ~
3b
iib 4 n d h,i tb.t dtosabchs a.ta'by mm&sd b k e t l a d b a or
heM gympea, 44wmorrsievelto.oacbm IftbcdjdlsmnadlsndbaatJ11
hMa,then ahbt be a o m k r of h m , u tbc'riac durn- d m p u o r
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~ldotkiwith ~ + b e ~ d s d m t r P h b s J r o n d I h c ~ t d b ~ l l a a ~ r g i f .

' h e m n g e r n e n t Ls donbdem lbilh.t.mostpeople i ~ I d d i a , ~ i t i ( ~ ~
ia h-ri@iod in diilhent patr d Cc caajh7,.ad t shdt&v&n-,
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~melin,

~dP. h. WLI. p. 108.
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the Application of Stcam to the Purpose~if destroying dl
*
Kinds of V m e r nonUBoard
n
Ships.
I

.

Tht destructive ravages of white ants, when once they find their way on b o d rh6
vessels in India, have long been the a n e of that description of property, qgmtated

tructive animal being d w e r e d , d a q t mh+w 5 sbce,hiQerto, whenona known
to have infested a vessel, no instance, we believe, hm occurred of their ever having
been wholly extirpntdd ; thus not only attaching a auspicious character to.&
ma#el, b6t oocdoihg cuutinued; d imhctiaer very hen9 rsd expenaim mpab.
hdeid.!it(d suamdy pogible even ( d . t r s c ~Lhe.e&st d,tberwil.w&b my degree d
undergo a v 8 y : h v - y +.of
Qmr(lsr ooclsjPptd by tk
m y be &opted wit& a ;view(tomasteilo.the. exisb..
soee of, f w t h r h u g e , , witbora. ~llnass~
tyet,a w q k
v aaeh may s b wthq.
#art of the v m d to be infested to a 'gmat extent, .nenJaiog.iw~ossuy,
II yek fyrtlwr
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be m ~ p p o s e d , .udt'de8tawtk~1
'~~
h pro& XOM +@
!
pbmitted~t..cbntinac,withbut.m m p t a a& ~ ~ r e a u d of
y : the)a,.$be,mt g l t b
t a d hare hirheito b e l l the #cation
s f exhwnat & d Bsr sinldPg,, :
.. ,..,.
The former of eeurde cqnld anlp be eai-rii htp e a e d 6 n by ~qdiagthe ve.w#,
bf&ted ,Ln d d d b a t e , thew &,be laid.* for,a,wilittc . Wpendeqt o f , W
he'eoeastuned +by:the mai)mployment of.the,mrol,the aewy.hu wvllr&es:
we beba,e m m p l l ~A~stop
~ ~ h u kn-p&ta thsL.~age~.for,a
tiw, but.@rstqca,
.te'a.wmn .country hass8h09SP tlut She rrnIm& h a w s a t b e ~ n ~ e B e c W f , d e 4;
ap~
cum. tbg Iwtiewmely been.redqacl.b a s W pf.lorpidity,w if tbe lvuyl h n q 4
hu, beem &nw6jed, the aggs bwe a o beea
~ &p+ved pf.their p e m of**.
The same remarlr,may be made in.reghd.0 #I-,
radqeuka(,of.whlc?
pels& and diiIicdty~a#e6dith o p m n t h &r . -it 1W better 4411
submw,to
tha evil'itself.. . ,. . ,
, ,
,
. ., , , . ' . , . ,
.
,
.. .
f mro'abriims * . m m d y ,scthatbf ~ i sw
*p.with atpslqrhould, in t&ei
then., ,when ita emphymmt may be said Do 1)6 a-t
ruipanal, bve been w long
d h o u g h t of,. i m notfa ~ e , ~ l.&~Wlp.
e .
abeq the poacticc of s q u

T i n y &ably

.

n
onboard dtipisoa$x.
and with gartialnuocelra.. T h e ~ d e s ~ t i sebusad,by.ra&~
second to.rbatdkctaiby&
trbjde.inh h b n e p e ham bess kaoan of their &ripe
thmugb a rsssel'a bottom , a dddeirt
W,'ravagesoa *#toms, pmvbionqv
ad.-are
dmat incredible. Thr ae , t h e the only veds,:~i#awhkh ship.in
this co
.'..cri&tctcmed. , Tberc@ro*ch:.nd hln& &t, wntipe.de, &c; if eat des~h-t*
x d I t r l c o a d d . t b e -fm
a*
pam. elp b& .
f i d d ? d tbek nay ntbn o r k e n . b o d weay.&ip,w 1t&. the seooed p p v d ! e t
riaita .tcz.an
- d n t . d m o @rwpuaingl W f , ,opveswla
to..&
W (hpply'.the~&**i
w@ tn&he.Stcaie. The a m a t i o p of,qteamto,$4p,
destruction of t h ~ ~ : ~ W
~ ,
o f &@oat.iwal&e,,i
an: aclaatsge
#.$,
o ~ \ . f Y $ c ' & h h g ; b utberinoetibby,&rt
~JMfieme -4, pqwew,cgdd\nn.llimal.liha tbe.clgbasnraut. . . m e ,espepiorcypL.wa.firpf,.~,iq,
W d d a t the -&tion
of Csptdn Foed, late in e o w u ~ , o f fe.&p Pro
in,& n c n a Ai$.belbto hi& u d .rdc~
m& mweps.
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and activi young m& bsilea itith 30 lba. :I%KI& 9 I?.' ~ ~ ~ t ) r a ~
. ~&b
&&tit ( = b 103.5a 1feet) being h e 4 of 84 B t n g W t i t h ti&'chine, according to the preceding data and calcuhtiona
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.ovelothermuiog
The first trial in hiiicanny! wan on the Honorable Coalpanpb ship Inrtstt&ator.
The experiment was conductkd by Capt. Forbes; of the bengal Engineers, and Mr.
Kyd, the Honorable Company'q Master Builder, and, as m ht be expected id snifh
-hands, would appear to have bee* managed in the detail wyth the utmost care and
attention, affordill(( a secure guide for future operations. h e followi~w
is.m e*&t
..
,
> fro? their. able and interns - Re rt
. .thh inveati@tor
I. We bad; thi
a*d Hbn%~e
having fitted
!?ompan
twddh!l ;* pipes
Steamer
fttrdshed
1hi-adi
nth stbpqwks
$on&+
to the

-

.

-~

bead of the Irrawaddy's boiler, by means of a npap mbnhole cover; We. led ,the:
:into tl;e Investigatbr, a i d put them down the fore ,and a f e hatchwap'into
-tho
...
--." h,>lA
.."..-.. '. .
2. We ha& in the mean time, closed the scuttles of the fnvestiga&;'s aide4 .ctt
well os'all the. hahhee moreover, the Btern and gallery winilows, pnd the enh , n t of the w p : ; b r i n g at the same time a hole in each,gallery cefl, to MUOWthe
steam to come up from the hold i n b the cuddy.
. 3. We dso fitted a pipe, )laving a stopcock on it .tp the main' hatcliw~,,whi&
was opened occasiorfdy to observe the st* ?f tliq'dte@; in case of cjqnger, from
its ove ressure.
.
.
'
4. %ese preparitions being bade, wk' had thk '61~3
of the 1mwadlyr: boiler
lighted at 11 A. M. on the 7th nltiplo, SO .asto let on.$he steain at noon the same
day ;by kfx oTclock the same evening, b e ateam began to show itself at the scittleq
and at +e hatches;. and the pdop.and up+r deck began to frel hot. We continued the steaming for 48 hours, by which time the whole of the decks and sides erren
b thd out side copper, close to the Water's eI!$e 'w'w
so
a heated, as to be, scarcely
touch8ble by the b d .
5. On opening the hatches tk &cert& 'the resat & the",@&itioi,
p k w d to see the efectwl manner i i wbch the perpatink ,he@ of the 8deeeoyed the vermin. The white ants appeared reduced to, a subs.like
and the cwkwaches and rats, tg a sofi.pulp; ,capabk of being
washed...,.down
, * . into
-,r
.
the limbers.
6 The putrid sdell.'ot anirha~ieco~ljoaition
c e eoi
bid x2$1
jk&
but'& not continue above a day.
7; '&e ~ a i n ton the beams and sides mas shrivelled, and peeled off, and the
l k t h e r which covered the ring bolts in the cltddy, was converted into charcoal.
8. We have purposely delayed sending in our Report, till we could ascertain the
etfeet of the stemin on the caulking, a matter regarding which we were anxious,
inasmlich as, if that %&dbeen disturbed, the operation would in future have had to he
'

'

r-

-

.

-

n q u h pew painting.
9. Although the destruction of versliu by steaming, IdaX be resorted to undk
dl circupzstanws, yet the steaming of vessels in dock, previzus, @ their under,
goingtheir usual q&nquenaia repair of c ? W p g , d copperiqg, ,wip ..
be. @ wq*
desirable.
.
la. .In ddition to & v ~ t a ~ ae ~s e a d jh o t i d &e' .'fm$.&',h
iat
iteam fro& bklbw, and the'absepce of condensritit$ bj.the, waier, in ,=on- Gi*
+he, whole surface of the @memid botto4, wqen d o g ,will ,enhl,leethe sh+,:%
effect its object in &-third less time.
. .,. .
,,
11. ' h e present experiment having e&bled 'usb.a7certd9t& d c i e g t add
ple method of steaming ships, to destroy verpoin, we beg here to recorcl'our opinion,
that in all moderately large ships about to be steamed, the masts and bowsprit
ought to ,ktaken out; as
dl p r O j e d n g 4 ~ n odavia,
,
4oat heads. fie
l h b k , of :theW m & k .etantioea ahd { ' e t W a l t - b M b gsboa.'tart8era.b fdBen
,away, ahd the ship be cleared of all lumber, and artiele? likely to sustain injury*
tbe stem.
'

Is*,:

.

,&2.

Per Jylc rhips, where the pm*,wuld

k c W o m , ye

umce

,1. lpp,made of p n * a canvas. might be put m r
maat he&, -md
d s , md the stesrp admitted into them. Painted canvas aIsd m~ghtbe tacked

with W
&
battens to the deck,and to the outside, enclosing the sides all round, and
.this might be extended to hawse chocla, quarter gallerie~,and to gU parts which,it
would tie inconvenient to remove.
. 13. By litling the-$ltip1a
dpvt 3 feet, ope of them may be fitted an's
&ety steam valve, sod the Q
as a rafet air valve, 'ipd thus a comm'unication
,lv,made quickly with the loner part of the gol& The steam pipes should he long
eno h to intrpduce the gtekm mto the bottom of the hold, as otherwise the steam
andyeat would be for a long time intercepted fmm tbe lower parts-of the vessel, by
a stratum of air.
14. Such of the steamers as may be intended'ko to bed for stedmiog ship,
might conveniently, and at small expense, be provided with a spare b o i r manhole cover.
15. The whole apparatus for steaming could kariv be transferred to an one of
the steauiem, and would then be available for any shtp. Independent of
manhole cover, the parts would merely consist of .two pipes of cop r (with st+
cocks) of 5 inches diameter, together with a steam safety v x e pipe, A d at1 air
safety valve pipe, for the ship about to undergo the process*.
16. In steaming ships afloat, it w i l l obviously occur to hang 'the r h m & on @
the vessel to be steamed, and then so to secure the two, ar to prevent
ems
motion their being separately moored wauld cause, tO the inju of the &ehu
pipes. For stearn~ngs h i p in dock it will be requiaitd. to hare a b n x r set 80 neat
to the dock, as to admit of having pipea fitted for the conveyance of the ateam tb
the ship.
17. It will be requisite, when the ateam has been dniitted into a rbip, whether it be afloat or in dock, to have a cauldron of boiling water ready to kill insects which may try to escape ;and it will be requisite to have, a few pe&m in
attendance, to shut up places where s t e u u shows itself, aa well as to attend to the
&ate of the pipes, abd of the operatio%
18. We come now to the consideration of the vast importance to'stiippiag in
h p i d climates, wlich thid s&Cmssful experiment of steaming of ship, to d e s t r q
h t e R ~ Q ,has indicated. The speedy riddance of raw, cockroaches, centipedes, and
&orpions would alone be of importance. The waste of pniperty by the two f h t Is
rerp 'condidernbk, and tnmigation is frequently employed t6 get rid of them : amoki is dpngerous, inanmuch as many s h i p have been burned in the pnwzss, bat
a o l i g h amokidg Mla mts,it will not kill cock-ruwhea nor ant*; neithef has it
the e htest destructive effect on their eggb, so that while th8 larger tribe of hodbm~so mals may be got rid of by this meane, the smaller and'muck more dangerov
oms, the white anta, a* left to destroy the ship.
19. Sinkin6 is no doubt hn effeclusl measure f6r the extirpatian bf thasa
b e e t s , but it 1s one which can be Rsoi~ed16 only in small ships, and in them eve&
st a nmskkerable rink of ehtire roi)B, ah8 kt considerable expense, a gRbt wmte of
t h e . in a e emplopnent of the vessel, and the disadvantage of fayfng a fiundation,
by the inhoduction of mnd, for a future, more suceebsful attack. In fact, it h a
inrariabl~hem found, that vmele which had been sunk to kid whip buts, were
w i l y mtksted aftemrds, and rapidly destroyed.
20. The b e i i enabled to eradicate white anta from Indian ships, must hare
the effect of 'ving an enhanced value to this description of property. It. is od
naPnl, as
.a a tntth familiar to the o f f i M of the Marine bepartment, that
@Oorrrnment vessels have been entirely destroyed by wbite nnts; and further,
&at;b r the& nrvagcs e t public loss hae &en sostained : mdh stich circumataneas, too much canpot he said in favour of anch an applicationof steam.
21. Tlts aacce~of
present experiment may form an era In the histdrg d In#inn shipping. The uteammg of vessels, 'to desboy vermin, must apeedly come inta
genercl use. Then the only wonder will be Let, seeing the common aqplication of
ste4m to almost every purpose, its excellence as a s u b W t e for fumigakon wns not
111 tkb FO*stry sooner suggested.=
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taddaaord~theabewecbudetrll. Tlw
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nary artificer6and COD
I& c8argw. One precaution,
workl appeu to b
a a ~ w b r a d ~ ~ * s . r u v d , w ~ b * I * . w M a ~ l ) *
vennin find their way from the veaael sturarsd to th .BS1IB.rpym to haw
been tbe caw with &e Lmwddy.

5 mu only lately m i w d from n trip &rough the OM watt, vls.Kadwu,'
which I had hoped would reward me with nome eonding rseompm~for the s a d 6ce I made for its oeeoiaplishmcrt; but I kiled mtird in my 6bject of establish'i
t h e v a c c i n e , a r i n g t o t b e l d l g m d ~ d t h e ~ R j & .Haaewr,Ihavm

'

v h t d m l some ptdcdam in my journey, which, if aet qnimlest lo the pecnniug
baaen I nutrered, an?nt least interesting. Tbs f a n a h m d .bah wMoh occvred io

mymuteareve e t m q e o b j e c t s . T h e y m ~ ~ b l e h a c l l h a o f a g m ~ . e s a
Wminsitn. 2 T m m p r i s e o c ~ ~ , ~ , m d p e d ~ ~
indricrrl
nllich are Plost ninglrobjeds. I
tbea
upom
high 0nad-l
4in a bed of m
t
eand p . h r i . d Ate ; &?$awe*
roolrs being at the mmc'tinewf af 1'
All lh nhsIls are Qlraed into
~lb~oo
lft .urn*, a d m y ae
marble. I
awn a
at a b e i t of 14,700 feet ;--are you not s a r p k d that h m r a beings add
u i x i a t at euch an elevation ? I t m a pt t
b middle of Ootober, a d the tpermometerwtwomomingswss 17:nhatitisat~1cyenoftbeyar,Iuumot
yet t b enus ray's k ~oppmaive,
t
all the atremm and
rap s
!
with iee d a r i n ~the night, w e n free a d mmhg by 2 o'clock. The 0erepr of
barikymv. =.earad here, d to idgafhn md wlar hest are the peapie indebted for a
5eld 14,990 feet of elevation ;W
crop. The bammekr gave for ,the
the observations, er rather io&renm, on the limit of cdkimtion in tbe nppm c o ~ .
of the Sutluj ;end I Link it quite poesible, 4 even pmbbh, tiut crep. may-bteat16mdl7,eOBft. ' i k y u b a q s h n l
ctthhvahgescansdfimrthan
at any d*r a p t within my ob-tiun.
In =both
men 4.
i
d
appear to
4 i i on and thrive lurahtly, in spit4 of Onuaaly Rsrisrmq .ad Profeaml'Bmkland, who hadcalmly consiped tbose loRy m m , and t h e myrindadfirlngbsindr
to perpebual ice and oblivion. What d d ham bseaaseoftflebeaatitnl rh#.i gaag
which furn* those superb h s r y that adom the ivory ahoddem of o w fa&
conntrywomen,Bad the P r o f e s m u d the QuPrterIy&e srPqsement of.thesem&em
tbeir own way!

2

crgsGEE

-

OotkeNartbEsstsrnA.ontlp"dKdmr,doseto&estonebri

b a m - k ~ 14&?0,
thermometer 27 at 1P.rnt. NutwUmtroiing thialm&on, I felt o p p r e d tq Ihe d a
mys, though the air in the shak wm frpecing. 'Wle v k &om thin spot was gffdl
mt-lterrific beyond the power of l a n p q e to dercribe. I had anticipated a peup inb
China &If,
but I only b ' I d its
frontier ?dluid, and bue, and deaokte.
was a lime
naked peaks, 8s stripe of soda appearing ;yet every pointhad an
angle of alhtude ef a few mlnutee, some hdf8 delpee, rPd a t a very c o d d e d h
; thin aqma at lemt 21,000 feet.
e stationed at dl the prsmr, p d y in wrmqeace of Lons
I f o d Chinese
n ~ u a ~ d a v Y t m ~ , b o r o h i e f l yofsdme
o n ~ tM a d d m a f m m China it&,
who were moving .dowly along the table W, and
the whole conntry. Thef
of
Ludak,
md
I
not much totbe admntwp of the
bave beem s d i u g the
Rajah who sought their advioe. At Dankur, I had a moot
i n t m i a a wi(L
& Ludak W m r , who gave me a d h w , acccmpuded by b u t t e d tar in the 'Eartar
Sit of more than 20,000 *rt,nUutma*@8uew,the

+

9

All shells are composed of arbonate of lime, princi ally. In the aase of the
porcellanous qvisiop it is combined with a little, a n 1 in that of the mather of
pearl shells, *abodt
6ne-fourth, of animal matter.-ED.
t The dat@1s not meutiaeed. Using the mean reault for Oetober obamsdbh

Cjlcutta, this

20,419 R lu the elevation.-En

- .

w,sb-

,

-

,

ter, u 99s m.9 h g b , WE wt
bbeuitsr rnrl Qried Bn6.t~.
wry gratefal,.snd I had much apprehemou for E@ fate, .4er I thought it waa safely
fodgq. On leaving the Ludak (Spfti) tearitor& I wan moat agreeably surprised
byts.& h a a Chinese aftiar, who bad trave d day and night to meet me. He
m w &maw 6 t m n g e f i m , dressed out in a clo& of w d e a broad cloth, trimmed
with hut a,h& dress eraaaed by a tridenf, a knife in Lia irdle, aad bootsof Bulgar
or A w i a n W r ; he wraa map ofmedicux,andreceivef-y
drugs from me the
pwe of which he wrote down, snQ a pair of laacets whiib he seemed to know how
to use : there was much of c h t e r in thii personage, He drank a liquor which
tasted to me llke bad beer, and each time he emptied his silver cup he filled up my
tumbler much against my own wishes. There was a great deal of apparent openness
manifested in a l l his actions ; but I cannot view so unusual a departure from their
accustomed suspicious vigilance, without some doubts of the sincerity of the part
which this man performed. On taking leave of.me he shook both my hands, and
assured me of an invitation to Lake Man!umww next seasbn. He had beard of my
sacu&bg for fnesile and eurioaities, @ndp ~ t e JW.Q with a peQifaction from Lake
Mansarauw; it seema e sgeaie~of Medusa
But perhaps the most interesting cimums(aace ofmy tow was my meeting with the
Huqprim booeller, M,:Cuwurde Ki)Ms, at the monasterg
in K d w a r . I
found, bi with hin lesrned associate the Lama, su~pundedwi+ tpks, and in the
best heel% H e hau~made@t ,progress with hie hteancy stud~ea, having nearly
hished his Gmmm and Didonary of tbe Thfbetim h q y e q whicb
~
+has pledged
hiDuelf to Go~araasentk, W; but hi# objects r@ vast aad wmprehenslve, and the
workshe is ao* enkged in will form Buts prelude to W h e r mskareha?.,Hewishes
@invita b m e d men from Tsshoo h m p o o and I*shesss,md rby thetr,aseistance
etudy the Mongol language, whi& he candders tha key b C h i literature, a
d
timu& it ~ ( e amwe
t
tot Moqob, where h e erpeds to cLiscover math inkrestn(l
Lnodedge ; but s&?tunately,
he wants resources. The h u w meires 25 Rs. a
month :a acmmh custe him four, lis h e w e n t one, laud his writing materiala a proportiw, H) that &had not actually 20 Rupees leB for the nseeewiw a d aernfortr
sf life i a that d d @on &fthe mormtcrios. It would be liberality well bestawed bo ,
iendar him the l i e Lid he stands in need of; but he is so tenacious af his indep&mc. bad esrriee his nicety of taelmg to such a degree, that he wLU accept of
bdt from a puMic scwaoe, axid from tbot only, beaause he frnda himself able
e a suitable return in his works. Tlre on1 things he has ever accepted from
IW are a Latin di&bnnry and r G &
leriton, w&h are useful in the arrangement
of h i materials. I o B e d him some rice and sugar, which I knew be was in want
of; but bent^^ end n6nt m 16 mpees to purehsse sothearticles at (Pis place,
which I have done md desp.tched to him. He is ve anxiow to to the numbers of
' $heOtientalQu@
which rbfer to his atudiea klr.%ileon sent lrim up two, and they
Bsm excited hi Nri6sity te we the o h m which are ref&
to :I think No. 8 or 7
ia one he wishes to see. He is mueh in want of ancient authors to consult, f q
instma?,P w ,Ptolremg,Chi~W~
CnrtiuaJliadwus Siculns, &c. The Asiatic Society
might perhaps supply his wants, and thi small boon could not possibily be bestow&
upon a brigbber obpCt of theiu patrooage': p indeed my humble opinion .is, that if his
&wance -mmade up to 100 rupees smonth, either b~ the Society or by Governm t , it ronM be a well .earaell tribIde, m d o m wh~chwmld be amply repaid.
M.Csoma rhowed me hts kboura with orrgerness undpl5de. Re Bae read ahrouph 44
wlumeo of theThibetisnEncyclopdia,and they have full rewarded his persewrace.
Be i
m &mpart ofttbe ~ h b h u a o*
t p o e t i d w o r k 5 ~(at
i l e ~ great
~ t
part of it) is s u p p e d to be bxt*. He pointed witb great animation to a poem
-I&,
from the Ssnserit edition, in one of the numbere ol the Orienthl Quarterly, holding in his hand, at the eame time, the original in TbWiaa. Mr. W h o n d
bk no doubt intesesbdin Qi, and perhapa you might mention it to him. His learnad mmpanlon, the h a , baa informed him that lithographic prinaiog has flourished
for ages b t h e ancient citi- of Teillhoo Loompoo and Lahasaa ;and *,at
t8e former
place, the anatomy af the human body is repreeented in 60 different positiom in eutg
or *to.
The Kunjnr, or work in Thibetian which treata of sciences and art.,
bas tne volumes dtmtad to medwb., The gPolpapay of Tlnikt pmm'uree Lo receive
very considerable illustration from the printed records deposited in tbe monasteries.
Manearawur being considered the central s o m e of several great rivers is a m e r e

.

so here is some mistake

here, either of the writer or of M. De Kiirar. The
veniPn
the W r i t arlginal would
doubtlesr be interesting-HI & W.
. ,
.

rw~puiaoo,boyever, of tho Thihetiaa

ria

Bgmrtivc pasition,as indiesthy tbe b i i level w point from which tbe mtun ur
thrown off in all d i i i o n s ; for the H i d e , s s w e l ss,tbe 'I'&behwa s weIl
as we do, that &'riven cannot flow out of the same lake in opposite directions.
it, learning fled to Thibet,
On the retrogression of literam in India and *re
and t h e n found an as lum and 'on this 'kccount we a? wmmted to look to that
h c t ni printinq and printed works ofgipxiitic
country tbr h m y ria&,.
r n ~ ~ n g a c s f r w o r m b ~ , s h d oma's
~ M discoveries are far from the least estimable part of this vast tern mcu@h. hl. Csoma's ahode in I<anb\v~lris particularly
and if I co111d hut once establish vaccination
hvourabie~b.anyobjeeQof en*-;
amongst the Llimas, I might get actem to new and strange countries. M. Csoma's
i n t e l l i i compnion,being'su@+mto prejudice, and possessing a modest confidence
of this superiority, even offered to be vaccinated ;bnt as I could hardly depend upon
the effect, and coald not b e , sdappled to abide the result, the Lama connideratkly
thought it better to forego the~operationthan risk a failure which, in my absence,
o o d d likely have pro& faW to. the cause. I should wish to make another trip this
year, but I will not mdertaheit without some encouragement.
M
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aorable Mr. Bayley, ice-Pwsident, in the Chair.
,:
, The following gentlelne~
pmpafied atot,
lest meeting, were && . ~ e m b & of
&e Socie .
,.,,
.
Mr. H X o o d , Mr. ~ a ~ t iip
a L, . - u n a
K~sbo~hrsr&&
Thakur, Ba* Sibchunder Das, Baboo H m o y Du~tt,.Beboo Rsm~Comolsen,
Two speclmens of the large Bamboo from Mprrabqn; vsriaua specimens of o m
of antimony from the .same place, and tpvo. plother,of,pecld ,oyster. she&: from
Mergui, vere presented by the Honorable Mr. Baylq, :
. . .!
A co lomerate.s f siliceous sand, mica, alupine, and pmxpie ,ofiqm, hwn th;,
k n % a \ t , was presented by Commodo~e&ayes. . .
., . . , ,
A copy of Memoires de 1'Expedition A n g h . de 1''m b t , b y Morn. .It
Comte d e ' h was presented by t& authpr.. . . . .. ,. , . ,
The first m?ume 6 the Transactiqna af tho
S&i
of India, was presented by the Society.,
. .. I . t 1 ,.! i / , .
Scriptural terms, with their p r o p o d , r r ~ d e a k gbto
,by,.*
Dr. MU, with wu~arksby Mr.. K H. Wilson, peentad by #the Rererend &
Holmes, Acting Principal of Bishop's College.
.
I
. ..,.t:
...
.
A copy of the 3d volume of the Asiatic Remuchee, .was.
p r e s d by Dr.Burlini.
'
.
The thanks of the Society were voted tb the donors of the a , , :
The Meteorological Register, kept at the S w e y o r Cettezal'e ~ f f i a , , ~ f o =
ber and January, was presentqi by Captaip Herbert.
Read a letter from Mr. Hodgeon, f o r w a r d i ~a ~d u p b t e . Idex '& i us& 'and
Nagari, of the contents of the Kqnjur. .
. , i .. , . . ...
Rqad extract6 from an q o y n t of a viektc.tbq highluodn ofP;;ndl;.h, and
at cave of Bubaq, by Mr. W4ters. ;&.,rho a colpmuSicotioniiy L i e u
..
E l c d x , detailing the progreas,of g e o g r a y w diwvery .m Aerm.
Resolved, that the thanks of the Society be presented to the a u t h 0 t h a~ ~ u n i c a t i o n s . .,
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2.-MEDICAL 'AND P H Y S I C A ~ ,Soclen.
.,
.>
~t the meeting of the Society held m ths irtfi.imdnnt, Dr. #Donof the B m h y
Medical establishcpent, wm e k e d .a member..
.
.. . ,
A letter was rend from, Sir Juneis.McGragor, Dimetor @mdof the Medial
Department, London,#s c k m w n g ,the reeeipt &%be 3d vcilurne of tbe -6
.. . .
Transactions..
. , . , , .
Mr. Breton
to Ule .Society s variety of publications, d
k up by:&- ,
aelf for &e use gf @e Nstive M e d i d I d i t i o n .
Mr. '~ytler'spaper On the Effecta of ~ i r e u in
r ~Febrile ~ i s e l y ~ s ,then
~ ? ,read
md dirmird by the meeting. -Adjourned
..
. . .
,
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.
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1. % N&O CUR^.

never less than 6 feet. The part between the tide-gates near the mouth and the
first bridge acnm the Bm80kpore road in to he excavated to an additional breadth,
in order to sem the p q m e of a hnrln$wfbr cmlt, that otherwine lie exposed b e h e
the diffemnt ghats of the tom
The work is at present entitled the Circular canal, and is connected with a series
of m r b which have been in progrem for rome time, for fie improvement of what
is called the Upper Sooadubun paanage, in which there exist many inconvenience8
and dhp, if ad lsrl perils. Indeed, we understand, that the idea of this CircuInr
canal, M one of communication with the river, originated entirely during certain
diacmu~ionsbefore a special comrnim of oficem appointed by Qovernment to consider the fecrsibihy and advantages of a h e m e tbr improving and shortening thgt
mute, at a time when much sStenCMn wan directed to the possibility, by the failing
of the Jellingee and Bltdgittee, of this c i r c u i t . mute remaining the only p d t d e of the Gangetk pmvinces.
cabk ap roach to Calcutta fo*
b m o s t o f o q emtern redem, that thelower Delta, cafed
ItL, svpoez,
the Soondwbnna, m so ~ntersectedm ~ t ssurfwe aa ta form a pprfect net-work of
tide-creeks, mo& of which are navigable for bosta of comiderable burden, and have
been so uaed from time immemorial by the natives ofthe country. Before the year
1775, the ody apail.ML eormnrnicatian betreen Ebese creeks and the rim H
emerged into c l u u l creek, whiie the rea$ of the trade, then insignificant,%??
did not re*
to p e into
~ the Hooghly,landed at Balyaghat, sitnated two miles
amt of Calcutta, on the mvgiu d the great salt water lake or mrush. The pass*
excavated by Major Tolley, now be*
his dame, at first a private adventure under
r grant for DO
yesrs, and excavated with very imignificant dimensions, soon
became both a nmch frequented paasage and source of considerable nvenue. The
dimeasions hrrc been increased at severel auecessive periods, with tbe increase of
ib importance, to their present standard. The depth and other local circumstances
ue still mltch @mt this c a d being, b its present constitution, rendered a perfect
namfhle communication, or in m y
d c i e u t (a t h mapitude of the trade
whit enten it. The bed is not suillcicntly low to prevent a great portion being
idt dry during the ebb t i d e B of November to May ;ahd the whole w$is beaidleft expoeed to the gmat v u i O t i ~
Of surhrce daily*,and ycarky-f
- which take p k in

!

&H*
The -1s

*.of the Soondnrb-

-

-

u e subject to bat little
influence, while
tbe surface of the Ho$: lily iq raised considerably by tlre i d u x of the hPsh water.

The daily rise and fal bf tide in the kreeks which approach Calcutta by the lake,
pattly from the great 1of coutse in a straitened channel by which the l d e
to travel, and partly from the influenee of a vast m m h rrb the termination of tts
course in dissipaSibg tbe for& of the tide, is slro very smdl, when corn&
with
tlpz daily variation in tbe HoogMy. The .pplicakkm of mme kind of tide-@ at
the junction of waters which areso widely *rent
in their phenomena, appears tobe
t h e l p o r t ~ i c a l a n djudici~lls~pbn
Phntamldhmbaadeviaed. T h e d
will be kept by ~taebb-gates from fJlinll to tba gr& depMeion of the river in the
7 to 15feet, daily tider

t zdr~atrrmerui.tiae.

d

montlu, anddl&beptactedbyi@ontmor&odgatea fromtbe riolmt
of river water, which wodd otherwh'obtair~w h e ~
the r i m is at im
or 11 feet above the waters of the lake. A constant psesage will be avaikb for
B of naviption of serreral b u m during -each tide throngbut the year, md
cient i d n x of wUer from the river will be dowed to prevent the new canal

Th

:3fmm s ~ . n d p n e e n t i a g a n apesruverodmgdq andirudubrioursathe

preaent eatern C d The C&
4is not immedmtely come&xI with any
new system of town drdnage in contemplation ;but the subject sfprra not to have
been left unwndered, and much W t y in such rape& may be d d a n t l y expa%
ed from the position and proposed v
t of ita aster l e d
About 3,000 labourern are now employed d d y on the escavntio~,and the depth
h d y reached, is in many places 18 feet The find ampletion of the work may
be looked for in 1831.

4.Baron Cuail*'r

Nno Work on F W .

A very full praspceOrm 4 macbsd mi of a new work on fishes, preparing for publication by the above celebrated naturalist. To judge from the deta~lsgiven of the
~~.ktaxu%?
end canhibutions that have been offered to the workwell as of the
rP1plan which it is proposed to faflow m the execution-we would say that it is
elp to increase, if possible, the high reputation due. to the name of CUVIERin
mry civihd country of the globe. The Royal Cabinet which fnrn~rhesthe groundwotk of his Inborn b slid to consist of 5,600 species and 15,000 npecimens. A great
part of these have been arranged M, aa to give a clear idea of the comparative anatomy of this elrss of animals,and being tickekdanddeposited in the M w n m of Com-the Anatomy with references to tbe preeent work, they vill form an easy means
of verifying my details, and of ascertaining clearly the identity of an species. The
mamea of those who have given tkii assisor promised it, m u l i form a list of
Ibe meet distmguisbed men im Enmpe, inthis branch ofnatmrl history. In particular,.
however, M. Vdeadeanes, rmiehnt natnrdist in the h y a l Museum, is stated to be
his principal coadjutor, and the work is announced ss tbiir Joint production. A very
full histary of Ichthyology is promised, comprising- a critical analysis of all the
m r k s biderto publishedon the mbject of hbes.
which are not unfrequently the most paulilql branch of a
The s non
particular attention paid to them ; and fmq the large means of
d e u c e , lave
verifying descriptiom placed at his d i s p d , it is probable that every jnstice will k
done to this division of the work.
MM. Werner and Laurillard have un-n
to hmbh drawings for the
p b at least r. be *n
for
p o p ofspec*., and when a ~ a d
peculiity in the species, two or more.
or the terms of nubscription and other parrseollus, we refer to our wver.

k;P"
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3. W&tro'r
&rraasr.
'2be themametrid barometer; if its conshaction wen so simplified that it might
be Morded at one or two guineas, might, I think, be brought into general use. It is
a very useful instrnment,and might be employed occasionally aa a substitute for the
barometer, but alwaye with advantage as an accompaniment and duxiliary; and the
comparison of the results of the two instruments made on very elevated mountains,
mch M the Himmabya, would be very desirable and interestiy The principle of
the thermometrical barometer is good, and it is independent o the speeiftc gravity
of the mercury,whicb is an advantage ;but on the other hand the boil~ngpoint would
be shown a little merently accordiy to the quality of the water boiled; rain water,
spring, river, 4.d snow ~te+.wou d, I suppose, give different points in an instrument of so much sensibility. The ~nstrumentawhich b e been sent out would be
W
e
a
n in a survey: it requires a steady hand to put them into the curious tubes of
copper and tin, of which the cases are composed, without brenking, and a fall would
be fatal to them ;-indeed they are most fragile instruments, far more so than the
These two, with distilled water,would most probably have the Mme boiling point,
though the otbem would be likely to dilTer. There appear, however, to be some uncertsmties, in the determination of the boiling point, independent of the nature of
the water, the cause of which is not very clearly ascertained. It h u been found,
for instance, that water boils in platins vessels at 4. lower taplperature than in
~IU
;B
and that vessels of different materials have different boillug
Also
that a few @a* of metall,r flings, or b~taof metallic wire being
into a
liquid, oecasron it to bod at a lower tempemture than it otherwise would.-ED.

ct: .
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mountain barnmete?. The makers in Bogland ex&@ mughtan and Dod~ndtiem
to think that It is a mst dwrit~~ge
00 put their Instmmenta ttl small ~ 3 1 ~ 4 p s sFor
.
those intended to be uned in India, it n just the reverse, Here we c& alwap C u r 3
any thing worth carrying, W it ever so lteaw. If I were tb order any of these thertnometrical barnmetem' to be made, I would require nothing except the thermomdter part and wale maae 88 simply And mhdta~itiallya8 posciible, and the scaleshould
be c~prihleof takhg in 4,000 feet at once, by being made longer. I t should he in a
rase by itself. Ndtbing more is requhtl, except a ten kettle or shaving pot, and the
apparatus of thenhotneters, htrtches, hdtles, &c. %hich are stuffed into the eaBe
might be dispensed W b , but t h e e abould be three o r b n r spare tubev ready filled
in a separate case, to be fitted into the scale m the event of accidents.
J. A. H.

+

.

Application of Lit~ogyaphyto fie M n t i n g of Oriental Work.

I t has been announced, in one of the French papere, that a M. Semelet has published aq edltlon of the Gulistan lithographed, which bears the most perfect appearance of manuscript. This 1s said to be the first attempt of the kid, and additional
praise as to the difficulty of the undertalung, and beauty qf the execution, &c. is given.
I t 1s but justlce, however, to the several partier, tomentton,tl~atpriptlng oriental
works from stone has been pract~sedin Calcutta for ears, and not l q s than two editions of the Gullstan have appeared from one of the ~ i t h o 8 r a p b rp w r w o f t h a t city,
-the lait, published in 1827.

.

. .

. 6. FaUacy of the M ~ n i O a dsrcrlbsd
l ~ in No.% 4/thk work.
..,
. .
At page 56, i f No. 2, of Gleanings in Science,.tbere is same aceoukt of a new inI

-

4

0

&c..in, which,article,tbe editgr remarks, that ,beeaq d e w no fellacg
in the experiment. I have tq request him to observe, that the two weighta marked
i i counterb+
each .other, aa the eMcbine will . r e M n . p t rest in any psitien in

. vented beam

which it is pl&d; ,and conseqwtly the dencent nf the wei&tg.perfonns n~
other work than to overcome the friction c\nd inertia of the w v e d parts of the con-

.

triv~l~p,

1

,

'

,

N. N.

'

. .
1
.
.. .
6. Notics of a : S m . m h w aanrwed st Ramah, ,in FcB*ucr*y,
1893. . .
'
.*
L a t 24.32' 32" N. Long. 8J.20,' 6" E.
A* the occurrence of such fitorma, durin~the &we math: is not frequetrt in tbis
country, I have been induced to offer the.following description of it, copied from
I

I

.

notes taken dttring the time it lasted. It appears to be a fact rather remarkable in
Indian meteorology, that violent storms of srveral days' duration, do invariably
ter,~!inatein dense fogs, when they happen, which is very seldom, during the dry
months of the year. On no occasion that I recollect have I ever remarked a fog
-after a storm, during the rainy season in the provinces above Mengd.
Rewah, Sunday, 23d February, 1823.-Windvariable, and squally weather. Large
rumrli, forming
- in all directions, and occasionally heavy showers, wit11 %in&& from
the eapt.
Monday, 24th.-Sky entirely overcast by mmulo-strati nimbi, flying from east to
weqt, the upper mass of mn~ulihaving a contrary direction. About 3 P. M. lteavy
zivnbi flying to the west, where a curnal~mof great blackness and density was.formin: from south to north. It advanced with greater and greater rapidity, until
its line crossecl rhe ground where my tent was pitched, discharging torrents of rain,
accompanied by thunder. and lightening, and strong giists of ninc7 from all points
of tlte cott~pass. It rained without intertuission until near midnight, and storills of
thunder, lightening, wind, and rain continrted all night.
Tuesday, 25th.-The same yesterday, hut somewtlttt less violent. The sky occasionally opened, and cim' were visible in the higher parts. The nimbi, which still continued to fly front the eastward, asnumed more the appearance of cirro-ntm~rfi.
M'ednesrlay, 26th.-The storm ended with a fog of great density, which did not
clear up until past 11.A. M.
G.
I
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natural and artificial Puzzolanas. By

L-091

M.G~BARD,
Engineer

of Bridges and Highways.
{Frem Annales de Chimie et de Physique, x u v . 148.1

TEE chemical researches undertaken by many distinguished pbilosophera, to
d h e r the cause of the propertia poaemed b volcanic and artificial puzeolana~,
have not hitherto ended in giving a tolerable tEeory of a phenomenon m oomman
in the 1116s : perbapE this prgcesda from the circumstancas of t h phenomenon not
baring be& appreciated at their just value. What in fact distinguiahen pusmhnRs from other earthy mbstanm, is only the property of acquiring a certain degree of hanlnsn when chey am intimately mixed with hydrata of lime, and tho
dompound is kept under water for a longer o r shorter time. Thme me called bad
puhalansr which, in thew circumatanea, g v e a product which never aquirea
mom than a very moderate hardness, or rather those which quire a month or
more to become solid. The whole phenomenon requiring explanation mmiste,
h f o m , as is manifeat, in the degree of W Mobtaincd
S ~ at & and of a #bar
m. Now, it is known that hardnend is not i a the number of propertien which,
m natum, cnn generioally dintinguish a substance. The name quantities of the
mme elementa give riw to a multitude of bodies, the hardness of which vruise indefinitely. Thaa, from chalk to marble we a u y mark mbre than twenty gradatiear in tbe mbtance ef the almost gum ralcamow) carbonate. I t ahould, therefore, be expected t h e analyses, by only proving the quantities of silica, alumina,
and o v d e of h contained i n cloys, would teach nothing, or bt leaat very little,
rmpectmg their puzeolanic propertien. This is confirmed by experience, and it is
now oeoss*rry to seek, in lew wnential circumstances, the cause of these properties.
Chemical faatr not havingdeared up the question, M a r s . John d &rthier
.ppsar to agree in attributing the puewlanic properties to the FohsoMn and the ab8or6k9pocaef alone which the matter acquirer by the action of fire.
But the properties of argill.ceons fossil sand or xravel, which I was the first to
p i n t out, and those which M a r s . Meril and Payen discovered at the same period
although in a degree weaker, in the grauw&s and decompoued granites of Brew e , do not allow the opinion of M a r a . John and Berthier to he adoptCd, at
k t without restriction And I think that I am prepared to establish now, tha8
in fact the cohssior end dswbent pouwr 81.e not, in any- degree,
- the eauses of puswbnic propertiee.
M. V i a t haa examinal (Ann. de Chim. for June, 1836) what was theinhence
ef calcination on each of the elements of a clay which, calcined itself, gave a good
pwzalena. This inquiry ahould seem to throw a great deal of light on the theory;
yet ita only result wor, to pmve that silica, separated by acids from Gnbaked clay,
18 an excellent punolana, and loses part of this property by calcination,wMlst alumina, which is only a had puuolana, gains a little by calcination, but too little to
colnpeneatefor the loss of the eilica :so that M. Vicat ia led to conclude from this
experiment, that it is not correct to assimilate what passes in an intimate mixture
of silica, alumina, and oxyde of iron, submitted to a weak calcination, with what
takes place when the same oxydea are calcined separately. The question, then,
remains enrire ;and the following is succinctly the result of theexperiments which
I have tried with a vie* to resolve it, and which every budy Chn easily repeat.
If the claya p. which h d s or gravels owe their puzaolanic properties be se.
paratad by msbjng, and the most energetic and the least so are chosen ; if the
same operation be perhrmed on cartain argillaceous sands of the dour o/ dank
mine-grounds, which have not, as pumlanas, any but negative properties ; if rn 3heae sample6 are joined pure claya, namely, free from sand, and more or less
ochteous, such as are found abundantly every when,; if each of theae clays, dried in
tbaair and powdered, be mixed with half its volume of fat hydrate d lime, and the
tlifierent mortars thns obtained be i m m e r d , in the consistence of a firm paste, we
ahall be naturally i n d u d to divide the J a y s made use 05 into three clasm, calling

&em

:

~ o o #d& # o h daJS thow w&ch shall haA given mormm which, at the expiratiowof ten or 6kmd.pat most, rhdl rmkt the ruollgat pawmm of the 5 g e r

I16

Ooa natural attd artt3id PIltasdamM

without re&ving any impression, or which, loaded on a burface' of 0,000(M ldstn
with a weight of 2 kilogramrnes, experience no perceptible depression ;
Middling puz.aolana days, those for which it is necesaary to wait a month or six
weeks for a simiir result ;
Lastly, null pc~ssolanaolaya, thoge which give mortars remaining soft indefinitely, and which the finger penetrates with ease. I remark that I have found clays
of this class only among earths strongly ochreou~and of the colour of wine-lees, of
whicb I have spoken above ;but others may exist.
In the first placa I should remark that, in the first claaa are wrqprisgd, not only
the clapextracted from the mergetto sm.&, of which I have apoken in my firat no@
but abo the yeUowish brotcn and other clays which are met with in nature withqqt
mixture of sand. As much may be said of the second clasp, and hence it must be
concluded that the olags e r r ~ o t efrom
d
sand or gravel do not posse88 pseultcr* propertiso, but that these propertip are common to them in the same degree with msny other clays of dserent cnlours ; and that the properties of sa@ f a r e w ) have
been remarked on accwst of the m l t q r e of siliceous fregments only, which, being found ready made, renders these properties much more &triking, as I shJl erplain elsewhere.
which I intendsd to WHaving classed, by these first trials, the epbstamine, I subrsitted them, in a shts of dwt, to very nearly a dull red heat for fifteaa
minutes only, in an open cr~~cible.The follawingare the phenomena wbioh sppeared : claysof the two classes speedily undecwen&a aort of ebullition ; at thb
8ame time their mlour chaaged rapidly,#passiagf m n yellowish red, y e k , yellowish brown, &c. to deep brown &, to bright red, to blackish red. &c. ; an8
weighing the substance with care before and e f t s t h i operation, I found that
these cglcined clayn had lost variable quantities of their weights, amouatiaginamw
$0 a fifth part of their original weight.
Clays of the last class, on the contrary, did not+perceptihly change wlojw, nor
lose generally above two or three hundredth8 of their weight.
By forming mortars with clays t h u ~prepared, in (be s w proportions ead with
the same lime that I had employed for trying the naturslclays, I found, first, &at
claps of the first clans all became, without excepdon, e ~ w l l e npuzzolantrr,
t
in other
words, the mortars obtained as bve-n~entioned,and immersed, squired in the
couree of two days eufficient consistency to renist oornpletely an impremiom fmm
the finger ; that these mortars tried at the end of Bftwn days by the penetratiun d
a point, exhibited a degree of hardness equal to that of mortars of the same caw clap
+t the end of four month8 ;and that by pursuing this comparison till a more distant
gwiod, the progress of the calcined clay mortarn being afterward slower than that
of the mortars of raw Jay, there wm no longer any appreciable difference, at the
and of R year, between them, it beingunderatood that care wan taken firat to scrape
the surfaces in contact with the water to the depth of one or two c e n l i ~ t r s (=.a
s
to 0.8 inch.), an operation, the necessity of which I have remarked in my k t note
inserted in the Annales on this subject. Seoondl ,that clays of the lrecond clam
arhtbited nearly the same phenomena, with thin didrence, that pu-lanab
obtained by calcination. were generally less energetic, and afForded mortars leas hard
than the preceding. There ww besidea amuch greater difFerenw betwean thaw
mortars and those of raw clay, than for clayd of the k t olass. The latter required
more thaneight months to attain the degree of hardhew, which the others soquired
in fifteen drys. Thirdly, clays of the third class did not appear to have gained
,any t h i , or gained very little by calcination, and gave morfars ahieh remained
constantly boft under water as befora
Although it appeared to me ve probable, that the &eat of a calcination ro alight
m d of so short a continuance as '31at to which I had submitted the different clam
, d d only have been to deoompose a hydrate, and that the m a r k a b l e dimmution
. ef the we~ghtof the subatanoe, the kind of ebullition and remarkable aham of eo;
low must-be attributed to the digengagement of water retained in cowbination :
get I thought it newwary to eatisfy myself directly that there was witber a dimn.
To do this, I d.iatilled a degagement nor an absorption of gas in that +ration.
termined quantity of clay of the first olans, in tbe state of dust, in a retoa conn*
ed with a ballnon by a tube ; I found i t d c i e n t to keep, tba retort at nesrlya
dull red heat for fifteeq or twenty minutes. The Ehange of wlour took p b .L
w h exposed to the air, and squwus rrapour eondenled in tbe bdbon in drops.
Whm B e a p p ~ had
~ ud d , and &.later o o W w p t k , .thrrdght aftb

.

.

oddfped

and the weight of the water d m together &wet ~ t l equd
y tu

t8e weight of the clav employed*.
It rnG then be &nuidered an dambnetrsre8, at 1-t far dl clap more or
oobmot~d,&e d y ones I hsva had at hmd, and iahich are oertainly diffused in

great quantity in nqture, that the o d y dent of a light caloination, sdcient
to change them into the atate of e x d e n t pnmolnnas, is to dccompase, at 1-t
in
great m m , the hydrate formed by tha Werent oxyder which compow the clay
ia the sdthral atrta
m i @oankluaion was, it must be c o d f d , strikingly in agreement with the opinion of Mema. John apd Berthier, since it is veq evident that, by the dompo.

aition of the hydrate, the atmrbcnt pmpmy m a m n s i W l y augmented in tbe
prduct ; but it repmned to explain why d
n clap were only in diffemnt pw.
'
dams, and why others were null, an aftsr &nation.
I tbbughe te find, in the ohemiesl analysis, the solution of this problem ; but I amved at resulta which were insufficient. In the first plaoe, among the clays of
the f h t and bmond dmme ware found mm
as it were, of the same
dements. Afterwnrcl. the *whir
I hare named nu(l
q u a d t y of the
puarohmas, contain generally more thrm 80 part8 m 100 of silica, very little alumina, and a great den ofoxyde of iron. Must then the development of puzzolanio
pmpesth be attributed lolely to the preuence ofalumina and to calcination ? Thir
faot wouM have been in direct oppaition to the experimcbts of M. Vicat, whiab I
have m t i e n e d above.
Thus 1 found myself placed in the midst of the same n n d n t i e s , that had ac.
eompanicd the researches of &one, whohad en#
in the same inquiry befom m a
A t length it occurred to me to form mortars with the elements of each clay separstely, and to compare the rmlte. For this purpbse, I separated the various n&
t a r a l clap, w h i l I had tried, into dlioa, on the one hand, and into alumha a d
oq& of iron, on the other, by menus of hydro-ehloric (muriatic) acid and ammonh. 1 waehed the residues on thefilter carefully, and after drying them alowly in
the mnshinq or over a gentle 6re, avoiding every t h ~ n gthat could be conl~idereda
calcin~ion,I mixed them in equal portions with fat hydrate of lime, and immeraed the mortars. I t had been better to employ one-half of hydrate of lime, aa in
the preceding experimentti, but I preferred the uther proportion, h m m e I operated on small quantities ef each substance.
. ,Here follow the rasulta which I wan noon enabled to perceive, 1. All the mortam, with the silica of the chps of the first class, had solidified at the end of a k md-thirty hours, so that the strongeut pressure of the finger did not even make the
alighteat inequalities of the &PCB d i ~ p p e a r At the end of eight days, these
mortars had acquired a grear consistency, d d by submitting them to proof, by
means of penetration with a point, I found lAat wnsistency superior to that of
mortPrs of calcined clay, after 6 f t m daya of immersion. 8. The mortars formed
with the silica, extracted from c l a p of the second clasa, acquired a lesa 00-idwable h d n m than the p r d n g . 3. In fine, those obtained with the sil~ca,
ertraoted from clays of the third dass, remained soft indefinitely. 4. Mortars
formed in each class, with the compoundof alumina and oxydeof iron dightly drisB, and which consequently still retained a oonsiderahlequantity of water, became
d i d after an immersion of fifteen or t w m q hours a t most. I do not think that
any p n d a n a exists more rapidly energatical, and I have not remarked any perceptible diffmence, ekhough the compound of alumina and oxyde of iron varied
caaaididernbly irl the praportionr. Nwerthehe, it is important to remark, that
thi abpid condidaxion is not followed by a corresponding progress, and that after
dght o r fiftew doys the mortars of silure of the first two classes are harder than
them. 6. Lastly, tbemoktarn formed by ell theelements of the clay at once, o f h
narly the same resnlte, as thoee of dlioa, for the fint two clHowever, and
I innis? on t h i ~point, these elements*cdntain then at b a t aa much water an the4
raw clPy,~andarenotmore abmbsnt : they firm, nevertheless, d l e n t puzeolanas.
SwWd irnport~at.
co~~alnsions
may, I think, be deduoed from these facts.
They prove, firar; tbat claps differ fiom one another generically in the state in
which thscdlicr, k fbtuld ; ~leoondly,that the prmncs of water, more or less wm''Wheh clay contains carbonate of lime or vegetable substances, gqes are ind&d di8@ngBged,but always in small quantity. Thia disengagement has not be1
say relatibh with the calcQllation of pmolanas purely argillaceaaa

-

rUd, ,
d m not impair the pundanic pro@-.
appear especially to d C h m t%)e state of inofation in which i o elemen@ u a
p l d . I do not pretad, however, to astabIbh that thesilicacan &a
gnat number of difirent states, but rather that they me reduced to two, d y , t k t i n
whibh it is combined with the other oxydea, and that wherein it haa bees orighdly
free, and in which ita m o h u h have been ofa nature to yield socohesion, and to age e r a t a I t is sufficient to suppow, then, that, in days of the firat c b , Qhe sillca 1s very principally found in the firat state, which is favourable to iwmmbination
witb lime ; tbat, in cisys of the seoond o h , the part of the silica, which i~ found
in the fimt state, is l& considerable ; and that, lastly, in clays of the last c l ~ s ,i t
is null, or at 1-t very infaior to the part which is met with in i t in the free state.
I shall remark, that the days of the first two chaser being strongly hydra&d, i t
may be regarded as almbst certain, that the part of the d i c r i , in combination with
the slumtna and oxyde of iron in the clays, is found united with-thsse two lm&a
i n the alate of hgdrate.
Now, I hare proved above, that the only &t
of a alight c a b t i o n on bydrated clayn, was the decomposition of the hydrate ; sod the facts whiah I have
just stated ptove that it ia suffiaient t b t the silica, and the compdllnd of &mine
and oxyde of iron cease. to be in combination, in order that the body dial1 b-e
an excellent puctolana I think, therefore, tbat I proceed on sure greund in ex, plainlngthedevelopment of thepuzzolanicpmpenies in clays by a slight oalcination,
by this slmple hypotheis alone, that the hydrate being decomposed b heat, & a h
i s found to b aeparaled by that m e w fran tlie_ oodmadion, and t L t ihing. take
. place then in the mortar of calcined clay, as in that wher in all the elements of the
raw clay were united, rfter having been fieparated by chemical analysis.
A fmt, for me very unexpected, will ccpnpletcPthe proof of this theory, d r e d y
very sutlieientlv demonstrated by what pl-eoedes. I have said that a s k h t calci.
na&n war iribufficient for conversing clays of the third class into the stab of pnr.
zolane, even of a middling kind, and I had therefore beliwed that theeffect of that
calcination wan n~ill,or dmost so, onstheelements ofrhoneclaya ; but, in or&r t+
lwve nothing to chance, I analyzed one of those clayn, combined as I have before
explained, and I was greatly surprised on forming a mortarwith thesilica wbich i
had so procupxi, to see that it had become d i d more speedily and complete1 after iw
immernion,than the mortars obtained with thesilica of the raw clays of the irst clans.
There is but one method of explaining this aufEciently remarkable chernical fact,
which is, by admitting that, by the assistance of beat, the oxyde of iron is made to
enter into combination with the silica, dectingby that means the division d the
agglomerated particles of the latter. This fact is, mormver, quite similar to that
o b s e ~ e dwith silica and with lime, and remarked by Deswtils. Biit what is important to remark is, that the clay thus w n v d , and in whith the elements are
found comhined by the dry way, and are separately fit for making excellent pumaIrmas, is, notwithstanding, still but a nclllpuraolana. Thus, it remeins demonstrated, that the condition neoeasary to the exintenm of a good argillaceous pum- >
lana, is, that the rirua a h d l be found imlalsd from the otheroxydes, and, MWC&.
lmo, in a$l state to form nao combi~dionr.
I t hence appsara very evident, that certain clays, r t r h g l y hydrafed, are good
puzmlanae in the natural state, only becnuee the combinations of tbe oxydesi i n ,
the state of hydrate, can be readily dissolved, in order to give place to new combi.
nations determined by the pr&ce of hydrate of lime : it is t h e r s f o ~probable,,
t h e the ailica wmhines shparately witha part of the lime, and that the rcat &
the alumina and the oryde of iron. I t is, besides, an opiniongenerdlyPlmitd,
that when several bodies, such as silica, alumha, oxyde of irea, lime, rradwawr
are f und in presence of each other, they do not all combine tqjether, but rather
two and two, or three and three. Hence, as the decomposition of the natural hy.
. b t e ought to p d e t h e consolidation of the mortar, it is not surprising that this.
consolidationshould make leas rapid p r o w in raw than in caloined dry, in which 8
the decomposition of the hydrate is done ready.
I t may be asked what part the oxyde of iron acts in purzohnas, and whether its
presence is useful. I believe that the answer to this question is found in the apd,
proximation ot the two following fa& :-M. Vlcst has observed that pure h i n a , ,
caltined or not, was but a very indifferent puzzolana ; and I have found that the
compound of alumina and oxyde of iron, separated hy analysis from the different
clays, is, on the wntrary, a puzzolana rapidly energeticzl, and, in this ropect,

bind with the dements ofthecla
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On natural and artijcial Puzzolanus.
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-&able
; I am inclined to W w e , a h , that the presena, ofthe oxpdc of ipromotes the decomposition of the natwal hydratua. This is a point whmh awnp*
r s t k e erpaimenta, undertaken at the same time on white and on c o b r e d clap;
would spon have deared up.
Science is still in want of a good monography of clays, which, however, would
be useful to the numerous arts in which clays are employed. The earthy manpounds to which this name is given appear to be formed in a very variable manner.
Chance has greatly assisted me by offering two of their most important modifications in the hydraud o'aya, rich, neverthelas, in silica, and im the c l a p which ue
not hydrated. I have found but a small number of the latter, but I can point out
w h e n they are to be found, and show specimens of them.
The preceding miderations appear to me to mntain the zationcrl theory of argil.1
l a m u s puzzolanas, which may be stated very general1 an fo1lowa.-The aonsoli.
dotion ol pussolnna-rtara
under watw, &pend8 m t L embination VIM
takm
place bctwesn the l i m and the siltca, ma the on^ hand, and between the l i w , alu.
mina and osyds of +on, on the 0 t h . I t i s hnown, m o z ~ fran
,
direot mpa-4.
M r . that fheds two aombinatimu parear wry rapidly the propsrty of hudmaa um&r wafer, or, what w tantamount, of forming u 60Nd hydrate in d e l e n n i ~ popor.
b
ima.
More than one l~sefulapplication of the experimeuts above mentioned may be.
made in a large way. First, since fifteen minutea of a heat not exceeding a dull
red are sufficient to d e c t the convtvsion of hydwtudckryainto excellent pu~mlanas
when these c l a p are in the state of powder, I believe there would be generally a mat
economy in preparing artificial puzzolanq in this manner icr o y m b air, cra recanmended with reamn by General Treussart : thus we ehould avoid having to p d verize it, and we should abridge at least nine-tenth of the time and expenaes of
alcination ; in a word, we should thul calcine all clays as readily as bands (atwmca)
themselves are calcined*. Might we not also render useful as p n r d a n a s the residues of the alum mannfaetoriea, which mot be rich in a d l e n t #ib*r ready
prepared, and the price of which is little or nothing ? I give these id- to t h w
who, like myself, may have more than oneoocasioq to make a u s e f u l s p ~ u t i o n .

-

11.-OTL Boting for Water.

[Froin the Ehcycloptedia Metropolitans, .4rt. BORING.]
T h e practice of boring for water, and the frequent succeen that has latelyattenP,

d t h e opthtion, in producing a great supply without the actual sinkipg qf a
render the sub~ectuneof great importance ;weconceive, therefore, that our r + ~ ,
will be gratified with the follow~ogdewription of the process, for which we pre in?
deb& to the h n d o n Journal of Science, XXXIII.
T h e situation of the intended well baing determined on, a circular hole M gene..
mlly dug in the ground, about six or eight feat deep, and five or six feet wide.
In the cantre of this hole, the boring is carried on by two workmen, assisted by
labourer above, as shown in the plate, Fig. 1. The handle, Fig. 2. hav' a femgle
screw in ths bottom of ita iron shank, and a ring qt top, is the panw? agent tc ,
which all 4%boring implements are ta be ~Ataohed. A chisel, Flg. 3. is first employ&, and sonnraad to this handle by its s t e w at top. If tbe ground is tolerabfy
loff, the, weight of the two workmen beadin8 upon &he cross bar, and ocfasionally
*

' 1 have arrquted these calcinations in a large may, in a manner as oonvmient*
os it is rapid, in small furnaces, supporting a kind of evaporating basin, the bottem '
of which, in strong ahwt iron, was kept at a temperature near to a dull red,,by the*
revmed flame of a fire-place suitably disposed. I shall give elsewhere a detnilbd
description of this apparatus.
' L P-lana,
a kind of subatnna formed of volcanic aahes, more o r h n compacted together, and so called from Puzzuolo, and pulvis Puteohnus, from PurCoA,'
~ituatednear Mount Vesuvius, from which thebe ashes are ejected, and in t& rii
ainity of whioh they abound."-Rerr'a
Cychpedia.

m

On Boritbg for water.

fordrig it r o u 4 ~ w i lsoon
l ~ can- tbr &%elt6 p e t r a w ; but i t the .grmpd i e
h u d or &rang, the workmen strike the chinel down with repeated blows, so M' to
padc thdr way,,often changing. their situation by walking round, whichbreab the
stones, or other hard substanoar, that may happen to obtrnct its pmgreas.

The labour is veryaonsiderably reduced by meam of an elastic wooden pole,
placed hotinontally overthe well,.from which & chain in brought down and attached to the ring of the handle. This pole is usually made fast .at one end as a ful-

'

\

a n m , by being set into a heap of heavy loose stones ;at the other end the labouref
eves it a slight up and down vibrating motion, cermponding to.the beating motlon of the wofkmen below, by which means theelasticity of the pole, in rising, lifts
the handle and pecler, and thereby vexy considerably diminishes the labeur uf the
workmen.
W h e thahole
~
has bean thus opened by a chistrl, as far as itr length will permit,
tbe & i d is withdrawn, and a sort of cylindrid auger, Fig. 4, is attached to the
handle, Pig. 2. for the purpose of drawing up the dirt or broken stones which have
Baen disturbed by the ohisel. A.section of this auger is shown in Fig. 6. by which
the intetnal valve will be seen. The auger.being introduoed into the hole, and
turned round bv the workmen; the dirt or broken a m e s will pass through the
aperture at bottdm (shown at Fig. 6,) ahd fill the.cylinder, which is then drawn up,
a d diwhlvged at the top of the anger, the-valve preventing its cnoape at bottom.
' 10 order to penetrate deeper into the ground, an iron rod, nu in Fig. 7, is now
. t4 be attached. to the ohisel. Fig. 3, by screwing it to its upper end, and the rod i i
dm fastened to the handJe, Fig. 2', by screwing into ita socket. The c h i 4 having '
thus become lengthened, by theaddition of the rod, it is again introduced into the
hale, and the operation of pecking or forcing it down, is carried on by the workmen
'
M o m When the ground has been thus perforated, as far w the chisel and its .
rod will reach,.they must be withdrawn, in order again to introduce the nuger, Fig.
4, to collect and bring up the rubbish, which is done hyattacl~ing
it to the iron r d , .
in place of the chieel. Thus, as the hole hscomea deepened, other lengths of iron
rods a r e added, by wnnecting them together, as in b, Fig. 8. T h e ~ e c e a s i of
t~
frequently withdrawing the rods from the hole, in orderto collect the mud, stones,
,
or rubbbh, and the great friction produced by the rnbhing of the tools againat its
rides, as well as the lengthe of the rods, augmenting in the progress of the operation, sometimes to the extent of several hundred feet, render it extremely inconve.
nient, if not impossible, to raine them by .hand. A trip,edal standard is therefore
generally constructed, by three scdoldtng pnlea tied together, over the hole, as
shown in the plate, from the centre of which a wheel and axle, or a pair of pulley
bl& ere suspended, for the purpose of hauling up the rods, and from which h a w
the fork; Fig. 8. This fork is to be brought down under the shoulder, near the
to ,ofeach rod, and made fast to it by passing a pin through two little holm in the .
d w b . The rods are thus drawn up, about seven feet at a time, ivhich is the umal
dtst&nde between each joint, an&at every haul a fork, Fig. 10, is laid hurimntally
over the hole, with the shmlders of the lower rod resting between its claws, by
which means the rods are prevented from sinking down into the bore again, wbib.
the upper length is untronwed, and removed. In attaching and. detaching t h m
' b n s b of rod, a wrench, Fig. 11, im,employed,by which they u e tmrned round, and
& 8i b d up ta their 4 ~ m
bearing,
The boring is so etimea performed for the first sixty or a hundred feet, by a.
&fd
of twomd,a h l f inches wide, and d e a d oat by a
& diameter, a d then the hole h d d e n d by a to& n c ~ ? s ? h b ~ n % ~ i ~ ~
This is m e r e a o h i d , as Fig. 3, four inchen wide, but 6 t h a guide put on a t
its lower part, for the purpose of Beeping it in a perprndicr~lardirection ; the lower '
part is not intended to perli, h ~ l tto pass down the hole previor~blpmade, wliile the
sides of the chisel operate in enlarging the hole to four inches. Tlre process, however, is generally performed at one operation by a chisel of four inches wide, as Fig.
3, and a gouge of three inches and three quarters, as :rt Fiu. 4.
I t is ohviow, that placing and displacing the lengths of rod, which is done w q
time that the anger is required to be introduced or withdrawn, must of itself be ex..
tremely troul)lesome, independent of the labour of boring; but yet the operation proaeds, when no unpropitious circumstances attend it, with a facility almost incredible- Som:.times, however, rocks intercept the
which require great labnllr to.
penetrate; but this is always effected by pecking, which slowlypulrerizes the stone.
,

.

The mmt u s ~ b t
a t t e d m t upon &
W
l&
n m . ir tin a c m h d
breaking of a ;od into RIMhnle, which,s o m ~ ~ c a ya~deby
t u of nuny dap,
en inlabour in drawinn UD the bwer wrrion.
may be nsr
When the water is obtained i i &ch quan(i& and of mch qh.lityu
qnired, the hole is drew& ar 6ni.hed by pDering down it the diamond ahid, Rig.
13;this h to make the &dss smooth p~~
to putting in the pipe. Thb chicrel ir
at&
to rods and to tbe handle, as before doseribed, and in itr dacFI11h tha
workmen continually walk round, by which tbe hole is made smooth and qltlldri.
4. I n the progress of the bring, frequmt veins of warn are pslsed through ;but
as theoe are d l streams, and perhaps impregnated with m i n d s u b a m
t h e operation is aarrid on until an aperture ir made inm a main rpring, which wiU
sometiflow up to the surface of the earth. This must of wume depend upon
t h e level of i n source, which, if in a neighbo+ng hill, will Gegueptl awrs the nsta
to rise up, and produma coostant fountain. But if the altitude of
dimrantopring
bappem to be below the level of thesurfsce of the gronpd, n h m the boring is
ed, i t sometime. happens that a well of wndemble mpaeity h obto bet dy(
down to &at level in order to form a r-oir,
into which the watm ma). flow, and
from whence it muat be r a i d b a pump ;while in cbe former instance, a w n t i n w
touptain may be muins(. Hence, i t r i l l d r a p be a mat* of b u b t , in ~n.l
oountner, whether water cwn be pmured which will Bow near te or overdhe surface ;if t h b Fannot be efiected, the proeasr of boring will be of littkor noadsantap,
except rrs an experiment to tiecertain the fsot.
I n w r to keep the water pum and uncontaminated iwth mbreral aprinb, tbs
holeia cased for a considerable depth ~ i t am&
h
pipe, aLot~taquytes ef an inah
smaller &an the bore. Tbh is w e r a l l y mde d tin,,(thaugh romatlms dcopprs
o r lead,) in convenient lengths ; and as eachtl
is ladown, it isbeld by a dun&
rating in a fork, w h i l e v a n o tlengh
~
is %toit;
bywhichmruacontinqed pipa ia carried through the pipe, ns far ss mag be found nscerssry, to d u d e
h d apriqgv, and to preveut loose earth sr d f ~ o mf
w in and &king thr
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l1t.-dliscellaneous

Notices.

l . - N w Osyde of Iwn-M. Berth* aon6idider;a th. d a which fall r
amith'r anvil os a new axydeof irqq. They do not unite with acids rimply, bqt
v l v e d into protoxyde and pemx de, which then form
They am not mn.
stapt in their mmpnaition : but, wh6n mwt no, mnsist sf imn 100, a~ygem94.2 x
hmca t h y ere the deutoxide.-Dvb. Rhil. J1. 281.
2.- M~nnerof $ r m ~ i kShttusr, MJah, omd O ~ o m m t r ,ncds pf C o p y ..n
Sronae.-The rewzpM for communimting to newlyaut brouse a c d n w wbioh g t w a
i t t h e app&ance of old t~ronse,vary more or less W e shall here give the la*
thod emplo ed by Jecob, one of the b a t artists of Parir. Tnke two gmm of&
ammo~iac,galf a
of d t of sorrel, which diwolve in e d e m i d e r (400
g r a m m a ) of white vinegar : after cleaning the metal well, dip a p e n d %htiy in
the wlution, and rub it contiorrelly on tbe srme p k s , until the wlour ir dry, and
the tint hPLl acquired the desired intensity, That the drying m y trrhe p k atom
quickly, this operation is p e r f 4 by &g
;he object to the sun or in a s m e .
The bronee wbur becomes deeper, in proportion to tha length of time oarmpid
,
y
j
n
gthe brufh over the slupe
Jwrn. d u Con*.
Uausl. OI Prsriq.
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3.-Method qf discwehe P a t w o & :ha Blow-pips F k . - M . Hark* d
Freyherg say% &at, in consequence of an observation made by UWM,
n8mdyd
t h a t ory& of nickel with potash, gave a blue & a s before the bhw-pipe, whibt '
&a with the same oxide produced a b r w n glans, he wrrs led to examme whathar
t h e didnetion might not be mads tc, atFord a useful mt. On nuking the eqea-hent with pot&, he ob$ahd ap exoe4eat result ;the blue pzoduoed ir not likely
.to be wnfounded with that produoed by cqbJ1, becwre it i a c l i m to 8 miky ap.
p a p a & So q e w w ia t k a teat, that the prmam of pots wm @ d i a a w ~ ~ e d
IP the pnicii*
(a pew v u j r y ZWIPU,dititinu(8b.l by P.sfemrB*th.upt,)
d
w
g
h8.iatingT4h- ip v q m l s o l l quultit
The w w t rglauve to sod.
r a n not so successful, thq glau acquiring qn& s weak brown w l w . 4 a A r . dor
C k 1W.
\

.
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4+U,o
of C W 6 ef Lhw in G a d d n g a d e d lime, it is uid, d
ldom y inon t m , m d prevent d u r i a from A i n g from vegst.blea or other matthe b o d h ofthose
ter in a state of decomposition. I t w a ased in F ~ ot~s prdnfgrtutmtepemons who had destroyed themselvm, until owned by their friends. A
body, if washed with the preparation, will keep for weeks without altwation or
offensivedour. Timber wsshed with it will be prmerved fmm the effeau of damp
.nd eonfined air, and it would a b o prevent the spread of dry-rot, and destroy
:e
inssots on plants.-Gad.
Mag. 111.364.
6-Saaosrrien r j Pcopr.-The alternation or auraamon of crops, found to be of
culture, hss been proved to be a gesomuch importance both in gardening and
aeral law of nature by I Dareau de la M a z i n the hn.dm &limo. Nat., tom.
v . p MS., AoGt, 1826. The facts which he hringn forward are perfectly consistent
with .the experience and observation of varioun naturalists and cultivators. T h e
botanist Rsy obrerved, after the great fire of London in 1888, that L s brium Irio
sprung up athe ruin8,where it hail nwer bern seen before :and E e s s n r Palla,in thesnd of h s t cant rfi olserved m Rucuiathat, when pine foreatn were destroyed by 61-0,they warentt succeeded by the pine or fir tribe, but by wild service,
birch, limb, poplar, an11annlo$ons trees. Dr. D d ht sho, in the beginning of the
-nt
cantury, found that h s grandfather's fielf near Northampton in YennsyL
VM~IL, which a century before was covered with oaks and chestnuts, after being
un&r the plough for two genmations, and then left to itself, b-ht
fonh a thick
ve of white pine, without a ringle oak or chestnut tree. From the vuioarr
both afherbloeous and ligneous wgetabka, a d d u d by Y. Dureau, he
d u d a that the sumamionof plants is a fundamental law of vegetation in a state
d nature ;and that ita imitation by art, in our Wda, gardens, and woods, is of the
b t impwt.ll~8-fAurd. Mag. 111.208.
6 s Q n the Prupa+aHon of MtSlfcid U1lramarins.-M. Omelin, of Tubingen, hlu
p u b U e d the Pollofting pmaebs, (which he mys suoceeds infallibly,) for preparing
ultramarine. P m n hydrata d silica and of alumina, the firet, by melting toplather well-pulveri~qumfsfswith
ihqr timas as much carbonate of potash, and by
diasolvi.ng the melted mka in water, and precipitating by muriatic acid ;theseoond,
by precipitating a solution of pun, alum hy ammonia. These two earth8 should be
&dully
washid with boiling water. A-fter that, d e t k i n e the quantity of dry
.
earth which remains, after having heated a certain quantity of the moist earth to
dm. TBe hydrate of silica which I made use of in my experiments contained
66 part^^ in 100, and the hydrate of alumina 3.44 parts of anhydrous earth.
- Afterwards dissolve with heat, in a solution of camtic d a , as much of that
te of ri)ioa as i~ will dissobe, and determine the quantit of earth diaadvd.
take for 72 parta of this anhydrou silica, a q.~ntitJ o l h Y bd alumina
aentaining 70 parts of dry alumina. Add tu it the aolution of silica, and evaporate
the whole -her,
constantly stirring the mixmre, till there reanains only a &at
powda.
This oombination of ailiqa, alumina, and soda, is the bwis of the ultrsm&e,
i v h h isnow to be wloured by sulphmet of sodium, which is done in the following
manner.
Lnto a Resian cruoible furnished with a cover fitting elm, ut a mixture of tna
pa* of sulphur and one of an h dmus carbonate of soda. &at gradually till, at
a dull red heat, the maas is w d m d t e d i then project thin mixture, in very smdl
pornions at once, into the midst of the melted mum. As won aa the effervescence,
owing ,to the vapour of the w&r, wasen, throw in a freah portion. Having kept
the crucible for an hour moderately red hbt, remove it from the fire, and let it -1.
If there iuan exom of sulphur, drive it offby a moderate heat. I n w e all pmrs of
the JtnunPrine are not ~10med
equally, the finest pnrta may be sepamtd, after
reduuhg them to very fine powder, by washing with water.-Ann. & C k i a ,
a a i i . 400.
?.-Hugh1 of Monl Blono. The height of Mont Bhnc and of the Lake of
Geneva haa latel h n d u l l y ascertained by M. Roger, an ofawr of enginema in
the m i c e of t i e Swim Confederation. The summit of the mountain nppaara to \
+
be 4496 metor 14,MB English feet above the lake of Oeneva, and the s w f ~ ~ + ~
of the lake 367 metres, or 1283 English feet above the sea. The mountain h,
therP6are, 16,775 fsec above the level of the sea.-Qusrt. Jour. So. 3. N.8. M14.
ERRATUM
in NO. 3. P. 92.1. 15, for union, read unringed.
J
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I.-Results of a.Smrmrea
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Strtlrgth of +fire&
Kinda of f l m h : By Captain H. C . BAKER,
& p e n ' n t . d e n t of S w e n s i o n Chain Briees. .
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THE exw:rimenta of which the results only are below recorded were conducted, as

nearly a s circumstance^ admitted, with similar apparatus to that used by Mr. BARLOW, and described in his Treatise on the Strength and Stress of Timber. The extreme precision aimed at by MR. BARLOW,
for the purpose of establishing a particular
theory, was neither attainable with the means I had at command now, nor, had it been
ao, would it, after Mr. BARLOW'Sresearches had so satisfactorily established tile
accuracy of hi premises, have been attended with any consequences at all commensurate to the diWculty and labour necessary to secure it.
The specimens, many of them, were ol~tninedfrom the Commissariat Timber DepBt,
some very fine ones From the Cossipore Gun Carria~eAgency, and others were the
produce of the Calcutta marltet ; those of three and two feet in length were, generally speaking, cut from the sound fragments of the larger spccimens.
m e central deflections of the seven and six feet specimens, were usually noted
iinmediately after the application of each 50 Ibs. of fresh load, at whichtime, the set
taken by each appeared more regular than after some i n t e n d hadelapsed; the first
deflections were commonly recorded with 150 Ibs. weight, in some cases wit11 only
50 Ibs.; sometimes the specimen was turned upon the tressels and su!?jected to two
or more'trials, and in a few instances the load uras lrft suspended for many hours,
deflections being noted at different intervals of time.
The depth of,tlie neutral avis was occasionally observed, hut this has been found
to vary so verylittle (bei generally 5-8ths of the depth) as torender its insertion in
the table of resulta of li%e practical utility.
The diiect cohesive strength of the woods 'having 81~0been subjected to experifnrnlula has not been thought necesment, the calculation of it fmm MR.BARLOW'S
sary; but the curious in such investig:lbions arc here presented with abundant materials for pursuing the inquiry.
It is much to be regretted, that from the cireumstmces under which most of the
specimens were obtained, so little accnrate information respecting thc tinher
eould be procured. The age, size, time of felling, and circumstances under which
.the trees had heen respectively placed subsequently to their being cut down, would
all have"material!y enhanced the value of this statement of rcsults to the man of
'kecrearcb, but unluckily no such information was accessible ; indecd, in few cases
was it even precisely knqarn from what part of the timberthe specimen itself was cut
out, or what number were off the same trunk. 'fl~eyear of importation, where
t n h , has been howw.er ihserted.
. .
' The following were the woods experimentecl on :
SAUL*.Shored Robwta. ROX. This timber is too well known to rendera length.
'cned derctiptian of it reqnisite, but its value for building purposes does not yet
P

i

.

.

'

0

The Saul and Sissoob are obtained from the forests n ~ r t h ' o '&
f
&om
line,
bctreeo the 25th a d 31at N. Lat. 74th and 88th E. Long. but chieflyhmthe tract
lying north of Poornoah and G o r u c k p ~ ~. :.. . . ..

,

meehnnicd reohamit afford6
The
of sbain,however.applied, render i t unquestipnably the moat valuable of
m
Indian timber yet generally kmwn for engineeping p u r p o ~ e l The regnkrity of itr
deflections is indeed such as to render calculations of the requisite scantling for any
particular stress at all times simple and sure.
The general appearance of its fracture beautifully illustrates MR. B a s ~ o w ' sb y
of the axis of motion, or rotation being centrically situated, the upper o r cornpremed
fibres being smooth as thottgh cut with a slprp knife, those in a state of tension, so
fine and intimately blended as to resamble those of hemp
- rope
- when riolent4y torn
asunder.
The s a d of the Calcutta market is seldom above 30 feet in length, but the traer
grow to a much greater height. Prom the injudieiouu practice of squaring it, after
felling, ita mean girt is only, about six to seven feet, hut mnst be n a t u d y much
greaten
sL
Saul b s lately been very sucoersfay substituted for teak, in many of the component parta of the gun carriages, chceks, beams, and transoms, poled, and framing
of gun add ammunition boxes; occasionally spokes, nrrves, and fellies. Its toqhness
C caeas of peroussion muat obviously render it a much safer rnlrterid thro tbaL tO
be near in acti~n. I t has also, been uaed for w r and witadow pannels. It h m v e t
shrinks more from its greater density.
SOONDPEE.Hm'ttera Minor. Ro*. An Guatic timber from the S o o h d u r b ~ ~ ~ .
A wry tough and elastic wood, aommonly usedfor boats, boat masts, poles, buggy
a h a h , and the spokes of wheels; but it is a very perishable wood, and shrinks a good
deal in seamniny.
T E A K-To both the above woods, the teak (Tectoma granrli J in point of strength
and elastic~tyis decidedly inferior; its brittleness renders it indeed rather hazardous
to stand near the specilnens when subjected to heavy strain, aa tlre pieces, sometimes several of them, fly with considerable impetus in different directions.
A reference to the tables w ~ l show
l
that, of a great number of specimens tried, three
: the ulean S.
only, 80,8I, 88,at all approximate in results to those of MR. BARLOW
of my experiments is about 2078 ;of M R . BARLOW'S
2462, a number whlclr exceeds
that of the saul tried by me. MR. BARLOW'S
specimens must therefore have been vastl y superior to any in common use throughout Ind~a,for the comparative superiority
of saul in polnt of strength is, I believe, ~ndisputable.
The teak grows to a great height, 70 to 80 feet, andmore, hut cannot be edsily obtained good of that size, the heart berng frequently very ~nuclrdecayed. It is a durl
able wood, when exposed and not subject to the depredations of white ants, u n t ~ it
has been very long rn use. The uses to which teak is applicd are too generally known
to render much remark necessary : planking, boxes, pannelling, doors, windon s,
venetians, furniture, beams of houses, are amongst the most common.
SISSOOH*.D a l b e r p a Sissooh. Rox.
I n structure somewhat resembles the finer species of teak, but it is tougher and
,'more elastic ; the Sissooh grows to the hcight of ahout 30 feet, hut'it is generally
rather crooked, and therefore not s o well adapted for beams; Srssooh is said to get
harder with age.
I t is by the natives employed for llo~rsefurniture, beams, cheeks,.spokes, naves, and
spokes and fellies of wheels, keels n n ~ frames
l
of boats, blocks, prrnting presses, and
generally rn all work where crooked trniber is required.
JAROOL
red. A fine even wood rn structure, and grows to great size in the Chittagong district, hot that brought to tlre Calcutta market is too small to he of much
use, except for picture frame?, and other s~milnrpnrposcs.
The Chittagong forests are said to be nearly clenretl of the best, o r thorny species
of Jarool, the others are of little value ;it is considered a treacherous wood in ship
building.
GOMAR
or Gumbhar Wood. Sperific gravity 500; a light and easily frangible
wood, produced both in thc Morung and Chittagon8 foreeta ; the latter of a pale
straw colour, the other darker, much heavier, and to appearance finer, but not
stronger. This wood (though not to be trusted in stress of any kind) is well cdculated for light planking, pannelling, blinds and venetians, and is in mnch estimatioq
fof picture frames, o r w pipes, sounding boards, and other such work where shinkage is to be avoided.
~t m m to have h e n fully appreciated.
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See note, preceding page.
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P u u o o n or h u r . A jnngh wood of r deep purple cdour ;qec& gravity .bout
800 ; eatremely dry, brittle, and liable to warp. Nstive boat) built of the beat sg~cies
of Plissboh, .are said to last h u t three years ;wheri of good quality it rtPnds .0*inrt
the brackish water better than Saul.
,
.
SATIN.
WOOD.
Of a bright yellow colonr; the pmduce of Ceylon.
BLACKROSE. A superior species of Sisaooh ;from the Malabar Cocun.
TOON.
Ce&ela Tooma. Chi
MANGOWOOD. M a R g i Y W ~Common
~ ~ . Indian fruit tree.
JUNGLB
WOOD.
TR~NCOMALEE
WOOD. A neat looking, even wood, in structure like mahogany;
wodld probably make good furniture.
In the following tables, it ie nebessary td beat in reco~ectioa,that the letten represent the following quantities.
i The length in inches.
I
a The breadth ;or thickness.
d The depth.
W The breaking weight.
A The last deflection.
W' Greatest weight whilst the elasticitp continued unimpaired.
8 Deflectibn ditto ditto.
The Specirpem were all ss far ss Xo. 250,84 inches in length, and 2 inches oqasn,
with a d~etancebetween the supports of 72 inches, excepting Nos. 110,111, 112 and
113, which were 66 inches between the mpports.
Those from No. 250 to the end were 72 i n c h in length, 2 inch- square, and 66
inches.betwecra the supports.

TABLE I.

a

'

ChowGr ia a large tree squapd i n all fau .idea ;~ d r h ofr m d e r 8rowJt1,

q u r d d y on two aiilra.
I

, .

.

I

.

I

.d

)

t

t

t

4

&

.s

Named of the

&

roods.

1

Greatedweight a
and deflection 2
while the e h - $,
ticity remain- 'o,

----El

z

d~rf=t-

3

Vulue of Value of Value of
S
E
U
from the from the from ae
formula,
formala,
$ . formula,
IW.
Jaw'
I 9
E=-s=0=3;
4adS
eda8
d
A
die

4

'

4

wept,,eflro
in lbs. tion in
ides.
m

E

-

.f!

Q

2.2
3
6 -

894
Chowkdk, 966
54 1814,
55 seasoned prime, in 926
Coaeipore
Guncamage yard.

450
A50
450

990 3.7
1.5
.9 1442 3.9
.95 1x46 2.9

Mean results 928

450

1.116 1192 3.50

53

XORUNG 8AUL.

-

--

-

9406451

740

- - - - - - 1.075 850 3.4
.9
850 3.2
1.075 890 3.4

65 Beyn of Toll 1060 300
66 Gunge Bridge b u d 1050 300
109 in 1812-13, rebuilt 1047 300
1819-20. .
-

-110
111
112
113

-

'

-

I

1.016 863 3.33

Mean results 1052 300

6888188 1942

778
.

_-----,

Neem Saul Chow- 1050 450
ker, sap-wood, im- 1052 450
portedl826,irierior 1040 450
1040 450
specimens.

-

Mean results 1046
.
18k5, 835
14 Dowker,

2684

7

4b0

.

1.075
1.525
1.425
1.225

-

750
950
850
750

3.4
3.4
3.7
3.0

g a l

jet5
as- g

-

1 3 1 2 825 3.37

t2. e 4, , 2 -

616

6162976

1700

.
_
_
I
_
_
_

450

1.0

1170 4.6

21
27
28

99
30

5

21

-

7'

Meanresults1030

500

1.362131255

300
300
300
460

.95
.95
.YO
1.225

-

TEAK.

22 Duggy, Rangoon,
23 seasoned ; suppos24 ed to have beenim25 pofted *e
pars.

725
634

682
714

654
912
816
984

2.1
3.6
2.75
3.3

I

the

6
F

& --

-

p

z"
-

y1

-

w

c

-

-

C

-

%

- 6 '"

-

-

.

-

1.158,869 4.6s

563

7050777 1955
C
-

-

683 300
39 Inferior specimens, 700 300
seasoned, cut near
the root.
Sigsoo.

IW;

4% B

-

550

I'W'

1a

3'

$
-

-

Value OF V J n e of V a h of
E
-U
S
from the from the from the
fOmda, fornula, formula.

.9 1000 5.5
300
450 ,1.5 750 5.15
-95 900 5.1
300
450 1.475 966 3.6
300 1.1 gD0 4.9
300 1.025,800 3.85

Mean results 690
38

e Dew-

in {be.. t b n in
inches.

56 From Bombay, re- 714
57 ceived at Coss~pore 683
58 April 1825.
SF0
690
59
683
60
690
61
-

.9

Glratestweight a
and deflection,
while the elas- $,
ticlq m a i n - 'u
ed perfect.

1.1
792 3.9
1.225 816 4.0

----1.162 804

-

--

--6022719

1809
-Received at h s i - .
730 300 1.05 1000 4.1
-Meaeresults 691

62
63 pore yard 1819.
64

300

714
700

3.95' 668

1.05 1240.1.0 ,
1.125 850'34

300
300

---

-.

1.675 1030 4.841

man resultq 714 300

585

. 4178149

23i7

---------pa

770
49
PUS80QH.
52 Large, 1825 ; cut 880
- near heart, prime.

100
100

.8 810 4.2
.90 450 3 0

100

-85 ' 630 3.6

100
1bO ,

.6
.5

I
.
,
_
C
_
-

Mean results 825

---.-----_._

47 Small 1826, near 700
710
48 heart.

-

---

-

7

OOMbR.

' Mean r e d t s

100
100
108

2.9

MORUNG SAUL.

,

.4

509 6.06

.8

4M).4.0
640. 8 5

.7

893

4241454

1451

188308

lf24.

-

-

-------

468 I00
,633 499 4,.6 674
- 7 1028
1180 3.5

1 . .

5Qd

1.0
500 1.05 954 2.8
450
.925 1124 3 4
W3 imber, from the la16 500 1.0
267 :ide; the specimens 1100 6&0 1.1
268 thus Dfarked* were 1090 b00 1.0
429( sf rather infea-ior Ill0 500 1.226
'297 quality, cut &om 1100 500 1.376
'298 wpod in which the 1160 '450
.9
'299 sap predami-d.
1080 600
,885

250

1417 '

2744470

+ - - - -

100 . .55

Mean results 705

1 Imparted 1826;in- 440
36 ferior specimens, 514
37 cut from side;from 444
Sundprbuns.

-

660 3.0
630 2.8

724

' ~ Chowker,
1
1st size, 1100
goimported 1826, old 1080

r-

' I

'

,

L

8

128

E x p e r b n d a on the Elasticity

tirnk,110601
96 Do . er, 1826. cut 1000
971cleat of the he&. 110151
100- '
1020
248
1
' 1000
549
1000
330
lOlU
1000
3 31
349
,
99 I

-

Mean re~ults101 1

.4

4

Names of the ,

(s

f

reatestwig
dead:
while the e h city remained

~nches.

0
,

-

242
243

7

Mew reaulta 993

500

1.079 1147 4, 2 M 8

Mean result~ 997

.9 1250 5. 5
1 325 800 3. 2
1.3 800 5. 2

-8326469

2366

---

1.075 950 4. 0 544

500

C
-

TEAK.

8022336

1.6 800 3. 2
1.06 112P 3. 2
1 15 790 3. 5

78 rece~ved at Coasi- 742 500
79 pore from 1825.
700 300

.

I S=-

..

-4

77 P e p e ; s e a m e d , 750 450

.---

'

--

'

-

-

,

1.1 1122 4. 5
-90 1220 4. 6
.97b 1210 4.65
1.17bl1384.0
1.2 11024.2
1.126 1090 3. 2

SOONDUBE.
74 V h e two laat in- 1000 500
75 ferior specimens, 991 500
76 feeeived at Cosai- 990 580
pore Gun-carriage
agency 182b.

S

3.5

-

580
500
511U
500
500
500

-

-

E

1005
1000
1000
1005
947
1005

Batty, 1826.

E

U

from the from the h m the
formula, formula, formula,
I'
1 ' '
lw.

U=-

g
336
337
338

Value of Value of Value d

$

$ 3

"al"o"d".

244

.9 1

6

?.-

o

1960

.

I
-

M-

1.266 876 3. 3

results 730 459

660

1806

6386907

---1

llOFrom Ma1abar;sea- 718 500
81 soned, rCceived at 720 500
88 Cosaipore in 1825. 736 500

1.025 11OO 3. 8
1.05 1162 3. 5
1.275 I 150 3. 0

/

Mean read@ 721 500 1.116 I137 3. 4 640
-r
-- 8
---

2345

0 M

,

1.125 1050 3. 3
1.525 I150 3. 8
1.376 1180 4. 3

89 Lucw; xnureoned 688 450
102 1 ~ 2 6 .
688 500
688 500
106

A

-----

Mean nsults 688 400

1.341 11@0 3. 7

588

6471PZ5 2175

I

TEAR.

284 FromMalabar; Be&- 792 SBO
2 8 5 soned 1826.
747 600

792

e86,

.

-.

-

850 2. 3

---.

1 ]&I

580 ' 1.075 1088 2.83

IEAK.

344 Mug Gun-carriage 750
345 pIank;umeasoned~
1827.

l!I

500
'

Mean results 743

1.075 1124 3. 6

. 195 1036 4. 6

500

7361 M:
Me& re~ults 743 500

1.8

1.0
1.05

.

--769

8857011

2866

103 4. 5

993 3.35

--

650 8556428 2048

See the results with ~ o ~ p o Saul
r e at the end of $is Table.

I

Oreatestweight .9
d deflection ,
%iktheelaatiity remained

5

N m e s of the
woods.
L

1>*&
U

i
-

3 "Bht
in 1 b .

'

&
rn

fISSoOH.
83 Seasoned; Cossitj4pore1819;very fine
86 specimens.

86
87

91
98

D ~ R , ; . ~.

450
580
350
3.50
300

683

714
690

U

91

7s 85 .!

tion in
inches. p)

E

-

--

1

------300
150

1.233 1102 4. 4

,

-

-

--

----Mean reaults 450

-

3
5
I
4

58291971 2'272

63pfi801 1547

1.75
1.3

750 3. 2
750 4. 0

300

1.4

782 4. 7

300

1.092 780.4. 0

1061 450
27% SATkN WOOD.
279 PfomM.drasl827,1025 500
ssirl
to
have
where
1043 550
280
been long in atore.

.925 950 2.
1.135 1116 2.
1.125 1180 3. 1

-

-

Mean results 743
-

Mean re&&

453 , 3143226, 1194

1

463 3833280
- -

1613

544

1567

,

-

TOON.

--

,

-

~ k a resulta
n
1043. 500 ' . 1.058 1082' 2. 9

Mean rea

862

1.069 579 4. 8

j87
300
300

PUSSOOH.
780
913
,101 Large, near the 700
hcart, 1826.
750
m 4 Smd,1886.

-

643 3lM

.75

1196
7
920 5.

656

150

,55

698 3. 0

665

150

4936401

-

849 1729

2919

588

7700785

2466
-

7'46

36550

- - - _ 7

7

3,

68 3. 0

,

-

--

---751

300

875

-

495

.85 750 2.65
.426 7-50 2. 4

525 150 0.5
668 4.
449 300 .1.975 600 5A40 150
.85 550 4.
400, 150
-95 500 5.

.d;

I

-__._I_--

1W

4

a188

-- -Mean results -702- 225- - .637- -750 -2.525~ ~ M A R .
548
~9 Prom sitle, 1826.
94

S

rom the from the from the
b m u ~ f, o m ~ rorm*.
,
I*
mPW'
u=S
U-

1.55 900 3. 5
1.125 1300 4. 8
1.4 i 0 4 2 5 . 0
1.15 1050 5. 7
1.025 1150 3. 0

-M W re~ult.3724 400
PI 0.

Value of Value of Value of

-----450 1.15 1174 4. 3

736
710
740
736
710

82

'e

3

1415

and Strength of l5mbm-a.
.

.

.k
?L
E&

g

ii

Greatestweighl a and deflection
while the elaa- &
6
-6 ticity remained peffect.

Names of the
moods.

-

-

,

290
291
492

.

'

Vdue of Value of Vgue of
U
E
' 6
from the from the from the
$ formula, formula, formula.
',IP
PW'
IW.
yg
U=E S = 9
4 ads
adat
A
r .f!

4 .3
,M

inches. cq

?n
-

JUNGLE
WOOD.

-

'g

&
.-

8

-

-

797 300
815 3 0 0
780 300

A

5

-

1.15 666 3.5
8 7 5 874 3.4
.70 1036 5.0

.

------

300
--

Mean results 797

.908 852 3.96

550

TRINCOMALEE
WOOD.

262
263
347
348
258

*

TABLE 11.
Rcrult of Experiments with 3 and 2 feet Specimens.
I

Nama of the woods and
dimensions.

\ Value of
U

If I

from t b

from-the
formula,

s=--

nv.

4 ad'.

Speoimena, 3 feet long.
Distance of suppotts 33
Depth 14 in*.

Breadth 1 inch.

'

Everimeltts on the Elaslicity

SAUL.
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310
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234
235
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303
309

_----

--

663 1.34

Mean resul ' s
6

-

SOONDREE.
3 feet long.
Bearing dlst. 33 inches.
Depth,'
13
Breadth,, 1

241
316
316
317
318
319
320
32 1

792
720
7%
,720
6%
846
744
680
564

sq
Meaa results

,
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TEAK.
3 feet long.
Bearing d at. 33 inches.
Depth, 14
Breadth--1

229
239
231

-

Mean result~

702

1.9

618
524
672
350
7h8
624
548
400
606
600
$96

13
1.2
1.36
1.0
1.25
1.Oi
1.2
.875
1.1
1.0
1.3

567

12

760

3 feet long.
Bearing,,,
33 ipc$es,
n ~ p t h-14
,
,
Breadth-1

538

828
430
536

450
660
648

f

--

Mean resulte

'

3374t
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I.
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3

r_--_.-

LARGE
PUSSOQEI,
Dimensions a8 above.

679
348
474

1.2
1.1

y x F

I

-,
2080

.

I

rr r I/
P

473

I

E
4
-

605

1.5
1.46
1.826
1.0
1.7
1.5
1.8
~1.5

-1.534

I

-~
4 ~
I

a.o

--

I
-

SISSOOH.

332
323
324

4
356

1.7
19
1.6
18
2.0
1-7
26

-

I

329

2431.

ao

--.8
500

221
222
223
224

322
325
326
328

--

636

_
I

I

2@
225
226
227
228

1.45
1.4
15
.8
1.3
1.6
165
21
1.0

660
774
596
400
624
6VO
750
714
642

.Specimens. 3 feet long.
D~stanceof aupports 33.
Depth I $ in.
Breadth I.

2lb

__

__L_

'1501
N a n r&ulte.
9 1
A very good mean thss for Sad: Compere the resul~rof large tipidW 'Of
~ediumqu~llty
t Q ~ o dSoondree ie above this in mean result.
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I
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formula,
I'

tmm the
formela,

IW

4adS

WHITE
FIR.
Dimenaiona as above.

398 1.0
486

1.3

390 1.0

'
;

---1.2

402

Mean results

418 1.2
---

1632

606

1.2
13
1.1
1.08
1.2
430 .9
300. .6
4:6
.86
602 1.2
680 1.4
638 1.2
,
4M
460 1.1
484 1.2
372
a8
400 1.0
300 -6 ,
420 1.a

622

YI\UL.
2 feet long.
Distance of su$pom,
22 inches.
1 inch sqttare.

348
468
468
602

-a
u..

.q

Mean results
SOONI'REE.

Dimensions a6 above.

.--

Mean results
' TEA~.
Dimenlions aa above.

Mean mnlt

-460

1.04

330
322
438
408
410
614
470
392
524
466
448
250

.9
1.2
.8
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.8
9
1.7
1 36
16
-9

416

1.23

'

f
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-2475
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N
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dimensions.
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372
348
348
248
286
256
262
336
346
350
280
348
438

--

--JARROOL.
Mean results

330

Dimensions as above.

.

Mean results

--

11.- Description of the Drill
of Indigo, with
Sydtenrs of cultivating Indigo.
-

,

538
460
478
526
496
420
466
532
484
520
428
486

used in the C&ivation
on the Drill and Broadcast

" True
Straight on the ackhom track we keep the road,
to the jingbg of our leader's bells."-COWPEE.

.

I t has often been remarked, but assuredly without much consideration; that to
wean the natives of India from their deep rooted habits, their inveterate prejudices*
and their pertinacious adherence to the customs of their forefathem ;in a hopeless
task.
may be admitted :
With respect to the tender point of religious belief, the -*ion
but in the ordinary affairs of life, the economical and the effective are as much
appreciated, and cet* paribw a~ much acted on; aa in countries which have amined
a greater pitch of social refinement.
That a native artisan works creditably, considering his means, will not be denied :
and that under European superintendence, he will turn out almost asfinished a PIm
pf workmanship, as his brother operator of the west, can hardly be dispnwd :
18 deficient avowedly in what may be termed the organ of positme inventions, t h o ~ h
in the m p m a t i v e and mperlatiae degrees bf that attribute, we all know hornddy
experience, he is highly gifted.
That he will readily adapt himself to implements of n k e l
r a y dissimilar to thoae he has been accustomed b work wit!b j Pd
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drcamstance, that the machine which forms the sul~jectof this paper, is entirely
nsged by natives ; and performs its fnnctions with a celerity and precision, not
o be surpassed by the more costly and con~plex,though more elegant manufacture
lithe European artisan.
The p a t ends of all mechanical contrivahres, simplicity combined with econa.T and efticiency, is as much provided for in this homely looking machine, as
~ n l dbe desired or devised. It is far from being insinuated that this machine cannot
n improved : on the contrary, there is ample room to invite improvement : one man
nvents, b u t others refine on the invention ;and thus the honour of the original dismvery, is frequently wrested from the right owner.
The author of this essay lays no claim to the invention of this machine; which
be believes, was first introduced by the proprietors of the works hereinafter alluded
b : but having been early engaged in the indigo culture, and being firmly convinced
that the generd system of cultivating that plant can be practically improved ;he has
PO hesitation, in making the use of this machine more generally known: in order,
that thoae whose custom it is "to try all things, and hold fast that which is good ;"
ma indulge their useful penchant, at little cost.
8 n e moving power (that of the bullocks employed in drawing it) ettecta aa much,
and to M much purpose as the mighty steam engine itself. By the following description, aided by a reference to the plate ; the simplicity, yet perfect efficiency of
this machine, may be readily understood
A is a semicircnlar trough, in which b e indigo seed is deposited. Horizontally
through this trough the iron axle B of the wheels C C is inserted; being kept in true
revolve by an iron plate or shoulder C D firmly rivetted to it, and fitting close to
each inner end of the trough. On this iron axle, within side the trough; are fixed
two small circular wheels D D, having at the distance of every inch, holes i t b of an
inch deep, bored in a slanting direction, and made very smooth inside. E E are
two straight iron ploughshares, which form the drills: these shares are f solid iron
form at
in front, but hollow for about one half of their side dimensions ;so that e!yt
their back part a kind of channel down which the seed is conducted, from the hoppers. This,not onlyensures the seed being conveyed straight into the furrow; but pmtects it from the wind ;which might otherwise blow it aside, immediately it left the
hopyer.
F P are the hoppers, cut through a solid piece of wood, in the point of the machine to which it nerves as a girder: the outlet of the hoppers, and the grooved
sides of the ploughshares ;are immediately perpendicular to each other.
G G are the rollers, which cover up the drills after the seed has bern deposited :
their mechanism is sufficiently obvious.
H is the pole, having near its upper extrcmi two or three grooves or notches 111.
By fixing the small rest J of the yoke K into t ese notches or grooves ;the plo~~ghsharhs,being consequently elerated or depressed, make deeper or shallowerfurrows arr
may be deemed requisite. In this part of the ~nachine,an i~nprovementmight he effected: either, by making the ploughsl~aresto be set higher or lower at pleasure, by means
of the elevating screw;or at less expense,by means of a third wheel, in themiddle'of
the fore part of the machine, immediately under the stock of the pole ;which wheel,
running in an iron bed on each side, drilled with holes at various distances, might
have a stout iron pin as an axle, thc shifting of which higher or lower, would cause
the shares to cut a deeper or shallower fnrrow. At p&sent this effect is produked, by
,causing the yoke to rest heavier or lighter on the necks of the cattle engaged in the
work. Amon st other improvements of this machinc;that of a ploughtail or handle to
ensnre straigtt drilling, might advantageously be adopted. At present, one man walks
by the side of the machine; to clear the hoppers in the event of any seed adhering, in
its progress through them. The same might act as ploughman, which part is now taken
by the driver : and as the regularity of the drills is only provided for, by the a c c u v
with which this man can guide his cattle ;the hoppers might be made to clear themselves, by means of a spring
.
- wire kept in motion by small cog wheels, or other
simple conhivance.
The ploughshares are fixed into the fore part of the machine, by means of an iron
w e h e ;which is s t r o q l y hammered through a hole in their upper part : by this means,
the iploughshares are &moveable at pleasure.
The land intendkd lo be sown, having been previously rendered fine by repeated
ploughings and harrowinga, with the common native plough and hanga; and all
clods, weeds, &c. removed ;the trough is filled with well dried seed to about the level
of the iron axle, and every thing being adjusted, the bullocks are urged on. The
sharee cut the furrow ;the wheels of the machine hun those of the trongh : the slant-
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ing holes bored in the wheeb of the trough, during their passye through the seed,
take up each one or more seeds (seldom more than one), and In the downward part
of theirrevolution unload themselves with precision into thehoppers ;which lead them
into the hollow of the plouqhshares ; which last depdsit the seed in the furrow they
have just made ;and the rollers following, cover up the furrow and the ipclosed seed,
in an instant.
Let us compare this method of cultivating the indigo plant, with the old system ;or
in fact the general system ;for this method has, only of late years, been introduced,
by the spirited exertioas and forethought of the proprietors of one of the finest and
nlojt extensive set of works in India. I allude to B****a and TC*****a in Tlrhoot : which in the late disastrous seazon, while neighbouring concerns made but a
trifle ; manufactured upwards of 2000 maunds of excellent indigo, which brought a
high price.
In common with other parts of the eountry, Tirhoot suffered from the severe
drought, in the early part of 1828 ;and of the little plant that did ensue from the
sowinlp of that period, the best part of that sown btoadcast wore a sickly appearance, while many fields totally failed : on the contrary, such portions as had been
sown by the drill mdhine, wore a good appearance, in consequence of havingbeen
laid well in the ground. In this crisis, the drill machine was called into play : over
fields which had entirely failed, as well as over those in which a scanty crop only
prevented itself, the drill was speedily passed : and in lieu of a dreary blank, the
cheeri
prospect of interminable files of vigorous plants soon presented themselvea%mely showera soon after descending ;the crop reached maturity, and yielded
'a good produce.
Look on this picture and on that. On the one side is a planter with his hand despondingly thrust into empty pockets ;ruminating on the blue looks, with which his
faithful fr~endswill greet him, on his arrival with some half hundred chests of " fair
copper ;"not to mention the appalling balance on the 'wrong side of his annual sheet :
on the otder, a more enterprising and well judging individual, rightly deeming
there is a remedy for every evil under the sun, puts his shoulder to the wheel, aud
makes a fortune, where another bses one. So much for management.
In the saving of seed, this machine has a particular recommendation ;and at a
time, when indigo seed has attained the high price of 10 rupees per maund (nearly
double what it was in 1821), it behoves planters to look about them, for any means
to effect a saving in this respect.
In the broad cast system about 10 seers of seed are allowed to the beegha*,
varying a little more or less according to the measurement of the lands in various
districts-in the drill method only 7 seers are consumed ; so that a saving of
30 per cent. takes place in a most essential part of the business.
If this were its only recommendation, it would be valuable ;but them are other
points connected with the new method to which brief advertence may be made.
I t is well known, that the more lateral room, the indigo plant has to tiller in;
the more productive it is, of those minute branches, or ramifications ; and conse.quently of the leaves, in which the Indigogene is lodged.
I n the broadcast system, each plant may be considered in the light qf an individual in a dense crowd, where the want of air and space renders each anxious to
overtop the others to inhale a fair portion of the breath of heaven. So it is with the
indigo plant, sown broadcast ; having no lateral room, a kind of race takes place
for the superiority of altitude, and the consequence is lonhg, lanky, woody plants,
with few bide shoots or leAves except at their tops. I n t e d r ~ l system,
l
there is
elhow room and free ingress to the sun and air, and whatever else excites the healthy
vitality of vegetation ;consequently it will be observed,-that in drill reared plants,
the tillering commences almost from the root, and is comparatively lateral ;in the
broadcast, the forking of the branches only commences high up ;and the prodlrce
of leaves is scanty ;while the whole bears a perpendicular tendency, as if the plant
Lad really no alternative but to struggle upwards, to retain existence, amidst a host
of closely jammed and equally struggling compeers.
I am aware, that ih a subject l ~ k ethis, I shall be metwith many objections. I s h d
be told the machine is not suited to all districts or soils-true ;but it will suit all but
deep clays, which are not frequently resorted to for indigo when loam can be had ;
and there ,is an old adage, that the proof of the pudding is in the eating. Let any
p h ~ but
r try a few beeghas sown by the drill machine, and as many upon the old
system; let him manufacture the plant produced from each, and satisfy Limselfas to
the quantity, Bnd quality, resulting therefrom, before he condemn what he luq not
Thlr beegha contains ?7600 square feet.
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tried. The experiment is not costly; on the contrary, a positive saving win be
immediately effected in the consumption of seed ;while the expense of making the
machine is a trifle, and the ordinary artisans attached to an indigo work, can easily
p u t together a machine of this kind in a few days.
I should hope, that this essay may fall into the hands of m n y , who have ths
m e a n s and the leisure, to make the experiment to ~atisfythemselves.
The non-appearance of the usual fall of rain at this season of sowing ib the present year, offers a fair opportunity to those who may be willing to put t o the test
t h e new method for other purposes than t h o ~ edf mere experiment. Should any of
your readers be desirous of inspecting a model of the mashine in quention, you can
refer them to
Your obedient servant,
ONCE A'PLINTER

111.-Ort tihe Expediency of idrodununng
Machinery i n t o India.
To the Editor of Gleanings in Science.

SIR,

'

T o those who take notice of the pmgre8s of the arts and manufactures of Emope 3
i t must be evident, that the period is fast approaching, when the skill that has hitherto been cpnfined to Great Britain, will he diffused over the whole of the nations
of the continent : and since it is awell ascertained fact, that there is an excess of capital in England which has for some time past been seeking foreign employment; it
most assuredly behoves the Government to give the enterprise of the natibn a direction, such, as will have a tendency to prevent that crisis in the affairs of many of
our manufactufes, which threaten ere long to become rivalled i n the other nations of
Europe.
I n the single, but vast manufacture of cotton, which has ao long been one of
unrivalled beauty, amongour other excellent productions of art, it is known, that its
superiority over that of other countries is entirely dependant upon the machanicd
perfect~onof all its manipulations, and that this perfection is based upon a greater tact
t L i c h we posqess, in rendering the mabhinery ss highly perfect as it is surprisingly
wmplex. Skill, capital, and enterprise, have been the parents of this excellence of
warkmanship. And it is well known, that there are many countries which have already, and for some years past, entered theliat of competition; and that will, ih afew
years more, arrive at the same pitch of perfection.
The finest sort of twist, it is also well known, is exported in vast quantities, fo
supply the looms of France, Germany, and Russia. These ceuntries will however
i n time make their preparation for themselves ;and thenperhaps three-fourths of the
fixed capital in Great Britain, e&nded in this branch of the manufacture, will become useless.
I t is true, that the change may be a g r d u a l one ;but, it is not the less n e t s s a y , that a gradual remedy should be applied to meet the change, which the aileat
operation of such a canse, will necessarily produce on the manufacturing classes.
The miseries of the Luddites and Manrhester Meetings, may be again renewed:
while a contemporaneous anarchy in the sister kingdom ;cannot fail to open apparently bri ht prospects to a starving population; having nothing to lose, and much
to gain ;f k m a state of things, that will have been brought about, by the improvii
dence of those who miaht
- have directed its eneraies,- to the proper
- - objects
. of nationa1 prosperity.
.
I n Great Britain, three-fourths of the cotton twist'mannfactnred, nas said several
hrs ago, to be designed for foreign consumption; and the finest sort exceeded 320
auks, of seven skeins to the hank, per pound !
Russia, a t that period, had several cotton mannfactories, in which the fineness of
70 hauks had been attained; while France and Germany had reached 150 !
From' this, it would seem, that the foregoing reflections have some foundation in
reason. They well deserve the serious attention of the Government, and the Legislature of the country; and should not be neglected even amidst other more p r e s s i v
calls.
I t would be wise, then, to enconragcthe exportatbn of m&biaery to Hindratan,
and by thus acting, hot only gently to meet the revnlsion o r re-action in this branch
of industfy in our own country ;hut, in some s o h to repair the m~schief,which our
commercial cupidity had long since inflicted, upon' a simple peoplel: thoubands ef
by a policy, scarcely compensated
whom have been renkred d e a t i t u t e wretched,
~~
for, by our prodigal protection.

-
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On the Expediency ,of:introducing Machinery .into India,

In the name of cornlnon sense, vhht is it that stands,in the way of such M

iq rovementto both countries; but, want of confidence, and of clear-sighted views?

.8f

'

- .

one-tenth part of the enormous capital, that was lately embarked in the wildest
projects that ever entered the brain of man; had been invited to India 25 years
a@ ; Great Britain would have commanded the commerce of the world, in the vast
article of clothing alone (now become universal). An3 she could well have exchanged
the hundreds of egeminpte, and demoralising cotton mills, for thousands of such
establishlnents as those of Boulton and Watt ;siqce all the machinery to be worth any
thing must hake been made by Endish artists in their own country; as well as that
of numerous other sister arts, which would have sprung up' with the progress of
general improvement in a country, which is stored with uncounted mines of incal, culable wealth. ,
Should Englishmen be induced even, eventually, to abandon tlie country, they
would do so, after creating tastes and wants, that could not be so well gratified as by
that people who had given them existenoe ; and thus, India, totally discounected with
US in every other point of relation, would be ten times as valuable to Great Britain,
a s America is at this moment.
But, in order to render the imFrtation of machinery, extensively beneficial ;a
preparatory step would, in some sort, be requisite. The cotton of the country, is of
a quality s o inferior (although very fine) to that required for manufacture by machinery*; that it is totally unsuited to being employed in the present neglect of the
culture of this great staple commodity.
'
Its inferiority is so great, that it sells for less in the Liverpool market sometimes,
than it can be procured for in the country of its growth !
Is cotton t k n not worth cultivation? That it is worth cultivation, is proved
by the fact of the improvement which proper clrre effected, having been ascertained
to exceed the ordinary length of stuple, fourfold, and upwards ! Thisi s a fact, ,of'
which any one may satisfy himself, by making the exp'eriment in his own garden.
It would be no idle speculation on the part of those eng ed in indigo cultivation,
to raise cotton also ;and to these, sugar, and coffee, c o a be demonstrated to be
no unprofitable additions. The eonsequence of such an arrangement, or method o f
commercial farming, would be, that a planter might have the whole af the crops
nearly in a ring fence; instead of being compelled, to visit distant patches of indigo.
cultivation, to the great injury often of his health, and not unfrequently of his fortune.
I t can be shown, that such a system, even in an unfavourable season, would reduce his gross loss to a fraction of wlrat is often experienced by the present system.
It is not very creditable to the understandings of Europeane, that they should consider such a country as India, to be capable of producing little more than four o r
five small ship loads, of a dyeing drug ! And to complain of the dullness of trade,
and the narrowness of the commercial channel, without making even an infant
exertion to extend, and expand this cbannel by seeking new objects ;is to p l e d
guilty to the e*istence of an apathy, that cap have no other foundation than in s
total want of all energy and enterprise.
Much blame is attempted to be cast on the anomalous relations of Europeans
in India : these are certainly singular and peculiar ; but the peculiarity can frame
but a very slender apology, for that extreme caution, of which, glaring facts demonstrate +e total inexpediency. A great change is perhaps about to be made in
many of the.relations of Europeans in India; since it is shrewdly imagined, that the
" good old way" of making the most of the country, must be exchanged for a better.
The task of enlightening 80 millions of people, must require two or three centuries ;for ,we may reasonably suppose, that they will not advance much faster than
the European nations, who were little raided above barbarism three centuries ago.
But.let any man take a survey of Europe since Watt, and Arkwright, and Smeaton.
added a new impulse ; and he will soon perceive, that the last half century has
effected more than was accomplished in the two preceding.
The philosophers and chemists, are undoubtedly very assisting, in the v%t improvement of knoyledge; but their labours, though equally valuable, did not form so
powerful an appeal to the common sense and feelings of mankind, as the first great
artificers ; the benefit derived from whose labours, bring them into o w presence, in .
almost every Maginable comfort we enjoy. The philosophers, rendered navigation
more expeditious, certain, and secure : but, the artists quadrupled British cap~talin
. half a century ; and made England what she is, and could not have been without
them. It was well said, tbat " the Steam Engine had fought the battles of Europe."
The writer knows this practiaaily to be the ease.

.

Mdhary fm the muaRctmm olwdw, Lg ahatty B a n id-,
and m m k
B n d i its way out ! The first importation wan .bout four years ago ;and w,
.a apmiment, should ham mti.6ed rpecnbtars, that the like specuI&on might bs
reasonably repeated. These importahons h m b a n made chiefly, it is
by
lbose who ~e new in the 6 d d of Indian improvement; d tbeir speculations being
of a ve different cast to those of more established commercial nderbkiags, ha*
not ex& much sensation.
The luccesa of the projeet must convince the most snpticnl : want of inhrmation
can alone account for its tardy ruloption b others.
The government of the count has ust d e first example, in the creation of a magnificent mrsufacbry ;which is fi ed with the best specimens of the skill and pniw
of Watt : wed commerc~alintelligence require more encouragement, to follow such
an amnpichexample ? If a large capital caa be profitably laid out, to procure, wlut
tbs i g o e m t may deem, a trifling d v a n t y e ;in how many other objects, might capital not seek the most profitable applieatlon ?
It m y be objected by some, th in order to execute a project of the kind, a wns M 1 e capital would meemad? be wmred : and, that ita temporary inactivity,
would be very discowaging, to those engaged in the ordinary routine of commerce 8
which dwayr dmirer quiekntmmb.
Yet, limited as may be the command of capital, that might be found to be engaged
in trmna&ons of small profit; it ir imagined, that two or three lakha of rupee8
might be available for such an undertaking : and, that there are wealthy persons
among the natives of the coantrg, ur well M the E~vopermcommunity, who could
be prcrrilrd upon to -bark in an enterprise d this sort.
The Sly mquins little more than b be abted, to be known, and acted upon :and
the first step, .PQif o r m i tbp resolueion to adopt a project of thii nature, m u t
neeasrariljt be, that of procumg pemns to teach the natives, tbe mvlufachvily
processes, ur well M the murns of keeping the machidery in proper order.
The mmafaebm of pap&, rllch la is in use with the natives, even, promises to be
one of no mean importance; and might well deserve attention.
It is conceived, prhaln not unnasonably, that, the maohinety would replace the
ariginll outlay, in three yeam ; *elding 8 or 10 per cent. intereat,in the intermediate time; after which, the pmfit.9 would be superadded.
&r-mills, woahllikewiae otPtr no inconsiderable a d v u ~ in~ the
, investment of
capital.
I need not,. Mr. Editor, .enEsrge th6 list, m I frel ansared, th.t much good must
reault hnu the dtempt of m y one of these pro)eets: which, by the way, yon should
mmIlcot an rrot sohema; nay,they are not so moch as projects, and ou may safely
certain
rssmre your maden, tL.( they m y , more reasonably, mnaider such t&.s
in their operations, t h even the s c a m ~thamsdum. In thie lrat conviction I beg
tl, snbssribe mvaelf,Sir,
Your much edified and constant d u ,

w,
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I.-ASIATIC SOCIETY.
e4tb, 1829.
Cvmmitteeof Natural Hiatmy and Physics. Wedkssday, F
Tbe Hon. Sir E. RYAN,in the char. .
Mr. CALDERpresmted, in the name of Mr. R. ROSE, a w l k t i o n of Qeorogicd
rpecimenr ; made, during a s u m of the roads, from Widnapore, to Sumbulpr~or;
aad horn thence, to Cuttack, and &alasore, with a dtlleriptire Catalogue of their lodies.
The Committee having in their possession a very extensive cdlecrlon oC gedogical sprcimens from vnrlons part8 of India, it was p p o e e d by the President, that a
of being ~ t e to 8the Oeoselection of d n p l i i ahonM be made for the plagiaal SbeietJ; of London.
- The motion was sewnded by Mr. CALDER,and lll~nimowlyagreed to.
ft aas part of thii metion, that the Cdmmittee shodd, through their sentup,
request in return hom the Geological Society of London a writs of specimensillnutiatlm of the English strata, and generally such c~nmnnieatianaor a~g@done ss
might tend to dim&
Q a,
and &t the p a p a r of goologid r-

An addition to Dr. G~vAN's
colbctiih of sgecimane war prese&ed by Mr.
CALWR.
,A short. account of the nbtive process of making iron at Amdia near Mednipoar,
by Mr. R. ROSE,ww pre8elfXed sod read.
, A Paper by Dr. GOVAN,on the Geology of the range on which Simla a d Tarba
situated, was read.
Thanks were voted to the several contributors, and the meeting adjourned.
Wednesday, Apn'l Bth, 1829.
Sir E. RYAN,
President, in the chair.
Read a letter from Mr. SMITH,proposing to print a Qeological Map of India ; on
condition of the Society's taking sixty copies : Referred to the general meeting.
An Extract from a btter of Mr. H o o c s o ~ to
, Mr. CALDER,
on the subject of the
Chim, or Unicorn, was read. The substance of this Kill he found rrmongst our notiees.
A notice of Tin Ore from the coast of Tenasserim, by Mr. Ross, was read. This
is given amongst our notices.
A Paper on the Geology of central India, by Dr. HARDIE,was r e d in part.
Specimens of the clay obtbined by boring near the Salt Water Lake,-were prebented by Mr. STRONG.
Thanks were voted to the several contributor& and the meeting adjourned.

.

2 . - H O R T I C U L T US~O ~ ~ E T Y .
Wednesday, Febn&ny llth, 1829.
W. L E Y ~ B S TEsq.
E ~ President, in the chair,
The President delivered an acoount of the expenditure in the Garden, dlaing November, December, and January preceding : from whi011 it appeared, that the sums
laid out upon it, amounted to Rupees 660 13; while the produce eold during &he
same period, amounted to Rupees 240 9 9; leaving a hdance against the Garden, of
Rnpe& 420 4 3.
The estimate for the months of February, March, and April, 1829, amounted to
Rnpees 767.
A letter was r e d from Mr. J. W. PAX-ON,which accompanied a down oranges
that he had brought h m Ceylon ; and which he considered of ao fine a cfnslity, thak
they ought to be imported into Calcutta reguldy, and pmpaguted in our gardens.
The oranges were made trial of by the meeting, but found to be spoiled; so that n o
opinion could be formed, upon their good or bad qualities.
The thanks of the meeting were voted to Mr. PASTON.
Mr. ROBISON
presented, in the nameof M~.BLACQUIERE,
a large beautiful orange;
raised by him in his garden here, from the seed of one which he had received direct
fmm Mozambique eight years ago; and which was so ve fine, as to indace him to
plant the seeds. Tbe orange wan made trid of by the&embem present; who all
agreed, that it was the finest orangewhich any of them had seen reared in or about
Calcutta: it was considered by the meeting particularly desirable, that a species of
o r a m , which seemed so well adapted to the soil and climate of Calcutta, should be
imm-ediately introduced.
The thanks of the society were voted to Mr. B L A C Q ~ I for
E ~ hh
E interesting present ; and it was resolved-to ask Mr. BLACQUIE~E'S
permhion, when the proper
season came, to take grafts from the tree.
It was proposed by Captain JENKINII,
that so soan rs the W s of the Societypermitted, medals and premiums should be offered to native cultivatom for the best
mangoes, peaches, leachees, guavas, pine-apples, putains, and other native fruits :
this waa seconded by the President, and agree.d to.
I t was resolved that the 1st volume of the Society's Transactions be distributed to
dl the Members of the Socie and that the translations into the Benurd
Hindee be made aa Mlodan
The l'raident announced, that the seeds ordered in December, 1827, and w h i i
were intended for distribution in the month of August, 1828, had very lately reacbed Calcutta h a m Liverpool.
. It was resolved, that Dr. CAEEYshould be permitted to take the flower and fruit
seeds, least likely to remain good, for the purpose of his sowing they in hia own
garden immediately; and that the vegetable, and larger kinds of seeds should
remain unopened till the season of 1829.
Resolved, that a copy of the Transactions be sent to learned Societiee ip Europe,
Africa, Asia, and America,
Resolved, that a copy of the Tranmtiona, handsomely bound, be tranemitted to
the MAUCHIONE~SOn ASTINQS, the first P8hvIle~of the s~&t)r.
,

p~~X~.

-

,
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RCsblvod, that the remslning eopib be IS& at Sii Rupees a copy.
Resolved, that the Prekident be dellired to prepare and cbmmuaicate to LORD
W'I~LIAM
BENZINCK,
the requemt ef the S&kt$, that His Lordship and LADYB ~ N ~ N C would
X
become Wtmn and Patronem 6f 'the Society.
T b e Meeting awnmed.

xq.

*

Wedmud 4 April 15th, 1829.'
W. LBYCPSTER,
President, in tke chair.
Mr. ~ X A N D E Pinf-ed
the Meeting, that he had the honour to be requested
communicate the intention of th: G o v ~ ~ s GENG~AL
oa
to become a Member of the
society.
Mr. RONS~Nprssented a paper by Baboo RADAXANTH
DEB, containing thk
histoy, properties, culture, and pro
on of the Bere Tree of India.
A l e Y r Nnrlfrom Mr. DAvI=TT,
at Qowahatty, forwarding the cmd of a
aew e l e , called by the Asaameae, xanti Lm, and which he considered
'' wrthy of inMduEtian b the Sodecy, aa producing, early in November, leaves&
considerable size, and whicK, in the absence. at that season, of more delicute.w*
bles, are very palatable."
Tbc t b n k s of the MeetingGwenvoted to Mr. SCOTTfor *is, in addition to hb
numeraw sod valuable communications.
- The Searetary to the Committee, appoinbed on 14th Januarv k t , for the pnrpom
of-tigating
and smpwting upoa the present state of the h e w , presented the
report which had been prepared by them, and the same was read by the Secretarp
ef the Society.
The nport stet-, that the h k a and pcoouats of tbe Society were in such a s b k ,
that the hsmmiUee would derire littb or MJ information fium them,and that impotrbat documents were wholly omitted. TLat on examining the accounts of ad'
Treasurers, it appeared that the funds of the Spciety, which, in May 1827, arnomt-I
ed to 9+ Rn. 11,000, were near e.shamt8d; .nd that the expenditure appeared to
have been conducted, not only without the sanehon of the
;but in contawention of mles laid down for that purpose. That independent o all amti+& expen-, the a n n d e?~pdiiQIlreof the S o e i mounted to Rs- 5,#W) ; wbik the inaame amomted only to 3,C89, including tbe doxmtnm of Government ; and that the
' preaent state of expenditnre had only been supported by a wsoteM call upon funds
ofwhich the interest alone ought to hove been touched. The Committee therefore
-myndd
an immedhta nhenchrnent ; fat, hy giving np d-ther
the Poosa
w n , and W y , by rcduciy the expenditure of the U p o r e Garden to Rs. 100
per month. That an incorporation of the Society with the Asiatic Society, did not
w
a
r expedient, unlcss it shbuld be found that the Society cannot otherwise be
hcpt up ; which the Cornnittea did not apsrehend to be the case, as they knew of
gan-n
r b rished to become members, and were only deterred by not
being able to procure information of the S ~ ~ i e t y 'proceedings.
S
m a t an et.feCZPD1
means of i-iag
the utility of the k i e t y , ?*keeping
up an iqterest in its proceedings, wouM be secured by a frequent publlcahon of its pmeeedmgs, and translation && transactions into the native Lsq?Uagcs. That it appeamd highly expedient to elect the officers of the Society annually, .and that they could not conel&
without recommending an early day being imhed~atelyappointed for electing all the
of the Society, and fixing rules for their subsequent re-election and rotation,
the past experience of the Society had proved too plainly the necessity of a greater degree of vigilance and exertion, than could be expected from the present system
of management.
It wm moved and carried, that the report of the committek be received and recorded.
It was moved r\pd carried, that the thanks of the Society be offered to the Committee.
and carried, that the Poosah Garden be immediately given up, and
was
fiat fie Secetary be requested to express to Government the regret of the Society
that the state of its funds did not pemit it to continue the cultivation of the gardsd
. m e 8 % and
~
expense of the Anipore Garden, were next taken into consideration;
but the subject was deferred till a future meeting, as some difficulties arose from the
nature of Mr. M I T C H E L Lhead
, ~ ~ gardener's
~
engTment. It was resolved,however,'
i~~mediately,
to reduce the expenditure of it to the owest ssible scale.
Mr. A L E X A ~ Ewas
B of *inion, that the attmntio* m r h n d s of the S6cietyh.d
been too much devoted to H d c n l t r v a l obkcts, *h!reby losing sight, in a great degree, of agricdlrore, which he considered tbc m m bwioed of 'the Society ;sad,
i

.4

mostof r h e ~ e m b mp r e a e n t . p p w e d t o ~ o f o ftbs o p b b , h t m ~~paldc
motion wsa ma&, and the subject was postponed to a future day.
In terms of the concluding clause of the report, It was moved and #conded, tM
an extraordinary Meeting of the Society sboull be caUed on WedDesday
the 29th current, for the purpoee of electing all the officem of the Socie for the
emning year; but the Reverend &lug,
Dr. CAREY,e x p r e s d LL i d & , from
distance and various avocations, to meet the Soeietp so frequently; and it wns
therefore suggested and egreed to, t h t as the prene~~t
Meeting raa a numemns one,
the elaction shadd then take pscq by each Member giving in to the Semetnry a
written list of the pemans rham he voted for.
The Meeting, being decidedly of opinion, that it was emential to the welfara of the
society that it sbould posseas the power of sithu n-decting.a ctmnging its e6ieem annually, prooeeded to chose s President, tryb Vie-Presidents, sad ho &re*, for the following p ~deferring
;
the election of the Membua of the Cammittee till it ahould be known upon whom the choice of the prinaipd oillan, fell.
Upon the lisla hcing banded to the h t u y , d examined, tbs
gentleman appesnd to be chosen by a large majority,
f i e Honorable Sir EDWARD
RYAN,President.
and
Rev. Dr. WILLAMCAIEV and Baboo R A D A U DEB,
A ~ ViC. K. ROBISON,
Esq. and Bnbm RAM COMULSEN, 8k.bviand
. Tbe above gentlemen were declared duty ekcted, and the S-q
rarr q n a t
d to communieste to 6ir EDWABD
RYAN,the c h o ' i which lud fallem upon hm by
the society.
Dr. CAIIEYwan of opinion, that many cansiderations oudht to have iulnced tbr
Society not to p m r the proposed measure,and howemr much he wan o b w Co Yhs
h i e t y for the oolddence repoaed in himeelf, he rrr co@odediae tb
hgnow of being Vice-President ; iodeed, his feelings 7 ~ c nof that n&am M to laad
him to withdraw from the Society.
Itwssmovedandcnrried, thatbheth.nhdtheSooidJr be oibrsd ta *.La?CBBTBP, for hie long continned servioes M President.
. Mq ~ C E B T E Rreturned th&.
It- mowdmdcarried, h t t h e t h h a b t h e BociaCJbeofferedto*. C m ,
and i t expression of erh.eme q t , that m y cirrmmstancer r h d depire it of hir
highly valued semiees.
Dr. CARBYrehvned thanks.
I t was n g n d to, that Dr. CAREY'Smignation shodd be q t e d , dm o t h
Vim-pmsidcnt dhosen m his room. On examiniq the liste, Mr. HATEAN= h r ANDER was found to be chaen, and rss declared elected
Mr. ~LEXANDBE,
in returningtbmks, stated, that he hod abo sererd g e d e a ~ .
b o p a o ~ a s m e m b e m , r h o , h e had no doubt, would bersryef8cisnts b u t r s t h a
evening ww far advanced, he would defer hi proposal till the next Meeting uf dm
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the m o h t i o n expmmed a h , an ertrrmdinug Meting of tlm 80.
chty mil ta place at the bibtic c&ciety'e Apartments, on tbe evezling of the 29th
h t r m t , td eled the Members of the Committees, and to determinu om some very
irnpbstant busi-an.

MISCELL~NEOUS
NOTICBS,'I(LC.
SClENTI?lC INTELLIGENCB,
I. ebrary of UKfLIKnowk&e.

1

A Society has been formed in London, of which Mr. BROUGHAM
is president, for
the diffusion of useful knowledge, and particularly for undertaking or assisting ro
the pul7lication of popular, andgenerally useful treatises,and for affordingsnch works,
to those desirous of purchasing, at the most economical rate possible. A fund has
been raised by subscription to effect these various objects, and they have commenced
their operations by planning the library of useful knowledge. This is a kind of po*
pular corpus scientiarum, or circle of arts and sciences-an encyclopaedia in fact, but
without the alphabetical arrangement. A number is published every fortnight, COnK
sisting of 32 pages, avo. close print (equalto nearly 100 ordinary 8~0.1,the price be-ing 6d. To mechanics' institutions, or in fact to any society or person wlshing t o
use them for the diffusion of knowledge, they are sold at a still cheaper rate, we unJ
derstand.
D jltlzeil b /

,-L-*'""-
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We
beon fiwmd 4 t b a r@t oftbe first28 numbers of thin p
~
~4n
- of e discmrsq whkh accompanies it, on bbo objecb, adnntqp, and
d n c e : .ns m give
ti*. of th s+cts
c* f i d . t h e J treat fm
tioa d our readem, d d i i our shangest recommendations of the werk an o w got up
creditable style, and d v i ~ ga wry W ud avrset new of saeh .objtet
latest impmwmen8 in it. W e re& to oureorer for further puticulars.
1 HydrosWkm

,

#$Zz:

ZdX

a

~ydi.ulies

3 Pneumatics
4 Heat
Part L
6 Heat
Part II.
6 Mechanics 1. On the Mechanical Agents, or Rime Movers
Part I.
7 Do. 2. Ekmeata of Machinev
8 Do. Do. Do.
Part II.
9 Weehaaics
18 AcoeuPa of Lad Bacon's Organun S e k t i a r a a
11 M e c h d i 3. O n Friction and the Rigidity of Cor*
12 OpCies. Rcatisc I.

la

I.

Put L
Part I.

I

14

17 Anthw4candAlgxhm

p.rt I.

.

optik.1~ m m ~ r e n t s
Vcppeuble P h p s i d o ~
15 Electricity
16 M+rna~ad Geography

put

18 A a a a e o a n t d L o d ~ s N o r r l m O g ~ a a m ~ , P r r ~

19 Optics
%@ Life of Ondiod W o w

2%Optical hurtrclmeatr
22 lcherkity

Part IL

Put fL
P u t II.

23 Ph sioal Geography
put r.
!24 L
id of S r Christopher Wrsn
26 Arithmetic and A1 bra
Part II.
26 Thermometer a a d h m e t e r
Part I.
Part I.
27 outlim of General History
28
of Greeoe
Part 1.
Thc fimt wmbar m n through 6 Editions, the Zd Wugh 4. The circ4
the rroFt b r l W y ew&d 4 e n u d e r 24,000.
We eanider Cbib prqject ss one c a l d u t d to czsrche a *ary @ c d MIBW,
war
tbe a t e r and B a p p k s of the pmmt, .a Rdl ra the rising gemratha.
2. N&Olrwo f s e r r n n Or~rsfrorniih Coeat of T m * .
It appears from a commnnicdtion f i o r n b i a j o r B n ~to~Mr.
~ ~h r e ~ i B w m q ~ ,
t h a t aome C h i m &elwe theae depoaita of tin to be superior to thore ofJ a w - '
Ion ;and that the Bardme rsSL their rude means obtained 55 per cent. el&
h m
this dre, but ahat the C k i m have obtained 60 per cent. This appanr hig4dy prob.bb,
as h m the ~ m p wat
k to me for scamimti6n, ofwhich the beater portion is hers
produced, I obtained upon MI a m r a p d three @says 47 per cent. ef pum tin; but
st will be obsezomi, LL the ore in &is sa Is is but ve per6idly e e p d from
i* ma*,
in the oansthwnts of the bed
ie ' ~ g ithoccon,
is nther aredioun a d 1sp~oeew,but g a n e d y a well executed tmk ungng Chd
M s h tinuem in England, to whom the pmmnt sample m a ?#they would €enb
h e m d , or but partidy mparated tram the 4 CBOU .116
other earths, wi*
it au
y htemked.
itmybecoaclede8
zhat, had the bdemgeneuun p a s k u wmf&y
a d d from this m,it
oughttoyiekl7@~mnLofmetdl
mmkd upon alargescab; a n d m n much
~
M
76.pereeah i n a o N a l b k n i c h a p a m r f d & r , rwh aa bomaaad&meiW;
.p eighth of the former, and a third of the latter in pro rtion P the weight pf the
wmp1.e assayed, but, where vathracite La not p m u r a b a~ b 4 1 e poltion of close
p i n e d chsrcod finely pounded, will be a tolerable substitute.
l t rpey be o h w e d that this tin cue in w k t the Cornishmas terrnfitrccnntin i which
is diatiwuid@ fmw mise tin by k k f w a $ ip the W Ppf
~stpgome,
I
or otber
dhid&w&,,&ahave baes,~ h r lurae
b aoabed at away fms tbe p*.
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This c O I n l l i d ~ b t i by
0 ~ D. Ross, Esq. jelat Seere(bry d the C l r r d NrtrrrJ
i and Rhydcr bf the A*
Soeie lta
the last medng, w hotioed
in the account of tacir p)oosedipgr, p. 1%

B

hot m k , in kvhich it originally occurred : hence thL kibd of ere called B t ~ ~ aNu
f n is
much finer h n whrrt L broken immediately from the vein, because the action of
the atmosphere and water decomposes, ~ n rcarries
l
off, the sulphureta and amniater
~ 6 t which
h
the ore was originally associated in the vein ; therefore, the tedions and
penaiemus process of calcination, by which the sulphur and araenic are d i e d
fmm mine tin ore, ig not at all required for atream tin ore such as this, b it
mag be immediably put into the reverberatory Bowing funmm.
The ore is found at a place called Ch,hando, near PQuk, about Iwo days' journey
from the sea, halfway between Mergoi and Tavoy.
D. R.
Calcutta Mint, 8th Ap'l, 1829.
3. Captain Franklin.
Captain FRANKLIN
who, our readers will remember, obtained the permission of Government, at the earnest recommendation of the Class of Natud History and Physica
of the Asiatic Society, to proceed to Bandelkhand, the scene of his former Iahours, for
the purpose of completinghiageologicdswve of tbatpmvince, had reachetlUunghbr,
on the 14th Jan. He found the rocks near Ljmahl, Sikriali, and Plr Pdnti of the
trap formation. He was not therefore surprised to find Granite at Pathar Ghhta
and at Callghon. He had made a pretty full collection of shells, and found amongst
ethers Helix globosus, Vivipara fluviatilis, Planorbis, H e h Nautili, Anodonta,
Iridina, apd some Bulimi and Scalaria?. These being crag shells, prbve beyond s
doubt, he thinks, that the banks of the Ganges are posterior to the London clay. The
season was adverse to hi making any entomological coIlections, most of the insects'
being under ground, snd t
k cdd 80 inbtell~ea8 b have destroyed the butterfly; but in
ornithology he hhd been more successful, and had, at that early period of his journey,
collected 40 specimens stuffed, and accurately dram and coloured after pstore. This
department of natural history is mi yet untouched* in India, and offers a fine field
to those who will devote themselves to it. Captain Franklin proposes to leave no
means neglected of forming a complete collection of Indian birds.
We shall be glad to learn further particulars of the researchea of thin able and
zealous officer.

-

4. Antilope H o d g d (the Chiru, m UnicornJ
We do not think we are disposed to overvalue the utility of o w work, whep we
say that by affording a means of ready communication b&w.esa the nmral cdtivators of Science--not only in India, but between those of India and'of Earape-it
may
affca dimiaish the l a b r of research, or dispense with it altqether. An instaaca
has just oceurred to us of this, in noticing which we shall have the fuder gratifucm
tion of ensuring to the gentleman, to whose assiduous zeal in the pursuit of science
we owe so man inteiesting fa&, that meed of fame Which, an it Is the principsl, ia
also the mnroet Lasing, reward the naturalist can look to.
In the uee~ndnumber of our work we published an e s t i w t from the l e t t a of a
distinguished zoologist, pointing out what appeared in Europe to be the principaldeeiderata in that branch of zaology, to which he had pa+mlarly devotad himself.
Amongst these, ie mentioned the Chiru or Antilope Unicorn of Bootan (Thibet ?)
It appem, that some years
a description of this 8nim.l wss farniebed by Mr.
HODGSON,
of the Bengal civil g
k
c
e
,at present Resident at the Cowt of Catmandu. The description waa aaoemprnied by a skin of the a u h d , from the ippcction
of which the late Dr. ABBLwae enahled to rebCr the description more technically
amplete,-who, justly appreciatiag what was due to Mr. H o e c s o ~ s, a m d tbe!
qmiea,.till then undeseribed, A. Hodgdenii. Cimumstances, of whith we we nvtprete gi? a y wmm&aed for whiah no particular person t w e r + b l e , have
-*red
m l the public 'on of this paper hitherb ; but we tr@, 6t will not any
h g e r ,be allowed to dumber ip fergat%laPes.
Our nei&bumon the ooatinent
ae too moth Ave to tbe intereat. attending any new and important c~nkibution

* We mean b E p lish hands; but our neighbourn, the French, have we sus e d
beenfar from idll. d t h scarcely ally establishments m the country, and depen$ant
entirely on tile exertions of a single individua1,we suspect they know more of Indian
arnitholor~thanwe who have been masters of the countw for 70vean: M. DUVMb1,whoae' heath was anhreparabla1obs to sdmce. we b e l b e . k d e a
fall aolM o o -9Indian birds, which were wlrt to m n r z i a o d must be, WI s u p & , nou in
the Cabinet ofthe Rbval Museum. While on thesubiect we b a v also mention. that a
rettg full .cdloctioa-of e ~ v (not
d &u$ed).apecimene d rnotmtain bi;dq w y
& w a d e d to tbe ~onoragfethe Court of I)lrectora for thew Museum, by C s p t u ~ .
Pdanson, late of the Mineralogical Survey Xmmplayr Mountain#.
,

to our knowklp of the animal kingdom, to allow ns to follow Horace: mslcim in
this instance, and keep our descriptions under review an& cometion h nonum
annum."
5. Qeobgy o r the Hinncrlaya.
A correspondent wishes to have some further account of the Slate clays and Limestones described by Dr. GOVAN,
in his communication .to the ~ s i a i i cSociety. He
i s iaid by the newspapers to have stated that gypsum is found in the former, thereby assimilating them with the Newer red sandstone ;and bivalve she& in the latter.
O u r correspondent d h e s to know of what genera these shells are. He would also
be thankful for a description of the two rocks, and a fuller account of their relationr.
6. Geology of Udayaptir.
Dr. HARDIS,whose communications on the Geology of C k n M India, have been
so often noticed in the Report of p d n g s of the Asiatic Society, is employed wa
understand on a continuation of his paper on tbe Geology of the valley of Udayap,Gr.
He is in particular preparing very complete sedioma of the ahta. We wait with iotereat the result of his labonr~.

..

A N A L Y ~ EO PS Booea.

lkansaction.9 of the Royal Society of London. For the y e a 1828,
Part 1.
The first part of the Transactions of the Royal Society have reached this muntryg

'.

and, having been favoured with a night of them, we hasten to lay before o ~ re&
u
a pretty full abstract of their contents. The papers appear to us to be all wmmunications of great interest, and fully support the high character that attaches to the
Transactions of this learned body.
I. E.wprime%tr to esomfuiss t b ralio of the MagncEM fwcsr,acting a a memu%
ruepsadcd horiaolltnlly in Pas* and Q LoRdon. By Captain Edward Sabine ef
the ReyaI ArliUory, See. R. S. pp. 1 lo 14.
I n making experiments on the inten~ityof Terrestrial Magnetism, at different
p
l on the
~ earth's surface ;the principal precautious necessary are, to take -,
t h a t the pewer d the needle to be affected by the negnaic influence reriding i n
the earth, ddes not alter, in the intervals of the aevwef eqerimenu ;and that rho
temperatures in which the experiments are pertormed, be as nearly as possible, the
same. Both these objects were attained in the preaent aerier ; as t
h name n e u i h
were employed, rrt Paris, and London : and on returning to London. the experi.
ments wwe again repeated, and found to give t l same msults. The like precautions were taken, in determining the magnetic Influences at London, a r ~ dEdinburgh.-With regard to the temperature, it war endWmured, as farm was podble,
to perform the experiments in the same temperature, at each place; and to ahow
how far this effort was suocessful, the following table of the mean temperature#of
t h e experiments compared, 48 given.
,
at London 64',6
a$ Paria 6L0
' , I

(

b!)

6%

&,b

59
86,s '
M
63

64,b
65

w

Aa there is still'a ~ ~ n d m n of
c tumperatpre
e
rt parir, the m l r s wwe aarrected, by using a formula of Professor Hansteen's Supposing tlk time of n
vibrations in (the t c r m p e h w of t to be T reoonds and in the temgsratnre r' to be
T'neconds then T=l" (14,000185
(C-t)
the tangeratam being e r p d in
d e ees of Fahrenheit.
&e object wan, to detemine at d p h a , the time in which the horiaontal
needle performed a c8rtain number Of vibrations (100). The following sxtrdct.8
will give an idea of the instrumenm u d , rrnd the methods of proateding.
'' TBe magnetic needle employed in thssesxperbentd were oylindmof 0,16 inch
diambter, and 2,4 inched in h@, p.hrsd at the ends : t h y were nMpeoded by*
&gle silk fibre, of rather more than 5 inbhcs in len thr rho box iri d i d they
were endosed (as a prowdon frrm the weather!
w u of
h h g at
the bottom, a graduated circle in ivory ; rather meding in di.leo(sr tho b p t h

-

.

ef t 8 a n e e d l a r , l r n & & r h s a r n b r s o t r h i ~ t h s J R ~ ~Tsl ~t e b
tom of the bog Oeiag rendad horibootd, by RIOULS
of fooO m w s ;a d &ow$
to be w, by an attached spirit level : the
of the circle, were plaoed id the dir
rection of the magnetic meridian ;a d b n d l e WM susp81ded in a horimntal poai.
tion. Another ntledle was then em loyed, to draw it M) or 80 degrees from ita aa.
t u r d direction ;on the removal otwhich, the suspended needle reaudPed its direo.
tion, in the ordinary process of vibration. The registry of the vibratiam was corn.
menoed, when th5 aro had diminished to !SO0, and oontinued, until it war reduced
to belov 6
' ;the method of registering the vibration will be beet understood, by a re^
ference to the cloae, and is too sim le to require further explanation. The naun'
6 was u a u d
ber of vibrations made by each needf)e,between the arcs of SO0, and .
from 300 to 400, and the times in which thaw were @rformed, varied, i n the
fenn& d m ,fmm 12 tO 16 minutm; the m a n time of performi~g188ribirtionr,
bamwesn the speci5ed arm, in tbP m a l t dedooed for each expexhwt."
The d t n by diffetent nemdlen were as f d m : hpporing the I n t a n w 8,
London to be 1, it WM found to Im st PC&

$I

l.o?sa
1.0675

1.07s
1.a708
1.0717

-

Mean 1.07137
c a d 6baWationa which are regularly made, on the dip of
'
Fzotn the +I
needle, at t h e x y a l observatory at Paris ; the mean dip, mrnrponding to the
p&oa when these etperiments were mad#, ia known to have been 67*.68. In asmmingthe dip, at the same time in London, to have been 6gg.45'(which is allowing
a diminution of 3', per annum, since it wan observed in 1831 to be 70°.04' (Ph. Tr.
1688 Art. 1) we eaanet fail to be rutllciently ncm the truth, f i r the present purp a The horizotltal intensity at Park, bring chrn M 1,0714 to l a t Londen; it
rerulta, that the vbeolute intensity of W d a l q e t a b m , was grcietm a t h d o o ,
than at Paris, at the period of theae aperimento by about 11 parts in 1000."
" The horizontal intrnaity at London and Edinburgh, were as 1:0,9606."
11. iOR the rsn'&aw efpuidr lo bodbrprsring through them. By J ~ m aWalker,
Eeq. F. R. ShB. wmmnkdd bp Datis Q i i r t , B I ~M
.: P. V . P. R. 9.pp.
16 to 93.
.
T h i n paper we shdl reprint at length in Our next number.
111. On the owrectim in the Blpuntr of DeLambre'r Solar Tabler rspuirrd &
the observations mode at the Royal Observatw, CreenwW. By George Biddel
Airy, Esy. M. A. Fellow of Trinity CoUegs, C a d d g s , a d Lucarian P w f e r s w of
Malhemalics in the University qf Cambridge; -unieded
bp John Fredario William Herschel, Esq. V . P. R. S. p p 23. to 34.
Thia appevs to be a valuable p y but a c s t d y arpsWa of abridgment. I r .
Airy's object was to compam a r w of 10 years' observations of the sun's right
iscwnaion; with his p l w aa determined by mloulation, from the tables of DeLsmbre. He fin& the following c o r n i o n s in the several elemenu required to &
the dmilated and observed phces agree.
" The epooh for 1821,6 ought to be inmessed by P,061."
" The epooh of the periger ought to be inmewed b 46",3. These e@s
are to
be measwed f- the sqoinolid point, adop(ed by I&
Bond,
. in his cstslogue of
l---P ~ ' *
a ' A a grubeqaatien of Che c e n t ~ouuht to he dfminished by 0",84"
Tbe mru ef Venus ottght to be d n e e d hb tbe pvportion of 10088 to 8911 or
9: 8 nearly."
bL The mhm of M a r 6nght to be d w S a in &*pmpflion of 1
u, 6818 Or
2P :lib senrly."
" The d d m t of the -1
eqrutior onght 1H bs dimiohhed by 1/04. The
d & t l n beLPmbre's tabh ir 7,"6; Lemee, if the Moon's psrallp. be not .It?&,
rc
thequotbmt of hM-'a
maM by the sum 9 the MaonSs-4 Sscth'r
bed~intheratioofBg~Xixpul~,
If them dedw#.mns -Id be rdkd OD, we rLoulP bare
MW ef Vmllisa teivrr X that of theM~M
of M s
X that of the run,

.

jIarrvn

,

]Llira ofrhe Moon= d,zxthat af the Earth; and d o l w t v of +bs.mon .at
IT
Delaztin-e'l t p b k , r w
w t b i e d , w&beas4d-;
,
-:
..,
593
i
n
Orearmt error, from error in place of perigee,
f 54
~ ~ e ~ tWOE,
e v t tiqmHIerror
in gwatat rpwioq dfoontlie,
3; 01$
Qrea-t &os, from the combination of them,,
,
& 1,7
Uroatert ar-, from error in mqq of V890..
4- 1,s
,
Gresteot error, Ermucaryr in mors of Macr,
5 1,9
Greatest error, from error in mass of the Mwn,
Ic_ I,O

... ..

...

..,
..,

... ...
.., -. .,..

...

..

...,

Great& possible negative error,
O

m p o ~ i b l pomitive
e
erron,

...

..i

... *

0

...
....
.
...

-

...
I IU,7
-rr... ... + W,S

These mnclnsionr .grse,upon the whole, with the m u h s of a similu w q d s o n
made by M. B u r k M & ,founded on M d d g n s t r c s h a t i o n s from 1374 to 1610.
The principal Merenoe, is in the diminution due to the mrss of M a n , *hi& by
M. Burkha& ia
; but Z r . Airy thinks t h e hiaaonehsion is suf8d8atly well

entablished, to be entitled to confidence. I n thtlmotion of the perigee too, there ir
aome diRerence : and upen the whole i t appears, that thir h t t e r is of suohao trregular character, as ta require the introduction af wme gat u n d i m n a e 8 &qualIt y , of the form a. sin ( bd
c), where 8 is the sun's mean longitude, antl b a
d u e n t differing very little from unity. In a Roatscript to the paper, he finds that ..
in consequenceof the &ion of Venus, the Earth's motion in longitude is &tad
with an inequality for which the expression, taking the mass of Venus as determind
in this paper, is
2",6 X Sin (8 X mern:Long. of \'enu&13 X mean Long. of Earth+ 39". 577
T h e period of thL inequalit is abeut 940 years " This taw," he wya, " cord
pletely sccounts for the ddwin the a e ~ l s rmotions, given by the oomparlson of the epoche of 1783 and 1821, and by that ef tbe epoch af 1801 and
1821. " We murt ref- to the pager far Eurthw detuilllc

+

TV. Ezpetdmento to determine tk dgrenoe in the hgtn'qf the s c d Pendulum (n Lon& and is Paria. By Cqpfisn Edward Sabiqe, R. A. and Sso. R.S. wm-

mumated b y , $ o q r u ~ o u n ~ , ~ . aFor.
.
Src.22.S. a d 9 e o . Bd. Low. PP. 35 77"Ttp l e p of (hb
d r d n g mum&, ha*
mezawedin
Lolldon by e mehad and q p r a t a s of f.lr,and 4a Pmrimby thole of Bwd4
a n 4 Biot ; and tbs atMrkrrt. of dinear m.amre of the ~ W Ogountries, had=
been referred respectively to those measurements for future verification ;BII mr
deswwrr was madp hy M.'-,
in 1817 and 1814 at the inskeno8 of the " l u reau dea ~ i c u d w , "to b r i n the
~ lengths m meenad into dirdat caa~parisbnvith
each other, by ormairungb by means of i-iabb
peeduluma umv
indintdy bet*Park m d laddon, the difkmm sf h q h thw &mi((.
*.
tween the pendulyms a t
, p h ; whish.8i%ima, onght dso to berthst k
tween the absolute meeaureenebs.''
Captain Sabine made& of en in-b
end*,
whieh had bsaa pwpUd
under his directions for bZ, %hunaober, an8 whirQ that enhad p h d
at bi disposal for the pwpma IPbe B o d of Longitde &ed a ssmod, lrhieL
had k n made for them, mt the awne tiare as M. G k h m m , mid h*
rinoe supplied at the wuat oE
LBul*Ln Ehammmt (0. Captain I&bnf&
Russian Navy,srnploped lee a f q a p to& W 6 c cmcra* He w~mined
in R d o ,
by M. Mathieu, M. Nimllet, M. Savary, and Ca taim Frqdneaad Dqmrrp; h
London by M. Quetelet end
A.
The result of all the
tr b , b t m e of ah- p e a c t a h m s e &
85933,83 vibntiona in a =r
d q in Pub, a d &I@&@ in Ilb Tho
other 85921,22 and 8 5 9 3 3 9 in the e a n m of W end a t t l u brsl of tb.
s e a The a c d m t i o n ic in ode case 1am,i n a h other 12.08 vibmtbm ;maan
12.05 : by selection the rumhation n n r y b b d a d 11.98.dWbh.
Now the length of the
peid Mr. Bmmtl1shaw., W o n , by
b t e r measuraplencb 39.13fMI i d 8 and in the W o de falMd&mnaihtl
Observatory of Paris, by Biotfr -arensm
.8@.lef1(8in&.
Whe d i f i m
corresponds to an weekration of 11,16 S C I W ~ , ~ .
The difference in ha& of the pmdol.aarrespondlng d t h an e a c a l e of
12 w a n d s *lied to Csptain-8weuld give for the lamph of
the seconds pendulum in Paria ! J @ , I m
of 39,12848, SI famd by Bit
The difference is ,00023=,$uu of
inch, a proof of the extreme B O C I V . ~ ~with

k

~~~,

&.

wXdh B ~ L Cof~ the obmrtm malt hare ~ondactalhi6 labaara. Borda'r a&mination in 1792 was 39,12776, a renult dikering ,000tl7 Inch from Biot'r, and
,00644 from Kater's. The mean of Borda's and Biot's is 39,1281, diEering
8 of an h
ah from xater's.
mly
I n a postscript to this paper, Captain 8abine noti- some triaing errom whiah
had been pointed ont to him b Captclin &tar in his fohner p a p on h
teel@
i
of the -do
pendulum, (Ph. 3 . 1 8 1 1 An. h b.@mathe aoaunt of the error,
1i.t of his dewmumtie& of the
of t
h pendulum i.T&
and a r&
latitudes, which is M follows :
Lat.
Length of Pad.
6 8 Thomas,
Om.24', 7 N
W)&%074
58.01218
- MEraUbsm,
2. 31, 6 8
Aboensiou,
7. W , 2 8
3S.OU10
8. Bg, 6 N
SS.01
SiarrsLeme,
39.0188B
Trinidad,
10. 38, 9 N
12. 69, 3 8
Sg.WSB
Behis
17.66, 1 N
39.09803
Jamkics,
*
89 10140
NewYork,
40.42,7 N
61. 31, 1 N
39 139-B
London*
83.S6, B N
SO. 17456
Druuthsim,
Hammerfat,
70.441 N
39.1 W b
Greenland,
74. 3?, 3 N
39 403%
Spitebergen,
79. U,9 N
S.21469

.
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V. On rhs msaaumemsnl qf high lemperaturu. By James Prinsep, &q. 4xorw0j.ih6 mid a B-m. ~'ommwniootedby peter ark ~ o ~ e t , Sec.
~ . b
R.S.
The author of this aper justly wmments on the deductions in which the the.
mists and natural phiforophers of Eurbpe appear to have hitherto reposed more
confidencet h d th dejrwed. W e mean the tableof meking points, deduced from
the indiart40n1 of%edgewood's pyromewr, which continue8 to be m v d y c pied
from one aystem into auothen. W e will venture tosay, that n6inquiring atndent ever
r a i d 4 this table of resulta as other than purely imaginary, ytwithstanding +e
high names that appesr to haverahctioned it by adoption, and he reputation which
the v e q ingenious author of the pyrometer so justly enjoyed. I n England Mr.
Daniel, it appears, had themerit of first attracting attention to the subject, and he
~ucoaededin ahoaing, that the numbers till then d v e d wi expmsiag the d w 04
hest at which aome ef the metala ewred iaro a rt.ta of fueim, wereao etroneops,
.r u, preremt any d d o n w being placul in the indiaationr of Wedpeiood's pyrometer.
Daniel&pymmetm, through a p h t improvement on the former, wna s t q liable to
wma objedions. Phtina,
metal,the mpan~ionof which is used to measure the
dsgree of heat, has so low a Tats of expansion that avery minute error i h its eati.
mted length would m e a mnsiderable one fathe dedaead temperature. Add
~
which, that this l*ir
diminished by the expanabiliq of the encbded e a of
black lead. I t may be doubted too, whether the expmsibllq af either the pfatina
or black l d fdlowb m y Jaw reguhr, oa to allow us to extedd the sale, fixed
by cbmpariaotu made at low tamperatares5 to 7
hi
onm. IndeH this ob.
w
o
n i s not fmnded on . ~ daonjemtura
n
;for
&q and Petit have s h o r n
m y .ptiafactorily, that na metal'har the sune rate of expansion at the higher
p
Y at sthe l a e r . IOU
foroher obto Dmiel's pykometer, that
h d m g o of whioh thsrnreirforedirrkybdd*~rofht,aqQfaalso
Lbt0hita.h.p~
There are two obto whioh a pywnekx m y ba supposed d be applicabIe;
of indiortiag, by lidh $snonull4, e q d d
m of temperbtnre, and
&at d k d e d n g them tempslrtura to the morrf.miliu and better known scale d
lbhmnhdt's tbamomr(u. The 6mt conntitutes the real value of the pyrome.
m ; the ~ a a n ia
d a quation ef eurasIty. W e think eaoh of these probl-8

MY
/

.9

.

*

Thefdsingpointa of puremetals are determinate, and ~wbamgesble,they alw
dnearly the whdeloole of tempwture ;the nod-oxyda* metab a l ~ e
ombmca a range from the lea melting point of rilver to the high igpition of p l a t i ~ .
Thezeare, it is tme, only three fixed points m this scale, butan,m.ey intermdatg
liwksmay bamade an are required, try albwiag the t h e e metals together in differenf
proportions. When such a series haa been once prepared, the heat of any furnace
may be expressed by the alloy of l e s t 'fusibility which it is capable of melting.
Besides the uniformity of the determinations which such a pyrometer would give,
#everal other advantages might be enumerated :-the arnallneas of the apparatus,
nothing more being necessary than a little cupel containing, in separate cel10,eight
or ten pyrometric alloys, each of the sise of a pin's head; the indestructibility of the
Ipecimens, aince those melted in one expetbent would need only to be flattened
under the hammer to be again ready for action ;and the facility of notation, since
three letters, with the decimal of the allo ,would express the maximum heax. Thus
Pyrom. S. ,3, 0. might be u ~ e dfor an d o y of O,7 silver with 0,s gold, and O ,23
P. would express gold containing 23 per cent. platina.
'& As gold melts at a heat not very much above silver, I assumed only 10 degrea
between them, measuring each by a sucxessive addition in tbe alloy of 18 peroent.
of gold to the pure silver, the tenth degree baing of c o m e measured by pure gold.
These alloy* are easily made, and require no comment :in accurate raewches, they
may be further ~ubdivided,usin alwa I the decimal notation.
b b From the furion o
f pure
to $t of pure platina, I aasumed 1M) degrees,
adding 1 pex cent. of the latter metal to the alloy, which measured esoh successive
degree. Now it is hardly to be supposed, that the progress of them hypothetiral
degreee represent equal inerementn of heat; they will, however, aa I before obawed,
rlwa a indicate the same intensity; and their absolute value, as a matter rather of
specu?ative than of practical interest, is to Iw sought hy other expedient."
The foregoing extract sufficiently explains the principle of Mr. Prinsep's pyro.
meter. We are sorry, we can only find room for the naked results, and must p a q
over a great deal of Lteresting discussion on points of collaternl interpt. We
rtrongly recummend the paper to the perusal of those at all interested in pyrometrical queetions.
Max. Alloy Melted
Muftle of an assay furnaea, front,
S ,O G.
Muffle of an assay furnace, middle,
5. ,3 a.
Muffle of an assay furnoce,
8. ,6 G.
The Calcutta charcoal ia better than theBenarer, and frequently
heats the muffle to
\
0. ,03 P.
Melting point of copper bv two trials nnder the muffler,
G. ,04 P.
Cnlautta silver melting furnaces of the English construction, a. ,076 P.
Black lead table furnace, without chimney,
P. ,08 P.
,
0. ,06 P.
Calcutta open native furnace,
'
Calcutta blast furnace for melting musters,
0. $20 P.
Apex of condensed air blow-pipe flame,
0. ,20 P.
Melting point of cast iron, about
0. ,30 P.
Highest heat of a forge with the Benares charcoal,
a. ,66 P.
The second object of pyrometrical inquiries, the referring any b e d paint of
high temperature to Fahrenheit's o d e has, re think, been equally happily effected
by this experimentalist. The air thermometer has been proposed ae a means of
meanwing high temperature, and if made with a bulb of platina it wouldembrace the
wholeof the. scale of heat, and include the highest temperaturea we can oommand.
Dr. Ure proposed such a thermometer in h h Chemical Dictionary, and we heliere
h e x e m t e d in England. I n India there was available neither a sufficient
it
quantity ofthemetal, nor had that been at hand were there any facilities for working
It: gold was then the only altarnative*, and this neccrrsarily confinedthe experiments
to indications below the fusing point of that metal. and consequently but a little
ent of the appsratud, we must
above the m e l t i q point of silmr. For the u r a n
more than our limit. can
refer tu the paper, an ourextracta hare been sY
justify. They appear to us to have been every way qnexoeptionable :the scale of the
mhermomaer was verified occasionally by immersing it in boiling water, so that
there can be scarcely any uncertainty-in ihe reeulu established by tlesee~~eriments.
The method of rahukting the indicatba of the dfrom the bulk of air displaceda

The bulb of thia thumpmeter ooptained 1000 Ek. worth of gold.

,

L

d l be kfedently obvious to
a t q u a i d wlth the &'rid pfindples of hcb
phyaka1 inquiries. I t may k sufaoient to state that,it%as ban ranrmed,.r, g..
amilly reaeivd, that air having a bulk of 1 at dny m p e r a t u r e 1 b m m w 1,mb at
any temperatdm If 1 W . A very fall detail of all the experiments, and of the me'iheds of d o a h t i o n , is given in the paper, to whioh we mlut now b d y ref=, a d
eondude with the table of reanlts dedueed.
Average Renultb
I
1200°
t
Full red heat,
Orange Hert,
1850.
Silver melu,
1830* Ihniel2333" Wedgewood 4777'
,
S.,l (3.
1920
J
8.,26 Q.
2060

Bf. On Captain Parry's and Lk&nant Fornter's sxpericnenlr on the vslocilg
.f sound. By 'Dr. Gerard Moll, P ~ o f iNal. Ph. University Utrecht, cornmu+

'

oated by Capktin Henry Kater, V. P. R. S.
It has been long known, that Newton's exprmsion for the velooity of urn&
.
doe, not agree with observation. For while the former gives thevelocity about
pm feet in the second, the latter showa it to be nearly 1100. Laplace has eo.
deavoured to improve the formula, by introdwing a coatficient having reference te
the elasticity developed by the latent heat which ie set free at each undnlation of
the air, by its consequent oondebsation. The value of this coeflioiemt has been takon
from the experiments of fiiessm Gay Lussw and Welter. Even with thir
correction, experiment and theory differ 4 to 6 metres or 13 to 19 feet. This d i f ~
ferenccrhas been attributed, partly to the uncertainty of the above coefficient, putly
t o the erron of experiment.
The object of the present paper is to show, that the latter error can in no way bg
mnsidered to amount for this difference, and that the source of the error, if not in
the uncertaint of the d c i e n t , the value of which is derived from M. Gay
Z,usaao and de1te.r'~ experiments, must be sought elsewhere+. Dr. Moll ha&
in wncert with Dr. Overbeck, carried on a series of the most elaborate exparib
.merits on this subject yet performed, an account of which was published in the Ph.
Trans. for 1824.-Captain Parry and Mr. Forster had also conduotad a ierieaof n h i i experiments at Port Bowen, in lat 7V' 13' 39". On reducing the results
of each series to the same conditions of gravity of pressure and temperature, he findo
the following vdum established, as the number of metma travelled by sound in 1
~econdof time.
Metre
Captain Pamy end h u t . Fonter, 4th Jhne, 1826i
333. 15
Do.
Do.
17th ahd 2lst Fehmry, HB6, 833.71
.
Do.
22d Itlarch, and 3d June,
83% 88
Do.
Dr. Moll and Dr. Van Beck's,
332. 06
Consequently the difference amongst experiments, conducted under such very
different circumatancea, ia here much less than the discrepancfof theory and&
rervation.
'
The follming reaults ma d m be compared.
Mersrs. Btampfer and J b n Myrbaeh, in lM2,
333.W
MM. Arago, Mathim, and Bibt,
331.06
M. Benzenberg, in Qamanp,
383.7
MM. Epinda and Bauza m Uhili,
586.14
Dr. Ofinthus Qregory, in England,
386.14
The French Academicians, in 1738,
332.08

.

Guy~onRforveau (Ann. de Ch.)givea I8!Bo,7. His pyramwas a bar of phi
eina, the expansion of which was messured by a multiplying index. The melting
point of gold he fixes at 2617' 6.
t I n s very ingenious paper by a Mr. Mdkle, in s letenumber of ~remter*;
Journal, i t is remarked, that while philosopherd have dected to correct for the inorease of elasticity, occasioned by the liberated caloric in the condensation of t h e
pules, they have &together n e g l d the larger and more obvious source of error,
occasioned by thahmaae 04 daatidty due M t
b hmt,?ibateilbyrho firing of the

.

aode with a &w lo thsransb urlim
VII. An MsrwJ ofa sarbr of 8-b
~ c l n a i u m a l i otslorcape,coilh a j 9 d aacc.w h,
iftrtscrd of rho unml h r 4ffinl
g k r . I n s isitor addrewed lo Dovita GiUrrt, El* M. P. PTM.R. S.
Peter

,

,

a

Bubn, PC.F. R. 9.

The subject of fluid object glasses bas now been long beforethe public, though 88
yet the practical trials do not appear to have h sufficiently enmuraging t o have
prompted the eonrtrnction of any really deotive instrumente. Mr. Barlaw hpr been
for aome time eugaged in a series of experiments on this subject, which originated in
an attempt to apply to practice the rulea given by Mr. Herschel in the Phil.
Trans. 1821, and a conviction that flint glass of the requisite size and purity could
not be procured without great diEculty. He has succeeded in constructing two inrtruments of that description, the one of 3 inches a erture, the other of 6 inches.
Mr. Barlow's views have been ao far diEerent from &r. Blair's, (the first proposer
of fluid ohject glasses,) that in the telescopes of the latter it was still necessary t o
retain the flint lens, his only object being to destroy what has heen named the Wcondary spectrnm, due to a want of proportionality between the colonred spaees of
the spectra of flint and plate or crown glasa, as compared with their respective refractive indices, whereas the design of the latter was to dispense altogether with the
f i t glasa, by substituting in itsplace a-fluid medium of the requisite refractive and
dispersive power.
Mr. Barlow wan led after many experiments to select aulphuret of carbon; which
has a refractive index about eqaal to that of the best flint glass with a dispersive
power morethan double. " Perfectly colourlebs, beautifully transparent, and pansensing the anme optical properties, when hermetically sealed, under all temperatures, to which it ia likely to be exposed for astronomical purposes, (unless indeed
i t rhould be found that direct observations on the sol,ir disc are inadmis4ible,) its
high dispersive power givea it an advantage which no glass ever made or likely t o
be made can possess, though the fixed nature of the latter may probably always give
i t a preference in the construction of telescopes."
Having succeeded,after manytrial#, in confining the fluid, Mr. Barlow attempted
a telescope of 6 inches aperture ;but after some unsuccessful trials he wan induced
to confing himself to 3 inches aperture. W ~ t hthis instrument, though hy no means
perfect, Le separated a great number of Sir W. Herschel's stars, which have been
noted as tests of a good34 inch refractor. Thus the " amall star in Polaris is visible,
as alao 70 p Ophiuchi, 39 Booth, the quadruple star r Lyra, 1Aquarii, a Hgculis,
&c Encouraged by this success he was led again to attempt the 6 inch aperture object glass, and the result of his endeavours has been highly satisfactory With this
instrument the s m a star in Polaris is so distinct aed brilliant with a power of 145,
that ita transit might be t a e n w i t h theutmmt certainty. The amall stua ina Lyre,
Aldebaran, Rigel, c Bootis, &c are very distinctly exhibited.Amongat the largerclase
double stars Castor and y Leonia are well defined witb a power of 300, and amongst
the smaller double stars w A u g p , 52Orionis,C Orionis, &c. The belts and double
?in of' Saturn are well exhibited with a power of 160, and the belts and satellites
of !#upiter are very tolerably defined with the same power."
" In the usual construction of achromatic telescopes, the two or three leesea wm.
posing the object glasa are brought into immediate contact, and in the fluid tclescope proposed by Dr. Blair, the construction was the name, the fluid having been
enclosed in the object glass itself; nor could any change in this arrangement in either
crcse be introduced with advantage, because the dispersive ratio between the glaww
in the former instance, and between the glass and fluid in the latter, is too close to
admit of bringing the concave correcting medium far enough back to be of any sen.
uble advantage. The case, however, is very diferentwith the sulphuret of carbon.
The dispersive ratio here varies (according to the glass employed between the limit.
299 and 334, which circumstance has enabled me to lace the ti' uid correcting lens
at a distance from the plate lens equal to half its f d l e n g t h , and I might carry i t
still further back, and yet possess su5cient dispersive power to render the ohject
glass achromatic. Moreover, by this means the fluid lens, which is the post dif;fLcult
part of the construction, is reduced to one half or to lens than one half of the size of
the plate lens, consequently to construct a telescope of ten or twelve inches aperture
involves no greater difficulty in the manipulation, than in making a telaamp of the
usual description of 6 or 6 inches aprture,except in the single plat e h itself; and,
what will be thought perhaps of eater importance, a telescope of this kind, of ten
twelve feet length, d
lbe eq$alent in its focal power to one of I6 or 20 feetThe paper concludes with an analytical investigation, investigating tho condition8
pepto comeat the reoondary spectrum.
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VIII. A aafclbgw of nebula! and o l w b r a of 8tw8 i n . t h I&
Ldrphas,
ebsuwsd at Pcrrarnatta, i n N e w Sowth W o k s , by James Dunlop, &up. I n a W&
addreauld to SIT Thomas Makdougal Brisbane, Bart. K.C. B . lols Gwerrrw of New
Hmth Wa'eo. Presented to the Royal Sporety, by John Frederio WiLlim
Paq. Vice-Preridenl.
The title is all wecan afford room for of this paper.
IX. An account of trigonometrical operationa in the gears 1881, 1823, and 1823,
for determining the diffhrence of longituda between t k Royal 0b.sraatories of
P a r k and Greenwich. By Captain Henry Kater, F. P . R.8.
In this paper, though on a subject wbich many will think has b m almost exhausted, we meet with those original views and ingenious suggestions which dis.
tinpiah every thing that comes from the pen of Kater. W e shall endeavour to
give our readera an idea of them.
I n the year 1790, a aeries of trigonometrical operations was carried on by General
Roy, in wnzert with MM. De Caasini, Mechain, and Legendre, for connecting the
observatories of Paris and Greenwich. Tn 1821, the Royal Academy of Sciences and
the Board of Lon itude at Paris communicated to the Royal Society of London
their desire, that tlese operations abould be repeated by both countries. On the
part of England Captains Kater and Colby, and on that of France MM. Arago
end Mathieo were appointed to conduct them. Mr. Gardner, from the ordnanee
survey of England, was attached to them.
" The signals used for connecting the stations upon the coasts of England and
France, were lamps with compound lenses constructed under the direction of M.
Fresnel. I t will be sufficient here to mention, that the lens, composed of nume.
roup piem, was three feet in diameter, and that the light far exceeded thgt of any
of our lighthouses, appearing at the distance 0548 miles like a star of the first magnitude."
I t waa in the oonrse of these operationa that the great improvement was sugf ~ t e dby Captain Kater of attaching numerous microscopes to a circle ; in preerenca to changing the zero, when a second or third value of the angle was desi.
rrble for the purpose of diminishing the errors of divisions, as had been till then
the practice. He had fouradditional microscopes applied to Oeneral Rov s theodo.
lite, which,with one of the two that belonged to it, made five9. The o&er was al.
lowed to remain, for the purpose of comparing the mean of two opposite readings,
with that of five. W e had an opportunity of hearing of this p a t improvement a t
the timeor moon after the ingenious author suggested it ;and we thought then, as
we do now, that it is one of the greatest steps yet made towarda improving small
instruments. Nor can we refi-qin from expressing our astonishment, that the instrument makers have aot yet adopted it. Perhaps it ia tm searching a proof to sub.
ject their workmansbip to ;bnt this is an additional rsason for the p u r c h insiating on having it. Except the repeating roperty, we do not recollect an equally
im ortant improvement, and we doubt if tgis latter does not yield to it.
i t the station at Severndroog Castle they experienced considerable difficult;
in obtaining the requsite angles with Hanger Hill, as the signal erected upon that
tower was seen only once, in consequence of the intervening smoke of London. A t
length Col. Colby thought of a method by whictr this d15culty was overcome.
Tin plates were nailed to the staffupon Hanger Hill towel, the plates being disposed above each other in certain angles so as to refieat the sun'srays to Severndroog.
This contrivance, which answers the purpose in a certain degree of the heliontat
of Professor Gauss was perfectly auccessfhl; each plate ve in succession a neat
Image of the sun resembling a k e d star, which was seen t ! u & a omoke so thi&
that even the hill wns invisible.." '
Of the three known methods by khiali small triangles on the surface of an ellipsoid may be resolved ;i. e. l. Spherical trigonometry, 2.Themethod of chords,md
3. That of Le endre depending on the spherical excess ;the latter is adopted. W e
cannot help $binking, that the first is very undeservedly neglected in general by
geodests. DeLambre has shown its facilitie~and amethod of converting the logarithm of a distance in feet into the logarithm o f a sine. The question is of courae
merely one of facilities, aa they are all equally accurate; Legendre's being perhapa
the most elegant.

w,

I t requires a prime number, ar, in turning the inetrument half round, the
lnicroswpee would come on the same divisions again.
.

.

AnaIysss of Boob.
I n the c o u m of the s n m y several determinatiohl were made of diatsnees rnmured b General Roy. The following table contains the particulars of the m p a rtson. & n e d Roy's distances are corrected for the difference of Captain Kater's and
the Imperial standard. I t is further to be noted, that the differences are nolely attributable to differences in the measurement of the angles ;as the distance of Hanger
Hill from Severndmog Castle, the first side of the preaent triangdation, is assumed
to be as determined b General Roy. We have added a column giving in round
numbers the ratio of d e .di~erenees.
t

Roy.

Fairlight to Frant,
PGrlight to Tenterden,
Fairlight to Folkstone,
Dover to Notre Dame, Calais--.
Notre Dame, Calais, to Fieyes-

113850.6
71577.2
154802.7
137459.4
45222.7

113857.3
71580.8
154807.0
137472.0
45221.0

Diff. Ratio.

-6.7
3.5
4.3
12.6
1.7

,$,a
va$aa
Biiaa

TTtsu

la&aa

Y

The distances of the several atations from the meridian and perpendicular of
Greenwich being calculated ; Captain Kater proceeds to the determination of the difference of lbngitude anC latitude. Forthis purpose he thinks the most convenient formulae
w t proposed, are those given by Oriani, in his Opullouli Astronomici, published at Milan
In 1826. They are as follows.
Let e = semi major axis of the Earth.
b = semi minor axis.
e

= the eccentricity

;=

M = the distanee in feet from the perpendicular to the meridian, d a r e e n wich.
'P = the dktance in feet from the meridian of Greenwich.

M
-----b Sin 1"

m=

p

.P

=- a Sin 1"

L = the latitude of Greenwich.
A = the latitude of the foot of the perpendicular k t f d from the given

4
w

m e n 1.
.

station on the meridian of Greenwich.
c the required latitude of the given station.
= the required longitude of the given station.

A= L

+=

*

m ( ~ - e * + ea
~

*;

Cm.* (L

))

2.
p (1-e* ~ i n ' k )
3. Sin @ = Sin k Cos.
Tan 4
1
4. Tan. r= -(~-(--EOS.*
k
C0s.X
2
I n attempting to determine the value of the perpendicular degree, by means of
observed azimuths ,and co-latitudes; a result is obtained which " must be erroneous.
about one hundred fathoms." I t is shown, that to account for such an error, it is
only necessary to suppose the azimuths erroneous to 2", a degree of accuracy which
Captain Kkter thinks callnot be predicated of any azimuth determined by observation of the pole sku. Any error of the level would be increased ; and besides the
ordinary errors attributable to the level there may he irregularity of local attraction,
such as at A r b u occasioned
~
the plummet of the sector to be drawn 55" out of the
vertical. Any slight uncertainty of polar distance would be doubled in the azimuth,
to which if we add lateral refraction a5ecting the position of the object to w ~ c it,
h
is referred, we shall agree with Captain -Kater, that observations of the @e star are,
totally unworthy ,of credit, at least in the latitude of England. He cons~dersohserrotibm d a .tor
n e u $he WJ# or weat p i 4 of the h a r i m a s -more' eligible,

-

)

the time for the d c n h t i o n af tbe awimnth. Tbe rlteritibn of the mimu&,

'

w,from amidation in the refraction, s

h d be taken into account ;and theretbe dtiide of the star most be obtained. I t would not be " oecesmry to ob-

c ~ m ethe SM when oy near the horizon) as the error in the azimuth ariging from
e e l 6ccrabsesasthe tangeat of the .Itimde ;and rt an' elevation of 12., la scarce-

l y more than two tenths of the e m r in the horimontality of the axis of the telescope."
In determining the different% of level of the several stations, the refraction was
of the contained arc the mean value beiag $,.,
to
found to vary from
The r e d t of the whok is, that Culais is east of Gnemrieh lo.51'. lMU,7. and
Mding 1(.. 28' 69" the U e r e n c e of Calaii and Paris, we obtain 2'. 30'. 17".7. or
gm. 21,lbs. & the diserence of longitude of Paris and Greenwich ; " differing 28s.
in defect, from the admirable reaults, obtained by the operations with fire signals
(Phil. Trans. 1826) hy Mr. Herschel.
It is proposed, at some future perid, to repeat the measurement of the base. At
resent, the truth of the abbve m d t depends on the accuracy with which General
o 'a operations were conducted.
a~ ap ndix, Ca tain Kater throws togethet such m a r k s , as could not very
well be i n t 3 u c e d in tpe body of the work.
Od the subject of applying five microscopes inatead of the former pair, he enters
into considerdble detail ;and shows tbis method to be preferable to takipg the angle
on variob parts of the limb. With me reversal, readings nre obtained on 10 different parts of the limb ;which would be equivalent to rhanging the zero (using 4 miemcopes) five times. He states Mr. Pond to be the original proposer of thii very
important si~ggestion.As the second original microscope was not removed, i?eiTord4 an opportunity of comparing the resulta by the two methods. We &dl wQf
some of these ditl'erences. The greatest difference of the mean of 10 microscopes,
direct and reversed observation, is 4",1 that is, when confined to the same divisions;
but if the divisions be changed, the difference goes to 7",O. These differences are,
i t may be well supposed, generally muchless ;but it is the knowledge ofthe extreme
differences that in useful, as enabling the observer to sag what he can calculate on.
The first difference 4",1 must be due either to the imperfection of the observation,
or to
U
W of the
~ bicrosmpeg,
~
or reading of t b m , o r lastly, and this
appesrs to be Captain Kater's view, to lateral refraction. The difference of 7",0
and 4",1 3 2",9 must be, we suppose, the &eet of errors of division, and must
therefore represent the amount of the sum of 40 errors
and
The greatest difference in the lresulta of 5 and 2 microscopes (two observatiana each) is 7",8. In
general i t is scarcely f and when the observations are taken on different points of
the limb, the mean result deduced from 5 microscopes and fmm 2 scarcely differ 1"
on an average, certainly not more. We may draw one conclusion from these details,
if observations on different parts of the limb of this instrument, which is 3 feet dimmeter, on a mean of 10 microscopes, differ 7",0 ;t h m on a circle 1 f&t in tliameter,
with only 3 verniers, they may well ditfer 7",0 x 3 = 21" which as such a circle
fi divided to 720- 42".*
I n the course, of this work Captain Rater remarked a carious hct, which was
hew to h i . rc In hazy weather when the sstafPwas so faint as to be only just visible, it disappeared upon bringing it to the ifntcrsection af t8e cross *in)s, so that t&
angle, could not be observed. A remedy for t h i inconvenience was sugqsted and
put in practice by Mr. Gardner. The horizontal spider's web of tke rmcrometer
being moved.about the centre, Mr. Gardner succeeded in l o d g i i upon P a particle
of dust. When the image of the staff was brought to this, it a
red y if planted
u p n a mole hill, and we were thus enabled bo e k e with .=ury.
I conalder this as a very important improvement in the theodolite ;a d we availed ourwives of it upon all occasions, excepting in the observations of the pole star."
Some trials were made by the two mehods of intersection, cmd it was found that
with the dot the facility Was nearly M c e as great, aa measured b the time taken to
n p k e ten observations. Theprecision too was greater, .s with the dot the extreme
differenke h m the mean was 4", while with the cross wires it was 7." C a p h ~ n
Kater considers these quantities as the lnruiinurn values of the errors due to the
&scope and hicroscopes.
Much stress baa been laid on an objection, often made, as the unequal expanthough the r e d .ion of th.limb of 8 c*cC It was 8atisfactorily determinkd,
i4m bf lfe deferent microscopes, one being ussumed as a standard,were different o n
d i s h h i % the equilibrium of temperature, yet the pean appeared to be always the
h u e : thls b an,adfitional reason for usiog a number 9f micrqacopes.
The difference hw been feuJ by acbuL
b be h u t .Is." 1
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ahodd he fonnd at the surface of the gbbe, But probable Lot they might exiet in
the interior; and allowing this hypothesis, it became easy to account for volcank
fires by expoem of the metab of e a r t h and alkalis to air and water, and to explain, not only the formation laws, but likewise that of basalts m d many other
crystulline rocks,from the sbw cooling of the producb of combustion or oxydation
of the newly discovered substances."
This opinion was given by Sir H. Davy in 1808, and he has sin- 1812 endeavoured to d e c t such evidence aa might throw light on it. Vesuvius is the mounb i n which he has principally examined, and the present paper contains the perculars he has cdlected.
" One of the most important points to be ascertained was, whether any combustion was going on at the moment the lava issued from the mounta~n." To determine
this point some of the hrsed lava was put into a glassbottle furnished with a ground
stopper to exclude the external air ;and on examining the air withinthe bottle, sometime after, no diminution was found to have taken place.
He threw upon the surface of the lava nitre in mass and in powder ;no appearance occurred similar to what takes place when nitre is thrown on combustibk
matter raised to a high temperature. Some fused lava was thrown into
water, and the disengaged gas collected. I t was in very minute quantity, and
when analysed pmved to be common ak almost pure. " A wire of copper j, of an
inch in diameterand awire of silver of & inch introduced into the lava pear its sonrce
were instantly tbaed. An iron rod of t of an inch, and a piece of iron wire of
abdut &, were kept for 6 minutes in the eddy in the sbwn of lava, but wen not
d t e d . They did not produce any smell of snlphuretted hydrogen when acted
on by muriatic acid."
" A tin plate funnel filled with cold water, was held in the fnmea disengaged
with so much violence from the aperture through which the lava iaaued : fluid
was immediately condensed upon it, which was of an acid and subastringent taate. It
did not precipitate mnriate of baryta,but copiously precipitated nitrate of silver and
-rendered the triple pruesiate of potassa a bright blue.. When the same funnel
held in the white fumes above the lava where it entered the bri e, no fluid
precipitated u p n it, but it became coated with a white powder whi% had the
-and chemical qualities of common salt, and proved to be this substance absolutely
pure."
" A bottle of water h o l d i n g a b t f pint, mtha long narrow neck, wasemptied immeditely in the aperture from which the. v~pourspressing out the lava issued, and the
neck mu immediately closed. This air examined on my return was fonnd to @
no absorption wit11 solution of potassa, so that it contained no notable proportion of
carbonic acid, and it consisted of 9 parCs of oxygen and 91 of aimte. There was
not the least smell of sulphuronp acid in the vapom from the aperhlre, nor were
the fumes of muriatic acid so strong u, to be unpleasant ;but dnring the h t quar.ter of an hour that I was engaged in these expenmenla the wind changed and b k w
the smoke from the crater upon the spot where I was standing : the sulphurous acid
p a in the fumes WM highly imtating to the organs of respiration, and I s u t r e d sa
much from the exposure to them that I was obliged to descend."
In mother viait Sir Humphry Davy made similar observations, with similsr
results. Neither pure silver nor platinum were at all changed in colow when exposed to the fused lava. The sublimatidns were collected from various parts of
the cooled lava ;the were of a white yellow and reddish colour, and consisted ehieflJ
of common salt, c d r i d e of iron, and snlphate of sod* There was d s o in small
quantity sulphate and murhte of potass., o ~ d of
e copper, and muriate of cob&.
The same observations nerdy are repeated m the details of other visits, nith tk
addition of particnlara relating to other phenomena, such ss the subterraneous noises,
the showers of SOMS, kc. which we mgret we have not room to dilate on, and we
must hasten at once to his conclusions.
" I shall now offer some observation8 on the theory of these phenomena.
It
almost demonstrable that none of the cbemid causes anciently assigned fbr
% K c fires can he true. Amongst t h a e the combustion of mineral coal is o m
of the most current, but it Beems wholly inadequate to acconnt for the phenomena
However large a stratnm of pit cod, its combustion under the snrface could never
produce violent and excessive heat; for the pmduction of carbonic acid gas, when
there was no free circulation of air, must tend constantly to impede thepmcess; and
it is ~ a r c e l possible
y
that carbonaceons matter, .if such a cause existed, shouldhot
be found in the lava, and be disengaged with the d i n e or aqueous products from
the bocca or craten. There are many inntancea in E q h d of swab of mineral
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b a l which have been long budng, bnt the d b ham been m e w baked clay and
rchisb, and it has produced m rerub similar to lava."
"If the idea of Lemery were correct, that the action of sulphur on iron may be
a caw of mlunic fires, s u l p h of h n ought to be the great product of the
volcano, which ir known 'not to be the
;
the heat prodaced, by the
Pction of sulphur on the common metals, 1s qurte madequate to account for the
.ppenrurcer. When it is considered that volcanic fires occur and intermit with dl
tbe phemmens that indicate intense chemical action, it seems not nnre~solubkto
refer them to chem*al c a w s . Bnt, for phenomena upon such a scale, an immeme
mass of matter must be in activity, and the plodncts of the volcano ought to g i n an
idea of the nature of the substances primarily active. Now what are these products ?
mixtures of the earths in an oxydated and fused state, and intensely ignited ;water
and saline substances such as might be furnished by the sea ;andair altered in such '
imanncr aa might be expected from the formation of fixed oxydated matter :but it
may be said, if the o dation of the metals of the earth; be the causes of tbe
e n o m e n a , some of xeae snbstanra ought m a s i o d l to he found in tbe im,or
combostion ought to be increased at the moment J e materials passed into the
atmosphere. But the reply to this objection is, that it is evident that the c
which occasion volcanic fires take place in immense subterranean cavities ;and
the
of air to tbe acting substanma occurs long before they reach the exterior
mrface
" % same circumstances, which wouldgive alloys of the metals of the earths
the power of producing volcanic phenomena, namely, their extreme facility of oxydation, must likewise prevent them from ever bein fonnd in a pure combustible s t a b
in the products of volcanic eruptions ;for before tiey reach the external surface they
must not only be exposed to the air in the snbterranelrn cavities, but be propelled by
steam, which must possess, under the circumstances, at least the same facility of oxydating them as air. Assuming the hypothesis of the existence of such alloys of
the metals of the earths aa may bum into h a in the intenor, the whole
phenomena ma he easily explained from the action of the water of the sea and air
on those m e d ; nor is them an fact, or any of the circumstances which I have
mentiowd in the preceding part ozthis paper, which cannot he easily explained according to that hypothesis."
The liypothesis of a cen(mal fire is alluded to in the conclusion, as also su5cient
to account for thephenomena; and Sir Humphry Davythinks the increasing temperatnre of-the earth, as we descend, affords some probability of the existence of such
a central heat.
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XI. Abstract of a M e t e d 'cat Journal kept at Bemru, during the years 1824,
1825, and 1826. By James $rinsep, Esp. Absa ddcUtes of the Mint at Benolea,
oonrmunicotcd by Peter Mark Roget, M. D. Scc.
5.
A great deal of useless trash is annually,quarterly, monthly, and occasionally,inIlicted on the publie under the title of Meteorological Registers. Every one wiahea
to be a meteorologist, every one observes and records ;but no one will submit to the
labour of reducing his observations, and extracting from them any useful results.
The present paper is an example of what a meteorological register ought to be. In
a single page are comprised the mean resalts of 0 b s e ~ a t i 0made
~ twia a day for a
whule year. Three pages then contain thq three. years' results.
From these we learn that the annual mean of the several particular8 is as f o l l m .

k

--Inches.
87

60,4
- 67

Inches.
38,3
46,9

retied, were not made at the same h o w ; they
The observations, it is to be
varied from 9 A. M. to 100, a n x o m 5 P. M.to 61. The mean temperaof the
atmosphere for those hours waa i n 1824, 2P,5. above the meau.of the exhemer ;in
By
Dr.
Breester's
paper
in
1826 only 1°.84. The greatest monthly excess is 5",2.
the Trannactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, in which he gives the registered
a8 observed in k i t h Fort, it appean
tempentnres for every hour during two
that the mean of 10 A. M, m d 6 P. M, or two yean is le,4, above the mean tem-

ran,

perrtare. f i i o sboas, d a t indeed was to be expected, that the Bolirtp -88
d
the temperature will in different latitudes be very differeet, and require different
a w e s to represent them.
The two following tables will we doubt not be dekmed su5ciently inte?estin~
They give great plausibiliw to em opinion which the author of this paperhas hazarded, viz. that the daily and monthly osciL4$ions of the barometer are refprable to tht
effects of varying temperature only. The surprising correspondence in the mrvch
of tbc two instruments, exhibited by these two tables, mnst strike every one. I t is
rendered still more obvious in an engraving given, in whiih they are ddineated. The
night oscillations, which are known to occur at the same hours as the day ones, appear, as the author has observed in another place, t o offer an objection t~ this theory;
bat may not the same explanation be here admitted as in the case of the tides of the
ocean, which are known to occur on opposite sides of the ea.rti~at the same time,
though the exciting cause is on one only ? But however this be we cannot but consMer the idea os exceedingly ingenious; and we recommend the subject to the s*
ofmeteomlogists.
,

TABLE I . Dnily OsciZlatione.
Barometer.

t

Thermometer.

Month.

January,
February,
AprlZ
May*
June,
July,
August,
September,
October,
November,
December,

163

,

*

From this month the register thermometer stood in a new house, mu+ less exposed than before ;the ranges are consequently much smaller.

,

TABLE 11. Monthiy OsciUations.
Barometer at 32'.
Month.

--

Therm. (mean of extremes.

December,
b
.

r

Mean Barometrical Akitude 29,468. Mean Thernfometric Altitude 71,81.
The volume concludes with monthly meteorological t a b h for the vhslc year.

GLEANINGS
SCIENCE*

Circumstances having occasioned me to be eagaged in the reparation of dm,
my attention was naturally turnedtowarda the inresbgation of t%eirproperties ;a d
as during my researches the result of many e x p e r i r n e n t a ' ~decidedly
~~
oppoaed to
the notions which at present
io c h e w t r y , a system entirely new was newssarily forced upon me. As fucta could not be reconciled with theory, it was qaiw
dear that the theory could not be just : it therefbre became aeeeasary to compare
i c t a and theory together; to discover the cause of their disagreement; to make thd
theory conform to facta ;and to endearnut to find out a number of laws, ctmstnnt anU
uniform in their operation, which shonld constitute the science of those srts which
mlours savz created. Tbe observation and experience of any one individual w i l l
dways be .exceedingly limited ;and tbe infercnees which he may draw from them
will often be erroneous : M therefore I pmfesa to have no interest apart from that of@
h t h , so I have no wish that any opinion of mine, reatiag only on my own unaupd experiments, should have any other influence than that of exciting inquiry.
wnld have wished preparatory to the enunciation of m o m views, t t ~
examine some
ofthe f a t s r~spectingcolouring mattermrecorded by go,tor Ba
ft, in hia Philotoo mu&
sophy of Coburs, as also his opinions on them ;but rs this wwZcupy
apace lbr m present purpose, I shall proceed to snbmit a few general principhu,
&r which fshall adduw some of the chief facta upon which they arc fowded.
)kt. Oxygen is the ptieclple of colow m coburiqy matter, a d might the&*
be a appropriately calkd chrornogen as oxygen.
fLad. Oxygen, in proportion M its combiner with colodng matter, increclses t h e
depth of ita colour, and diminishes its solubility.
Brd. T H E WHOLE TflEORY O F DYING, ~ ~ i ? g e + d , t ? 0 b ~ d 8( g
e r~dtU
f fd, i n g ~ ~ pound colonrs which will Pleo he affected by it,) rests on considerations cannected
with tlre proportion of OXYGEN, as a caastituent of the c a l d n g mtter, and npod
proper viers of cbemicd a5nitg.
4th. Oxygen, by entering largely into the composition ofcolonring matter, occad
sinns a permanent and imcorrrabk cleterioratiou of its gn*.
5th. *kdis arc o ~ g e n d n g a ~ e n rehtiveiy
b
to colouring
6th. Acids are disoxygenating agents}
7th. Many substances as they aequire'oxygen have (whist they continue below
the point of saturation) their disox genating p e r increased.
8th. It cannot be-calculated d a t two agents capable ~ p s r a t e l yof attractiG
oxygen, from a third substance, will, if employed together, exercise h e i r joint forces
in the disoxygenation of thia third substance ;it is probable that they may act \rponi
and no c o ~ t e r n ceach
t other ;Md thiP in enpcidly likely to happen ahere metdlia
r i d s are c o a c e d
9th. The atmosphere under one set of circumstances oxygenates; under another,
bxypmtea, &vdy
to colouring matter. 'here are some other intn conn u chemical ~
t and ythe firiq or w v e n e s s of colours, K t as the,
WoCJd atmy me bo far, I sappresd them.

P""

-
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1 have h e d myself throughout this paper tq speculatjons .on colourioi
matter.
t I arhops eu ht to have added or changes one colour of a light shade to a m iher o F i darker Ade.8,

On Colauring Matter.
I. That oxygen is the principle of rolour in colonripg matter, is I think establish.
ed upon univeraalsxperienee ; upon the whole mass of facts wlricb nature throughout time has accumulated, and made to bear upon thii point. Almost all vegetable
exndations are primarily of a white colour or transparent, and of a fluid consistence,
till they acquire colour and solidity by exposure to the air*. Tlie externd parts of
these substanega will be found to be much harder and darker than the internal, and
t h m which combine most intimately with, and with the largest portion of oxygen,
can only be disMIved by agents the most powerfnl1y disoxygenating. In short, after
having carefully eurmined the wliole of the phenomena recorded of colouring matter, I declare that I have not found them to yield a single exception or a solid objection, which can clash with the universality of this proposition. I shall, therefore,
endeavour to reduce the prook to as small a space as possible ;although the received opinion respecti$ the modus op~randiof chlorine on colour, and my inability,
from having no chlorine in my possession, to refute it by experiments, will necessarily expand the argument, by obliging me to showby Indirect means, that chlorine
destroy colours by depriving them of oxygen.
1st. I shall assnme that as chlorine acts alike upon an colours, all colours depend
upon some common principle.
2nd. I s h d endeavour to show that all colours are d a k n e d by a partial 1088,
and destroyed by a total lose of oxygen.
3rd. I shall infer, that if tei effect, brought about by other agents, proceeds from
privation of oxygen, that chlorine acts in a similar manner; or, that the same effect
is attributable to the same cause.
Assuming then that the principle of colour is one and the same, in all colouring
matter, I now proceed to show, by as large an assemblage of facts as is compatible
*th the limits of un eswy, that all polours are weakened by a partial loss, and destroyed by a totel privation of oxygen*. The action of the rays of the sun upon minute particles of colouring matter is diaoxygenating;so also is the action of the sulphurous qcid gas 8 and to this pwperty Doctar Bancroft ascribes the effects of these
agents in bleaching. Here is dne instance, if it be admitted, wherein agents, producing the same effect es that which is now produced by chlorine, accomplLh ~t b j
depriving coloaring lustter of its oxypn. Indigo (at what, for thesake of distinction,
I would call the maximum of oxydation) is an insoluble blue roncrete : in proportion as it is deprived of oxygen, it loses itn solid form ;and passes from the darkest
shade of green to the lightest ; from thence to different shades of yellow ; till at
last it becomes colourless, and, as proved by ao experiment of Doctpr Bancroft's, is
irrecoverably decomposed:.
Lac dye is an insoluble, dark, dingy blue concrete ;when the lac colouring matter
is obtained from fresh stick-lac, it may be formed by means of an alkali and lodh Q
into a beaqtiful red solution ; if sulpherreted hydrogen gas be mixed wirh this'aolution, it will soon destroy its coloum.
For the sake of d o g y it might be mentioned, that considering lac dye as a
peroxyde, the changes of colou~hy gradual disoxygenation are from blackish blue
to purple from purple to bluish red ; f n w bluiRh red to red; and from thence
through ah the shades of red to yellow; till at last it becemee colourless, and the
essence of the colour is irreparably destroyedll.
Lac dye kept for aome day8 in a highly oxydized solution of tin, will be deprived
of ita colour ; and arguing a foltimMI,
other colours would experience the same fate.
Doctor Bancroft states that the outer bark of the qnercitron is full of colouring
matter; but on account of its dark din^ colour he recommends it to be thrown
away. I imagine that the only difference hetweeu this aud the iuuer bark, 1s that
the former is more highly oxygenated.
f Where an assertion is hazarded without proof, ti16 proof must be sought for, in
the snm of the evidence taken toeether. Thus if 1 say that the rays of the sun are
disoxygenating, and do not provebit; but it appears that disoxygenation from other
causes produces the same effect; i t must be taken as evidence that the rays of the
son are disoxygenating.
Oxygen seems to be the bond of union between the constituents of the basis of
wfmrirg matter, since the slightest portion appears to be nu6oient to present their
separation, and to hinder total decompositions: but 3s soon as oxygen is totally removed, the constituents of the basis enter into hew combinations, and the colour
can no longer be regenerated.
$ The bark of a tree which in India is used to produce the same effects in dying
as In Europe, are obtained by tin solution.
Combustible matter generat?y, if gradually brbonized, passks through a series,
Of rown colours to black,passing through the lightest shades to the darkest -

\
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tht in madder thcla a r t tn6 k i d of &wmBr,
' Doctat Bancrok
red and brown ;I should interpret the f i c g differently. All edowing W . r d e r i y d
from roots and wwds is likely, and that from d o u s ca~se8,to be nruted mth
oxygen in varying proportions ;which wiil of conrse alter their properties withoat

'

'

effecting their essence : thus indigo, is indigo wbetkcr m Ihe form of a bloe mncnte,
or a green solution ;ita properties are changed, it eruence is unaltered.
All the phenomena mentioned by Doctor B a m f t , convince me, that the d i f f n d t r
between the red aad fawn ooloured particles of the colonring matter d Ill.ddcr, i#
owing to their being combined with d i f f e n t proportions of oxygen.
Thus, in an scconnt which he gives of a pink, bran is used to d
i
e tbt
oolonring matter ;and he obeemes, if the proportiom of bran is bo large, the ca101~
Will be week, (i. e. too much disoxygenated ;) and if it be toa 4,
the helour will bs
less m y , (vk.not sufEcientiy diso~y~enateb)Again he & = m a : " Glue, with
madder, manifest1 obstructed the combination of wlouring matter with dam, sinm
only a kind of sdmon colour was produced." In my view of the cnae, the glue war
too disoxygenating, or used in too large a proportion. m e r he says : " p
n
ig
extraeta the fawn coloured particles ;"that is, promotes oxygenation:
acids
prevent their extmtion ;" i. e. disoxygenate them. The colamr of madder in.fnaion
or decoction is destroyed by sulphwetted hydrogen gas.
ow ;tben COThe red d o u r of this dye, by diaoxygemtion, is first landand
h r l e s s ; and f i d y annihhted. What is here observed .r&l.lder,
will
apply to other woods and roots, yielding colouriag matter ; but .s Brazil wood and
bgwood pre~enta few anomalies, I shall an shortly a
i I can explain them.
Acids produce precipitates in deroctioas of B r a d m o d ; an addition of acid, 6r s
stronger acid, increases the c o l o Brazil
~
wood contains gum, which talreo o~psea
from the acid, and is thereby precipitated, cmqing with it much colouring matter;
ah addition of acid, or a stronger acid, separates anddissolvol thc colonringmatter;
which deepens the colour of the d d n . If the oolonriq matier e x i d ia combiostion with d s r e d proportions of oxygur, the most oxygenated nonld be precipitated, and its eoiution would add much colour to the decoction.
-The other anomaly in prescatedby logwood. Solution d tin, imrbsdoflightening, deepeps its eolaur. Logwood, besides itr! ealoaring matter, paseenoes an ag.ingcnt
prmcqle, on whieh amount it is employed in medicine; to this k t is owing the
anomaly in question. Ita power with dilgents in producing dark adurn, and its
m e in the black dye arise trom the name caw.
This cobur, an well aa that d Brazil wood, is destroyed sdpbureWBd hydrogen
gas. Litmus tincture and violet syrup, secluded from air,?m their colomr; .hi&
ox gen, tbnely administered, will restoreg.
L t o r Bancmft iosiets chiefly on hir experiments o n B d n u m , o r t b a w i
plc, to prove that colours are sometimes oning to an abstraction of oxygen. If m
opinion, respecting the age.ncy on d o n r i n g nUCer of rlkalis and acids, be we{
founded, the better half of his erpaimentd n o d d prove k r t e r a and ra~gathem.
But waving aay adrantage deriva le from
selves uader the banner of the -my.
this ruwree, ia it not probable that pbosphoroua acid (rhioh the Doetor rays i.giout by the Buccinum whik it g&
it8 colour) may, ly it. d*mggenrting eflecte,
render the colour fatent ?
Thr principal fact, however, which is b m h t f o r r v d in
of the truth of t h
opinion that the T y r i purple owes its d o u r taan albrh..cdioo o f o q p n , is, that the
white mucous matter which is tlle subject of this colour acquircsits colour q a y ,
whether it be in vacuo, or in the open air, provided only that it he exl&
to the
light. 1think an experiment on Prussian blue, which I shall afterwards have oomaion
to adduce, will prove highly illustrativeof this matter. That Buccinam does not differ
with regard to its colouring principle from other colouring matter ma\7, I think, be
inferrod, both from its passing when acquiring its colour from the ligl&st shades or
colours to the darkest, and from its colour heins, as all other colours are, destroyed
by chlorine+.

Vegetable j u h ara-rhoagl d
w ta amlergo d s c eF M ~ ? :h"p"pedlap
this loan of mlour. h t m u s , ir am*, d n a it8 c o h nger la s p ~ l tthrm
s
~n

6

water ;the one chds, th. other pnrmotea decomposition. The colonr obtdnedfmm
d r y red cabbage leavea is much mare pcpmanmt, *an t h b extimated *om the
p h t a h moeaL

t Chlorine, in a diluted form, e ~ l e rthe me oh.sger ia the shades of &loan
w M e5eaed by & dooxygenating agentr; if it be uadil~~ted,
the effect may be
. t o o m d d e n a n d p w w f n l t o s d m i t o f ~ e ~ s ~ c in&&
b ~ e d ~

,

Thc fa& bGre mentioned maybe augmented ad infinihun, and I think tbey panc,
.that the principle of colour in the same in all colouring matter, and that colours are
darkened or lightened in proportion aa they combine with more or less of this principle; that
nta which are known to be powerfully diaoxygenating, lighten coloure
and n
m
i
t
l sdestroy them ;that thesefore the principle of colour in colonring matter is oxygen ;and, judging from analogy, that chlorine destroys colours by depriving teem of oxygen.
The IId proporition, that oxygen, in proportion aa it combines with colonring
matter, inthe depth of its dm, and diminishes its solubility, has received
much support from the facta alrerdy exhibited. Lae dye is much darker,than lac
coburing matter in stick lac, m d it ia not soluble by means of an alkali and lodh,
98 w the latter. In the red and ydow baths from woo& or roots, if the colouring

-

mattor be equally oxygenated, any cotton or woollen stuff immersed in them, will
remove the particles most highly oxydated ; tkoae particles being insoluble, attach
t h e m n e b to the cbth and are of a much darker and mere degraded colour than
the other less oxygenated wlouring matter in solution. Indigo is a powerful example
of the truth of this pmposition, but as its phenomena have already been mentioned it
is not necessary to repeat them. It may be proper to notice in this place an ambiguity,
accompanying many resinous colouring mattere ;an addition of oxygen appesrs to
dertmy the colout, and reduce the resin, which is generally of a brownish yellow
oolour, to a sdid state. As these colours are destroyed, and acted upon by dieoxyge~ting
agents in the name manner as other colours, I do not suspeet that they differ
from them at all in their lutnn. But I conclude that the resin with which they are
combined athacts
n, by means of which (as will be explailled and illustrated
*hen examinin* the%%
ropition) it deprives the colouring matter of its oxygen,
mud thus decomposes i t 4 t h thin apparent 616eptiog the rule here laid down applips
to all colouring mutter.
- The IIIrd pmpoaition may be permitted to rest upon the facts which have been o r
indthe course of the eamy ;I will now pass to the considermay be bro hc f o ~ ! ~ u
ation of the%th general principle.
Nth. The fact skted in this proposition is of very cohsiderable importance,
especially as relatea to'the preparation of dyes. Such experiments ab I have had ah
opportunity of instituting convince me, that all dyes sufferan irreparable injury by
combiningwith a large po*n
of oxyges ;and this may probably be owing to some
derangementwhich this excess of oxygen may occasion in the relation and proportiom
s . confine myself here to the adduction of tw&
of their s e d ~ ~ t i t u e ~It shall
instances.
1st. I took a portion of dried indigo learn, and a piece of the finest indigo
I could procure,and having made from &em two separate dutions, I dyed a bit of
calico ia each ; the colour obgiaed from the leaves aas incomparably sbonger,
freaher, and more vivid, than tbat produced by the in-:
the experiment ms
msny tirepeated, and always with the same reauk.
26 I took m e fredi stick lec and some kc dye, and dyed with the d o n r i n g
matter af each a hit of &nnel; the woollen dyed with the fresh stick lac celouring
8urtter WPB full3 equal to the fineat cochineal searlet, and many degrees superior to
that produced by the lac dye. The inferiority of lac dye to cochineal, I am disposed
b arcrib* to this cawe : perhaps age may in this manner work its ill effects on
colouriog xpath. Thc praeticul utility of this fact it ia foreign from the object of this
paper to d h w s .
manner as the aopions and npeedy union of oxy
with indigo solution or
the Tpian purple basis, will produoa a full p u r p r o r blue eolow without t6e
intermediate shades being perceptible. Charcoal, on many occasions, exhibits effects
aimilar to chlorine, add charcoal ir known to be powerfully disoxygenating.
I attribute to this its entiseptic property; its power of destro 'ng colour and
-11,
kc. Sulphur when precipitated from alkalis is white ; aa k n c e d v e by the
108s of oxygen : by heat or melting, the colour is -tored 6 in my opinion by regaining its oxygen. Sulphur at a a r t a h heat c h a n r its consistency, and 1s formed
jntoa rubrtanca uaed for taking thoimpredons o medals, &a: this hss been attdbuted, and .s 1 think jutly, to an wquisition of m y p C h d under mtsin
management is dimlved, and combined with sulphur into a%uid, which has h
called carbmtffl sdphur. I imagine tho chvaDal muat have beau deprived of its
oxygen b the sulphur previous ta thek combination taking place. I should 1
to.soert%whatherchloriaawomldprodatd.nyEbangeon~.ndrhr?
'Pbe cbancteristia of alkalis .and odds a&, their &ectr on dmring mat-

4% OP4rhera411actmpoocadfrorn t h e i r o r y s e s u t S n g o r d i s o J r y ~ p ~
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Vth'.
This proposition and the next, bein at variance with received opinions,
*U1 perhaps at first seem a little atartling ;I dink, however, that upon sh-ict examination they will be found to rest upon sufficient and satisfactory evidence. In
ihis counb ,it iswell known that a steeping vat at an indifo factoy is when in use
filled with Ldigo plant and water ;that fermentatidn speed y takes place, and a solution of i n d i i is the consequence : the tPrmented liquor of this vat is what, h htm, I desigd when I speak of indigo solution. I made the following experiment I
took two phiah, one empty, and the other containihg a little pure potass. I dipped
them into the vat, and when they were nearly filled with indigo sdution I closed their
mouth with my thumbs and withdrew them; a little time and agitation rendered
the indigo solation with potass of a dark blue colour, and by rest a dark blue preeipitate was deposited ;whereas no time ar agitation effected any change in the pure ,
mdigo solution.
Alkalis employed in the manufacturing of indigo dwap deepen the colonr, and
Carry i t towards a black.
It* ia well known that alkalia act powekfully in precipitating indigo. If a solntion
of pure alkali be sprinkled over indigo solution, it immediately produces upon those
places where it happens to fall, a beautiful blue colour. Indeed its power of regenerating indigo was so d c i e n t , that I employed it as a test to inform me of the state
of the water (technically called dirty water) which remains above the indigo after
ib precipitation or sabsidenco.
By mixing a little caustic ley with some of this water, and then dipping into it
a bit of white cotton, it was easy to discover whether it contained indigo, and
in what proportion. Alkalis are almost, if not quite, indispensable in dying with
indigo; I could not obtains a colour of any body from indigo dolution, hut w i d
caustic leyn it dyed very speedily and effectuall I conceive that the following
is the explication af the modus operandi of &alis in promoting the solution
of indigo and other dyea. Alkalis promote the oxygenation df the diso~ygenatin~
agents, by which their actionon the'indigo or other dye is increased. If the alkali be
present in too small a proportion, the indigo is not deoxydated ;and if in too large a
proportion,the agents mayget saturated, and thus lose tlieir effect. Or the equilibrium
between them and the indigo may be destroyed, and a tendency be excited, in the
prirnay principles of both, to enter into newcombinations ;thus roducing decomposition, In fine, the general effect of alkalis is to deepen colour,
as I believe, occasioning an additional portion of oxygen to enter into the composition of the colouring matter. And although th:3 property may be modified by the facts stated in the
VIIth preposition, yet I believe it will be found, that the effects ordinarilyproduwd
by alkalies on colourir~gmatte?, are in nature the same with those which a comhina-'
tion of oxygen with colouring matter produces, in whatever way that combination
may be effected. Of course reference will ~lwayabe Lad to an other specific properties possessed by the agents employed. The reverse of what {ham said of alkalis
arill very exactly apply to acids.
VIth. Acids mixed with indigo solution render it incapable of dying; they prey&
the oxygenation of indigos. And thas I conclude that inthe manufacture of indigo, the
urn of beating is to expel the mrbonic acid gas ;since the indigo cannot combine
with oxygen whilst this is present. Acidlaow salts pOS80SS in a less degree this digoxygenating property of acids.
Dimxygenating and oxygenating are merely relative terms. AIkdh, wd&
oircumstanca adduced in this article, appear to be oxygenating ;and y when em.
. p + d in bleaching, they restore wlonr, I incline to believe that they favour the
,
subjeat
combination of oxygen with colouring matter ;they are f ~ h a phowever,
t h e qualification elicit& by the examination of the VI th p i t i o n .
t Some of the d e c t s here mentioned, are in part attributable, when c ~ u t i o
alkalis are emplo ed, to the neutralizing of the carbonic acid, but the deepening
of the wloor wourd beem to proceed from an addition of oxygen
$ PerhapsPeat may have dissipated the carbanic acid, and promoted the combination of oxygen with the indigo, and thus supplied the place of an alkali. I did
not t r y It.
g It would be a wonderful improvement in the constmotion of 'indigo factories,
in my opinion, especially where the manufacturing is protracted to a late period, to
build the vats on arches, and to make flue6 through all the walls ;for the purpose,
of course, of making fires and assisting the manufacturing procesa by means of artificial heat. This would enable the manufacturer to ferment his plant, and obtafu
from it all the indigo in the coldest weether ;it would also, I t h i i improve tbr
quality of the indigo.
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*hose opinions it is at variance, I WIU here adduce an experiment and obremtios
of Doctor Bancroft. The Doctor wished% remove the alk& from the blne employed in calico printing. He first tried the muriatic acid; but, he as s, he afterwards
found that neither the aulphuric nor the nitric regenerated, as ge t~peaedtbep
mould do, the inaigo : he states, as the c a w of failure in effecting the object which he
8ad in viev-, thr speedy precipitation of the indigo. I however suppose that the neutralisation of alkdis must have operated prejudicially, by preventing the manifeetation of a blue colour*. Doctor Bancroft is oT opinion, that sulphuric acid, in the
process for making Saxon blue, acts first by disoxygenating the indigo, and tbed
dissolves it ;the fact seems to me to be indisputable, and I have further been dmposed to think, that the diierence between the precipitateobtained from Saxon blue
and indigo, may rather be owing to a combination of a sulphuret than to any destruction of the essence of the colouring matter. A solution of tin is said to thmw
indigo down from its solution in the form of a light blue precipitate ;it is probable
that this p m i itate recently prepared as regards oxypnation nfay resemble the precipitate from $axon blue, and like it be soluble in acids+. With regard to other coroperty of acids is equally marked and ineontrolouring matter, the diroxygenati
vertible. It increms their sdfS&tyS, reddens blues, yellows reds, and bleaches,
.yellows.
The VIlthQ proposition rests upon a number of facts which, ao'doubt, obsemtlon
will continually inereaae. Experiment as well as reanon led me to doubt the accuracy of Doctor Bancroft's experiments respecting the effects 1 on the acarlet dye, of
the nitric and sulphuric acids, when combined together in whatsoever proportion in
solutions of tin.
In order therefore to satisfy myself on U s point, I instituted a retof experiments,
the result of which was, that no specific effect in tlhe searlet dye was produced by the
onion of tbese acids in tin solution ;but that highly oxydated solutions, however
roduced, carried lac colouring matter towards a ellow or salmon c o l o ~;
r and I
found that disoxygenating subttances (I used sugary, by reduciag the oxygenisation
of tin solution, whether added to the sohtion, or to them,rnot only brought the lac
mloqring matter to a good scarlet, but that this was effected when nitric and
sulphuric acids were combined in the solution, in a very large proportion.
In this instance the diioxygenating property of tin solution seems to be i n c d
b an addition of oxygen and diminished by an abstraction of it. Should bran,
&ur, linseed meal, or other diaoxygemting substaueea be added in excessrto the
scarlet dye bath, the disoxygenating propert of the tin solution will he destroyed,
m d little or no effect be produced on the &uring matter : this may serve as a key
to unlock an experiment of Doctor Bancroft.
After stating that sulphuretted hydrogen destroyed the eoloor of a detection of
Brazil wood, he adds, that this cannot be by disoxygenation, becamepotolla restores

According tothe doctrine a l d y laid down, alkalis although oxygenating,
a e r t h g this property on the agent or agents employed for dinoxygenating the indigo, they promote its disoxygenation. I n this view of the matter theirneutraliaanerate and precipitate the indigo; if this d e c t were not p r o d u d , I
tion
may
should
thin the absence of an alkali would act as prediosted, i. e. o w i o n , tba.
colour to be faint.
In Doctor Bancroft'swork"Phi1osopy of permanent Colours,"it is astonishing
the number of inconsistencies, and the perpetual warfare between theory and fact,
which arise from sc~dsbeing considered as oxygenating.
2 This effect is produced, as is well known, by sulphuretted hydrogen. Sulphur-,
ous acid ga$ extinguishes combustion, wherice it has been recummended, when obimnies are on fire, to burn sulphur in the grate or fire place. This property I imaglna
to proceed from the gas taklng oxygen from the combustible matter, andwould obtain in all incombustible substances having an equal affinity with oxygen. Chlorine.'
extinguishenburning bodies, a oollateral proof of the mode in which it acts in dour.
5 A number of chemicd anomalies, regarding the elective attractions, are only
to be accpunted for, from the principles laid downinthis proposition. Thus ironpre.
olpitates silver from its solution ; 'when silver is highly oxydiaed, iron loam this
property; braas pins, under certain circumstanm, precipitate tin, and tbey aaquire a coating ; if the tin be highly oxydated, the brass pins cannot precipitate it.
A hundred other instances muat be familiar toevery cherniet.
I( Namely, producing a aalmon colour, with colouring mat* aployed to dye
brlst.

T
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(b.d m , and bcoaw a Lylr portion of acid'of tin (ata low d e p n nf o dation)
tith 81lg.r. added to the same decoction,did not destroy the d o u r , altho~& a8 C
h

Doetor A r m s , they wodd have destroyed the w b u r of i n d i p
Lodh, aa I have before mentioned, will diwxygenate lac eoburing matter in rea n t stick-lac, but it will produce no such effect on lac dye, which is much mom
oxyduted.
This introduces mme degree of perplexity into the subject, and prevents the estnbliihing of any general rule with regard to dinoxygenatink agents. Doctor Bancroh dhcted his attention towarda the extraction m d wnsolidation of colouring
matter, but faile ,probahly from this propensity of cdouring matter to combine,
whilst in any b& a c p u l n g a drp solid form, with oxygen, and not, when wing
his preparations, adverting to this circumstance, and taking proper means toobviate
it. Should it be neceseary to concentrate colouring matter by nleans of heat, it
should be done in vacuo.
I t is astonishing how many cirenaretances may change the relations of oxygenati a g a n d disoxygenating as applied to the same substances. I will here transcribe
an .ecouat from Nichobon's Cbmical Dictionary, which will not only confirm the
remark, but I think also throw considerable light on the phenomena displayed by
the colouring matter of the Buccinum. " A French colourman having mixed some.
Prnsaian blue and white lead with neat oil, and wtit b for some time wvered with
water, he found the snrface only blue and all the rest w & k On pouring it out on the.
atone, and beginning to grind it afresh, with intention to add more Prussian bloe,
be found the colour gradual1J returning of itself ;here it might be supposed the ox de
of the Prussiate had parted with oxygen to the oil, or to the lead, or to cloth,
beco~ningwhite, except that in the surface, which was supplied with oxygen from:
the su rincumbent water ;and that it recovered its d o u r by attractiqg oxygen
from
air: but on this supposition, it would e m that light muat wntain oxygen,.
.ince the &ur of this paint, spread on wood or paper, returned by expoawe to
light in vacuo as well as in the open air."
Here I imagine light enables the wburing matter to diaoxygemte the oil, whareds, in the absence of light, the oil disorygenated the colouring matter.
I suspect experimenta would prove that the changes in the cobur of the blood
proceed from this change in the relation of rubstanca towards each orher, with ret
gard to their ailinity for oxygen.
Thus* it seems not improbable that the animal matter of the blood, by absorbing
oxygen, di.soxygenates.ihe colouringmatter; and that in thecourse of circulation, by
parting wrth oxygen, its drmyyenating power on the colouring matter is gradudly
lost; by which meam the colouring matter regains its oxygen.
By what I have said, it will easily be uodemtood that any attempt at elassing
oxygenating snbataocea in the presentsbte of our knowledge, mtllit be attended w i d
insuperable difficulties. Alkalia totally deprived of oxygen, take it from every
thing : perhdps the disoxy mating property of chlorine l; likewise is owing to a siniilar cause. On the other %and, many substances retain oxygen more strongly, the
more they possess of it, and as they acquire oxygen have their disoxygenatingpower
increased.
I will here nu1join a list of a few of the acids in the d e r in which they appeared.
to me toact indisoxygenating lac dye. Mineral acids ;nitric ;phosphoric; sulphuric;
muriatic ; vegetable acids; oxalic; a fruit supposed to contdn oxalic, malic, 4
citric ; citric; tartarous; malic ; aceto-citric ; lactic (whatever that may be) ;acebus. The gallic acid
senta considerable diacul in other words, the phenomena which it occasions
not (so far u my knowkge extends) been examined
with that care and attention, which they merit. The property of striking a black
with highly oxydated aalts of iron, is always (I believe) evinced by the gallic acid. Y.
Berthollet affirmsthat no black can be dyed in silk or cotton by means of t h i acid ;
and that this property is distinct, from the acid nature of thii substance, appears to
me to be proved by these two circumstaqces: lst, gallatea posseas this property
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The colouring matter in frwh stick laowntainr mach animal matter, and dto d i i x y eriisa it: upon, as I w d v e , this principle old stick l~
the animal matter L e d apd diminished.

&ah

t All antiputreawnt nubatancer are k y ( p m a t i n g ; the moat powerful agent of
this class is-chlorine. Putrescent miesmata, animal and vegetable,would seem ro owe
their activity to oxygen. This is no plaw in which to d b w this point, but any
one aaquainred with the history of these substance, will s t once rwop&e both rh.
truth ohd importans of this fact. '

.
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i n a stronger degree than the pure acid ; 2d, this acid seems to p s m s the same
ptopert)rwhich I have attributed to acids generally, namely, that of disoxygenating and
incress~ngthe solubility of colourirlg matter, since in dyeing printed
s, it tends
to keep the grounds clean, and prevents them from being much disco oured*.
I cannot therefore help being of opinion, that in fact*, there exist twcrdistinctsuhstances-gallic acid, and the principle which with highly oxydated salts of iron forms a.
black, and generally adds to the depth and fixity of adjective colourg M. Berthollet
is said further to have affirmed, that tannin in combination with salts of iron, much
oxydated, dyed silks and cotton black ;if this be true, (and it could not he owing to
the presence of gallic acid, for gallic acid alone would not do it, and had this acid
existed in a large proportion in the tannin, it would not have escaped the notice of
this eminent chemist,) it evidently carries the opinion towards certainty ;and as it
also proves that thii principle is not necessarily a constituent nor in inseparable
union with gallic acid, so it affords reasonable grounds for expecting that it may be
obtained in a separate form, and may admit of being accurately examined and analyzed.
The VIIIth proposition has been established whilst considering the VIlth : it has
heen shown that sugar renders tin in solution less disoxygenating, and that the two
prodnce an effect the very reverse of what would be the effect of their joint forces.
Spirits of wine, soap, anil water, I found to produce good red solution with lac dye ;
Lmt lodh did not serve to cooperate with these more powerful agents.
The YXth proposition might have been included in some of the preceding enes.
If colouring matter be exposed to the sun and air, in a divided state, (as when applied to stuffs as a dye), the sun and air Cisoxygenate it, prodncing a fading, and.
ultimately, a destruction of the colour.
Whist on the other h a d , colouring matter in masnes, especially if it be moist,
mcquires, instead of losing, oxygen by exposure to the sun and air:.
I perhaps ought to notice one other circumstance, which seems to be deserving of
some attention from those who would desire, in acting upon these princjples, to
a d d a very obvious source of error. If colouring matter, in parting with oxygen,
loses colonr, it is evident that other matter may acquire colour by gaining oxygen,
and that in some cases of this kind the diwxygenating agents, by combining with
the colouring matter, may degrade the colour, as much as by its disoxygenating
power it had improved it.
My apology for having written this memoir ia derived from m opinion of its
utility and necessity. Hitherto (as it appears to me) stience ha8 shed h e or no light
on those arts, whose subject is colour. Doctor Bancroft (who I believe is good authority, and whose work is the only one on the subject,with which I am acquainted,)
describes very faithfully the general dyeing processes, and I dare say gives the best
known instructions for producing and fixiy the various colours fram the several
materials in use aa dyes ;but if we except indigo, tlie rationale of a single process is
not, that i recollect, unfolded. He indeed tells us, that old fustic produced a nluddy
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The circumstance of adjective colours being deepened and fixed, and as regards
thegrounds of printed stuffs, the wlouring matter being lightened and removed,
by gall or analogous substances, seems to be strongly in favour of the opinion, that
them must be two distinct agents having even oppoaite properties,in order to occa.
aion these apparently contradictory effects.
Doctor Bancroft has promulgatll the =me idea, and ooucelves gallic acid to be
8 modification of some other acid :this does not seem possible; it is sublimeable, and
I think many, if not all, acids having this property, produce marked effects on iron.
$ No subject can be so immense,and I had almwt said MI appalling as thatwhich
concerns the relation which snbntanees bear towards oxygen ; almost all physical
phenomena, seem to me to proceed from it-electricity, chemical d n i t y , lpeteoric
atones, spontaneous combustion, t c . I have thought tbat fluids may exist havi two oonstituenta, the one absorbing from the other all the oxygen; thus, as
czerine and aqua +a dismke gold, I have bas. disposed to w n h d e , that the
nitric acid diaoxygenatm the muriatic, thereby conrert~ngi t into chlorine. I have
even been disposed to question whether metals are oxydated when dissolved by &ids'
according to the receivedopinlon; In tin aolution metal is combined with hydrogen
and partly eacapes in the form of gas :doesnot this fact mince the possibility of
meals existing in the a t m o ~ h m and
,
w d e r -in
circumstances of being regem t e d or pMpiteted from ~t? But I f d I am departing from my aubject, andproceeding far beyond my depth.

cdm,which M. Chaptal remedied by means of a little glue*, which pracipit&d the
tannin ;perhaps observationslike these may be frequent, but it ispkin, that their application is notgeneral. Oxygen, he thought, generally wan necessary as a conbtitneni
of colouring matter, but he &o thought,that there were exceptions, and although &
knew that the various changes and destruction of colour of which indigo is smceptible, depended on the proportion or total abstraction of its oxygen, he yet seems
not to have had the slightest idea of referring the change and deatructioa of colour,
in other colouring matter, to the same c a w . He ascribes bleaching by exposure to
the sun to disoxygenation, but the bran liquor pmdures the same effect, and is u a a
with the same intention in clearing the grounds of rinted goods ;and though whelr
w d in the bath employed for dying those goods, tge grouads are murh leas discoloured than they otherwise would be, yet it seems never to have occurred to him that
those effects proceeded from the same rauset ;on the contrary, he concludes that t b
bran bleaches the grounds by superior attinity, by attracting the coburing matter
from the cotton$,
Should the opinions1 have hazarded,whioh have bees hastily put togcther,and which
circumstances unnecessary to mention prevent me from revismng, attract to the sub
ject any one more capable than myself to do it justice ;I am not, I confess, without
hopes, that the prourntion of the inquiry may be prodnaive of m.utilitl, in which
ease the end I proposed to myself, on venturing to put them on paper, wil have been
completely answered.
E H.
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11.-Details
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of several Borings made in C-a,
Spring of Fresh Water.

in

wmch of a

"

To the Ectitor of the Gleanings."
'

SIR,

I have now the pIeasure to forward the abstnrets of the Borings promhed in my
former communication.
I t may not be unnecessary to mention, that the water of several wells, from 28 tcp
40 feet deep, having all proved so brackish ps to be unfit for drinking, the borings
were mdertaken to ascertain whether fresh springs were to be met with at agreater

depth; and the nature of the intervening strata The borings were all made wi&
a limited extent and adjoining to the w e b ; and the gentleman who conducted th.
operations was so satisfied with their r e d @ , that he was preparing to sink a well
of masonry on the line of Section No. 5. when illhealth compelled him to leave
the country.
He was apparently unacquainted with the method since so extensively adopted
of lining the hole made by the auger with a metal pipe, and thus superseding the
necessity of sinking a well below the level b which the spring6 will rise of theirown
accord.

*I.E. disoxygenated the colouring matter. It is worQyof rwk,thatdyeingdrug.
mlativdy to eaoh other are oxygenating m d diapxyg8nating. the lighter o o l m are
generally disoxygenating.WwPrdrthe darker ;the moat dkxygennting, amording
to my experience, is turmerio. A dissertation, howevor,ontbir subject wouldbe m,,thoroughly and satisfactorily to explain it.
ran liquor was sour and oxygen was the rour prindple ;therefore, I wppam
i t WM concluded, that acids would d o r d t o put witA o gun, and amrequentiy wea-edoxygenating;
but from whatever o n r itpad,
i t i.certain that chemiaheld i t as a sort of a fundamental prinoiple, that scidr were oxygenating, .nd
z a l i s disoxygenating ;though, with regard to colouring matter, the revis nni.
versally the case, llnd innumerable chemical phenomena are wholly i n u p l i d l a
upon this assumption.
$ I t is remarkable that although nolution of tin ia known to b e ~ y d i a ~ x y ~
bnating, and althoughDr. Bmcroft himself 8uaessfull d itwith thh ~ntention
m.
t o dissolve indigo, yet that the &eat produced by it on tLwouml-ng
m1.doved to dve scarlet wan never sttributed by Dr. Bmoroft to this property ;bat
io ;
ahemid wtion, without anyattempt t o =plain the
bf that
action.
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1. Section gor&d by boriagu from 3d December 1804 to 4th J1805.
Y
Feet inclusive.
0 to 9 Surface mould, bricks, and rubbish
10
11 A layer of sand.
57 Sandyblue clays; h m 3 6 to 4Ofeet mixed with decayedwd; t h e b t
-12
3 feet light brown clay.
58
62 Hard sea green clay, mixed with small stones. (Qu. Kunkur ?)
63
70 Yellow clays, hard, and latterly very hard.
75 Hard kunkur and sand.
-71
h a r k s . The boringn for the first 32 feet were taken parallel to a well of that
depth, and afterwards continued in it.
On the 29th of December, the water in the well stood at 5 feet 3 inches, and at
noon at 2 fept 3 inches. On the 30th December the water began to rise, and wntinued to increase until it attained the height of 13 feet within the well.
Tbia water, taken from the well on the 16th January 1805, was d y i l e d by Dr.
Hunter.
The water never rose beyond the height mentioned, and was then on a level with
the water in two adjoining wells ; showing that the salt water6 of the three had
'their origin in the same springs.

-

-

--

2. Section afw&d by boring8from Rayrust to September 1805. Feet inclusive.
0 to 11 Twofeet of bricks and mbbish, and 4 feet of brown mould,were followed by 5 feet of yellowish clay, mixed with sand.
12
15 A stratnm of E& white sand.
16
62 A series of hard blue and blackish clays, mixed with roots, rotten and
charred wood, and latterly changing to whitish clays ;at 56 feet kunkur.
63
71 Stiff, veqfhard, white and yellow clays, streaked occasionally with
- green, containing some kunkur.
96 Beds of yellow sand, and yellow clay mixed with sand.
72
97
118 Fine, hard, yellow-ochre mloured clay, intermixed with kunkur ;the
latter 3 feet, very bard.
Coarse grained sand, the soil very hard ;the borer broke, and was not
119
remered.
Remarks. At 70 feet the water from the borer was brackish. At 81 feet and at
101 feet, the rods were brought up neqly dry. A well of tiles had been sunk,
round the borer, for the first 30 feet, and the water rose in it to within 7 feet of
the surface; fnlly 4 feet of the ground, at this place, was artificial, above the
general l e d of the country. Duringthe whole dry season the water onlysubsided,
in this well, 3 feet, and was on the 3d June only 10 feet below the surface ;whilst
the water in w e b at a litt1,e distance was 30 feet below it

-

-

-

3. S e c h f r o r n 16th December 1805, to 11th February 1806.
Feet inclusive.
0 to 18 Brown garden mould, sandy blue mould. and very soft blue sand.
mixed wit& clay.
31 Yellow sand, blue clay, coarae blue sand, with alittle clay, very soft.
19
32
64 Hard blue and black clays, kunkur and charred wood.
6.- 93 Sti8 greenish and llow clays, occaeional sand and talc. (Qu. M i a ? )
94
107 Bluish and white ccys, at 106 feet fine sand and white thy.
I08
113 Hard white fine clay, and yellow clay, with small kunkur gravel.
,114 to 117 Fine yellow nand, coarser ditto, and very hard: here the boren
broke' and 91 feet-of rod were losi.
Pemarka. At 65 feet the waters were brackish. The watera roa to within four
feet of the surface and were well tasted. -.

-

4. Sectionf m a the 15th March to 28th Mag 1806.
Feet mclwive.

--

0 to 15
57
58
66
91
67
(

. 16

Soft garden mould, bluish sandy clays.
Sandy blue clap, with kunkur and chamd wood, latterly hard.
Very hard bluiah clay, changing latterly to yellow.
Stiff nenish sad yellowclays, with k d u r , ocashnal und a d t a k
~ ~ c a

?T
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Details of
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98-1-119 Blue clay, yellow and white chip, blue and a t e , and whib a h a ye~6W
clays, d l hard, with kunkur.
320-1274 Yellow clay and sand, yellow sand, and fine ykllow spnd with a lige
clay; hard : here the auger was partly broken ;tlio edgeswere topnil sharpened like a knife.
Remarks. Tne water at 66 feet appeared tsdteless, probably owing to the heavy rain;
this season, in March, which had rmade the water in aU the wells tolerable. Tbe snbstance brought vp with the auger from the greatest depth, 125 feet, effervesced
with acids, and the water was well tasted. After repeated trials, ailed to penetrats
o r to break off a piece of the roci so as to bring it to-day.
N. B. I t is not mention~dtliat the water rosz in the auger bale ;but the upper
strata in this horing had W e n in several times, and this might have prevented the
rise of the water..

f

F&t inclusive. .
0 to 21 h r t h , rubbish, sandy blue clays.
22
57. Blue
. - clays, rptten and charred wood, latterly miied with k u n k k , and
stiff.
58
65 Very stiffbluish, grek'nish, tiid yellow clay, with kunkur.
66 -122 Sti? variegated clays, blue, reddish, yellow, leadcoloured, kc. with sand
and kunkur.
123 -141 Coarse greenish yellow sand, dark grey sand, red and grey, and dark grey
sand. with a little talc (mica ?)
Remarks. he greatest depth at&ined wason the 11July 1814, whentheborer first
broke. AU subsequent attempts were ineffertual, the rods breaking before the depth
of 140 feet had been regained; and ultimately, a part of the rods was left sticking a s
supposed in the rock. On the 15th July 1814, the water rose to near the surface of the
ground, and was rood and plentiful, but from the l ~ e a l yrains at the time it was
doubtful wkether the rise was to be attributed to sprinqs helow. I n t l ~ esubsequent
attempts, the aucer came up dry, from the lowest hard stratum. From the wells first
a1ludedt.o being ill brackish, and from these borings, I think it may be concluded, that
there are no springs but of salt water likely to be met with in thevicinity of Calcutta
within 73 o r 80 feet of the surface ;and from the boringa Nos. 2 and 3 it appears
evide~tthatthere art! fresh water Springs at rr depth not exceeding 130 feet, and that
their bource is of sufficient height to allow them to rise within 4 o r 5 feet of the
face of the most elevated lands on the banks of the Hiigli.
Itof course matters not at what distance the source of these springs may be from
Calcutta, so long as it be of sufficient height, and tlpt they am prevented from r i s i q
by a continued bed of impewious clay.
This must be the case, o r the fresh waters would have risen and combined with t k
springs in the salt strata, and have been rendered incapable ofrising higher than the
sources of the latter ;,but i t appears by the borings, that the former rose 1 4 or 15
feet above them, and it is not improbable that they would have risen still more had
they been secured from obstructions from the falling in of the upper &ah by a
cylinder of wood or metd.
Experience has shown, at home, that the springs abtained in this manner &ayr
a o r d an abundant supply of Water ;and many of the largesf manufabries, in and
about London, are now furnished with an the water they require f m pipes, which
have been sunk by boring, from 200 to 500 feet.
The expense in England attenang the operations of boring and lining the aperture with metal, appears now to be very inconsidemble ;the over-floaring well in the
Gardens of the Horticultural Society at Chiswick cost only 130 E ;and tbe boring8
were carried down 329 feet, before springs were met 7 i t h that rose sufficiently tq
give an over-flowing fountain. In Cambridge, where the practice for boring f o ~
water is now common, and the usual depth of boring required is about 130 feet, the
cost of obtaining a fountain that affords from 11 to 12 gallona of water a minute
only 25 2.
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the g m d Emphyment of Stearn lbgs f o r Inland Rzum

N~(2n~gation.
The practicability of navigating the river Ganges in steam boats, and the ntility
of 'their general employment were, about this time last year, considered something in
the light of doubtful questions ;questions on both sides of which much might be said.
Many d o u r most sturdy oppugners of innovation indeed did not rest here ;for they
boldly asserted the scheme to be altogether visionary, and were b u d in prophesying disappointment The attempt has been made; and, as is generally thecase,ithas
been found that the difficulties had been greatly exaggerated, as well as the advantages which the boatn of the country were supposed to possess. A second voyage
has been performed; and we now no longer hear of the practicability or utility of the
scheme being called in question.
I t is difficult to estimate correctly the valne of this successful experiment, which,
it h generally believed, m owe entirely to Lard Bentinck ; o r to calculate the
consequences to which it may lead. The state of India is so wretchedly b l o w
what it might be; the capacity of the county is so inferior to its capability;
that we might, were it necessary, safely assume the position that any change must
be for the better.-every innovation an improvement In the case of steam navigation, however, there in no necessity for thus begging the question ;its advantages are
too tangible (when the pr~cticabilityof its employment has been shown) to allow
of our resting its claims to notice on such an unsound basis.
The facilitating our communication with the north-wentern provinces is obviousry
a great advantage, whether we consider the question in a political point ofview, as it
may affect commerce, o r as it concerns us individually. The power oftransporting
troops and military stores with such expedition along the whole line of river, we can
esaily see, woeld greatly strengthen the hands of Government, In the went of our
being w e r involved in mother war. During the late contest with the Bunne~e,
such a power would, at particular junctures, have been gladly purchased at any pricp.
Tile advantages to cGmmerce are scarcely less obvious, in ensuring quick returns,
without which commerce must necessaril languish.
to the upper pror i n m at present occupies a period s c a m 6 less than t ~ % ~ ~ ~and
n this
d delay.
;
in the case of perishable articles particularly, must be a great drawback on any thing
like an active interchange of commodities. To passengers, the convenience of a'upe:
rior expedition will be great. But in all these cases, it is not on1 in the diminution
of delay that tbe advantage of steamers consists, but also in the Aminution of risk ;
and this in two ways : first, by shortening the period over which the risk extends. and
a d d i n g all those delays arising from nninvourable winds, which often prove fatal in
their consequences. and secondly, by the greater power wbicl~a steamerhas, to contend
with diffidties. d n s w h e t h e r it be to stem a current, to avoid alee shore, o r falling
bank, o r a dangerous eddy; in any of these cases a steam boat will be safe when ordinary boata must be lost. But to enter fully into all the advantages of steam on such
a r k r as the Ganges, would require limits far beyond those that can be looker1for in
the "Gleanings;" and even were they available, the writer of this is far from thinking
himaelf capable of handling the subject so as to do justice to it. The foregoing crude
remarks are rather meant to serve as an introduction to an extract from the
Mechanics' Magazine : an account of the views of Captain McKonochie R. N. with
regard to the employment of steam tugs, rather than steam passage or freight boats
in some of the great iemes m Scotland.
One of the principal objections originally made to the introduction of steamers
on the Gangm, was, their draught; and this objection appears to have had more
foundation than many of the others. The Hoogly in going up, even during
the r)tjns, got aground neveral times, and on one occasian so obstinately, that in
making way again she camed the best part of the sand-bank with her. I n the latter
voyage, which she made in April, she could not reach Mirzapoor, butstopped at aplsee
called Caehna, some milea below i t Even had she reached Mimapoor, it was believed she would have had to wait the setting in of the rains for her return; and upon
the whole, I believe it may be safely said, that this objection of their greater draught
is even yet a serious one, and mnst be obviated before they can be generally inhud u d with that prospect of decided advantage expected from them. Now one consequence of employing steamers as t w , is, that they, as well as the passage o r freight
boata, may be made of much less draught than when the engine is on b o d the anme
boat &th -the passengers o r freight I t is, therefore, with gkat .satisfaction we perceive, by the Government advertisements, that tenders are idvited for building pasnap boats of certain dimemions and draught, and of two descfiptions as regards
aceommodation, one for conveying European soldiers, the other for o 5 w r s or other
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This w the only thing wanting,we believe; toensun the sncce~sfuland
PnSsMf~bblishn~ent of steamers on the Ganges.' T o those who are not sufficientf$:miliar
.pith the snbject, Captain McKonwhii's statement of the advantages of
the tug system will be interesting.
d 6 It has been ascertained by actual experiment in America, that to enable a vessel
to stem a current with an absolute velocity equal to half the velocity of thecurrent,
, i t requires THREE TIMES the motive power, if that power ad rn *d a -I,
that
would be necessary if the power were applied lo a rope lraufing her.
" I t has heen found that steam paddles (on the eqmmon cormtruaion) act with
greater effect w b p they dip no more than 18 o r 20 inches into the water; but when
a heavy c a r p is embarked on bond of the same vessel as the engine, the paddles
ue sure to be sunk so low as to have their power materially i m p a i d , at the very
time when power is most required. Steam tugs would be wholly exempt from this
inconvenience."
" The propelling power o
f nn engine depends also greatly on the proportion
which the breadth of the paddles bcars.'te her power ;but in steam bottta, which
h e to take on board passengers and frcight, it is necessary to make the pnddlts
of h a than the most efficient breadth for two reasons : first, for the sake of convenience, that they may go close along side piers and quays.; and seeond, because;
carrying their c*
on deck, their ceatre of gravity, when laden, lies high, and
paddle8 must be light to snit this peculiarity. Steam tugs have no similar disadvantages to encounter. They may have their paddle0 yreciaely of that breadthwhich is beet."
'I A boat with only a powertnl engine on board, may be made t
o swim in four
feet water%andunder (few nteamera draw leas than six o r seven*) : while the engine,
w h i i is now such an incumbrance to steam boats that carry passengers, would,
by itn weight, be positively beneficial to the tug; because she must have substan=
as well as power (bone as well as blood) to fither for dmnght. The engine, it might
have been added, can alwavs be placed in a tug, exactly in the centre of the vessel,
where its power can be ipplied with best effect ; while, in a boat fitted ta receive
psssengem, this eoneideration bas generally to yield to convenience."
'' Passage vessels that are to be towed may of course be cowtrnetcd of fir lws'
draught of water, than when they are to carry an engine. Plat in the floor, and buoyant with any cargo, they might, even in the worst weather, be conducted by a tug along side a shallow pier, and land passengers and goods in comfort and safety, long
e f k r approach was impracticable to a loaded steam or sailing boat of even the s m e
draught of water. Flat bottomed boats are so buoyant that to auper6cial o b s e m m
they appear dangerous craft; but in the smooth water of a tug they ' d d
be steady ;and they are in all circumstmces, as cvery experienced seaman knom,
the safest of nll boats. The Yarmouth keels which take stores and p r o ~ i o n aout
to the men of war, are open boats, sunk to the gunwale when their 6on on
board, yet no acrident ever ocqurs to them. The Campeche droguers are, in like
manner, nqnare boxes, with scarce a sharp end to go foremost, yet they tw lead
gunwale deep, take cargoeR out through heavy rolling aeas to ships four l e m s
.
off, and survive all the apparent dangers of their passage."
'' Passengem would be w e b w e m f @ a b k , and SAFER, than thq. can possibly be when emharked with a steam engine. The*cat, smell, smoke, dirt, and
jarring,nnavoidably mused by an engine, are ail serious evils, and aggravate, in no
small degree, the pains of sea ricknehs. A Smdl neglect of ?he machinery Inav at
any time produce a preat calamity : the chances of Rurh neplert arr gl.eatly &lti,
plied b the p-ct
of passengers on hoard, and by their oimsional curiosity;
weight of the engine, in the event of collision with any external ohjm,
while
a p a t additional impetus to the shock, and calrsrs the ves~el,when a llole
down like a stone. \\'err tug boats adopthappens to he made in its bottom, to
ed, all these drawbacks on steam navigation KoaM be obviated. At * <listance
from the tug, and the means of anchorage on board, the passengers in a vessel in
tow m o l d be safe? in it whatever h a p p d ;and
6vei-y c6mer in the passage
ve~selmight then bs given up to s c c u m m b t b n , a t h o u a d conrenicneea
be i n t i o d d which are at present unthought of."
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The H-ly dram about fou1'fmt.
4
The -ptioa
fmmdmgex would not however be so complete M is snppa~ed;
late -dent
at New 0 r l - m
shown that an explmin in a t ~ w
mo) do
to venels in tow. Bat it no& k w gmt amnpamtively, as to form a oo&deration of the h t importana" Ed, Meoh. Mag.
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tug qstem, hi# preamp cnginea m*+t be @ M u +

iato

'%EX%*&
s tern will be mpe+r in empomy to any thing yet devised.
A laT steam boat, w i z a powerhlengine,cannOt he c o y t q c t e d much mder 1000C;
but t e best steam tugs need not oost above S W f . nor steam ves&ls (for femea)

' %bow3000.k' each.

&marb

& the Eator of

the Mcchardcr'Magatin+

"The saving, we apprehend,would be even gnater'tban Captain MtK. hem an'tici-

paten. An engine of 12 o r 14 horse power, ~fembsrked id a tug, would he suSicient for almost any purpose ; and a common eondensing engine of that diienaion
ma be obtained tor less than 5008. and a boat to embark it in,. alinher
b d and copper fastened, for little more than 300g. Such at 1 e s s t . m the o r
dinnry prices a t Newcastle, where tugs are much employed to tow the trada up and
down the Tyne ;and they connot differ greatly from the prices elsawhere."
" Captain McK professes himself unable to imagine what ohjectionean be s&
to the tug system, in opposition to so many advantages, cxeept it be Bome supposed .
difficulty in managing two boats together in certain urcurnataem of tide; current,
weather, &c. But to this he gives the foupwing satisfactory m w e r s : I. The thing
has been already done on the American rivers, at least as rapid and 88 strong aa
any of oursf-: 2. where there are thus great advant.(lea to be obtained, sod only one
small difficulty tn be overcome, with common talent and energy, if them ia a mi,
thrre mill be found many ways."
Captain McK. describes the American method of conwcting the .hgwith the
passage boat as follows. " Two iron rods are secured one t o a h b o w of the paasago
vessel, so as easily to play up and down ;and their ather extremities are b~ought
together, as in a triangle and are jointed and pivoted on the Mruil of the tug. h
general principles thenearer the two boats a+ kept together tbe smoother, the liter,
and more manag-eable,will he the draught ;and infledhle rods, besides their cenwni;
ence for backing and keeping the boats apart, transmit the impulse undiminished ;
whereas, ropes act like springs, and a considerable. portion of the power is expended
in merely stretching them."
Captain McK. also proposes tlie tug system For tbe open aea, .ndthinks the
adv;intqes of its employment would be equally p a t " Should @galeof wind arise,
tire tug, relieved from its inrumhrance, would probably be always able to command
its own safety; while the passenrer vesseI, lying under 'ury masts, (with the
means of erecting and rigging whirtr she might be fumiahedj or at anchor, would be
much mom lively without th~:engine."
I
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l& the. Varnish used by the Bwmese, csnQ itspro8dle kacntity
with that of the. Chilzese Lackered Ware.

The following letter was addressed by a gentleman to a friend on the subject of
ascertaining, tlrrough a corre.ipondent in China, some poi& relating to the s o
generally admired Ctiincse varnish. We publish the letter at full length, immuch as it may furnish to others, having an opportunity of inquiring, an idea
of the particulars to which they should direct their attention The letter is followed by an enumeration of the facts which were in conaaquence acertained.
The principal polnt, Iroarever, tlre identity of the Burmese and Chinene vuniahes,
is not notlced. \Ire hope our publ~cat~on
ma ,i n the p i b l e extension of
its sphere of circulation, yet reach Clllna ;and
our countrymen ia that qnuc
ter of the globe may be reminded by it,.l~owmany interestiq fscb and how mucb

&

We a m particularly glad t o obrsrre the atand wYch Captain McK. maka
i t i r disgmcuful to the chanrcterof tbe nation that a
few destructive explosions, occasioned mbly by gmM fi@glect and ignoranc8,rbould
hare had the effect of driving them ro generally out of use. There is not another
people in the civilired world #who L v e been so frightened oat of the use of a grat
mechanical power. Our own rtep-chikhm [bmtbm ?) t
k Amsricans, wan
to cr out shame u n u s ; for there iascsrcdy on all thcir rima aingb s w a p bmt
a h i & ia not propsd
by a high p-um
engine."LEd. Me&. Mag.
$ Or ofoun.
'6

jn favour of thqre engines.

tbkir qportunitks, eollcct, d add to tbe am~adw
knpwlwbp rbsp wht,
m o n stock.
" I send you a bottle of the Burmese ladcer, Pnd shall be much obliged to y9u b
farward it to your wrrespo4ent in China with a request, that he w d e n d w o u r
toascertain whether it be the wrne as that with which the Chinese make thew beautiful b l d varnlsh. It p.ould be very desirable to h o w the exact prpcew by qrhidx
the Chinese prepare it, from the raw state in which it flows from the tree, s w h as
' in now sent.
After ascertaining the mode of its preparation, the ingredients which may he
mixed up with it, &c. the next thing to be inquired into, is the maqner of laying it
o n wood, leather, aud otper articles. How numy mats are laid on, what time is
allowed for each coat to dry, and whether it is dried by artificial herrt, exposu
$he sun, or, as I have heard, in damp cellars under ground. Also how it is p o k s G 2
and whether any coat df a transpareut varnish is laid over the whole.
Tbe impbmentd, wd in laylng the k k e r on, should also he described, nuch ay
brushes, &c. Perhaps the hand only is used.
If the Burmese lacker be the ,material from which the Chinese prepare their
Jaclier, it is requested that a portmn of what is now smt, may be so prepared and
returued. If it be not the s u e , stdl the Chinese artist may be asked if ~twdl amwer
as a substitute, o r what are the objections to it. We know that the Burtuese enrploy it a8 a W u ,thou@ we do not know how it is prepared and used by them.
And, lastly, the Chinese artist shod& be asked from whence their bebt lacker is
procured; and,if possible, a #awing of the tree and of the seedshould be made. If we
<auld get the seed itself, o r some live plants, so much the better.
P. S. I should he g
w procum sgecirpps of the real Chinese lacker in its rude
and prepared state. If ~t be m i x 4 with any kind of oil, some of the 011is also requested, Pnd the p ~ l b r t i o n sof od to the varnish should be stated. If a transparent
varnish is laid over the last coat of the lacker, the composition of that varniah
should he ascertainad, and speci~llensof it in its prepared state, and qf tho =sin
from which it is made, should be sent"
Rep& to the ahm.
'I The Yernish tree of China is called Long ~ A I . The varnish, when fresh and unmixed with colouring matt&, is of a reddish colour and transparent. In this state i t .
i s lald over bamboo pHlowg, baskets, hc*.
The pigments incorporated with the varnish are lamp black, vermilion, LC.9
t h e wlour may be wanted black, red, o r other.
Common lackered ware has only one coat 3 the tjuer kinds t h ~ ;efrom whence '
dealers, in recorndending the ware, say ' it is three times lackered.
The uneoloured lacker is called t d h in Cllineae. Du Halde tells us that it is not
astornary to draw it from treeu less than 7 or 8 years old.
The Chinese lackered ware, wben (liscoloured by the contact of hot fluids, is exposed to frost o r the 5un to restore its brilliancy. The lacker is leid o a with n stiff
aqd very wide bristle brash inserted into a wooden handle, and is suffered, as far as
I h e observed, to dry gradually in a cool bbady pleee, and not in the sun, lest
i t blister and peel off.
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A Meeting af this Society was heM on Wednesday, the 8th instant, the Eonuble Sir C H k a ~ r sE. ORPY, Preddeet, in the Chair.-Maharajah
BAIDYA.
SATE Bar, Caftaia f i r r r ~ ~ o a rMr.
, IJCPBINOP,and Captain COWLEB,ware
e l d Members of the h i e t y .
Captain H E B B F ~ was
T eleoted a M
e of. the hmrnitbee of Papers, in the
room of Colonel ~ I O D Q ~ O
gone
N , to Europe.
Read &rapt from anote from Mr. CALDEU,stating that thedonation of20,OOO
Rupeea, made by the K~arctef OUDB
to the Bociety, had been realized, and only
waited for a Gvorvable remittmce.
Radved, that on receipt of the donati-, it should bd sui0lbly +owledged
by
the W i t p .

The Burmae leckbr you sent me to d

a appeara to be coloured pr-al1y.

Dpon the proposal of the President, it mas reselved, that ~o;d WILLIAMBE*I r x c K should be requested to become the Patron of the Society ;and the President
rommimioned to communicate the anme to Hia Lordship.
The Secretary communicated to the Meeting the Prospectus of a new Botanic4
work, 11y Dr. WAI.LICR,entitled Ptants Asiatic* Rariorm, to oon~iatof threa
hundred Engr ivinga of plants, with descriptions in Latin and English, to be published in twelve numhers folio, at £2 10s. per numher.
The following nrticles were presented for the Society's Museum :a Knm ti hat,
s p a r , and sword. and a Thibet sword, by Lieutenant W r r c o x ;a s t u f f J ~ e ~ a 1
pheaaant, a kitten with a double hody.
Variolrs instrttrnenta used in the Charak, by Baboo R ~ x c o r n r rSHEN.
~
Read a letter from Mr. BRETON,
Superintendent of the Native Medical School,
presentillg his various publications, in the Oriental and Engliah languages,for the
w e of the sttldents of that Institution.
Read a letter from Mr. WOOD,presenting copies of the following worka lately
issued from the As atic Lithographic Press :
A map of the cmtntrv forty-six miles round Calcutta; a map of Hindoostan in
the Persian character ;t'he Book of Roads of India ;the Resonrces of India ; the
h t a n , with Commentary
, - and Dictionary ;the diamond edition of the Ooolis.
tPun.
Read a letter from Mr. M A C N A G H ~presenting
EN,
his work on the Principles and
Precedents of Hindoo Law.
The Prayers of N I E R ~ ECLAJENSIS,
S
in twenty-four languages, ww presented
by Mr. AVDALL.
The Transactions of the Societe Royale d'Agriculture et de Commerce de
Caen, with sundry tracts, were presented by the Society.
Read a letter from the Secretary to the American Philosophical Society, announcing the despatch of several books not yet received.'
A Memoir of a map of the eastern branch of the Indus, by Captain BARNES,
WBI
presented by the author.
The Meteorological Register at the Sumyor General's office,for February and
March, was presented by Captain HERBERT.
A copper plate found in the district of Dacca, was presented by Bfr. WALTERS.
K c ,pper plate found at Jhoosy, was presented by Mr. BROWN.
Read a letter from Major JAOKSON,
forwarding Meteorological Registem kept a t
Prome, during September, October, and November, 1825.
Lieutenant WILCOX
submitted a map of Asam, intended to illustrate his Memoir on the Propean of Geographical Discovery in that quarter.
Read a Description of the Instruments used in the Charak, and an Account of
the Ceremony, by Baboo RAMCOMUL
SHEN.
Read an Account of an ancient Copper Tablet, found in the district of Dacca,
by Mr. WALTERE,
with observations by the Gecretary.
Read a note by the Secretary on the Inscripti found at Jhoosy.
A Biograflc~l Account of NIERSESCLAJEN%,W~~
submittal by MPAYDALL.
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AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
2.-AGRICULTURAL
An extraordinary Meeting of the Agriaultural and Horticultud Society wu,
held on the evening of the 29th April,for the purpose of nominating theCommittee
of Management and other pu~poeesmentioned 4t the last General Meeting. Sir
EDw)lRD RYAN,President, in the Chair.
SIREDWARD
R ~ ~ ~ , b e ftaking
o r e the Chair, thanked the Society for the honour
they bad done him in electing him their Prsa~dentfor the m u i y a~r . A t the
rame time, be could not help feeling conwioua, that the Society mlg t haveseleoted
from their m e m h many better qualified to occupy their Chair than himaelf. He
could however assure the Society, that he would endeavour tu asria,>asfar as he
woe able, in promaing the plans and objects of the Society, iu which he to& the
greatest interest.
He wished to have it clearly understood, that at the time be lracapted the a c e
of President, (the choice of the h i e t having beea wmmunicated to him by letter
from the Secretary,) he was entireyy ignorant of all that had parsed ar ths
rsfediny meeting ;and, iudeei, he was ashamed to ray, of the prowed*
ofthe.
generally, n e w having attended at any meeting before the pr-L
ira
the public newspapers, he first learnt the proceedings of the former meeting. He
b u g h t i t due to himaelf to give this explanabio~ He wol now fully i n f o d of
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d l t h a t had taken phca nt the weceding mdingn of this Society, and h e should
fsel most happy to act as their President for the ensuing year. - .
It wasreaolved, that Sir E n w a a n R Y A Nbe requested to wait upon the
Qovsriwoa G E N ~ B Aand
L Lad WILLIAM BENTINCK,and solicit their
becoming Patron and Yatrqness o z h e Society. The following gentlemen propo~ed
Mr. H U R R Y Mr..
,
s e v e d y by Mr. ALEXANDER,
Mr. CALDEE,Mr. PATRICK.
ROBISON,&c. were duly elected members of the Society ;viz. WM. BLUNT,
Esq.,
The Hon'ble .COLONELFINCR, F. J. HALLIDAY,Esq., J HAWKINS, Esq..
GEORGEALEXANDER,Esq., CAPTAIXFITZQEBALD,Engineers, EDWARD
JOHN
MOORE,Esq., J. BRUCE,Esq., of Gazeepoore, JAHES
TROTTER, Bq..
THOYP~O
Esq.,
N ,of Buxar, Dr. CHEEK,of Bancoora, J. M c K ; ~ ~ ~ ~ c e , o f d i t t o ,
THEODORE
DICKENS.Esq., Barrister, -DESILVAR, Esg., of Backergonge,
T.P. B. B~sco',Esq.. CHARLES
PRINSEP, Esq., WILLIAM PBINSEP, &q.,
( ~ E O R Q E PRINSEP,E s ~ . HENRY
,
& ~ A C K E N Z I ~&q.,\
,
MARTINPETRIP., EM$,
M. H ~ I N E SEsq,
,
of Kidhnagur, W x . STORM,Esq,, J. M. BRIDGEMAX,
Eq.,
of Juanpcmr, PETERA N D R E W , E SDAVID
~.
ANDREW,
Esq. Junr. THEOPHILUB
SAUNDERS
LLOYD,Esq., Commodore HAYES,CSARLESTROWER,
Esq., JOSHUA
Esq., m d Baboo NUBBOKI~SEN
BONNERJEE.
Thesecretary stated that he had, in company with R ~ a r c o m nL SEX, ?&.eeded,
on the morning after the last meeting, to be. Allipore Q.trden, to ascertain whether
i t -.the
wish of Mr. MITCHEL~.,
Head Gardener, to remain w i ~ hthe Society, or
leave it, as had been understood, with the view of bettering himself ; and that u
they had found it to be Mr. MITCEELL'Sdesire to stay with the Society, they had
given orders to him to stop every expensive work in progress, and to reduce the
number of workman, a d every expenditure, as much as possible. They had also
desired him to pmpare hi8 accounts, and make,out a short report on .the itate of the
Garden, pkicularly its ability to repay any part of the expense, which had been
bestowed upon it.
That he had reoeived, and now submitted the accounts and. report forwarded
to b k n by Mr. MITCHELL. That, he had written to Mr. H t T . PRINSEP,
Secretary of Government, expressing che regrets of thesociety, at being obliged to
give up the P&ah Garden, also to Mr. WILKINSON
Bnd Mr. SLOANR,
or Tirhoot,
the Committee of Management of the Garden, and to Sejeant WATSON,the
OVBPSWI.
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Read a letter from Mr. PKIXSEP,in reply, stating that steps would be taken by
Oovernment for resuming psessian of the Garden.
Read a letter from Mr. BLAQUIEPE
~xpre~siug,hi8
ready compliance 6 t h the
*&a of the Socieky, to taka gr;rfts from his Mwzambique OranKe Trand forwarding pepwed, specimens of the very peculiar mechad by which the Bire Trer
M grafted upon, and improved, called the flute method ;-tbe
same wl~ichi8
mentioned in the b y of their Vice-President, RADEACANTH
DEB,submitted at
the last meeting.
Read a letter from Mr. BEGBIB,of Bands, a Member of the Society, q u e s t i n g
to he supplied with Rome fro& Qffee firrim, whe wlvl desiroya of inuoduc~ngthe
&ee pknts into that distrior
Resolved, that a* the Society does'not possess any berrien at present, the
tary be reqwted to procure them for Mr. BEGBXE
if pesrible.
The Secretary laid ,before the Meeting a letter from DIessra. ALEXANDER
.nl
Co.,the Treawrers, handing the accousts of th Society, dored to 30th A p d ,
current, and whieh, including a wryrecent payment of 2,600 Rupees by Oovernment, and two sums ofRupees 500; by RAMCOMUL
SEN,their Collwtor, showed
rm apparent balance due to thq %ity of Rupees 3,600 ; but it was necessary to
state, that the bill frr printing the Transactiotlr would fall to be im~nediately
paid, and e e ~ r l ytwelve. monthn' expenditure on the Poosah Garden, which would
pmbahly amount to Rupee 1,500. uiore, besideti atwut 500 Rupees a8 arrears of
wages for.the Allipbpe Garden, and other small bills,--so that he wnsidered the
society, althoughuutpf debt,, without any immediate fiinds.
~ CILDER,and'agreed to, that
I t was proposed by the President, seconded I I Mr.
in order to rdieve the W e ~ from
y thegreat load of business which must devolve
upan him, and thi, better ta conduct the business of the Society efficiently between
one regular meeting mnd maher, a cornmitee0 of Msnagelnent be appointed, by
bsllot. anraisting of the 05- bearers of the Society, and ten ordinary mcmbenr,
five.of whola to be Europeane, end five ~lptives,with power to add to their

w.

,

number.
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Upbn a ocrutiny, by ballot, the fallowin# rppslved Co be rhr ordinary Man*
ahosen f& the Comm~ttes
Natiau.
Eurspran.
Ithja B ~ D D I U A T
RbV,
R
Mr. HURRY,
Captain JENKINS,
RADAMDUB BONERJEE,
SEEBCHUNDEU
Doss,
Mr. A BBOTI-,
Mr. MINCHIN,
DWAR~ANA
TAGORE,
TH
C O S ~ N O MULLICK.
TH
Mr. Kuo,
I1 wan proposed by Mr. Rosrson, seoohded by Mr. CALDER,and agresd to,
that .Sir ROBERTCOLQUHOUN,
Bart. +nd R. T. PLoWDEU,'&~,be added to t h ~
Committee.
It wns proposed b Mr. ALEXANDER,
seconded by Mr. MINCHIN,
and agreed to,
that P U R ~ O O N A
&MAR
T H TAGOR&
and O ~ e ~ c ~ Buoa~ ke a a m belikewise
,
added
to the Committee.
The President proposed that the Committee, now elect+ &odd conaidor the
followin& as the more immed~ateohjof their labour8 :
1st.
o examine and report upon the Fuxtds of the 6oaiety;
2d. To examine the lint of Memhem, and aaeertaih the arrears of snbaerfption,
and to report the names of such members aa are in arrears, and dho, upon application made, decline prying up their subscriptions;
36. To examine all the papers of the Society, and to *port thereon 8 to Ilelso(
. d y papern for reading a t the Meeting of the Societv, that ha% not hitherb bden
hoticed, and to which the Committee thihk it d e 6 k d e the att6ntionof t h e b a h y
should be called ;
4th. That the Committee refer to the Prorpectus and qusrfa, drawn u p arid
birculeted by Dr. C A ~ E when
Y
the Society was first eatablished,andrepwc how
far the olljecta of the Society, as detailed in thoee payers, had been &Wed er lost
sight of.
Resolved, that these proposals of the President be considered aa the m h j w te
which the Committee are, in the first instance, requested to turn (heir attentmn.
I t was propoaed by Mr. ROBISON,
and in reference thereto, tbe bill for prindng
the Transactions of the Society, and the Accounts of the Treasurers, wen, d r r e d
to the Committee ;that as these dutiea would require oonsidernbleexwtion oa the
part of some individual Member of the Committee, Captain JENKINS
be n m
requested to undertake it, under directions from the CornmitMe.
This propohal was seconded by the President, and Captrdn JENKINS
kftrdlj
hgreed to render wery assistance in his power.
I t was proposed by the President, and agreed to by the &leietg, that d l p
hnd di~buramentsof every t i a d be tint ~~anctioried
by the Cbmmktee . f r w t
ment, and that having been so sanctioned, the Secretary, and one M e m k af the
Committee of Management, do sign all checks that may be dm- upon the
Treasurer of the Society, for such payment or disbursement.
Mr. MINCHIN
presented to the Society three Treatises by Mr. INGLBDEW;
of
Madras, on the Culture of the Mango, Vine, and Red Rose.
The thanks of the Society were voted to Mr. ~lNCFIlN,for his acqtalds
pfesent
Mr MITCHELL,
Head Gardener, submitted to the Meeting 14 bottkm of Arrow
h t , prepared by him from the Matonta Amrvlinacsa, (the plant furnishing the
real West Iddia Arrow Root,) the produce of the Garden, and which ,had very
hte1y been introduced into this country by Mr. LBPCEBTBE,
from tba West indim
ria the Cape of Good Hupe
Mr. M I T ~ H E Linformed
I.
the Mset'mg, thst the plant waa of :he moot easy
mlture and very prolific, and that a farina, the very same as the real Wt hdlr
Arrow Root, could, in a short time, be manufaotumd hare, to any extant, and
free from adulteration, for the supply of the Htmpitds, and other.lmrpae ;and
might sooh become an article of expert from Calcutp, imtsed of being imported
illto it, as at present, im huge quantities, and alwaya adult-td
d t h Potato
farina.
A plant had been long known in India, ad& TsekhU?, (th. &rCmUs
Angustifolfa of Botanists, which furnished a farinaaecmr parrda, reacanbhg
Amow Root, and which
W ~ r r l c atbonght well of as a shmtitua fortha
West India Powder, until the i n t d u c t i o n of the d p h t by Mr. LsrcIn 1827, when he stated to this Society, hie w y mt p m f w of& hfteq
and anxiety to see i t widely introduced.

.
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T h e ~ y p ~ t o s a b mdiet spscimen,nov
t
fuinjsbeafktbtheSaaietfcl
g d m , to the iodpec$an of medical men and -gin%,
with the view of obtsmb g a report upon it, and dloving itsintrinsicqditier to be m widely known m
gosrible. H e also, in rdqence to the above, submitted the plan of a machine
(taken from the 4th vol. of tbe Mechanical Repository), whichappeared admirably
crrlmlatd for the porpoae of reducing the bulbs to a pulp, thereby 8 ~ u r i n g . a
complete separation of the farina; and as the Society would possws, a p n s t neqt
Peason, a large stock of roots and plants, i t would he very desirable to have sucha
machine in the garden.
Mr. KYD,on exsmining the drawing, was alsoof opinion, that i t would answer
the purpose desired, and dered to constmot tbe mauhine and present it to the
society.
The &or of Mr. KYD waa m a t th.nkEully rearived. A small tin qaahine
was laid on the table, raambling the mouth or spout of a gardener's wotsring pan,
and was mede by him for the
which had been furnished by Mr. BLACQUIBRE,
purpoae of being inserted by a bhe&
(in an inatant) into the mouth of his
murnurk, and thus enable h i to wa*
seedling^^ and plants of all kin& without
deluging hem, or disturbing the earth about the& roots ;as it would be found on
trial with this instrument, aonting only aeven annil, that when the water was a t
a n y distsace from the plan- to be watered, one bheestae could do the work of
more than two men, ao great is the loss of time of pouring from a mwsuck into n
water& pan, and from thenoe upon the plants.
for tbe
The hour of eight o'clock baing aonaidered too early in the hot -on
meeting of the Society, ic was rerolved, that, in future, the meetings should trs
held at half-past eight o'clock ;that is, from the 1st of March to the 1st of November, and at eight o'cleek from 1st N o v e m k to 1st Mamh ;the next meeting to be
st half-paat aght o'clock.
I t was remoived, that the lint meeting of*e Committee be held a t nine o'dock
o f the forenoon of Saturda the 9th May, a t the &iiioe of Mr. KYD,in C l i e
Street Ghmt, who kindly o&d
a mom there for that purpoee; and the Seaararp
was reqneated tn haye &e books and papers in readiness there, for the inspection
of the Committee.
It van propoccal and weed to; that an Annlrsrwry %aer Meeting of tha
Society9be h W within the hall of the Asiatic Soaief! on Thursday m n i n g , the
14th May, s t s r e n o'oloclc ;h being understood, t t a t it was quite optional with
members to attend the Anniversary Meeting, or not, an they felt disposed, and that
cuh nwmbel. be p e r m i d ta bring a guest.
Baboo ILtmcomu~SENwas requested to supply the Committee with the l i u bf
members of the Society, and also of the namm of such an were in arrear, that the
Committee might report itpon the sameto thbnert meeting'of the Society.
The meeting adjourned to the second Wednesday of June, being the next rwht Meeting ot the Sodety.

1. Mechanical ~ontrivancesdescribedirr No. 2, O&ctMcs &mom&'

.

In No. 4 of this work a correspondent has shown,what he considers, the fallacy of
t h e mechanical arrangement described in No. 2. His remarks apply strictly to the
plate given in that number. But the author requests us to state, that in repeating
the experiment for the satisfac$ion of a friend, long before seeing A. N.'s remarks, this
source of fallacy was fully recognized and obviated; the strokes being made perfectly ftee, and no counteraction allowed to the weights, as supposed by A. N. He
intended to have brought forward these experiments for publicat~onin the 3d number; considering them,as did three out of fourof the spectators who witnessed them,
perfectly decisive in favour of the beam filled wit11 fluid. The objections of the
fourth witness requUmnga modification' of the apparatus, the publication was deferred till the experiments could be repeated ;and such is the difficulty and delay attending the execution of any thing of this kind in Calcutta, that the proposed modifieation has not been yet executed, or the experiment been repeated under such
circ~netances,as to warrant the author in comlng forward after the objections that
had been luged. In his own mind, howver, he has no doubt of the utility of the

invention, and fully confides in his own a b i i to demoastrete it to the satiafaetion
of every unprejudiced person. All he asks i s a clear etage and no favour. For the psent, then, we may consider the subject " sub judice*.".
2. Notice of t b Newly disckercd' Coal Niqe.

. The meritnrious &cer whose proceedings we noticed in our last number, has,
since the date of the letter therein mentioned, visited 'and .reported on the coal
mine'lately discovered in the Palamm district. Tbere are three localities where
coal is found; two of them being near the spot marked Cole d u e in Arrow.
bmith's Map, and at the junctions of the Arnanut'Naddi with the Colga River at a
place which is marked in tbat map Sidra, but its proper name is Singra. The Amanut Naddi is also laid down wrong in that map; it is made to flow into the. Fulgo,
whichru~ie'hy Qayah, but instead of going in that direction it flows due west by Jubra
and Tirhussy to Sidra. The coal is st the point of junctioqand has been laid open
by the'Amanut.Naddi. The wholeof the coal which is above the water line is good
,. for nothing ; it contains no bitumen, o r rakher the bitumen has undergone such a
change as to deteriorate the coal. Under the wa8er line it is not much better, at- least
in the two places where trials have been made. A shaft was sunk 10 Eeet deep
into the rock below the upper neam without coming a t another. From t h e a p p e w
ances, however, i t i s thought another seam will be met withon piercing sufficiently
.
deep. .
The route followed furnishes two interesting lines of communication and corroboration with those of the late Dr. Voysey. Between Shergbeiti and Palamao, and between Palamao and Medl, (15 miles S. E of Unhiri,) no rock is obaewable but granite and gneiss; the same which Dr. Voysey found in his passage of the Vindiya
range in proceeding from Rdniganj to ShergMti, and again from SarpbalpQ to the
place where he died. But in all the streams which fall into Cbl river, end also i n t h
bed of that river, there are seen beds of gritstone and micaeeous sandstone, some. times accompaniedwith beds of slate clay, which frequently include large lenticnlar
massee of dark grey compact limestone, and very frequently seams .of. bad c&
.These sandstone deposits are ev&ntly.superficial, lying upon primary rock. . T h y
greatly resemble the rock of the Mahadeo Hills, which appears to be the same ar
.the millstone-grit of Oonnybeare, termed by Phiiips old sandstone, and distinguished fro111 primary sandstone. The coal of this formation is generally bad, and
i s this mapect the character hold8 ;for the coal in the Mahadeoaad Palamao h& k
equally bad, 1 think.
The collection of birds had increased to 120 ;not including the most common
specles.
. ..
,
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3. F m a t i m of A t t r w Dhmomk.
It is known to most of our readers that some years ago a considerabIe intern:

was excited by some e x ~ r i m e n t s made
,
in America, in which particles of diamonds
were supposed to have been artificially formed during the combustion of charcoal;
graphite, and anthracite, by the intense agency of Dr. Hare's deflagrator. Professor
Silliman, amongst others, appeared to have received the opinion of their possible
production in this way with some indulgence; but a closer attention to tlle phenomena and m&e rigorous examination of ah the circuhlstances of the case xhowed, that
these pretended diamonds were merely fused particles of the several earths and
all~:~lis,
which ;Ire known to cnwr i n b the composition of common wood charcoal,
.the pure c:~rbon11avi11g
I~c~c~n
rntirelpconsumed.
Another snpposetl 11irt11odof forming diamondsartificially has late1 been brought
forward in France hy hf. Gannal. Ile has submitted the details of Kis process to
the Acndemie des Sciences ; and he appears himself convinced that small cryst.& of
dinrnontl were prod~~ccd
in the experiment he records. I t is as follows.
Carburct of sulphnr being prepared and covered with a layer of water, several
rolls of phosphorus were introtluced, and on coming into contact with the carburet of
'sulphur, appcared to liqucfy and sink down to the bottom of the matrass,thus forming a third stratum of fluid distinct from the other two. The matrass was then
shaken ; the liquid grew thick and milky ; and after a li@e rest separated again,
T h e objections alluded to referred to the necessity of making the be& oroillate before the weight would descend; having to lift a double load. The
too through which the weight fell, was too limited to allow a pasitive opinion M
to whether the action would continue any length of ti-

nbt idto three but into two distinct strata. The upper one was water; the under
one phosphuret of aulphur; and between both was observed a white powder which,
when exposed to the sun's rays, exhibited all the coloum of the prism, and wae therefore supposed to be a multitude of little crystals.
I n the repetition of the experiment, nnder the idea of obtsininglarger erystala, the
shaking was omitted. In three months the two lower liquids appeared to form but
one. There was now a &&culty to separate the supposed formed diamonds from
the phosphuret of sulphur, on. account of the inflammability of the l a m . I t +as
howeve? at last effected ;and M. Gannal was rewarded 'by finding several crystale,
twenty of which were large enollgh to be taken up on the point of a penknife, and
three were as large as a grain of mil&. Tbese fast having been snbmitted to the
inspection of an experienced jeweller in Paris, they were 'pronounced to be REAL
DIAMONDS.

ANALYSES
OF BOOKS.
Transactionsof the Geological Society of London: Second Series,VoC. ii.
Part 3d.

f
The 1st and second parts ofthis volume have been published some time. The tl~lrd
part, being the conclusion of the volume, has just reached us ; and as it contains
some papers that will be considered in India rather interesting,we hasten to give an
sccount of them.
XXII. On the volcanic District of Naples. By G. Poulett Scrope, Esp. F. G. 9.
F. R.S. Qe. pp. 337 to 352.
M r . Scrope is the author of a work on volcanoes, which has attracted a great
deal of attention, and in which a very clear and full account of the several phenomena is followed hy a view of the author's hypothesis or mode of e x p l a i n k these
appearances. 'He has published also several shorter papers on subjects connected
with volcanoes or volcanic rocks in the Transactions of the learned body of which he
i s a member, as well as in some of the scientific journals of the day. The importance of the subject begins to be generally acknowldgcd. Nor can there be a
stronger proof of its increasing interest, than the fact of s geologist like Mr. Scrope
giving so much of his attention to it. A g r h t rcvol~itiouhas taken place since the
time when volcanoes were considered mere local phenomena, and were supposed to
be explained by the casual inflammatlofi of beds of coal. The'discovery of the
metallic bases of the earths has thrown a strong light on the causes of these phenomena; while their number, so much g~eilterthanhad been ~upposed,givesnew viewsof
the importance ofthe part they play in the great scheme of nature. The identity of
origin with ordinary volcanic products of the extensive class of trap rocks begins to
be more than surmised ; and to the admirers of that original enius that prom ted
the Huttonian theory, nothing can be more gratifying than tbe daily strengthfhat
theory is gaining as facts accumulate, and appearances are more studied. IVhat
can be more favo~lrableto the truth of a theory than the fact, that almost every new
discovery adds strengtl~to it, and removes sonle illconsidered objection? Thus,whether, with Sir James Hall, we view the curious modifications of t l ~ cordinary phenomena of heat under extraordinary pressure ;or, with Sir Humphry Davy, decompose
those substances, till his time considered simple, and viewthem sogreedy of oxygen
&at they take it from water or even ice, bursting out into flame from the rapidity of
the combustion^ in each case we are struck with the triumphant nature of the answer, which the knowledge of these facts woud have enabled the eloquent defender of
the Huttonian theory to give to those who could so little weigh the valueof two rival
theories. But to return from this digression.
Mr. Scrope in the present paper proposes to give an account of such phenomena,
observed in the volcanic &strict of Naples, as have been overlooked by preceding
geologists, Nenard de la Groye, Necker de Saussure, Brieslak, and more lately Dr.
Daubeny. He considers the volcanic district of Naples to include " not only
Somma, Vesuvills, the coast of Sorrento, and the imrnediak environs of Naples,
Pozzuoli, and Cuma ; but also the islands of Procida ahd Ischia, with which they
are a s closely connected in composition as in geographical situation. This linear
groQpe, which ranges N. E. to S. UT.,is terminated at eichar extremity by the two
principal volcanic moa~tainsof Ischii and Vesuvius. The latter, as I have meationed in a pmious memdir,' seeme to be in communicatiop with the group of Albano
and Aome, through the intervention of the Rocca Monfina and other minor vents
4f volcanic matter scattered alqng hat remarkable Iongitudjnal *alley, which.

,
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Apennines. Another chain of volcanic products seems to take off dgo from Ischia
towards the Ponpa group, through the ishnda of Ventotiene and Sm Stefanq maintaining a pa;rallel direction with that first mentioned, and indeed with the general
r a p ~ eof the escarpment of the elevated Apennine strata, at the foot of which these
wplosions h v e found an issue."
" It is certuinly a remarkable confirmation ofthe opinion elsewhere expressed,
.to the general parallelism of lines of volcanic eruption to the neatest linear
ranges ofelevated strata, that not only is there along the western eosst of Itely this
wrrespomlence between two decided trains of volcanic vents, and the two parallel
,ranges of the Srrbine mountains and the &ennines ; but also, whew a massive
emhwchment breaks off from the latter at nearly a right angle, forming the promontory which bounds the bay of Naples to the S. E. and the almost contigvous,
island of Capri, a corresponding line of volcanic vents (viz. that connecting Vesupius with Ischia) is f o n d to take off from'the principal line, at no great distance,
and at the same aqle, so as consequently to run parallel with the transvirseelevated range."
" If we d to mind the general tendency of the rocks composing the aeconday
rtrata tq yield to any disruptive force along fracture lines at right angles, or nearly so, one t6 another, it will appear highly credible tbat this parallelism, in two directions of the ranges of elevation and eruption, hss been influenced here, as elee*here, by that general, though at first sight, insignificant cause."
Mr. Scrope next enters into some detail to show, that the appearances at Monte
Sommg, whieh he considers a type of the volcanic structure, are not to bq explained
by the common opinion of the sidks of the mountain havbg fallen in; nor yet by
@at of which Von Bueh, Dr. Daubeny,. and Humboldt are the supporters, via. of thk
whole mountain having been produced by the elevation of flat strata on their edges
round a central aperture by force of elastic gases. On the contrary he concludes.
that all volcanic cones have been created by the repeated superposition of one volcanic bed on mother, all dowing from a m t r a l source ; a process which cannot
fail to produce this pecdiar form of hill. He contends in fact " that the parallel and
slopinp beds which with a quiiquilversal dip compose every such mountain, were
not deposited I~orizontallyor otherwise than at a high angk of inclination ;and
that tlre angular elevation they have eince suntained is in general compadvely
triflinq : in short, that the conoidal foun preserved by an habitual volcanic mountain in wery stage of its formation, is owing to the same obvious cause which communicates the similar figure to a simple volcanic hillock, the produce of a single
eruption, viz. the accumuhtion of erupted matters round a centralarifice.
After giving n very full description of all the vents, extinct orignivomous, withim
the circle intended to be described, Mr. Scrope adopts the conclusion, that " this
part at least, of the western c o a t of Italy has suffered an elevation of some hundred feet since the epoch of eruption of the greater number of volcanic mouths whoae
products we have been employed in examining, and which are certainly much more
recent than the tertiary or Subapennine formation. In this elevation it is at least
probable that the whole chain of the Apennines shared ;and indeed there are traces
of it in the limestone cliffs of the Monte Circello and the Calabrinn coast, which ant
in so~nt!parts thickly perforated by recent Iipphagi at a height of more than a
hundred feet from the present level of the sea.
" Whether this elevation took place at once or by snccessive heavings accompanying the earthquakes which have habitually affected the western Apennines, from
Rome to Palermb, is a question whieh it requires further inquiries h elucidate.
From iny own observetiom I should be inclined to doubt that any sensible chan
has taken place in the nlative level of the land and r a t e r round Naples s i r e
Roman era, (the few facts which bopbeen brought forward to support the idea of
such change, being contradictory, and b b e otherwise explained) ;w d for this reason
I should p*fer the conclusion, that the rise of the plains of Campania from below
the sea wos
by some convulsive crisis of subterrnneous expapsion, occasioned pe~hapsby the long obstruction of the superfitid vents,-those natural safety
valves that by a e i r occnsional activity at present, may: be s u p p e d to obviate the
n p c q n c e of such tremendous operations.
XXIII. S u p p h t ~ r qR U I W Tor
~ the Steat= oftkOditic W a onci ;k
orsociated v t i h Man, in tk:(;buntia of &thuland nul R.sr, and (n.
By
Roderick Impey Mumhison, fig. k.
Soc. 3'. R..S. 3'~
L,S. p p W to,3@.
paper is supplement&to one published in a former part of this aolnmt, W
want 'of whidh .the details would nor be eitber so intelligible or h ~ c n a.-W'b
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mdne0 ~ 1 ~ f l ,
te such extra& ae are lees dependant onping shtemnte, o r may more sanily be. illustrated.
" The prm~onto'y&led t h e M of Csithness, which constitutes the bortb ensb
e r n terpaiaatbn of the deposits of the Oolitic series in Sotherland, has berm des & b d as a grcmitie voek composed ef much felspar end quartz,with a substonce i o
a decomposed state which may have been mica. Now altlisugh such is & pmd i n g charaetes near its junction with the % e c o m l q strata, arr eramination carried
on more inthe centre of the mass lrPs detectrrd so many examples of we8 crptallim
ed'yias, that thit rack,must be considered a true granite."
ka the previous memoir I stated, that wherever this rock comes in eontact with the beds of the Oditie series, the latter are compounded into a remarkable breccia : and recent obeewaoion has not only fully confirmed the owclnsiom
which I drew from these phenomena, vim ' that the granite of this co.st must have
been elevated at a period subsequent to the depoeition of the Oolitic strata,' but
hes also led Prefesaar Sedgwick and myself to the conviction, that it has been upheaved in a wKid form, and t b t , in breaking through those subpuuine depositb
which might not perhaps have been originally in contact, it has so fractured and
dislocated thein bsdb as t o ham pre@
them for reemdidation in the state of a
breedatad mck."
Consistently d t h M u opinion i t is fonnd that " when the granite dhppear~),a
more full development of the seoondary sh*sta would take place, 4 suchis tha
caae in this district ;for with the recession of the granitic ridge, the m@ar formation of the Oolitic series, from the sandstone of the d c a r e o n s grit down to the
base of the inferior Oolite, are laid open, including the w a l field of Bmra."
In some remarksen the Sutors of Cromarty he states, that what he had supposed
in hi first paper to be granite he found, on a closer examination, consisted chiefly
d a feldspathose and quartzose gneiss, much foliated and generally nearly vertical
but in many situations so decomposed as not to be distinguishable from aome
varieties of the granite of. the Ord of Caithnena. This gneiss is associated with subordinate slaty rocks hornblendic and t a l m e , and b repeatedly traversed by large
and small veins of true granite."
" Many writers have contended (and it -s
now to be petty generally admitted), that the granite must have been in a fluid state at the period r b e n these veins
issued from its mass ;and others hare further presumed, that the ~(neissmust theD
also have been in a stnte of softness. But i n whatever mode these ramifying and tortuous veins in primary rocks may have been produced, a very different expla~atioa
i s requisite t o account for t h e fractured and brecciated beds of the Oditic series
which accompany the elevation of the granite on the coast df Sutherlad. There,
it js evident, that the granite, when nplleaved, could not have been in a fluid atate,
sin= it has neither penetrated nor overflowed the contigwus masses of solid bmc- '
cia ;in such situations, therefore, the disturbing rock was at the p r i o d of ite rlevation n ~ o s probably
t
in a compact and crystalline form; in which m e , when ferced
up against the overlying strata, i t must have fractured the sandstone, limestone, and
shale, thuspreparin the materials whieh, when recemented, formed tbe breccia above
described. But we gave additional evidence of the elevation of L e granite, ea maue,
upon this N. E. coast of Sutherland, where it has not only brecciated the beds of
the Oolitic series but has also thrown up the red conglomerate to the summits oP.
maby of the laouqtains whose bases consist either of granite o r of gneiss ch.rged
~ t p nh i t i c veins. In these positions the old red conglomerate which, when undbbrbed, passes beneath the Oolitic series and its coalfield of Brora, presenta that
appearance which without explanation might lead to the supposition 06
its being an overlying deposit.
Amongst some remarks on the denudation of Braambury and Hare HilIa re find
the follon ing: " I relnilrked in my former paper that these hills probably owe their
present form to denudation ; which supposition is now confirmed by t l ~ eexposure
o n their surface of innumerable parallel small furrows and irregular scr.ttches, both
deep and shallow, such, in short, as can scarcely have been produced by any other
operation than the rush of rock fragments transported by some powerful current.
Upon my first visit these markings being only imperfectly visible in one situation near
the quarries, I was unwilling to enlarge upon the fact ;but Mr. Barton, the director
of these works, has since cleared away the turf from other parts of the surface, and
these operations have uniformly exposed similar phenomena." And again "These
appearanees so closely resemble those in other places described by Sir J. Hall and
Dr. Buckland, that further detail seems unnecessary ;and the large slabs \vhiclj!
have had the pleasure of preq~ntingto the Society, completely elucidate the case.

Analyses of Books.
Mr. Marchison notices traces of a fiesh water'formrtion oceumng in the Isle ai
Sky. Flattened masses of shelly limestone were found " on the north eastern
shods of Loch Stnffin containing five species of Cydao, one Paludiua, one Ncritina ?
one Ostrea, one Mytilus, and some undescribed bivalves. It adds materidly to the
' mterest of these remains, that two species of the Cyclss, the Palodina and the Ostrea,
prove to be identical with the fossils of one of the upper beds of the weald clay described by Dr. Fittonsas occurring in Swanage Bay, Dorsetshire,and in the Isle of
Wight Here therefore we have a decided indication of a formation of fw& nster, o r
a t all events of Estuary origin, which had never before been traced north ofAyksbury in England ; and this would seem to prove, that although the continuity of such
deposits may haw been more limited in extent than those of marine origin, still
the causes which gave rise to a deposit of the former class in England may at the
same epoch have been producing corresponding effects m the North of 4eotlnnd and
in other widely distant loralities."
Pitchstone has been observed in sevcrnl of the trap veins that transverse beds of
the Oolite series. This fact, it is observed, " is of importance in aaaisting u s to li- ,
mit the antiquity of those trap rocks which contain that mineral."
" The organic remains, collected on this last occasion in various parts of the
Western Islapds, comprise many characteristic fossils tending to confirm thecomprison already instituted, aad tb identify these deposits with theOoliticseriea and l h
of English geology. A supplemental table of fossil shells gives a view of them
acquisitions and concludes the paper. This table we may hereafter find room for.
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X X N . On the Fossil Renrains of two new Species of Mnatodon and "fother VPTiebmted Atrin~als,f o t ~ n d on the defl bank of the Irawadi. B y William Clift, EST.
F. G . S. F. R . S . q c . Conservator of the Museunr of the Royal Col2pge of Surgeons.
XXV. Geological Accovnt of a Series o f Animal and V e ~ e t a b l eRemains and of
Rocks collected by J . Crawfurd, Esq. on a Voyage up the Iraaadi to A v a in 1826
and 1827. B y tk Rev. W . Buckland, D. D. F. G. S. F,R.S.F. L.S: Professur
of Mineralogy and Geology ia the University of Oxfurd.
These two papers contain the particulars of one of the most interesting eontributious yet made in India to the stock of science in Europe, by which is estahliehed "the
grand point of the occurrence of formations in the south east of India analogous to
the tertiary ahd diluvial formations of Europe, and containing respectively the remains of animals the same which the formations of Europe contain ;o r very similar
to them." And if, with the learned author of the second of these papers, we admit
" that the result or these discoveries, though intensely interesting, and a splendid
example of what may be done by the skill and activity of one zealous individual, is
rather to stimulate than gratify our curiosity ;" let us also hope " that the expectation entertained of more detailed,and more extensive information from the futu)e
investigations of the most intelligent among our countrymen, whose professibnal
duties call, them to the eilstern world," will not be disappointed. Let us at least be
assured, that if we refuse to gather the rich harvest ripening under our hands, there
are others less dead to the charms and the solid advantages of.true knowledge, who
will not imitate our indifference. It is some consolation to those who cultivate science
for her own sake to know, that if England refuse to add these to her other laurels ;
they will not be altogetl~erlost to the civilized world while FRANCE
is so zeabus
in making new acquisitions and in exploring every possible source of discovery*.
I t is unnecessary, to nay that these valuable contributions are the result of an ex-'
mination of the collection made by J. Crawfurd, Esq. when ambassador at the
court of Ava. This collection was contained in seven large chests, and consisted of
fossil wood and fossil bones, as also of specimens of the strata that are found dong
the course of the Irawadi from ita month near Raogoon u p to Ava, a distance of
nearly five hundred miles.
'
Those who knew M. Diard and the late nf. Duvancel Gill not reqnire t o
be told of their labours. M. Dussoumier, of whom Baron Cuvier, in his prospectus
of the " Histoire des Poiasons," makes honourable mention; is known to have
collected, in the short period of his stay in this country, (whither he-came a~
supercargo of his own vessel,) 3000 specimens of fishes ; a number searceb credible when we consider the many other calls on his attention during the time, and
the short period in which he accomplished hi* task. A new labourer i n the field
has recent1 appeared, an accomplished naturalist particularly skilled in the details of georogy : and notwithstanding the increasin vitality which this part of
our system has began lately to1exhibit, we fear %o will carry off many of the
triumphs which ought to have been ours long eg..

1
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!humactions of the Geodsgicd Society.
As a pubIic ofiwr of high rank, as representative of the G m m r General of
British India, Mr. Crawfurd must have posseseed facilities which no unassi~tedprivate individual can ever possess. And yet it is curious to remark how mucl~the
discovery was owing to chance, and how nearly it was missed. " An accident that
delayed for some da s the steam boat in which Mr. Crawfurd was descending this
river, allowed him to Kand, accompanied by Dr. Wallich, and to investigate the structure of thecountry formme milesonthe northreastof Westmasut. Tbe accident a m e
from the shallowness of the water when the steam boat was descending, which, fortunately for geology, caused it to run aground near the wells of petroleum, where
the left bank of the river presents a cliff of several miles in length, generally perpendicular and not exceeding eighty feet in height At the bomm of the cliff the strand
was dry, and on it were found specimens of petrified wood and bones, that had
probably fallen from the cliff in the course of its decay ;but no bone was discovered
i n the cliff itself by Mr. Crawfurd and Dr. Wallich ;nor were they more fortunate
in several places where they dug in search of bones in the adjacent district. This
district is composed of sand hills that are very sterile, and it is intersected by deep
ravines : among the nand are beds of gravel often cemented to a breccia by iron
o r carbonate of lime ;and scattered over its surface at distant nod irregnlar intervals were found many fragments of bone and mineralised wood, in some instances
lying entirely loose upon the sand, in other cases half buried in it, wit11 their upper portions projecting, naked, and exposed to the air ; they appear to have beem
left in this condition, in consequence of the matrix of sand and gravel that once
covered them undergoing daily removal by the agency of winds and rains, and
they would speedily have fallen to pieces under this exposure to atmospheric aetio~,
had they not been protected by the mineralisation they have undergone.
"On examining many of the ravines tbg intemct this part of the country, and
which were at this time dry, the same silicifiad wood was found projecting from the
sandbanks, and ready to drop into the stream ; froxu the bottom of which the tmvellem took many fragments, that had so fallen during the gradual wearing.of then
bank, and lay rolled and exposed to friction by the passing w.(ers. Some of these
stenls were from fifteen to twenty feet.in length, and 6ve feet in circumference.
Thaw circumstances show, that the ortlilmy effect of existing rains and torrents is
only to expose and lay bare there oganic remains, and wash them out from the
matrix to which mme other and more powerful agency must have introduced them."
" Of the total number of bones in this collection, about one-third have sutfered
from friction ;and of the remainder, nearly all appear to have been broken mom or
kes, hefore they were lodged in t h e places where Mr. Crawfurd found them irregvlerly dispemed. Many fragmentm also of the ivory haw been rolled considerably ;
but no one specimen of that substance, or indeed of any bone in this collection,
has been reduced to the atate of a perfect pebble : from this circumstance we may
infer, that the waters whiih produced the rolling these have undergone., were not in
violent action during any very protrackd period of time."
The bones of this collection have k e n referred by Mr. Clifb to the following
species.
Class MAXMALIA.
Order PACHYDEPMATA

-

Mastodon latidens
elephtoidee
Hippopohmu
sus
' Hhinoeem
,.
Tapir
BUMINANTIA
.
330s
Class REPTILIA.
Order CHELONIA
Trionyx
Emys
Leptolynchus
. .
SAURIA '
Crocodilus vulgaris
The proportional number of bones belonging to each of these animals may be
atated as follows.
Mastodon
150
OX,deer, and antelope
20.
. Rhinoceros
10
Gavial, and. alligiitor
50
Hippopotamus
.
2
~ m y s. I
20
Tapir
1
Trionyx
10
- Hog
1

.

'

.

l'he two species .of Mastodon ate ma,and what is lntems& to remwk, they
altpear to till upaninterval whichexisted between the generaMeatodon and Elepha8.
" On comparing the teeth of our Mastodon latidew" nays Mr. Cllft, " with
those of the Mastudocof the Ohio (M. giganbum), we s b d find the &vatrd p o i n b
or ridges in the 600th of the former more numerau8, less distant, and the h b r a t w a
k s s deep than in those of the latter ;in short, we shall obserrc that the teeth begim
to assrune the appearance of those of the elephant. On dvnncmg to Mn8todom
elephantoides, we shall find d l tbese features of similarity mare strongly d w e l M
rhe points and ridges are still more numerous, and the structure, were t not for thc
absence of cnuta petraw" becomes almost that of the tooth of the elephant. ID
both, though the taeth are fokmed upon the principle by which tbe tooth of the
Mastodon 18 distinguished h m that of the elephant, the crown of the tooth weam
away more like the tooth of the elephant than that of tbe other DUtodons; 4
when worn, exhibits a surface not unlike that preaened by the worn tooth of p.
Asiatic elephant."
Of the two species of Mastodon, M. Z d h a was the M r . " The tusks, jurlg~
ing from the aireoli, must have been of equal volume with- the tusks of the *t
living elephant." His habito " must haw borne a dose relation to b a e of the
elephant, The proboscis must have been an organ of equal power with that ef the
elephant, for collecting the food to be subjected to the rctiop of the p o d . g r i n d +
era ; alul this food (judging from the general structure of the teeth and the more
compact jaw bone) probably consisted of harder vegetable ma!&rs than those which
t h e slighter structure of the elephant's jaw ruually encounters."
. .
" T h i size of 63. &idem appears to have equalled, if it did not surpass, that of the
largest living elephant A string p
d round fhe lower jaw, over the antenor
part of the grinder where it is worn, measured two feet four inch-;
while a
string passed round the.lower jaw of the largest Asiatic elephut in the m w u m of
the college, at the same point, gave two feet three inches ; and the cranium of thu
elephant has alwap been considered a very large one.''
'Ilbe M. eelqlhaobidea, though smaller than the preceding, appean, te have bad a
closer attinity to the elephant, and this not only in the teeth, but in the .contour of
the jaw. I t appears to have formed the transition between the two genera of Mas;
todon and Elephas. Mr. Clift, however, thinks it '' not impossible that there may yet
be alink wanting which might be supplied by an animal having a tooth compoeed of
a greater number of denticules, increasing in depth, and having the rudimenw of
mrate petrara, that neoesssry ingredient i n the tooth of the elephant, and the entire
a k n a e of which distinguishes the tooth of the Mastodan."
For the satisfactwn of the scientific naturalist we subjoin the specific characters ,
dl. 1 P t i k . - M . dentibus mololibus latissimia, denticulis rotundatis, elevaqs ;
palato valde angusto.
LV.eLepl)ant&s.-M.
dentibus molaribus lotis, denticulis nmnerosis, compressis.
Of the other remains nothing can be predicated with certainty aa to the species,
&:fragments being too few or imperfect.
I t is worthy of remark, that most of the bones do not appear ta have undergolre any mineral change, with the exaeption of being abundantly penetrated with
hydrate of iron; and that they are very brittle. This last circumstrmce, tirising from
thk loss of their animal &ten, indicates that they are of great antiquity, and tlurO
they have not been imbedded in any very compact soil."
" The teeth of the Maerodon from the banks of the Ohio, which lie in a strong
blue clay, have almost as much a n i d matter as we should expect to find in a
recent tooth."
'' The bones which form the subject of this memoir are almost in e+ery instance
fractured; and the fracture, from its direclinn and cleanness, tha sbarpnetik of its
edges, and the firm texture of some of Zl~eboned, appears to have been produced
by a very p a t power operating with sudden violence." i t may be added thak
P e s e r e m a m " indicate the sx~stenceof animals which could only have found
subsistence in vast forests o r wide!y extended plains, in marshes, o r deep broad
riven."
Dr. Bucklad in hi p a p remarl& : "'If cannot but oc'cut. to us in this stage of
our inquiry as remarkable, that not one fragment is found in all ti& collecthd,9
either of the elephant, tiger, o r h y w , which .now abound 80 much in I d a j
whilat the mastodon, whose living analogue exis& not upon earth, must p16balbIy a t
m e time have swarmed in the distrids bordering on the Irawadi. The anme anology which emboldened me in my mt paper on the cave of Kirkwe, to anticipate
the discovery which was speedily made of hyznas' bones in the diiuvium of Ew-

thc

argning an
tact o# their existence 'Intha dilndnm of the ~ a & p a ne
d
nent, at the present moment, encourages me dso to antiripate the fntnn? discmey
of the elephant, tiger, and hylenn in the diluvium of Aaia. I would slao aigne, on
the same groands, that it is highly ptobable we shdl hereafter find the mastodon
in o w own diluvium, and most recent tertiary strata."
Dr. Buckland then discneaes the question of the origin and date of these remains.
After o b d n g that " it is of course impassible for any person, who has not been
on the spot, to deride with certainty on a question which requires so much minute
local investigation by a very experienced observer," he concludes that we mort
&it one of the three following suppositions.
1. " Either they were lodged in the most recent marine sediment of the tertiary
formation, like the elephant in the crag of Norfolk, the rhinocem of Flacenza,
.nd the mastodon of Dax and Asti."
2. " Or in antediluvian fresh water deposits, analogous to those which mntaie
the rhinoceros, elephant, hippgpotamus, and mastodon m the Val d'Amo."
3. " Or in diluvial accumulations more recent than either of these formatiom,
.and spread irregularly, like a mantle, over them bolh."
" Now as we find, on careful examination of the matrix adhering to t h e bones,
that it contains neither fresh water nor marine shells, and is who11 different i n
character from all the specimens which contain such shells, and Wtich thereby
enable us to refer them respectively to fresh water or marine origin ; tbe most probable conclusion we can arrive at is, that the bones belong to neither of these farmations, and that their matrix is of the same diluvial chsracter with that in whickf
the greater part of the fosah bones of Mammnlia have been discovered in Europe."
Dr. Buckland also thinks the following formations may be recognised m Ava,
with more or less certainty. " 1.Alluvinm. 2.Diluvinm. 3.Presh water mart 4. Londonclay and Calcaire grossier. 5.Plastic daywith its sanda and gravel. 6.Tranaitlan
limestone. 7. Grey wade. 8. Primitive rocks, marble, mica slate. -ere are abo
indications (bat leas certain) of new led sandstone, and m oenian limestone."
1. To the allnvium bslong Ua deltas occurring (rnm%rne to the u, And II
number of islands that are continually forming and sh1ft.1 at various pEacea d o
the whole extent of the actual bed of the Iranadi. 2.!I'o%e dihrnam are n f d
the sand and gravel beds conEsiahg the m i n e d e d bonks. 3. The fresh water
formation occurs a Tittle north of the petroleum web, " d is d an elmtian of
160 feet above the Irawdi. The specimens of it ermsist sxclllairely of m e blhs
cla ccbaining fresh water she& of the genua Cyrena : the shells are very rhkt
a n 1 bemy, nearly three inches in diameter, and judgi
imported, m a t IN extremely abundant.*
tained a coarse grained, yellow, shelly and sandy limestone, scarcely distiognishabkl
from the camire growier of Paris ;and from several places higher up the Irawadi,
grticulary at P u g q we have a dark bituminous slaty limestone, in which Mr.
werby has recognised the following fossils as identical with those of the London
e h y : Ancilluia, Murex, Ccritbiom, Oliva, Asterte rnpta, h r d . rugma, EryciM, Tellina, Teredo, teeth of shark, d e n of fishes, pabbks of d e d black bone,
unknown radiating fossil r e d l i n g wral."
" This recognition of a neatam so nearly remnblqvtbe London clay io so distsnt a part of Asia reaives still further intenat when viewed in c o n j d c m with
the information that han been afforded to us by Mr. C o k h ~ bas
, to khe b e 8 0 3
of a similar formation at Cooeh Behu, in the eortb eaetern border oEBt%@,-th.
Bmhmaputra emegts into the plain. Here Mr. ScoU diacbvered s b . h 06 p d b w
and green slnd Iltarnating with clay, that lie horizontally at tbe height ef abeq
150 feet above the leml of the sea, and contain organic remains resembling those
of the blue clay of the London and Hampshire basin.
'< Mr. Scott has hlm discovered at Robagiri in this same didtriet a stratum of
white limestone containing Nummulites and vertebm of fieh, ammounted by beds
of clay which contaia the same ~ u m m d i t e aand &o bpnes of L h with ahella of
Ostrea and Pecten!'
" Near Silhet the Laour hills, pompased of white limestone loaded with Nummulitea, form another example of tertiary formations in the eastern extremity of thig
.pronnce. And the section near Madras, given by Mr. Babingon, shows the same
terti
formations to exist also on the westarn s h o w of the Bay of Ben 81."
5 . y ~
many of the apecimexxi from near Prome, a soft green and ekow sandd r . Cmwfurd
stone Was found, rellembling that qf the p1.st.i~day formation.
d e s c r i k these as associated with reddish clay, intermixed with sand and pebbles,
in wolds that u c u
t
+able
to" &e " Englkh plantic clay pits at

I&;

tlxt%.KeZ..eZT

''

&a&g or Lerirrham. H i found them in many placa w,e~rehe landed dolut h 6
&ores, of the I r a d ;and near Pugan and Westmasut they were associated with
brown coal and petroleum precisely as we find them~ontainingbrown ma1 all over
Europe, and C 0 ~ e ~ twith
. d weus of petroleum near Parma, and also in Sicily, and'
near Baku on the west coast ofthe Caspian. Near the petroleum wells of Westmasut Mr. Crawfurd also found large selenites resembling those that occur &Newhaven in o m plastic clap. In Ava, as in Europe, they seem to be coextensive with
h e cla beds of the tert~aryformation."
6. x ~ h transition
e
limestone appears, from the few specimens" obtained, " to
be of the same character with that of Europe, but in these specimens there are no
organic remains." 7.
There are specimens of p y w a c k e much charged with
carbonate of lime, from so many distant. points along tbe Irawadi, tbat in the abcence of better information we may conjecture the fundamental strata of this region
to belong to the transition series, and that they are covered more 6r less by the
tertiary strata and diluvium which we have been considering."
8. " From the mountains of the Sakaing chain, a little above Am, we have much
pure mica slate and statuary marble in its usual connection with mica slate and
llornblende rock ; this n~arbleis of the finest quality, and extensively employed by
the natives in making imases of Budda."
" The specimens afford no decided example of secondary rocks in this district;
but a reddish sandstone, which is used for architecture in the construction of
thrones to rcceive the images of Budda, and m limestone which resembles the magnesian limestone of England, may," it is thought, '' with more probability be referred to the new red sandstone than to any other formation."
'' The extent and relative position of all these strata it was impossible to ascerb i n from the few opportunities afforded to Mr. Crawfurd of landing from the steam
boat in which Ire made him voyage : these may become the ,subject of future investigation."
In an appendix is given a translation of arsssge from Ferishtu, in which mention is made of numerous bones (some very arge) being found in cutting tbrol&
mound or hill tbat lay between the Sersutti and Sulima rivers, both of w h i h join
the Setluj. The site was near the town of Pinjore, N. L a t 30b 47' E.Long. 76' 541.
And in a postscript notice is taken of a statementpublisbed in Lieut. Alexander's
travels in the Burman Empire, of the petrifyin quality of the waters of the Ira, d i , .pd their daily and hourly operation. ~ rh k. l a n d shows, what every reader
hes dovbtless perceived, the improbability of the statement ; and further its opposition to Mr. Crawfurd's observations. In another part of the volume, he brings
forward the positive testimony.of Dr. Wallich to prove the incorrectness of the

.

statement.
XXVI. D m i tion of Fwd2 Remaina of some d d n ~ &om the North Eaatem Bor& q f B q a l . &J.B.Fentland,&q.
L a L t t n t o 8 H . Pltton,M.D.P.G.S,
This is a short pnper in which Mr. Pentland gives an account of n discomry h;.
b.s made, in examining the collection of specimens from Caribari in Cooch B e h y
presented by Mr. Colebrooke, of the remains of four different species of Mammalia;
1. a spseisr of the " Anthracotherium of Cuvier ;2. a gmall species of Ruminant
d
i
e
d to the nus Moschus ;3. a small species of herbivorous animal referable to
, tbs d r ~ a c r ~ d e r m a tbut
o , more diminutive than m y of the fossil or living speciea ;
and 4. a carnivoropa animal of the genus Viverra."
The Anthracotherinm appean, to Mr Pentland to form a new species, m d he propaes to name it d. SaPhmrc*. Mr. P. intends resuming the subject.

&

XxvII. On the Cjredcoidee, a family of F w d Plan.i.4 folcnd in the OnUe
riCP of the I& of Partloud, d,y the Rev. WilliamBuckland, D. D. F. G. S. F. R. 9.
F. L.5. Pro$ Ged. Oflord. pp. 395-404.
Thin is m extremely interesting paper, and we wish our limits would allow of oar
giving it in full. But our analysis hm dread extended to such a length, that rr
are forced to compress more than we muld
We will at least endeavonr to give
tbe most interesting facta.
In the celebrated freestone quames of the Isle of Portland have been found nmains of a silicified plant, which h m their peculiar shnpe have obtuined lrom the
workmen the name of petrified birds' nests. Their miqeral character varies from
that of coarse granular chert to imperfect chalcedony. On being submitted " to
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:rr%~ & w n& Mr. bddiges, t b e y immediately m.$pmd a m e m b h c e , k &
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"

gene- Zamia and Cycas which compose the existing amil of .Cycadeae, a resemThe@ st&c611~
blance whicli further investigation hap tended fully to es@[lish."
wi;! fe rhaps he best explained by a aetwiled compariuon. '
n the Zanu'n herrida of the Cap,, of G o d ITol)c, tlie transverse section exhibits
o& narrow circle, composed of radiating plateu, placed in the cellnlar substance
that forms the stem o r body of the plant ; and nearly at equal distances behveen its
centre and c i m m f e m c e , and in a section near the base of Cycm reuoluta, we have
two narrow circles of diatingplates, pllced also in the cellular substnnce that forms
the stem, and both of them nearer to the centre thaa to the circumference of the
.plant; the outermost of these circles is the most narrow. Neither Zamia nor Cycas
has any covering of true bark, but the stem is enclosed in a tliick case made up of
the persistent banes of decayed leaves : each of these terminates externally in a ldzenge
rhaped impression o r scar, the convex surface of which formed the joint from whicli
a leaf had fallen off.. A dense and continuous series of these lcaf joints entirely .
surrounding the stem gives it more the appearance of a pine apple*, o r enormous
'fir cone, than of a vegetable trunk. On comparing these peculiarities of structure
With those displayedin our fossil specimens, we recognize a correspondence higl~lp
curious and @sfactory.
Like the recent Cycadeae, our fossil stems are inclosed
.
i n no true bark, but have a thick case made up of the flat persistent bases of decaye d leaves, which at their inner extremity touch the cellular tissue of the body of tile
' trunk, and terminate externally in an oblong gibbous joint resembling the leaf joints
Qf tamin horrida. These bases of leaves rise upwards and are most perfect near
the summit of the trunk : but lower down, the oldest of them lie horizontally ant1
a t right angles to the trunk, which they entirely encircle, and are more and more
Mmpessed as they are nearer to the root. I n form, position, and structure, as far as
it can be recognized, these parts resemble what we find in the recent Cycadeae ; as
yet no leaves have been found adherent to any of the fossil plants. At the summit '
, of most of them is a cavity, the contents of which appear to have been removed before petrifaction twk place : the relation of this cavity to the trunk and leaves lnav
be seen by comparison with living plants of Zaniia horrida, Cycas cimcinalir, and
Cycas reaoluta, referred to in the note?. Although the trunk is so tall in C. circha& an sometimes to exceed 30 feet in height, it rarely attains 6 feet ;in C. rewlura, arid in other species it is much shorter.
The trnnk of many Zamias is also very short. I n the fossil specimens yet discovered, it varies from five inches to a foot in height, and from eight to fifteen inches in diameter. They are generally term'nated downwards by a broad flat base
without any adherent roots ; bnt traces o j the kmmencernent of roots, having a
cavity at their de'ntre, are visible in Sir G. Grey's specimens. At the base of other
specimens there,is only a c o m e irregular reticulation, apparently connected with
the c o r n m e n b e n t of roots. The interior of thebe 'stems presents two varieties of
structure, which we find accompanied respectively by a corresponding variatbn of
external form, size, and character in the basel, of the leaves. These differences a m
mnfficient,in the opinion of Mr. Browne, to establish a new family, to which we may
, other
refer the twuextinct species before us, the one resembling a reccnt Z a m i ~the
a recent Cycas ; and to which from its near approximation to the existing family of
Cycadeae, the name of Cycadeoidee seems appropriate."
LL I n the largest and most abnndnnt species (Cycadeou& megcJophylle) the basof thq leaves vary from one to three inches in length, having nearly the form and
size of those of Zamia horn'&, and measuring from one-fonrth of an inch in the
shorter, and from one to two inches inthe longer diameterof their transverse section.
The trunk is short and flat, and exhibits a deep cavity at its summit resembling a
bird's nest."
" The origin and m e of this cavity is renclekdperfectly intelligiie b comparing
.it with that at the summit of the Cyca rcvokrta which bore fruit a t %arnham, i n
1799, of which a description and plate are given h Sir J.-Smith:.
This cavity is
h n n d d with a m@cent
mown of leaves, wioee stalks are net round it. mar.
,
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In the plate it han exactly this appearance.-E.
0.
XLVI. fig. 4. a 'plant of Z. homda ; and in Curtis's ~ o t Mag.
.
for June 1828, pl. 2826, a male plant of C. c i r c i d i in flower ;and in TTIUUI.
Lin.
Sae. Vol. VI. pl., 29, a female plant of C. m o l n t a in fruit."
f Tr.Lin. Soc. pl. 49. p. 312.
.

f '1 See in plate

,

caw

.%pea &sadJ.
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the basen of the lesrecl in.om fossil speelmms. The
iklf t mcafronds producing the fruit ndrupe ;and it b a Striking coinci-$egce, that Sir Smith, in descniing this cavity, makes use of the same wmpari'son @allow like a b i i s nest) whiah has been applied by the q
q men at Portland.
tp the fossils I am now sssoeiaticg with the recent Cycndes. In the central cavity
,of this fossil, there are po remains of h n d or fruit, but a convex mass of cellnlar
'tissue, which probably formed the support of the proliferom fronds. Wbere the
trunk Is broken below the snmmit, we find the same central mass of ccUnlar tiqua
as in the t r a m section of the atem of recent Zamite and Cycades."
'
" Near the circumference of both specimens there is a laminatkd circle as in the
trunk of a rrcent Z:tmia, 1)utdiffering in that it is much broader and placed nearer
the circumference of the stem : the large and visible plates of the circle, when magnified with a lens, appear made up of smaller plates a l m ~ s invisible
t
to the naked
eye,morenumerous and closer to each other than in the laminated circles of a recent Zamia."
" Between this radiating circle and the other case of leaf stalks, is a narrow band '
dr ring of minutely cellulb substance, analogous to the similar but much broader
band of cellular tissue that divides the radiating circle%from the bases of the leave8 ,
on the recent Cycadete."
" I n the second and smaller species (~ccrdcoidcam'ctqphyIln:) the bases of the
leaves are also lozenge shaped apd abont an inch in length, but small and numerous,
much like those of the Xanthorrlima or gum plant of New South Wales. The trunk
is longer in proportion to its width, whilst its transverse section exhibits atthe centre
the same indistinctly cellular appearanre as the species last dekibed ;but near the
circumference instead of one it hse two laminated circles, and interior to each of
these a narrow band devoid of lamina, analogous to the two bands of cellular substance that are placed in similar relation to the two laminated circles in a recent
Cycas."
" These two circles, like the one circle of Cgcadkoidur nc~a&~hYff~,appprorrch
tk
circumference, whilst those in Zamia and Cycas are placed nearer t& centre of the
rtem."
"There P also a further analogy between thii fossil speciee; and the recent Cycas,
.
oiz. that in each case the outermost of the ,plated circles is the most narrow of the
two, and the cellular band'between, is in both cases a h narrow."
" The engraying of Cycas revelntb, wpied @om tbe Hmtw Mahbq,ricy~,exhibib
Dany plated circles divided from one another by nermw cellular bands, and these
also are placed nearer to the centre than to the circumference of the stem."
I t appears from these and other details that the fossil plants approach something
nearer to the structure of dicotyledonous woods than the Cycad- ; and that they
fbrm a link between these latter and the conifera, from which they are otherwise M,
widely separated, though 'resembling them perfectly in the character of their organr
of fructification.
. 'Ram the particulars of various; hitherto considerei anomalous, bdsils collated
.
by Dr. Buckland, he d m p the conclusion, that one or both of the copate familiea
of the Cycadeae and Cycadeoidea: belong to the beds of the Oolite senea.
"'M. Adolphe Brogniart has pointed out the inferences with respect to climate
that may be drawn from the varying character of vegetable life in the three grand
epochs of geological formation : viz. the great carboniferous period : the period of
the secondary strata from lias to chalk inclusive; and the period of the tertiary
p t a above the chalk."
"'The plants before us render it probable tbat the climate of these regions, at the
time when the Oolites were depositedt was of the same warm tehperature. with thsO
which produces a large proportion of the existing Cycadem.
M. Adolphe Brogniart is also of opihion, that it exceeded the tempaaftve of onr
modem tropics at a still more early period when it maintained the ex-rdi
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To the Editor of " Gleanings in Science."

SIR,
In my comrhunication published in your second number, I promised ta retorn
f i e subject of hJ?grometry, and show what are yet the desiderata of the queatioa 1
mentioned, that we laboured chiefly under the want of accurate and ffiUexperi-ts,
to egable us to determine the constants of the equation, (which I theregave,) la order
to apply it to practice. I have just received your third number, in which h u qpePleQ
another' communication on the same subject by your correspondent P. Thb psw
u plies the'very experiments I was in search of; and although not q u i t e e p a r e d t.
fo{ow up the subject with the fulneasl contemplated, Icanno$denymyself
pleaun
of showlng the utility of my formula, by applying it to these admirable exprimenb.
Before I conclude myletter allow me to return this gentleman my t h d c a for his V ~ U able communication, which has undoubtedly finished the experimentalpart of the edifiecommenced by Dalton. Unless I am much mistaken, there remaim IitLIe now
be done in this branch of physics; and the problem of determining the moisture
capacities as that of the
the air is become as simple nearly and as level to ordi
temperature or, the density. It ia a curious inustration?the
subject to &ink th.l
metereologists have so long had in their hands, without knowiog it, the beat hpgrometer that can be devised; the most accurate and the cheapest ;while the inventim
spirit han sought it in vain in oat beards, deal boards, catgut, whalebone, ivory tubes,
rat's bladders, and the thousand and one other substances q m p d from time
time for this purpose. But I am relninded of the narrow l i m ~ bof your work, 4
muat therefore hagten to the proper subject of my communication. With evwy
winh for 'the success of it,
1 am Mr. Editor,
*ow obedt lerrt

D.

Prom tbe ,remarks I ham had the advan+

of hearing on my tint ppr, pm~ c t e dby my incognito, I incline b draw tht,conclusion that I have mpdfE.llsa
into the mistake censured bg me in moth*
of ha*
perplued plain men and
dn#rurnl a simple subject."
I am sulsihk, in fact, that I have given my m
e
d
credit for being equdly f d w with tb aub&UtM 1was myralf. I have h d n sequence durred over many ruhjecta m3 requlrcd & m a t l o n ;and hare thnr bemme 0where I could b t d o r d it : I shall endemur b avoid thb error od
the preeent occasion.
TIM object of hygrometry idto d e b i n e the quantity of moHbla exbting at .OJ
Goment in m y gas, but principally in the atmosphere ;and the probability of A n . *
The moistare in the aSr exist3 in two statss or canditionr : 1. That of a tramparent invisible g88; and 8. Thst of cloud. In the first caw it has all the properties of the gases ; such ee elanticity, expansibility by heat, compresribility by pmrcum, &o. In tbe atate of cloud ~t in otherwise : it hm chQe p m u a for
the 0uiQ form ;but thc partiah into which the gaseous atoms have e e o d c d , are wr
wide apart, M to remain W , not k i n g attrrcted by each o t k ; and they are so s d ,
that they ore m e up by the msim&nce of the air, and thur float in a m a h n th.
rpecifie grnvity of wPicb is krs thaD 1-800th of their ow*.
The resistance of the air t i any bod incressea or decrccwr IN the square, tha
weight as the Wb., of the diameter. &e may imagine &.na 'ice of partiela of
the denaeat matter which shall float in the lightat medium.

Wt* regardto the idviaible r q ~ u s . g which
a
we .may.dl
vapour,mhave ascertained the follodng facta : .l. Like air its rqrity i n c r e ~ e sand
. consequently ita
specific gravity decreases with the temperature: the law too is the same which
air follows. 2. Like air it has a certain spring or'elasticity whiich, like that of air, is
capable of being measured by the column of mercu it will support. 3+. Unlike
air its compressibility is limited; for on exceeding a c e L n pressure, which is different at different temperatures, the vapour changes o r condenses into cloud.
SCAOL. The pressure which aqueous vapour will bear without condennation &
called the m u a h ~ mtmcion o r conrtihKlot forte of the vapour ;sometimes simply
the ferce o r tnuirm. It is generally expressed in inches of mercury. Thus at
temperature 212, it is 30 inches; at ,192', 20 inches ;a t L621., 10 inches; at 135*,
5 inches ; and at . 80°, 1 inch. These temperatures are d e d the corntitweat tern
p&atures of vapour having those tensions.
4. With air, we know, q l d haa the s n q e effect aa compressi6n : so with aqueous
raponr. If we cool a portion of the latter below the constituent temperature, that is
to say, the tempteraure answering to its 'tension or elastic force ;part of it will be
changed or condensed into cloud.
SCHOL. Vapour may he heated above its constituent temperature, hut cannot he
tooled below it without change of state. I t is the lowest temperature at which vapour
of that tension can exist. It is therefore called constituent, inasmuch as the vnpour, if
cooled below it, changes its stateor constitution from the gaseo~lsto the fluid.
5. Two volumes of air of different temperatures being mixed, the resulting temperature will be the arithmetical mean: two portions of aqueous vapour of diecrent
constituent temperatures being mixed, the resulting temperature will be something
higher. The constihlent tension of vapour iu fact increases in a higher ratio as the
temperature is h i ~ h e :r the mean of the constituent tensionscan therefore never correspond with the mean of the temperatures answering thereto ;but is always some. thing more. In order, then, to re-establish this correspondence, part of the vapour
suffers condensation ; by which the temperature being raised, and t l tension
~
diminished, the two powers are found at last in equilibrio. An example will make this
clearer. The constituent temperature ofvapour of 1inch force is 80 ;of ,5inch ,59*.The mean of the temperatures is 695, and of the tensions ,75 inch. But a temperature of 695, can only upl~oldvapour of tension ,71 inch ;vapour of a greater tension
as of ,75 in. on being exposed to a temperatureof 69,5 would be partiall condensed;
till the extrication of-heat and diminution of tension together, restoregthe relation
that. must exist between tlie two phenomena. In fact vapour of tension, 75 inch
wodd require a temperature of 71. The higher the temperatures, thegreater wiH
the discordance be.
.:SCHOL. The preceding fact furnished the grounds of Dr. Hutton's theory of
rain. Two portions of vapour, each at its lowest temperature, being brought into intimate mixture, the result is partial condensation, which, if it be sufhciently eopioua
to allow the small particles to congkgate into drops of sufficient size,'wiU terminate in rain ; but if the.supply of moisture fail, and the particles remain
a@. as .to .be buoyed up by the resistance of the air, then is a cloud o r fog the
oensequence.
,. I t appears tbdn that t
he great point in m&mlagy ts'to ascertain the conadtuent
temperature of the, mpour actually existing in the air. bmparhg tbis tempentun?
with that likely .tobe established by currents or radi&on, we obtain a measure of
the probability of rain ;which oughi thus to be more'or less copious, M-we lind the
temperatures .more. or. leer differ. The aonstituent temperature of vspaur is also
called the tnnperatn~eof the dew point. I t is determined directly by Dalton's
experiment described in my former paper, o r by Mr. Daniell's hygrometer founded
6n the same principle.
- In I d a it doex not appear that these methods an at $1 times practiuble, so
bw is the dew point occssianally.. Under the most favoumble circumstances they
are trmblesome, and not likely to be repeated too frequently.
The moistened-bulb thermometer which indicates the temperature of an WpOW i n g surface,. affords. much greater facWes ;facilities -equal'ineverp mspect to
those available in observing the temperature. - A 'great point is @aed too by using
this ;i.strument;. the power of observing the ekremes, which no hygrometer yet
proposed has effected.. By employing a register thermometer, and ~ r i t
wb8
bulbs with clotkkept moistened, we may obtain an ideaof the maximum and mipi-
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Tbis- must be undemtbod to refer to ordinary pressurn.
trrordbry force it is snppooed chat air also may be Iiquefied.
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By employbg ex-
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arum qruntiiies of evaporbtioh, and tbence of &a extreme hgBrametric aWu d the
air

ip an

\

interval of time

I s d now show how thi constituent temperature of TRQOU o r the b poi$
can be determined from the indicatioes of the moistened-bulb thermometer. Water

.

is known to evaporate at every temperature. The rapidity of evaporation, it in also
known, depends amongst other things upon itn bemperature; the dependance being
such that it is proportional to the force of vapour due to that temperature. Tbac
propositions relate to a dry atmosphere.
If the moistnre in the air be at ita constituent temperature, i. a that below which it
will not bear being m l e d without condensation, then evaporation must be dtogefher
suspended; because se the @mperature in still the same and the vapour iaat itsmuimum tension, it cannot receive any accession. We may he certain, then, that if
evaporation be pntirely snspended, the constituent temperatureof the vapour in the
atmosphere will be the aame as the temperature of the atmosphere itself.
In the case then in which the atmospher4 contains a maximum of aqueous vapour,
evaporation stops' altogether. In the case in which there is no aqueous vapow
whatever in the air, evaporation is as the force of oapour belongi to the temprature of the evaporating surface. In the intermediate caw, that is, % e n aless
tity than the d m u m is contained in the atmosphere; how in evaporation a&ct
ed? In this case it is found to be proportional to the tension of vapour due to
t h e temperature of the evaporating surface, m'mw the tensien of the vapour in the air.
But how determine the rate of evaporation ? One of the most striking phenomena of evapuration is the cold produced by it ;the consequence of the absorption
o f heat attending the Conversion bf water into vapour. This depression of temperature must evidently be an the evaporation 8 or rathelc the momenta+ depression
will be in proportion to the rapidiw of the evaporation. The momentary depre~ion
is equal to the momentary increment of Beet which aanld-taku p h , -the
eooling power of evaporation auspended .ad the moistened bulb thermometer lllonr
ed to assume the temperature of the air. This is known by experiment to b acl
the 1,233 power of the tohl depression. m e evaporation wiil theu be an the
1,233 power of the depression. But the evaporation is an the tension of the srrpsrating surface ahuas the tension of the mpour in the air. Then, finnlly, the t e m h
of the evaporating surface k y b the tension of the vlrpour actually existing, is u
the 1,233 power of the depression. As the Winperahre of the evaporating aurface
' is given us by experiment, we have only to compare it with thetempetaIure of the
a i r to obtain thC depression. From these two data the third or unknown quantity,
. ,
t h e tension of the njoisture in the air, is 6asily found.
TRlsting that t h s rather lengthy detail haa madk the rationale of the subject
little clearer, I proceed to the consideration of the formula with which I *terminated my last paper.
,
.
w1
to1L
e ,@-fl
30
- , This was (O n7+f 'a1,
.
.
R
There is an oversight in this formula, for which the original of my paper I fear
may be answerable. It shpuld have been

;

(B)

B
-

D being the depression.

--

- - .

The 2d member of the left side of the equation is M, small on all o r d i n q occad
sions, that when the experiment is properly pxformed it may he aedmcsd to 0. W d
will therefore, to simplify the consideration of the subjcct, reject it altqether ;and
w'
putting A
the constant n~ a d divitling by c, w e . s W have ,
t

(C)
The value of the function ff) as given by MM. Dplong and Petit being substimted, an4 the constants brought to the left side, the qquation will becojne

The nae of the character f, on oneside of the equdtion, to express a quantiiy ;
m the other, a functioia; is objectionable : it was occasioned hy a want of the prar character. It hlh been attemptadto guard against the obbcurity by enclosing;
c i a bracket4 thun O;).

to thc &meam
in qacstion, we mast consider, that sr the dt
Ib apply
war dry f
0. The dries of A and e mast be determined from the observatim
thoma*
;to do t M 6 the formula will become

=

We will now take ohe of the results in page 80 to determine the numericpl value
of this equation. The temperature of the air was W', surface of evaporation 3Y0,9,
Depmsion 20,l Barometer 29.27..
Now in the above equation
t
B (Barometer) = 29, 27.
D (Depression) = 2 0 , l .
P (Porce of rapour due to temperature of evaporating surface) for 39'. 9 =
,W inch.
'on of msss of water to the vapour required -to be evaporated to
*
a f 1 of le.) for 39. 9 =895,9+
The dcnlation will now stand thus
Log. of P' (,2635 inch)
9,42078
Log. of 30
1,47712
Log. of L ( 895,9)
2,95226
Log. of Dl-*" Log. of 20e,1 X 1,233)
Ar. Co. 8,40619
Log. of B. (29,27)
Ar. Co. 8.53358

&(T

A
-=

Log. of

sum

0,78993

In this manner the orfae of the constant logaritbm was found for each obserrotion 5 these d u e s are as followa. 7899, i732, 7763, 7840, 7859,7872, 7837,
1711 and 7505, the maex being 0.
T h e agree sufliciently wall, with the exception of the lmt, and there appears to
be vrme anomaly in that ob&on.
The mean of the frrst eight is 0.7822 and of
the whole 0.7787. The firat answers to the N. N. 6 056 md the latter 6.008. The
,
m
u
h (C) divi&d by A and multiplied by e will then become

And extracting the root,

Taking f = 0, B = 30, and substituting for F'-and L the v h e a due to ecreh of
the temperatares 40>45,50,5!i.60,65,70,75,
80, I. find
.
the bUoMg series.
Tempera-

of Pir.

Temperature of evaporating surface.

Depression.

7

m.
of Pah.
142.30
129,ll
117.05
105,M
96,40
85,62
76,42
67,b7
69,60

w.of80 Fab.
75

20
, 65
6fl

56
50
45

40

.

Deg. of Pal.
62',~t
54911
47,06
40,86
35,40
30,62
26,42
22,57 '
19,60

Mem of ail the obaervPtionr, page 79.
t As the publication derred to 1n my fo- pper for the rdw of L mar nar
be a t hand, I subjoin a few values which will be &Lien$ for veriFying tbemcaibo.
htiom, or making new ones :40'894 WOglB, 60°941,70.96!4, 89.W,S0:1005.

From this seriw
bsmmeter W,9.

-

the f 0 b ~ v h gu suib fomd by tnteqwlolrtiaa and correctQd fbr

Temperature of air. Depression of
Bulb.

140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60

61,3
55,l
49s2
43,5
38,2
3391
28,4
2490
20,O

63,6
55,5
49,l
43,3
38,O
3310
28,s

0.2

24-2

20,l

Excepting the first,which, as I said before, oppeur to indude mme momcrly, the
diierencea are,here within the e m m of observation.
The above may be ru5cient to show the value and the .p%er of the fornab. I am
now amrtmctbgtables from which the by metrial stPte of the air shall be madily fonnd, the temperaof the air and o r m o i s t evaponting surface being give&
The table given by yow wmspondent
81 founded on experiment is hart
sdicient i nevertheleas it will be i n t e r e s c t o wrnpaR the results of the formula
with those of observation. I may add, for the uae of those who deem with
Leslie's form of the instrument, that we mast multiply the constat 6.066
by (%)""'or

i n c ~ a n ethe logarithm 0 . 7 m by 0.9122 = 1.6944 the natunl

nnmbei bf which is 49.5.
will become

Adapted to M e ' s hygrometer then, the formula

(D)

- --

where H is tbe indication of Leslie's hygrometer; F'ia, M throqhout this paper and
the preceding, the force of vapour due to the temperaof the evaporating surface;
m d f , that sfthe dew point As this laat h the quantity sought, it m a y be more conveniently given

ILahrays corresponds to the tempemtufe of the moiat snrfaae. This temperatwe
in the case of observing Leslie is = t e m p e m r e of air- H X 9 f50 ;50' of Leah's
d

e being equal to S0 of Fahrenheit.

The d u e of the w-ef6cht 1.233 I thought it prefbdk to take from Dulon
a d Petit, ~8 their experiments appear to ham bem canducted with such care.
would however be easy to deduce them from the experiments 'ven p. 80, as follow.
The equation (D) being divided by the comtmts, we ah$ base in the caw of
dry air when f = 0,putting r = 1.233
- Dn
Dfn
Da
F"L1

f:

-;--

L

:--~r
;.;-::F:F'orIP:D"::PL:E"Lfthatis~
u

+

= ,
r . r

y

o r in logarithm, m (Log. D'-Log. D)= Log. F" Log. L'-Log. F1+Log. L
that is
Log. F Log. L'-Log. F-Log. L =
Lag. D'- Log. D
80 as corn argn &is way 1calculated the value of n for e a 4 of the obsemations p
ed with the first, and found the followiipgvalues 1.204,1.Z30,1.x, 1.266, 1167,
1. 262,1.222, 1.181, mean 1.236, or, rejecting the last, 1. 244. The first is only
m a d 011 mre tbap Pulong W Petit's inQx; and thin erwss m y be

+

W,w

,194

On the Estcrblishtnent of as &&al

lnatitution

owing to o m having neglected to make any entimats of the ei%t of radiation. 'h
this latter a c c m t it might perhaps be preferable to use this vdoe of the index,
where the actual formula is considered to be too complicated: in this cane i t will be
A
necessary ti alte; th value of 7.calculating u before the logarithm rillbe found

to be 0,7520, 0,7486, 0.7504~ 0,7578, 0,7597, 0,7617, 0,7603,0,7451, 0,7239,
mean 0.7600, or, rejecting the last 0. 7532.
This answers to the natural number 51. The formula (D) will be transferring P
to the other side of the equation

D

f=F-53

1.944 B
,,
,

U.w

With a table then of the 1-244 powers of the first 30 numbers, .we map from thb
formula at once calculate the tension of the vapowintheair, having from observation
the depression of the moist thermometer.
I am not yet prepared to say w h i l farmula will agree best with observation.

11.-Proposal fq the Establishment of an AgrinJtural htitutiotrfor
the general I
w
m of tlre Cotmtry.
In what length of time natives and Europeans are likely to become mote cordial
than they are at present, is a question, that can only be determined by t h e e who
have the power of accelerating, o r retarding that event
The more admired writers on the subject of Indian improvement, have strongly
advocated every meam of conciliation : but so long as a system prevails that draws
a line of +maroation between the two claaaas of subjects, n o great approximation
can ever
I n a condition not unlike that of the " adscripti glebae" of Enrope some centuries back, or that of the people of Russia in the present day, the great mass of the
inhabitants of Hindustan pass from one set of masters to another, as often as the
delinquency of the zemindar compels the State to transfer the superintendance of a
district to other hands.
The dependance of the small farmer on the precarious justice of the zemindar, it
is imagined, might in some degree be removed, by a gradual and cautious mixhue
of Europeans, and a dispersion of stock farms in the country, under wholesome
regulations. The European might be bound to observe all his engagements, and
would be more under the control of the State than the native. Any serious displeasure at his conduct would most likely ruin all his future prospects ; whereas the
native has 0-hen the greatest advantage he can reap, derived h m the most notorious oppressron.
I t is not contemplated, that any attempt to administer the 6gricnltural coueem
of the country would ever be executed on any scale of importance to excite alarm
in the native mind ; but, that in those situations where stock farms may become
established, the management of them should be chiefly or, perhaps, entirely in the
hands of Europeans in the first instance.
I t would be optional perhapa with Government to demand documentary evidence
of just vikws and proper adminisbationof such estabiishments, which might be res.sonably expected perhaps on the grounds of statistical rs well as of other considerations.
. A Board of Agricul*
might be formed for the parpose of informing Qovernment of the state of the agriculture of the country, at which the most intelligent
and respectable natives might deliberate, with or without European associates, under the protection of the State. The board might beside8 agriculture embrace such
other statistical objectn aa should l&ve *e native department to depend solely upon
their o m exertions ; while the institution might be in the first instance considered
as little more than the nucleus of a more important organ, which should patronise
and support every species of improvement, and report annually the progress made
i n each branch of its labours, for the information of Oovemment.
An institution of this kind would tend to bring the minds of the upper classes of
natives to an exercise, by which in time their judgments would become formed and
ripened.
I t would have the beneficial consequence of acctlstoming them to formrl d e h tion, rrnd would by degrees prepare their minds for the coneideration of more refined

-.

1
I
I
i

f& the gmteral I w d o f the Coudi-9.
8u&ets, by affording ample opportunitics.for that exercise of serious thought which
would give them a considerable degree of confidence and importance in their own
estima$on, as in that of the pe+e ingeneral; and eerve csuti&ly to dewlope those
powers of mind, which would elicit occasion for their exertion on all correlative sub-

jects.

I

I t would be breaking the ice, without incurring the imputation of rash concession
o r of dangerous innovation :-it would be the wmmenament 06 a species of
pastime that would promise in the end grkat moral advancement; or, to say the
least, it would divert some leisure hours to the most worthy employment of their
intellectual faculties ;and, if other sacrifices were to be obtained, by a stronger appeal to vanity and ambition, the gain would be divided between the State and the
community ;while the societyunder an humble title would mom forwardin a smooth
and equal course, that might defy malice even to interrupt its progress.
The great object, to induce the people to qualify themselves to THINK for themselves in minor concerns, once attained ;the second step in the proeesa of advancement would be to allow them to ACT for themselves in such affairs as their knowledge would qualify them to have the mmqement of.
Here then it is conceived is no impracticable or dangerous method, b which the
employment of native talent and wealth might be enlisted on the side olpublic improvement, that would create no expense to the state, while pernicious opulence in
some instances would Become diverted from demoralizing, to proper and legitimate
objects, and puerile recreations would be converted into intellectual exertions for the
general advance of public prosperity.
The plan proposes neither coercion nor concession ;it simply invites the respectable a d opulent to assist in forming a public institution having extensive improveThe natives themselves are more than willing to obey such a
meat for its objecf.
call ;and if their ambition should desire some trifling favours, there would be no risk
in making such concessions to people whose best exertions could be pressed into
the service of the State, to accomplish the most desirable of all objects to every good
Government.
The proposal partakes of nothing that is forced o r unnatural. The people themselves are daily ripening into greater civilization, and nothing can be more natural
and reasonable than to give a proper direction to the best intentions and to the
most zealous exertion of their pawers to improve their condition.
The adoption of all the objects could be made a very gradual one. The institution left to mere public feeling to originateit, would want that dignity which conflicting interests aided perhaps by other unfavourable circumstances would never
ensure.
Undoubtedly, important and honourable as i s the occupation of a merchant, it is
commonly a very lucrative one; and if many do not realize large fortunes,
mercantile body is known to command those objectsof wealth in some instances
' the
perhaps, which it would be difficult, if not impossible, to acquire in the ordinary
routine of this claas of society in Europe. The paucity of objects of commercial
enterprise, of necessity tends to enhance the value of those speculations which are
deemed most remunerating. Of these indigo is perhaps the most important, since
it is almost the only medium by which private fortunes can be remitted to Europe.
For the culture of the indigo plant the best soil is required, and the value of the
manufactured produce is commonly so great, aa to indpce the cultivator to procure
as much land of this description as he is able.
I t is scarcely possible to conceive, under the wretched system of husbandry that
prevails in all parts of the untry, that frequent colliiians and disputes should not
arise from pursuing so o# oxious a species of cultivation, one so likely to produce
misunderstanding between the two classes.
Even were the cultivator of such a crop as that of indigo protected from the
absolute ruin which a bad season frequently ocqmions ; that fever of mind which
such an unsteady source of independence must commonly induce, would still have
a tendency to create desires which can &dam be realized, and would eventually
serve only to unfit the individual for anysober pursuit that might require a greater
exefiion of patient industry.
The ruin that hns hitherto so frequently been entailed on the cultivator of indigo,
will continue to recur, until a better method of agriculture shall point out more
certain means of providing a reasongble independence.
Were coffee, cotton. and sugar on a large scale to be substituted for indig4
with the recluisite attention to t h m neceasarv imorovements which demand the exercise of pkience and aka,the gambling s ~ c & t i o n a of the present day would be

soon abandon&
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Large stock farms, ebployed sa *lie means of producing good ample s)tiaes,
would in the end be found more certaitily piofitable then that ef 8 dye trhhb bate17
yields a precaribas su6sistenee to the actual labourers and responeible individuals.
Articles more bulky than indigo, bnt not less valuable to the agrtcultllre and wmmerce of the country, would be produced in an abundance that would rerire ths
shipping intzrest, and raise tbe character of the trade of the metr'opolis.
Cotton would become i m p w e d by a greater length of ittaple, &kh would em
Ion invite b e d capital to the country, and restore the manufa&& of a h&%asay
of Efe, that Europe in her commercial gtasping had dlched from an ihdastrions

p&

native capital would then be brought to light, u d the r u t of money wboll
become a less frequent complaint.
The wealthy Rengd native merchant, in the variety of objecta fot the protitabla
investment of capital, would then feel no heceaditg to conceal his hebsures ;d i l e
fhe extension of the market, by banishing effective monopoly, wodd slirvb to produce effectual and beneficial rivalry.
T o arcompliah such objects would demarid a patient p e m e r a n c e in a spstem that
would perhapa scarcely quadrate bith some commercial views : it is hardly to be
expected that those, who hope to realize a considerable fortuhe in a few-pars, muld
be likely to enter heartily into such a plan.
Principals on the spot could alone succeed ; since commercial specnlations which
have embrared agricultural objects, have been ascertained to be any thing hut advantageous to proprietors, whose necessary ,absence could admit the investigation
of no detail, nor any certainty in their calculation cif returns.
The real cause of the deplorably depressed state of commerce is to be foundin the
absence of many objects, o r its restriction to those articles which, compared with
the productive powers of the soil, are but the smaU superfluities of a poor coutlhy,
that are extracted at an expense totally unworthy of their value.
India may be said to be one continuous mine of wealth, which can be bmnght to
market by that amount of s k i and capital, that wiil grow out of improved habite
and new ~nstitutions.
That the people should ever attempt any considerable improvement, whilst all the
skill and machinations of Europeans are ah;lyed against them, so as to induce the
most wealthy to plead improbaMe poverty, is qhite impossible.
If the country is ever to adrance in real improvement, the Europeans m w t cotdidly join, and identify interests.
New institutions, new relatiom must be commenced to effect such objects.
The erection of a single institution, whose pretensions at first should be very
humble, would in time serve as a basis for a noble superstructum that, in no very
great distance of time, would be able to confound those invidious distinctions, that
the European endeavours seek to render as lnsting, as they may promiae to be advantageous.
The disadvantages nuder which the native capitalist labours, mast be apparent
to every person of observation.
The opulent and wen informed natives require nothing more, as a signal to make
a forward movement, than a tender of that encouragement from the State, without
which they must remain content and satisfied with their present humble position.
T o give. all the affective support they would require, would in the sequel bringinto collision opposite interests ; and to hold the balance even would demand the active emplovmeut of a powerful arm, in order to counteract the machinations of a
confedeiacj that would fnfallibly become actively engng*to procure, by every means
and sondestions, a contravention of any plan for improvement, that must needs
affect somany opposite feelings and wishes.
An approximatsd estimate of the whole of @e lands under tillage in indigo cultiration alone, at an average of 15 begnhs for every maund of manufactured produce,
would for the most abundant seasons assign an extent of this single cultivation
equal to a district of one thousand square miles*.
The most produotive years have more than once yielded the large quantity of
143,000 maunds, while the least productive have yielded on some &canions not
more than 65,000 maunds.
The natural spirit of W e justides the supposition, that no very considerable
fluctuation would occur a3 to the extent of speculation ; and therefore it may be
fairly concluded that nearly the same quantity of land will b annually employe4.
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to the sqhafe mile or 4 of an acre eaoh.

hg&y into the Caw* ef Lighi and Cokmr.
Such disutmos deiesltudea need only b bs h o r n to o m , b oceasion thm
melsnebol refleetiom they are well cnlcdated to pmdnce in a rekcting mind.
The 40 L h s of hegahs employed in indigo cnlbrstion, probably yield to theshte
f w h k h s of revenue yearly ;While the official value of the groes r e t w w perhapa
h c t a a t e be-tween 180 and 280 lakhs of rupees. Were cotton, coffee, and sugar to
be prodneed on land of equd fertility, a d Do the nune extent, i t is conceived, that
(he gram returns would be more than double thoee of Indigo, which last suffers a
ffttctustion of vdne m thin respect for each beg& of from 9 to 14 rupees.
The cultivation of land for the prodnction of coffee and cotton must be very negligently attended to, that would not yield 20 rupees for each begah, or 36 rupees
llnder good management.
The amount of these last in weight would exceed the most favourable season of
i n d i p cultimtion at least fifty fold, and reqnire, instead of the limited tonnage of
four o r five thousand tons of shipping, at least twenty times as many ships as indigo
employs, on a supposition even that more than ODE-halfof these more com~nercially
rduable staples were consumed in the country.
The mtorious fact that a petty factory commonly requires several patelies of land
for the requisite supply ot the plant, is r sufticient reason to conclude, that larger
establishments, e ~ p t i n gunder some very particular circumstances of locality,
must neQslsrily become spread over a considerable portion of an extensive district
to the perpetual annoyance of many of the Ryots, and the production of those frequent litigations, the least inconvenience of which is that of rendering the native
population discontented.
T o these objections ring-fence eatatan, for the parposes of cultivating coffee and
cotton, would not be liable.
Boundary pillars would properly mark their extent, and preclude untriendly collision between the two dasses.
The prosecution of steady agricultnral pursujts of a better character, would produce better habits, while a liberal policy should direct proprietors to hold out a
higher remuneration than what stipends would comprehend.
The versatile employments of the stock farm, and of agricultural pursuits, would
bring the Europeans and natives into a state of closer intimacy, which improved habits and mntud good oflioes m u l d not be tardy in strengthening; while an equitable
system of general administration of such an establishment would procure the most
industrious exertions, and tend to elevate alike the character of the Europeans and of
their native fellow subjects.

H.D.E.

111.-Inquiy into the Causes of Light and Colour.
Whilst occupied in the examination of coloilrin matter, I could not avoid casting
r glance at the source from whence this body ferives its peculiar characteristic.

As my knowledge of Newton's researches on this subject was very superticid, and

'I had no books to which I could refer for informrition, so I was unwilling to intro-

'duce into the Memoir on Colouring Matter a few crude and unsatisfactory remarks.
I have therefore tlimwn together in this paper snch obeervations respecting Newton's
'theory of light and colonr (as far as it is known to me) as were suggested by my
'inquiries into the properties of colouring matterNewton dissected light, and showed that it possessed so many rays, of so many
mloura; and that these coloura depended upon the size of their particles: he naid
that white light consisted of all the coloured rays united together, and a5rmed that
if li ht were white only, there could be no colour.
inquiries intn col6tiring matter have led me to a modification of thh theory.
'Causes and effects in nature are always uniform, and it is natural to conclude that
the same c m e which produces colour in light, p ~ d u c e sit throughout nature ;
and that it is every where subservieht to the same laws. In point of fact colour is
a modification of light
- only, and the person or substances are agents causing- that
c modificatmn.
Newton's theory is inadequate to the explanation of several facts. He concluded
that the unionof colours mused whitenens,-a very egregious fallacy; and blackness,
he thought, depended upon
very small,beiw
which I believe
- particles
- a supposition
-to be opposed io fact.
Doctor Bancroft and other chemists, sometimen apeak of the base of oxygen, of
course implying that oxygen ia o compound body. The a u b j a t requires much gnsr-
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e r clomideration than it is in my power t
6 bestow upoh it; I will, h m e r , with a
view of explaining the theory of light and colonrs, upon the msumption of the ex+
istence in the atmosphere of another principle .besides that which combines with bodies during
venture to say a few wordsupon thbbpic. Chemical phenooften seem to be at variance with any general rules ;and although them can
he E& doubt that a general rul6 obtains, yet the change in therelationtowards each
other of s&Ue substances, the Ristence perhaps of fluids of which we can obtain
no satisfadtory evidence, and their modifying influence upon which we cannot c d i
culate, render argument imperfect and inconclusive, because it must necessarily be
founded upon a very partid and cbuded view of facts.
S d l explsined combustion upon the assumption, that the burned body lost phlogigtoo. Lavoisier overturned the h+sis
by demonstrating that by undergoing
combustion bodies did not lose, but gain; and he further showed, that their gain proweded from an accession of oxygen. I think Lavoisier took away from our knowledge as much as he added to it, and that, instead of using his discovery to subvert
and destroy the old doctrine, he shouldhave added the one to the other,and blended
themboth together. I cannot prosecute the investigation of this subject further than
may be necessary to the exposition of the theory of light and colour; so that my remarks may only have the effect of rendering darkness visible; they may perhaps
discover the nakedness of the land, but be little calculated to dress anhimprove it.
p w i s t o n is the l i e of chemistry; without it, the science would be destitute of dl
truth and likelihood. Chemical action never takes place without effecting a change
in the relation of substances towards each other; and the avidity of all bodies for
phlogiston and oxygen occasions them to be the chief instruments in producing chemica1 actionby means perhaps, generdy,of antagonist powers. The effect caused by
alkalis and acids on colours could not escape observation, and consequently certain colours were made the test of the presence and absence of these agents ; perhaps in their action upon oxygen and phlogiston, acids may take away oxygen and
communicate phlogiston, and thus promote solution; whilst alkalis may abstract
phlogiston and impart oxygen, and thus favour insolubility. But though this may be
true in the instance cited, and in a great many more, yet certainly it is not univerd l y . So far from it that we frequently find a number of highly oxydated bodies ertremely soluble. Is it not possible that thinmay beowing to another prinoiple? Where a
combustible substance for instance is converted into charcoal, the phenomena observable (setting aside the consideration of the products) are a change of colour, through
all the grades of white, yellow, and brown, to black ;and a correspondent change in
its solubility till it ends in being one of the most insoluble things in nature. Now
these effects are perhaps the result of the loss of phlogiston and the union of olrygen with carbon ; more oxygen being the same as more colour and peater insolubility, and the converse. But should tbis charcoal be burnt with free access of air,
what happens ? Why it is dissolved into a gas, and has no colour at all. Oxygen
we have hitherto found to cause colour and insolubility, and to expel phlogiston:
does it all at once change its nature, unite with phlogiston, destroy colour, and become eminently solvent? Should oxygen not be a compound body, there might yet
be another principle in the atmosphere, union with which may be the cause of its
assuming the gaseous form, and producing effects seemingly so opposite; this principle may dissolve oxygen, and phlogiston may dissolve carbon, and these constituents may be in antagonist states to each other, their mutual necessities, like the
wants of mankind, being the cause of their congregation. This idea of the component bodies of some fluids, and perhaps also solids, being in antagonist relation to
each other, was forced upon me by what I observed with regard to colours. Indigp
is insoluble ;certain substances capable of depriving it of oxygen destroy its colonr
and dissolve it. These substances and the indigo, a l t h o ~ hdissolved together in the
same fluid, cannot possibly be in chemical union, being m a stste of counteraction.
Pelhaps one substance barters its oxygen for the other's phlogiston. Sulphur, aa
this supNsition, may be a base with oxygen, and its conversion into an acid analogous to what has been suggested respecting carbon. Met& may be bases with phlogiston and bases with oxygen; but being for the most part incapable of uniting with
phlogiston per se in hn antagonist r e l a ~ o nto oxygen and the unnamed principle,
and forming acids, they enter into a further union with oxygen.and become oqdes*.
But thou h incapable of this combination per ae, yet I am disposed to think that, aided
by the &nity of other bases, such as nitro~en,sulphur, chlorine, &c. they mnp be
There is some obscurit here which i t is impossible to clear up by reference
t3 the author. The MS. s d r d s us no ossirtence.-ED.
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. deprived of.ox&n and. combined with phlogiston, and in this manner wonld I acin acids. Acids
saidto dirsolve metals by oxydating them
this procens wonld, I suspect, obattuct and prevent their solution. I have attempted
. countfortheirsolution
show that theiroperation on colonring matkr is directly the reverse, and I very
me

;
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strongly suspect that the same ia the case with regard to metals. Acids are in common use in the arts for cleansing metals and rendering them perfectly pure ; tartar,
alum, and commotl salt, mixed in certain proportions, have eveh the'property of
whitening brass- and copper ; gold and platins me dissolved by chlorine, and when
dissolved by nitro-muriatic acid the same compounds are the results as when chlorine alone i8 the solvent.
All metuls are held mom permanently in aolutian by chlorine and muriatic &id
than by other acids. Present to acids metals combined with much oxygen, the acids
cannot dissolve them; perhaps the oxycletakes oxygen from the acid, and acids cannot dissolve oxydes. I consider all these circnmstancea as tending to show that the
actien of acids on metals is disoxygenating. I conceive that carbonic acid gas destroys life and combustion by taking oxygen from the animal 'and burning body.
Bhould this be so, that acids dhoxygenatemetalsinordertodissolve them, then thennnamed principle would attract the oxygen and phlogiston, and the base with which
i t shonld he united attract the metallic base. Phlogiston may be given out by either
theunnsmedprinciple, or themetal,orboth; and thus,when saturation bas taken place,
the oxygen, for want of the necessary quantity of phlogiston to form a metal by
cornbiningwith the metallic hase,precipitates with it in the form of an oxyde. If, on
.the contrary, metals or combustible substances precipitate the metallic base, they
supply the necessary portion of phlogiston, and the metal ia regenerated in its metallic state.
Should what I bave,advanced on chemical' phenomena render geneiallp probable
the existence of this principle, then combustion may be the combination of the combustible with oxymn, and the union of the unnamed principle with phlogiston ;the
Istter, under celtain circamatances, constitnting light. There is nogreaterdifficultyto
he overcome for maintaining this supposition than for explaining chemical facts in
general. To constitute any body a numberof conditions are always absolutely necessary ;so many atoms of such an alkali and such an acid may he the wnatituents of
such a salt,. and yet it is evident that they may be dissolved together in the same
menstruum without the salt being formed. I n like manner so much phlogiston and
m much of the unnamed principle may be rmeamy to produce light, and yet we can
suppose them to be present under circumstances where light may not be the consequence. If light be the effect of phlogiston and tbe principle supposed, chemically
combined in certain proportions, the proportions and the combination are indispmsable requisites. Is it not conceivable that the.proportio~and combination may b
so exact and perfect and so independent of external circumstance, that no sensible
heat should he given out? And on this supposition may not the comparative perma' nemy,and low temperature of phosphorescent objects be accounted for ? Or may not
the proportions and combination be in such a state, o r so counteracted by other
bodies, as to give out great heatwithoutproducing light? or under another set of circnm&snces give out both heat and light? Besides which, the eye must be an exceed.ingly uncertain test of the qnaotity and presence of light under a vastvariety ofcir,~m~.tancea.Light then may poesihly he phlogiston and the supposed principle in
a state of chemical combination : thur .principle would probably occupy the upper
regions of the atmosphere, thus prewnting itse1f.to the phlogiston in the purest and
most proper state for chemical union..And phlogiston transmitted by reflection wouM
be likely to he diminished in quantity, and therefore to produce a paler, or in other
:words lean light, and which would be attended therefore with but little redundant
heat or uncombined phlogiston. Then what is colour ? perhaps it migbt be considered as the decompition and consequent diminution of light I have ohserved that
, o w n and phlogiston appear to be* antagonist principles, and that'commonly as
one is combined with any body the other is set free. I conceive that colour may be
oeasioned by white light exchanging a portion of phlogiston for a portion of oxygen,
by which the density of the parlides is increased, which detqmines the nature and
.shade of the colour, that the intensity of iight is diminished, and when saturation
has taken place, is extinguished, and black is the consequence.
. Should these opinions he well founded, then colour is a decomposition of the
coloured substan& 4 the light by greater affinity appropriating the oiygen, and the
wloured aubet.nce taking the phlogieton. In this way may he explained the fading

Hence perhapa polarity, electricity, +.
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of c o l o m ;and the u e of mordants in occasion1 durability may partly be lay
~Eordinga mechanical cement and partly by c h e d wmpenslltbn, i. e. by supplying oxygen in proportion as it is abstracted. The difference which sometimes exists
between reflected and transmitted light, would depend on the portion of oxygen
appropriated by the light : in either case colour or no colour would depend on the
relative affinity of the substance and light for oxygen ;and durnbiity and fugitiveness of colour would turn on the nature of the coloured substance, whether it cooperated with light in eff'wting decomposition o r repuked the loss by restoring
T & n concludes that the size of the particles which regulated the nature of the
reflected colour, depended on the density of the reflecting substances ;he therefore
thought, from their effect on colouring matter, that alkali were incrasseting, and
acids attenuating ; and Mr. Delaval, with the view of illustrating and establishing
the theory of Newton, made an immense number of experiments, for which he ww
honoured b the Royal Society with the Cop1 p l d medal. Doctor Bancroft and
M. ~ e r t h o i e tcontroverted the hypothesis ofekr. Delaval ;but although I do not
believe that colour depends on the density of the reflecting substances, yet it is remarkable that Newton's opinion regarding the pmperties of alkalis and acids ou
colouring matter is in perfect harmony with those which I amxibed to them, *and
which I aChibute to a general law of action in oxygen by which, when it enters Into
such a s b t e of combination as qualifies it for uniting m t h light and forming c o l o u ~
its effect whether on liiht or m y other substance is incrasluting.
In investigating the properties of eolouring matter I found that, in proportion I%# it
combined with oxygen, its colonr was deepened and its sdubiity diminished, which
would seem to accord with Newton's doctrine concerning the size ofthe particlee ;
eince it is to be expected that the size of the particlea would correspond to the rari
o r density of the substance. To take indigo for an instance : fully oxydiaed it is dar
blue, heavy, insoluble ;lesa oxydiid lighter blue, specificgravity diminished, and still
insoluble ;further educe its oxygen, it ia green and soluble, and so on till the colour
is destroyed.
My,hypothesis merely transfers there phenomena to liiht : it assumes white light
to be a chemical compound of phlogiston and the supposed principle ;and that by
pawing through a person or particular media, o r hy reflection, or transmission by
particular bodies, it p& with phlogiston and unites with oxygen in certain pmportions ;that these proportions determine the size of the particles, M shown in the
instance of indigo, and the size of the particles determines tke colour.
Agreeably to this theory the mixture of all m1otu-o would not destro mlonr, but
occasion exactly the effect which experience provea that it does. i l a c k wonid
fot depend on small particles but on the contrary. taking charcoal as eridence ;this
IS the most ~nsoluhlesubstance in nature, it perhap of all colouring matter contains
the largest portion of oxygen, and therefore poreeases the largeat particles. I eonwive the d&culty and inconveniences connected with the bhck dye o r the art of
dyeing black qmeeedfrom these causes.
I do not t h ~ n kthat bodies possessi QO oxygen (even eupposing their existen=
capable of p ~ f ) and
, yet affording a o u r (take chlorine as an example which derives its nune from its green wlonr), would be:any valid objection to tke hypothesis.
Suppose the whole weight of facts to be in favow of oxygen being the wlouring
principle, a?d suppore the prism to afford a proof of oxygen pessing tbrongh transparent bodlea, it would be easy to conceive that bodies possesring no oxygen themselves may yet occasion the chemical union of light and oxygen.
The property of the priam at its two extremities, even beyond the risible rap, of
oxygeaating and diaoxygenating, seems to me to confirm the view I hare taken of
the p e r of different media to occesion the union of liiht with o w n ; and I &hk
the comeetwn of light and heat, their distinct natwe, and dl the phenomena presented by them rue perfectly reconcilable with the asaamedtheory. I t is not,
h e ~ e r by
, any meam intended to contend for the soundnew of all the opinion8 i n c k h t d l y introduced. C h e m i s q is scarcely ont of hek leading strings:
through a glass, darkly ; and ~t is only by accurate obeervdoa, precise
we
lad
eqPnmPats, and new discoveries that the sciences can hope to ' w a k e
solidity.
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This instrument is now in f ~ q u e nemployment
t
;and although it can never be mudered equdinaccura tothebarometer, stillinsome cases, and particalarly at sea, it
has become a veryus& substitute for thelatter, andtherefore any h i t towards perfqcfin its construction sbould be acceptable to the idventor aa wen as to the public.
h e Sympiesometer tells tbe change of the ahnospfieric pressure, by its action
upon the volume of gas contained in a simple air thermometer. There are necessarily two scales to it ; the barometric scale of inches being made to slide over the
thermomctricscale, so as tofurnish an adjustment for every change of temperature,
which 1at)er is ascertained by a very delicate mercurial thermometer enclosed inthe
same case.
Mr. Adie's description s a p , that both of these scales are aduated " by experiment," a fully snilicient cause for the irregdarities which rhave noticed in many
of them. In one made by Dollond, the ermometric degrees alone were 25 per
cent too small ; in short this is just one of those instruments, the graduation of
which by tbe maker should not be b a t e d before a careful re-examination has been
made;for itmay be laid down as a generalrule, that unless the divisions are analterable,-as inches ;-or easily limitable,-as between the fixed points of a common
fbermometCr,-they are for the most part imaghra?, and placed at rdndom by the
maker to nave himself the tamable of delicate experiments, which in-many cases it
may mot be in his power to perfbrm.
In the ease of the Sympiesometer. it is first necessary to verify witl great nice*
6 e thermametAc degrees ; the baromChic scale may then be easily deduced by calmlat%onas follows :
1. All g a e s eqmnd .00208 of their vblume for each degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer* :
2. The m1ume of gas is conntantly in ebe invtrse ratio of the barom~?tricpre*
mre ;that is.
The bulk of gas under a pressure of 31 inches being 1,0000
The saute under the pressma
30
will be
1,0333
29
1,0688
28
1,1072
27
1,1485
5% express these differences (.0333, .0688 kc.) in terms of thermometric degrees,it ib merely necessary to divide them b.U0208; thus
I
a3
3
0333 16',05
31 inches to 30 = ,00208
a%
g.5 s"
0688
31
29 = ,00208 = 33,07
.ii&
1872
31
28 =61,54
*.a 2
,00208
1486
31
27 = -'---- - 71,38
2
4%
polo8
m i-nb
tried by myself had thse divin t
k Mowing erroneom
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33,4
Dl,,
a d
69,s
31,s
QsO
There eun be m doubt, that tbe t t e m E h h s am. dome 0
0 and tbat&ae
~
a n be no owmiom to verify them e r p u i ~ t a l l y .
It b, howem, a m&erid detect in the Sympieeometer, that the two sc& mMe
w the f-oing
p r i w i can o d y be m n t h e m e r t i ~correct, for m e nncatakt
-e,
aa3d.mdrhrPnlnu8e k n p f f o t v s r for as the expansion from either canhe
is d W y in -on
ta ths total bulk of the gas ;if this bulk ia inmased by r
dimin*ion of pmmm in tbb cPmoephPn,. than the thennometric degree* should be
inwaaed 3 the same rrrts ;or if the bulk be exppadcd by an inereme of heat, t h h
,the inch #gte h u M be expanded in the like propartion.
Assuming, therefore, tbrt the theirnometer is gradmted:for the standard pressure
ak 30 bkq.tb depca n n d e ~other p m n n ~will
~ beer
~ the following ratios.
1
4

* i e.

of-their w b u a# SZ'..&b,

,

..

,
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the Firr:ofth6'C6aiyaa&itg6,a d t h

At 31 inahen, 100" d require 8 length of @?,7
100,
38
103,5
29
107.1
28
,
111.1
27
26
'
115,4
In the same manner, if the barometric scale he supposed to be adapted to the
standard temperature 60°, Len above and below that degree, the lpllgtk of the who&
rcalc (as it is not a scak of eguuI&i&m, it is better to use this expression) muat
rerg in the following proportions.
At 30"- the length will be ,9376
40
,9584
50
,gig2
60
1,0000
70
1,0208
80
1,0416
90
1,0624
100
1,0832
110
1,1040
120
1,1248
Atter thin explanation, it is easy to d i v e r the.cause of d i p P a e c yin the two
instruments mentioned before :-the h e t appears to have heen ezpeHslaotally divided at a temperature of 50°, and the other at a temperature below the freesing point,
.or in the depth of winter I
The most convenient metbod of obviating these sources of error, is to d e a e n i
the lines which mark the divisions of inches and degrees, as part%of rays mnveying to a &stant point, instead of drawing them parallel to one another in the ordinary manner : perpendicular lines may then be drawn parallel to the line of a t a d ard divieions, at such distances on eithb aide ss to intersect new Bules of divisions
adapted to given variations of the hulk of air from pressure or temperature as abovq
described.
Such scales might be printed and attached to common sliding rules, and it would
be only necessary to have on the Sympiesometer a single scale of temperature, and
indeed m y air thermometer might then at once be converted to the purpose of 8
barometer on the Baple principle.

Q.

V.-On ths Firs of the Crisiya Range, and the possibility of transport* t h inh the Brahmaptra.
We have much pleasure in publishing the following account of the firs in
the W i y a Range, drawn up by Captain Jones of the Quarter Master Geeeral's
Department.

I shall commence by stating thlrt there are only two places, where in my opinion
the fir timbers could possibly be floated. These are. the S6rip6ni four miks N.
W. of NancLBo, and the Bar-pani, 37 miles east of the former, on the Jdintia r o d .
The S6ripc(ni ' is j~lst 2000 feet belo* Nanclh, and 2400 feet above the level
of the Brahmapfitra, RE measured with a barometer, and the saute result nearlJ waa
obtained by using a theodolite :the p i n t meawred from, was the bridge of fir timbers
' and planks 60 yards long. The treea here are larger than those above or below t h i
. altitude. Many may be procured of 2 feet in diameter (bark included) ;the general
breadth is between 14 and 18 inches in diameter, in the rough stste, tapering very
slightly to the top ; the lengths vary a good deal, from 30 to 90 feet in timbem
of the same th~ckness. The species appears to be that resembling the Scotch 6r.
having a long grain and containing a consi&rnble puaotity of turpentine, the knots
being 2 or 3 or more feet dmtadt from one another: the colour of someof theplsnlrs
' when dry is yellow, and in t h e I think there are fewer knots, and further aptst,
whilst in other timbers the wood is nearly white and much softer.
A little lower down the S6ripaoi, aAer .several considexable N s , the fir tress
are very numeroue. and any number from 10 to 13 inchesmay be found, the wood of
the same description. These firs do qot thrive well after leavin the immense stratum of sparkling -te
which ertenda.to 49 miles, fhown'f east of N w ~
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and 8 and 10 miles+north and mutk bf % Begond tbh to the whiard, in Lh
btitnde (25' 40" 00',) the country hasmt been explored,being i n h a b i i b
trfbca

'

of NAgos, who are not inclined to let travellers into their m h t r y ; but c
d S. 06
Nancteo where the granite rock terminstes, the fir treea get dwarfish and are soon
lost altogether. With re+@ to the transport of the timbers I cannot speak m
po$tively, yet I should imagine the smaller ones below the S6ripdini Bridge
mlght be got down in the floods, and it i s a o t impossible hut what the l q e ones
might also. The river hen several falls from the bridge hr 8 or 10 miles. The*
w h d e dishme in s Ilftaigbt Line to wkm the S6ripisi river f.Us into the
BrahmapGtra being .boot 36 miles ; the general mume of the river being nearly
N. W. The lover extremity near the B r a h m a p k w known to be navigable for
10 miles o r more, which shortens the distance a good deal. The ~llrrentin the
floods is very rapid, and the general breadth in the hills is 60 yerds, the depth of
water varyiag to extremes, like dl h i tmrents ;but in the Hoods the depth is 12
to 14 feet ;and its velocity may be aonceive&nhen it is stated, that Lefull of water is 2400 k e t in 26 miles, w h e it
~ enters the plains, and 10 miles further f d f intv
the Bmhmap6tra.
I t ronld be perhaps mrtb while to have 2 or 3 specimens brongbt down, and if
on examination, they should be found of the proper description for the purpose required, the attempt to bring Lem down into the Brahmaptitra might a e n be made ;
.awl I have w doubt, i t W d partially succeed if made at the proper eeason. The
b a t moatha wouM be July, Anqust, and September.
I h a l l now refer back to h e river to the East of Nanclh, the Barpdni. The
fir timbers here are, I think, larger than on the Bbripini, by 5 or 6 inches on
an avemge. Tbe wood is the same in appearance in dl respcts. I shaU therefore
pracsed to the nature of the river 5 and tbe probability of tramporting the timbers.
m e river in the h i is from 80 to 90 yards broad, souading thmngb a galley
formed by two high ranges clothed with the firs from abont the middle of the descant to the water's
: this r i v e ~bar a h ~ y a
troisstof wrter,andhaaarerymvigable appearance. The natives say, them a m aemirrl W b h e r dern the m,
and also assert that tbe river becomes subterraneous for upwards of a mile, nnd
then emerges again. The distance in a straight line into the plaina is about 50 miles
in a direction N. E. where it enters the Copelli river, and a few miles furtber falls
into the Callang opposite Ctrhbr Ch6ki : (the river is navigable a short distance before it falls into the Capelli and doKnvmda into the Cdiang, and froh, thence
into the Brahmapbtra, 12 miles above Ghhatti at d l seasons of the year. Not.withstanding the tale of the id&it.nts a b u t the river running through a hlllof
s m i t e rock, which I take to be an idle one. I think there would be a better chane
of auSUcceedii
With the timbers in this river, t h w the SBdri-phi near NMCUO,
but nothing for certain can be known until the experiment is tried.
I t may not be unnecessary t o state, that tbere would be little chance of getdng
assistance from the JBintia people near the h $ n i , or the NancKo inhabitants
near the S6ri,pdini,: the wood-cutters must be sent from the h s s m side, at N.a& Mr. Scott, the Governor General's agent, has generally found it necessary ta
p u m h the trees before cutting them to prevent dispute, but the sum WM quite
trlaing that they asked.
1 shall conclude by mentioning, that several fir timbers are waseed down t
h
Callang in the rains.
We have also been favoured with the foilowing extract of a letter from a @n&rtlan
in the CBsiya Hdls on the above subject.
L send you a specimen of C h i p fir- The specific p v i Q will probably b
found to vary considerably in different specimens, accordingto the quantity of resin
%containedin the wood, which is sometimes so great as to render it very heavy. If
cure were tnken of the trees, by putting a stop to the annual conflagration of tho
grass that grows under them, they would evidently attain a much greater size than
those seen by Captain Jones, as they are to be found in the sacred groves, which
are carefully preserved, full 90 if not 100 feet in Light. I cannot yet speak positively as to the question whether it is pmsible to get them floated down any of the
rivers. The di5culty is occasioned by the beds being hlocked up b i m m e w granite boulders, under which the water in some places flows, and d t h e best treee
are pmduced where the boulders most abound. I fear, however, that I it were found
practicable to get them into the Brahmapbtrs, the expenee of tramport to Calcutta
would prove too heavy j for as it would bc necessary to go a part of the way sgaim$
the rtrearn, they must either be loaded on b o a at Jaffer-ganj, or sent by sea
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REHAPKFI
BY T H ~E D ~ O B .
By the BareiUf fin, we condade the writer of the foregahs mcaas the fin
growiing on the low sandatone r a y opposib Bareilly, d distant Cbont 79
miles. From the character and relstmns of the C b j a Hlills, we conclude thet~
Zo
be a continuation of the former, and the two firs to be one. md the sane. ThiU d
the north-western mouotain provinces is known b botuniata as t&e P. bn@lia:
i t bem three very long (sometimes 18 inches) leaves in a s M . Tha fruit is d
perfeet cone, and the seeds are winged. With regard to the q W t p of the w d , it
is generally considered good : noother is med at Almorah for the parpoaw of roo6ng,
chowkut&, paanel doors, LC. The question, however, of transport is probably, as in
the U p Hills, a doubtful one. We shall be happy if any of our reardm in
that quarter will favour us with some information on the subject. As to the statetned of its k i n g been tried in Calcutta, and not found to anewer, we ltatbt think
this refers to another pine, the Deedar-which is so different a wood, that though
bighiy valuable alao, it would never be used b r the same purposes, and might museqnently be pronounced, if tried with that view, not worth the trouble ef transport.
This latter too must have been in the case of the Deodar many times greabar than
in that of the fir.
The specific gravity of o w of the specimeas sent with the above letter WM 596.
Captain Baker. had the kindness to try the strength, and found that a piece with
a breadth of ,8 ~ n c hand depth ,9 inch beaFing-15 inches,required 271 l b . ;a d
455 ;a third a47 ;mean 258. But he observes, that in sueh s n d specimene no fair
conclnsion cap be drawn.
The u b e , such ss it is, ia a higher wult than Mr. Barlow obtained with fur a t
w e in the proportion of nearly one-fourth.

VI. Comparative Valzrc of &@rent Methods of Raiaing Water.
TM annexedTab1e exhibim a statement of the comparatiw performance in
afferent methods of raising water, and the expense of eaeh method, or tlte number
of hogsheads raised in different periods of half a day, or in s k h o w , to q v h o k
da of twelve hours.
h e labour of baling being a very hard work, the men are supposed Zo work
s o mole than six hours at the rate of 20 deliveries in eaeh minute d time ;and
d e n it is considered, that the actual delivery of a load is of a cubic foot, bs 21
~ ~ u n of
d swater, and that the basket (wet) and rope must weigh at least 11 or12
Ibs. more, and ace at the extremity of a kver at least 3 feet long, the exertion of
each man is considerably more than 16 Ibs. it is perhaps equd to 42 or 24 lb.;
uul that this exeftion could not be kept up for a whole day, is a cironmstance
known to every one acquainted in the least with ordinary labour.
I n estimating the performance of bnlloeks in drawing water, the greatest sdvantage is derivedfrom the greater height to which the load is raised, since the difference between drawing water 11 or 12 feet, and 40 to 45 feet, has not been observed to give more than about fths more delivery for the shorter draught; sothat
in such moderate height baling is f dearer according to the table, and the men's
labour applied on the walking beam, would seem to be 34 times ss cheap as that
of bullock labour with their necessary attendants, for small heights.
&r heights of from 30 to 45 feet:
lst, behng gives from 40 to 50 hogsheads for each pee expended ;
Od, bullock labour from 135 to 150 hogsheads ;
3d, and the W i n g beam about 500 hogsheads.
O r the 3d method is to the 1st as 10 : 1
the 8d to tbe Id is as
10 : 3
and the 2d to tht 1st as
3 : l
or, the 2d method has as much advantage over the first for heights excadmg 30
an the 3d method hes over the 2d uqdq such circumstanw.
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nlUlrlhariq ths-m~d
mdasror, i a r c s a i i w r b ~ t k mb~
'~~
.f
& by Menu&
amt&ods.of,amploping saimrl porn. Tha axpew of each t.7
bourer is put at two annas per diem, except in $he ipsgnec d t
h vdkiqbnut half as much more, on acwunt of wear and tear of machine.

relative performances are for small heights for each method.
Hhds. per Rupee. '
Hhds. Ratios.
.60 o r 3,.
480
Baling,.
.
Bullocks
...20 ,, I.............................
826
Waking beam,400 ,,20..
.2250
For heights 30 to 45 feet.
Ratios.
Hhds. per Rupee.
Baling
3
4Oto48
Bullocks,
8).*.....-.......
133to150
Walking beam,.
25
633
I n the baling method the number of deliveries was observed to be 22 ( 1 g + s
-2), but the number is taken here at 20
minute, or 1200 per houri 1000 ought
pkrhaps to be a maximum, snpposin8 even that there were a complete relief ~s
per second statement, No. 4The height assigned in the " Gleanings," No. 4. of 10 ft. seems to be an emor;
since the first stage did not exceed 34 feet, which would leave Q feet for the height
of delivery for the 2d stage, a height that is obviously most Inconvenient for the
kind of instrument employed.
H. D. 6.
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VI1.-Proceedings of Societies.

I

1.-ASIATIC SOCIETY.
Class of Natural History and Physics.
Wednesday, 2d May.
Honorable Sir E. Ryan in the Chair.
Mr. Walten, of Dacca presented a box of rock specimens and minerals from ~a
f&i a Hills. Captain Bruce a collection made in a journey along the hi& 04
~ o $ ~ e r hand Ssasertkn, with a letter descriptive of their local&&
A paper on the Geology of the Peninsula from Hydmbad to Masulipatam, with
on e q d a w r y section, by Lieut. McPherson, Madras N. I., was read.
A paper by James Kyd, Esq. on the Tides of the river HGgli, the result of ~ b wrvatiom from 1805 to 1888, with Tabks, was also read. Some specimens of lib
graphicimpreasions, taken from a Jysselmir stone,were presented by Mr. Smith.of
Commercial Lithographic Press. The stone was forwarded to Calcutts by'
Lieut. Boileau of the Engineers. The particulars of the locality are not yet ascerz

hmad. I t qfmrd d
l suited ior

all catomon pmposm, and in sbme res*&
B
superior to the Barvinn stone ;viz. in the depth of the imprensions *nd the clearmu with which it gives them out.

2.-MEDICAL A N D PHYSICAL
SOCIETY.
Wedawday, 4th Apnl.
Mmm. W.Venour, W. B. Webster, G. Anderson, and H. Crocket, proposed a t a
former meeting, were duly elewd.
Lettern were read from the Madtrs and Bombay Medical Boartle, intimating the
acceptance of thew bodies collectiorly, of the office of Patrdns of the Society, and
of the Chairmen individually of that of Vice-President, as resolved at a former
Meeting.
From the following Members comtnunicationa were read, requesting that their
names be withdrawn from the list of subscribers to the Society, on the ground specitied by the other@whose withdrawal was intimated at the preceding Meeting,namely, the recent reduction of their allowances, and their inability to meet contiqopvn;viz Mr. A Wmd, Surgeon of Artillery. and Mesm. 0.0. Brorne,
. T. Pearson, E. J. Agnew, H. Fnlton, A. V. Dunlop, and G. Turnbull, Assistant
Surgeons. With reference to these intimations it was resolved, that, should the gentlemen who have withdrawn their w e e , hereafter, from any cause, thmk propet
again to join the Society, they ahall be considereQ eli 'ble, without going through
the form of ballot, o r paying any additional admission
The 1st volume of the Tramactiou of the A g r i c u n l Socie was presented by
that body, and a copy of the Moonzal Qwnoon, a medical wor in Arabic, by the
General Committee of Public Instruction, for the Library of the Society.
The followiclgpapers were then read and discussed by the Meeting : Some Obserrations on particular Remedies for the Cure of Cholera, by Mr. R. M. Martin : An
Aceonnt of the Progress of the experimental Medicinal Garden at Maesuria, by Mr.
Royle, communicated by the Medical Board.
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2nd May.

A letter was read from Mr. A. Gibson, of the Bombay establishment, requesting

bi name might be withdrawn from the Society on the aame plea as was expressed
by the other Members who have seceded, viz. the great reduction in his income by
the recent Government orders, which are in operation at that presidency in the same
manarr as in Bengal. A l e m r was read from Mr. Bernard, proposing that the Society should address Government on the subject of the recent orders reducing the
dowancea of medical officers. I t was resolved, that the objects of the Society being purely scientific, and many members of it not belonging either to H. M.'s or the
Hon'ble Company's Service, they could not with propriety adopt Mr. B.'s proposal.
The following communications received since the last Meet1 were submitted by
the Secretary : An Essay on Phlebitis, o r Inflammation of the x i n s , by Mr. Greig :
A Case of,and Observations on,Infantile Cataract,by Mr. Raleigh. Specimens of EpaoG
Salts, repared at Bnlrtirngerhi near Bdesar by Mr. Ince, were presented by the
Rev. d r . Garrow. Dr. Conwell, of the Madras Establishment, acting s M surgeon
Prince of Wales' Island, presented for the Library a copy of a work by himself on Indian Pulmonic Disease, and the Use of the Stethoscope, together with the i n s t ~ m e n t
so named. Babu RAm Cornel's Observations on the Native Employment of Ma&,
and Mr. Raleigh's case of Cataract in an infant, were &en read and discussed by the
Meeting.
3.-AGRICULTURALSOCIETY.
Thumday, 210t May.
Honorable Sir E. Ryan in the Chair.
The following gentlemen were severally propoaed na members of the Society, and
duly e k d ; A. Dobbs, Esq., P. 0' Hanlan, Esq., John Master, Esq., Lieut, Cd.
~ r e d e r i g B . E . ,S. L.Master, Esq., C. Heard, Esq., J. Allan, Eaq., F. T P
Esq., Rajah Narsinchander Mi, Babu Lali Mohen Tagor, Babu ~
i
s
~
m

bl.
AAer the business ofthe election the members sdjowned to the upper b d , *ere
the held their Anniversary Dinner.
and Lady Willim
A e pksident informed the meeting, that the fhvernor ae-1
h n t i n c k had done them the honour to become Patron and Patronma of the 60eletg.

"

'l%e Sdcietp have entablished Commitkw of Agriculture, H d n l b , h b l i a t i w .
and Translataon.
Wedmaday, 10th June.

Honorable Sir E. Ryan in the Chair.
T h e following gentlemen were elected members: His Highneas tbe N a d
Oaulat Jang Bshaclur, Mr. F. Mendes, Lieutenant Colonel Conway, C. B., Madras
Army, Captain Watkins, ditto. Captain Sage, Captain C. M. Wade, Captain
White, Lieutenant J. F. Boileau, Mr. Pearson. Mr. R. O'Dowda, Mr. W. Smithson, Mr. J. Carey, Mr. Wdters of Dacca, Babu Harrachander Lahbri.
A letter wcu read from Mr. Prinsep, Secretary to Government, intimating thatthe
&a garden had been transferred to the P b a Stud Establishment.
The Secretary aubmitted a communication from Captain Davidnon, of Engiwers,
which accompanied a quantity of seed of the plantain tree, preserved by him a t Bareilly ;and informed the meeting thathe had handed these to the Society'agnrdener,
for the purpose of being sown and propagated so as to ascertain their qualities.
A letter was read from Mr. Cracroft, of Dacca, communicating his snecesa in
cultivating a very fine species of fi tree, brought by him from the Cape of
Hope in 1827, and orering to suppf; the SodetY. garden with cp&.
I n hi. mmniunication, Mr. Cracroft detailed a method of destroying Cbe rneect which props o destructive to the fig-tree.
A letter wan read from Mr. D. C. Smith, of Hbgli, kindly &ring to p r ~ u r e ,
fDr the Society's garden, grafts from the best mango trees in the Wet.
'Ibe Secretary submitted letters to hls address from His Highne~the N a d b
saulat Jang Bahadur, which accompanied figs raised by him in his garden a t
Chitpore, of a large size, and of the fine t flavour, being 64 and 54 sicca weight,
and 74 and 64 inch. in circumferuce.
Secretary expredaed hi# regret, that
such fine specimens could not have been kept to lay before the meeting ; he had,
however, practically satkitied himself of the& g r w t superiority over any figs he had
ever seen m Calcutta.
The Secretary stated to the meeting, that he had lately received from Mr. Piddington two quart bottles of Virginian tobacco seed, and one of Persian Tobacco, for dishibution among the members of the Society.
Mr. Calder submitted a letter to his addreas from Capt. Stacy, 32d N. I. recommending to the Society to obtain their supplies of up-courrtry seeds, r a c k fnw
t h e h i h e r stations of Secr6ra, M h t , kc., than from Cdnp6r or Patna, and
s d n g him for presentation to the Society, a quantity of seeds from Simla, consisting of a hU cedar cone, acorn& raw^, juniper, s p o r e , &c. &c.
Mr. Calder also submitted a paper on the Manufacture of Indi hv Mr. Piddiagg n , and a pape.r on the Cultivation of the Sugar Cane, and the k d a c t u r e of SUgar, by M. Cheron of Corabbri, in which tlie improved method of the West lndi&
'is blended with the practice of this country.
Apaper by Mr. Halhed, on the Cultivatibn of the S ar Cane, was .Iso presented.
The Secretary submitted a paper by himaelf, o n x e Propagation of the Mango
and Peach, and other stoned Fruits in this Country, grounded on the experiments of
Mr. Knight, President of the London Horticultural Society, during a period of 40
years, which demonstrated that every fruit tree should he grafted on stocks, mot o d y
of its own genus and species, but such only as were raised from seed8 of the most
cultivared kinds.
The Sacretary also admitted the late Dr. I n g l s d d s account of the m 4 a d used
1P the d m mUiu of Mysore, for rearing such of the turnip, carrot, o r radish
prants, as were intended to produce seed for the following sureon, so as to prevent
the deterioration of the vegetable, which oeeura in all hot countries.
Mr. Calder presented a Report by the Agricultural Society of New South Wales,
on the state of agriculture there.
Mr. Bruce presented a copy of the Charter of the London Hdrticultu~alSocietya copy of the Bye-Laws for the garden, an8 a list of the Society's m e m h .
The Secretary presented a copy of a circular sent by the President of the United
States of America to their foreign Consnl, in September 1827, diFeaing them to assist in procuring, so as to introduce into the States of the Union, all foreign trees
an&plants. which promised, under proper culture, to flouriah and be useful, togeaher
with aueh mtices of their cultivatian and natural history, os may be oMainsM. in

b

t,he awntry wbaro they are iucligenons. TOtbe cicculnr are appended h i y unefi~I
directions for putting up and transmitting all kinds of plants and se*.
Mr. Mitchel, the gardener, submitted a list of the plants which were now in the
Society's garden, and could be s ared to such members as applied for them.
The Secretary informed the Reeting, that a copy of the Society's Trmsactions
had been sent to each member, as well as to all foreign learned Societies.
I t was resolved, upon a recommendation of the Genera1 Committee, that a eertain portion of the investments of European and foreign seeds should be distniuted
to an the members of the Society gratuitously, and that the shares of np-county
members shall be delivered to any friends in Calcutta, who may apply tor the saw
ih their behalf.
.It was further resolved, that s Secretmy of Poreign Correspondence be appointed,
having reference to the introduction from ether tropical countries, especially AmeW and the W e ~ Indies,
t
of all nsefnt and important agricultural and horticoltd
productions. Mr. Piddington being requested to undertake the' oftice, expmsed
Us acquiescence ;and he was declared Foreign Secretary accordingly.
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V T I L - S ~ ~ ~ ~InteUig~~l~e,
SC
Miscetlaneous A70tiaeg r$c.
I .-The D u g w

The- followmg is m extract fiwn a letter addressed by hi compondent ia
Edinburgh to a gentleman in Calcutta.
g L I uannOt allow the present opportuni
to p u s without mentioning the intemt
which has been excited by the bead of theTIugong sent by you to the Sockty. On
w i n i n g this head it was discovered, that it differed in some poiata frern that in
the college museum. An examination of the LUter then followed ;and it was found
that the artist who had prepared it, had filled ita jaws with the teeth of cows, homes,
and even with ivory teeth. As it has been dram in this stute, and eo presented in
Baron Cuvier's worlrs (from this authority), it became important to rwrt the matter
right ;and the Boyal S o c i i therefore have resolved to have a plaster cast taken
from the head you sent, and to send it, with a copy of Dr. Knox's notice ngsrding
it, to M. LeBaron Cuvier for his information.
" I wan abeent in France when yoos last donation arrived, and I fear aome mintake has taken place regarding it, as I see by aome memoranda that yon appear ta
have sent home the skeleton of the same animal of which we possess tbe head ;but
I cannot ascertain, that any skeleton has been delivemi at the Royal Society, whii
I see by Dr. Knox's paper, that d o r t l y afru the head was put into his hands by ~IU
cilrator, he received from professor Jameson the b o w of the same animal, entinlg
d~sarticulatedby maceration, and sent from India in a aeparate and dry shte. I bar)
not yet been able to ascertain where this mistake lies, a s Dr. Knox irj noO in a &ation to be applied to on the subject I subjoin an ertract fmm tlw p p e r (which
has not yet been read at the Society), and which will show you the importancewhich
is attached to the subject.
'' ' AS a complete skeleton of m y animal is by far the most ~alnahlapart of its
p l e d in my hands
anatomy, I felt anxious to compare the hones of the D-ng
by professor Jameson with the writing and drawings to'be band in the worh of
Sir E. Home, and Baron Cuvier. The conclusion I have come to in, that neither of
these gentlemen has aver seen the aomplete skeleton examined previenaly tothe&tu%kulationof the hones, and thut the t a u nrqj& vriU re+
to ba caroFu-JI
ezamined. I freely admit, therefore, that it is almost 8olely with a view of igdUCllql
the gedeman, who WM so attentive to the Society ns to tmnsmit t8c b e d of t
h
animal, to h y the Society and zoologists in general under still deeper oldi@ba
by transraitCing to i t an entire animal.' "
2.-Radiation nf Caloric.
In the Quarterly Journal of Science, July to October,is a short reviewof~ddisqn'n
b a r k s on thelnfluence of the terreatiallladiation of Caloric upon l o 4 Splubnty.
The reviewers remark : " The work contains many clear statements, with some
rate rcaeoning, which we can with confidence recommend to our readers. The
section treats upon a subject altogether new in madicnl s o i e ~ ~though
~e,
to which Mr. A d d i i n refers have been long known to the cultivator of c h e H That the radiation of caloric from the earth WIU have a very g w t influence b
proPWn afvaMus diseases, we are certainly mud, indllced to admit j aod we@

.*

1

induced also to believe,*
our author, that the activity of MALARIA
may very much
depend upon this process. The remarks and observations which Mr. Addison h a ,
made upon diseases as they appear in tropical climates, certsinly furnish a powerful
statement in favor of the mew he has taken. We earnesdy recommend this subject
the profession of which Mr. Addison is a member; the conclusion he has drawn
are, that aU t h e placer w h m t L radiation of caloric g o a on with rap'dity, will
be f w d m e e t to great vicissitude8 of temperature, to fogs, heavy dew., and ot&
roxious preci)italiona from the air, whenby they are rendered cold, damp, and offent h e e extremely unhealthy ; while ceteris paribus those ~tituotionswhere the tmeatial
be prupmtioraUy warn, drier, of a r ~ r we e e a b l e tetnradiation w dim'nished
perarwe, and name healthy."

To the Editor of Gleanings in Scienca.
SIR,
If you have ever experienced tbe inconvenience of having your pens opened by the
hot winda ; you will readily grant the utility of some plan to prevent such an on- A
nayance. Should you consider the accom.
panying very mugh sketch of an inkstand as
&wing
of notice as I have found the
original useful, you will probably when
convenient give it a place in your " Gleaniw"
The invention is not my own, but su
gested by plans adopted by two friends.
one the floating wood was wanting, and the
pens became too wet ; in the other the ink
holder was separate, which produced occasional inconvenience : by combining both I
think the idea is improved.
I remain,
I
Your obedient servant,
,

-

fi

X. Y. Z.

eZd Mag 1829.

For want ef something better I have lnan
obliged to use a commbn tumbler ; but the
whole might be greatly improved in appenr-

l

I

,-

UIW.

a. a. a. a. The tumbler filled half fullwith
water.
b. b. A piece of wood a little less than the
circumfenwe of tbe tumbler, Boating in the
water to snpport the pens.
c. Tbe inkholder.
d. d. The cover with boles to admit the
pens and inkholder.
e. A bird's eye view of the cover.
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4 d a b Clarence Sestant.

The advantage to be gained by the royal Clarence 8ertant will never c01~1tf?rbaoP e w r $ m m who
knows any thing of navigation alwa to calculata the angle which the objcctr
muat mbtedd at uert.in distances A n he is apprOa&ing o m of them on a line
Pe~peadieulPrto their di&tncc. It is only in mcb awes that the royal n
isCan be useful, and
not more m than &a common quadrant. How ewy is $
for a w a n d e r , knowieg h t s .light-hwe and 4~-staffare N. by 3.
fL
lance the eqamsc of such an instrument, when it is in the power
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the paper, as made
on and wmpario~.
sent, its gnact @usenltygromcrter. &

We

4 m -.air

'
.
qfddmsa. Zt [c i r d y tomgh, $th m m & ~ g d

h
f@JygPp
of oil &in.
ve
a #peimem al r Burk note prinrda~~
the Nqd pprc
ante
lrssn

No i m p m b h a n be finer, the arocrt deliate lha la tbe aolllplimtc
'mmmbHng t
b omamntal aerlr slrlbl cmgine t u d ~ & n i a r b i a h
p l v t a f ~ ~ h o t . kbin@guEaedmSbr-InirbrW.-&rrL
w
truth a d di8-e~.
And yet thu paper had not a tolercrbly even 1urf.06
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IX.ANALYOEB
OF BOOKS.

Science.]
Considering the large field of inquiry presenGd to us by India in particulw, and
Asia generally, it must be confessed, that little has been done by us for the,cultivation of natural history or physical science. With the epception of one department
of the fotmer (u$ich we allow baa had justice done it,? and the few papers of'col.
Lambton on the latter, little, if any thing, has been published in India on these subjects. Nor has this been for want of an appro riate vehicle of publication. Sixteen volu~nesof the Transactions of the Asiatic L e t y have been givetr to the public, but this work has continued to be essentially literary iq its character ;the scienti6c commnnications being too few in amount and tao slender i n pretension [with one
o r two exceptions) to require much consideration.
This leaning of the Society towards literature, to the almost exclusion of science,
has been the effect of various E ~ U B L Sinto which we do not feelourselves called upon
bcre to inquire. The founder's views, deep11 imbued as he was with an enthltsiastic
love of eastern lore, necessarily had their mflucnce, and thi wan i n c r e d d by OW
position in the country. The views of a government situate! an ours has been naturally led to the encouragement of the study of the languages of the eountry, which
thence became the road to preferment, so that the strong stirnuli of fame and profif.
were made to increane the tendency originany given to the inquiries of the Saciety
by the genius of the founder.
But though the circumstanres in which the Society originated, and for some time
grew and rospered, were, if not adverse, yet far frpm favourable to the cultivation of
science, $e subject was not altogether lost sight of; a very e u l y byelaw s f the Soc i e 7 having provided for the meeting of a class or committee especially appl
itae f to the cultivation of science. This provision had not, it is true, produced m 3
fruit ;for, though repeatedly revived, these meetings have always after a time fallen
off, from what reason it is difficult to say. The last atten~ptmade to revive them
about this time last year promises to be more successful. They bare had regularly
meetings monthly since February last year, and many papers of interest have beep
presented and read at them. From these and some papers which had been previously
i n the possession of tbe Society a' selection has be- made, and the result, brming the
first part of the seventeenth volume, is now before the public. We skall endeavour
to give our readers an idea oQhe contents of the volume.
The papers are sixteen in number, of which all except three are more orless connected with geology. This depnrtment of natural history haulatkrly engrossed a large
s h m of the public aftention in Europe. It k still in its infancy, ,et teeming every
ilay with discoveries of the greatest intereat. I n India the eub'eci h i been altogether untouched, and the first breaking up therefore of so rich a field promises an
abundant harvest. I t k not then to be wondered at, that the number of geologicd
Tapers should so greatly exceed the others. For a long time this subject lnust conhnue to afford the most promising field to the Indian observer; and we may there'fore expect that the transactions of thin branch of the Society will continue to
have a leaning towards geology.
L Gmerd OhPOWtiow m tk G~vCogyof India By James Cdder, &sp.
L te 22.
Mr. Cnlder b 'ns his paper by paying a juat tribute to the memory of the l a
W. H. ~oysep,%q.*, to whoae unpublished notes he acknowledges himserf ipdebted for much of the materials of his essay, and whom he justly describes ae Baying -fanen s victim to that unwearied z e d and ardour in the pursuit of scieace,
*ich no toil o r even danger could daunt. There is little doubt, that had &e life
of this indefatigable observer been apared, his labours alone would hare served
to raise the standard of Indian research, and to wipe out the reproach of indalewe
:and indifference sometimes preferred against us by our enemies.
'
After noticing Mr. Voysey's great merits, and'deploring his untimely fate, Mr.
,Calder proceeds to lake a general but rapid survey of the great mountain tract. eqtendfng from Cashmfrto Assam, the highest ridges of which are covered with perr
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We s h d d be glad to am some of the friends of this gentleman glre wme a
liwrurd Irbslur, .We-tUk*owe
it to Ms memory,

m n t of
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pet& snow, wen on the border of tho T o m d h e .
On the north we haw the
stupendous chain of the Himmalaya, extending from tbe eenfinee of China to Cashair, and the basin of the Oxus. That vast accumulation of sublinre peaks, the
pinnacles of o m globe, is so extensive, that a plane resting on elevations of
21000 feet, may be stretched in one direction, ds fsr as the Hindu Coh for upwanis of
1000 miles, above which rise loftier snmmits, i n m s i n g id height to newly 6000 feet
more. Primitive (primary) rocks alone have been found to compose all that haa
yet been explored of the elevated portion of that chain. Towards the baee we find
sandstone, composing the southern steps of the chain, and forming the north-eastem
barrier of the v a e y of the Jumna and Ganges,by which and the diluviat ~ l a i n of
a upper
Hindustan, this great eone is separated from the mountain ranges of the peninsoh.
The opposite or southern boundary of this valley is of the
rock. Advancing to the south we come to three inferior mountain ranges, on which the peninsular table land of India may be said to rest, or more properly to which it owea its
peculiar form and ontline. We may consider these ranges separately, as the western
o r Malabar, the eastern or Coromande1,and the central o r Vindhya."
" The principal in elevation, and most remarkable in continuity of extent, is the
western range, which commences in Candesh and runs along the Malabar coast,
within a short distance of the sea, in an unbroken chain to Cape Cotnorin ;excepting
where it is interrupted neRr its sonthern extremity by the chasm which opens into
the valley of Coimbetfir. The direction of this range deviates but little from north
and sooth, bending a little eaetward towards its southern extremity ; its elevation
increases as it advances southward, the highest points being probably between Iatitudes 10' and 15". N. where peaks of granite rise to 6000 feet and upwards. The
northern extremity of this range is entirely covered hy part of the extensive overlying trap formation, to be more particularly described hereafter, extending in this
quarter from the sea shore of the northern Concan, to a considerable dishnre eastward, above and beyond the ghats, as far perhaps as the river Tumbfidra and
Nsgpfir." The nsual features of basaltic countries are described as often observable. "The hills rising abntptly in perpendicular masses of a tabular form or in
mutal terraces piled on enrh otber, like great flights of steps'leading to some
ant's throne, are frequently separated by immense ravines : the whole clothed with
xuriant forests of teak and other trees, forming some of the most beautiful and
romantic scenery of India. The elevation of this part of the range seldom exceeds
3000 feet, but to the south its height gradually increases, and granitic rocks begin
to reappear rising above the surface between 17" and 18. N. latitude, and from
thence probably continuing to form the summits of the chaiu with httle intermption all the way to Cape Cornorin."
The curious formation of iron clay o r htm'te is represented as forming a succession of low hills towards the sea-coast, and evidently resting on primary rocks ;
the latter (gx'anite) coming to the surface at Malwan, Calicut, and some other points.
l%is laterite appears to pass over into Ceylon.
On the eastern side the arrangement is something different. " The plains of the
Coromandel coast form rather a broad tbough unequd bplt of land between the
mountains and the sea, exhibiting the alluvial deposits of all the rivers and streams
that descend from the soutbern portion of the table land. The mountain chain that
forms the eastern boundary of the peninsula, begins to diverge eastward where its
continuity is interrupted by the valley of Coimbetfir. From thence it breaks into
a succession of parallel ranges, inferior in elevation and in unbroken continuity to
the western chain ; and in thd further progress northward, after branching off into
subordinate hilly ranges, occdpying II wide tract of unexplored coontry, and affoding vallkys for the passage of the great rivers that drain nearly all the watemof the
Peninsula into the Bay of Bengal : this eastern range may he said to terminate at
the same latitude as that of the commencement of the western. Gnrnitic rocks
(principally syenite) seem to form the baeis of the whole of these eastern ranges,
a pearihg at most of the accessible suu~mitsfrom Cape Conorin to HydrabadS8
these rest the usual series of primary rocks.
'
In the vallies of the Pemar, the Krishna, and Godaveri, various subordinate ro&
are found, Of which perha s the most remarkable is what Dr. Voysey called the
diamotld breech, in the
M d a range of mountains. Towards V~zagapa@mand
Ganjam granitic rocks (syedte and gneiss) predominate. They are occasiQna]iy
covered by laterite. Grnnite is again found in the province of Cuttsck. Traces d
'EOdtoo have been observed there, and gold is extracted h m the sands of the Mabe..
paddi. Laterite is @wed through Medrupfir by Bishepph, and Baneom to BirbhBm,
reposing sometime@on sandstone, more fmquontly oa granite ond gneiar.
At
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Asiatic Rssuarehcs, V d XVII. Part 1.
baacMI the dcanmm wncntian called ss- begins to cover the smirce of the
grrrnitic and @a
m k s , which rise abovethesuface to eoasiderable eleratiom %I
that diatriet."
The great coal field occupying both sides of the river Dnrnmooda sncaeeds od.
The extmt of this k l d ia not precisely known, but it appeua to be connected with
&.tof Sylhet and C.ebar. The shale covering this coal has sometimes vegetable
impredona and even w i d remaim : amongst t h w " Dr. Voysey distinguished
a phytehlhw, a &mite, a lycopodbrm, and one specimen of a gigantic species of
paleUa."

The new r o d to Benares " passes over granitic rocks,of which the ranges of hills
on the left and the whole country as f u as the S6n and ronnd hy ShhrgMti and
Gaya, is probably composed. On approaching the S6n riwx and crossing the hills
behind Sasseram, sandstone begins to appear, and continuen to be the surface rock,
with probably only one considerable interval, all the way to Agra; forming, ss befom
noticed, the southern barrier of the valley of the,Ganges and Jnmma : that interval
occurs in the low lands of Bundelkhand, where the remarkable MOW
hills ue
111 granitic."
The Vindhya raege running frvm enst to weat may be d d to unite the two ,
longitudinal ranges. It is composed of granitic roehe (inchding as usual g n k
and syenite), on which lie sandstonee, and w e r all an extent of trap m k a not parhaps equalled in any wnntry: according to Captain Franklin the sandstone b
synonimous with the newer red or sdiferous mndstone. It is found " 6anking the
great primary branch which runs to Udaya$r on the side of G w r a t , and to the
north ~t sweeps into tlre desert to an unknown extent."
'' With regard to the rooks of mom recent formation, India is pecnlicrrl~barren."
The lias l i i s t o n e has been detected in Bundelkhnd by Captain Fnmkltn, bat no
trace of the oolite* o r chalkbeds, unless the cancar be their e q u i d e n t - a n opinion ,
to which Captain F. appears to incline.
Thls general sketch of the geologicnl struek~reof rhdcoilntry is intermixed with a
great deal of valuable detail, which couid not be rendered intelligible in any summary such as the limits of our work would ulmit. In a note an account ia given of a
vein of hornblende in syenitic granite broken through by a basaltic dyke. Fr*
ments of the syenite are found in the dyke ;and in some of thene fragmenb tbe d n
of hornblende IS seen.
11. On the CeoIogy of a Portion of Brmdilkland, B~oghelAhand,and the DistAfr of
e a r m d Jcbelprh.. By Captain James Frunklrn, 1 B. N.C. pp. 23 to 46.
Captain Franklin in the first part of his paper details the particulars of the r o w
travelled, with the several observations made at each place. He then gims what b,
considers the result of his observatinns in a general mew of the geologid m c h
of the districts in question. Our bnainess is of course chiefly with the latter
Dr. Voysey it appears considered, that the basis of the whole peninsula of I n d k is
granite ; " he had trared it along the coast of Coromandil lying under iron d a y 8
also in the bed of the Godnvkri river from Rajamabendri to Nandhir ; hc had s p cimens from the base of the Sitabaldi hilh of Nagpiu, from Travankiu, Tinnevelli,
Salem and Belldri. T o tbis may be added Mr. Stirling's account in his Memoir on
Orissa where he says, " the granite appears to burst through an-immense bed of
lnterite ; rising abruptly at a considerable angle." These localities are all on the
southern side of the central or Vindlrya chain. Captain Franklin considers that to
the north the proofs of granite being the bash rock are equally numerous and convincing. Whether there is a wries of the primary strata between this granite and
the secondary rocks must often be left to conjecture ;but in the bed of the Nermada between Lainarta and Beragerh may be seen a series of bed8 from gneias up.
wards, each in its place graduating into one another imperceptibly, and p r e a s r v w
the same dip and direction.
But the principal feature of Captain Franklin's paper is his having identified the
sandstone so extensively developed in the tract under review with the new red or
saliferous sandntone of European geologists, and the limestone resting on it with the
liaslipestone of England. These are interesting results, and ale deserving of attention from our Indian observers, inasmuch as the author of this paper had the p a t
advantage of examining these rocks recently at home.
Captarn Franklin founds his opinion of this being the newer red eandstolrs on
the general parallelism of its stratification to the horizon, w d on its difemua Mture. He describes if as consisting of fine grains of quartz, cemented by clay .d
colonred more o r less by the red oxyd of iron. I t is o c c a ~ i o n a lcompact,
l~
but ib

'

wd W d r is rather friable than campaat, and ft s o m d m m ~ @ ~ halls
~tah
is BC C O I I ~variable. At the Bouti aatsraet it is 420 feet ;at the
&hJ. M - s
Ch.=hai and Tons cascades thicker, and at the Bandair hills must be still more 80.
Ibb formstion was tracsd from the p m of Thr near Mircs@r by Kattra, the
catn& of theTons river, Simerinh, Biminhplir toHathi, where it wan exchanged for
the limestone which Captain Franklin thinks s nonymous with lias. In an emtern
dimetion the sandstbne extends through the sandair hila to Lohargong sad plobably farther, beiig in this d i i t i o n more exactly correspondent with Jhe " Bunter
Sandstein" of Werner, and the stratification horizontal.
**, & Hathi as before observed the limestone'' firsb appears. The general aspect of'
a i r limestone is dun nnd earthy ;. ite str&cation horizontal or nearly so, and alvsys conformable to the rnarle or snnd&ow on which it reposcts ; its lower beds
a m thin and separated by argillaceous partings ; and s o w portions of it, partieulady the white variety, are suteciently compaet for lithographic purposes: the middle beds are u u d y of a dark smoky grey colour, always exhaling a strong argilb o a s d o u r , when breathed upon, and sometimes containing fragment8 of petrified wood, and of the stems of ferns, (Nsgound); and it is this variety which burns
i& strong lime a d bas the property of hardening under tRak. The yellow kind
is generally compact, mually dendritic, and if poliahed like the Cottsmrnnrble, might
be used for m a m e n t a l arrbitecture ; its external surface kqmenfly preoenta
breocheesml prominences resembling (as Mr. Green+
expresses it) tbe interlacings
of ivy; and m this state it might be nned for runtic architecture, This limestone
appeem to be the same as the lias limestem? of England. " I t was traced from
Hathi via Lohargong as far as Pattarya."
The hext great feature in the goologp of this Aaet is the extraordinary develop-.
ment of the overlying rocks which are usually designated by the general term trap.
Tbe upper part of this formation is usually globular, the nuclei of the decayin
marses varying in size from an egg to a large bombahell. Under the stratum
gbbalar trap, is a bed of indurated wacken o r amorphous trap of a rusty brown
d o u r , sometimes scoriform o r of a small cavernous stracture, nnd sometimes mlumnnr : under the amorphnne hnp ie u stratum of limestone (S@ar and Pattariya).
This limestone contains slumine and silex passing into chert, and o ~ ~ l o n n lrely
wmbling induratad alny antf,thougtirarely,cli~stone.Generally upenking it nppeara
as if pnrtlally calcined ; and when the trap with which it ia associated reposes o n
sandstone (%gar) it contains nodules of that m k imbedded in it.
Below the limemtone ( e a r ) is a stratum of amygdaloid containing cdcareousspar
and a few zeolites. It resembles the toadstme of England and reposes on sandstone.
This trap formation, which appenrs to Captain F. to he the floetz tr.ip of Werner,
rsa heed from Pattariyn through Sdgar, Jyasinhnagur to Tendukaira. I n the latter part of this route chalcedony, aemiopd, mealy zeolite, cacholong, qate,j;~sper,and
heliotmpe are seen in abundance ecnttered on the surface. In tile bed of the B a n n o
u u t of T d u k a i r a , the trap may be seen resting on red marle or sandstone. In
valley ofthe Nennada the latter formation is wanting, and the older strata,higllly inehned and even perpendicular, make their appearance. The stratification is alwayq
nnconlomable to tho sadstone. Captain F. points out the v+llcy of the Nermada a8
an interesting field tbr eological inquiry. He collsiders it as the effect of denudation,
Tbe muthem bounLry of the Nermada valley iv also composed of trap mb,
wh~chextend as far south as Clingra or Leoni, and thence eastwand towards Man.
dsln, Amemkantak, and Sohajplir. It appears to be the same rock as t h 3 at %BT,
tboagh nomething harder. It, however, here rests on granite or gneiss.
'' A ~ e C Ur I - ~~ O ~calcareolls conglomerate is noticed as occurring in the beds of
h r s , the sources of wbich are in trap countries. " I t is composed of rounded
fraglnents of wecken, basalt, sandstone, quartz, andoccasiondl of other rocks varyipg faom the s i x of a pea b that of an ordinary grain of s n n k cemented by c*a.
reous matter. When the particles are fine, it in some r e s p c b resembles talc-rn
uadetone, m d bas sufecient cohesion for architectural purposes. Its sh~tifie&p
a d m y s horizonlal, the coarse parts beipg lowest; and it reposes indSemntlp o n
every rook."
The owrlyingmcits of the Gdger district, Captain F. observes at the conclusbn ef
bb paper, are not onlythe mostextensive, hut, considered as geological phenomena,
they are the most important in that district and perhaps in Indis m e i r e-nt, he
d,
is
astonishing; and he thinks that when their correct outline sm
b n -ed
the repmentation done win be correspondenfly striking. The,
lapse upon e v q m ~ f kr o r i t e to sandstone,nnd its inferior limit in ae
is 4350
(Sdgar).
e great extent of thebe ro& and the absence of
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mguk torrnstions porterior to lias (should futnre researoh c o b th$pesitiod) ba
thinks are tLz remarkable teaturea of Indian gaology.
The paper concludee with a list of latitudes, longitudes, aed elemtiom, abioh w
shall here reprint

-

Lat~tude
North.

Race.

C

-

-

Longitude
emt
_

Lalganj,
Bmda,
Katha,
Hanmanna,,
Bilahi fall,
Bonti fal,
Gerh,
ILeuti f a l l , Cbachai fall,
Tons fall, deduced from the same,-,
Simeriah, ,
Bbsinhpur,

kIatai,-

25 1 2s
24 57 20
24 53 20
24 46 15
24 48 45
24 46 40
24 49 16
24 49 15
2448 0
24 47 15
24 48 34
24 48 30
24 43 18
24 M 27
24 34 21
24 33 0
- 24
,
31 16

.
-

Sohawel,
Nagound,
Girwar,
Lahargaon,
Do above Calcntta,
Mehewa,,--,
24 24 20
24 18 20
ng%
Garreho,
24 15 38
Hutta,
24, 7 46
Narsinhgerh, ,
,
,
1 08
24
Bikain,
23 63 02
Saipur, ,
,
,
,
,
23 63 15
Pereneah,
23 51 30
S a g a r (tent), -,-,,
D o . above Calcutta, ,
23 50 30
D o . ~own, -2
D o . Cantonments,
D o . Residency, ,
dysinhnagar, ,,.-23 37 12
Garreah,
23 30 17
Tandab,
2% 23 37
<+*am,
.
.
23 22 65
Behjpur,
23 17 50
Tendnkama, ,
, 23 10 40
23 17 12
W b f ,
23 24 18
Deori,
23 34 21
Cbandpur,----25
Qam Kota, ,
- 23 47
23 38 50
Reilli,. - - - - - - - 23 37 45
Rangir,
Chandpur, vide ahove.
Gt. Deori, vide above.
Kmiari,
23 23 48
23 24 38
Bpsa,..-23 19 45
Sammapur,
23 15 26
patteriah,
23 10 30
hla*ara.---23 09 20
%OF,
23 10 40
&bebur,
Do. Cantonments,
Em. l h i d m q , ,
23 19 16
p.nnaserh9
,
,23 23 00
. Majgowa,
.
.

-..

1

-

-

-----

-- --_

--

- ------

-

--

---

.....-

--

--

-

Flevation.

684 feet
620 ,,
1219 ,,
1128 ,,
1000 ,,
1036 ,,
923 ,,
9% ,,
890 ,,
1009 ,,
1064
1070
1059 ,,
1099 ,,
12'16 ,,
1251 ,,
1231 ,,
1181 .,,
1093 ,, ,
1131 ,,
1183 ,,
1314 ,,
1263 ,,
1443 ,,
1644 ,,
1933 ,,
1926 ,,
1940 ,,
1980 ,,
2350 s, .
1943 ,,
2894 ,,,
1861 ,,
1724 ,,
1515 ,,
1338 ,,
1704 ,,
1705 ,,

::

'575

1315
1360
1822

,,
,
,,

,,

m.

Tlc T+rrpFsnnrr(iocl of tk Sdgar Diatricf and of t h e Di8trict~wUhOard
af it m fw cu BlbpolpPr on the barb of tk R w NNW, b OaQtwara By
Gaptda T. Conkhard, B. d.pp. 47 to 81.
This paper comprises chiefly very full topographical and omlogical details o f
the tract indicated. As it is impossible t o do justice to these without in fact reprinting the substance of the paper (and even then they would be unintelligible
without maps and sections nn well .s specimens), we must wn6ne our analyeis of
the article to a brief notice of the general results.
The author of the preceding paper has noticed the great extent of the trap h n n a tion in central India, his researches having come upon the -tern limits of the
tract described in the present paper. The details given by Capfain Coulthanl fully
bear oat Captain Franklin's opinion. Undoubtedly, as obaewed by Captain F., i t i s
one of the most striking features of Indinn geology, not less remarkable than the
ahsenre of all the newer formations from lias upwards. A correlative circumstance
of great interest,is, that it is precisely in these formations, so extensively developed
in Europe, that the remains of aopifal vegetables are found. Now when we conaider
the invariable connection hitherto observed to exist between certain formations
and certain cla~sesof the organic kingdom, we can scarcely expect to fin&
thew remains, though s o closely allied to, if not identical with, the present productions of these countries, while the rocks with which they are always associated are
absemt. Should then the above conclusions be found to stand a further examination,
they would at least militate against the belief of the universality of the newest of the
secondary strata, and would prove that comparatively with the primary they are local
and of small extent. What other particular consequences may be deduced from
these views, we leave to abler pens than ours to point out; but they do appear to us
to be full of interest, and as supplying ample food for speculation.
The trap district described in tiiis paper in thus limited. A line d r a m between
Shappnr and Pattaria to the red sandstone hill which overhangs Tendskaira w i l l
form the eastern limit. On tbe muth the line will pa* thence to Hasanahid. On
the west a line drawn from a point between Sultanptir and Dewas to Bhopalpur
marks the junction of Capt. Dangerfield's newest floetz trap* with the suhjeet of
the present paper, which may therefore be said to extend to Udayaptir. On t h e
north the .limits are not so well defined, but a line from Bhopalptir to Semnj wiU
be included, while at no great distance from it sandstone is found at the Maltoun
pass and Granite at nri. To the Eastward it is hounded by a grsnitic range
whicll crosses the Nermada at Jebelpfir. To the southward beyondthe alluvium oE
the Nermada a primary range is also found, as is also in the latitude of Hiraptir,
wbile this basin, as it were, elongated E. & W. is occupied by a sandstone deposit,
wPlich occasionally breaks through the otherwise continuous covering of trap that
occupies the surface. I t has an extent, Captain Coulthard thinks, of perhap more
than fifty-four thousand square miles.
This tract is thm hout hilly; " bet it may be better understood if it be said that
a t SBgar, in its neigzurhood, for eight o r ten miles around, and &o in every part,
south of %gar, within the prescribed limits, and as far west as Hasanabad, may
be seen ranges of low hills extremely clustered though always detached, b e d i
about in their short course towards all points of the compass, and thus forming
valleys of every conceivable form, though not commonly of any extent, and never
diecult of access. But if the view be extended beyond the neighhourhood of
SQar, towards the east, o r the west, or the north, expanded valleys will gradually
meet the eye, while the hills recede from it sinkingin the horizon as they surround
valleys farther removed from Skar, until these valleys are enlarged ink, ertensive
undulating plains, studded over with isolated trap U s , occasionally of a conical,
commonly of no determinate form ;and ever and anon a short range of the same,
deviating little from a straight line, win have its beginning and its ending within
view."
With regard to the level of thi land above the sea, it may be observed that
SBgar is generally speaking the highest point in this tract, though there is a peak to
the eastward of Raisen, which has an elevation of more than 2600 feet. The centre
of the cantonment at Sdgar is 1983 feet above the lewl of the sea, as determined by
'
By thir barbarous term, na we will venture to call it, though sanctioned by
q a n y high authorities,is meant, we conclude, that the trap in q w t i o n lies on s a

red sandstone. But i t liea also on granite (see preceding +de.)
WPP, or does i t ruddenly change ite nature aad become primittve D

l it still 8oetz
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barometricalmeasutement,snd the hill at the mint of Sbgm is samething more than
2300 feet (tripnometrical result.)
From %gar round in every direction, the general level diminishes, but westward towards Bh4palpQ very gradually, as the supposed kvel is in that quarter somewhere between 16 and 1700 feet above the sea.
Eastward towards Hatta and Garak6ta also the dim'nution is gradual, the elevatipns being in general 1500 feet. It is towards the nokth the most rapid; the Maltaun pass, thirty-six miles north of SBgar, being elevated only 1000 feet; Serong W.
of N. 800 ;and Hirapfir E. of N. between 1000 and 1109. The primary range skirting
t h e duviom of the Nermada (the southern boun&ry is about equal in height to
t h e trap and undslulls in the neighbourhood of $ar,
while that of Bundelklu~ud(to the north) ia 1000 feet lower.
The valleys and extended plains are every where composed of a trappan or basaltic mould, blackish in colour, which reposes on a bed of either basalt or o t ~ o m Unpact wacken. This wacken is disposed either in ovoidal or angular pieces.
der it 1 1 1 an amygdaloid, decomposing and decomposed-which as a retentive
clay keeps up the water near the surface throughout this tract."
\
The hills are either trap o r sandstone. The former are sloping and rounded,
having seldom any thing of an esrarpmeet to mark them. '' Their surfaces re
thickly strewed with masses of basalt or wacken imbedda in a basaltic or m ' k e
clay." " From one hundred and twenty to one hundred and fiQ feet, may be
said to he the general height of those that rise above the rank of swells and knof.;
whilst a hummock, a cone, or something of a truncated cone, ~ccurringin t e n
otherwise even outline, and which serve to characterize them from l e i r sandstone
oompanions, partly increases the elevation."
,
" The sandstone rock is very prevalent as a mere mound o r rise censtantly,
having a village upon it, and situated often on the plain, oftener on the edge of the,
plain, with a trap hill partly resting on it. I n partvular parts of the country, however, ranges of sandstone hills occur:,equalling, though never exceeding in height
and extent of range, those of the trap.
Red marle or clay is frequently interstratified and galls of clay imbedded. The
wlonr varies from a dark chocolate, through variovs ahades of red, to w&.
Two
colours are often found intermixed, a deep chocolate, and a white either in alternate
e e a k s , or in a ground with spots. These are generally amor hous. The scbistose varieties are clouded, streaked, (transverse to the structure,f zoned, the colours
being green, brown, red, and yellow. These varieties are highly micaceous. The'
strata are always horizontal, and on a full view of all the phenomena, Captain C.
considers himself justified in pronouncing it to be the new red sandstone of Mwculloch, and to belong to the lowermost strata of that formation. But he adds, what
*o struck us on a view of the specimens, that it is not always a freestone, but on
rhe contrary " a hard glassy splintery substance :" in fact, a hue quartz rock, o r
not to be distinguished from such in hand specimens. Some varieties are so schistose in their structure as to be quarried for flags, slates, Bc.
There i s a great sameness amongst the trap rocks of this formation. They at.e
in general of an earthy homogeneous aspect, with little if any resemblance to tLe
crystdine members of this family, whether syenite, or greenstone, nor is there
even a clink-stone or a clay-stone. They may be described rather as a series of
hasalts of a h e grain ; of wackens and amygdaloids. They appear to be all composed of an intimate mixture of felspar and hornblende in an earthy state, the latter
the harder varieties. In nerd, no appearance of structure
can be detected, but when otherwise, it is of t g prismatic character ;and it may
b e sew, sometimes even in haad spe$imene, which break with a cleavage into four
sided prisms*.

"

* The author of this p a p thinks i t mbch ta be wished, that tbe term hasalt
wnId be ex~sndedso as t o inclode all thorn rocka iwaed wwlrern ;for although
there 1s some slight diversity of fracture and frangibility, and wme little varigtion
in colour, yet a difference in name seeme quite uacalled fer in regard to them, and
only calculated to mislead." In his further remarks, however, he admits, that the
basalt8 are all compact without any f o d g n mineral imbedded, whereas the wack.
e n s are not ao, and generally contain imbeddec: portions of the mineral, which be.
h n g to the% associated amygdaloids. If &is be the case, and the w a c b be not
one of a numerous series of fine gradation8 between basalt and amygdaloid, then
t h e distinction appear0 well-fouaded, an4 the difference of names worth preaervfine
ing. I n all qumtions of the identity of compound rocks, where the grain is
to admit of perfect m a i a t y rrs to the m i w d nature of the hecomponent parts ;wo

-

A very full and techW'deahtptbn in mn of tbe prfadpal and mbst ma&&
6rieties. rthich we fe#ret we have not room or. The moat generally d i W ofthem .
is thus characterised- " It is what is d e d a compact indurated wacken, ib m l w r
black. with a verv disYinct bromisb tinm. When filat fractuted, its surfacehas a
auchmore glimmering a p p e a r h e thaCIhe haaaIt ;but, unlike tbe basalt, exposure
td the atmosuhere soon c h a n m its surface into an earthy, dirty whitieh colonr. h &
oftenvery tokh,very refract&ymder the hammer; bnt-ite f d u is ~flat and dull.
not sharpand spfintery,or approaching to the conchoidd. Itoceuisin piece, in lengthbhadth, and depth, pretty nearly the aame, a foot in laeas~ment,andahich areset
closely together, so as m form aofndhing like a stratum in the hi& or in the wlleys as the base of the basaltie mould ;and it is a180 tEe predomidating V&et!? i n
erd occurrence, consisdag d l =
those %ins, which are of such constant and
fiunaed and mgnIar masses thrown up t o g e t c in the m o s t confnaion, with Y q
little clayey matter intermixed; and IastIy, it may ohen be seen abstracted and
done, in something like large uniformIy ovate masses, having a bromf& and wriakled exterior, and imbedded in a sombre reddish brown clay."
The hmygdatoids contain the bollowing m i d s : calcareons spa?, pc!i earth,
ehalc6dony, and quartz, comlhon and amdhystine. ZebKtes are scarce, divine is
abundant as an imbedded mineral; but neither hornblende or augite have ever bet*
met with as such.
The same curious white earthy b & n e mentioned in tbe pfeelding paper is
here noticed as belongin to the h p formation. I t is described as harsh and @it-.
ty to the feel on the f f e ~ ffractwe,
~
'# amdl rounded (ronnd ?)particles of caIcarea
ous spar of a yenow colom" are sparingv imbedded. Though genefdy of a Eght
colour approaching to white, it &I oceasiondly reddil, brick red, ~Eocormbmwn,
of brownish black. It appears to pass into a~bygddoid,into jasper, and in* Mstone or chert It is never found in the d i e s , alwa on tlie hills end Iow
awing the basement stratllm, bm ascendiag above
level of the con6paatrs pnlstion is thrown out, that this Ihneataae may be the Imer lias, h a
cgcined,
A an otherwise diagnised by tke trap.
' The whter is ahwys near the surfice, whether &at be sandstone o r trap. Ifi &e
former case, the rock itself is s d c i e n r e t e n t h : in the latter it is the toadst6ne
that- keeps it ap. In the *e
s, ih t e di'y stasoe, it may genetally be f e w
h m W e to tweatg-five fer bt?&
the snRace.
At Sanwa, distant fmm Sdgar htf-five xt~fles,the trap is succeeded by Had;
which extend8 to Panchamnagat only nine or ten mifa from Hfraptir, whee, as be*
fore noticed, granite is fhhd. ! h e tfAp where it eases, ceases xnddeatp, hmi a'
vertical thickness of sixty feet, and ndde'rneath it may be seen the sandstone. % e ~
yond this point are seen three hills, c6bnristing "of saddstone masses rather sp-i
ly and loosely set together in much red cIay and qnartzose matter." They a h d
no great height, hut are steep, and separated by ravines or watercoursed. h m the
summit of tlie last of these, the view into the vaIley of Hfraptir looks over an internediate conglomerate range; and on deseeddingfrom the s-mit, the sandstone is e n
resting on a stratum of brownish black fermginous clay and errthy imn ore. The
conglomerate, or breccia rather, consists of adgular pieces bf white felspar or grey
limpid quartz, imbedded in a dark, higbly' indurated red clap, or a qnartzose basis.
The granite of HirapGr is counterminoas tplth this rock ;and it is thought, that a
section through the line noticed, *odd be htremely interesting,
showing the
junctions and relative positions of these setetd rocks. At Hirapdr, the granite id
surmounted by this conglomerate, which is eonneeted again with a stratum of imr,
l
have been noticed in
ore, on which the new red sandstone k8ts. NOt o ~ iiemsihs
this tract.
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IV. Ranark sr tllc Oioiivgy.# t& t ? a ~ & * ~rr the s r r t e Bmih
~
te VZtja+,
wia B-,
aid Gakraddur. By Jmea Hadie, Eq. A&. SUP.B. Ni I
.
pp. 82 to 99.
This pap) c a d s as still farther we& ;so '&at d e n with d e
nearly completes a nanaw strip reacHng tkdm Lobr&1 to Uda-,
h longitude 80" 15, the linter in 744
rMnk the mystem of mech.akrlw&
b f 4 weful.

p d n g , it
the former

fi it M 1 . W
.borly emtablisbad, thPt Malt and wadtat, md dpiygdhd, or tbb
m BaiYd
by m, are all composed of the r a e iagredimts, and *arty in the MIdae pro
the m d u 8 i o n w a l d be innimble, $batOey sbo* htwe kt o n e s A
t a h s Wng d8ed to dooignaie any ~
~Wlitp.t
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a
t
.Bar& proceerld from Bmada to WayapC; and iuch m a *
a s he
canid make on the twture of the rock: fn a hurried maroh, a n bere thrown t
o
e
ther. He clae not pretend, he s a y , to give a comet geological deeaiptim of
t h e country." To effect such a tmk time was wanting.
but a llnifann
From Barods to Bdasinnr, a dhtaoee of 66 miles, nothing b
expanse of rdluvinl soil. At B h i n a r we 61% o b a m rock fowationr oecsdoling a divmity of murface. The o d y trock is & " c o ~ r prinein ~
mmposed of agates and other quartzone minerals." Same of the @s
u e of ?MI&a
cle~
a b l e size. At Pandua, ten lniles f&,
in a northerly direction, b scan
grey granite, o o m p d of greyish Elspar, translacent quarts, and dark col-d
mica, with bomb ende occasionally diseemieated throngh it:" it ~IWKU%
a larger grained rock " composed of large masses of reddish grey fabpar, d~
dparent quart.&,and silver roloured mica" " Some of (he massee d q ~ r t 5 '" ware
upward6 of a foot aquare, and ma? af them nearly hsaspsmnt, through the subd a n c e of which prismatic q s t & o schorl were eeen to shoot. Theme rocbr wus
mot stratified." '
aountry occurs, though the bills are I*,
Five miles beyond BLrpD, a more
and their summits ton.a kind oftab=d
whids b, like the pWw, owend with
a n alluvial soil of great depth. I b e stone used for bullding is a compact quvtuWa
sandstone, or rather a fermginous quartz; and it appears to he distinctly sbati6ed.
MT.Wardie thidka &at the alluvid'deposite which cwera the plains of Gumrat, and
ascends wen the lower hills, as above noticed, can hardly be aUriiutd to the
opertttion of caaeee still in action. He appeela in fact to consider it .B diluvid.
Whatever may be the ease with regard to the deposite in queetion, we haw ourselves not the stnclHest doubt ar to the reality of thh distinctitm, h t insisted on by
Dr. Bucklad, aud supported with so many happy illmtrstionr by Professor Sedgewick. I t is quite apparent in some of the (leposites in India, and perhaps even more
so than in those of Europe.
Guserat he compam to Bengal, and desdbes i t as baring a rtah mil, cultbated
a compratinly speaking civilised people ;covered wi& numerous tanks andw&
e n d rivers.
Prom BLrp6r to Dewari, six miles N. E., the b i y m n t r g continues resenting a
Their
ridgy appe-nix, and having at a distance auuiform andeven &ne.
.*lopes are covered with dcbrb of the lobed rocks, which consist of, I.a greyirlh
quartz rock, inclining to alaty struchm, 2. a ferruginous qnarts,and 8. a pure white
qaarts ; tbe beme occurring in frequent altematbna, and the btter alapys appearing to be amorphons.
After leaving Dewari, d o w modifiaatiow ofqua* rock and clay slate alter<&
*,m d oecssioaJly
in@ M o t h e r a p p u , end in highly isclilyd
strata. nest? would perhaps y some be termed Qmri~tron,but Mr. H. capqot see
the use of this tenn, rs he.cwaiders that there is an upinterrupted series beween
these and the oldest rocks.
Five miles from Dewari a plain covered with a thick soil commellces, which continues for thirteen miles to HartGna. Occasionallv smaH hills or risiwarounds
make their appearance, composed of the above atrata; still highly inclined,cLy slate
being more predominant. At H a r t h a the superficial rock in the plain wlur found to
be asandstdue with a cbyey basis, and of a sde friable nature. Ii wan a variegated
rock, with spots of a reddiab colour dispersed over a w h i t i s h p u n d Below tl@
was found a gre calcueona sandstone, both arranged in strata very slightly inelincd. Nothing liie organic remains waa found. A vein of quartz ass seen to travexat! it about 6 feet in breadth below, diminishing to l &above. Tbe quartz was of
a pure wbite colour and crystalliw structure. It p&senGd the appearan& of a number of rounded masses. which avueared t o be derived from the nekhbouring bilk,
cemented together by dcareous &kter. Mr. Hardie considers this pandstc&to
be
rynon mow with the new red sandstone of Jameson.
~n E a p i n Dangerfield's geological map of t h i s p r t ofttie country, a .me granular limestone is laid down as extending in this irection; no such rock was however observed. His hornatone, Mr. Hardie observes, may be the same as the shadfied quartz here described. A hornstone so called by Captain D., the author of thh
faper has often examined at Udayasager, and he has no hesitation in p r o m ~ c i n g
t to be quartz wck.
- In making these remarks Mr. Bardie would not be understood as wisMly to detract from the well eprned merits of Captain Dangerfield. He thinks that we 8d,
indebted to h i for much very d o s b l e information, although to make R C O m~ ~
ef the country was more than could be effected by an unaseisted individual with
.L
d w . y a m to tbc invcatiption.
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From H d n a byPk to O W , distance eighteen m k , the mutry ismuch
broken (latterIy more so), and numerous s m d l rounded hills were obsemd, exhibiting at their surface vertical strata, chiefly of clay slate, but occasionally of quartz
rock. The clay slate seemed to lean sometimes towards qnarta rock, sometimes
tnwads &rite, slate, which itaelf is found in small quantity. The beds of white
qmrrtz,which alternate with the slates, have a fissured appearance, as if consisting of
a congeries of detached masses, varying in iifrom 2 or 3 inches to a foot in diameter, and c k l y packed together. Aboutfive miles before reaching Ghhtah, r hill
of serpentine aas obsemd. It wan not stratsed. I t was of a greenish colour with a
tinge of brown ;containing grains of magnetic ironore disseminated.
I n the hext 12 miles to S e r a mica slate began to prevail, its approach having
bcen announced in the preceding stage by scales of mica disseminated in the clay
alate. This rock, with plternat~onsof quartz mck,continues for 22 miles, by Jariana
to Jaitanb Tbe quartz rock is often of a pure white, and at a distance when on the
sunface might be mistaken for snow. I t is either compact o r coarse granular, the
concretions being about the size of a bean. I t is certainly stratified and conformably
to the slates. Detached fragments of it are seen covering the face of the country,
and frequently immense isolated blocks of several yards in diameter were seen topping the hills, and piled on each other, often in a very fantastic manner. Latterly
mica and clay slates prevailed.
Between Jaitana and Salumbhur, the mica slate passes into gneiss, in which beds
bf granite occur. The hills are generally ridge-shaped and sometimes peaked. h
the beds of nnllahs stratn of cancar* were observed. These appear to be of some
extent, occnpying eqnally the highest and the lowest situations. It is sometimes
soft and friable, sometimes more crystalline. I t appears sometimes to convert the
inferior slates into a ealcareow rock by the infiltration of carbonate of lime insolution, and the formation of calcareous spar. The gneiss continues over a very rough
and uneven countryfor 24 miles beyond Salumbkur hy Gingla, alternating with granite, and containlog beds of hornblende slaR, which rock prevails towards Gingla.
la a bed of it was o b m e d a vein of quartz and felspar. Between Glngla a d
Kutawar several varieties of granite and gneiss occur, into the minute description of
wGch our limits forbid us to enter.
Similar modifications continue to Thanna, seven miles further, with others of
hornblende rock?, and inparticular a gneias in which hornblende replaced pica.
Chlorite slate was also observed.
The observations made in the vicinity of UdayapGr are deferred for the present,
being meant to be included in a separate communication, the subject of which will
be B description of the valley of Udayapbr.
V. On the DiamondMines of Panna in Bundelkhund, by Captain James Franklin,
1st Reg. B. C. pp. 100 to 122.
The diamond mines of Panna are confined entirely to the range called giud&chal
which, like the neighbouring range, the Bandair b i s , is composed of the new
red sandstone, the subject of the precedin~ paper of this author. The dia.mond is found in a conglomerate, which is either pacca, i. e. a gritstone with a
siliceou6 cement containing pebbles of ancient rocks, or it is cacha, and contains
pebbles of more recent rocks in an argillaceous cement. I t is also found in a auerficial bed of lalcarra or red ironstonegrave1,mked with frrruginous sand or clay.
hi gravel is water worn, and sometimes rounded like swan shot. I t is sometimes
covered by vegetable soil, sometimes by a be4 of yellow clay containing particles of
common caacar. In thia latter case, being found to contain calcareous matter, it is
termed padda.
" The pacca or rocky matrix is very limited, stretching generally from Camariya
to Brijpbr along the course of the Bagin river. I t is excavated at Camariya, Bijipbr, Brrgari, Myra, and Etwa ;there is also a small deposit of it near the town of
Of these the mines of Camariya and Panna are the most
Panna," and at Brijp*.
noted. ,At &e former place they are fifteen feet deep, tlie strata of the new red
sandstone lying on the rocky matrix of the diamond. At Panna they vary from 20
to 60 feet in depth, the matrix being not more than a foot and a hult The Sakeriya mines are situated in the cacha or immature matrix. A shaft exitmined here

.

!

* This .rock has perhaps some analogy with the cornstone of some of the Enghh counties. See Geol. Trans. v d 11. N. S.
t Hornblende rook ia stated to pass into greenstone, but is not greenstme maentially dierent by containing compact felelspar (a mideral, by the bye,. for which
name ia wanted), which is seldom if ever found onga gat any but c i v e i l y ~ g ~ m.l d ~ ~ ~
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the:fbllowillgbe& : 1. 8 . k t of vegetable soil :2.8 f e e t o f p f d e ' or common
. ..gave
cancar, imbedded in yellow clay; 3. 4 feet of k l c u q a or red ironstone grnveI, in
ferruginous clay ;4. 2 feet of detla or white quartz gravel ;next followed aandsto~,
;
and then the aaeAa matrix. The thickness of the detla stratum is considered a
,matter of sagury : it ought not to exceed two feet.. . At the Udesna mines the same
matrix underlies laterite*, there called m u c k .
The preceding are all termed ~ a & aor deep : " the chila or superficial minm nra
to be found in .every part of h e diambnd t~'&t;excepting only a circuit of a b u t
five miles from the cascade of t h e w n river, where it appean, that denudin~eauses
have swept them m a y , and dl th-euxwtenta into theglen of that river.- Their
matrix is always red ironstone gravel in ferruginous sand or krruginous clay."
" These mines rarely exceed five or six feet in depth, and are often much leas.
With regard to their produce I am inclined to think they are very precarious, nobwithstanding some of the largest diamonds have been found in them. It is corn-.
mon to hear complaints of having found nothing for many montha." " They hwe
a n advantage in requiring little or no outlay, and are consequently nronght by
classes." " The diamond is occasionally, t h q h very rarely, found on the surface."
Besides the above localitieswhere this mineral is supposed to be h &, there are
some where it is found in depoaites, with which it appears to have been swept away
from its native beds, as at Majgoka and in the glen of the Bagin river." In the
fatter the diamond is found under rocky debrid both on the banks and in thebedof
the river, and also in the basin which receives the csscade. This latter, Captain
Franklin thinks, has never been properly excavated. The Majgoha mines, which
are on the western boundary of the diamond tract, are aituated in a hollow, resembling an inverted cone, the diameter of which is about 100 yards, and thedepth not
less than 100 feet. On its periphery superiicid mines are wrought in s a n d a t e ;
but the most valuahle are in the green mud with which this h o h w is filled, a d
which is covered with a thick crust of calcareous spar. FlAy feet is the gmtavt
depth to which t h ~ yhavecatied them, as the water at that depth overflows them,
and compels them to desist. It is possible that here, as in the cascade of the Bagin
river, " superior means might be applied with effect and perhaps with profit."
I n all the mines the method of aearch is the same. The matrix (which if rockJ
requires to be broken) is thrown into a trench and well washed, to clear it of the
clay: to ensure this object more effectually it is sifted with fine baskets. The fragments are then epread in a thin layer on a smooth Boor plastered with clay or cowdung2 and when dry the whole is passed under the hand, and searched three several
times. Notwithstanding all their care, some smaller diamonds sometimes escape
their scrutiny; and ithas happened that the refuse fragments being again examined,
they have been detected, a circumstance which appears to have given rise to the
opinion of their reproduction. This explanation applies particularly to the Majgoha mines,where the matrix being in somemeasurecalcareous, no washing is SUEcient to free the diamond completely.
The mineralis classedaccordingto the native denominations,aafollowa.l.LiZwqja,
transparent and colourless, wry scarce. 2. Batrqaii motichar, ghirya or marka: the
first has a greenish tinge, the second is also greenish but with a pearly cast, the
third is yellowish and of a greasy or resinous lustre : these kinds are common, and
their price is thirty&inagarit rupees for one rotteeweight: thirty-five fortwo; forty
for three; forty-five for four ;and fifty for those of five ratti weigh:ht.3. Samhora and
chardo~a. These appear to be lamma? of large diamonds that have been broken.
They are of a good water in general, and being cheaper, (twenty rupees thr 1 utti increasing aa above) are found the most profitable by the jewellers. 4. B e n r n b
parh&, pira and nlcrtta :thew are yellowish green, yellow, and clove brown ;then.
price is fifteen rupees the ratti. 5. Rehatberar : this is the rose colored variety ;its
prim is twelve rupees the ratti. 6. Kala, garm or jalidar :the first is block or very
dark brown, and the second, as its name implies, includes all diamonds that are
flawed :the worst may be purchased for eight, and the best for ten rupees the ratti.
The revenue of these mines is divided amongst the Rajas of Panna, Banrla, Chirand J a i t z r . Thefirstof these,who has by far the largest sharc, receives about
3 0 , W Rs. annually. This revenue is the produce of a tax originally fixed at onefourth of the value of all diamonds below eight rat& weight, but the tax levied is
&d to elceed this; and for all higher weights tliere is m, stipulation The whok
* rg The laterite is an aggregate of ironstone gravel cemented by an argiUo-ferm e s mqrent 8 i t therefore something resembles pisifom iron ore.':
-f The S~inagari
Rupee= O,86 d a Sicca Rupee.
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preauuz d a a i h w a may be abaat 1$R,000Ra. The,nrrtiv& spstar b think Cbq
.ndimmishing in .(rahre, and Capbin Franklin mnclndee (from the limited
d l b e m d ) - n i @ waaoa.
Tbe Bangspnli mmes m %hemoth of Iadia appear to Captain ,IPrnnktin, fbom hs.
, Hepe and hysegls descriptions, tb correspond exactly in geological &alumwith
these: and he considers the inclnding mck to be the new red sadnboe. Dr. Ve*,
hm&, be st8tes, terms the rock" tbe sandatone breocia of the clay &la@formsCap& P. %hi&# the term h m i a objectionable (as it dolbtless in), U
fragments being rounded ;and with respect to the ' I clay alate formation," he ebjac!
to it, aa Dr. Voysey himaelf dhnm that he dees not mean the t h h i & e z ef W W ,
bo which rock done %heterm clay sbte is applicable, in Captain P.'s opinion*.
. It hss been s u p p a d , that diamond# are always found at t%e ssme level above th$
men. % enahk &wen ta j u d p whether this be~ulbversallytrue, a Ust I
s
m
of the elevation dfthe w e d mines, wbich range from 1250 to 1508 feet above tbk
see. In the conciunion of hi paper, Captain FGuklin enters inao mme speeelatim
sn the origin of the diamond, which be s poms may be owing blthe action, wdet
crtraordiiary pressure, of subteaaneoue%at.on vegetable matter. We think that
the facts sn yet wanting, on which to build even a plamible hypothesis of theno+
of this mineral.
VI. On the Ombgkal and & n u r a l o p Srractnre of fAe HiRt of Sitalaldi, Nap
&r, and ita immediate vicinity. By f l a i e H. W.Vopaey, Eaq. R. M. 67th Fwt,
pp. 123 to 127.
This paper is a short oae, and we ahall therefore give it d f
d length in a fuhm
rumber.
VII. Obanaatiuns on tbe h b f i a l kppeacrrrrt and 0enet.d Feahrres of pmtimr
4ttu Malayan Peninmla and o f t h e Countria lyhg behoist and 18- North Lab:
&&. By Captafn James LOW,M. N.I.pp. lE8 to 162.
'' The general features of the Indo-Chinese regions seem to be alternate mga
of hills, stretching nearly nerth and south, and conforming oocasiopally to the gcw
e d direction of peninsular tram, and of valleys of various brerdth, through which
flow large rivers."
" The principal ran@$ are, Ld which dividea Agam from h a ; the S
i
and Ava range ; the Siamese and Cambojan ;and lastly the Cambqian and A m
range." '' The broadest valley seeme to be that pf Ava, and the nsrroweat h
Cambojan."
As in all tropical countFiea, the luxuriant vegetetion is opposad to (rbe se@
researches of the geologist ;add to wliicb political jealousy bere i n c m &c d i b
culty. Captain Low concludes then that his observations, limited *ugh tbcy
will not be nnacceptuble.
His account commences with the friendly state Per@ in the Malayan Peaiwuh,
situated in Lat. 4'.
It appears to consist of a plain of 15 miles,
which eastwad
succeeds the tract of mountains that ~ u uN.
l and S. and seems to form the Wkbone aa it were of Malacca. OF the plains nothing baa been learned e x ~ ptlat
t @
are alluvial, but the Bonntin Islands off the ceast are granite. Of the mowtsips, tba
only particulars collected are their produce in gold, tin, and antimony. LmeatoPs
is also bund ; and from the accounts of natives it is suppased cod m y be. Then
several hot springs.
Proceeding northward, we arrive at Pe
com osod of a grey desq-&
lyiw m r ir, &PW i i h d
granite. On the shores of aeveral of the ~=isla$
a conglomerate tinged with oxyde of iron. But no particular waoynt .of its$ruPee
ter or relations is given. The peninsular range is in the latitude of Pewrlg, @ur
4000 feet high. It is also Ach in tin, and it ie reported
is wemtamm
table land in the bosom of the range situated N.
from Penaq.
That part of the Cedda cowt opposite Penang, is remarkable for rnouPdeafsm
shell* found several miles inland Tin appeers to be found in ~ v e deteabed
d
The Cedda peak, termed by the natives Gt&nengCherni, is the prip4psl qhjezdddnterest It is about 3000 feet above the sea, which washes pafi of i@bw. its8PaP.l
mit h w not been yet explored by Enropean foot, oroing to the j e & w of the s*.
* Werner's chrssification of rot& being f-ded on the emminetian o f a d
limitad t r w t #dcountry, it ia not to be wondered, t h hie
~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ a bbefofoand
oaki
-ionally
to fall short of the bundleas m r i e q of natY
I*
Ibistake not, has in particular extended the s ~ p l i sf
d~
dsy&kh
beyond the boondariea of Werner'~thowchiysr.
I
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da':
imaw tnartgbt.t6
Isa befilds L3 it
afGold is said t'o%btmd, and tin was Bomer1y procured from it. iron o m a h n +
end k~
q b l e n e b an suueely len thaa its m i d I pe all &e vaIud.de WOO&F
d this maat am found en it.
. Nxtbward of Mnomg Chexai, .ibr p.saing the Cedda river, wbich riaea in t b
central range and w a r n a tract of rich &,is to be seen the elephant rock I t b
a dark dads of gmaite, and shoots abraptly to the heigbt ol400 feet. North d thii
pomt rLe coast continues low, but tursi to the Lsueenng islamb r e &&
I paib
sfill pmrsitisg. T)le southern limit of th%meatone formation, rhicb Captun LOW
hrs tt&
northward rs far as the province of Martahan,is Lew b be seen.
- Screral miles beyond, L e M g rockn begin 5 one of these, which Captain Low
olsited, he c~nsidendto ~ t seBa
t granite lane, tbe wperincmnhmt masr be..* heterogeneour. Limestone, veins of quartz, o m of iron are the principd i l y a l i e n t a
A8 the sou& end, doat hnlf way up the I f f , there are b
nt nahzral arches.
A cavern has been formed quite through the north end of
rock by the action of
the eea B e h , and the gradual decay of th rbrrtms&ow. Thie cavern, whicb
wen vieitad ysboydsin staktites. The mof isabout fifty feet bigh,ond dome shaped
though rq~ged. Here *re
i I b y h d h of flaiblr cane, stmtched betwixt p r o m of the mk,a d o n emerging from the rawam. simiIar laddm were
&nuwad to h.R. bees a m @ np th
sf the cEiB, in a z&atq~ ma-,
hero
fastened to a juttins p i n t of rock, there reeved tbrough a perforated ~ g k .Theas
ofthe ebiblebirda nests. Their
had been thas placed by pdvmbrdur Mebp in -8
trade is m&dangerone thn that of tkeamphin g d e r e r , or the Hebridivl W r ;
but i&
in more profitable &BP either. S e m d of k b W' nwte idmads in this k
have been sofOrtwusly hollowed out by the s b w eperetion of ~lgss,
&at prwiom to
going in, tho nester katemt~(o (Le errtm~~%
tha end of the dew he takes 4 t h him,
that he
mt lose hia m y . Oa thcwe ocoasiw t k q me dlusaer tarcheu. The
eye of tha swdbw whirtr builds t k s e &, muat be p e d k 1 y formed to enable it
to work and nestle in such c iPb+tb where tetal darknew prevaib."
NeardtotdrenoroL.eftLLrockharsrf %ta@irbmd,arYedKaPasbytba
Siamese: the general structure corresponds ~ t t6e
h grsccdiqp Bwulsr lnirgaetie
iron ore, imbedded in a calcPrawa stsd,aigug*s,olisrs foPlrd .L the lMtth
end, when large mesaes have f d e n fmm the cliiFs.
At the north side ~f fhe p m w ente Tmy h w b , in N.k t . 7'. 80' io
a remarkable calcareous rock, w ~ t hseveral caverns In ~t. Pulo Tilibon,w&ieC fotLe north side, exhibiu granite and hastme, with vdias af quortr in it. Tbe
m u g river is luood, with a Ligh ridge NePing at ri@ta e g b to it, an b k ~8
side pf the entruce. G e t e lecke hgw pmkmb tbwugh the soil, v6ieh L red
and fermginons. The shore is o v q ( 0 4 with l a ~ ~ p
efsmhceaw iron ghm, in
mall rounded particlea, Wack but yielding a r e r k l i #tlP.L, d vhan redueed to
p v d e r ndhering tothe magne& MWd the mall &lands ljriw batPirt 'hqa 3
o 6&t?ad
It ak4 pmails in
Junk-ceyba, seem Bor (he pyttkmtpp ~ ~ ~ ~ p ef
the latter island, and ngaln Bn IS associated 161h
t It A r-ef
hbilb, 8be bighest 06
rhiih, perhaps, d a a not ucae& one tbwwl feot, st^^ b n ~ t d n a l l -yh
tbe island, with the exqptien.of elorge break 88 the middle. Tha P+ sbeit,
which separate4 it from the maan h d , la VR
aPd rocky, In 10% Oas lslsaQ
bad a gopulatiotl of 6,000 (Siaawe].
'' The tin form4ion seems to w in a C ~ ~ ~ Q line.
M Wfiam &beL e m
mity of the Penin~ula, up to about 15' N. U d e . Beyend this goi.t, aeithm
Burmese or Siamese have Qsco~exodany mines." Ib shows iWf again in *p&,
mu of the pro+
of the Shan, in
2.0. N. L.L ud Low. 89 to 108. In the,
fonn of stream ore. They have also lead m h . Junk-c&m wan suppoekd forlperly to yield 500 tons of tin, but ha8 now dwiidhwi te
mom tllaa 20. It is
poduoed st about y h d f the aa~rketz@e. ' h e g h ae pi& o[ fmm twehw €@
Menty feat deep.
The ore is generally in round w ebiow mamen, with vell
defined crybt.la, and is a maOh of quml+ or bedded L prpsau res%mMiwh a
decomposed granite, yet of considerable hardness." The fPmsce in w&h the we
is sae)red ie oblgng in s h a m qnd abwt thrae fect higb. Abmatc layen dore and
&amad are put bto it; and t h e u e d h o ~ ~ t J 3 9 h H a r s o f t l r e C b m e a e , i a
kept incese~ntlyat work during f w r . w m v
pC I4 l 1 m 8 and m e night,
when the ftirnace L cleansed. The tin begm to w after it bas boen lighted 9
faw how, and is run ioto maul& whii fresh ore and fuel are applied.
The bay of fbunga which stretchee north east from Junk-ceylon, is r e ~ k a b b
for the mynifiwt nockr with d i h it is atudded. They occupied n lioe of about
@ulpikps t b ~ d o s r a o t ~ t i v c h u P d r e Q f e e t , a n d s e l d m r f a l l a s b o ~ ~ .
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two hundred. Their northern extremity lien behind the tbm and valley of Phnnga ;the southern rests in the sea : their direction is nearly that of the Trang rocka.

At a distance they have a pyramidal outline which, on a nearer approach, is changed
to columnar, yet they are not basaltic but calcareous. There are grottoes here
dso lined with calcareous spar, with stalactitel depending from the roof, and a cnrious natural tunnel, the height of the arch being twenty feet.
The valley of Phunga is about three mihs long by one, on an average, in breadth.
It is hemmed in by rocks and hills to west and east. Those on the west, less abmpt,
seem mostly granitic ;those on the east, with perpendiculnr precipices of four and
five hundred feet, and highly picturesque, are calcareous. At a short distance, they
I m k llke chalk, being covered with the agaric mineral. Tin abounds in the granitic range. The population here i s about 8,000 souls, including 600 Chmese and
160 Siamese prieats.
Northward of Junk-@on are several calcawoas m k s off the coast frequented
by birds' nest gatherem.
The Peninsula now narrows extremely, and with it the central range ;but a p t .
Low is of opinion, that there is no break in it, and that it must always p m n t
obstacles to any attempt at forming a communication between the Gulf of Siam
and Bay of Ben&
He admits, however, that a traveller may, by rnnning np the
Kra, or other stream, in a boat, get within three days' journey of a navigable river
om the other side.
Tin is said to abound between Jnnk~ceylonand M q i .
The Coast of Teuasseritn, from 10' to l Z O30' N., i shut out from the ocean by
high, and generally rocky islands. Those which form the west side of Pornst's
maits are composed chiefly of graaite.
Beyond the principal of these, named Domel, there is a considerable opening,
where a distinct archipelago of bleak and rocky islands begins, stretching north and
aouth. The belt consists of four o r five prallel rows of islands, and may be about
twenty miles in breadth. They are not laid down in the charts. The channels
between them are for the moat part deep, and frequently there is no anchatage. a t
half a cable's length fmm thew.
'' Their formation is primitive ( p r i m ) ;the granite ia occasionally aasaciated
with black schistose strata or seady slate." Limestone r&o not observed, though,
rrs some of the islands are frequented by the nest g a t h e m , it is to be inferred they
are calcareous.
We are now arrived at the bonndary of the British and Siamese teritories. Of
Siam few particulars are known. The gold mines at Bantaphannae, in the latitude
of Mergui, appear to be of no consideration; their produce yearly is not more than
15,080 Ra. The gold is fonnd in an allnvial deposit.
Returning to Tenasserim, we find the islands fronting Megui of granite, as also
the hill on which the town stands. Argillaceous petrifactions are said to be found
here; sbme petrified crabs were obtained. m e province of Me& abounds with
tin ore, especially to the soathward.
Tnvoy is a hilly province. The foot of the hills is about 10 miles eaat of the
town; they run chiefly north and south: the sheama which rn foundbetween, after
eseaping from them, tmm to the westward, and flow through the level plaina to the
sea. Grey granite is the prevailing roek, with occasional patches of slate. The
tin mines are merely stream works. Antimony has been obtained in small quantlty. About 16 miles no& east from Tavop is a hot spring, having a temperature
of 144'. I t has no taste, and the incrustahon derived from it is pronounced to be
ealcareour. The reck from which it issues is a transition slate, eEerveecing slightly
with acids.
m e r e is a road leading acrosa the hilly tract into Siam, but exceedingly difficult,
and only passable by foot trnvellertl. It was visited by Captain Low. The height
of the p a s , which by the road is about sixty miles, is 3000 feet. Four v e v distinct
and W h e r ranges of hi& were seen within the Simese frontier. About 40 milea
muy be allowed as the width of the hilly tract here.
In him route to Y&,Captain L. found only granitic rocks. At Enbien m a r Kalingaung, a curious hot well was met with, about forty feet in diameter, having a temperrrture of 1049 The low hill on which the town of Ys? is situated consist8 of de-composing gmnite.
Martaban offers a promising field for the Iaboum of the geologist. I t is bnunded
to the north by a branch of the great central range dividing it f r o b Siam. On the
south the Balami in a narrow stream divides it from Yb. On the eaat is the Skw s e mnga elmwing at intervals peaka, the highest of which may be about WOO
A
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fed ~ T b d q & . t h i s . '&re
~ e is.bet one gbod p r e s , ' t e M Pra-song-chi3 by the
Burmese, aad Phra-chedplhsslll-onp. hy the Siamqse, i. e, the uu, of the three pago22' 15 ' 6.aceording,to Capdas.' I t is in Latihde 15' 18' 00' N . Longitud~r98~
tain Grant's observations. On the west the aea is the boundary partly, and partly
-the provinces of Chetang and Tham &ti.
It may he computed to contain about,
twelve thousand sqnare miles.
Tke~paiPeipIriver ia. the ,Krung ' H e a r (of the Pepem) o r Santfen (of the
Ihme&i .which riaas i n n range oc mouutsins to.tss northyent s f Qlcung Mai in
Laos, passes within two o r three days' journey of that capital, and after aturbulent
course eaters ?he plpio country in ltro20' N. La+. I t is joined a t the Kakayet stockade by .the Yien Zalen river, which flo~vsfrom the Haphhn hills lying m a north
west direction. Eiglat or ten miles beyond the stockade, it has a bar of granite
rocks across, and 1s not navigable to &e smallest canoes. Hence it has a more
tranqu~lcourse, and it joins the sea at the Kbyet Khaml Pagoda. Opposite to'
Martaban, it may be about amile in width., " The other rivers are the Dang, Darni,
Kyung, which jains it at Mahi Phra Pagoda ;the Gyen Kyung, which falls into it
at Phra Pyh or. the white pagoda ; the Attaram or Atti jan, which enters it nearly
opposite to the town of Martaban ;the W k r h Kyang, which disembogues near the
Kyet.Khami.pagob; and tbe Dsng-weip-ky4ng. which pour:, itself into the gulf of
Martahan. These are all navigable far inland by large boats.
The chief hills within the province are, part of tlle Tnvoy range ; next, a short
range running across one of the upper branches of the Attaram river ; the Jeukyct-phra-ffing; a high-peaked hilL fifteen o r twenty ~nilesto the westward of the
town; the Joga+beu-t&ng to the northward, an& the two insulated.hills called Dangdami and Mqin. Grinite icl the prevaiIing,rock. The detached, abrupt roclrs and
hills that shoot up in the plain are composed of limeatone. The potter's earth, of
which the Pegu jap are , made, is found in abundance near hlartnban. Schistose
strata occur in the neighbourhood. About fifty miles up the Attaram river, and
within a mile af its eastern bank there is a hot fountain, the temperature of which
is 136", called YC-bPi (hot-water) bx B e Burmese. The dia~netcris thirty feet, and
the depth considerable, the discharge about 20 gallons in a minute. A strong bullbling appears in the middle. The deposit from it appears to be ctiiefly calcareous ;
it is.also slightly chalybeate.
On the Sanlhn river in a rich alluvial country, dwell the tribes of Khyens OF
Carians. They are a fine race of people, of much falrercomplexions than the P e w s e
or Burmese, with whose deportment them favourably contrasts.
Various details of limestone rocky hills are given, but at Kakayet stockade close,
to the hills granite wain begins. Several specimens of regularly crystallized quartz'
were picked qp.
"The Kkyes-Ni or Red ~ k i a n s whd
,
inhabit the jungly and hilly tract, stretching from this place in a northerly direction, are of a very aavage and warlike disposition. They use +ick buffahaide for armour, and, fight with spears and poisoned arrows."
The climate of Martabaq appears, temperate, The followi@ averages will give an
idea of it..

P

'

7 A. n.

4 P, n.

FiPteeq days in May-,
..
78
9
Twenty-five days in dune, ,--.-72 .
78*
Forty-two days, 1st July to 14th Aug- 77
80
I n conclusion, Captain Low observes : " Prom aU that has been here stated, it
would seem, that granite forms the basis of all tile continuous ranges of hills on the
coasts I have deucribed ;that a bold and marked lime (-stone) formation runs parallel.
t~ these ranges, hut that this is occasionally interrupted, as far as can he.judged of
from a n examination merely of the gurface ;'that schist is of very frequent occurrence ;and that tin in shape of an oxyd, and invariably associated with the granitic
hills or formed (found ?) in their vicinity," and iron,are tbe principal metals throughout ,thiswide range.
, . :
PZII. Deamptioa pf t&e:North-roeCoal DirhJcf, s)vdc%
crbw the River.
Damoda, from the NeigAbuurheod of Jeria or Jrriogerh to below Sanan~ptir,in th
Pflgana of Sheargcrh. By the h t e Mr. Jones qf Calcutta, pp. 103 to 170.
axaninatior and Rnaly~irof r o k Specimens ofzron Ore from Burdwcnc.
BJt N. Piddingtop, Esg.pp. 171 to 177.
I n the text 7 3 O ; we upp pose a mistake for 78..

1

X . On a cmo Spe& of Brccrer. By H. Hod,pon, Eq. B. C. 5. pp. 178 ZB M b
XI. On nome PetrrJFcd She&, found in the Oawilgerh Range of Hi&, fu Apil
1833. By t k late H.W. Vopey, Bag. W.M.S7l Faat, pp. 187 to 194.
These four papers being all of them short, and on subjects possessing both variety and interest, we shaU venture to reprint them in full in a future number.
XIZ. As Account of aone MircerrJ. celbcted ut N.glak and its Vtturnitg.withRemath on ik Geobgy of 2R.l part of the Coydry. By Captgin P. Jenkins, pp 195
n 215.
Nagpbr, the cqital of the Berm state, is in Lat. W9 10'. Long. 79. 14'. It is
situated on the bank, and nearly at the sonrce of the msigniilcant stream, the N6g
Nadi. The elevation is about one thousand feet above'tt~esea. Its site is interesting in a geological point df view, being the pointof junction of the great western
trap, with a great granitic formlnion, the eitent of which is yet but partially determined. Captain Jenkins considers & to be part ol that 'found on the confines of
the plains of Bengd, reaching from the Ganges below Patna to the sea at Gwjam,
and a continuation of the grecit ranges of the coast traceable probably abwe gmund
through this vast extent.
6 ' The hill of Sitabaldi, the extreme eastern point of thetrap formation, would appear to be insulated from the range of hills to the west of it; or its connection is
by a narrow neck ;for the sinking of wells round the base of the hill has shown it
to be nearly, if not entirely surrounded by gneiss. This gneiss is at its baed
much decomposed, and of a
ter elevation than the next adjonnfng uncovered
gneiss in the city ; which is, o w m r , extremely shattered, and the whole beam the
appearance of having been u heaved and disturbed by the basalt." Cancar is abundant in the neighbonring soif
'' TO the west, north west, and soatb west, trap entirely revails ; to the aortli
east, east, ana south e m , black soil in the immediate neigb%,urhood prevents the
observation of the uadeiiying stratum ;but' there is r i l e doubt of its being gneisa,
as this is the nearest rock disflayed in those directions." To the north decayed
gneiss is met with, but only for a short &stance ;&r which the same deep soil
covers all vestiges of rocks till we reach the p n i k of Waragaon and Sum&.
'' This granite of Waragaon is remarkable for the great quantity of felspar in it,
from its having no mica, or a very small quantity, and the quartz being chiefly
dispoaeck in masses, and exhibiting frequent1 large cavities lined with fine crystals."
Dolomite is found at Khorari, west of daragaon, and about six miks north of
Sitabaldi. To the west of thls int is the trap range.
6 L Near the cantonments at E m t i is foand sandatone with an argillaceous cement
and disseminated spots of mica. The dip appeared to be south. The rock ia
much broken, and the fissures, horizontal and vertical, are filled with seams of lime
(-stone) about half an inch to an inch in thickness. It is covered near the village
by earthy red iron ore. Granite and gneiss have been found in digging several wells ;
but under such circumstances as to leave it doubtful whether they were huge Mdders belonging to a bed of conglomerate kxiown to exist, or real bedsor veins of those
rocks. There is a ridge of eiss at the extreme lee of the cantonment, so that the
latter supposition has this cKumstance to favour it.
At Silwara, north of Korari abont two miles,sre extensive quarries of agillaceo11~
sandstone ;the strata are very regular, thougb of unequal thickness, and dip to the
6'.
Between Silwara nnd Patan Sangi? the'
south, at an inclination of about 30° to 3
sandstone rises into a low hill, upon the surface of which lies conglomerate. It b.
also found near Sdnbr in the bed of the stream, and appears to cover an extensive
tract beyond the pass of Kelode on the road to Sindwara.
North of Kamti on the high mad to Ramtek no rock is found at the surface, but
in a well abont half way, and at the depth of 30 feet, a decomposed granite is seen,
and boulders of quartz with schorl disseminated are foynd in a neigbbouring nullah. The swell at Satak and Nagardan is also quartz. Close to Ramtek agnih gneiss
begins to appear. North of Ramtek, the first range of hills is quartz rock : further'
on gneiss occurs, and at Dongertal, eleven miles from h t e k , the h i b are of granite. On the south and west are be& of marle affording tolerable lime.
On entering the jungle towude Kum4ri white disintegrated micaceons schist
appears, and further ou red limestone in considerable. mass, havin m east and
west direction. Granite veins ~ c u in
r it, which by the wear of the fimestone are
left standing up two or three inches highlike protuberances. This rock pa8se.r
into one, conristing almort entirely of manganese. -
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Gneiss, micaeeons schist, and quartz m& are also found, and canear in large
block^ below the limestone.
Proceeding from Ramtek to the nest a low range of 5roken h i occurs, a confused mass a parentlp of quartz boulders ;further on a granite country is entered
apparent3 o?a crumbIy nohne or decomposing. Below the vinage of Nayakund,
a dike orgneiss perfectly vertical croesp the Pbsh river. As it interrupted the
navigation, Captain J, was employed to cat a channel through it, w that the whole ,
of its interior was laid open. The rork varied in its cdunncter from granite to micaceous schist, the f o mer
~ being apparently included m m s . Round these, as round disturbed and bent from its
similar masses of quartz, the grain was fonnd to
otherwise straight dimtion. The adjacent rock was a grey granite, occasionalb
traversed by veins of a different granite producing disturbance.
Goknla is three or four miles up the Phsh from Nayakund; the river is here
dammed up by a very extensive pyke of crystallirsd limestone. The left b a r :
tbe river is of neiss, the right of clay with a conglomerate of pebbles ;the i i e stone being conined to tbe I)ed of the nver, and apparent1 unconnected with either
manganese. Towards
side. As at K u d r l , it passes into quarts rock coloured
the left bank granite and gneiw w e n found passing into, and intermixed with, the
Ilmestone.
e m u l i occur in this neighbowhood marked'by rings of stone, which were in
m e instanws as much as 50 or b0 paces in diameter. Though examined in different places nothing was found.
From the specimens collected between Nayakund and Gokula i t is inferred, that
the PBsh crosses a trap c o n n w in some part of its course, o r at least meets with
beds o r veins of those r o d s . In going to Sindwara it was observed that the ascents
and tops of the passes were of trap. Galena wan found i n small quantity in quartz
rock at Pnrsbni.
Returning to NagpGr by a route idtermediate to the granite at Waragaon and
the range of hills on the north, quartz rock arranged in vertical shnta was found
near Bishwamber. On the KanMn at Matni Muhoda, a similar dike of cqntorted
w i s s to that at Nayaknnd occurs. I t is accompanied by cellular iron clay. The
g ~ e i s sproceeds beyond Bandera, and is probably part of n great granitic formation
meeting by the way of the Simji hills and Retenptir at Ramgerh ;the great granitic
range, which sweeps round by Balishwur and Cattak to the CoromandlI coast Red
ochre of good quality is found near Komta under the Sdnji mouutaias, and goId
dust was promred from oneof the uuliahs,that fall i n that direction into the Wynegangs. At Leont occnm basalt apparently connected with that at CLapnra; and
bordering on it at Chaori is iron clay mating on gneias, but of limited extent. Granite then smceeds, which continues to Nagptir. A few miles from Leonl, them i r
limestone.
At Sindwara about 63 o r 70 miles from Nagpbr is found granite.
The gneicls of the valley of Nagpfir extends by ICelode to Lobdera, overlayed in
pcuts b extensive but shallow masses of puddingstone similar to that at Pu~ ~ ~ l and
n iL
dbr.I'After ascendi the lsst ghat, which was covered with trap,&
rock met with is granite ;and thisytraced nearly to Baittil ;the ascending ghat to
the valley of Bairn, and Iast,fear.miles only being trap, The top of the valley of BaiW , i s granite; and this formationextends n o d naely toHasanabad, withsome small
intarruptione of scmdstones and trap, the bottom of the valley is trappean; part
o f the great trap of the west, with which it is connected by the valle of the T a p t ~
and the Gawilgerh and Aas!rgerh ranges of mosntaina, and it is unitedgy Multai and
Panduma with the hills of trap, whose extreme promontory in this direction east is
the hill of Sitabaldi.':
XII. Notice of the Oceuffence of Gypnn, in the I n d o - G a w k ! fr#ut of Maarntaint,
bpEaptair J. D. Herbert, &p. Min. Sur. pp. 116 te 223.
This paper records the localities of small masses of this mineral found in t h
mountains which bound the Dehra Dbn to the north. Tl~eseare 1 The bed of a
stream which leaves the hills immediately below the village ofN6ga1, and in the bed
of which is s~tuatedthe rock called Sansar Dhdra, " a perpendicular bank of fifty
feet in height, which for abreadth of sixty or seventy feet is faced with pendent stalnctites from which descends a continual shower of drops." The gypsum occurs
about two m h beyond this spot, at ihe confluence of another stream which comes
from the left. 2. In the bed of the stream which joins the Sansar Dhsra Nallah.
'ust opposite that rock a small deposite r found. 3, On the &cent from the vilin veins in a blue limestone : and 4. On
{age of Rajpbr to the hamlet of Jari
the northern face of the same range, a little above the hamlet of Rdnou.

gy

localitp is-quoted from &he asologicsl Trmsactions, vol. i.N. S, of gypsnoa
found by L~eut.(now Captain) Gerard, ln the bed of the Spiti, as also of anhydrib
a d a specimen of the latter (a rolled piece) is mentioned in a note to have been received from the nei hbourhood of the snowy peaks.
Excepting that wkch occur8 as a vein in blue limestone, which is fibrous, tpe gyp'sum which is the subject of this paper " is of the variety culled foliated granular ;it
is of a snow white colour,.\he lustre is equal o r a little superior, perhaps, to that of
white marble. I t is scarcely translucent" The specific gravity IS about 2, 24, the
hardness 2,O.
With regard to its geo1ogic.d position and relations, it is found in superficial
masses, which can hardly he called either beds or veins, ppparently independent and
limited in extent. I t frequently contains fragments of the associated rock, occasionally it is associated with a clay slate, the crevices of whirh when opening on the
surface had been filled up by the mineral, apparently from infiltration. More commonly the rock is of an anomalous character. It has all the aspect of a limebtone,
but refuses to effervesce with acids, or at least does so very feebly. I t is frequently of
a deep black colour, and has a fetid odour, particularly when struck or fractured.
The odour is that of sulphuretted hydrogen. As it passes into well characterisad
limestone, it must be considered geologically as one of the numerous types of that
rock, though, as it i s so highly charged with argillaceous and probably siliceous
matter, its claim to the title of a li~nestone,wouM not be so obvious in a hand specimen." These rocks the author of the paper inclines to consider as belonging to
the transition class, but the gypsum he believes t o be of comparatively modern
formation, and ailnilar in its origin to those masses of stalagmitic limestone whioh
am bund in every rock, from the oldest gneiss to the newest floetz rocks." Tbis
opinion he founds "on its limited extent, its being associated with a sulphuretted
limestone, and lastly from its containing fragments of the neighbouring rook."
From the particulars given in a paper of M. Brochant's on the gypsum of the Alps,
which is noticed in a postscript,it is t h o q h t additional confirmation iagiven to this
opinion.
XZK. On the Fesfikzing Pliscipk of the Inondatiom of the Htigli. By H . P a dington, Esq. pp. 224 to 226.
We shall re, This is an extremely interesting, and, we will add, valuable paper.
senre it for republication.
XV. On the Mineral Productions of that part nf the Himmalaya Mountains lyingbetween the Satkd and the h-d& f G k r a h ) Rlverr, considered in an econoonicalpat
of tww : including an Accou~rt of the Mires and Methods 8f worki7cg them, with
fiuggestions&w their 6nprrnemwat. By Captain J . 1). Herbert, 9th Reg. B. N.I.
,
late $up. Jfi74. Survey, and Assietant to the Surveyor General of India. pp. 2.22 t o
258.

The minerals found in these monntains may be divided into those whioh do not,
and those which do yield metal. The non-metallic ~uineralsare as yet unprodective, and, with the exception of bitumen, are not articles of cornmerce. They are as
follows :
1. Sulphur; 2. Green sulphate of iron; 3.' Alum ; 4. Bitumen; 5. Graphite;
6. Gypsum ; 7. Limestone ;and 8. Potstone, or indurated talc. To these of rocks,
have been added granite and porphyry, and subjoined, are given a few particulars
on Borax, a mineral brought from the adjoining country of Tkibet.
Sulphur is found in the deposites of hot springs mechanically mixed with carbonate
of lime, nnd in the galleries of lead mines. In the former state it occurs in the bed
of the RBmgunga and Garjb rivers in Kamilun, and in the latter at Mywbr, on the
T6ns i s Jaunskr. Green sulphate of iron is found in connection with the first noticed
' deposites of sulphur.
~
I t roight be obtsined in any quantity from, the i r o pyritesof
,.the copper mines. Alum iu found as an efflorescence on ruicaceous schist in the
bnl of the Cosillah below Alm6rah; and it is supposed, in many otherplacen. Bitumen exudes from a limestone on the road between the cantonments of AItnbr&',
and LGhoghdt. Graphite was. found in round a d kidney shaped masses lying on
the surhice of a highly carburetted micaceons schist. The specificgravity was deter- mined at 2,21 to 2.26. I t was not of the best or finest quality, though far from bad ;
and the author apFars to think that it may be yet found in considerable quantity.
' Of gypsum, the details have been anticipated in a previous paper.
The limestones
xilost worthy of attention are described as 1. A white dolomite of a fine grain approaching to compact. 2. A variety rxacqy answering to the description of the Ion.
marble. 3 Another a flesh coloured aolomite, with purple cloudcddeliheatio.~.TLese
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latter two ere .mm act, 4: A marble,of a more crystelline &z~foaad on tbe road to
Bhsidridth above-&e Biihunganga. Potsbne is foupd, IU in Ireland, in the formarion enclosing the capper mines. Serpentine oc-cura within the Gwkldli territory;
but none has yet been diawvered on the British side of the boundary. A porphyritic
grey granite is to be had insufficient quantity close to the cantonment of AlmBrah ;and
fragments of a r h i s h grey porpbyry, the crystab being white, have been found,
but the site of e original mass ia yet to be. discovered.
. Borax is imported from beyond the frontier, where it is extracted from a lake i n
which it is said to be continually reproduced. I t is .sold in two states, raw and
gicked " The latter consists entirely of crystals varying in length from one to onee' ht of an inch. These c stals are h t , llexagonal prtmr with trihedral summits.
J%
' ey
are of an oil greenm%ur, ancl nearly, if not quite opaque." I n the other state
it is mixed either with borax dust or impurities. In the picked state it is far from
;pure ;but the author found no diiXculty in purif 'ng it, and obtained from one solu,tion borax equal to every purpose of the arts.
price at B&ur, the mart where
i t is sold, is 5 Rs. per maund.
The metallic productions are the .principal of. the m i n e d resources, and even
;these appear to be scanty in amount and inferior in qdty-though the author of
H e paper seems to think capital alone wanting to render the amount larger, and the
quality superior. The metals are copper, lead, and iron ;for the gold duet obtained
' from the sands of rivers seems scarcely worthy of notice.,It
is stated, that though
no tax is levied, yet a man may barely earn his daily him as a labourer by washing
the sands on his own account. The total annual revenue of the copper mines is
ghort of 3000 Bs. ;and supposing the produce to be double, this is still but a s m d
sum. I t is stated,'however, that this small produce is owing to the miserabky comtracted scale on which the mines are worked ;the want of any means or system of
ventilation, of drainage, of removing the ore from the mines, of pounding,
'washing, roasting, smelting, refining it. Of these operations many w e not performed at all; and of those that are, none effectmlly. The want of any means of drainage
must often.occasion the loss of much valuable ore. The galleries are described as
so narrow and low as to resemble more " the burrow of an animal than the path of
a buman being." The ore is removed from the mine on skins dr.~wnalong the
floor of the gallery by boys in a creeping posture with a string tied round their
waist. The ore is pounded by hand It is roasted in an open forgehearth urued by
air bags, and is smelted in tbe same. That a proper system only is wanting greatly
b increase the ,vnlue of these mines, is said to be apparent from the v e v
emall average value of ench mine compared with those in Chili Were only the
three principal mines in these provinces to attain each of them, the average of the
500 mines in Sduth America, i. .e. 6 tons each, the amount would be ten fold what it
is at present. And that there really is copper in the country, in evident; not
only from the numrrous indications of this metal which must attract the notice of
,every traveller, but from the occasional high profit+ realized b the lessees under
extraordinary cfrcumstances. Thus the mines of Pdhri. whicg are now leased at
600 Rs., are said to have produced one year in the time the Rajahs of Kumaoon
50,800 Rs. And in consequence of the occurrence of an earthquake, the lessee af
tbe Dhanfitir mine i~ said to have made large profits some y e s n
The copper mines are worked at DhanpBr, Wobrf, GangbH, s%, PbHri, Khari,
and ShQ Gurang The first is situated in a red compact dolomite of such mnsistenw
and stability, that the galleries are much more roomy tbstl in any of the others.
Being situated at a high level, the interior is comparatively dry, so that the miners
f,illow the ore in every direction, and, what is also a great advantage, the workiw
season continues all the year round. The ore is of that species called grey cop e r
(thefahkrt of the Germans), and contains iron, besides sulphur and copper. #he
latter is in the proportion of fifty per cent.
The Ydkri mine is situated in a tender talcoie schist, passing on one side into tal.rose gneiss, on the other into chloritic schist. The ore, judging from the refuse of the
Ihine, is deemed to be witreow and purple copper, the two moat valuable of the sulphurets. The galleries had all fallen in, so that no very precise judgment could be formed. The Sirs and Gang6li mines are situated in beds of mdurated talc o r potstone, contained in dolomite. The latter rock, and the potstone occasiondly,.form
durable works ; but the potstone is most .commo~lyin ii state much resembling reunited debris, and it is then little better than so much mud. The ore of each of
these mines is copper pyrites: it is accompanied by iron pyrites. The other mines are
similarly situated; but their produci- is altogether trifling and unworthy of notice.
The author recommends several improvements in the management of the mines;
but for these we must refer 0 the paper.
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m e iron mines am n m m m i and considerablequantities of t
bmetal are mmu;
fa&=d, but by such a rude procar, that the article is very inferior, and indeed
, m l y fit for the construction of those tools and implements in the prqnration o f
which may be hund the chief source of the demand. The ore i~ attempted to be
reduced in an open forge hearth, worked by a pair of air bags; the reduction is so
imperfect that a great deal of labour is r~qniredby repeated heating6 and hammerit into workable order. The ore is commonly the red oxyde, sometimes
hamatitic
ingsto
bri%( hnneeakot on the Cosillah), sometimes in masses composed of looaely
cohering glimmering scales, soiling s&nEly, and feeling unctuous to the touch (Rbm
@r) ;sometimes in the form of a breccia,the fragments being reunited by acalcareoua
incrnstcrtiou, (Kats6n on the Ramgangd.) This latter varie is said to produce a
iron, probably from the adjusttnent by nature of the
flux; for the
mmnem do not appear to be aware of the value of such an addition, and never useit.
The y e l h or hydrated oxyde is found at CMogerka both w h y and compact. Thh
fomer mmetimes cbntains c r p b h of octahedral, mapwtk iron ore; and in thk
neigbbourhood were found pieces of congl-~mente
consisting of grains of this mineral and of quark, each of which was a natural magnet, and had two or more poles.
~t SLI in Biesahir is a mine of this ore. I t is found disseminated in mica slatk
in such quantities aa in favourable ~pecimensto equal half the weight or one-third
bnk. The specific gravity of this ore is 4.8. The iron obtained from it i s
bigbty valued. Similarauggestions are offered for the improvement of tbe iron
works ss of the copper, but we mnat hasten to m e h u h this already too lengthy
abstract.
The lead mines are numerous, but those most worked at present are situated on.
the T6ns river at no great distance from the DChra D6n. There are three places
where works are camed on, Aipdr, MaiyAr, Bo&la The firat named plaae is onthe
ri ht bank of the river below the village of Bhub6r andwithih the limits of Sirm6r.
T t e other two are on the left bank, and in Jafidr, a pergunnah the superintendenw of which is vested in the bfticer commanding at Dbhra. The latter two mines
produced formerly 6000 Rs. they have dwindled down to 1650.
The mine at Bhutndr or Aiyh is sitnuted in day slate. The rock is tender and
galleries though.supported by timbem frequently fRU in. The
fiapentary, and
ore 1s found aomehrncs In quartz veins, sometimes in the alate itself, At Maiylir
the containing rock is the =me, but harder and more firm,so that .propping is not
'required. The labour of excavation is however greater. At Bo& the containing
mck is limestone supposed to be a bed in the clay slate. This Plro aflords durable
,I eries, without further expenre than that of the excavation.
g-ranulw g e k , having a
h e ore at allthree. places is the same, a steel gray*
specific gravity of 7,2. At Maiyh it is accompanied by iron pyrites and in one gallery by sulpliur. The mode of reducing the ore is the same as that practised in the
case of the copper and iron ores; but it answers better in the case of this metal than
of those. A curiow fact is, that the ore and reduced metal sell by weight for the
=me price at Kdlsi, the nearest mart. Perhaps the sulphur which may be C&CM
pays the expenas of reducing the ore.
XYI. Tabka exhibiting a deity Rcgi'ter of the Tided in the Rimer H&@ at Celevttr
from 1806 to 1828; with Obrmtioru on the RemCCI thw obtained. Ily James Kyd,
fig. pp. 259 to 267.
This article we shall re-print.
The volume containa maps and sections fully inustrating the geologid ppe*
Of these the map ~f Buodelkhand and BBgihand, by Cagtcrin Franklin, is ve weU
executed, and affordsa favourable idea of the state ofthe arts in this c o u n t r y . k r e
is no name to it, so that we Cannot give credit to whom rredit is due.
The two coloured plates of BUCCTM
NepakMir, executed a& Mr. Smith's Press, are
also very good. The last paper haa five ve full linear tables showing all the moat
interesting phenomena of the tides. ~ p o n x whole,
e
we think we may congramlate the Asiatic Society as well as the public, on the result of this attempt to e x t e d
the sphere of their inquiries.
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X.--Redta of a Second Series of Bxpcrrimcnts on ths Elmticity and '
Transverse Strength of ths Arnciprrl Indian Woods. By Captain
H. C. Baker, Superintendent Iron Suspension Bridges.
experiments were made, consisaed, hesidea
The specimens on wbicb tbe f o b
m y of the varieties which f o r m d y e subject of the fint aeries, of u m e m v e ti-, of wbicb the following enumeration may be given.
CANCE
WOOD,oa MENABA'N,
of the province of Tavoy, a v e v tough, elastic
wood, of box yellow d o u r ;med for knife handles, spenr shafts, &c. ;would probably answer well for bnwa, buggy shafts, and p o i e n of camape, and Mme
KUSSUM-a d o r but cross p i n e d m o d of tough fibre ; would pmba8T answer well for mvea and felloes of wheels, perhaps spokes ;the lateral eohesron of
tka 6bx-e~considerable ; nsed in the bills for sledges for extricating the timbers ;
is produced in abundmce, and yields timbers of 26 to 32 feet average length, five or ''
s b feet mean girt ;said to be unassailable by white ants and other insects.
KAsau'~r~-not V L . abundant,
~
26 to M feet avenge length, five to seven
stated to be in the bills wed for "boats and beams ;"this appears, like
s d , a very brittle but close w w d ;yields suddenly ;of a light red colour,
would probably answer better for fnmiture than engineering purpom, in which I
s h d d ssp, it WM decidedly un!it to be busted ;mid to be proof against worms and

.

:zit?;

white ants.

%?ANDAB,
of m i g h t coarse fib&; abundant, 26 to 40 feet length, five to
seven girt; a dingy yelbm mlour, llmost resembling the Gumbbar ;uved in the
hills for boxes, doors and pannellings ;would probably do extremely well for scaling
ladders, planking af ammunition boxea, ship masts and spam ;combines lightnew
and strength, .ad ia raid to be proof .gainst worms.
DHO'PI, abundant, of loge sice, but warps much, and ir Baid to be perishable 1
o f . dark brawn 'mlonr.
Assr'n, abundant, 26 to 40 feet, five to seven girt ; osed in the hills for planks,
and spoken of hsckeries-in structure l i i oak ;h n y l a r in Its deflebions,and tolecprriage, and
rably' elastic ;may probably prove a very valuable wood in the
powder barrel manufactories, for traming ahd wheel-making, c b e e c i n d transom;

8

hills ;not subject to the ravage8 of worms of white ants.
KARMM'N,very abundant and of large growth; a brigbt opaque yellow co]oar; used in $he hills, in making furniture of all kinds, boxes and l~gbtpanneung
o r picture framu, modelling blinps and venetians, o r p n pipes and w b c o t t i n g ;
it will prdbably pro've very valuable, bat does not appear calculated for heavy strers
of any kind ;unassailable, it t Irrid, by white ants, &c.
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34 k t , h e t~ six feet girt. a
Ids t k b af 25
DHA'BAH,abnndaat,
h w l y wood, a g d p e dLike th Pb&, and may
ap lied to the same uses.
brownish eolour ;abnndant ;little ared and not much known ;
~ H A ' N J I , a di
'
may answer for Z o e s of light wheels.
TEKO'LI, abundant; yields timber 25 to 30 feet lo
five to six feet girt;
opaque reddish yellow, nsed for ii@t krniture, boats, and%rs ;has little strength ;
may probabl J answer w d r for plcture frames, and wdnscotting, and panelling.
THENGANo a SENQAN,produced in the new emtern provinces, and yields
timber from 30 to 46 feet, five to Hix feet girt; nsect for the same purposes as Teak.
than which it is considered more durable; u a d for boats, by the Chinese for junks;
colour, a reddish s a d ; a strong and elastic wood, admirably adopted for the guncarriage department.
THABA'N,
dull, straw colour, used Id hdnse bufl&ing and hoata ;produces timbers
of 36 sometime6 rs long as 70 feet, a good wood for planking and pmnellhg.
PYBNG-MA
OR KHA-MUNG-NI---of
pale cedar cdour; furnishes good crooked
timbers for ship buildin for which purpose it is exported from R a w to Bengal, supposed by some to% of s i m h specics to red JarrGl, and well calcnlatd for
guncarriage purposes.
KAD-WOT,pale saul colour, yields very large timber for mas@ and keel
pieces 46 to 73 feet, of light structure.
KANZAKARBO, a heavy but durable wood, something like the Pyeog-ma both
in colour and structure; used for house building purposes, and growa to a large size.
ANA', a heavy but certainly not a tough or elastic wood; anid to be much
prized, for its durability,amougst the Burmese, and used in constructing royalbuildings, religious edifices &c. ;of the Jack wood genus.
is a heavy durable wood, c e h red. chiefly appliTHA-GAT.NIO R ZA-GAT-NI,
ed to house building purposes ;yields timber of about 50 feet muimum length.
SAULWOOD,from the Baggri jungle, north of MednipQr, dwark tree, of a
close even structure, finer i n appearam even than the Morung timber, and n e a r b
as strong.
PEERSAUL,a light kind of SisriGh, prodwd in the Bag@ juwle, north of
MednipGr.
The specimens were seven feet long, twa inches wpm, an4 the distPnce between the supports six feet.
The numerical values of C. (cohesion) im the w n d column of the Tab,!
denote
the direct cohesive strength in pounds avoirdupois af cule square inch secbonal area
of the several woods. They are the mean of four to s L results.
very strong and e h t i e
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11.-On the Yeamre of Labour
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India.

T o the Editor of Gleanings in Science.

SIB,
A comspondent, 0, in the 4th Number of your Journal, haadebcrihcd a methud
of baling water very much pfactised in India, and m aimple as 0 b we4 e n W to
the name of primitive. He does not however allow it to be an etfertual or profitable mode of raiemg water, nor to bear any competition with the more complicak~
means of the Europeans.
The r~sultof his estimate isindeed.vey disadvantageous, when he compares '' six
average Be@ees
with one feeble old Englishman :" but I hope to convince him
from the data furnished by him~elfthat tbis comparison is falacions.
The amount of any force exerted, o r of any work performed, ia most c o n ~ n i e n t ly meunred and expre~edby the wejeht equivalent to tbe reeistance overcome,
multiplied by the relooity, and bq the time dufing which the actida coatinues ;or,
assuming the time to be a b y , the work may be dwignated by the weight raised to
a given height ;in which form as only one term is variable, the comparative results
of ditferent kin& of labour, can be readily classed and n preciated.
There is a marked difference, however, necessiuy in cafculatlng the working eflezt .
of any self-acting machinery, and of animal o r human labour : which is, that in thr
latter, the element of f&gw must be taken into consideration, and such intern&

%

,

hi

& the Bfeasu~eVXabour in Indih. '
--

[AU~.

of rest mwt be dowed, as shall enable the same eqertion to be renewed from day
t o daf. h is thus that from experiments of short dnration bery erroneous measnres
oftabourhave ftevently beerr made. Even the celebrnted M e 1 Bernouilli stirnatd the daily work of a man at n a r l y daubk whkt 1 found by Codomb fr&? p.e
tical inqairies amidst the ordina kind bf labour. Bernouilli's valut is eqmvalent
to 2,'41,133troy poudds, rhised
feet hfgh per diem*.
The last mentioned philosopher aleo imagines that human labour always produce%
€he same quantity of actioa, in whatever way it may be emploved ;o r in other words
that a certain quantity of work ~nducesa certain degree d fatigue,.without regard
to the face, the velocity, cp the time. But in reality there ate a thou-and circumstances capable of modlfyi g thls general axiom-the weight of the body, the padtion an4 relative force of J e diEerent milscles, and the rate of motion best adapted
to each i so that although tfre daily fatigue of wrions operatiotfs may be'the salde,
a e m n produced w#1 h d y in any two cases be foand alike ;and further, iq each
dnse theke mmt be b particalar a d h p ~ i o nofthe three elements df farce, velocity,
and tiuratim to produce a mglrimmn m W t .
Thus from the constibition of man,, i t might natural1 be inferred, as has been
proved by erperiorent, that he can tonthe weight of
own bvdy to a far grebte r height or distabce in proportion, thah he can the weight of his b ~ d yplur any
hnrden *but as the quantum of barden only will be the useful ettect produced,
them qust be a aertain ratio of the burden to the weight of the man which rill
give a maximum. Coulomb makes the largest burden equal to 4-6tbs of the man,
a n d with this, the work done finciudbghis awnweight) is only one-half what it is
when he is nnloeded ; and the w&Z emct ir only one quarter as mnch. I am now
-t@otiug from a small table of human labour, which I have dednredfmm C&mt~'a
treatise, " Sur le Force des Hommes ;" and a8 this tahle will assist us In j u d g i i
of the comparabve labour of Indians, which is the object of our inquiry, I shall here
introduce it.
Coulomb, it must be premised, apeaks of the str6ng he&bf Parisian labbum,
whose nverage weight is stated to he 187,6 lbs. troy, or about 11 stone..
i have added a &mu of maunda, ench maund being equal to 1001bs. troy :which wonkl be the precise value, supposing the seer to consist of 80 Calcutta sicca
weight or Fumkhahad rupeeweight.
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%Me qf U u n u n Labour.
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Troy pounds
Maundll
.raised 10 feet rained 10 feet
high p r diem, w h per diem.

Nature of srork.

Monntihg ~tairs,bearing duly the weight of the body,
(lbs. 187. 8)
Dltto,with a burden of 15(11bs,
Ditto, work done, deducting man's weight,.---.
Ringing, o r hoisting a pile driver with a jerk string,
The same motion applied to the stampers at the Paris
mint,.-

1800
960
490
660

180103
96816
49226
66092

,
.
.
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345
630

1m
860
Another species of labour consists in carrying a load along a plain surface, qf
Which Coulomb gives the following valuation.
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The elementary horse power 01a steam engine is eqqd t . ~15,84,000 Iba awe'ddpoia raiscd 10 feet per diem, or 550 lbs. raised 1 feet per second.-The horse k
mp@s* to equal ahout 8 men, Smeaton makes the pomx of a mm = 225,000 lbk
aQerdnpois per diem.

,

Cbnbmb rema*

a* the mobniom at hir sarvy, tha at

M
-

4th

same h h u n r m , tke work done was noh eqml to one-half, from &a beat of rhe climate ; he does not however give any data of the labour of nplerees or othem bbjtnated to the heat. I n thin country the labour of nativw must, I should thi*,
d by Enropeam, dthotyrh, from size and the m..
far exceed what codd be sap

tttre'of 4beir food, they mny
intPrior in
. physical dtrangth.
But this $ tbe poi& we am about to examme ; and fir& let un commence vith
the example presented by your correspondent fi
I t must be remembered, that baling ia only adto the lrieing of w a e r 3o r
%ect hi.gh : every additiona1 height ve.taps the power of the arms, uusge spillage! dimtnishea the number of strokes, and in short cute off from the established
maxlmum ofwork. Let m, thesefore, limit the calculation to cbe firat
of his ex.
ample, viz. two men lifting 10 seers of water, 3 feet h&h, 25 times per minute, f q
a continnadce of 8 hours.
These data peld a produce of900 maunda, rrisad 10 feet high per diem, or 456
mannds for each man ; which is equal to taro-thirds of the water raised by a Parisian
lrtboorer ; an amonnt of which no Eengallee need ba ashamed ! and sufficient to
prove the h n t n g e of their simple a d cheap mode of raking water where them
is a m p k space at command.
Q must no doubt have been misled by the data of Profeattor Robiion'r pump; for
if they are aorrectly stated, the feeble old mcu raised 3000 maunda a day, and far
exceeded dl that the strongest A m c h r n ~ nham evereffected. To this experiment, a re-,
mark I hare before made wiH apply ; in ! k t no inference cun be drawn from such
data.
'Having lately myself bean employed in elearing watar under circumstances which,
required constant exertion, I took the trouble of estimating the work d o w b tbs,
-ml
engines emplopect, whicb consisted of one sqnare woode~plrmp,8finch
hastily constructed, two circular wooden p u m p of 7 inch bore, seven mok o r wstor
bags drawn by men ;-and cuuri&na, o r earthen pots filled snd qarried away by
women and children at so much a pot; besides soveral ddrin, or baling baalets.
Sitting for hours on the spot with I& watch in my hand, I could form a p r r e e t estimate of the work of the pumps from the length and number of strokes ; and I f w ~
t h e checked it by memuring the water raised h a given time: the same was done
for the mots :and th8 ddr& were sstlmUad by thc paoe they kept in clearing away
tbe water from the m e m o i r a t the pomp
1. The square pump r a b i y 11* fee& aeqired two day wta ofeight men w b ,
m d two night sets of the same number. The water rahd per minute waa
,
by
1659 lbq.
n 1500
by measure of pump.--,-

a

$re,

SaJTISab-

whkh is s q d ta 1 X M b mauade, mined 10 feet in a day of 12 Lows, by 16 men.'
or 810 manif& per man.
2. The two round pumpe raising 15 h t , .Kith the arrrs n u m b of men each,'
delivered 8632 maunds, o r 6 r a beight of 10 feet 12800 maundr, = 880 aqeundr
per man.
3. The mots were f m i s h e d with 8 men, en& reliexed every 13 h o w With 4
ieight of 14 feet th made bat two deliveriss of 160 lbr. in 4 mbute ;and much
r a t e r was oceaaion& lost :-whea urged, they a d d draw (brim in? minu&, bu&
*the average was less thhn twice. The work dbne theruhm por Lem QW 2983
manndds 10 feet hi h, or 373 mansds per man.
4. T w o Aria of?! men each, with a relief, o r 8 men in all per diem, could barely'
keep pace with the square pnmp, raieing the w a e r af feet iugh, which.is equivdent
b 4000 mannds, raised 10 feet per diem, or 500 maunds per man.
A msnlt n w l y equal to that of y a w drrespondent ; but perhaps all of the above'
values are too high, fbr the men were stimulated, by the necessity of keeping L a
water down, as well as by my presence, to make their best exertions.
That the Iabonr at the pumps was more relrslr than at the others, wan proved by
rhc preference given to the pomwri by the labourers :-a large portion of labonr ir
thrown m y in the latter by the d& in filliqg the h g :-but even in giving tbree
d a f . to P C punp U p would be st$ a great excess of w o k done i s proportion,
PPd h the
i . e , until they were made, the water could not be kept down
811. I did mot m y d f antictpate such a saving of labour from the adoptton of the
pamp : ~ u ue
e,however, not well d c r ~ a t e d
for pulling horizontany as in ,a p o w

-

and iC mart Be mare rdmto employ cattle.-It would be ascfal to earnare the a p p b t i m of the latter to d i i Y h t moden of &- arhr from our & s

rs#,

&It 1haw na data -hereon to ague.

* 6. In boildmg it is common in India for women and chihirdn to carry the mated& to the roof for the bricklayers, an arerage of such labour g i w me the followiqg data : A 0 0 bricks &d
18 feet, by stairs, in 60 joumep-10 bricks to a
hound, women receiving 1 urns pet. diem : their labour theniola bw 72 m d s
raised 10 feet.
6. Having fitted up a d d l a s s for the same pnrpose, I obtuasd,om an amof 15
days' work, 60 meaaures of t h m munds eaeh, railled 40 feet by two men per
diem = 360 mnands, rdsed 10 feet
Wlth regard to labour in cairying hurthens a n a plain surface, it is not difBePlt
to procure a few exs~nplesin this cowtry.
7. The runners and walkers of India are notorions for the jannrspa which they
can make. Grooms hnm been known to travel M far as 00 miles without d u g ;
eight benren will frequently carry a loaded p a h e 30 miles : but snch work carkl
dot be continnbd. Letter carriers and e s p d y dAk besnm will continue to carry
a pJltee weighing 400 Ibs. l d miles a day with 8 men. This is equal to 864 matt&,
carried 109 feet per man, without reckoning their own weight, or the returnfourney : and it is nearly half the work of a stout porter in Paris.
8. Them is in mqay of the towns in upper India a dass of porten eabd pwkdam, wbb carry grain from the river side to the different gary'es. They am esteemed
the strongest men, and obtain high rates of hire. Their load is frum 1 ) to 2
mrunds, which they carry three times a day, to the distance of 19 miles : thir
is = 561 maunds carried 100 feet, and as nearly as mnch as a Europsslr maid
convey to the same distance.
9 The common daily practice of a 8e.t of 8 pmqja is to convey 7 stoner each,
weighing about 16 maunds, to the distance of 800 yards, including bringing them
np the bank of the river SO feet high : This labour may be divided into two portions
336 mds. carried 100 feet
1 : I m d s . n i ~ e d*Of&
prman,
b d it is about qua1 to the last example.
We see, then, that the work of such native l a b o u m as can enm two or &me annna a day, bears a very fair comparbon with that of Europeans whose daily
may be twelve times as great. It ia commody the custom in c
s
i country to make
use of a host of women and children as coolies, but expt. 7 shown tbig to be &dOUS, even although thee aagecl are less than half ;-and
this resultwas contihe C&IU
qmment of raining water, II*L wu twice y d y y
the p ~ ~ r r v umethod..
r
I shonld like much to be able to add to the foregoing catalogue some mwursmen& of the daily work of that laborious and active &lass, the boatmen of the Om@I, who toil for 14 h o m without intermission under a
srq
an iammmodious trackway, Ulroqh long grass, or wading in curren& and=&,
dragBing a heavy boat 10 or 15 miles a day; and sometimerwith light d t a w r q &ing mare thm 20 miles. But it wonM be impossible to come to any -rate
termination without the. employment of a dynamometer. I muat rest aati&ed
therefore with pointkg out to those travellers on the Ganges who interest &ernselves in scieaYfic inquiriea,'how easily they may measure the force emrted in
tracking a boat or the resistance of the current, by passing the g m ,or trackiw,
rope-over a pulley at the mast haad, and attaching a comte@dancing weght to
the lower end of it:-where the draught is very variable, a succession of wei h&
may be applied, one under the other, so as to he iit\ed from the deck m a i n g
to the strain.. I t may be rwghly eatimated .that about 10 nee171per msn sPill be rsguiwd.
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I am.

sir.

Y o m obedientiy-,

P.

Po~~T~cEIPT.
In No. 6. of the Gleaninp, which hbs just =ached me, I pereeive ur artick @I
the Erpediency of introducing Machinery into Jhdia."The writer h o b out the mo&
prwpemus and enwuragi hopes to all who would engage in the esbblishment of
m-factories
after t h e ~ n 3 s hfashion in this coun
I know not why the hmind -s
to he particularly given to be led astray y any delnsioa which u niled id the seducing garb of beautiful and a n n p k machinery, and (ootenibub0

"
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On the hieawe ofLdlipw in India.
mechanism such ad-libitum power as to surpass all fearu gf competition or failure.
I am not about to stigmatiae the golden prospects of H. D. E. as i l l w r y ;but when
be ropises a replacement of capital in three years, together with a current income
of f o r 10 per cent. tbereou, I cannot but tltinkldm more sanguine than safe. Nei~
goed
t h e r a m I by any means an e.nemy to the projects be advocates ; f o general
m u s t be effected in the country by every improvement of machinem or of manufacturing procesws, even though the individual apeadatom may themselves sutPar,
I t is the eaouomy only which I venture to doubt, and this eesential point can
o n l y be discovered by a relative comparison of the wages of labour at home and in
India,--of the price of coals,--of the additional cont and keep of machinery here,and of t h e rnte of the intereat ef money. Now withotit entering into m y &tailed
statement. (for which, in fnct, I am not prepare&) it is evident, that the reply to ail
these points will be nnfavourable to the application d steam power in India : a d
added to this, we must bear in mind what the estimated advantage of stcam IU r
motive poww is in England.
'' The prime aost of an engine is about equal to that of tbe number of horaw
whose place it will su ply ;-the price of its feed is nearly one half."
All other things t&n being equal, if the feed of animals o r men, or, which is
nearly the same, if wages here are less than half what they may be in Englaad, t8e
advankqqe of the steam e n ~ n -8e,
as far as economy is e o n m e d ;there are
stiU adventageaof m c e n k a t i m of force and equabilityof action to tell in itsfavour,
which are no doubt of vast importance in some operations, and h such the use of
steam should have prior introdu&w I there are also circumstances in which no
orher power can be applied, aa in towing vessels through a dangerous navi~ation;
here t h e competition ef human laboPr d o ~ not
s exist, and .a long aa the navigation
and t h e dangers last, the project af stesglera will be profitable. But if we turn
o u r view to the operatio86 on l a d rshieh we have seen, tried, and nome ai which
have continued te brave the h~~
of a tosing speculation, I doubt w W i e r we
shall findmuch to contradict the deductions above made. I willappeal (o the let&ry
committee whether t h y could not rake the s u n e quantity of water more &enply
(I d o not say so convenhtl or so elegmtLy) by manual labour than by their
e n g n e ? I +ill ask the ship-$uiklers why are no longer see in their dock-yards
the elegant steam block m d i n e r y of 1819 Z I will ask the merchants and apecuculators why it wm never tkought worth while to aet up the splendid ice apparotaa
which came to India a fewyears since ? 1 will inquire whether the application qf
steam to the irrigation of iadigo lands h.s rapidly increased ? And aa to the magnifieent Government maufactory to which H. D. E. alluden in terms of jW a h ,
I will venture to prophesy that, however the fabrication of the article may imroved and perfected thereby, the mat of iQ d a c t u r e will be more than doub e d I have excluded the steam boats employed among the shipping fmm thq l i t
of uafwourable spemhtions, but I cannot e m extend &hisprifilege ta staunbOpts
intended for inland navigation ;here again a e c u n the competition of manual lahaw
the
under circumstanocs of simple action moat famurable to t8o latter, and fu*r
prevalmce of regularwinds &ids an additional element in its bavorrr. Say that the
velocity of a journey up the river may be doubled or tripled by the use of s t e w ,
atill. the dierenee of erpenae is so p t , that pinnace4 aqd bdgerows may double
their complement of danskes, may establish ~ & y sof towlpen on the river sjQ, so .s
to increase their speed nearly to a par with the steamer ;and they will still golipst:
the latter as much in cheapnew, as in the vrjr essential points of wmf(ut aud
accommodati~.
I n fine the advantage o r disadvantage of introducing s t e m power must entirely
d e w d upon 8he prioe of labour, and it should never be be)d out of qight that
i n England and Nortb America, w k r e steam is 8o auccessfdly employed, labour is
more costly than in m y otber country, and coal 4u o s we in the opposite d e g p
cheapest and almost inexhaustible.
Should these ohserpatioos, apgenr more than j v l g disrnur$gipg tg thpse who
have embarked in new manufacturing syscuhtionfl in Ldia, I bag in ponclpsion to
assure them, that all I have advanced is founded mwely o s gpperal. considerations,
without the practical knowledge of any experiment on tbe s u b h t ;o ~ Id s k i be
k ken
most happy to be set right by the faithful s e w 4 of any concam w b ~ ~Lao
long enough at work to have formed a jupt eetimatu of its capabilities.
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On Cooling Wines.
111.-t3n Cooling Wines.
Cool wine in adimate like thht of India being so g n a t a luxury, we cannot doubt
that the re-blication
of the following letters by Dr. Walker of Oxford, o,n the artificial production of cold, as taken from the June and July numbers of @e PhilosophicaI Magazine, for 1828, will be generally aoceptable.
T o the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Annals.
'GENTLEMEN,
I t is now forty-one years since my discoveries on the " artificii production of
cold," were first made public by their appearance in the9hilosophical Transactions
for the year 1787, and several succeeding volumes. Pawing over what has already
been published respecting them, I shall proceed to a detail of a few other circumstances as a kind of appendix, which I have for several seasons intended tooffer for
publication, had not other matters, as professional avocations and professional w m muoications, too much engaged my attention to allow of it.
Immediately on the announcement of the discoveries, as above shted, I received
v a r k proposals fmm respectable persons respecting their practical utility in thin
country. I answered these by a declaration that wherever natural ice could be obtained and preserved, this must ever supersede the use of the artificial means alluded to. I t is tnte, that I had an eye to their appiiiation in hot climates, as between the
tropics ; nnd so soon as my experiments became public, a treatise on the diseases
of tropicnl climates appeared from the pen of Dr. Mosely, who fixed upon one, which
he considered the most appropriate, and strongly recommended its ad4ption as a
valuable acquisition, an well in a medicinal point of view, as a luxury.
elinquishing, from various causes, the design of applymg them myself to any
such purpose, I took care, however, to point out, in m original comrnunicatio~,
the complete efficiency of them tor such intention to tieir utmost extent, and the
best mode, as it appeared to me, of applying them in hot dimrrtes.
Understanding a few summers ago, that a manufactory had been established for
preparing ice creams, as well without the use of ice, as with it, and likewise for
mdkmg for sale an apparatus f a the purpose,-I was induced to visit it: I e m ined the apparatus,-a very appropriate one for the purpose, and likewise the freering powder, which I instantly recognised to be the weakest in power of my various
compositions for the purpose, but possessing the advantage of being readily recovered repeatedly for the same purpose with undiminished effect. This powder, by its
taste and appearance, I found to be a mixture of sal ammoniac and nitre, which I
wan infonned was repeatedly tecoverable in a fitstate for refrigeration. I originally exrrted every effort, in d n , to increase its power by the addition of a third ingredient, possessing likewise the advantage, merely by evaporation to dryness? of
being repeatedly recovered for the same use. This powder, as related in my or~glma1 communications, consists of equal parta by weight of sal ammoniac and nitre.
By way of test, I recovered it by evaporation twelve times, without any abatement
of its efficacy, as originaay stated.
It is unnecessary to enter into a description of the apparatus just mentioned, o r
the principle m d mode of its application, especially as the whole is embraced in the
following statement. A circumstance occurred here (at Oxford) which occasioned
the method to be put to the test of useful application. A confectioner, happening
in a scarce season to be unprovided with natural ice, applied to me for assistance.
I assured him that in the large way (as I have stated in my o G n a l communications) the best method was to freeze water first, and then to use the ice in the usual way for freezing creams. Accordingly an apparatus of large dimensions, of rather an oblong form, was made of tin, (fitter for the purpose if cased with wood,)
consinting of channels so constructed that the water to be frozen should be subjected to'ihe freecingmixture on both sides. This, properly prepared, was placed in a
cool cellar during the night, and early in the morni (the temperature in the open
air in the shade in the day time being above 8 3 the ice was collected, wh&
to several pounds in weight. This ice, w h i h was as limpid as the finest
flint glass, was applied in the usual way, and with the apparatus ordinarily used b
confectioners for the pu obe of freezing creamR ; and the mked powder, of whici
he had procured an ade3ate quantity, repeatedly recovered by evaporation over his
hot iron plates, for fresh use.
I shall now present tlie immediate object of my preaent communication; viz.what
I consider to be the best mode and fittestappmtus for cooling wine in summer,
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On Cooling Wines.
f o r freezing creams in the small way for private use, and likewise for freezing a
s m a l l portion of water, merely as an experiment for public or private exhibition.
The drawing annexed* is designed to represent on a smnll scde the construction
a n d exact proportions of each freezing apparatus, andlikewise the construction and
f o r m o f the apparatus for cooling wine.
Fig. 1. is an apparatus for freezing water on the smallest scale, as above mentioned, i n the hottest weather. The veasel for containing tbe freezing mixture is three
inches and a half in width, and its height equal in measure to its width ; and the
t u b e f o r containing the water to be frozen five-eighths of an inch in width, and
reaching, as represented, very near to the bottom of the vessel : there is likewise
a r i m o r continuation of the vessel, without a bottom, to insulate it from the table
or s t a n d it rests upon. The apparatus itself consists of two parts ; viz. the vessel
f o r containing the freezing mixture, and its cover, in one piece with the tube, fining
close over it (represented together in the drawing.) When tbe water is froeen, up..
o n taking off the cover and wiping the tube, the solid ice will have become detached
by t h e hert,'and on inverting drop out.
T h e process may be known to be completed by the going aff or melting of the
hoar-frost, which exhibits a curious appearance outside the apparatus.
Fig. 2. Consists of an apparatus in one piece ; viz. the vessel for containing the
cooIing mixture, and the cup o r can (if I may so call it) for receiving the decanter,
its top rising somewhat above the height of the vessel for an obvious reason, with
a cover that will admit of easy removal (in the drawing represented together.)
T h i s apparatus likewise has an appendage or rim like thefbrmer, to insulate it from
t h e table :-it may be convenient to be possessed of a couple of these.
Fig. 3. The apparatus for freezing creams, in which the freezing mixture is t o act
on both surfaces of the part containing it, as being more rconolnical and expeditious, is not so simp%. This however consists anly of two parts ;viz. 'the vessel for
containing the freezing mixture ; and a cover, to which ia attached, in the same
giece (instead of a tube o r cup as in fig. 1 ), a concentric annular cavity or chamer, in which the preparedcream is to be frozen : this cavity, forming a circlewithin
t h e vessel itself, is open at the top, a8 represented, and of course closed at the bottom, and reaching very nearly '(as the tube in fig. 1.) to the bottom of the vessel ;
this secongary part, as likewise represented, fits close as in fig. 1. over the vessel'
containing the freezing mixture. The proportions of the apparatus when together
a r e thus : The outer space in width, two parts all round ;the middle space, or that
which contains the cream, one part all round ;and the inner space three parts in
width,-this serving as a ewral scde of proportions for an apparatus of any size.
m ~ proportions
e
for an ekcient apparatus, as my ow;, may be : for the first space
ten-eighths of an inch (one inch and one-fourth) ;for the second, five-eigkths of
a n inch ; and for the third space, fifteen-eighths, o r rather two inches, making the
width of the apparatus itself somewhat above five inches and a half; its height be.
ing equd to its width, or projecting rim at the bottom likewise to insulate it from
the table. f t will be perceived that in the figure there are seven very small holes or
apertures in the central part of this cover (one in the centre and six round a t
due distances,) just sufficient for the escape of the air, to admit of the ascent of
the freezing mixture in the middle part of the vessel. This apparatus is somewhat elevated at the top, or sliglltly convex, and the part in which the apertures are placed guarded by a shallow rim to prevent an accidental running-

* We have omitted the plate exhibiting the several vessels employed by Dr.
Walker; for theapparatus is so sitnple,that any onemay constructitwitbout the assistance of drawings. The best plan is to make the vessel of pewter wl~ichmaybecased
with wood. The one is made to fit into the other, and 1s removeable at pleasure,
The wooden c p e may he made by a cooper, of staves bound with iron hoops. 'he
pewter vessel should be cylindrical inshape, 14inches high, and 74 inchea in diimeter,
with a rim which rests on the edge of tke wooden case. The lid may be of wood,
with an iron hoop, which will form a rim to fit t l ~ ehead of the wooden case.
Where pewter may not be procurable, a aoodeu case lined with sheet lead will
answer equally well.
A t the usual temprnturr in this climate during the hot weather, say 85 of Fahrenheit, water may be cooled forty or forty-five degrees by a mixture of dry and
well pounded saltpetre and sal ao~tnoniacin equal proportions, allowing one mea.
rure of the cooling powder to a libtle more than one measure of water. A quart
meaame of water holds about a seer weight of saltpetre and sal ammoniac, and
three quarts of water, with about 28 seers of the sans, will cool champaigne or hock
in a very superior degree. Claret requires considerably less cooling.

.
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over of the mixture into the pert c6ntainhrg the fream. n i i s appnltaa shod&
be furnished (as expressed in the 6pre) a h an outer c&er similar, but less
elevated, to the one at fig. 2. Revlously to use, it Wilt be ptopet to ascertain the quantity of liquid the apparatus dill coptain when together, ahd mark
i b height ; likewise the groportion of the ingredient8 for hrnisblng a given
y t i t y in measure s h o d be k m . Tb.a if the three salts are used (which
would remmniead to a private individual, always doing so myself, although
these cannot be recovered for future use, but bei
more eI%&ous than the
two duly,) for each pint, small o r old measure, win% reqaired of sal smtnoniae
weight,
reduced
t n g e f k into h e powder) s i r
and nitre er@
(equal parta b
ounces ;and of hlnuber's salt, in cTear crystals and dry, four ounces and a half, freshly
reduced to fine powder, o r kept from the access of air, in a sepnrate parcel from
the former ; and water ten ounces, or enough to make up one pint in measure
when added to the former ingredients : - o f course, the whole must be well stirred
together, and expeditiou$ly, before introducing t h d part of the appatatus wbich
contains the articleto be frozen, and occasionally sfterwards, till the ohject is ram.
pleted, avoiding as much as possible any accidental accession of heat. A k z i n
mixture composed of sal ammoniac and nitrd with water, all at the temperature 0%
SO', or nearly so, (they may all be reduced by water from a pump by dt:iwidg off a
su&cient quantity first,) will from 56' produce a cold of 2T below the freezing
point, and with ,the addition of Glauber's salt to 28'. Ths c o ~ ~ f e c t i o ~filid
~ e ras
degree of cold at 12' 6 r 35' below the heezing oin! sufficient for their purpose ;
ved
in
water
is
not
but it muat be recollected that the cold produceBby salts dis- 1
so durable as with ice and salt ;tile duration of the refrigerating power in the above
mixtures will of c o m e be in proportion to the quantity and thickness of the npparatus. In the may the confectioner managed, the mixture in the apparnhrs retnined its freezing property till the morning ; my usual way is, in extreme hot weather,
to place the vesuel containing tlie powdered salts in fhe coldest water drawn from
the pump previously ; but in t h ordinary way it will suffice to add the cold water
without the ab6ve pretaulion : it may be advisable to be provided with a sec6nd
uantity of the ingredients to preserve the cold by a renewal of the mixture. The
Irawings are taken from an apparatus of each kind of my own,-they are made of
tin, for want here of a fitter material, and are painted outside of a gnss-green colour. Tbe confectioner abovementioned laid in a stock of a hundred weight of each
of the articles ; viz. sal ammoniac and nitre ; the former at the rate of one stilling
per pound, and the nitre at fourpence, which of course when mixed, was at the moderate price of only eightpcnce per pound. GIauber'a s& may be procured In the
large way at the rate of about twopence per pound, and by the single pound at fourpence. The apparatus abovementioned may he only half or three parta filled for
use ;care muat be taken in every instance that the snrface of the subject ta be a t ed upon he rather below the surface of the freezing mixture.
For cooling wine, the coldest water drawn from a pump will be quite suKciept ;
however, if required, a small portion of the cooling powder may he added to the
water.
The addition of Glauber's salt, it may be observed, increases the density of the
mixture, which then becomes a better conductor of the cold, if I may so exprrss
myaelf, and moreover retains the same temperature longer : of course it will br: bet70

.

B mu& h a y 8 be kept h d a d , that the cooling fluid should reach up bthe n&k
'

ofthe lm,ttls to be cooled.
Those who will take the trouble of using a thermometer to ascertain the degaf cold produced d
l soon learn t h e k i t propoltions of d l L e ingredients, and may
then vary them accordingly to produce any degree of cold required, to-the axtant of
neatly M) dcgreea.
As sal ammoniac is expens*,
compared with saltpetre, it may be observed thst
Glauber's salt produces a eonsiderahle degree of cold when employed with saltpetre.
Pot exanpk, a seer of saltpet~ewill cool three pints of water st 85, 90 dcgma. To
thia add a seer of Glauber's salt, and 10 degrees more cold will be obtained. Thew
splts cannot, however, be recoveted by evaporation as the mixture of saltpetre and
sal ammoni* can, without injury to their powers of cooling. Ghuber'r salt may
be procared at Patna in small crystab for about threk mpeca per maand In its
common state of cha*-rrhcrl, it p d w e s hest hysolution in water, instssdof cold.
But I the soindion be palti* arapurated, cryatah wiU form on &g,
and &we
eryetaJB are the pute lwlpbate of seda, which r h e a re-dismlred produce cold. Thb
cqstallization of the ehero-&d, can be dfein the cold weather only.

Sei d the tffo to dwreharge &ad IRtdeMhvge the p t o p o 8f
~ &e # a h to the
cbntaining the srbw r . It will be appatent, ior obioua r&mns, that tbe
ject to be cooled shauM be im thia as mey be, and the +b&6f the e - x U f d part in
appanrtw, thick.
detail lhap probably
prolix to any person illldueed by &itp
only
do b k it over ; but to any w e who means to put it ir, praclia, the w h l e w i l l ba
Soand ewent?d, abd with a little atteetiw and experienca k 6 m e familiar and easy,
and which I have endeavoured to consMae every advaa(sge the sub-will
admit
t ~ ;f and as coming from L e " f0uhUb had,'' it may Irot pWve uxhnWwting to
some a t b of your numerow readers.
I am, Gentlemefi,
FOUY
m8at obelt.saro+
R K ~ M DWALSLII.
Oxfwd, April WfA,1828.
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The folbwirg remarks are contrmed in s second ktM, pubtilted ia the Juty
number.
'&%a d M snd-finer the mixed pow& bf sal ammoniac rrad nitn m, tl1ebe4Wr;
and the pulverization is best effected, in the first instance, with a heated pea&.
Gfaubetla salt in an efllorewmt stab& or whbh by l o w Lw&
or from a?cess of
crTt h a s ahanged to e d e r , % u d t for fe paipok ; ib this W e producing heat by
solution ia water. The belt( way of preparing the frigorih mixture ia by previously placing the powderad Glaubet's aalt, and giving it a.kvel mtface, at tbe bottom
at the veml, m d upon that the mixed powder of a d aalhoaiac m d nitre ;4%
&xt bboaO half the quantity of water, and immediately .Her the remaining portion,
stirrinf t8e whole together each t i m ~The vessel c m i t i n i w the powdered alb, aa
above stated, may remain thus any convenient time befok adding the water. (Care
must be taken to stir the evnporating mixture towards the end of the process, and
not to urge it too far.) Nit* bdng a much cheaper attifle than sal ammoniac,
more easily reduced to powder, and produciag a b u t Ui degrees of cold by solution
in water, may supersede tke use of the mixed powder for cooling the water in which
wim is placd. Thii powder, mereover, is usefuA, occasioudly, as no addition to
mixtures of ice m d salt, to increase the power and aocekrate the process.
The proportions of the articles given in my farmer paper are adapted to the tampratwe of 58' ;at a higher temperature, of course, the water will dissolve a somewhat l w r portion ef the salts, and the effect will be proportionably greater. Thus
the most powerful mixture, given in my taMe of frigeritic mixtures, consisting of
phosphate of wJa, nitrate of ammonia, and diluted nitric acid, will, when m a
a t the temperature of 50°, produoe a cold of 21' below 0' ;and if mixed in due pro100', it will produce, in an instant, a cold of 20" ;viz. a mduction of
porkibns
eighty degrees. By means of thir mixture, ae I have been informed, water 4~
beee fiwzen solid " under the line."
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1. ASIATICSOCIETY.
A Meeting of this Society took place on Wednesday, the 1st July, the President
in the chair. The Count de Nob was elected an honorary member, and Captain
MacDogal, Mr. Baillie, and Bsboo Kasinath Mullick, were elected metubera of the
Society.
m e President inPormed the Soeiety, that h r d William Beutlnck'had consented
to become the Patron of the Society.
t t t e r a were read from Dr. Tytler, Mr. Montgomerie, and Mr. Allan, requesting
their names to be withdrnwn from the list of Members of the Society.
The circumstance d Dr. Tytlef s secession led to a resolution, that a letter should
be addressed to that gdntlernan expressive of theS ociety's regret at his secesltion,
and of the sen& entertained by the Society of the zeal he had always manifested for
its intetesta.
A letter wan tead from Mr. Calder, announcing the realization of his Mqesty the
king of Oude'e splendid donation to the Society of twenty thousand rupees, and albo of a donatioh of five thousand rupees from his Majesty's Minister, Yatimad-udh l a . The fall amount of both these &ations has been remitted by Mr. Ricketts,
tbs Resibat at Luckaer, who had haadsomely made up a considerable lorn by the
=change, which m a etberwue have fallen on the Swiety.

,
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I t wad resolved .that the acknowledgments of the Society, and a c y of the
marche~be presented to bia Majesty the King of Oude ;and the t b a E s of the Society he given to Yatimad-ud-Dowla and Mr. Ricketts, and that a Committee be
formed to carry the resolution into effect.
Extracta were read from a letter addressed to Mr.'Fraser by Dr. Gerard, relative
to Mr. Csomo De-KBr6s*. I t was resolved to sett1e.a certain monthly allowance
upon Mr. Csomo, and that a supply of books likely to be serviceable tohis researches,
as far as procurable in Calcutta, he sent him.
The coat, cap, and staff used by Byragees, were presented by Baboo Ramkomol
Shen.
A letter was read from Mr. Martin, presenting a cast of the face of a native of
New Holland, and a spkcimen of the gum of the Acacia Mimosa of that country.
A specimen of the stone? used for Lithographic printing in Tibet, and of the printing, were presented, through Sir C. T. Metealfe, by Dr. Gerard.
A letter was read from Mr. Grant, presenting copy of an inscription taken from the
walls of an old temple at Nhiatrang, in Cochin China, by Captain Ross.
The Meteorological Registers for April and May were presented by Captain Herbert
The following books were received from the American Philosophicd Society :
Transutions of the Society, Vol &Articles 2 to 9. Elliot's Botany-pacts. From
M. Klaproth :Etude Comparative deir Langues. From M. Mareoz : Astronomic Solaire d'Hippnrque. From Chevalier de Goulianoff: Essai sur les Hieroglyphes d'Horapollion. From A. Von Hammer ; Origines Russes :and Reponse a Tutundjou Aglou. From the Asiatic Society of Paris : Journal Asiatique, NOR.7 to 10. Prom
Maulavi Abdul Hakeem : a Grammar of the Arabic language. Baboo Sibchandn
Das presented a Map of the Geograplly of the Pnranas.
Clars of A'atural History and Phy~ics.
Wednesday, 16th July.
Honourable Sir E. Ryan in the Chair.
A Geological Sketch of Assam and Sylhet, and three boxes of minerals, were presented on the part of Mr. Scott.
A letter was read from Mr. Duff, accompanying some ipecimenw of minerals rolIected by the late Dr. Carr, in an expdition across the Gootnadong Hills, which
separate Ava from Assam ;among these specimens, (which were chiefly collected in
the mountain streams,) is the tooth of a Mastodon in good preservation.
A letter was read from Captain Franklin, noticing his near approach to Jubbulpore, and the connectiop of his present with his former survey.
A paper by Mr. J. Tytler was read, giving an account of the preparation of Ok*erne, or a kind of wax for candles, &c. from castor oil, hardened by nitric acid.
A paper by Captain J. D. Herbert was read, noticing geological specimen0 from
the Cossyab Hills in Assam.
A paper was presented by Captain Herbert from colonel Hodgson and Monsr. De
Blosville, on the inclination and declination of the magnetic needle.
A paper was prevented from Lieutenant J. Finnis, giving a summary description
of the geology of the country between Hoshu zabad and Nagpore, with specimens
of the rocks.

1. On an Acid Secretiun irc a Speciea of Beetle.
On the morning of the 19th ultimo, I perceived two apterous beetles upon the
round, and wishing to procure one, I alighted for that purpose. On stooping
down, however, I felt a smarting on my face, similar to that occasioned by the
action of some strong acid upon t11e skin ; and a pungent acid odour, like that of
aromatic vinegar, was diffused around. At first I imagined, that the acid odour
might arise from some accidental cause; but on proceeding a little farther on,
I found another insect of the same species on the ground, and a mile onward a
fourth, on the trunk of a lnangoe tree. This last, on being taken, emitted from the
mouth two or three drops of a chocolate coloured acid fluid, with the same acid

* The.substance of this communication will be f o n d in our 4tb Number.
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I t appeared to be a fine-grained chlorite-argillaceous schist.
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odour as the first. I believe this acid to differ from the formic ;but I have no
means of determining the point.
This insect is a common one here; I have also seen it in the Jungle MeLals and
Ramghur districts; but I do not recollect having before perceived the above properties : I should obsewe that the morning was foggy with a heavy dew falling.
I n a species of Phrynidea, I have also found an acid, having a similar odour to
tbat of the abovementioned insect ;but it is emitted from the posterior part of the
animal [perhaps from the jointed tail) with such force as to be i~nmediatelydivided, and to put on the appearance of steam or smoke: may not the stories of insects
spitting fire, have their origin from something of this kind ? It happened once tbat
this imect ejected his acid upon my hand, and I thin&the stain was permanent,
like to that caused by nitric acid.
In order that others may determine the species of the above apteroun beetle,
and the acid it emits, I subjoin a few of its characteristics.
Colour. Black, with six white spots on the elytra and thorax.
S i z e Length two inches ;breadth of the thorax 4 inch, of the abdomen f inch.
Antenna Setaceous ; placed before the eyes ;the scapus and pedicellus whit8
above, and black below.
Mouth. Perfect.
Mandibles. Forficular; toothed; tapering to a point.
Maxillae. Hard ;lobe, fixed, hooked, and internalb hairy.
Palpi. Sir, two labial, four maxillary.
Labrum. Square, entire, surface uneven, naked, and horizontal.
Labium. Hard, long, narrow, externally convex, internally concave.
The male is distinguished from the female, by his having the prothorax lengthened backward, into two processes; and he i s rather larger than the female in
the unimpregnatal state.
T.b. P.
Midmapwe, 2d June 1829.

I

2. On the Production nf Cancar.
A substance has been lately noticed as being common in all the shallow outlets
of the salt water lakes o r marshes, which seems to bear some &nitp to the description of lime called " red nodular cancar."
The physical history of cancar has always remained a puzzle to inquirers. I t is
difficult to conceive, that a substance of such general occurrence and uniform appearance can be the detritus of any stratum of limestone of prior existence to it ;
and yet few would be hardy enough to advance even a supposition that cancar could
have been created in the form it presents to our eye.
I find it equally difficult to persuade rnpelf as to convince the few whom I h a w
consulted, that the substance now noticed perfectly and satisfactorily solves the problem ; still as there is more than mere room for hypothesis, perhaps some of your
more scientific correspondents will be induced by this notice to bestow a somewhat
more patient and profitable investigtkion upon the subject, and thereby confer a benefit upon the science of geology.
The substance when first taken from the bed of these shalJow creeks is nodular,
hard to fracture, from one to threeinches in diameter. and irregular. Its cdour reddish while fresh and wet. The whole surface appears dive with myriads of shell
fish adhering to the surface.
I t is found in greatest abundance and perfection in the months succeeding the
rains, when the water is fresh in the lakes, and the discharge of water greatest. I t
almost disappears (or perhaps decomposes), in the dry months, when the waters of
the lake become salt. I t does not, however, entirely disappear; the red nodules are
still found, but not so hard and almost without the shelly coating.
When allowed to dry in the atmosphere the colour changes to a whitish grey; and
when fractured and examined, there appears to be a perfect coating of minute c d lular shell-work upon a nucleus of iron clay, with an admixture of sandy particles.
T o tbis cellular wating the shell fish adhere closely.
The substnnce when burnt does not slake ;but, which is curious, on exposure ta
the air after burning, although as hard as stone, in a few days it loses its hardness.
begins to crack, and crumbles to the touch. When in this state, ready to crumble
to pieces, immemion in water appear8 to restore its hsrdness instantly and permanently.
The mass is evidently not entitled to be classed among the cancar, ss found ;but
perhaps it is worthy lpeculrtion to inquire what would follow, if a stratum of such

o r suddenly eoerpresssd and b o q m m t modalee we.re buried in d l u d
cd with the otber alluvial stmta of clays and sands.

Ils fate has h a watched, when t h r e w up kom the beds of these nrUor on d r y
knd, and exposed to the run and atrnmspkep. I t mndeaJoes an evideut dewmpe&tion, firnt losing ib d&s and shelly coaLing. Tbe red hard w e b s tacD grsdud y softens, .ad the maan itself ~ ~ ~ n h laede is
, in time lost in the dl,.to which it
imparts some portion of its mlour.
If in t h e d e a y of the abelly exterior, the lime, imshad of diwag.giog f r w the
reat, a u l d be. sapposed Q incorporate with the nucleus im day, we ahodd evideatly hwe the elements o f red nodular canccv; .Wlwgh perhap in the preseet apecista, theme is too d.
a proportion of b e (5B per cent) to
my
but a cancar of very infenor quality.
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ehittagong Water,.
Luckipore, .
Saugor Sea Water,

3 40
0 5

Water,

150'

3 22

The dmve eramiantion waa coJucted by Dr. Young, Guygoon to the S u b u r b of
Calcutta. Dr. Young also examined the tank waters bought from SPgar Island, and
fmm Kijrae, a d found in the Kijrw 3 groiae of salt to a pint; in the
6
grains to a pint, abom 1811.
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5 . Atmoapkric Ti&.
In No. 6. of the GLEANINGS,
p. 168, is an account, taken from the Phiiosophieal
Transactions, of a theory proposed by Mr. Jamea Prinsep of Benares, to account for
the daiI and annual tides of the atmosphere as indicated by the barometer. He&m
these cKanges to the action of temperature, and not of gravity, and from the tables
he han given, he ha8 left little doubt as to the real connection of the two phenomena,
i. e. rise of the hammeter and fall of the thermometer. I n the 59th number of the
Foreign Quart~rlyReview is an article, giving an account of Laplace's dfth or supplementary volume of the Mecanique Celeste, *om which the following is extracted.
In the last chapter of this book he discusses the influence of the snn and m o o n
in cansing periodic oscillations of the atmosphere. From the comparison of a
reat number of observations of the barometer and thermometer made in the R o p t
bservatory of Paris with the formulae which express the action of the two planets,
the influence of these bodies aeems distinguishable in causing an atmospherical flux
and reflux, but its uantity is extremely small, and by the plication of the calmiilplace found that the existence of the $enomenon, in our latihui of
tudes at least, is very doubtful. He is rather disposed to ascribe the lunar influence
indicated by the observations to the elevation and depression of the waters of t h e
ocean, which form a large portion of the base of the atmosphere, and not to the direct effect of the attractive forces of the moon. The solar action he attrfbutes t o the
exparzrion caused by the heat of the sun. An equally numerous and accurate set of
observations made at the equator, where the actions of the sun and moon are exerted with the greatest force, would probably have the effect of determining this cnriow
but as yet doubtful point."
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I.--& a New Species of Buceros.-By

prom

H.Hodgson, Esq. B. C.S.

the 17th VO~. AS. Res. ~ tI.].

Order Inseesores ;Tribe Conirostres ;Family Buceridae ;Genus Buceroa, Species
new ; Buceros NipAlensis, Dhanba, Ind.
This remarkable and very large species, which I have the advantage of contemplating at leisure in a live specimen, measures, from the point of one wing to that of
tbe other, four feet five inches ;and from the tip of the beak to the extremity of the
tail, three feet six inches, whereof the beak is eight inches, and the tail, one foot
five inches. Its body, in size, exceeds that of the largest raven, and is lank and
uncompact, having a rather long and very flexible neck slightly ruffed, a bill and
tail of extreme length ;high-shouldered powerful wings, and short strong legs.
The colour may in general terms be said to be black, with a white-pointed tail,
and white patch on the wings : the figure, upon the whole, and in the bird's moat
accustomed attitudes, is clumsy and heavy.
Let me now attempt a more particular description, beginning with the specific
dimensions, which are as follows :
ft. in.
Wing ta wing,
4 5
Beak to tail,
3 6
Tail,
1 5
Bill, length of,
0 8
Ditto, depth or height of.
Legs 9
.
Whereof, thighs to the knee,.
0 6
Tarsi, to ball of foot,
0 2&
Central toe and claw,
0 2t
m e skinned carcasr measures, from first to last joint of neck,eight inches ;from
last joint of the neck to end of rump, nine inches.
The ~ ; I I , which is large even for this genus, is nearly atraight from the gape to
tire tip, but still having, upon the whole, a slight incurvation, which is most sensible along the ridge of the upper mandible, and especially towards the base of it,
where the arch is conspicuous, but without any abruptness. The substance of the
bill is perf&y hard and apparently solid, not " cellular," or " h0~ow9,"unless i n
a manner traceable only by dissection, which I do not pretend to d i r m o r deny.
The latter compression is great, so great aa to render the edges above and below
lomewhat sharp, to destroy almost the convexity of the sides, and to leave hardly
any breadth
the bill, except at the base, where it is a little thickened, but still
much less broad than high. The upper mandible is strengthened by six large prominent ribs, running obliquely down nearly the whole breadth of it, and extending
lengthwise from the base beyond the centre. These ribs present their prominence
edgewise to the surface of the bill, giving it there an undulatory form : elsewhere,
fie Surface is perfectly smooth. The inner margins of the bill are, by nature, unit.
ed and entire but with their edges cut out, and interlocked towards the base, and so
they continu;! to be in thk oldest birds. Towards the tip, the inner margins are,
i n old birds, much and irregularly broken, andseparated by hard use ;and the ridge
also is broken by aimilar means.
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The words thus indicated as quotations, refer to the generic chatacter.

That the inner margins of the bi are not naturally " ~rrstcd,'' in this specks
at least, I am enabled con6dently to s.y, from having a w d g r m young bird,
with a perfect bill before me.
The upper mandible of this apeeies is m t M i with an aeeesso memher,
in this respect agreeing with the Senegal Oingda and crimson h o r n b i . %oth mandibles are nearly equal, and tend to a point, which is obtuse, especially in old birds.
The base of the culmen, as far down on either side as the nostrils, is feathered ;
the remainder of the base of the bill entirely naked.
The t o w is very small, triangular, and flat. The nostril~are small, rounded.
basal, placed high on the sides of the bi, and covered with recambent fathers.
The region of the y e s is naked, except over the brows, as far forward rs the
nostrils, where. the skin is feathered. The c g e h h u are.strong, flattish, and tend
outwards, with their tipa incurved. The kg8 are short, very stout, and unfit Tor
walking : the tarsi very short ;in front, a little feathered at top, elsewhem shielded
by a succession of single, strong, transverse scales : the twr disposed thme before
and w e &hind, of moderate length, dilated, flat, strong, scaly, very imperfectly
separated ; the anterior outer toe being united to the cenhd one, beyoad the second joint, and the interior inner toe, beyond the first joint. This imperfect fissure
of the toes, joined to their extreme flatness beneath, gives to the soles of the feet a
singular character : and the legs are so placed in the body, that th6 bird, in perching, grasps somewhat obliquely :cluwr arched, compressed, truncated.
The id1 is greatly elongated, cuneiform; erigible: consisting of ten unequal
feathers. The wing8 are high-shouldered ;powerful ;of modelength ;indining
to round ; the first and second quill# not being so long ILS those that follow, and
these again, not much longer than the succeeding ones. The naked skin round the
eyes a d base of the b
i
d is of velvety mftnem, and runs connectedly from the eyes
to the edges of the bill next the throat ; and where it terminates below, or 3 the
junction ef the lower mandible and of the throat, is a large angular space void of
horn, from the edges of which depends a bag, as large as a domestic fowl's egg, of
smooth naked akin. Wis bag the bird fills and empties at will ;but never changea
ib colour, as the Abyssinian bornbill (which is also provided with a similar appendage) is said i o do.
The feathers of the head, neck, and body beneath are of a remarkable texture
and substance. These plumes (if plumes they can he called) are somewhat elongg a d , and have long discomposed webs, and both shafts and webe are of a wiry o r
hairy substance. Those of the head and neck, which are rather longer than the
rest, form a sort of pendant n$, that is capable of partial erection at the bird's
pleasure. This mi has the advantageous effect of taking off from the monstrous
disproportion between the huge bill and compsratively small head and neck ;but on
the other hand, its erection, from the scanty set, and separated web, of the feathers,
exposes the coarse nasty skin of the neck. The rump is, I think, considerably
more hardened and flattened beneath than that of other birds ; and the reason of
this peculiarity, and of the a b o r t e d tarsi, would seem to be to allow the bird to
reat its weight upon the rump and tarsi ;for the vast size of the bill probably disturbs the equilibrium, and will not permit this bird to perch at ease, as other birds
do, with legs straightened and resting on the fee+
The colour of the plumage has already been stated in a summary way. I t is
fitting, however, to be more particular upon that head. The discomposed, wiry
feathers of the head, neck, and body beneath, are perfect black : the remainder of
the plumage, or that of the entire back, wings,and tail, (with the exceptions to be
immediately noted,) also black, but reflecting with the aid of a ahong light, a deep
blue gloss, and sometimes, but seldom, a deep green one. The third, fourth,
fifth, sixth, and seventh quills of the wings, for about three inches from their pointa
upw.rds, are pure white ; and so likewise is the terminal third, and n~oreof the
tail. The naked skin round the eyes and base of the bill is a rich light blue : the
bag depending from the throat, bright scarlet. Of the eyes, the sides are red ;the
pupilr black. The bill is white, with a greenish yellow tinge, and the ribs of the upper mandible black. The feet are dark brown, approaching to bleck. The lipre of
the bird is infinitely varioue in various attitudes. The familisr posture is a squat,
with the neck feathers ruffled out, the neck retrnoted,within the high shoulders of
the wings, and the tail frequently erected like a m
e's, at other times dropped;
and in this attitude tbe bird h w a very stupid and%msy appearance. When i t
raises itself on its feet, puts its neck partially forth, closes its neck-plumes, and
drops its t
d,the outline of the body is long, narrow, and not unpleasing. But to
see this b i d to advantage, mark him when dressing hie plumage with, the fins

mbooMera of the wings projected, the stmag, n e r k s le exposed to v i m , and the
flexible neck extended an& arcired I)aekwads. His !&re has them some of the
graces, and even terrors of the noblkr birds of prey. Its disposition is placid and
tranquil ; but i t is not therefore deficient in spirit, and when a captive and eaged,
though it hates, it fears not the approach of dogs, and to man'rapproach is quite
inditierent. I t is essily tamed, both from its confidence and quiet habits. Its habits are sedentary : it dislikea strong light and heat, and tenants the deep woods,
covering the hills which overhang the great Saul forest. Ita more peculiar hauntg
are the largest trees, especially such as are decaying, the trunks of which it perforates from the side, making its abode within upon the solid wood, and having its
mansion farther secreted by an ingenionsly contrived door : so that it is difficultly
found, and more difficultly taken. That which is now before me was extracted from
the tree by cutting down to its nest with rues. I am told it pairs, and is not gregarions. I t canno!, walk, but advances on foot forwards and sideways, by hops, like
a crow, o r magple. Its flight is horizonWand heavy, with neck retracted and tail
dropped. The voice of the mature bird is usually s short, hoarse croak ;but when
o r alarmed, it utters a cry not unlike a dog's bark. If 1Bft alone, it seldom
spea s, bat when once excited to utterance, is most pertinaciously noisy.
T o ascertain the habits, in y s p c t to food, of a very rare and shy bird, is extremely difficult. After much inquiry, I gather that this species of Buceros feeds
chiefly upon fruits, bnt, when urged by hunger, does not refrain h a m various kinds
of reptiles : judging by the structure of its bill, legs, and claws, (the bill is far less
formidable than it seems to be, and the c l a m are very obtuse,) one should cond u d e that i t is not raptorial, even in the meanest sense : and its perfect freedom
fmm all offensive odonr, aa well an the excellency of its flesh, (which is much esteemed by tbe mountaineer6 for the table,) seem to gp far towards proving that it
i s almost exclusively frugivomus. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that, in the
tame state, this species will eat meat (either raw or dressed) with as much. apparent relish ss fruits ; and ita natural habits in regard to food must, therefore, for
the present remain doubtful. That which I am describing, is fed principallf with
boiled rice, mixed with ghee, and made up into lage balh. Water it never touches.
T h e throat is very wide, aud the swallobing powers prodigious. Whatever is ofered
to the bird as food, is gulped entire, after being rubbed, more or less, according to
the exigency, between the huge mandibles of the bill : and if not capable of being
thus disposed ef,it is rejected. As a consequence of this mode of feeding, the bird
i s apt to be incommoded by its food, &r it has reached the upper stomach ; in
which case the substance swallowed ir immediately and easily regorged into the
bill, rubbed a little more, and swallowed again.
Its odious voice, awkward gait, frequently erected tail, and sombre pied pimage,
proclaim its relationship to the Coividre of the St*
Cmm'na :whilst its superior
size, huge bill, gressorial feet, and tiny, triangular flat tongue, are fami$ features
that cannot be mistaken.
M. le VailIant complains of the unnecessary multiplication of species in this genus. Yet I venture to antidp,ate, that the bird now described, will be allowed t o
be a new species. I am not sure wliether if be malS or femak, nor can I satisfactorily learn if the sexes are distinguished by any diversity of appearance. But s o
far as my information c h be trusted, it may be presumed that the bird, above described, is a male, and that the female beam a general resemblance to the young
bird ; which I now proceed to describe.
With the parent bird, a young one waa likewise taken. When brought to the
Residency, in the beginning of August last, it answered to the following description,
and WAS then tolerably well grown, and well fledged. Wing feathers of the head,
neck, and body beneath, dingy red : tale entirely white, save at either extremity,
where there was a margin of black : iris of the eye, greenish white : bill unribbed on
the upper mandible, and with the green tinge stronger than in the old binl's bill :
inner edges of the hill qnite smooth and united : naked skin round the eyes an&base
of the bid,and bag beneath the chin wanting the fine eolours of maturity :voice like
the clacking of a brood hen, falling now and then into the abriller, but homophonous
note of the Guinea-fowl ;in other respectuxlike the mature bird. NOW,in the middle
of November, the c h a v e ~noted below have taken place: the bill less green and
more l i the mature b~rd's ;the first, rib of the upper mandibb developed : the
naked skin at the bane of the bh, and the bag beneath the chin, taking rapid7 the
fine huea of matnrity : the h a 1 third andmore of tlie tail, black; and the tip no
huger black: the dingy red of the body beneath, darkened a good.deal on the th*
and vent : the voice hoarser. ahd like the mature b i d 8 : the l1111ermargins of tke
bill, still M e e t l y entire,
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The above particulars, how tediotls saver, am yet worthy of record i n ngsrd to
a new and a very rare species of bird. The old bird has recently died ; and the
one d probabl not long s v e him. Should it do so, we shall perhnps
thus enabled to set& the question of male and female, and at all evantu, may
note the changes which the species undergoes in the progress to maturity.
I t is proper. for me to conclude with remarking, that having no extensive o r
scientific knowledge of ornithology, I have been obliged to rely for the materials
of the above description upon untutored eyes and ears, sedulously employed and
assisted by careful reference to Shaw's Zoology.

I 1 . A

Account

of the Crisiah Hi&.

The country to which the following observations apply, and which has now
passed nuder the sway of the British Government, is comprized under a long
irregular figure about 50 miles in length, hetween the parallels of 26" 8' and 25' 62'
north lat. and the meridians 0' 0' and 0" 20' west from Sylhet. About 15 miles on
the northern, and seven miles on the southern side, of this tract are occupied by
wooded hills, forming the descent from an open table land, which fills all the central
parts; which though traversed occasionally by ravines, and broken into steep knolls
of considerable altitude, may yet be described as remarkable for the ease with which
i t may he traversed by pedestrians and laden cattle in almost any direction. Tbe
difficulty of access to this pleasant region (which is marked by the coolness and salubrity of its climate) exists (on the side of Sylhet) in the ascent from Pondus,
which, notwithstanding the improvement made in the road,will ever appear considerable, though only so by comparison with the facilities of the central parts, ur even
this part of the road ds is not in fact at all so steep o r impracticable as mountain
paths in India usually are.
This portion of the route commences, about three miles north of Pondua, and terminates in seven more miles at Mhmai, from which village there is agradual ascent to the summit of the ridge above Chera, a distance of about five miles, at which
the table land may he said fairly to commence, as there is afterwards no considemble and abrupt inequality throughout the road to Nanhlati, except the valley of the
Bdga-phni, which however may be avoided, aa will behereafter shown. The veptable p~oductionsof the county between Pondua and Chera are comprized in the
d e w jungle usually found at the foot of a mountain range in tropical countries, and
which diminishes in proportion as the altitude increases, until about Chera and Sar a h , the country becomes remarkable for its bareness and the great scarcity of
trees. The principal among those near the foot of the hills are oranges, limes, barnboos, jack, mangoe, cotton, supari, and chumul trees, and nearer the summit (at
Chera) wild raspberries and strawberries present thenpetves.
The rocks consist of limestone and sandstone found in the order of the ~nnexed
section.

-

1. Limestone ;2, and 4. Sandatone ;3. Limestone.

.

The sind6tone is very soft and easily acted upon by the atmosphere : all the p n cipicee are composed of it, and the noble waterfalls in this neighburhood all pas.
over rocks of this stone. Man of these have a perpendicular fall of one tho-nd
feet unbroken descent, and wodd, (were their breadth at a l l c o m m e n s ~ ) b .msidered among the moat considerable falls in the world. They are,when full e n d
Viewed fmm near points, most stupendous and magnificent objecte,&ulated to excitg ,mingled sensations of pleasure and awe in the heholder. The limesto~econ.Wins numerous fossils, and is exported in large quantities for mJring &-.
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The quarries from which i t is pmcwed are all situated near the foot of the lilla and
contiguous to navigable streams, by means of which the stone,which has been broken from the rock into fragments,duriug the dry Ileason, is carried away in the rains
to Chattac or Sonamganj, where it is burnt.
The orange trees are planted only at the foot of the hills, and yield large crops of
a very superior fruit, which is exported in great quantities to Lower Bengal. They
ripen in November, and are brought to market in baskets by the C B s h until the
end of March, selling usually at the rate of one thousand per rupee. The supari
(areca nut) grown on the hills forms also a very considerable article of trade, and,
being of superior quality, is sold at a high price in the plains. These, with pineapples and limes, constitute the principal vegetable productions cultivated in the
lower parts of the mountains. I t has been already observed, that the table land
commences at the crest northward of Chera, and continues, without any marked alteration, to Nanklab. This tract may he conveniently divided into two portiom : that north of the %a-phi, distinguished by its barenera, the absence of all
cultivation,and the character of its rocks, wbichare all of sandstone ;the other, lying to the southward of the above river, has a superior soil, capable of cultivation,
md produces considerable crops of various grain and pulse, besides krge crops of
paddy grown only in numerous small valleys, by which thia part of the conntry is
intersected. .The rice fields are all kept under water by the practice of irrigation,
which is here necessarily resorted to.
The other characteristics of tllis division are its pine woods,whichbegin to appear
a t Moflang and Mollm, ,in clumps of small trees ;and the granite boulders, which
are found of various dimensions, containing from one hundred to five thousand cubic feet. The practice of the cultlvator in the gmwth df paddy appears to differ
from that pursued in the plains, in the artificial irrigation of the field by ditches
communicating with rivulets from which they are kept full of water, and in the performance of the sowing by dibble. The labouring season includes the months of
February and March ;but the crop ripens early, and is rut in September.
Judging from the variety and perfection of the grains and pulse grown on the
slopes of hills, and the depth and richness of the soil, it should seem that wheat, barley, oats, and other Europeangrains and grasses m ~ g h be
t advantageously cultivated
here, though a series of experiments would be necessary for ascertaining their proper seasons with reference to the frosts of winter and the heavy rains of anmmer.
The granite boulders,~hicharegenerally disseminated over this part of the hills, appear to be chiefly if not all of artificial formation, being produced by washings for the
iron which the rock contains. The process by which the iron is obtained is simple,
though tedious and laborious. A soft part of the rock is pitched on, in which a gutter
is formed : water is then conducted from a neighbouring spring aboye the spot, and
made to pour through this channel, from which it carries parti& the heavy parts
of which (being the iron) it deposits,while the lighter ones are carried off.
The powder collected is carried to the smelting house, where itia fused with charcoal, and formed into blue lumps, each about the site and shape of a horse shoe.
When this material is worked up, i t is found commonly to yield not more than
about half its weight of serviceable iron.
The remaining natural productions which appear of any value are, the slate, found
i n the valley between Lyjirmi and Mopdm; and the coal, situated between Sara&
and Chera; neither of which being worked, notice of their localities can done be fur.
nished here,accompanied by reference to specimens of each, and a remark that each
might be made available for domestic purpoaes in any eatablishrnents formed in the
mountains.
There has already been occasion to remark upon the excellence of the roads,
which were Found throughout the parts recently traversed to be all practicable for
laden cattle I t should however be observed, that a considerable advantage, as
regards the facility of communication between Sylhet and Assam, may be acquired
by deviating from the ordinary route at Yaradm, and pursuing that by Nogandi to the banks of the B6ga@ni, which may be here crossed with much
greater facility than in the lower parts of its course, and (as its source cannot
be very distant) might perhaps be avoided altogether by a circuit round
ih bead. It may further be observed, that on this line of road the KtUa@ni is
wholly avoided. After crossing the BbgapBni, the route mightbe continuedeither by
Syung and Myrung to Nanklafi; or along the western side of the U'myang through
Nosin~ynhinto Assam ;by which latter course at1 the considerable rivers between
Pondua and Assam would be avoided, and a route proeured which would probably
be open during the whole oftheyear, in so far at Ieastas practicability of the road is
considered with reference to ita condition and not to the inclemency of the mather

a t certain seasons. By thin road, which would require but little improvement to
render it practicable for laden cattle, Gawahatti might be supported from Sylhet i n
ten days, and indeed the communication between the former place and Dacca would
be shorter and easier by this than any other route. Supplies, now that the country
in under the British Government, will soon probably be more abundant than they
have hitherto been ;bur the difficulty on this head might to a certain extent be obviated by the establishment at convenient distances of dep6ta containing paddy whii
might be beaten out as required, and would be in no danger of spoiling ;other articles of food might be easily carried on bullocks or elephants, though the latter description of cattle should not be extensively employed, a8 there is often diicuity i m
finding suitable food for them.
There are not throughout the hills any places deserving the names of towna ; but
there are a few villages distinguished either by their size or wealth: of these Chera,
belonging. to Dewan Sinh, Molim, Nungklafi, Lambrl, and N l m n , are the prim
ripal. In the choice of a situation for a village, attention seems first to be directed to the contiguity of water and wood ;and, with the view of sheltering the
houses from the violence of the south and east winds, the northern face of a hilb is
generally preferred. The houses of a village are always separate, each stancling i n
its particular enclosure, round which are a few sheds for cattle, &c. The are all
W t of deals, are thatched with grass, and provided with s floor of sugstantid
planks : each house has commonly two small doors and a fire-place, but no windows.
The climate appears
be influenced, not merely by the altitude, but also by
proximity to the mtrallfuB of the range ;those p u t . which lie near the edge of
the table land, as Sararim, Chera, MarnalB, being subject during part of the year
to mists and heavy falls of rain, which appearto be of less frequent occnrrenceabrmt
Molim, and the parts between Lambrl and Moflang, for which reason, as wen as o n
account of the superiority of the soil and evenness of the surface, these parts would
ream best suited for the establishm~ntof a Sanitarium. Some idea of the coolness
which prevails here in the summer may be formed from the circumstance of cloth
dresses having been worn by choice throughoyt the month of May by all the Europeans engaged in the late operations, although that month is considered by the natives, as in other parts of Itidia, the warmest in the year. During the winter, k t s
are of frequent occurrence.,and ice is commonly found in all the rivulets at day-break,
but melts in the course of the day- No snow ever falls.
Of the characterof the people little perhaps has been learnt lately in addition to
former information; except perhaps that the reputation for bravery which had been
assigned to them by some observers has suffered a considerable abatement; though
it is not improbable that, with the advantage ofsuperior arms, and under the direction of intelligent leaders, they might he found capable of supporting their pretensions to a miHtary name. Certain it is that, while the majority of the CBsias,
during the late contest, shewed a want of resolution, some few individuals among
them behaved with great coolness and determination.
In their ordinary habits they appear, like most savage tribes, to be idle and in*
tive, throwing all labour upon the women, who not only manage the house aflairs,
but work in the fields and perform the henbier duty of porters between the different
markets. I t will be useless here to note peculiarities in the customs and institut i o ~ ~ the
o f people ;nothing new having been recently learnt on those points, which
were ably and accurately described by Mr. Scott in hia account of the march across
the Jyntea mountains made by him in 1824.
In no particular do tlie Cdsias of these parts appear to differ from their brethren
in that country ; but as they seem to have no very strong prejudices and are free
from the influence of any very powerful superstition, great changes in their character and habits will probable result from a more extended intercourse with Europeans and natives of the plains.
The power and equity of the British Government will ensure them the possession
of their rights, while its moderation will encourage them (under the guidance.o f
qyalified settlers) to develove the resources of their countrv. in the auiet eniovment
if whicli, i t m a i b e
these people will speedily
and contented race.

,

Catalogue
of- Rock Specimens.
-

NO. 1. A purplish brown, rather compact, argillaceous sandstone, perhaps, more
correctly, a variety of grey wack6.-From a precipitous face of the neck
joining the ridge of Mamaloo to the mountain on which Leykanchoo is
situated, near the centre of the valley, and head of the Purapoongee
N*, about 1000 feet above the plains.
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No. 2. Coal. Bituminous ;of a subschistose structure, but bsaumd in every direction, ao M scarcely to bear handling.-From the ridge above Chera
Punji, and about two miles north of that place ( ! ) the seam is about 3
feet wide, and shows itself on the surface among the sandatone rocks of
which the strata around are composed : altitude 4,600 feet above the
plains.
No. 3. A white sandstone, eonsiatin of irregular17 shaped graine of quartz, semibruu : soft and crumbly.-At Latransprrnt, united by a wkte
Sung m strata, specimen taken from the crest of the hill, altitude 5,600
feet:
No. 4. The same, coarser grained ; may be termed a gritstone-Apparently the
same with No. 3, but the locality was different, it wan found on the crest
o f the hill imbedded in clay.
No. 5. The same finer grained
with a yellow b-is.-At
Lowsnng, s&
under
No. 3.
No. 6. The same, the basis more developed, apparently decomposed felspar. The
grains of quartz, which is glassy, more sparingly interspersed-Same
place, in small blocks on the surface.
No. 7. Hornblende schist, consists chiefly of hornblende and felspar, though
there is also some quartz. It mtght be called hornblendic or syenitic
$e+-From
Lowsung. The specimen is simply a hrgment, of which the
d i t y could not be traced for want of time and opportunity, hut aa it
appears to contain borne matnlliferou* particles. it may be possibly worth
while herealter to search for it.
No. 8. Fine grey wacke slate. (Talco-argillhce~usschist.)-Slate. From the
valley of the Oominarg between Lyjirmee and Moprem, found on the
banks of the nulla in large lamellated blocks protruding from the surface.
No. 9. Fine grannlar quartz rock, contains 8chorl.-From Nogandee : in blocks.
No. 10. Ditto almost compact-Ditto : in strata.
No. 11. Syenite : in boulders at Nogandee.
No. 12. Small grained gneiss.--In loose fragments at Nogandee, estimated altitude 6090 feet.
No. 13. Stalagmitic concretions from the cave at MCmai. They are of a spherical shape and of two kinds, one with a tolerably even surface, cornpored
internally of sphericalcoata alternating in colour, something like the structure of an agate ;the athem have a cauliflower-like surface, and are internally more irregular and less compact, though the concentric structure be
still visible.
No. 14. Piecer, of bituminous coal from the bed of the J a d u k h near Laour.
These specimens resemble the mineral of the true coal formation most
cloaely.

311.--lit$

on Mineralogical 1Systems.

we define geography to comprise a description of the earth as it is ;it
be conveniently divided into two sections. The one may consider the arrangemeid
of a e surface ;the other the condtitulion of it. The first is properly called GEOGRAPHY; the ~ ~ , O B O L OThe
G Ylatter
.
then, we see, considers the materids of the globe.
and their arrangement beneath the surface, as it is at present discoverable ;and it
professes to give a correct description and account of them. To do this, however, it
must call in the assistance of other sciences.
On a cursory examination of the surfaee of the earth, it appears to be of a very
irregular and heterogeneous composition, nor does it seem easy to reduce f i e .nomalous appearances that present themselves to any thing l i e system. A more particular examination, however, will establish to our satisfaction some points not daooid.of interest.
The most indifferent observer cad distinguish between hose soft masses of
h e aggregation which form the surface in cultivated districts, and the hard perristent masses that occasionally are Been to break through the surface, and frequently rise into lo* mountains. The former may be distinguished
as debtis; the latter,
it is unnecessarj to sry, are rocks.

l b u g N s on M i i i r a l o g i e a l Systems.
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D M ,as the word signifies, is formed of the fragments of what was odce solid, and had form. When very much comminuted and mixed to@her, it is difficult,
without the aid of chemistry, to detect the dserent subs.tan~sof which it consists.
But in general, and without any very nice chemicul emnm&on,we may distinguish
1 Peat,
2 Vegetable mould,

:22,

6 Loam,

6 Diluvium o r gravel.
Rocks are divisible into two grand classes ; lst, those havinga simple or homogeneoys aspect ;and 2d, those which appear to be compound.
Observation teaclies us, that the simple rocks are very uniform in character
in whatever q u a r t e ~of the globe they are found, and the chemist finds their composition equally so. Observation also teachea us, that of the compound rocks the different parts, where thpy can be clearly separated, agree also in the uniformity of
their characters, though derived from the most distant localities.
These homogeneous substances seem then to constitute the first objects ofstudy. An analytical investigation of rocks naturally fixes our attention on them as the
last term of the division. Of these every terraqueous suhstance, not immediately derived from o r p n i c beings,is composed; and to understand and recognise the former,
a n intimate acquaintance with the latter is indispensable. These homogeneous substances are called minerals, and the knowlcdgc of their properties constitutes what
is called mineralogy, which we may therefore see is but a branch, the alphabet in
fact, of geology.
1. It is not every substance which to the eye appea? homogeneous, that is to be
considered a mineral. To constitute a mineral species we must have the s a p e
'simple s u b s t a m united in the same proportions. I t will not invalidate this definitionto say, that chemistry has oftenqmsented us with the same constituents, united
in the same proportions, for minerals evidently different; and again has differed in its
analyses of different specimens of what was evidently the same mineral. This is in
fact but to say, that chemistry ae a science is not yet perfect, nor chemists infallible.
It still remains incontrovertible, that the composition of a mineral is its essence, o r
that which determines it to be what it is and nothing else. If you conceive that
modified, you must allow its identity gone. It is no longer the samething, and consequently, not the same mineral species.
2. Since minerals of diierent species are found to differ in externalcharacters, it
is evident, that the latter may be used with due caution as a key to the former. I n
attempting, however, this investigation of the mineral species,we are torecollect that
our results must be confirmed by the chemist when doubtful, for we can never pretend to put the methods in competition. We must not exalt the handmaid before
the mistress. In someinatances, however, it must be confessed, that the doubts found.
ed on a comparison and conaideration of external characters have been confirmed
by a more careful analysis. I n fact, to attempt to learn any branch of science by
a rigid adherence to any one method o r principle to the exclusion of every other, is
to sacrifice knowledge to pedantry, the substance to the shadow. If our object be to
really know the thing, we must not q u d with the means. Hauy has justly observed " L'on peut repondre a ceux qui pensent que la mineralogie doit se suffire a elle
meme sans nvoir besoin de se meler avec des sciences etlaogerus, que daus deu operations si elvmentaires e t qne n'exigent q'un si &te
depense de moyeus e t .
d'effets ;on ne voit proprement ni le chemisteni le physicien on n'y voit queleminerdogiste qui interroge la nature d'une maniere plus pressante e t plus heureuse."
3. A mineral species being once fired, and its more obvious properties correctly
described, these will be in general an5cient to enable us to recognk a specimen
from a new locality. All thoee minerals, then, the investigation of which has been
completed, may be thua recognised; and to effect this successfully we may now proceed to consider what are the particulars best fitted for this purpose.
4. I am here. merely speaking of the art of recognising minerals, which may
thus be seen to depend on the analytical method. The synthetical method arranges
them in p u p s of various orders, so as to give a clear and methodical idea of sll the
facts known of their properties, their nature, value, &c. in fact, their hirtory. This
is of course the more comprehensive part of the subject, but cannot be called the
lnost valuable, innamitch as without the other, it is of no use whatever. I t signifies
little that we know every particular in the history of the diamond, if we are not qualifiedto distinguishit amongst a hundred other substances, It ie in fact the foanda-
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tion atone of the building, and to enet a s a t e m rithotlt atteading to tLis esstntid
part of the fabric is to bnild upon qand ; et, with the exception of Moha, this h~
been the miatake of every mineral
d m y , however, had th6 p o d w n p to per.
cein that there are two dintinct
to be attained, and the merit of indicating
clearly the natnre and objects ofeach ;nor did he claim for his own more merit than
was due ; for he expressly calls it a method of classification and not of discrimination (Disc. Prel. page xv.)
5. We are now then to inqnire, what are thoae charnctem or properties which
may be a d v a a ~ u s l yapplied to tbe diecrimination and recopition of minerals to
this end. It ia s a c i e n t to consider what is the object to be attained. This is the
certain recognition of the species, and by signs the value of which is easily and
promptly determinable. It rennlta, then, that the more definite a character be, the
more valuable it will be. In particulqr, if any character can be found which in expressible in figurer, it will bring to the solution of the queetion that precision wbich
is. alwaya obtainable as noon as a subject of inquiry in brought under their dominion.
6. We have two charactersofthie description, 8PBclpIc cmivlrn and AARDNEOB.
The fimt exprenaes the number of volumes of water equal in weight to a given volnme of the mineral, and we may suppose a pimi that this number wouM be pretty
uniformly the name when determinedfor tbe Mme mineral species; and in fact, such
is the case, or at least the variation i~ within such small limits as to leave the character all necessary precision. The hardness is exprensed in figures which indicate
the place of a mineral in the whole series, arranged aceording to their relative hardness. This character, thouah equallv suaceptiile of precision M the hrmer, has not
to i t a s yet td rende; its employmentsa5ciently sa&factoryi
had thatattention
nevertheless, even with the limited scale ar, yet determined, it will be f d a character of ve+ great value.
,
7. We may, in eonsiderim? what ha8 jwt beeh Stated, judge how m a t w a s Werner's error i n rejecting the-&I of oumerieal determiantionin the &e of the only
two characters, uememlly applicable, which are sugoeptii of it. By em plop in^ such
vague terms as keW, rdl&heaty, mtAer light, ligkt, &c. hard, vby &rd, &t particulasly hard, he broke down the only barriers erected by nahue to separate the
species ;and thus rendered the science of mineralogy a confueed mass of gradationr
or transitions, in which nothing appeared certain except the resemblances. He in
fact s h the
~ door of knowledge to his e c h o b +who were thw restricted to the acquisition of an empirical tact, by which, if they had sut%5ent pm&ce and s godl
memory, they could reeogoise any mineral which happened to be like those th had
before seen, but if otherwise they could determine nothing. Nor did t h e i r L r .
mination, even in the csse of those thqr had seen and k m , ever approach the certainty required in scientitic determinations. It war, at best a mere guess, and might
or might not be right or wrong as their memory served or failed them.
8. There is another charsder which is equally s v p t i b l e o f the applicationof goometrical considerations, and which therefore, mth the addition OF the other two,
would introduce great pmision into the determination of the species, were it unimrd y applicable. This is crystalline form, which however. unfortunately, is only
found in a limited ntunher of each species, and thew the most rarely met with. It
is &refore uwless for those (the greater number) which possess no ngnlar form ;
d m , I mean, as a principleon which to found an analyt~callvrangement,though,
ru, fbrming a very interesting part of the history of every mined, it is a branch of
the science not to be undervalued Indeed it is in the study of the cvstdiine relations of minerals that the student will meet with some of the brightest ge-e
*ions in the whole compass of the science.
g. S
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r remarks may apply to one other, and the only other character which
admitsof equally precisedetermination;Imwn the refractive power of the substmce,
which, were it univemally determinable, woufd form a character of great value. But
to enable the obaerver to determine the refractive power of a mineral,it must be in
some degree traneparent, a cirdumstance not true of one mineral in three. We are
compelled, then, equally to reject this as a fundamental character in our attempt at
an analytical clmrmgement of minerals, although, like the preceding, it may be often
used for the illustration of the species.
10. Connected with this character,and insome measuresusceptibleof the preeision which figures give, irr the property of polarisation. The nunher and p o a i t h
of the axes of a crptal is known to depend, or rather be connected with the ayabm of crystallisationto which it belongs ;m d if we eonld, in the case of crystdine
figure being indefinite or effaced altogether, determine the number and position of
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these axes, we should be able to retm i t to i b proper sydcm, d a a n s e q ~ t l y b, y
mmbining other characters, to d i m i n a t e i t and fix its lume. #ow tke phenomena of polarisation, it dppears, d o d a means of effecting this ; and many happy
applications of the principle have been made by Dr. Brewster. who in this manner
deteeted the crystalline forms of several substances till then doubtful or misunderstood, wXch determinations have been afterwards mnfAmed by thmrystdb
grapher, on obtaining more perfect specimens or a fnller series. But I b e k
that to examine the phenomena of polariaation in this m y ~ q u i m
that the mineral should be more or less translucent: and that in the ease of opaque m i n e d the
optical mmerdogistwillhe at a loss. Dr. Bnwster ir, however, we understnod, preparing a system founded chiefly on these characters ;and till thework appears aad
the full practical application of the method is explained, it would he rash t o decideon
its vdue. That the method will a&rd valuable aids to the,analytical method, however, cannot admit of a donbt.
11. There are other characten, which, though not susceptible of numerical determination, may yet be found of some use at least in the formation of the larger diriaims. Cobnr in vague, and has a great range even in the same species ; b u t i t is
found, that some minerals which poseess cobur retain it when reduced to powde1~while others in the state of powder are white, however bright their colours in the
solid state. This property is sn5ciently remarkable and &finite to be applied in
separating minerals into at least two grand classes. The same may be said of Inatre,
w h i in most of its mod%cations is saf6eintly vague, and also variable in thesame
sgecxes : under one aspect alone it appears to be an essentialcharacter, and therefore
sueh as may be relied on, and in this relationit is also definite : this is the kind of
lustre d e b m e t a l l i c , a term which requifes nn ~rplanatinn. I t is s q t i b l e of one
modification, which enables as to proaed one subdivision lower : it may be retained
b
o r lost in the powder.
12. There still remain a few chanreters which an in like manner applicable to
tk separation of minerals into two classes ;sueha~soluhiiity
in water, nearly synonvmouswith taste ; solubility in acids, in which it is to be distinguished whether tbjt
effervesce, gelatinise, or are quietly dissolved ;fusibility before the blow pipe, o r the
contrary, each of which is susceptible of manysub-divisions. In general these characters though t h q are sn%cien~ydefinite and certain, yet belonging as they d a
t o man minerals, they are better fitted for the establishment of the larger divisioni ;
while &e specific gravity, hardness, and crystalline form, where it oc-,
are the
true tests of the
'
I
&
particulars relating to these characters, and the modifications of which they are snseeptible, will be cbnsidered further o n At p-nt
i t will be necessary to take a view d the remaining characters.
13. These as they have heen enumerated by mineralogical writers are ;fracture ;
dectrfc phenomena by friction o r heat ;phosphorescence ; magnetism. The iimt
character is ntteiiy woztblesa ; and has long oeeupieda plsce in our systems to the
exclusion of more valuable matter. Writers have rnng their wearisome changes
on their couchoidal, even, and uneveo fractnres ;frequently making one mineral slleceptible of every fracture, while hundreds are d w r i b e d in the very same terms.
i n reality the snhtance of many of these miscalled systems has consisted of little
beyond a " darkening of counsel by much words." Aild the disappointed student
fin& himself as far from the knowledge or discrimination of minerals, or farther
even, than when he first began. I may speak thus of tbem without imputation of
presumption o r unbecoming l~arshness; for, I have had occasion to lament my
dependem on them,and to pronounce them by sad experience, f ' the pememtora of
s t u d d s and the thieves of time."
14. Electric phenomena are doubtless very usefulin distinguishing speaies whem
other metbods fail, but the application of this test is more o b h m in the 'smaller
d i o n s than in the larger. The same may be said of magnetic phenomena, which
are indeed only to be observed in CRD o r three species at most.
15. We may then n t n r n to the consideration of those characters which depend
o n the application of chemical tests,--characters the more valnabla, inasmwhas
they afford every promise of uniting the advantages of the synthetical and
cnl methods, or n a t w d and artificial arrangements ; but that they may be
the latter point of view, they must be such as are easily applicable at aU times and
places. Solubility in water, o r taste, is eminently a character of this ki
and it is
found to belong to a small class of bodies which are in e m y a p t e m Bd&n@hed
fmm the others. Solubility in acids is in some respects less convenient, w a c c ~ m t o f
the necessity of carryiniahout the acid ; yet it-is so definite, and so well separates
bodies which it is perceived,from other coasidenrtions, shouM be kept separate; that
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ix a pity to relinquiih it. There two cbractere ue, -,
nft?r dl of but
it
limited application ; and a very large number is left which are neither soluble in
w a r , o r acid, and to which no character derived from the colour of the powder either
is applicable : to enable us to distingniah theae into sections o r subdivisions, more
o r less exteneive, the blowpipe comes to our mistance.
16. The right management and rkilful application of this inatrumknt of chemical
research is the true test $c an accomplished mineralogist I t is with its m m panimenta a complete laboratory in miniatwe, and scarcely an experiment that can
ba performed in the one, but may also be meolved with the other. If the answer obtained be not e q d y exact rqga fhe purticdars, yet it is alwaya auQicientlyso to satisfy d & demands of the mmntdoght. What this little instrument is capable of,
m a y b e seen by the fee@ of Gahn, the founder of this microecopic chemistry. He
wu in -the habit of exhibitingby its meana tbeiron in apiecn of paper, or the alkali and
silex, i n a straw. Professor Bemlius' work o n the use and application of this inshnment k a treasure to the mioeralogial student; and he will find in that work
.knowledge that cannot be valued t
m highly. I t is, Nowever, to be regretted, that this
disting~ishedphiimpher was so biassed by his theoretical notions, reqarding chemical c o m b i t i o n , PI) to adopt an arrangement which to the student must be worse
than useless. The singular contradiction ton of fonnding a synthetical arrangement
on observation with sn instrument, the character of which is eminently analytical,
reems to have completely escaped him.
17. When we a d m i t a m i n e d to the action of tbe blowpipe, either an effect is
produced or not. I n the former csse it may .be of varioua character. Thus the mineral may fuse quietiy and without d i d ;o r it may fnse with intumescence ;or
ni* difEcdty ; or i t m a y be infusible 5 algough a certain eseet k pmduced. This
latter may either consist in decrepitation ;exMiation; disintegration; or there may
be change of properties without sensible phenomena In the case of h i n g , the
lpsUlt may be a colourleas or coloured g h s ;an enamel cdoured e r uncoloured ;a
w r i a ; or a b e d of metal. With regard to the m i n e d which remain still unchanged
when exposed to ita action, we are not entirely d h o o t resonrces. We can add to
them certain reagents, and by the effect of tbeae distinguish one from another. Carbonate of wda, borax, and phosphateof soda are tho= most commonly employed; and
the result with each of these, W i g examined, will scarcely permit of doubt with re? the name of the substance under examination : the discrimination even
of species may be thus brought under its dominion.
18. But our nsources do not stop with the mere.use of the blowpipe, for a comsystem of mkrosmpia chemistry, has been gradually established to aid and
aeslst in doubtti11 cams. In this department, the late celebrated Doctor Wollsston shines conspicuous, for the ingenuity and precision of many of hie methods.
Mr. Smithson has added largely ,tn the subject, and to us appears to haw left little
to desire. His paper on the detection of the several acids, inserted in the Annals of
Phiiosoplry, is extremely valuable to the mineralogical student, whom it enables to
make in a few minutes as unexceptionable a qualitative, if not quantitative
analysis, as the chemist could in several hours. In fact we coneider with this aid,
added to all those we have detailed, the tyro need never be at a loss for the name
of a mineral, if it have one; or for the knowledge that it is a new species, if i t be not
an yet really named. T o coUect and digest into a system all the facts as yet knowand determine a few new ones when there is doubt or diwreprancy, is d thbt is
wanting. And he who will execute such a task will do more for the progress of
mineralogy than has been yet effected by any single work.
19. To illustrate all that I have said, and show the application and use of very
heterogeneous characters in discriminating minerals, I shall conclude this rather
long paper with a sketch of a synoptical arrangement drawn up for my own use.
The skilful mineralogist will perceive many errors and many deficiencies, and I am
rensible of many myself; but it wiM m e to show, how valuable such an arraegemeut would be if correctly executed. It is my intention here&r to improve it as
much as possible, and I shall therefore be obliged to any of the readers of the
Gleanings for any hints to this effect
20. In this table I have not used any of the usual terms of classes, orders, or genera.'We know that with the exception of the species none of these determinations are
to be f o u v in nature, and in fact logicians will tell us that even to the use of ~e latter
term in migerrlagp, there are well groundedobjectiona. My synopsis being founded
on the dichotomous metbod, has only the lRtter terms co-ordinate, i. e. tlie
species j but this is an additional reason for urging its utility. In reality it would he
easy to apply suchdistinctions to my table, and thus conrealitsdicbotomous nature;
but, in my opinion, this woukl be to cirqumscribe its utility, and take from its clehr-
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w s . Pot, as t
h k d n g reader knows, every trna andytieal arranl(ement nm&
be formed in this way. however disguised. Thw, if we know the specific gravity of
a mineral, we ask ourselves is it below or above 2-5 ;if the former, is ita hardwss
below or above 3-5 ;if the former, is it combustible or incombustible ;if the latter,
is it sapid or no; and so on. Perhaps there is an exception in the cane of an rrrongement founded like that of Linnseus, on numb- increaning by unity and with no I temediary determinations.
21. To show how little there is of certainty or reality;n these fancied cham and
orden, I would only refer the reader to the work of Mohs, the best cex€nMy thathas
yet appeared. His orders are completely indefinite ;+ m a y conditions are attached
to each, notwithstanding the small numher of species which it may contain ;and so
arbitrary and unconnected are these conditions, that it is pettectly impossible to
conceive any thing like a clear idea of the character of the order. In reality they
me rather lists of speciea than red abstractions. The uae of a c l d t i o n , at least
of an analytical one is, if it have any use at all, to assemble species together, that
have the charactensing property or propertiss in common. But to congregate heterogeneona bodies, each of which requires a condition or modification of the chracter
to admit it; this is any thing bnt generalisation. We see, for instance, in the order
Haloide, that to admit Gypsnm two conditions are necessary.
22. Though I do not recognine the exhence in nature of any such distinctbaa sr
classes or orders, yet I find in following out my table that certain groupen of q e c h
present themselves, the members of which seem la eome measnre allied beach other.
These may be called sections, and I have for reference di~tinguiahedthem by IUM~E.
I t must mi, however, be apposed tha! I consider these groupes an coordinate or
even natural 4 they are merely intended to form a step in the analysis on which we
may mat, and thus avoid the confusion ofao extensive a table ae mast be reqakee
to include all the known species. Each of these groupes or sections will become
the subject of a separate table, which I may communicate on a future &on.
At present, having swelled this paper beyond its intended limits, I shall content
myself with giving the fnndamentd table. Note, it has been found convenient
to combine the two characters of specific gravity and hardness into a joint one,
by which is meant that a mineral should have a certuin hardness with a a e r h ape.
cific gravity. In this way, very natural an well as analytical gronpes are formed.
The shortest and most intelligible way of expressing this condition is by giviw ia
numbers the value of the ratio between them : thus Of HI=less than 6 -+ 10or ,6
mema that if the specific p v i t y be, say, 4 then the hardness must be abow 6,6
because 4,O + 6,6-,6 such a character wludea any m i n e d hh.ring a lower hardmess, whatever its specific gravity. The fiBMB in the last column show the numbtr of species in each groupe.
EVERYMINERAL
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f Combustible,
1 Combnstible- -11
Soluble in wnIncombustible
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2 Salt.17
Insoluble, ,
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.
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There is an objection to the use of this term, which is the name of i m i a e r a l
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IV.-Description o the North West Coal Disth'ot, sttetchhg along the
Damoda from !tI e neighbourhocd of Jen'a or Jeri erh to below Sa-piv,
in
~ m g a n of
o ~hmgrnh
forming 3 n 6 Of
eixty
five milea. By the Cats Mr. Jones of Calcutta.
[Frolp the 17th ml. Ar Res. Pt. I.]
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?andatone tbat effervesces vith acids, and in many places,
where it is bare, an ettloteseence of soda may be seraped off. The wdstone u
m t more than oeven feet thick on the kbls hillq but generally thicker and coarser
@nod in the wllcyn. The coal and d metal basseta out in many pl.ces, but
ue deluive guides to the miner, as the greater part of them are the saddle atrrrh.
that cover the h i b like a cap, and seldom r e ~ c hdown to their bases :o h m again
Jie like shieldr or patches on the s i b of the h i , and extend a considerable depth
below the h e n : beneath all these the propea coal beds will be found The formation appears to me, h m fe rcsult of many experiments, to he wavy, and wheeling in a @lightdegree, carry' i b line of bearing to an amazing extent with litye variation ;its b&th on% so& west side in the direction of Bancorn is not
more than eleven or twelve miles from the river. Further on in that direction tha
prohmdbg rockn aresyenite, hornblende, quart4 and masaee of micaor talc, cementpd with a mall portion of sand. At Bajcol, Mnen milea above the Qn0uence of the
Damoda and Bar.arn rivers, the attendants on E4d are 109, and the river b bl+
ed up with gneiss, felspsr, and granite. The cord diatnctthen turns otP croeslng
Jeria in the direction of M a r : coal baaeetn appeu a considerable way beyond.
The attendants on cod also appear in the Barncan river, regularly downwards on
the Birbhfim aide, without any interruption, except a large whyn dyke W appwr
leven milam above Madgeah, running in the direction of BMhenp6r. The whole of
the dirtiict alTorda rich and valuable iron ore of various kinds ;but no limeatone
h.s yet been discovered, except the calaueolls concretions that are found on the
d a c e of the ground, and such as are in
use u s substitute for b e t o n e
all over Bengal.
1. Ducriptbm of the worb a t RardgaG, with the CliYe~entoecwtwncu that took
pkrce &ring the
of the Ibn ah@#.
Previous b opening the works at the above place, I madeam+ eifkingr down b
the clay slate or coal metal in the valleys, in every direction wrthln three or four
miles. I found them invariably dip E by S. which threw the line of bearing to
the back of the Rajmahal hills considerably inland. There being little chance of
finding coal long on the line of dip, within reach, (and it won bassets or crops out
on the line of rise,) I thought it proper to begin at this place, se I never srw the coal
dip any other way but with the regular strata that cover iL The &qjmPhd hiUa
ue composed of mountain whyn or basalt of an amazing thicknew ;at one place st
M6ti Jharna, a section or slip may be seen of sixty or seventy feet in height,
and quite perpendid& :these hiUa mt on d streaked ferryindun sandstone, of
a very hard nature, such as M often the floor of d,
but I behew very eekiom the
roof: this circumstance favoured my opinion, that the line of bearibg crowd Birbh6m in that direction, and onthe IstDecember 1815, I began the firat shdt. H a v i q
mademy arraqgementa with the workmen, the sinking went on regularly; but I w u
much estonished to find as I went down, that the strat. gradual1 wheeled from E.
by S. towards the N. W. and when the coal wes found in shaft .&I
1, it dipped N.
W. which continued regalsr in every season and bed downwards ;the dip of the upper strata forming a spiral line on the ride of the shaft. The rain monsoon having
now commend, and the workmen r attending reguhrly, I
sinking q e
shaft, No. 3, and cutting platforms round ,bothshaRs to the level of high water In
the river, with open adita to make the appmarh enay. When the coal wan found in
No. 3, it was within two inches of the same level as No. 1, and dipping due sooth.
I thought this might be caused by a sudden wave or ridge in the shnb, or I might
be workiqg on the edge of a very small b i n :this created much perplexity. I again
tried the co11ntry r o d with the former result ;and w u then in hopes, that I had
g t on the pivot or point where the strata wheeled, which would throw the line af
aring towards Katwa. To get more informatioo, I opened the shaft No. 2, and
although this war four hundred and eighty feet from No, 3, on the line of dip, coal
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N. W., wbicb
in the thm s h a h ,
a diffeerence of level of only two inches, and a line of dip and of bearing in each different, but the strata the same. Every appearance indicated lower beds of coal,
&an any yet cut through ;and I continued sinking in shaft No. 1, in hopes offindinR the low main, with some difficulty in keeping the water under, from not being
able to keep the men at work by night on account of the bean, and tigers, until I
found the last stout bank suddenly chrroge its decliition from half an inch to the
foot, to an angle of 45'. This great dip would make it appear s primary formation,
although, I am inclined to think, it is merely, what is termed amongat miners, a
tmuMe, occasioned by the wheeling of the strata ;I, therefore, did not siakfartkr,
as the coal is always fouled by these occurrences. 1 am now pnparing to work the
nine feet bed, fmm the six inch band, that coven the nine inch seam of 4,up to
about six feet with an arched roof, leaving
feet of coal a h the arch : the
three inches of clay slate that intervene will prevent the water of the eiuht feet bed
from dripping down, and the feeders, of the seam or bed in work, will descend below the springing of the arch, and leave the roof tokrobly dry. When the mine h m
been worked in this manner to a certain extent, the nine inch seam and three f e d
bed, can be readily wrought, leaving the six inches and two i n c h bands on the
Boor, as waste or dead ;but if the mine is continued in workfor any length of time
i t would be prudent to carry the waste up, and kave the floor clean. The cod of
all these three beds, is of an excellent quality ;i b cleanliness renderr it p e d b l y
adapted for culinary purposes ; it resembles the Sunderland ad in every reapect,
but lea6es more cinden and aahes.
2. Am account qfthe rfrata met with in sinking the colliery at Rmdganj, Dec. 1815.

.was found i n tlre m e level, dipping N.
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Yellowish clay, mixed, in some places, with tioft black concrete pebbles,
6 1
Grey sandstone slightly calcareous,
5 0
Yellow soft clay slate,
3 0
Clap slate, rather sandy, with a mixture of mineral charcoal,
1 0
Very hard, bluish, streazed, and brittle slate,
7 0
Tesselated band of grey baadt, dipping to the S. E. ttvo inches to the foot,
1 2
Coame grained, very hard, and gritty slate, bluish grey colour,
3 6
Very hard stone band, grey tesselated basalt dipping S. E. one inch to the foot, 1 10
Very hard, bluish, streaked slate as before,
7 (1
Blackish clay slate, with faint impressions of vegetables and small bits of pnre
coal in many parts,
6 8
Black clay slate without impression of vegetables,
Z 9
Black soft muddy clay,
•
0 4
Coal No. 1, slaty and dirty,
1 3
Clay slate,
0 Z
C o d No. 2, better than No. 1,
0 4
Coal metal, o r hard shale,
0 2
Coal No. 3, pretty good,
1 3
Coal metal, or b r d black shale,
0 7
Coal No. 4, pretty good,
8 0
Coat metal, o r shale,
0 3
Coal No. 5. very good,
9 0
A r g i U ~ m stone
s
baud, with impressions of flowem,
0 6
Coal NO. 6, better than any of the above,
0 9
Agillnceous stone, with impressions of flowen,
0 2
Coal NO. 7, better than the last,
3 0
B h k hard shale,
-.
a r
-SamMone band,
0 5
Hard black shale, with impressions of vegetables,
1 3
Coal No. 8, bad, and full of gold coloured pyrites,
1 1
Tesselated.ch~stow,with impression of vegetables,
2 4
Grey sandeloae band,
0 3
Shale, with impressions of vegetables,
0 6
sandatone band,
0 4
Sh e, with impmtiiow of vegetables,
0 3
Grey &tone,
2 0
Sandatone, d a y slate, and other matter mired in a cdnfmed manner,
3 7
]LIPs4 sharp, gritty, grey stone, with cutters,
3 6
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3. Retroaprct of o e C Y + I ~ ,and opkjenr formed thereon, wYlc .carc&bg fm
coal ia Bengal.

The N. W. coal district exhibits a considerable degree of confusion, increasing
as you proceed upwards, and is admirably adapted for the use of an indoIent race
of peo le ; as coal, sufficiently good for common
rpose, is within the reach of
every [ode Knowing that didocation of strata, g a y s occasions the cod to be
foul nnd dirty, I opened the works in a situation where I expected to be most free
from i t ; but the plan of the works will show, that I was not quite successful,
although I have ascertained a most valeable point, viz. the wheeling of the strata
in the most desirable direction that could be wished, crossing the great line of navigation somewhere about Kutwa, where I have not the least reason to doubt, that
coal will be found, and the advantages that will result must be abundant. Taking
into consideration the various occurrences in the N. W. and N. E. quarters of Bengal, I am induced to think that the coal formation of both countries joins under
the delta of Bengal, and that the alluviirl deposit is of no great thickness ;the dip
s f all the coal seems on the N. E. frontier, favours this opinion, and it is not imp*
bable that this p e a t line of coal enters China.From the Garrow h i s into CaCMr,
I am satisfied of its continuation, as I discovered coal and its attendants the whole
way, and found a piece d coal imbedded in a slate rock in CacMr. The best informed people of Maniptir assured me of their having traced it into the Barma country,
but they d o not use it in Maniptir for any purpose ;it ie called by them, " amubalang." I am indined to think this coal district marks the easiest and best road
into Chin& The Surma river is navigable for small boats into Maniptir ;but the
people o n this frontier are averse to travellers proceeding into their country, and,
when they have power, resist it.
One of the principal advantages which I anticipate from the introduction of a
cheap and plentiful supply of coals into Calcutta, is the being able to burnlime with
it, at a moderate expense. At Sylhet, the whole of the lime is burned with wood,
an article that has of late become both scarce and dear, so that they are now obliged
to depend on a foreign country, Cachk, for their foe1 ;and for which, large sums arc
annually sent out of our country. But ia the dvent of the limestone being brought
to Calcutta, and there burned with coal, that article could be had fresh and much
superior to the lime as now brou ht, which has been burnt at least, perhaps, a year
before. Besides the saving in qua!ity, from the freshness of the lime, the deterioration s w t a i k d by the lime getting wet in m s r i n g the great rivers, and the boats
taking in salt-water in the Sunderbana, will be obviated ;and the expense of carriage would be less, from the boats requiring no roof, and from $he insurance being
less, the goods being of little value, and subject'to no detriment from being wet.
The Shergerh ditrict abounds in iron oras ;and I find that immense quantities
can be procured there at very little expense, and from the experiment I have made,
I have no doubt hut exteasive forges might be wrought in that district advantageously. Of other ores, there is lead in the neighbonrhood of LakshmipGr, in the
BhyalpGr Zillah ;and I have reason to suppose, copper may be found in Dholbhtim
near Rajwfha, in a stteam called a u r a Nadi,thatemptica itself into the. Subanric,hp.

V.-Notice of Shells fozcnd in the Gangetic Provinces.
I n the notice in page 144 of the GLEANINGS,
enumerating the she& procured on
the banks of the Ganges by Capt. Frauklin, in his progreaa to execute his srieutific
survey, it is mentioned that several genere of shells, designated as " crag shells,"
were found :some of these shells appear to be fluviatile ;others terrestrial ;and one of
them, '' Scaluriu," unless there is some mirtake, ie a marine shell. The two former,
it is probable, have been deposited by the river, which carries down, during the
season of the rains, upon i b surface, multitudes of both land and light fresh water
shells, both univalve and bivalve, accumulating tbem with other refuse in creeks,
where they are deserted by the retiring waters, and in the next season, are either
buried under beds of clay or sand, or are d e d still farther down the stream. The
Scalavia on the other hahd is probably a diluvian fossil ;although in the coarse of my
researches in the Gangetic tnct, I have never yet met with any fossil shells,hut
those which are still to be found in the rivers or feeding on the shrubs of their banks.
These I have sometimes found incrusted, or filled with csle tuff, which is funning
every day in the streams.
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Hdix gbborw, of Capt. Franklin,I cannot find ennmenbd among the specier of
Lamarck, Wood, or Wodarch, but there is a specie8 named H. globdw. Can it be
an Ampilaria which in thus designated ? Viiparafluabtilia is P u k k a of Lamarck and other authors. The term uivipara in too exclusive for a genos, as the
property to which it alludea is common to other fresh-water shells. I have taken
between 40 and 50 minute shells from the h e y of the large Gumti lllckmia, as
well as from Pufudina.
Of Iridina I have not yet met with a specimen in this country. When Swainaon
gave his monograph of the genus in vol. 61. of the Philosophical Magazine, it wan
supposed to belong to the southern American continent. Since that period, M. Calliand bas discovered it in the Nile, and Major Denham in the Gammaroo, in central
Africa. M. de Ferussac, when enumerati the known fluviatiie bivalves, in his no.
tice on the Aetheria collected by M. ~%iand in the Nile, statee that Cyrena and
Iridina live only in the rivera and lakes of the East and of India. This is well
known to be the case with regard to Cyrena, but I am not aware uppn what authohe makes the msertion concerning Iridina.
e following list will serve to show the number of specie8 of e y h genus of l m d
and fresh-water shells, which I have collected in the Ganges and its branches, and
on the banks. The references allude to figures of some of the species which I have
late17 had lithographed 4Calcutta, from drawings made several years ago. I have .
not tame todraw up accurate descriptions of each species, and even were I to do so,
I should h e a i m to name any of them as new. Thin is the less to be regretted, as,
at the close of Iaat year, I forwarded specimens of most of them to Mr. G. B. Sowerby, who will probably describe those which are unknown either in the Zoological Journal o r in his forthcoming work, Species Conchyliarum.

%

1. HELIX.

A. Brought down by the Betwa river.
B. BhitAra, Hamirph, and Banda, h uncultivated ground.
2. PUPA.
A. Hamirpbr, Banda, &c. in uncultivated. ground. and in m a among rrodcr,
sometimes under garden pots.
B. Hamirphr, Banda, and Mirzaptir, on shady banks a d under garden pots.
C. Minute. Hamirpbr.
3. BULIMUS.
A. At Hamirptlr, Mirzapbr, and Banda, undergarden pote.
B. At Hamirph and Banda, on shruhs in gardens and uncultivated grout& ;
also torpid in the dry season i n ehinka of pales, &c.
4. ACHATINA.
A. Minute. Ham-,
6. SUCCINEA.
A. Bank of the.Ganges a t Bhitlua, and of t?e Jumna at Hemirpbr.
6. CYCLOSTOMA.
A. B h i t h Hamirph and Banda in~uncultivstedground.
FRBSHWATBR-BRELLS.
Fam. Les Lymntena-Lam.
1. PLANORBIB.

A. P. Cornens. Tanks and Jheels, and in all rivers.
B. The exuvke found in the Ganges.
- . Betwa, and Jumna.

1. LYMNEA.

A. Found alive in the Berna Nullah at Phtilpbr.
B. Do. in the Jumna and Betwa The e x w i a common in the Qumti.
C. Jheels near the Sind. Buudklkhand.
D. Alive in the B h e u Nallah, near Callinger.

Fum. Lu Mehaaiena-Lam.
3. MBLANIA.
A. Alive in the G,humti at Juanpore ;in the Gogra, attains 3 inches in length.
B. Alive in the Jumna, Betwa, Ckn, and Gumti ;also the ?via in the omC. Alive in the Betwa, Gumti, and Ckn. In the latter river Is a variety, in
the tubercles of the shoulders sl~ootinto spines.
D. Gumti.

,
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Fmn.I)u PerirtmRinu-Zmm
4. PALUDINA.
A. P. vivipara. Most rivars d 3 h e e l s .

B. River Gumti, (exwis).
C. Jhwla in the DoPb and Bundelkhd.
4. Jheels in the Do84 near Hamirpfir.

5. A M P U U A ~ I A .
A. Tanka a d jheels, Ahhabad, Mirzapfir, and JumpGr.
.
B. Jheek Bundelkhund, Juanph, Mimp6r. &c.
Btv~i,vrs.
Concha Fluoiafilee.
1. CYCLAS,a minute species brought down by the Jumna in the rains.
2. CYRENA.
A. Ganges, Jumna, Gumti, Betwa, and Cbn. Found alive in 4 e latter.
B. Alive in the C4n and Betwa.
C. Jumna.
D. Jumna and Betwa
Fam. Arcacea.
3. Aacr. Of this genus of which no fresh-water species is. I believe, d l y knovnr
I have a small species which I discovered at Hamirpdr in the JumnaI t is extremely r a m I possess a perfect specimen, and a si- le valve of
a larger ene. Sowerby conjectures &at A. senilis may be a%eah-watar
wciea, and Schroter mentions a apecies A. fluviatilia M inhabiting
southern India. The distance of HamirpQ from the aea (1000 m h )
sets it8 fresh-water ori 'n beyond a doubt M apecimem were brought
down with other smaU s h l a by the sof d e Jumnr in the rrins.
Fam. Nadudtu.
4. UNIO.
A. Q b t i , alive, Gogra, and U'r in Bundelkhand.
B. Ganges, Jumna, Behra, and Cbn, alive.
C. Alive in the Ganges, Betwa, Jumna, Ckn, .od Gumti.
D. Alive in the Jumna.
5. ANODONTA.
A. Minute, in a tank at Hamirp6r, Bundelkhand
B ? Alive in the Jumna. Exuviae common in the Gumti, net frequent i n the
Gangea. The animal of this shell appears to dilfer much in structure M well a
habits from thc mat of the Nnidm. In ita habits I am ksd to believe that it resembles the Solemcem, b which family, in the disproportionate brosdth of the
shell, it beam some analogy ;but the hinge ditrem widel from these she&. Itr
w i d e l r p i n g extremities indicate a great difference in hatit from the N.Wr I
am i ined to think that it will form a new genw. Unlike the Nniadm its interior is satiny, not pearly.
I do not think that many more species or genera will be found in the places
which I have marked M the habitats of the apecies in the pwxling list. The
Streams which Aow intothe Ganges from the N. E,the rivers of Aracm, the Nerbudda
and 'the Satlej may, however, be expected to cord an addition to o w list, when
those who have apporhmnitier of visiting them shall take an interest in natural
W. H. B.
history.

V.-On. the Analysis of Dolomita
InNo.3.of the Gleaniqp, notice wan taken of a method, mentioned in the couraeof my
experiment8 on limestones, of determining the preeence of magnesia b its incapability
of forming a hydrate along with the lime whcn the stone is slaked &r calcination.
I find that the following experiments were aulmeqnently made in prosecution of
this inquiry ;and should they be deemed to possess any interest, I shall be grotieed
by their being inserted in m e d y number.
To nucertain the extent of ucuraey to which the dry d y s l of the compound
carbonates of ~nagneaiaand lime might be carried, I made artificial admixtumr d
rhombohedra1 cdcanoua a p u and carbonate of m.gnesia in different proportions,
and submitted them fint b calcination under a mu&, .pd .fterwarda to the opu'4tion of .*a

Amly& of Dolomite.

I

As the atomic weight of magwaia and lime di&r considerably, the quantity of
carbonic acid extricated in their calcination, provided there be no third substance
present, is a sufficient datum whence to calculate the proportiom of the two earths
In a compound ;but the process requires great accuracy of manipulation, as every
e m r will be magnified tenfold in the result ; and it &O depends upon the correctness of the equivalent nutnbers of magnesia and lime, which are given variously by
different authorities : - - h a ~ n g found those of Berzelius most consistent with my
own experimentu upon crystdlizcd dolomite, I have adopted his determinations,
which are as follows :
Lime,
50.62
b
Carbonic acid,
Magnesia,
20.70
9.01 42.85
Water,
In any compound then of the two, calling the carbonate of lime I, and that of
magnesia m, and the acid in each c and c' ; also making C the weight of gas lost
by calcination on 100 grains, we shall have
I+m=
100
c+C'=c
e = 0.4376 1
m d c' = 0.5169 m
C
Therefore,
1.1813 m =I
0.4376
I
and deducting
m = 100
we obtain
0.1813m = 2.285 C
100
2.285 C
IOU

I

it':

1

.
-

rn = -0.1813

-

I = 100
m
I have made m e of this form& in the second column of the accompanying tabIe,

excepting in the case of dolomite, which being snpposed d priori to be a d&nitc

47.2

compound, should have its acid divided equally between the two earths :-Thus

or 23.6 Carb. A is equivalent to Carb. Lime,
54. 0
and Carb. M-ag.
4 5 . 7 1 99.
which differs so little from 100, that the error may be safely attributed to the process or the tables. The formula above would only give 43,4 magnesia. The error
would disappear, were the loss of cubonic acid 0.2 gr- more, whkh was &he. case in
former experiments.
The magnesia which I employed ass taken from a medicine chest and dried, but
i t seems to contain 101) per cenL of water existing hygrometrically, as I ascerhiaed
by direct experimenr I t is n e m a r y therefore to modify the value of c' in the
formula, which beaomea m =r 2.286 -100 4-0.311.
I shall now proceed to the experiments.

TABLE 1.

.
No.

--

Compoa&m.

L o r s of
Calculated
Curb.
Curb. A.
Wafer
Linre
by heat. C. L .
C. M. abaarbed. deduced.

----18.06
46.70
56

44

57.5

57.5
C46

35.4

12.8

12

I
-

The spoeimen marked 13 was a Erren crgstal taken from a minaral-q+dcabbPet;
C. A.
76.8 = 30.8
29. 7 s: 16.4

-

it appears to be composed of two atoms curb. lime.
one atom carb. mag.

-c

10Q.5m46.2

--

-

perhaps it is the same as the rhombspar of Klaproth*.
Unfortunately, after water had been added to the above specimens they were incautiously dried over a furnace, whence it is evident that tbe hydrate of lime had
commenced absorbing carbonic acid ;in fact this wan afterwards proved by dropping
a'llttle acid on some of them. Thos there wan an excese of weight of one or wore
per cent. beyond what the lime should have taken up to become hydrated ;nevertheless the result, an far as regards the total incapability of magnesia to combine
with water, was satisfactory enough, and entirely bore out the observation I had
made on a former occasion.
B y way of removing, however, any doubt which might arise from the imperfectian of the last experiments, I repeated the pmof with additional precautions.
Three mixtures were made precisely alike, of 50 grains, rhombohedra1 spar and
50 of the magnesian carbonate ;and at the same time 50 grains of Henry's calcined
magnesia were heated alone to examine its action on water. The first specimen
was slaked with an excess of water, and dried in a veasel carefully closed, under a
furnace. The second was slaked in the same way, and the third by exposure ta
ateam ; and these two, and the mwnesian specimen were dried in a receiver over
adphiric acid.
The results were in every way coincident and satisfactory, and leave no doubt in
my mind, that the dry analysis of mixtures of lime and magnesiais capable of much
greater precision than thehumid analysis, in which, according to Daubeny, five and
even ten per cent. of difference will reault from the use of different precipitants.
With care in the process of calcination, and the check operation of slaking, I do
not imagine that one per cent. of error should find its way into the result. And
the method is applicable even when there is silex or any of the inalterable earths
united to the carbonates ;provided that the proportion of these be first ascertained
by solution in an acid.

TABLE 11.

,.
2.

3.

, 4.

I

Carb. Lime 60, ,
Carb. Magnesia 50,
Ditto.
Ditto.
Pure Magne~ia50,

50.
50.2
49.6t

0.2

none

Employieg the formula m = 2.285 -100 i
0,311 the compositipn calculated
and the mean of the three
from the extricntion of 50.543 will be exactly
hydrate differs only w e five hundredth from t i e truth.
The loss sustained by the magnesia is trivial, and certainly due to a partial absorption of hygrometric moisture in the corked bottle, in which it had been kept :
the access of weight in alaking must be attributed to imperfect desiccation ;for magnesia appears to be exceedingly slow in absorbing carbonic acid, scarcely taking up
m appreciable quantity even in a very long interval of time.
Postscript.
Dr. Thornson has given the analysis of a native carbonate of magnesia forming
whole rocks in Hindustan." He states, that " it contains much less carbonic acid than it ought, but that it will be curious to find whether the interior portions of the

{7

zi,

* Of the five species of lime haloide described by Mohs, not one agrees with this :
we wish our correspondent had given its specific gravity and the indinaton of its
cleavage planes. We doubt not of the existence of such a species, from the agreement of the present with three analyaes of Klaproth's. His specimens were from
tbe A p e n h s , Hal1 in the Tyrol, and L.berg in Wkrme1and.-ED.
t A little of this epecknen was absorbed by the meistaaed papa.

1

wt.in lure not retained their full propartion" His a n t h i s gives carboaic
acid 51,627, magnesi. 47,566. But this is the very cornPosfdon of carbonate o f
magnesia, according to Berzelins, whose numbers rra 51,69 and 48.31, ~ n of
d the.
accuracy of Qese my own experiment. do net permit me to doubt. The view8 generally received on the subject of definite proportiom do not warrant such a supposition as Dr. Thomson'r.

I
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VI.

fl's h e r to

P.
I

-

To the Editor of Gleaninns in Science.

Sla,

I have nrd with considerable interest the paper of P. in your 8th number "On
the Measure of Labour in India." The writer well supports the cause he has undertaken, and I fully subscribe to all his deductions, which are indeed undeniable.
One only remark have I to offer, that he mistakes the purport of my leUer
altogether, in deeming me a blind advocate of machinery o e r w labour. It was a
suspicion that the method in question did not do justice to the labour employed o n
it,-that it gave a less result than the same quantity of labour employed in another
manner which i n d u d me to notice the subject; and it will be observed, that I stated
the question hypothetic&y,as not a d v a n c i n g i . My words are :
'' 'fie ditference here is enormous, and, IF real, is certainly worth pointingout." And
again, " An msangenrcnt that will not permit sir average Bengalees to do the work."
&c. Here it in evident that it is the arrangement which is supposed objectionable,
and it is by no means inferred that six natives cannot do the work of one Europern.
On the contrary,the arrangement is pronounced vicious that ocuurions so preposterous a result.
The difference however P. asserts is N O T real ; the quantity raiaed hp Profesmr
Robison's pump being in his opinion purely imllgiuar
To this I can only answer
that +facie
it does appear exceedingly unlikely, tE'at Professor Robison should
have advanced a statement of this kind without snllicient grounds. To gain what
light I could on the subject I referrqd to the work quoted in your second number ;
and as it will better enable your readers to judge for themselves, I shall here transcribe the passage at full length.
'' One great excellence of this pump is, that it ie perfectly free from all the deficiencies which in common pumps result from want of being airtight. Another is,
that the quantity of the water raised is precisely equal to the power expended ; for
any want of accuracy in the work, while it occasions a diminution of the qonntity
of water discharged, makes an equal diminution in the weight which is necessary
for pushing down the plunger. We have seen a machine consisting of two such
pumps suspended from the arms of a long beam, the upper side of which w ~ forms
ed into a walk with a rail on each side. A man a b o d on one end till it got to the
bottom, and then walked soberly up to the other end, the inclination being about
twenty-five degrees at first, but gradually diminished as he went dong, and cha*
the load of the beam By L
e
i means he made the other end go to the bottom, and
ao on alternately, with the easiest of all exertions, and what we are most fitted for
by our structure. With this machine, a very feeble old man, weighing 110 pounds,
raised 7 cubic feet of water I1 f feet high in a minute, and continued work@ 8 o r
10 hours every day. A stout young man, weighing nearly 13%pounds, raised 8;
to the same height; and when be carried 30 pounds conveniently slung about him,
be raised 9f feet to this height, working 1 0 hours a-day without fatiguing h i m d .
This exceeds Deaagnlier's maximum of a hogahead 10 feet high in a minute, in the
proportion of 9 to 7 nearly."
Now this passage is quite decisive of the uestion, if we allow Profesaor R o b h n
to be a competent witness. And why his au%ority should be inferior to toulomlfs,
I confess I do not see. ''Your correspondent, Say8 n, "must no doubt have been
miriled b the data of Professor Robison's pump 1 for, if they are correctly stated, the
feeble old man raised 3000 maunds a day, and far exceeded all that the a t i o w s t
Frenchmen have ever effected." What will he say then to the performance of the
'' stout young man" l o d d with 301b. which is equal to neuly 5000 maunds? As
for me I can on1 repeat what I said before, " that the difference, if d,
in mrtb
pointing out."
appears that Desagulier's determination (1 hogahad of water
raised 10 feet in one minute) ia equivalent to about 4000 maunds.
Wllo shall decide when dootors disegnel" We have here Conlolab onarr
Robiion and Deeaguliers j and how, except by trial, we are to determine w&ch is

t

I

I

I

.

rigs51 find it dificult to say. I m a y ' o b e m , however, that it does not appear to me

quite clear whether Coulomb's estimate of the exertion in mounting stake comprehends merely the height throngh which the man rises, o r whether a snfficient allowance is made for the labour expended in the horizontal progress. Thus, supposing
the steps or stairs to be I 8 inches broad and 6 high,it is evident that if the exertion
of rising tlirough the perpendicular height be represented by 1800 maunds, raised
10 ft. high, the horizontal effort would be equivalent to 1800 maunds camed 30 ft.
o r one-'&
of a man's whole power nearly ;&nsequently, 1800 would require to be
increased to 2130 to represent the total effort per dietn, in mounting such stairs,--a
number, however, which still falls short of Professor Robhion's extimate. Whether
some considerations, which I shall notice towards the end of this letter, be snfficient
to account for the difirence still remaining, I must leave to the judgment of your
readers. I should however further remark, that Coulomb, or rather your correspondent P., doen not mention the acclivity of the staira, which is also an important mnsideration ;for it has been determined that if a cemin height is to be ascended, it is ,
effected with the leaat effort whenthe stairs are of the dimensions mentioned above,
and consequently, supposing the same effort exerted, a greater height will be ascended on these stairs than on snch as have different dimensions.
But though it ia difficult to decide hetween these conflicting authoritie8,I do not see
that there is any difficulty in forming an opinion of the d u e of tbis pump. That it
is an ingeniously contrived one, and fully deserving of a fair trial, was and L my
firm opinion ; and a very few considerations will be sdicient, I think, to show that
thin is neither a hasty nor a prejudiced judgment. First,I would observe then, that
from the table given by your correspondent it appears, that the ma3.irnumeffect prodnced by the exertion of a man's force, (the fatigue being the same,) is when he
monnta stairsunencumbered by any load,and nsing no other of his muscles, but such
as are sadicient for his locomotion. Secondly, and in like manner, iu moving along
a horizontal plane, the maximum force exerted is when the man is nnencumbered
by a load, and has no other exertion to make than that of walking. The conclusion
then is, 1 think, inevitable, that if we could so contrive matters as to make the whole
of the effect produced in eachof these cases USEFUL EFFECT, we should obtain more
~ r than
k by any other mode of exertion.
Professor Robison's pump secures this desideratum, I may day, completely, and
has the further advantage of uniting both methods. The mnn on the beam which
works the pump rods is employed to walk backwards and forwards ;sometimes n p
an inclined plane, sometimes level, sometimes down an inclined plane. He does
nothing else. By these exertions, the most effectual a man can employ, is the water
raised. The whole of the-force is productive of useful effect. I think then that I am
entitled to draw the conclusion, that tbis is the most advantageous method yet devised of raising water, and that with this pump a rnazhunb of water will be raised
at the expense of the same d
of fatigue to the man.
To determine the value of r m a x i m u m , however, is not easy for the reasons beforementioned, add to which we have no data to fix the expenditure of force required
to move down an inclined plane. I shoold be disposed to say, that tbe fatigue is less
than is incurred in walking along a horizontal lane. But not to assume an tbing
too favourable to our estimate till fairly estabisbed, let us merely suppoae i a t the
two operations require an q u a 1 expenditure of power. Let us also aasume, that
Coulomb's valuation of the effect in mounting stairs is the full vnlue, and includes
the horizontal pro ess, so that in ~ a l i on such stairs a man could only raise
r500 maunds LO f%t high in one day, g e extra 300 being the equivalent to 1500
moved horizontally 30 feet.
We may easily see by considering the structure of this pump that on the descending arm the surplus weight is that of the man,and that the plunger will descend till
the loss of weighbby it's immersion in the water, is equal to the weight of the man's
body. This is equal to the mass of water displaced b the plunger, in other worda,
to the water rained. The man now walks up an incined plane (say of 24') which
graduall assumes the horizontal position by the return to equilibrium consequent
on his cimge of p i t i o n . So that in reality the acclivity he has to ascend may be
taken aa less than 1
2
'
. Arrived at the centre of motion he is now prepared to cause
the descent of the other end to an equal depth simply by walking down a plane which
is varying from horizontal to an inclination of 24', or, as before, say hming an aversge inclination of 123 Thus, then, the labour of the man consists in walhing up and wcJAing dawn an inclincdplane the length of the bean&,and havit~gan aamags
inclination of 12.. The USEFULEFFECT consists in twice the man'sweiglcl of water
being m i d through the rinr of 24' to half the beam as radiw, or in other words, (a8
we do not atrect extreme precision,) through the sine of l2', the length of berm
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h e i a made radius. In his ascent the man raises himself through the wme height ;
this themfore balances half the water. The other half of the water may be considered as the useful effect of the force expended in dqscending the incliced plane, and
'in making the progressive motion in the ascent. The proportion which the force
n e m a r y to make horizontal, beam to that engaged in perpendicular motion is, by
Coulomb's table, 1 : 17. Therefore the force required to movealong the beam horizont d y is the same as would raise the man's weight through
of its length. The force
kquired to descend the inclined plane being assumed to be the same, the two will be
equivalent to raising the man's weight through A of its length. But the sine of 12'
is (roughly) f . Wherefore the man's weight of water is raised through f of the whole
length of the beam, by an exertion which we have just found is only equivalent t o
raising him through b. Mere then, if our data are correct, is an actual gain of effect
over power.
This is a paradox, however, which 1 am not prepared to maintain. Tlte reader will
i n fact see that it turns on our s u p ~ s i n gan equal force exerted, when weights are
transferred by a man's daily labour horizontally or vertically. T o this, which isevidently a puralogism,and not to my under-rating the force required to walk down a n
inclined plane as compared with that exerted iq horizontal progression, are we to
attribute the above conclusion. But to waive every thing that might appear like
begging the question, we will assume that the force required to move down the declivity of the beam, inclined at an angle of la0, and along it in a horizontal position,
is in reality eqnal to the force required to ascend through one-fifth of the beam's
length. In this case it is evident, that the whole fmce eserfed is productive of USEFUL
EFFECT. This force being by the table in your preceding number, represented by
1800 maunds, raited 10 ft. high per diem, gives a result equal to the work of POUR
Bengdees with their baling ladles,-a result which, if less striking than my former
one, is yet sufficiently so to deseme consideration, fromall those who haveany interest in the question When it is considered too, that I have obtained it by adopting
P.'s own statements, your readers will perhaps have more confidence in it. !he
comparison will be still more favourable,if we take the work of the six.Bengallees:as
in my first letter, 2500 maunds ;giving only 410 inRkeacl of 450 as the performance
of each. So that 40 Bengalleee with their scoops could only raise as much water
rs ONE Parisian labourer working with this pump. I may add, that the proportion i t
beam to the ordinary pump is that of 2 : 1. and to the-method of pomwut, the ardinary one in Upper Hindustan 5: 1. I shall be happy if my statements should indure
any of our indigo planters to give it a fair trial. I am convinced they would
find their account in it. It in particularly applicable in works situated on a steep
bank of the river, where there is deep water : for it I-equires,and this is the only objection against its general adoption, that the water from which the supply is drawn
Pbould have a depth equal to the height to which the water is to be raised*.
Though in this attempt to estimate the performance of this pump, I have been
contented to awume Caulomb's valuation of the man's exertions in mountingstairs,
yet I must remark, that there is a peculiarity in the application of the man's labour
to the working of this pump which is not unimportant. Thia is the a # m d i o n of
going up and down an inclined plane having so easy a declivity as 12'. This is one
of the considerations to which I alluded at the commencement of my letter, as persufficient to account for the p a t discrepancy between the p o estimates. T o
which I may add, that the decbvity being less than that which gives a maximum
ascent, assimilates the work more to that of walking along a level plane. Now, as
before remarked, we do not know wh~Uis the proportion between these two kinds
of forces; nor would it be easy to determineit, except indeed, from the results of tki
very experiment; sothat we moat consent to resolve the questiondirealy by trial, there
being no means of amving at an indirect solution. And when that i~ done, I nhall
not, for one, be surprised to find this k i d of exertion give a higher value than that
derived from experiments on mounting stairs. At a l l events I have, I think, made i t
pretty clear, that the performance of this pump, however exaggerated by Professor
Robison, is superior to every other method of raising water, gipings result which is
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* This circumstance would

have prevented its application to the particular case,

I brought forward in my first letter, even had it been otherwise recommended by
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conventence. Where the quantity of water to be raised is not considerable, the
metbod of baling is evidently preferable for its simplicity, m d its independence of
any heavy and complicated apparatus, the frequent removal of which wouldof.
course be very troublesome. My comparison was not so much intended to apply .
to the question of the applicability of the two methods to any particular caw, as to
their Performance oupposiny them appked.

to that by the common sucking pump in a proportion of TWO to one, to that of
baling as FOUR to one.
I shall conclude by re assembling here in a table the eenral particulars contained
in your correspondent's letter and in mim, for future compvison and dueussion.

TABLE
SAuwing #heforce exerted in difertnt R i d of'humcln labmr, ar valued by #he number
of maucdc raued 10 feet per dirm.
Country.

AYrborify.

Kind of Labarr.

-- ..
5080
.. 4000
.. 3000
..
1800
.. 660
.. 345.
..
630
.... loo0
850
-.
.. 450
410

.. ..

.. ..

..
..
.. .. .. ......

810

Do. (round pumps,)
800
W i n g water in leather bags,
373
Baling,
500
Canying bricks up a ladder,
144
Hoisting the same by a windlass,
360
2. HeriootJal Conweyance.
M&.c.lOOft
3080
Walking without a load,
Ditto with a maximum load, (150)
1760
Quantityof work done exclusive of man'sown weight, 610
Wheeling in barrows,
900
Palki bearers (exclusive of their own weight),
264
554
P W a r s etnployed in carrying grain,
Pesraj carrying stones,
554

..

..

..

...

..

.. ....
....

...
.
.
.
.. ..

Robison.
Desagulier.
Robison.
Coulomb.

.....
...
..
....
....
i.

D
....
P.

....
....
....
....
....

....
......
....
....
....
....
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....

VII1.-On the Sede of Temperature.
I t is a curious fact, and full of i n t e r e s w considerations, the greater specific heat
of w a g r a t low temperatures. Is it an anomaly which holds only with regard to
waer, o r is i t true of every substance, as is the opinion of a writer in the Ann& of
Philosophy ? On the 2d vol. No. 5 of that work, p. 190, there is an account of some
experiments which appear~mnelusiveas to the f a a with regard to mercury, Yet
M. Dulong and Petit's experiments have been tbought to establish the contrary
conclusian. Whether the mistakes they have fallen into, and which have been pointed out by Mr. Crichton of Glmgow, will account for this difference of conclusion, I
find it impossible to determine, not having the particulars of their experiments to
refer to. I t is however difficult t o understand how the writer in question could
have been deceived in the ptirticulars he records : he mixed two portioas of mercury,
having the temperatures 348.9 and 31, and he found the temperature of the mixture
179.3 or 100.7 below the ;Iri&metical m e s h
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If it be &en tme, as tbis writer asserb, that not only mercwy, bnt every o&
liquid resembles water in thin respect, the fact can no longer be Pieweid as an
may. I n thii c p e i t ia the indications of the thermometer that are in fault, a n d
w e t l y o w scale of femperature must be erroneous. This wan Mr. Dalton's
opinion, who wan one of the first to observe the fact with regard to water. H i s
opinion was that the squares of the tame temperatures would correspond with the
expansions reckoned from the point of greatest density and that whatever the fluid
of which the thermometer shonld be comtrucled, if its degrees were formed on this
principle, they would agre.e. InRees' Cyclopdia,under the article HEAT,
it is further
asserted thatthe vdnmes of a gaamun body, submitted to different temperatures, as
m u r s n d by such a thermometer, form ageometric progression, when the temperat u r n vary by a common difference. Further, that the cooling of a body heated
above the temperatore of the medium in which it is placed, proceedr according to the
law of Nedon, i. e. is proportional to the excess of temperature. Lastly, that t h e
elarticitieo of steam, when referred to the indications of such a thermometer, wopld
form a geometrical series, the temperatures being in arithmetical progression.
Were this a true statement of facts, Mr. Dalton's scale of temperature would be
dearly,if not the true one, infinitely the more convenient, and as such doubtless entitled to general adoption. With regard in fact to the questido of which in the
trne scde, it is a dispute about words, for till we can settle what we understand by
temperature, it is vain to inquire which is the true and which the false method of
estimating its amount. But if it can be shown ; that one scale more than another
~~implifies
our consideration of questions connected with the propagation o r commnnication of heat ;if it occasion anomalies to.disappear, and enaLle us to,express the
known faeta aftera more concise, intelligible, and universal algorithm ;there are good
practical grounds for adopting such a scale, even though, from our ignorance of the
nature of heat and temperature, we fail to prove that it is the true one. If therefore
i t could be shown, that the adoption of Mr. Dalton's scale would he attended with
such a simplification of the phenomena of heat, there would be little question as to
the value of the scale, whatever epithet we might attach to it.
I t is needless to say,that such is not the case. When the volumeaof agas are taken
i n geometrical progression, and the temperatnres, as an arithmetical series cormuponding; the elasticitiesof steam have anincreasing ratio; as have also the decrements
of temperatun? of a heated body, estimated as occurring in equal intervals of time.
This scale,therefore, notwithstanding its promised advantages, has neve been adopted
nor is i t likely it ever will, although it has still one plausible argument in its favour,
-the equal ratios of expansion in gases answering to equal differences of temperatrice. Thus it anppoaen &at 10. or lo,in whatever part of the scale, occasions such
an increase in the volume of a gas, as must alwa s bear the same proportion to the
volume before expansion. Thia is a simplicity wiich the common scale wants, in
which the same change of temperature may either triple the volume, or only occasion an expansion of t.
I n our attempts to form an idea of a scale of equal differences of temperature, we
labourunder insuperable difficultie8,owingto our ignorance of the nature ofheat. The
common m e w of avoiding this difficulty $,to consider the subject in the following
point of view. If we take two equal portions of a substance having different temperatwes and mix them, it seems a reasonable inference that one portion will lose as
much heat aa the other gains; and consequently that the temperature of the mixture
will be the arithmetical mean of the two original temperatures. If we apply this
theorem to the mixhue of different portions of water, the result does not confirm the
opinion, that Fahrenheit's scale measures equal increments of heat: the temperature
of the mixture is always below the mean. The fact has been attempted to be accounted for by those who consider Fahrenheit's scale to be the correct one, by sa
ing, that water h
a P greater heating, and consequently a greater cooling power as
temperature falls. This is an example, amongst many that conld be pmducxd, of a
mere c h a n ~
of enunciation in a proposition being mistaken for m explanation.
For in reality, the supposition of an increasing specific heat in the water as its ternr t u r e falls, is but another manner of stating the above curious result. No reapon
as ever been assigned why this should be the em,-no attempt to connect it with
other facts, or to refer it to a more general law. And if it be the fact, that all other
liquids resemble water in this respect, we shall be more convinced of the absnrdity
of the supposed explanation. If however it prove, that watcx is the exception and not
the Nle, it maet be allowed, that, however inexplicable, the fact is not conclusive
@npt the tmth8of o w thermometric scale.
This is what the advocates for that scale asrert. And thep add, that all ligaids
me more or less irregnlw in this respect 5 mercury being the least w. They there-
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fore rejectliqnids altogether, as forming,by their expansion, a just andtrue measureof
temperature. This they seek in the expansion of gaseous bodies-a class, the members of which have one property i n common that seems to give them a claim to be
singled out. It is this : every known gas, has thesame rate of expansion for the name
difference of temperature. Now it cannot be denied, that this fact doea appear to
promise a greater aim licity in the laws of heat whetr deduced from the adeetions of
these bodies, than if t%ey were referred to solid8 or liquids, the expansion of which
are so extremely discordant, that probably no two bodies in either of those. states have
the same rate of expansion.
The theorem already referred to, which gives the anihmetical mean, as the true
temperature of a mixture, is then adopted as the basis of the system. Equal weighta of
gas, at different temperatures, being supposed to be mixed, the t e m p e r a h of the
mixture is considered the middle point. Thus air st 32. baa a volume = to 1, at 391
i t has a volume = 1,75. These two being mixed, the volnmeia evidently Z.75, and
that of each portion 2,75+2 = 1,375. The temperature is 212', as measured by the
common thermometer. It is on this principle that the grnduation of the air thermometer ia founded. Equal differences of temperature are not snppored to be accompanied by poportimd changes of volume, but the increments of temperature
and volume, it is concluded, both form an arithmetical series.
I t appears to me to be a question to which there is no very decisive repiy, which
is the mom just method of estimating the temperatnre ;b praportiod chmgw of
volume, o r by equal differences. The latter leada to an agsurd result, when we into be 0, and at any temperatme
quire, what is the volume at 448.; for it would ap
under that the volume ought to be less than 0. r * e method of pmportional volumes, me avoid this absurdity ; for, however low the temperature be taken, t h e m
would still be volume. There is another objection to thin method of eatimatiog the
temperatures, which as I have never seen noticed, I will ray a few words about It is
assumed, that the temperature of a mixture is the mean of the original temperrftucw.
Now, however this be with regard toliquids, I think it quite c l e u that it cannot hold
with regard to gases : and the following considerations will probably be su5cient to
establiih the truth of the opinion.
I suppose we have mixed two qaal portions of gases, having temperrturw of 38.
and 3 9 P , their volumes being 1, and 1,75, and that their resdtingvolume and temperature are 1,375 and 212*, the arithmeticalmeans. Now in thiscase,I say, that them
at 39' has received more heat than the one at 392. haa lost ;and consequently, t h l ~
180. between 32" and 212. indicates more heating power than 180' between 81r
and 3920.
The gas which originally had a volume of 1, has expsuded to 1,375. Its d e n d B
has then been diminished in the ratio of 1,375 to 1. But we know, that when tk.
density of air is diminished in the proportion of 3 0 to 29,7, beat ir abeorbed, which
would have raised the temperature 1. In other words, two portions of a , p h d n g
these densities will have their tempentumn in equilibrium, though differing by 1.
The gas originally at 32. had. then, in expanding to 2,375. a b b e d 32'. But that
which was at 392' has only given out 24.. So that heat which would have rrised t k
temperature of one of the gases 8' haa disappeared ;and the arithmetical mean is
evidently half this quantity lower than the true mean temperature, the latter b e i q
on Pahrenbeit's scale 216'. This unequal partition of the latent heat of expamion,
a s it has been called, renders elastic fluida much less proper for the application of
this theorem than liquids. The latter being incompressible, o r nearly so, must have
always the same temperature wheu in communication.
But it has been said, that their specific heat varies. This, as I before noticed, ir
merely to say, that in mixtures the arithmetical mean of Fahrenheit's temperatures
is not the resulting one. If they all agree in this respect, us the writer I have referred to asserts, it must be admitted, that it h the thermometer and not the fluid
which departs from the general law. His experiments certainly bear him out in h u
opinim, as far as mercury is concerned. With regard to other fluids, we have none
to refer to. Nothing is more extraordinary than the fact, that though the thermometer has been invented so many years, it should be still a dispute whether two portions of mercury when mixed together give the arithmetical mean of their temperatures. I n other words, whether equal expansions are indicative of equal incremenb
of heat. The usual argument that it doea so, because it cornsponds pad pmm with
an air thermometer, will not hold, as I have already shown. Por air in doubling its
volume from heat absorbs at the same time 50'. So that in being cooM down to ita
original tanpemture it would give out, w t 448. aa usually suppond, but 4980.
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LX.-An
Put

easy method of Predicting Occultations and

Eklipses.

M

3 AR ofmeridian at any proposed time.
P = Moon's Lorary a
= moon's AR-M.
L = btitude (reduJ1",f
ta. +ce.
D = Moon's true AR.
A'= Do. true north polu distance.
p = Do. pnrallu i n dtitnde. .
= Star's AIL.
A = Do. NPD.

*

V = Angle of the verticd & declination circle.
A

=P

Moon's true altitude.

Calculate

Tang. a = Cat. L. Coe. P.
sin L. ma ( A'-a)
Sin A =
cbe. a

.

-

' I ~ I !p~i s. i n
Sin (A'-a
Fnnn thc moon's trd dtitude end horizontal par*
tude*
p, then
3+ p . 8m.V)
y
A-(A + p eok V)

Tang. V =

=

=

l i d the parallax in alti-

*-(?

We t h m get the thLni&renpof appannt A R o f thr nrooa and star (s),a d d .
D. ( y ) for one instant of time, and if thi has b e e m jndicimly &a,
thew
.4ifknmswill, M gcneld, without prooeediog farther, show wh&eror not the occultation rilltake place. Now perform a similar ampaation for a r instant (say
hour) earlier o r later &an the paecding, as the fint result d
l indicate, a d you
rill have wherewith to eoaeCroct a fignn showing @hetime of kgimbg and end of
tkc occultation, togc6Bcr with the p k a w k r e & star d reappear fmm behind
the s'disc; wbkh is iudispenaably lu&rsarp to enable .noboerrer ta wize
the exact m a m n t of this phenomewa
I subjoin an example, and shall select one in which ao assistance (great a that
undoubtedly is) is derived from the elements for the edarlstioa of tke pdncipd occ n l t . h given in the Greenwich Ephemais. It will appear, that without taking
account of the aemnd differences in CdNhting the moon's A i l and PD or COTh a g the place of the star for aberration and nutation, still the &t d not gaw r a n y err from the truth more than two o r *e
miof lime, d will always
be safficiently correct to prepare far ohemahon, w h i d is the sele object in view.
The following is the crlcalation I made, In order to glocrtain nhether there wodd
be an occultstion of the star No. 6!51, of the Catalogue of the Astronomical Sociiety
of London, on the 8th April, 1829, at a place w h e h t i i ~ d eredneed was .boot
98'. OWN. a?~d estimated longitude = S 8 P E. I t appeaed, that the cooqpl~etion in AR wouM be at about 4 P. KI.Greenwich time, and I made the first calculst b for 3h 30mGreenwich apparent time.
)J.
P.

@s AR at 3 h SW Greenwich time
Apparent time at the place of observation

a lh
a 8

OW 3B
38 00

I

I

M = 9 48 36
) = 5 I8 21
P

=E - 6 7 .

O3'4ii1'=-

* The moat simple formula for this

4

28 15

is the following by DeL.mb*, from
which I have calculated a table for my own use r but the common tables,
for argument the mooa'e apparent altitude, may .be made to anawer the purpoee.
sin. r r i a N
am. a r i n . 2 N an. .r sin. 3 N
+&&is
.
P=
sin. 1"

+

sin.^

'-.'
gin.

3"

I

= 35 43.42

&'-a

L-

sin. ar. co..m(A1-#)
- 3 6 3 3 2=, 0

-

tang.

V =-67.19'

s 0,3788Z--A=2BD

.. ..

For the altitude 28' 12' and horizontal parallax 56' 60". p
log. p = 3,48118
sin. V = 9,WljOC

--

p sin. V=-

sin. V=
a=

-

lZ1ain.= 9,87444

=y'28'.

..

c0s.V

3,48116

-

= 9,58618

p cos. V= 0°19' 28= 3,06734
A '=71 58 12

*= D=

D +p

0'46 34'=3,4462079'35 17

= 9,90945

(A'-a)

78 48 43
79 18 00

A

+p

CO&

--

V-72 17 40
A =72 11 32

-

+2917

0 08

y=-

1

The difference of Polar distance ( y ) being small, I conclude that there will be
aa occultation ; and premed to repeat the oakulation for an instunt an honr later
than the preceding, the moan'# apparent AR. being less than that of the star.
@ ' @ A R a t 4 h P G . T&
..lh 08r 54'
App. time at place of obeervasion
9 38 BO

M

-48 w

=ie

D =5

P=--81'
Col

L =0.%7433

Cm. P

a= 15.25'

20" tmg.
A1=71 57 00

Cr '-r=56

31 40

-

= 9'16631tang.P=

= 8.44064 A.a=9,42476
65.83' tang

p=

'=

5 011

16

ms. co. a=0,01592

-

a.
(A '-a)=9,?4157

=0,33248-A =1W 35' sin. =9,42910
A p = 54' 58''

log. -,51825
sin. V =9,95745p ain. V=-

-

-

sin. L Z9,67161

0,82897-

sin. eo. =8,078p
V-

34'=

20 98

3,51825
cos. V=9,62513

-

--

0°49' kiON=3,475?8-800925

=

-

--

p coa. V= 0°23' 111k3,14338
A'= 71 57 00
. .

which r
horizontal parallax and N
true zenith distance.
series are amply sufficient for tbe present purpose.
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Draw E W for the parallel of the stru : la off Sm
t 0 E W ) =I: & o ~ m '=s',anddlktf=y!

= s ?ad Mm (perpendicular

. . .

Join and produce MM' : make Sd, S I = moon's wmidiame*, and draw dl,
<E perpendicular to E. W. I, shows the time of immersion, and E, that of emersmn. Then, as the increase of the moon's apparent AR. during the interval bet w e p the 1st and 2d instants for which the calculations have been made, or as
nun : l b : : m I : the interval of time between the 1st instant and the immersion;
and similarly for the time of emersion. In the present case, I found for the apparent time of immersion gh Ogm, which answered to l l h Olm by my chronometer:
I observed it at llh03m L1' differing only a little more than two minutes from
the calculation.
In order to find the place where the star will reappear from behind the moon ;
On d as centre and radius equal to the moon's semidiameter describe a circle : make
the angle E dZ = V, then will d Z be the verticd, which will serve to direct the
observer to that part of the moon's disc, where the star (S) will reappear. But as it
will seldom happen that either of the calculatiow are for the exact time of emersion, the angle V will require to be estimated, which may always be done with st&eient accuracy.
Wiih regard to the signs : the distances .*,a', are laid off to the right or to the
left of S according as they are positive or negative : y,yl, are laid off above o r below theline E W. 8ccordiag M they are positive or negative : and Z lies to the right
o r to the left of E, according as V is positive or negative. In strictness when the star
bas any consitlerable declination, the quantitiecl x,z' ought to be reduced by mdtiplying them by the cosine of the Shr's declination; but this is quite unnecessary.
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X.-On diferent Mcthodr

of

.

raising water jbr Im'gdm.

[To the Editor of the Gleanings in Science.]

SIB,
I n connection with the VIth Art. of your 7th No. should the follow+ memoranda
11e acceptnble, I shall be happy in having communicated them; in the hope that
any suggestion, however hifling, may induce others more conversant with mechanics
to produce some machine in which utility, facility, and cheapness, may all combine
tu pcoduce the most desirable results from irrigation ; which in many polg of this
Funtry is indispensably necessary to assist vegetation.
The irrigation of fields from tanks, by means of baskets, at different ascendiag
levels, was described in one of your first numbers. In Behar the common and
simple plan of the lever is adopted; composed of the forked hmnch of a tree for the
fulcrum ; a bamboo for the lever; and a lump of earth for the power. With this
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o m man ~able
II
to perform the work w i r e d , but which is, in nerd limited to
kitchen gardens. This plan ia followed h in the immediate n e i g h g u r h d of Lwmfi, which indicates a level much lower than the northern and north western p m
of ~ w a d h d
, e n it doea not I believe obtain.
In the Benucs district the wdls are dwp, and there the @nerd mode of drawing
water, is with a leather bucket, fm6t) drawnby a pair of bullocks, and requiring the
labour of two men, one to empty the bucket, the other to drive the catbe. m i s
I should imagine to be the m a t dilatory, laborious, and expensive mode of any.
I n Bengal, at indigo factories, the Persian wheel is wed, which must be c o n s i d e d
a novelty, rather than an improvement upon any old system, when no artificial
m e w of watering the cultivation sra requisite; but the iutmdwtion of which $0
the westnard would, I conceive, be a great improvement
In the Dehli dltrict, I have aeen a machine which may be, and I believe is, called
the Persian wheel, and of whiieh the following is. 1 fear, but an inaccurate description.
I t is composed of one horizontal, and two vertical wheels, the former turning upon
a pivot, the spokes of which catch Lose of one of the vertical projecting through
the fellies, and tun it round; from the nave of this last N U S a beam about 8 feet
long, attaching itaelfto the second vertical wheel, which rests upon two beams
placed across the diameter of the well, and working between them ;to this second
vertical wheel thick ropes are attached, upon which are tightly fastened a number
of small earthen pots, like steps of a ladder, reaching in each side from the top of
the well to the water : thew successively dipping in are brought up full ;each e m p
tying its contents into a trough, in reaching the apex of the wheel, produces a
continued stream which is conveyed to the neighbouring fields. Two bullucks driven
by a boy, passing under the beam which supports the machine, turn the horizontal
wheel by a shaft to which the cattle are yoked. ThM method is perhaps the best to
accomplish celerity, and will water four bigaha in a day.
Another mode of drawing water, I obaerved near a villnge close to tbe cantonment
of Nassirabad in Rdjpugna, which I had never seen before, nor hare I met
with it since. A leather bucket, similar to that used in the Renares district, in fact
an inverted cone, but open at the bottom, with a leather vnlve to overlap and pmvent the water falling: to this valve was fastened a strong piece of twine, the tenth
of an inch thick, the other end being tied to the yoke, and of a suficient length and
accuracy to keep the valve shut while the bucket was rising, and in itr reaching a
certain height, the advance of the bullocks with the yoke pulled open the valve,
which disengagin the water, it was received into a trough, and thenre carried to
the fields. A smak pulley to the edge of the well for the twine to revolve upon prevented any friction. One man was sufficient to 6ll the bucket, drive the bullocks,
and attend to the discharge of the water.
The uhlity of these different modes depends of coume upon the proximity or
otherwise of the water ;but I should imagine this last, might with ease and advantages be introduced in those parts of the country where the n161 is used.
I remain,
Your obedient servant,
X. Y. 2.
The lever described in the preceding paper k not a bad method by any means
of raising water, and it deserves attention for its great simplicity as well as ingenuity.
T o obtain an idea of its performance we may put m =the force exerted by the man;
z =the weight attached to the short end of the lever; W=weight of water raised ;
w = weight of apparatns, i. e. bucket and ropes. Put also 1 : T the ratio of the two
ends of the levers, I being the short one. We s h d now,s~pposingequilibrium, have
the followin equations.

.

1. r ~ m - f w ) = r .
2. r f W + w ) = z .
Whence W is eady found equal to m

;i. e. the quantity of water raised is equal
to the forceexerted by the man. In anorking state it is evident tbat it will be a little
less, because in the first step a portion of m is required to overcome friction and
inertia, and in the second step a portion of z. The quantity of water raised will
therefore be minur the man's force by twice this quantity, which, as the machine
is so simple, must be very little.
Prom our correspondent P.'s table given in the preceding number, we gnther, that
hoisting water from a well in buckets, a man's force is equal to 630 maunds raised
. 10 feet bigh per diem. I t would be curious to observe whether the actual produce
.efthis contrivance answers to this estimate,

XI.-Proceedilgs

I

of Societies.

H. H. W i h , Eeq. in the Chair. Mr. Ogiivy waas duly eleoted P d c n S of the
the room of the kte Mr. Oibb.
A letter raa read from Earl w p e . Chinean of the Committee of Corm. p ~ n d e n c eof tbc Lmdon Mdico-60ptety,slygcPng, tlu6 r wrre.p.adence should be opened bets- the two Soeieba.
0.the part of the Anther8 -of
Mr. A m d c y ' s Workam lndbn Dhwm,waa
e t y , in

presented to tb S8eiaty.
A Traatiee on Inflammation of the Veins,. -p r e d by Mr. J. 0reil(,
- wan read
aaddiMamed.

An account of the Snlphate of the bitter Prinaiple of the R e h B u k , with rpacieens of the salt, was p l a ~ n t c d
on tke pa* of -Mr. P i i @ o n .
A copy d Lmnarck't~ m k , entitkd '' Lea M n a n x aura V a d m a , " rrw polseated by Mr. Swintw.
Specimens af d m and of extract of aitubarb, prepad d fkhantnpon,by Mr.

.Rayle, were s u b i t t e d to the meeting.

~ . - - A ~ ~ ~ C U L T UAND
RAL
H o ~ ~ r c u ~ r S~CIETY.
unu
Thmrdny, 13th Auguei, 1829.
Honorable Sir E. Ryan in the Chair. The follpwing gentlemen, proposed by the
Secrethry, and seconded by Mr. Minchin, were elected Members: A. D. L. C.
Mainn. Esq.. h j a h Kalee Kissen. C. R. Barwell,- Esq.,
- - Francis Harris, Esq..Jam&-i)ew&, Esq.
The following Gentlemen, proposed by Ca tain Jenkins, and seconded by Mr. C.
K.Robinson, were also elected Members of t i e Society : Colonel Sir Thomas Anbury, C. B., Charles Fraeer, Esq., Captain Penny, Captain Herbert.
As were the two succeeding gentlemen, proposed by Mrt Minchin, and seconded
b y Mr. IYickens : H. Compton, Es ., L. Clarke, Esq.
Captain Johnstone, proposed b y k r . K d, and seconded b Mr. Bruce. was also
elected a member ; and also Colonel Afdin, -proposed
by gir Robert Colquhoun,
and seconded by Mr. Robison.
The Reverend Dr. Carey, at his own request, was re-admitted a member of the
Society.
The Secretary informed the Society, that since the last general meeti a boat
had reached Calcutta from the Poosah Garden, bringing a large quantity 3g-ardeh
seeds, and some grafts prepared by the Society's superintendent there.
A letter was read from Mr. Sheppard, superintendent of Botanical Gardens,
Liverpod, inclosing lists of garden seeds sent out for the Society on the Bland,
and informing the Asociation that the letter of the late Secretary, Mr. Barnett,
had not reached him in time to execute the commission respecting grafted trees,
which however would soon be carefull attended to. The Secreta stated, that the
h x e s of seed alluded to.as sent from Eiver ool, had been landed% good order.
He further stated that, after a trial of Europe seeds by himself, during the last
nine years, he had experienced constant disappointment, whenever be attempted to
raise early crops of either cabbage, cauliflower, peas, o r indeed any other ear
crop, from the English seeds. He therefore strongly recommended that the Po08
seeds only should be used for the first sowings ; delaying the aowing of English
cibbage, o r cauliflower seed, till the 15th of September, and of pense, tin the 1 s t
of November. He had uniform1 found the best crops produced from the English
seed which had been aeclimatedT by being first sown in the upper provinces, and
the produce when ripened, sent down the following year to Calcutta. I t ass t h e n fore, he thought advisable, that a large supply of the present investment of seeds
be sent to the gentleman now in charge of the Poosal~Garden, and any othW
horticultnrists in the upper provinces who would make the Society a rehun in
acclimatin seeds,for distribution here during the following season.
Mr. ~opison'sproposal was approved of, and It was resolved to lace the seeds
thedisposal of the Garden Committee, with power to distribute &em as widely
. at they
deemed proper.
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that maantaimus rcgion for the prpose of a c e l ~ m a t qdl.
Europe trees and needs, and atterwanln diltributing them t h m g h o tlindoostsn
~

and Bengal. The proposal appeared a very feasible one to the meetiag, bnt want

of funds for the pnmtt~staadsin the way uf praetiesl effsct Iking given to i t
A letter was read from Mr. Patrick, forwarding to the Society, in the name of
Mr. Hutton, a Nmn Nan tree, rc native of Mhlaca, and which bean a fruit much
valued to the eastward.
A letter was read from Mr. Leycester, sending mme Cape plants and dso Spanish walnut trees for the Society's garden.
Mr. Robieon stated, that he had received from Canton (which he then presented
to the Society,) three Leechee trees and a China vine, together with several other
fruit trees ; plso a nutmeg tree from Malacca, variegated pine apples b m Penang,
and other plants. He alao informed tbe meeting that Sir Robert Colquhoun had
contributed several Chinese plants to the garden.
A letter was read from Mr. Prinsep, Secretary to Government, nlative to an
*@cation on the subject of postage.
A letter was read from Mr. H. Wood, dated from St. Helena, stating the g n a t
advantage which would attend the cultivation of the plant which producen the Mamill. hemp (Musa texilis); and recommendingits extensive introduction into BmgaX ;
d m offering his services in England, in any way which wodd be useful to the
Society.
A letter was read from Mr. Scott (Assam), forwarding the model of an apparatus, and describing a method used by him for rearing early cauliffower plants during
the rains, so as to have them ready for planting ont so soon as the monsoon ceases.
A paper was then ready by Mr. Bruce, describing the mode of cultivating Cotton
throughout Persia, where the cotton is of a remarkably fine staple and quality.
A letter was r e d from BYboo Cosainauth Mullick, accompanying a catdogoe
made by him of the various fruits and vegetables, which are indigenous in thii
country, or which have been long cultivated in it, although originally brought from
foreign courtries, together with a list bf fruits and veptables, which have not yet
been introduced into Bengal, from the western portion of Hindoostan, hut which he
considers would thrive, if introduced.
The catslopes contain the names of each fruit and vegetable in Bengalee, also
in the English character, the county in which each is indigenous, with a description of its qualities, and the use made of it by the natives of India.
The Secretary submitted a paper by Captain Davidson, of Engineers, on the Hor.
ticulture of Upper India generally, in which the author endeavours to show that
until the arrival of Europeans, horticulture as an art must have been utterly uuknown, and inculcating the necessity of the Society using every means in their
power to dineminate inotructiou by short treathes-and the distribution of g a d
seeds.
The Secretsrg read the proceedings of the General Committee on 17th of July
b t , relative to the funds of the Society.
The President stated, that as several valuable papers had Iately been sent to the
S h e 5 , it was very desirable to ascertain, whether the fnnds would admit their
~ n printed.
g
He accordingly suggested that an enquiry into the subject, including
an estimate of expenses, shoukl be instituted, to be submitted to the next general
m~ting;-whicb was approved of accordingly ;the Secretary kindly consenting
t4 make the necessary inquiries.
With reference to the progress of tbe Agricultural Committee, the President observed that some time since, at a meeting of this Committee, it mas determined
that each of the members should transmit to the President his views of the Agricult n r d objects, to which he considers the attention of the Society should he clliefly
, diicbed ;and that such communication, d d y condensed, be submitted to the Society h r approval. The President further stated, tbat he had not received all tlie papers
be had reason to expect until the day previoua to that general meeting, when a pager containing important valuable suggestions had been forwarded to him by Mr.
Piddington, their Foreign Secretary. On the wl~ole,the President expressed his
hope, that the view* of the Agic~~ltural
Committee on the subject alluded to would
be in proper shape to be presented to the Society at the next meeting.
A letter was read from Mr. Breton, presenting to the Society acopy, in Persian
and Englid~,of Rajah GuuahPm Singh's Treatise on Agriculture., and recemmeeding that extracts from that work, as well as Mr. D~Costa's,be lithographed, and
airraeminated among the Native Zemindars.

1

Scientajfc Intelligence.
The Secretary submitted a paper From Mr. Thoman F. Henley, an e x p e r i e ~ d
planter from Jamaica, on the Cultivation of S w a r Caw, and the Mmufactum of
Sugar, after the West Indian Plan, as far cu may he applicable to the circnm~tances
of this country.
A paper by Mr. Nathaniel Aleunder on I n d i i , as an Agricultural Speculation,
wks presented by that Gentleman.
Thanks were voted respectively to the ditferent donom, and writen of communicationn mentioned above.
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1 WiZd Dog f m d in I d a .
I t is not perhaps generally known to our readers, that the dog is fonnd in a wild
state in different parts of India. Captain Williamson gives in his '' Wild Sports of
the East," some scanty notices of the anima1,which he describes as then being cornthat the animal will be
mon in the RAjmahal Hills. There is a strong probabili
found in every uncleared mountain tract of that average 3 n t t i o n , and particn1arly
that along the whole line of lower mountains, that stretch from our north western
to our north eastern frontier they abound. The following notices sent as by friends
give some few particulars, that are perhaps worth recording, if only to direct attention
to the subject, and procure for us a more full and correct account of the animal, his
habits and character. They relate, the two first to our north western mountain provinces, the last ta our Assam frontier.
"The Bowsa or Bhoonru ia in size something between the jackall and the fox.
He rather approaches the colour of the former, perhaps a little redder. His muzzle is long and sharp. His enrs erect and short. The eyes remarkably oblique, forming in this particular a strong contrast to the domestic animal. The feet are longer
than in the domestic dog, and the hind legs fully as much bent as in the cat or tiHis tail is long and bushy, and is carried in a similar style to that of the fox.
of a dark colour as is his muzzle. Altogether he has something the took of a
fox, and yet there is a difference. They are said to hunt in packs, living chiefly o n
deer, and it isthe opinion of the mountaineers, that they are capable in a pack of coping
with the tiger. They are remarkably wild and particularly alarmed at the sight of
a man, and have been known to desert their Iraunta when mbject to be disturbed by
him. They do not give tongue till they seize their prey. They are said to abound
in the lower hills."
D.
"The Blraosuh are found in most parts of the hills: there are two kinds, one denominated the ShiRciri, the other the U g h ; the latter b much stouter than the former, and its hair longer and darker, it is not near so fleet as the ShfkAri, but possesses a much finer nose: it qu~cklyregains the scent when lost by the ShiMri. I t
takes its name of Ligh from eating the offal of its prey, which the Shik6ri does
not. I n Kamaun these animals are numerous; and in packs of from 6 to 20, and
upwards, hunt (giving tongue during the chace) every description of animals from
the tinlid deer to the ferocious tiger; the latter they have been seen to attack
and kill on more than ohe occasion. So convinced are the natives of the dread the
tiger has of these animals, that they do not hesitate passing through the d e w a t
jungle, where they are known to be : human beings they never attack ;on the contrary, immediately fly their approach."
S. 9,
" I have lately got a rare animal, which I propose sending to the mdbagerie*. I t
is the Wild Dog mentioned by Williamson in his ' Wild Sporta of 'the Eaat.' It
resembles a jackall, or rather an English fox, (as far as I recollect the animd,) rather than a dog, but has smooth hair. The bruah is as large almost as thatof a fox.
I will send it down after next month, as I want to get a breed betwdn it and the
tanre dog. It is quiet enough with the keeper, but exceedingly timid, which is t h e
character of the animal in its wild state ;it being rarely seen by the inhabitam of
the country in which they are found."
v
D. S.
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At Barrackpore : the animal baa arrived in Calcutta, and is we believe in the
menagerie of Rajah Baddinath Roy.
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SCIENCE.

I.--Some Particulars rcgmding th Mineral PraEuctions of Bmgal.
By tlre late Mr. Jonee of Calcutta.
me IUjmabl hills are not ntratiticd, but appear to be pfimitive monntains, cornk whimtone*, in luge masses. Their ascent is d i f s d t , but table lrud
~ ~ ~ b s water
n gis f w d on thsir summits. The inhabitants are of an indu.
trious and ino5emive disporitien. The hills at the foot of the mountains produce
fht, nodular iron ore and beautiful q p k a of variou descriptiwr, qnarLz crystallisations, and hard boulder-stows fit for patiqy
A penon by digging in the low h a s nearudmallah, may beconvinced that stones
pmw out of common earth and sand :he would there find them in every stage of
ormation.
The agent which hardem them appears to be t e m r g i ~ u swater, which gathem
and concretes the earth in laminm to a form like an egg : the fernginom matter, is
at first of a blackish purple mlour, soft snd soapy, and appeam distinct b u t a line
thick between the Iamiw of day, which are about three linesor more in thickness.
In this et.te it may be broken with the fingem, but u the stone advances in growth,
tbe cementing mattar d i m p h~d mkes with the m u s ;which beeomen a cloae
graiaad blueisb. boulderstone, not erslg to be broken by a heavy hammer. 1
dwell upon this circumstance from a conviction that soft stone may be harden&,
by iron liquo* slowly dropping upon it, anti1 it brcomea durable, and may be of
great use in the arts.
lFbase h i s produce wax, honey, and stick 1 ~;cbut in small quantities. A few dephanb, but not enough b make it worth while to catch them. No large d u a b k
timber, but charcoal may be procured at the river side at twenty-five rupees pea
hundred mannds.
About Si&-Mi and Painti, very large iron mines have been worked, iu former
.times ;the ore is nodular, and would perhaps, by carefully rejecting the heads or
un rodactive stones, yield from twenty to twenty-five per cent. iron.
fn this wighbonrhood every chink and fi*re within the rocks and earth is filled
.with a s e m ~ c a r e o u u8nbtmee d l e d carcar, of which the natives a d others make
o n impure lime. It appaus (o be formed by m r , cnrryiv in solution with it,
calcareous, ferruginous,and siliceous matter, which concretes In every space where
it rests ;m the coocrete mnm, the compound prta seem separate like granite.This
substance shews that either there in a great quantity of limestone in the neighbourhood, or formerly has been there, and is now decomposed and carried off; however,
1 could find no proper limestom near k t place.
In t8e environs of Pat,har-g,W, great variety of iron ore is to be found, and
of a richer quality than that found at Sicri-gall, ahd large mines of it are now open,
some of them with .narea of sixty feetbetween the pillas. n i s place also &ords
tter'a clay and other refructoy clay, which would answer extreme1 well for the
Erpo~
oflWng
a d I ra of opinion it would be a proper
for erect-

-,
* Probably gnek or hornblende schist.
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The proper whimtone is, I k l h r e , a

P ~ t o l I Or
e 11asalLE~.
t Pwibly d u t i o n of carbonate of iron is meant.-Ea

M i d Prodtcctionr
ing a foaade for shot and shells or o t h cant b n mrlr, but wand by no means
d m i t of wo%ng iron into bars, as the expense of procuring a power of any kind
requisite to drive a mill would absorb the profit. The hills rn composed of massy
sandstone : granite, iron ore, potter's clay, and veins of quartz and mica, are to b e
found imbedded in granite.
Bed& hill, near Calgfion, is composed of enormous morses qf granite and whin,
with a great variety of iron ore. 'l%e bed of the river about this place is on loose and
open rock. I imagine an attempt to sink a mine here would be attended with great
expense and trouble ;as it wold4 reqmre a considernble power to clear it of water.
Within forty or fifty miles of BhdgilpGi, in the Carakpfir district or zillal~,a rich
vein of the lead ore, named galena, is to be found ;i t produces sixty per cent. of
lead, and perhaps silver worth extracting. The mormtii. is dispnted property bemeen RBja Rfip Nar46n Dia w d Rdja Cddir Ali.
As Doctor Buchnnan had vieited the place and brought away samples of this ore,
I judged it improper to lose time in visitily it, and therefore, sent for samples of t h e
a
ore, which is the beet I ever saw.
The rocks W u t Munghdr are qusrtz,except t f m which.& abmposed of aslaty
&one of a blueish colour, resembling in its textuie mangoe wood, which is in a state
of decomposition to a considerable depth, and is intersected throughout by quartz
veins, wbxh always break into s m q rhombohedra and cubes, and another substance .
'appearing as if vitrified, resembling a cinder. The earth of the valleys is coarse
and red to the depth of from forty to fifty feet, resting in some places on quartz,
and in others on schist, the schist inclining 4bQ,dipping ta the east. Water issue8
plentifully, the stone being full d rifts, and no doubt opening into the Qaqes.
. O n t h road towards Carakpfir, between Munghdr and a flat well ealled Rlsi-knnd
now in the jungles, there is to he found large masses of muddy white quartz, bean.tifully clmded with brownish red. The stone ia very hard and durable, but d i W t
to work.
T b e Carakpfir ln71s are mostly composed of quartz, from which isrneu many
hot springs, which mmtantly retain their beat in all season* of the year. Thewster also is very pure. In the centre of this cluster of hills, at a place called Bimband,
thew is a large hot spring and a limestone rock. The spring iesues from quartz.
The limestone m of a pink colonr, and some of it white, the fracture like gypsum :
the lime made from it is very white, as tbe stone is pretty free from iron.
. The road into Blmband is either from MblipClr e r Milki, about twelve or fourteen
miles from either place. Saul timbers are procurable at B h b a n d ef a small and
inferior kind: they an, procared from few idhabitants, who dwell in a valley at
that place. The bills are uninhabited, the valleys fertile, but the population yet
thin.
The jungles are mostl Bair, and the $ m d a tree.§ fmm which the Cat,B o r Tnrr
Jap5rrica is produced. %fthe former were infected with the Lao insect, the produce
would be great. I did not see a single insect of that description inmy of the treea.
The natives make small quantities of Cat,&, and dispose of it at the rate of turo mupea
per maund, very pure : also at the above place a black wood, resembling ebony, k
procurable ;it is caned CCn, cmd might be made an article of commerce.
The quartz at Milki is of s o pure a nature, that it might profitably be manufactured into glass. The hills in Gheq6r near MBliplr produce good limestone, bmt
the streams not being navigable, it would no6 pay the expetue of conveyance.
At a place called Gariacbl, a days journey from Mnnghdr, is f e u d a kind of abasaltll, much used for many purposes. I t di to the west three inches inthe foot,
which is contrary to all the surrounding m& 6 and ten feet helow the base of the
rock, it may he had sound and in large slabs; but in the air it will decompose in the
course of a few years. On the summit of the same hill, a black, dprable stone i s
got, which will not decompose, bnt i t is very hard to work ;and near it is a rock of
grey millstone grit, much used for hand millstones.
A t Masamganj the fine black basalt is got: this stone is very much in ua? ;but i t
is both difficult and expensive to bring the stones out of any of the hills, the ropds
being bad and dangerous. Thgrgis also a white stratified substance, witb sm* reddish streaks, at from one.to,thme inches distance ;it is softer and feels more p a p
than pipe clay; it appeqts to be decomposed stone, and is very like white I d , Or
the Spanieh earth used in England for the purpose of sdoUeratiag
lead. I
I

ZrName illegible.-ED.

O Possibly the K A ~ ~ ~ . - E D .
II fhsxe. greenstone slate &-ED,

bave not- u pek h d time kw the pufe.et e m m i d o n ef it, but I have aampltr oti it

by me.

Silhct, with the q t i o a of a few clay hills near the station, is iumrhbly low;
and when it is not cultivated, covered w ~ t hgrass and reed jungles. The earth,'
which is ceneiderably inrpregnated with iron, generalty rests on a submerged forest,
frwn six to Qirty-tbm feet b l o w the d a c e . This stratum of decomposed wood
and p a a s in ~ o w a r o s 4 yformed into tnrf o r peat of a tolerable good quality : when
it is laid bare by by rivera cntting into it, i t apin strata from sixteen inches
to f o n feetaick, aed in mme places in double strata, eepuated by six feet offerruginons clay sad d,
but may be found maeh thicker near large j,hilr, wherc the
incumbent c(VCh lo thin.
When the popdation inewases and the cnltioatim becornel more general, fuel will
then be scarce; and thie t n d will become awlusble article to the inhabitants of
Bilhet, dtbopgb a t present they have no idea that it is combustible. In the vicinity
of a village c& T,h6lihnr oear D a a , a good 8tWa of turf may be found.
Two of the riven, the Surmah and Rafili, are navigable for large boats to wiain
trio or three. miles of the frontier mountains, and are under the influence of the
tides newly as flr. My boats awung to the ebb and flood during the springs of
January.
A good distance above Maimansinh, the Surmah is navigable for large bontn, of
one thousand maunds as far as Chattac durrng the whole of the year, and for small
ones from thence through C w M r , and three days journey into Manipfir.
The M i river is navigable for large boats all the p a r round, as fnr as 8eriflr
o r CheripC, andfrom thence to tbe Patlij i t is nearly dry, except in the rainy months,
which commence in April: near Leafir there are two rivers communicating with the
hill rivers, and the B a a i one called J a d u d a , the other Dumliah ;both partly filled
with sand and pebbles, but very wide.
AIthongh lime burning is the principal business carried on in the Silket districts,
there is neither limestone o r fuel to be had there ; i t is all imported during the rains
, h p m the mwntaina belonging to the neighbouring independent rajas: the atones sad
most of the wood from the Cbsia mountains, near Lafir and Pundua ;and some wood
from Jaintia aud CachBs ;and the whole of the timber for building boats from the
I.dter plaae, with the exception of a small quantity from the southern hills towards
Tipara.
Tbe hills war Silhet produce iron ore in thin concretions, l i e cast iron platesL;
yellow ochre, sand, aad different kinds of clay ;but they all reat on blue clay to a
grerC depth, bearing en nlluvinl character. A t the foot of the hills, to the depth of
upwards of seventy feet, soft blue clay appearing as if deposited by frequent inundations.
Opposite S11t40, ilvthe Cat& Raja'a cwntry, where a c h b i is kept to prevent
strangers going to Cdspur, his capital, there is a nullah which runs ihto the Tipara
hllls; it inarrow, and has fnll sufficient to turn water-mills. The rtream isconstaut,
and may be navigated by small boats. At about two miles from the mouth of it, is
a duster of high round hills compoaed of sandutone and whitish clay, and a little
below the b ~ issues
e
a very fine petroleum oil f ~ o ma stone similar to that termed
by the colliers grey post : this stone is inclined to blue, and strongly impre~nated
with oil. I dug four feet through it, and found it turning rlaty, which strongly indicates coal to he near. The oil is only to be gat supernatsnt on water, which renden it tediona to collect; however, it might be procured by pumping water into a
high vessel, with a number of holes, the water would be drawn off, a t the lower
, ones, and the oil Rom the top. These hills can be easily found, and the erperiment pushed further if necessary.
There in a M u s a l d n Durga on the summit of one called Arping or krpin,to which
many people resort. The oil will be found in two rocks adjoining to it, and also in
another near the plain opening into the Honorable Company's dominions, the road to
which is from Badaphr lltanna ;I could not carry on my researches at the above place
to any g n a t extent without making arrangements, which would ocwsion expense
and great loas of time ; sad as the season was advancing, I proceeded round the
frontier mountains towards Susang : but if desirable. I can give inshmtiona to labourers, under the direction of the magistrate, to examine this place further. The
mbnntains m front, round Cacharand Jaiutia, are in general sandatone, btrlowwhich,
St 8 m a t depth, it is probable coal would be found. I have re-on to hheve the
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mo~~inthnuprsdaoalisatolK
Iathe#m.U~~b.tthrfaotoftb8
mountaim, the ferrngimue water running into the mud, -tea
IDtO awed fiL1IC1ful forms, and also convert# the u n d hb nodttl.r s b m s ;the atdde brd,but tcq
a& within.
At Pandm them is tbe beat sitnation in In& for la iron mill, or milis, for the
manufacture of bar, bolt, hoop, o r rbeet irw, The m U o r milin a
t work at t
h
least nine months in the year, and e0nld be eoastrncted at a wry mdmnk expense. The CILsias smelt the ore, and make it &ble
by one pr0eaa.The.y t a b
fine granular iron ore, like sand, pound sad nash it drm, thsn mix it up aith
water into a soft mms, and dip bib of reeds, stick, o r b.Pes into it, until thq
take up as much as they will hold, and when become pre#y dry, us thrown into
the top of a small clay cupola furmce, and m d b d down. B observing t
b &&a o f
this proass, i t will plainly appear that the iron must be t&rably pure. T h y carry
i t down b Pandna from the furmress, and dispooe of it at one n p c e and 6m a n m a
per mannd, which is much cheaper than it could be procured on the p r e a d Eumpean method of nunllhcturiq it.
This iron mi@ be collected in large quantities, a d forged by mill work into cbe
usual shapu ;however I could not advise it to he attempted, udesa iroa should become searce.. In the hill streams about Pandua, are found fmgmeata that iodici.ts
c o d to be near their source. I n the second r-,
limatom of a f i a qa&y l
f o d and carried out for sale.
The B&i mountains contain limestone also, a d the a m d hi& a t (heir f d ,
yield the greatest variety of beautiful plants to be found in o w spat, perbps i n
the whole world. I n the mountaim nearly opposite 861sger, there is a petroleum
apring similar to that at Arpin ;it may be found by inquiri
Bangah Th.nnq M
the nrtives use the oil for emb-hoes,
and in c u t a a d f d m r d e r s . The oil is
called atr.
Almort all the atreams which insue from the Cdsu mountaim near LaGr s i h
abundance of fragments, which shew that the waters muet have panwd through bads
of cod ;particularly the kind called cannel. The making of c o d tar, beads, cup,
and amulets, From the camel cod, I imagine has been a trade carried om by itinorante and the inhabitants about LaGr for many ceaturies. Faclrs resort to this piace,
and carry away articles for sale. This coal is called by the natircHI pfr pdheri, and
supposed by them to have originated in Musallnin saints having set fire to a moonk i n by throwing his sandd upon it, to convince a Hindon Raja of hia porrr. The
source of the cannel coal is not at present known, but the rains bring d m a fiah
supply every year. I traced it about twelve miles down the mountains. The pieces
appeared more nodular there, than some which I mw in the plsias : I am of opinion
it is brought down by some of the streams which enter the Potta, trom the Buo
hills; but it b more than one source, U, I hare found fr.goents which apperr#l to
be detached much nearer.
Towarda Susing, beyond a place d e d &rip(lr or Cherip&,is a amdrirolet corning down h m the mountaine, in whioh is traced common coal. The a h t a which ia
only nine inches tbik, is half a mile within a ravine, dipping w e n inches i n the
foot, which is an unlrsual circumstance. The roof i s of rotten grey &tone
alate, full of mica, incumbent on which, is massy sandatone not &at&d.
The
pavement o r floor, hard ferruginoua sandstone, and the bed of the atmam full of
mansy stone and limestone, and bituminous iron ore, with various other frqp
menu. I tried to discover this vein in the valley, where it no doubt thickens ;but
found at twenty-four feet down, marks of the place having been once cultivated. A t
that level meeting with much water, and considering,the great angle of the sum,
I judged it fruitless labour, and abandoned it.
Thin vein wan shewn to a Mr. Stark by some natives whom he had smplopd for
the purpose of discovering it. Mr. Stark attended with me for five weelu, berug anxiouu to learn the method of searching for d,as his busincm is in that-*n
hood: I also employed four natives who have much local knowledp, and underatmud
the C b i language, and instructed them during mveral days how to seareb for ad.
These people found another vein of cod, on the top of the saeond range of molmtains, to which place I immediately repaired, and found the vein to be two feet thick
and the c o d very pure ;but burns ruther repidly, although it cakes. I dLuad the
face of this vein, and gave Mr. Stark instruments and instructions how to drirc a
gallery into it, and load a few boats to send down as soon as possible, by wlioh 4he
qualit of the coal will be known, and the expense of bringing it out Dauly .seertaind; but owing to many difficulties to he overcome, I
fear it will coma too high.
This seam nppelve dislocated inthe rtntr ;tb mof L tewe?Ued, but in other re-
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like modcod rbah ;the penmeat or Bmr is d r y cldb, sbthat it
be cut
to let the workmen enter ;but if &e vein rhald not tllick.n,whii however, &re ir
every rmwm to expect, it ail1 not pa9 tfre uspmm of w d ~ .
This w i n d i p two and a half inches to the foot to the w t h o r nearly so. The
u a a t and msd out is difficult and dangerous, but several other reins will, I trast,
k~~;~tbepeopSewwlmowwb.ti~wa*?d.
In tLa Swing river and streams, fnymentr of common cod are also found, bat
ka in quantity than about La6r ;liftam people a u l d o a l j pick np one mannd in
scven hys,and could not find ita mua?.
The S u i n g Rdja edvimd me not to go inta tho- hills, without a strong fwce ;and
even in that use not to remain long, as the people were very unsettled. Although I
craw no necessity for a strong Bonn, I did not eooceive it north wbik, from the
nature of the country altogether, to lore more time, or to incur expense by
my reseanbes htk i n that quarbec; u,the difBcu1ties ( h a * too many) for the
complete mcoess of the burinens, would constaatly increw.
The hiills
moantPins extending all along $he north eastern fmtier,,as wen IU
those which I saw in the Ganges, are dee& bar- by earbh and wnd ;rrLiehI ima.
gine hss been fnrnished from time to time, by the decomposition of other mountsins ;
and in the rainy season, the country round about them being a l w a p inundated,
this circumstance is much against a deep mine of any kind being successful. It
is remarkable, that in hills on the north eastern frontier, the strata i n ~ e n e r d
run apan one side of the mountain, and dip down the other, keeping up in some dethe shape of the surface ; and even in the plains, where a deep excavation is
made, #be eartb is flat, in bcr places wavy, bat often presenting an arched s n r l a g
as if small biHs Bnd been ried ;but t h q are certninly of recent formation.
I hare no doubt, that both tbe cod aeama on the hills nenr Silhet will yet be of gnat
vnlae to that district, partienlarly na fuel is becomhg sscarce : coal will shortly be
osed for the purpose of burning limestone, M well as for other purposes. But for
the use of Cdcntta, I am of opinron, the Jungle Met& must still be resorted to for
a supply, as the article is there to be ma with under the most favourable eircumstances, and then is w obstacle whatever, excepting the difsculty of the navigatien
of the Damiida Whereas there are many difecultiee in the way of importing coal from
She h h mwatnias in p a t quantitii : the natives (females excepted) will work but
little, the men beiw almost constantly at war with each other.
Their war is a wsr of extermination, without any object in view, except that of
decapitating their enemies; the heacts of those whom they catch, mostly by stratagem, they stick upon bamboos, and dance with them in the Bazara, begging for
*at
tl~ can get. The BGngali population along the foot of the hills is very thin,
and Chey~avea great aversion to go into the mountains ; while labourers brnught
from disrctat pa- m e very liable to sickness dnring the rainy &ason, of which the
major part of them Bie.
The uncertainty yet of getting a ~ e a mthick enough to work profltabl ,and the
&t.nce
from Calcutta being so great, that a boat at the utmost coulJnot make
more than three trips in a year, makesthe business still more doubtful: the expense
~f amhge from that quarter wonld be great, as it is a t present sixteen mpees pet
hundred madnds, and were more bosh employed, this would considerably raise thk
prfee uf Hms (already .too high.)
A conalderable sum of m o n q is at present sent out of the Brifish territories fop
wood, iron, and other articles for bnilding boata used in the transportation of lime,
and in the event of the coal trade being carried on, this would also be considerably
incred.
The hills on the nokh-eaat frontier furnish the fono-g
articles of trade,viz.
red j a d wood for boat bnilding,limestone, fire-wood, iron,wax, honey, pepper, cottoe, betel nut, pawn, lemons and oranges, rattans, bamboos, ivory ; r t ~ p & r ,an aromatic leaf like cinnamon, used in curries ;.agger, a substance used for frankincense :
it is deposited by a worm which bores rts way into a forest tree, and the tree is
a t up into chips, and the part collectml through which the worm has pnsaed. The
natives take in return, money, rice, L h , fowl, and eggs.
H l v i q to the utmost of my knowledge, stated the foregoing observations, I shall
bre add a l w worde regarding a plan by which the coal trade in the Jungle Me[bibmay succeed and become p d M b l e , notwithstanding the objections which-I
made t o it last gear.
I prepone that a few boats, some of t h e e and others of four hundred maunds, be
, b d t o n the k n k s of the Wm6da, of Ramgeth Sdl and iron, and that a few of the
Burdwiin boats (wholepeople are in the habit of navigating that river), be hired fan
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Qe tmnsportstisn of& cod. That a mhm 8B.U be opikd oh a c h ~ rmd
p simple
plan, where the beat coal is to be found, and c r r i s d to tke bank of the river, dnriag
the dry season. That immediitdy upon the opening of the river, the new boats
shall drop down, a d the hired ones ga up and bad with 4 M quick aa possible,
w d proceed d w m with i t to Amptha, and unload tbere ;return empty, o r take grain
o r other articles up, which would pay freight; load again, and conhnlle in the same
manner during the period which the river should continue navigable :and when
the Dambda become no8 60, the wh& of the boa& s h o d then lad it Amptha,
and be employed during the dry season in transportiq the cod to Calcutta. By
this method, the boats would be employed the whole year, and I belkve they might
make six at least, if not seven t r i p annually.
I would dispose of the new boats at CdcuW ahenever a good price offered, and
replace them from the building establishment.
The business ought by d l means to commence upon a simple and cbeap plan, and
if found profitable, many useful mntrivances may be introduced to facilitate the
business of loading and unloading ;and also in thnt of land carriage, which after a
W e (ime,may, in s g r e d mewwe, be obristed.

~

Mr. Jones qppears to have been deficient chiefly in technical knowledge, t h e w q t
of which may possibly occasion the scientific reader to undervalue the prseeding paper,
although it contains many hints, which by the practical man will be duly apprecioteh The result of the proposal, with which the paper c6ncludes, was tbe openbg ef

the ma1 mine at Raniganj, described in our preceding number. from whicb, and
anotbe mine in the vicinity since opened, Calcutta derivesher whde ~upplyof cads..
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11.-Eaperiments on Evaporation, made in the Vicinity of Cahtta.
The amount of apuedus evaporation from the surface of the ewth in Werent climates and situations has long been n subject of interest and eqperiment : but it lam
been fairly doubted whether much confidence can be reposed in experiments on such
a minute scale as they have usually been confined to. The sun has roore power upon
a vessel of a few h h e s diameter and an inch o r two (or less) iu depth p w c i on a
dry surface pf wood, masonry, o r sand, than upon a large surface of water, whether
deep or shallow ;the wind less, perhaps, except in so far as the larger body of water
may affect it hygromeeically.
The enclosure of about 100 b' ahs of dilute sea water cut off from the -,at
Rally hat a few months since %r the manufacture of salt by 801gr evapr@ion,
to give opportunity
ob,k
,sfawry.
H**
ffr
another object regibtered almost daily the specilic gravity of the water thew .pd m
=vend subdivisions of the ground, with the depth by estimate or f i x d mgasure,.I
have thought it worth while to make them available for ascertuining.&e e v ~ ~ o r a t i o n
which occurred at Bdlyaghat during the p e r i d they embrace.
Water marks were not fixed till the first week in.April. The best and easiest
method (measure of height,) is therefore only applicable during eight weeks of Apd
and May. Comparing the specific gravities of the same spacss at different periods
when the water in them remained undisturbed, I find an average pddition of In. l,d
to the depth by mark requisite to make the increase of density correspond with .
the diminution of volume during those two months. This might be p q d y owillg
to errors of measure, but is sufficiently accounted for by the water contained in the
very loose soil below,which must, to a certain degree, intermix with and affect that
above it. Considering however that on digging three feet below the s w f w in November, I found water of the specific gravity of 1028 in the middle of the gmnnd
then laid dry, and that few of-the flooded spaces were raised to t b t density W o n
April, it is probable, the ground influence was minus in Jsnuary, null o r bdancad io
February, and at most one inch in March. For the last month I make thin allowance accordingly in the following table,wbich gives the evaporatwn for the first five
months of the year with more 01leas accurw, as.the sgsces prd
at trial rue~c
*any or few.
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In forming this t.ble, I hare rejected all obwmations which gwe madfeatly false
results. The double test of depth and specific gravity wu6 a good m e a r of detection, and it did sometimes happen that leakage occurred when t k e WM considerable difference of level between contignous enclosures. By conaiderable, I mean
three inches and upwudr. Errera of amall amount may have a r i u n from inaecurate estimate of the rain, which, falling in showers of partial influence, could not ba
amectly estimated by a rain-guage, statlo& in Calcutta, there being none at Ballyeghat. I n most eases however, and those the most important, the showers we=
.computed next morning by the w-r marks of the factory, One enclosure (No. 5
E.of S6000 quare feet) rn situated ea to lose nothing by roaknge, remained
shnt from the MJth to the 28th M@y,during which time its depth of water r.sd a r e d
from inohes 6. 9 to 2.4, notwithstanding4 showem, computed at 1. 2. m e daily
-evaporation therefore in that interval, appears to have exceeded 3. (three tenths of
an inch) from sea water of average condensation 1072,and ranging between 1056
and 1120. 'Phis far exceeds the fresh water evaporation from Mr. Kyd's wooden
cistern of 100 square feet and nine incbee mean depth, which sewed for his experiments at Kidderpore in 1821 and 1822. Indeed, all the above resdta are much in
excess of his,except as to the monthof April; and I must remark, that the season wur
.not a particularly hot o r dry one, certainly not in Ma which had 11 days of rain
this year. I have often suspected that the locality of kidderpore, and the cireum.stance of the cistern not having been kept full (the aidew areraged about three inches
above theflwater) might have been unfavourable to evnporation to the extent of even
20 per cent. o r more. I believe also it would have been lomewhat greater ifthe
depth of water had been less.
I expected to find a higher ratio of evaporation on the two large tiled terraces conrtructed for condensing the salt a t Ballyaghat, each 35000 feet area, as the depth of
water upon them in most parts did not exceed an inch to an inch and a half, its temfnratnre, under the action of the sun, ranged from 100 to 110 of Fahrenheit, and
m e t i m e s higher. I n this I was disappointed, which I attribute to *eir low level,
having traced lateral and umlergronnd pressure in two or three places. But the
passage of water from outside, and from one part of the terraces b another, was so
frequent, that little faith can be placed in calculations founded on my registered
notes, as far as they are concerned. Rejecting a large proportion of them manifestly
unfit for our present purpose, I find the following results.
C

Remarks.
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feet each, l e a ~ n g3 or 4 feet

-dry between them.
B

which compared with the previous table in the eomspondi monlhs (5135) shewn
of .046 i n x e sdtnessof tbe water.
a difference not to ba accounted for, by an exW e d obsemtions of hfatfve .B in f d e brine, m d one of them .22 in water, qt
1110. Abetter criterion o t e evaporation which really takes place nuder such circumstances is the fact, that at the salt works at Ganga Sdgar on the 13th May, 19
maunds of salt were obtained from three platforms of similar construction c o r e d wit$^
brine of an inch to m inch and a balfdeep on a surface of 1900 feet each ;and op
the 2bth, 50 mawds were collected from 7 platforms flooded to the depth of 4th of
an inch over a space of 1800 feet each. n tbe former w e the emporntion seems
to have been about .17, and in the latter above .18 from actual brine, in a situation
more bnmid and of lowerfempentare thPp Ballyaghat.
It occurred to me that I might o b h i a pmxirnrte ratio of the
regste evaporation from these brine fields b compcuing the volume of water i x e m at m e r e n t
periods. Erc~udipgthe NO E q p r outer divisions, liable to be af~eetedby rerslin
through the bonds a d under ground 86 the t
i
h rone or RU, even when i e gat^
were shut, I find at in 18 days From tbe 8th to $he 2OtlrMay the mass of water op
a s p o f &square
feet, Nredwed from 377500 to 189750 cubic k
t,to
whicb d i n g 1580 for 65 maunds of dt,reduced into brine of S. G. 103b, we have
2.64
a perpmdiallhr los of inches
Add & On 12,th 14th ud 17thD -9

f

- = .295perdkn,
largest of the dmsions above included (NO.2 W)
5.54+1$

A p i n , rejecting the
tbo
depth of whioh it was most ditticult to compute, we have on a sc8f.ce d 660BBO
6 q W f.a, a rednetion of volume from $ 7 7 W to 156417 cubk feat, which witb
1600 tor the ultu before,girea a perpendicular detmaaa of in. 223
Adcl nin,
....
.9

....

....

..-

3.13
and 3.13+12 gives per diem,
To this however, mast be d d e d a correction for pressure from
No. 2, W. thm+ the b d s of the contiguous enclosure No. 8, 4,
rad 5 W. which h the whole term waa certainly not l e n than one
I
149000
inch, u y
1 X-+I*
660040
tbe minimam m d t being
A mmyarisou of specitic gravities applied to the whole space oi 86OWO
8qwm feet during tbe same period gives p a diem,
....
Add rain,

....

....

..
..

....
....

In
.26l

.019

98

.I17

.Wb
.I92

and ground infiwece, ioehea 1.6 s f

.OM

.a56

But here the causes of error are more complicated, as the experiment includes
large Bballow spaces of unequal specific gravity. An addition of .002 to the mean
diffennce,wodd raise the apparent evaporation to .3 per diem.
This k t method of comparison I have applied to the deeper masses accumnhtd
&em &tide gaten were o p e q at the close of the s e w n , k-~
let in water in reeewe
:for the nbxt.
On the 31st May, I found on the 2 terraces a volume of 64000 cubic feet at lw
,surrounded by watersthen every where reduced below 1850. In condensntion frop
1060 it must have lost about 22000 feet, besides about 2000 in the production of 1510
,mannds of salt,since the dates to which we have back to ascertain when water ex, c e e n g 1050 began to appear in other divisions. The evaporation of these 24000
cub~cfeet of water appears to hhve occurred in 11 enclosures of the aggregate a.tent of 630000 feet, during a mean term of rather pore than 20 days (the sum of
days Y the spaces being 10847009,)
which gives p a d i m ,
.0265
.I129
&dd -rain Computed for each d i & m ,
-

....

....
. . . . . ........

\

.

.... 1394

'Ikonght 'fanrkd,
.Is4
l t is obvious, however, that the water of one field would not pass bodily into
the next, without mixture with that, which.by its rapid entry at the same time,
pushed i t forward. The error on this account must be very great, for wehave
aought in twodivisions only (theterraces)the previoua contents of 8, which were
simultrneonsly open to tbe presage df water at 1040 and under, which 8 d m 'ions coatsiaed abont 7 0 b 0 cubic feet of brine, at about 1070 the previom day ;
s o that less than a third had passed into the terraces, and that pcuttrlly dilnted ; add therefore, .0265x70 008
.OM3
22 600
and for reduction from 1070 to 1067 .I108 x &
.6050
.2287
Correction for filtration from Nullah into No. 3
.004
2 days of evaporation lost in do.
.002
influence of pund-perhaps,
.0053
-0113

-

-

-

By tracing back to a low degree of specific gravity, it was evident the krge correction for mixture of watem would be so reduced, as to become of small moment,
and prrhapa might be disregarded. A similar method of.calculation was. therefore,
with the registers of the day8 undermentioned, comprehendingallabove 1021,
the gr\?ate& range I wnld take, withont including the 2 outer fie& : it give8 the following table of evaporation from 15 diviamns of 86,1000 feet surface, avenging
a b u t 2 inches d e e ~ .

~ e a of
n the 5 trials.

I.0884'.0586~.0104~.0068~.2043-

I n each case, allowance has been made for 452 maunds of salt not included i n
the estimate for the volume of water. The state of the weather between the 31st
May and 3d June, was such that I considered the intervening evaporation might h
dieregarded ; but the days which followed have been reckoned in compu%
averages after the 4th. The apparent increase in the resultsobtained after the ZdJuw,
is perhaps attributable to the more perfect mixture of the water, especially th.t
which the ground previously contained of higher specific jiravity ;and it in pro*
on that account that the last result (2234) was a more corcect appreciation than th.
mean of the 6 experiments, o r even pf the 3 last. Comparing these of the 4thand 7tb.
June, there would appear an intervening evaporation of .496 per dim, and between
the 7& and 13th .338. The former is no doubt much beyond the truth,owiqg to the
cause already assigned; whereas up to the 2d June inclusive, the tide-gates contintmi
open, and there were. also several showers, which might have affected the surfacs
disproportionallv, from whence alone my Hydrometer was supplied. The ground
influence I haveeta&enequally at 1 inch. The correction is trifling in this table, but
I am not eure that it ought to have heen introduced at all.
T o sum up the general result of my experiments, I think it may be concluded
from them, imperfect as the are, that a greater evaporation occurs in the ne' hbourhood of Calcutta, than
Kyd's experiments had led us to suppose ;and 8 a t
the following rate for fresh water and even for sea water, not stronger thao the
man, M not too great. I n the months of

A.

J-ary,

3ia&aer p& (1instead of linehan pcrMr.Kyd'srcpart, or p. diem .032
,671
.18
8
.l6l
.W
5

Febm,5
March, 7
April,
9
Maye
9

.3

7.5

250

.3

6.6

.lW

DL-

ths merits of my obaerIf I have tisue a d egp@ndy to aentiptls and
from me again.
I-,
n t i o r L 8aliagbU. .Tear the -I
cdcukbcr, 25JA A*, 1819.
Note by the Ellifor.
In the foregoing paper,-which may stand t u a record, that the di5cnltie.s arid
nncertainties which beset an experimentalist in opedoma upon a very large d e ,
fully equal to those of what has bees termed the TIilnBLE sCRoOL, one poia b
w d n g to render the facts of general application, we mean, the atate of hnidity qf
tib atnwxphme a t the time.
O w journal has already devoted so many pages to the subject of hygrometry, one
of the principal desiderata of which is the meeurt! of evaporation, under all circumstances, that we much regret not being able to direct our friend's valuable informaseation Co thin branch of our discussions. We hope, however, that in the em*
son, he will complete the object by registering the depressions of the wet bulb thermometer in the neighbowhood of the salt marshes.

the ResYJta thus obtained. By J a m Kyd, E q .
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111. Tables e r h d i t m ~a daily RPg'ster of the !ikh in thu Rive
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at Calcutta, frvm 1806 fo 1828 ;
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F r o m the Tram. Ab. Soc. voL xvii. part 1.1
Hafing kept u register of the d q an4 Mgkt ti@ in the H%li, at IQd&r@,
mar Calcut@, pithe yesr 1806, for which the nahue of my business, a d my
eutabliihment aforeled me facilities ; and the permanency of my 6auga tixed at the
W - h e a d m4riqg the results come&, beyond rnspieion o r doubt;. I am i n d d
tQJayrhernbefoaetbeSofpty,athsr
eypova
To avoid the dry detul of a d d y re~irb,%ave dnwn *=of
the tidesthQ
of b h rim hotlghont a e JW, ~ ~ ~at shglace,
t g
in mapg 8hcall that is q u i s ~ t +
t? be kbpwn for e m q Iraetnlp
u
r
m
.
The Map No. 1, 4 mtu& fim the ye^ 1896-7, lud I barn upon (hs mute map,
traced the tide8 for the pew lit&-26 ; tba p k d tb moon in tbe htter year
falling e a r l y on 9 ?me Qys. n d hr
e me to.girc two pus -her,
&
t
~
~
k
s
~
b
~
~
~
a
d
h
M
(a hfint m pnnciph, but has b a n &oren to mhen t h n e
Mgp No. 2. i s
, that took lace in the a r 1823 ; the first o t which was occrrdistmet
the (iaugea and Damodariven.
n i w n i and t h W
h u e d by=&
&rs~
wss a v a y rare ommenee, happening not oftener, perhaps, than once in awn~ ~) the
r In@
y osariy aa mre : but the sewnd occurs every sixth or newnth year.
Map,.No. 3, oefdswof tkehre parts, one for each month. i a daily and nfghtly rmod of tbe nver, for the said remarkable year 183B-23.
Map, No. 4, g h s a comparison of the range of high aqd low water for snccessive
pue, from lfJb6 to 1B7.
Tbw tide-tables, fprmed from a ngisder kept h r twen -two years, estdblish
lowe* NI u d the higheat rise of thetk6gIi. and thq hnn
beyond h a l
nttlrclcgo~ntefor the conskuctio~ofa riveq gauge.for the purpose ofobtnining, at an
times, Um l e d * that may be required for the formation of d,
docks, whrufs,
a d d m b . They atso shew the hzl t of the r i a r at dl times of the y w , a mHr eft mnidernble importance in
formation d pnbiic works, - p i n & rn the
v d a t i k)
~ m p t , at ita different p e w .
I ahdl new advert
?he l o d causes which && the tides in the H6gli. The
maps commence wlth M w h , in the beginning of d i e h tbe Sooth-west mOMWB
note in. With the South-west winds, the -nts
set np the bay otBe
,andgraduPy n*. the .n,r b bud, m r a l feet, nbi with it the
long e e
f m h a M felt. The dotted curve lm in map y o . I , will shew this rid.. of
8- .pd. dmaby the wind md current,?. T h r ~
cam cogtinues Qctobeci ,

b;

&

*

fig!
a
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the pttfitig di t86 f W W W l&€
W#MBerYgaI, da&g 0k niddas b? Anyat atib
September, and the ebn& of wind at the etld of October, tit the eurrenth a net in
the contra direction, and g r a d d l 9 +&tow the be(t ahd e ri42) to the dtde they
were in, i n s a r c h
The effect of t i e two monsoons eptr the &-ta,
an6 the height of the sea, in
tbe Bey of
may, therefon, b@comideRd ss that of two ldng nneqd tides,
during the year, eight months of flood, and four months of ebb.
In confolll3itiy with W s e peridienl loesl cmmes,padd ones W e s mrtvaponding effect : thus strong southerly winds-raiae the tides in the
w b i i northerly o&es depmb &em.
The Desbeb, or Bdods of the rivem, are a promident perladical local cause, open the tides of the H6gli at Calcutta.
rating
The &ges begmr, tb *ice fmd! fbe t1h?d8hg of LC snow, ab early as d e begihning of May, but its risin does not sensibly affect the H6gli till the beginning
of July; at that period, sofa
an setewion of water is &mwo into the Hbgli,
&at its level is baiiiy n i e c d x t h & high and luw water. T k last is a, nmarkable, that the low water of the freahes (nea tides) is higher than the high waW
(neap ddes &o) of the dry season, by sePer&et.
The Damoda nnd western small rivera, or mountain s h e d , c o m ~ n tvety
. materially to the melting of the HClgli; and it is, probably,
M&nce of the Damoda, tbe RgnarsiP, the TongoracoHy, the w e l e e , and eve* the Balasore river,
(tbc latter sitoatcd beyoud the month of the R w i , ) tha$ o c t d o d s the height of
the low water, by their acting as a dam, wtl preventsng the ebbing of the w 1 W
&om the Ganges, and 11igk.r streams, qeickly into 8he as.
There is another local affection of the tides, the cause of which I cannot satishctorily explain. In the North-east monsoon, tbe m t t tide* are &highest, whilst in
tha Soat&-we& mormooas, tlie Uey #dm are the bighest.
A conjectan may bs hrzarded, Okt M, ib baYl m m w , (be wind is galerally
hi her during the day than in the night, that the wind in the South-weat mansoon
J
s
e
s the day tide, whibt in the Nd-cddO Mmo6b the wind, daritdg the day,
aiUbo11. and depresses t
h d q tCdc; but that is not e
m ,-si
in a much
aa the wind cannot possibly he nniform, wherean the f a d & hher tidendu*
the day in o r maan,ud d r i g the night in Uaotkw,
;beuided,
the latter is wry mwh more thrn the former, beihg am much as trlo feet, whetbe former io o d e h a mare than one foot. Ths nigbl tides in &heNarCh-erat monsooa.
the da tides in t&e Sou&-west monsoon,
are alsdinore uniform, ia thb rapeat,
Should it appelr tiem h m -&ins
that d a a d d b e t
b -re, it d l pmte
that the depressing dkt d tba nortkdy wind, has m d r ra mflaence upon the
tidtw.hthein-byth~eeo~therlywm;
oritmeyht,h&thesbaenceufthe
wind leaves the t i h mom freadam O 8 c t . t I a m e naw to p dcauses.
~
h a t i h ; ahonlthat is high,
The borieoatd prallYr of bbe m o o n i m c k a&da
the tides are high, and d c e DCt#a, to six& a degree d m c h e a s , t h o allowing for
loarl c a m , I 4wnture to comhc&a tahle Sa a yew ia advance, that should
not vary two mohes, &om the rtud tides.
When the pardlPr is Vt,sr rbe d,
m thid d q , dterthe
or change
af the moon, the lughast tuk rill carrmpod with tbew d a y , as tbat is the natwd
period of i b great& height :should ahe pardlax be decreasing, the higheat Cide will
be an the day of the frill. Q? ah; ud nhonkt the psrallrr h decreasing; and
near to its lowest, and incrsrqc yain aft- tbc lPatPrsl prioe b
.
.
tlle hi*
eat tide will be on the fourth day, after the full or change of the moon.
The diiemnce of &eat between the high or lo* p d . m d the ma&, nnpao
the height of tlw tideb ir &out two feet. trequentA mu& more ;and aa iOs wu+aaa ts the time, ie than to be Soar day*, this of imparhaae toall mariaem,
.s enabling them, in canes of danger, to mcertain by t M r nautical ephemeris, the
tnue sba& of the tjdeb NO bngei mel they tmet *the jwW ohaarationj sM1
equally partial theoPg founded t h e m of pilotr and mamen, moot of whom harp
anvtiop, tbat the duL w
a
g tilea am rlwaya the highest, tbat the night tides are
hiiher than the day tides, and that the highest tide must alcKaya occur olt the aeoond or third day &r the full, or change ;whereas the @lor
bf the maan will
affectunUy mpwcede Ohis uaoert.inty, urd either wrrn a mariner with hL bark on
a ah& not te wain till tbe second day, m d loss tbe rprin6s, or sm him from dew i r , beeruse tbasedap mag h e pawed, and indnce him towdt with conMenca
till the f o e day, afbr the full or change, htb b i g h t tide, ss the caeemw be.
' h a W l s y of thp uuq)a will assmFscllg indicate the boightof the tides all over
he world; thin gencrd cause, therefore, must he applicable at all placer. The fol-
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On the I P i h of t b i&w R@li.
lowing-abstract dll be uaeN, am cuweyfng a general 8umwu-y of thc tides of
H6gli. Prom the point of lovest low water in the dry s e w n , to that of the hi&- cut tugh water in k h e s , is twenty feet ten inches.
The greatest mean r u e of tide from low to high water mark, takes place in.
March, April, and May, and is 6fteenfeet ton i n c h .
The greatat mean rise of tide from low to high water w k , in the &shes, is
ten feet.
The smalknt mean rise of tide takes place in the freshen, and is, at map tiden,
only three feet six inches.
The smallest mean rise of the tide in the dry season, neap tides, is f o w feet.
From the lowest fall of the river, to high water mark, neap tides, in February,
is eight feet.
Prom the lowest fall of the river to low water, in the freshes, neap tides, is
twelve feet*.
The river is a t its lowest, in thebeginning of March.
and September, and part of
The river is swollen by the freahes in July, August,
October.
At the beginning of November, although the freshes are out of the river, it in
upnards of thme feet higher at low water, than in March.
The river is in the most quiescent state, during the months of November, De-.
m b e r , January, ssd February, during thme months the night tkka are higher.
and more rapid thanthe day tided, and there are, on some occasions, bores at night.
The shongest flood tides, and the greatest mean riae of the tides, are in March,
April, May, and June. The day tides in t h e months, are higher, than the night
tides.
The strongest freshpa are i n September.
I n July, the strength of the flood tides is counteracted by the f r e s h , and this,
therefore, is a moderate month, a8 regards tides. The bores also are moderated
am a consequence..
I n August, the flood tides are overcome by the freshes, and the bores are moderate ;should there be a high pardax of the moon, however, the great height of the
8- in this month, will cause a considerable bore.
In September, the freehes are at their height ;there is m visible tide off Calcnt~,
the ships do not swing up, and the river water is perfectly sweet, far beyoad Saugor in the open see. The high p a r d a x of the moon at the equinoxes, wits thc.
great height of the sea, producee a heavy bore in this month
The Borer. The bores in the Hhgli occur only on the highest, or at alternate
spring tides : their appearmay, with certainty, be predicted by the season of the
year, and the parallu of the mom. Dnrimg the months of Norember, Daember,
Jannary, and February, or on the periodical ebb of the sea, when the currents a m
settting down the Bay, the tides, as may be s u p p o d , are I.ngnid, and c o r n quently during this period there are no bores*.
As soon as the nouth-~estmonsoon sets the carrents up the Bay, the sea begins
t o rise, the tides become strong and high, and bores follow in their train ; whenever the p a d a x of the moon is high on the springs during the south-west man-,
noon, bores will certainly make their appearance; and when strong southerly winds
are added, andfreshes withheld, the height of the b o r n willbe in&ased.
I t muat be remembered, that the height of the bore, is actuated by the g e d o l . .
form ofthe sands, cud the direction, and set of the tides, in any parti&
reacb

During the inundation in September, 1823, the low water stood at eighteen
feet sir inches, the tide having ebbed only f i h n inches on that day. The dieence between this low nater, and the high a r (neap tidea in F e b m q , ric, eight
feet,) is ten feet six inches ! !
t Except very rrrrely-In twenty-two yeam, I have known bat three inat.nces.
Agreeably to the ststement of load causes *ich
accelerate o r depress tbe tides, i t
will be obvious, that during the North-east moosoan, if the winds which blow the
waters down the Bay, be more bhan u s d y moderate, and the moon's parallax be
high, there may be a high tide, and with it a bore ;and this, a p e a b l y to thethird.
local cause, will happen at night. These night bores nre particnlarly dangerous, as
they are very rare, and, r~nsequenrly,unexpected. They may be guarded against,
by alwap considering it possible for them to occur during the North-east monsoan
at night, npon a ligh parallax of the moon. A p a b l to the aame~loealcause, i t
is fortunate that the borer a t night, dwing the s o u & - r a t moasoon, are not so
high pr during the day.
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of the river ;for lwhnce; ahen thc Id b stnight, ritb deep.w&er, from siik
to side, m d no nand-bank, them will be no bore at any time ; but a mere d
on the coming in of the tide. Thb is tbe ease at the lower part of Garden lleaob,
opposite the Botanic h r d e a . Thi is the asc also otf C h t b at H m P h
Ghant, where the back channel ha*
lately filled np, the main channel is now eonfined between high bmks. I t is only wliare the main chamel Hes on one side, with
s l o w sand on the other, that the bore shews itself upon the latter. This, a Vfew y e v s ago, wan the crae opposita to Calontta, and there r ~ . e t thnt h w aa
enormoue bore, bnt which, as above explained, exists no longer.
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IV -On thejrst Introduction of the Lithographic Art into M i a .
[In a letter from the Superintendent of the Government Lithographic Ress.]

In our 2d Number, we pnblished a nhort notice on the rise and prognaa of the
L i t h p p h i c art i n I n d i i New to the subject ouraelvea, we were not judges of
its correctness, nor did we doubt but that it gave a fair and faithful m u n t of the
subject. We have un&ersood however that such is not the cane, or at least that tbe
daims of one individual deserving of more extended notice are past over with
slight mention, w h i the honor of introducing the art into this oonntry is given to
one who, whterer his other merits, is not entitled to this particular credit.
We have been favored with a sight of the following letter, written on the occasion,
by the gentleman alfmled to, and we gladly a d oumelvea of tbe permission of
the person to whom it is addreaeed, to publish it. Our first wish in, of course, to repair
om nniutentional mistake ; but we think, independent of this consideration, our
readers will find i t snlliciently interesting.
M Y DEAR S ~ R ,
You have expressed a wish to obtain some particulars regarding the establishment
of the Art of Lithograph in India; and as you are a member of the Lithographic
h
Committee, I feel it as we% a matter of duty as of pleasure tocomply. W ~ t regard
to the use that you may wish to make of this comn~unication,I have only to say
that as far as I am myself concerned you are left perfectly at liberty.
In a letter such as this, written during the few moments of leisure left me by the
duties of my department, end under a hundred interruptions, you will not expect to
find more than a simple detail of facts ;which, if it appear rather frequently to be
occupied with my own proceedings, will not, I hope, be more so than the nature of
the subject demands. For the style of a private letter I shall not make any apoIpg : suffice if I am intelligible.
Early in the year 1821, 1 returned to Europe for the benefit of medical advice.
having unfortunately loat both health and hearing by exposure to the inclemenc of
all weathers in the discharge of my professional duties,during the Pindara and d h ratta campaigns of 1816, 17, 18, and 19. Finding from the opinion of the most
eminent practitioners in London, tbat the recovery of my hearing was hopeless, r
proceeded to Scotland. Soon after my arrival there I had a relapse of my fever,
and for the sake of obtaining the advice of my former preceptors, I repaired to Edinburgh. After a partial recovery I was on the eve of departure (intending to make a
round of visits to the families of my several Indian friends), when I accidentally met
with an old schoolfellow Mr. Alexander Forrester.
In the course of conversation he mentioned, that amongst other occupations he
had been practising Lithography with some success, and asked me if I knew any
thing of the art. To this I repl~edin the negative, adding that, from the little I
had read of it, it appeared to be of no particular interest or importance. Perceiving
tbat I had m very precise notions on the suhject, he offered to exhibit the whole of
the process to me, and explain the rntionale ; and we accordingly adjourned to his
printisg'ofiice.
To render the exhibition more striking, he requested me to write on the transfer
paper any word or sentence. Being done, it was transferred to the stone, and in a
few minutea several impressions were struck off.
All this was effected with such prccisiosand rapidity as to draw many exprearbnn of admiration from me. h immediate1 oecurred to me, how peculiarly
adapted the new art appearqd to the wants of %dia, more especially in printing the
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W e k d s r , a t b i . g ~ . d y ~ d a t d + ~ * ;
r ~ ) a ~ l a s t e ~ t h s g h f m y f a d r s p k e d , ~ t b r m a ~ ~ ~ k b i
buttbatbcdaabtedr d b c r t h e r D r s l . s h . t u f 1 L r c ~ w o u l d n o t p . r e n i m ~bIcobtukteit.m~sWp&inth~uLtb&t,h~
othermiw,theimed~woaldbe~d~~dI.ho~~,sadtoo
expevs to permit h to e
m i n $he pre)ed. He then botf some h n p e
f i a d works, bath of writin# a d of drawing, with whmh L
"
"
"
;
and in hc& the mom 1arr of thr capbbilities of t4c wt, tL
%? e r E
i m p m d rt)l th &aim to i - p n it to India. I n tb.raao of *.
evening it was f i d y arranged, thatgiving up dl ideaof my projected tour of visits,
aa well as of every other reeredon o r pursuit, I should immediately wmmence the
etndy of Lithograph under Mr. Forrester, and having obtained from him a competent knowledge of
art, that I shordd immediately embark for India. In pursu.rice of this resolution, after properly qualifying myself, I purchased the requbite
" P Y * d a d e d for Calcutta, where I amved in 1822
cra will reM e n , that on my landing bere, my f i n t inqairiea were directed to learn Low &, if at all, I bpd been anticipated in my project, a d whether Lithography had been yet practised as an art in this country. And you may estimate
.t&e satisfpchn with wkah I I d , tbmt I W
UI
the fimt in the f i d , ml had .no
competitor bo dispute with -.the ma+ (whatever that roop be,) of filsb. .P d m admirably a u i t d b (h eireumnkama~ad&ion
06 the marby. S a m
days &rwards,Bowever,ea showim leme of my ~Fcdrtctioast o ) h ba Dr. Jamiesob, ha, a l w - ha p p v b g of them: exprereed ti fears, an many of my frisndr M
h e a t Borne, that the art caaid m e r be p n d i d m M a with any thiw like af6ciency, adding that M. Gevignaa had been m&hg s o a r atCmpts bnt;itboG snccaaa
I kom&tely allad upon M. Savignae m ~ s o c . t r i mexactly wid
b hrd
mule. I found that he $ad. taken r solitary islpn?wki of a c U skelsh of i W ,thd
%bonehaviag, by the imjdkiioaa prauu8 used, been brohn. He had muniDsd tb.
two p i e by means of a ceneat, and h d made another rketrcb. All tais hid beg
done with materials received from Europe, hc b*
entidy iguommt of the metid
of re paring them, the real uecret of the art. In short he knew nothing of L~thography, not even the most elementary part of its procesles ;as an instance, I may
mention, that long after the period I am speaking of, he would sometimes etch a
fine drawing that had cost weeks of labonr with pure nitric acid, and finding that
rather too powerful he dispensed with acid altogether, falling thus in both cases.
How then can it be said, that he was the first to introduce Lithography into Indra? So far from it that he was not himself in possession of the art, he
never even thought of any thing beyond a chalk drawinq. And I do not believe
that he is at this day alithographer. Before he possessed a press, I was studying
the art, with a view to practise every hrancb of it in India that is practised in Enrope. I had embarked my p r o p
in the scheme ;had sacrificed all my private
arrangements, and had at laat n a e d t h i ~country, a proficient in the art, with II
niobt effective a p p W , not only before he had done any thing, but even before
be had himself acquired, what ~t would appear from a statement recently published, he had been the first to impart to others. And tbat I was the first to
apply, or even think of applying Lithography tothe prihting of Oriental characters,
one of its most important applications, is, 1 believe, a statement that no one can
controvert.
Soon after my interview with W. Savignac, the Governor General honoured
me with a private audience, and f then took the opportunity of proposine rhe establishme~lt of a Lithographic press for executin Government work. Mr. Adam
acknowledged that he was quite unacquainted wit[ the nature afthe art, but judging
from my descriptions he was pleased to express a wish that it should be brought
before Government in a public shape. I immediately drew up a prospectus; stating
the advantages to he expected in the formation of a Government Lithographic establishment ;and a committee.was immediately ordered to enquire into and report o n
my proposition.
The opinion of the committee was highly favourableto the plan, and Government,
in consideration of their unqualified approbation of the measure, determined to establish a lithographic press, and to give me the superintendence of it. My labourn
now became more arduous than ever, for I had to instruct subordinate aget~tein dl

&

In the carre of the Nishki, Nagri, and Bengali charactera. Of these &e t w o
The elegallt NasM* can have j&ce done
it only by Lithography.
h t are perhap best suited to type.

&urerr;ldckile4 m d e h dl, to bma bodyafrutimptintm. Pat many a a a r r b
too I WM -)elled
ta per£orm with my-bends moeb of the most laboriar
s f the work. I ham been not anfnpuently so&
in thib way from 6 o'ekeL
m the morning till1 0'decL the fdbning morning, had%s a d y time even for my

p

me&, and for recreation o r refreshment out of doom none wh.tever. Let it then
be judged, to whom in reality belongs the credit of having introduced Lithography
i n t o India. The exertions I have described could not continue long ;they brought
o n a relapse of my fever, (which had very nearly p v e d fatal ;) yet not before I
Lad su5ciently instructed others, so as at least to enable them to carry on the current business of the establishment during my illness.
Sometime after this a Lithographic press was established at Bombay, cbiefly on
the statement of its advantqea set forth by me in a prospectus whirh I forwarded
to the Honourable Mountatuart Elphinstone, then Governor. I t did not, however, as
I had predicted in a private letter, succeed, owing to the inexperience of the gentleman.under whose w p e r i n t e u b c e it had been placed. The Bombay Government
at length adopted the suggestion I had repeatedty urged, and sent round the superintendent here to acquire from me a competent knowledge of the details. He resided
with me for some weeks, and on his return to Bombay I was gratified to learn that
eveq thing wae going on iarmmbiy, and that the eetablishmeet rros in the f d w t
n w e &mati=.
Hk death. A m , which o ( x d coon &or, threw e v q thing
into confusion, and the establishment has been in C ~ ~ ~ ~ W abdbhed
E U I
by &
of the Court of Directors.
My friends, observing the success and efficiency of the Government establishment
under my direction, strong urged the expediency of my ibrming one for the m m m d a t ~ o nof the public at&
; I accordingly wrob to Jhgland for the necessary
apparatus. and on its a d d , I placed tbe r b d e under the direction of Mr. G. Wood,
to whoni I offered half th concern fez ths tranbIs of mmqement. Thii is the
Asktic Lithographic Cappmy's establishment, culd it forms with the Government
one, the only two effectire atablishmentr at this moment in India :of their capahilitia, I leave you,who ham soen both, to judge; and I would ask you, with these fsctr
before you. to whom yon consider fairly due the credit of having introduced t h h
art into tke country. I bave hsboi~nCht even in point of date I aas thc)(tsr la take
any steps towards this important object; while no one can doubt t&at I wtuj aa(
only the first to estaMMh an effeairc pa,but the only w e .
As @%heclaim net u p i n Park imiWourdM. Samelet as being tkethut toapply
Lithography to the printing of Oriental chano&ls, it will,
cient for me to state, that in A ~ g p s 1840,
t
1 ahibited before r. Lumsdaine and a
crowd of natives, specimens of oriental Lithographic priating. Whok works in the
Persian character were published at the Government prwn and at my private e s b bliihments, long before
subject WM even thougrht d in Paris. I may add M
connected. with this soh, as well rs a t b d h g 8 good iaegnce of the p a t utili
of the Lithographic art, tbat I printed wmtd copies of t8e declaration of war w$
Ava, at a time when the Avaaese and Burmea chraeber a u l d not so mu& as be
read in Calcutta
Gmt. Lith. Prua,
Believe me, &e. drc.
Amgwt 1829.
I. N. RIND.
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V.-Eramination

a d Analysis of some'Spe&wm of Iron Ores, fm
Btrdwan. By H. Piddington, &q.

F r o m the Asiatic Researchis, vol. xvii. part 1.1
I n the following analyei* of ira. m a fmm Burdwaq m ~ c hcare has been taken
to amcertain correctly the presence and quantity sf phdpbts of iron and manganese,
which two substances priacipally affect the qualities of the iron when smelted. The
proceas was conducted in the humid way, and the separation of the manganese was
obtained by Mr.Faraday's w t h o d , digestion of the oxide8 in a solution of muriate of
aaulonis v*
&hoeen Jam& and Sdhrqt. No. 7. Jp. &. 3,144.
Phm~mcnnwith the B&upipe.-Acquirea a metallic tarnish and a slaggy porom+
appearance, becomes magnetic i with borax o r charcoal, fuses, ia$o hrk 4dirQ
I

. Analysis of I&

'brds.

g m n glass. The blue laminae bmn with tbe s c i n h i & m peculiar to iron, beeoma
pornas, and have a m d r tarnish :tbey appear to be a dentoxide Of iron.
When dcined, the pnlverised ore, which is of a yellow b r o m , chanps to a deep
chocolate red, probably from the privation of the carbonic acid.
Constituent partr.
Water and carbonic acid,
8,50
Silex,
4,Oo
Alumine,
4,75
Carbonate of Lime,
5,15
Deut-oxide of Iron,
76,OO
Oxide of Manganese,
1,55

I

-

99,95

.-

Note.-This specimen probably contains from 28 to 60 per a n t . of Iron, for the
portion amlysed was fonnd, by digestion in nitric acid, to acquire 8 per cent. in
weight, probably from the peroxidation of the blue lamina?.
No. 2.-No Lobel with thb Speoknn. Sp. 01. 3,081.
Pbnmncna vith the Blowpipe.-Becomes magnetic with a metallic Wnh& fmw
with borax into a clew bottle-green glass.
Conrtituent pnrta.
Water,
5,75
Silex,
3,20
Al~unine,
0940
1,OO
Lime, with a trace Mag.
49'3'3
Oxide of Manganeee,
Peroxide of Iron,
99,65

-

NO~C.-Irefer this spccimen to scdy red iron ore, o r iron troth of Jarneeon,
vol. iii. p. 208.

No. 3.-No Label with t h i ~Specimen. Sp. Or. 3,400.
ph-ma
with tha Blowpipe.-Becomes
magnetic, and hwa with b o r u into
a very dark and somewhat dirty green glass.
Crnwmunt parts.
W*,
6,25
Silex,
Alumine,
Lime, Phosphate of Iron,
Tna
Oxide of Manganese,
0~0
84~50
Peroxide of Iron,

:$

Note.--Ochry red iron ore, o r red Ochre of Jllmeson, rol. iii. p. 210
99,M)

(?)
No. 4.-Ma1 Chaiti. Sp. Gr. 3,111.
Phenomena with the B-pe.-Becomes
magnetic, and acquires the metallic
tarnish : with borax on charcod, fuses into a pitchy slag.
ComtiWcRIparts.
.
Water,
6,OO
Silex,
41m
Alumine,
1,75
Carbonate of Lime,
3,36
Oxide of M a n g a m (red),
16,00
Peroxide of Imn,
68,OO

-

Y9,60

N o t e L T h e lage proportion of Manganene in this specimen is nmarkabkt ; h t
the process u m l for obtsinjng it l w e a no doubt as .to it# iden*,,
for the solution
of muriate of Ammonia will not dissolve oxide of iron. I t may be found nseM t o
mix with other ores, which may thue afford bet& steel than they othe*
would.
See Jameson, vol. -iii. p. 232.

1
I

I

i

w.

No. 5. P&a 1IEnan,'Bp. Qr.
Phnnuena with tAe Bkwp#e. S e h W w , W m q p t i c , u d umph tbs
metallic lustre ; with borax on charcoal, f w s , with alight ebullition, i&~
wsy
apaque green glace.
Conrritrrrl pmtr.
Watel;
7D
M
Silex,
7980
Alumine,
0-

0,oe

Pllosphate of Iror,
Oxyde of Mqpnere,
Pmxyde of kon,

'Rara
lo,%
74,w

@,75

No. 6, no Label with thia Specimen, Sp. Or. 2,857.
Pbmmena vith the Blowpipe. Bwnwa mngne$ic, a d extend@, @fa metrllic
h & r e ;with borax on c8ueool. a dark enamel.
to a d e q
The prlverisesl on,like No. 1, h st a p.lr pilow brew., c h a &
ehmdak d i n c.ldm&n
,
Coutftuent partr.
Water and Carbonic Acid,
9,50
Silex,
27,50
Alumiae,
1,50
Oryde of Mangahese,
9,OO
5 1,OO
Deut-Oxyde of Iron,

98,50

_
1

Note.-Like No. 1, M a specimen ncquires weight (about 84 per Cent.) by
digestion in nitric acid : it is certain1 too poor an o n to be smelted, unless under
very favourable circamstances ;but t r i d might be made of its effect on the qualities
of imp produced from mirtarea of it with other ores. there seem to be gronnds
for supposing, that silica sometimes combines with iron in the rne@Iic state.
No. 7 , Deser Oerh, Sp. Or. 3,645.
Phmomena d t h the B h p i p e . Becomes magnetic, and assumes the metallic tarnish; with borax on charcoal, a dark coloured enamel, studded with bright gold
spots, resembling avanturine ;the fragments translucent, andof a bright golden greep.
Cowtit&
w-8

Silex,
Lime,
Alamme.

Phosphte of koo,
Oq4e ofManganese,
Pevoryolo ~f 1-

pc*t&

680
3,75
0,M
4.50
0,90
1~58

ss,w
-

__

wry bar~tifulrppeonnoe gaPdpcd b the Morspipe, may prob.bly
be o w l o the cowerston of phosphate of mws- phospbaret of ironshy tbe
butioa of tbe chrveoaf support.
d y a @ differs fmm &ma Mated by
The process wed ur the
books ; I haw therefore scrbjeincd a memwan&m of it &tr Che mtid.otisn of the
rciertific chemist.
1. Weigh the pulveriaed ore at the tempenrt.re at the .rspeaphere, and d c k ,
at alow red beat : the ME isdicrD8s the water; and if there in chaega of d o u r
(hwn yellow to deep red bmwn) probably of c ~ m i acid.
c
2. For La0 grabs of tbe orc take If or. muriatic acid, boll it p t i y over a
kPlp in cowwed vet& fu kwenty minutes, add four ou.eee of water, and boil
r e j n #or a few minatco; &bindi&s
erey
escept tbe dka, alumim,
pbarpDllW oP kon (3 any exists),
and pbphpte of lime : &low and muh

Ne.-Tbe

-.

wi

t h e ~ d . u m ~ t l y , o r d e J e i p e i ribpcigbtist&td@bedlicaadrPumim-;
is ~ ~ ~ h e ~ d O ~ p b O B ~ * P d ~ u l pw
h l d s.
d ~ i f

3. T o separate the alamim, boil on the reaidnum rnlphnric seid, diluted with
thrice its weight of water : this will dissolve the whole of it, and leave the milex nntouched.
4. Evaporate the muriatic solution at a gentle heat; when nearly dry, pour n p o n
it about half a pint of well boiled distilled water, transfer the whole to a jar or
flask, and keep it close1 stopped for twenty-four hours :if any precipitate forms,
it is phosphate of imn, wLch may be separated a s usual.
5. Drop sulphuric acid into the solution ; the lime, if any, will precipitate as a
sulphate ; separate and calcine at a low red heat, and by the ucale of equivalents,
the quantity of carbonate of lime niay be k n o w .
6. Precipitate the solution by one of caustic soda ; filter, wash, calcine, and
weigh tbe residuum, which consists of the mingled oxydes of iron and manganeE
7. .Digest these in nitric acid, with a gentle heat ;allow it to remain exposed to
the a u till nearly dry, calcine again at a red heat, stirring it often, and weigh i t :
if m y increase of weight has taken place, oxygen has b& absorbed, and this must
be allowed for in the resufts.
8. To separate the oxydes of manganese and iron, boil them in a solution of muriate of ammonia, with a little sugar 5 the whole of the manganese will be dissolved
and the iron left, (it has been ascertained hv independent experiment, that no oxyde
of iron is taken up,pruesiate of potass will satisfy the chemist,that it is manganese :)
precipitate the m a y n e w , by water of ammonia, cautiously added, and filter ;if
the liquid has any co our, a portion of the oxyde has been re-dissolved by the excess
of ammonia, and will precipitate on allowing i t to evaporate ;when the liquor u
perfectly limpid, the whole has been obtained, and may be collected as u s d This
is Mr. Paraday's p m s e for their separation.

V1.-Yachims for Irrigation.
T o the Editor of Gleanings in Science.
SIR,
The following extracts from Buchanan's Mysore, descriptive of the nand modem
of raising water in that country, and giving data for calculating their respective
perfonnance,?nay not be without use to some of the readers of the Gleanings; and
will I hope draw from your correspondent H. D. E. some further calculations of the
coil~parativevalue of these machines for raising water, and of any others that may
be c-~mrnonlyused in India.
The single Yatam of Buchanan, Dcnkhi, o r D d l e e of Hindoostan, and D h p of
Rungpore, will be familiar to most of your readers, being the commonest meansemployed for raising water in Bengal and Behar, and generally in India, where the
springs lie near the surface of the gmund. The double Yatarn of the coast I have
never seen used in Hindoostan. Buchnnan's Capily or Puckdly may not be very
easily understood from his description ;it is the common m6t of the Deccnn, and
not met with, that I have observed, north of the Nerbuddah ; I consider it a great
improvement upon the d t of Upper India, and I shall be happy if I make it better
known.
The advantages of the Deccan mdt over ours, are, that it requires the attendance
of only one man, that it raises more water,and diachargea the whole that is brought
up; andthe wear and tear of thebag is much leas. The 4of our provinces requires
the attendance of two men; one to drive the bullocks, the other to pull in and empt y the bag. The Deccan n16t is entirely managed by one man, who drives the bullocks ; the bag empties itself, and the general introduction, therefore, of it into o u r
north-weetern and central provinces, would save one person's labour at each of t h e
many thousand wells constantly working for seven months in the year. Our bag i s
mall, and still it is a difficult matter to discharge its contents,, a large proportion of
whiah is always lost, andaconsiderable delay attendu the ernpty~ngof it ;the bullochs
either not lifting the bag high enough, o r pulling too far aad strong But by the contrivance to the Deccan ndt, of the second bag or tail, to which is attached a wparate
rope, that draws over a mllerat the top of the well, the bagempties itself, and mast
be entirely discharged by the time the bullocks have completedtheir pull; and without any loss of water. The rope from the tail of the rndr is attached to tbe lower
bar of rather a deep yoke, that the tail may be pulled in nearly on a level with t h e
murface of the inclined p h on which the bullocb wdk; and in coniiequence oftha

Machines for Irr3gafion.
the
areobliged m - w n d t h e plane backward, lest the roper
be
Buchanan appears to think this awkward-8 of movement objectionable, but I have not observed any diffi.
attending the practice ;bullocks are wrp
easily broken into stepping backwards, and
less time, I imagine, is lost in this mannerthan
by the double turn at top and bottom, that our
cattle are obliged tomake. The lower turn, with
cattleunder training, is not ~nfrequentlattended with accidents, as they art. often liabL to turn
mund before them61can belanded,and its weight
falling down with a jerk,drags the bullocks owr,
or breaks the ropes, and often maims, or makes
them very shy. The double ndremptying itself,
may be made of much greater capacity than
the single one, which is of less size than the
Power of the bullocks is equal to, orbthenvise,
the labour of landing it would be too heavy for the man or woman whose businesm
it h. The wear of the bag in the act of landing
is wnaiderable; the only wear sustained by the
other, from friction, is by the tail in passing
over the lower roller. The accompanying
sketches will, I believe, give all the further information that can be required. Buchanan has
H) drawing of the capiUy; but Heyne has
g i e n one without any description, and the .construction of the machine is not very diatinct from his print. In descending the plane,
t h e driver usually aits upon the upper mpe, assis
we~ght; and in ascending, takes the under ro
comlng entangled with the bullock's
feet. The ropes should be made of
twisted hide, being, beyond comparison, stronger and cheaper than the best
rope exposed to the wet and rubbing,
consequent to their use in such work.
Professor Robison's double plunger '
can only be applicable to open pieces of
water; and besides, though n verp simple I
machine, it is, I fear, too complicated for
introduction, except under European
superintendence. 1am not aware of any
meansof raisingwater fromdeepwells, 80
effectual and univenrally practicable, as
by the single and double mdl, and I
would beg to bring it to the noti* of
,
that zealous and scientific body, the
Agricultural and Horticultural
of India, who will doubtless soon set an example to the native b b r d s , by-ingone or
of the moat appm~edmachines for raisingwater, intheir gaden at
~
u; inatead
i
of,~88 now,
~ mising
~ water~ by the clumsy mode of wing* and
85em9s k d s . For raising large quantities of water from
pots c&
j h { b and tanks, to heights of little elevation, such as is mostly required for I n d i
fields and Factories in the lower prwineea, I s h d d C M I ~ Vthe~ Professor1*
dmimbly ada@d. The keep of the oxen employed at the wells is in this
almost nothing, the refuse of a garden, or of the fields, being amfie pmision
of
the
for them; and the labour of collecting fodder, amply repaid
manure.
I am, drc.
F. A.
Bangahre.-In this country the water for supplying gardensis generally raised
by a machine, called Patam. In the rower Carnatic the machine is -ught,by. 8
man who walks along the balance ;coming before the fulcrum, when he wants to
the bwkeb and going back again when he wants to Bring up the water.

w w
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dmtber mad In tbb e m mu& to em* ths bucket; W&t i n thb em**,
o m man .&ding
.t ttw i ~ ~ u tofb the well, performs
tbe whole
hbor.-I
ha+.
d 0 actual
ex*
.
"-.- --made
,.jmehw a s c h i n by whish.
sf the two methods, t h e
rame m&er would raise the
ereatest q u * d t y of water l
bat it qqN3aI-n to me that t h e
+n in m e here, is the -0sC
At Mad)as the man
WHO walk8 dm the k+er is
danger of fdtio~.,
the
who empties the bucket,
at being hod, fur it muat
mme op between his kg8
he a d s fmMing the end of
the kver : arid akkJO& the.
bucket thew, is m a d hP
than the one in IM
I
bnve observed thatthe *o**
man was never able W eolpL
h e r e thm W d h i r d s of.
conteots, c d n g to b,
positionin which hn
rtwd. The lhach'me from
wbiih the dtrrdngwa8a n *
nmsi&ed bt a l e m o t b
lance A. B. 14 feat 9 i n f b
A.-H*yncJ
& . d c C e r r c r -At. k
i n kngth. This nsted on i
.fukmm A. C . I I ket 6 t
high, a rod o r bamboo B.D8
14 feet in
by which
the workman rakes iind Im- e.a
the bucket D. contahing
789 cubic in-.
Depth of the well from the m f a of
~ the earth C, E. to the
surface of the water F. 14 Ptr 9 inches ;height of the end df the eanal for M ~ C away the water G. 3 feet ;Total height to which the Water is rained, 17 feet 9 inches.
The far end of the lever is loaded with mud I. I. m a8 exactly to c o o e t e h - '
lance the pot, when full of water. The average time which the workman t o e k b
raise a pot of water, wss 16 seconds : by tbis means, therefere, ti man ean in an
boar raise about 671 gallons, to the height of I7 feet 9 iaokes. If the dsptb of tbe
well be h e , as is usndly the w e , the qhuutity raised by the same labour will &e
much greater, but in what proportion I did not .soerhin."-F'd.
I. page 263.
" Cohr-In thia .immediate neighbonrhood,the Ymhrmath.t are wroeght by men,
walking baekwardaand forwards onthe lever,^ preferred.Tberearehere two k i d ;
one in which two men w d k on the bhace,which baa a bucket containing 4U) seers,
o r 9#& ale gallons, and which can raise thin five men's height, or 26 ft. 8 in. la
the other kind, one man only walks on the lever, and can raise 32 rn o r
71$?& ale
from the depth of thres nren's s t a t i q , o r 1iie 9 for the men
here b&g ih g e b d l md,5 f feet arc reckoned the ordinineq humen stature. T h e
k of this dam, reckon, that the s a m number of men will miw mom water
p t h e 1 a r p yat-5 thao by tbe sm&r one; b ~ mooh
d
mom by their .NU0%
lhrn by the yccrana whiah ia wrought entirely from below: of this, however, I am
doubtful.
The tnaohine he* is eqa* naed with that described at Baagalere. I emmined
ene while it was at work, and which was wrodght by two men on the lever. It
raised water only eight f(. and at each time 35 seer8 only e d d be emptied from
the bucket-It
drew waMr six tihes in the midUte; and consequently' raised
3066 ale gallons in the hour, o r 1822 gallons for each man ;.but at Bangalore each
man can raise 671 grllons to more thao double the height. I have seen the singla
@*an8drawing water from about eight feet deep, at the rate of seven times a minu@;
k r b i c h means a man r~ raise I171 gauons an b o u r ~ - ~ o I.
~ ,p a ~ N
e 1.
~ m a l a ~ o ~ a g . -observed
I
one of the machihea for tliuing waterclrlled aydidm.
which W a s made on a better coostructiun than those above theGhkts. I t wbs ~ u g h r
one man, who staod on a plank mnlng p w e l , tethe leter, and p t d cm OW
~

x
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side; mo thU tbe side of tho l e m p n d p r i d e 1 to hi6 fact!, and be Wan in w dsb~r Of being hnrt by the hbaket coming up between his legs, as happens when ths
m ' s face W s toward the end of the lever. The levet was made of a bambtm, and
theweight waa a large &one Bred by a swivel. The bucket was made of an excavated piem of wood, shaped like the half of a Cheshire cheese, and when full of water
ass lighter t
h
~
the stone, which, of course, raised it witbent any exertion ef the
l&ourer. From a well 161 feet deep, the man raised four buckets in a minute 8 each
o d n i m g 2 0 9 h cubical inches, or about 178 ale gallode in tbe hour." Yol. 11.page 461.
Great B1Japura.-"
In some placrs of this vicinity, the ground for s n p r cane is
m t a r e d by the machine which the Mnsaulmans call Ptccffili, and the natives
CapiUi-It ooasists of tno bags of skin raised by a cord passingover a pulley, and
d r a m by two oxen or b n f f h s , deacendihg on an inclined plane. The great imperfection of this contrivsnoe seems to he, that the cattle are forced to re-ascend the inclined plane backwards ;but it appears tn be a man= of raisin# water very cap able
of being improved, so PI to become h&hly vduahk ;one man mnnages both the
cattle 4 but these work only one half of the day, so that the p ~ c k l l irequire3 the
laboar of ow man and fonr beartl. The cultivato?a here, reckon that one p c M &
will raise d - m u c h water as nine men working with the largest yatam, on which
twe men work the lever, or as w e n tnen, earh working a single yntam. This seems
te confirm my opinion of the superiority of the k t mentioned machine. The
eost of the cattle in not reckoned to be more than that of one man, as they p t
no other provision than the straw of the farm, which they convert into manure,
and which would otherwise be lost."-Yol.
I. p. 356.
Madliyfri-" A capilli whieh I examined, the water being 19 feet 8 inches below
the m u r k , emptied its bucket, on an arerage, once every 36 neconds, and at each
time brought up 32% ale gallons of water. One man and two oxen could work it for
eight hours in the day, and thus draw up dsily 26,280 gallons.-Double the quantity
may be had, from the mme well, by a double set of a l e ;s t o p however, frequently intervene, that very considerably diminirh the quantity actually raked."-Val. I. p. 387.

VI1.-On th blamfachrte of WnfltingPaper.
Various are the materials on whiah mankind, in different ages and counh.iss,
have contrived to embody their aentiments~la on stones, bricks, the leaven of
herbq and pees, aud their rimla Pnd barks; d s o on tables of wood, wax, and
ivory ; to which may be added, plates of lead, linen d l s , BC. At leogth t b
Egyptiau p p y m was & m o v e d ; tben parchment, ootton paper, and, lastly, the
common, or linen paper. In some places and .ger they have written on skins of
fishes 4 in others, on the intestines of ~ r p e n t e5 and in others, oa the backs of
tortoises. There a n few s o r b of plants, but hare at mme time been used for paper d b o o b 5 and hence the
term, Mb., d#,
l i k j i u m , tabrla, titk,
#=he&, qc. which express the ~ c v e r a l m
of the plant on which they wem
mitten. In Ceylon, for instance, they wrote on the leaves of the tdipot ; and the
Bramin manuscrip~lin the Telinga knguage, SIV written OII leaves of tbe umpana,
O r P+
maladbarica. Hsr~aannlug h
sca#gt af 8 loonstrous palm tree,
called eodda psno, o r Palma trontena A t t e a , rhiab about the 35th year of its
age, rises to he sixty o r m n t y feet high, with plicated leaves nearly round, t w n ty feet broad, with which they commonly cover their homes, and on which they
also write 9 part of one leaf sufficing to make a moderate book. They wriw
between the folds, making the characters on the outward cuticle. In the Mal.
dive islands, the native8 are mid to write 04 the leaves of a tree called m c a rapean, which are a fathom and a half long, and about a foot broad. But the
most remarkable is the r a p a , which has something in it extraordinary ; its leave%
are so large, and of so close a texture, that they cover a man from top to toe, and
shelter him from raip and other inclemencies of the weather, like a cloak ; and
from the innermost subatancd of these leaves, a paper is taken ;being a whlte
and fine membrane, like the skin of an egg, as large as a skin of our vellum
o r parchment, and nothing inkrior for beauty and goodness to the best of
bur paper. Paper is chiefly made among us ol h e n , or hem n rags, beaten
O a ptllp in waber; and moulded into q u a rheeta, of the $ckness
requirrd. But it may J s o be made of neitler, hay, turnipa, kc, M tea is, or of any

-

Additional Notice on Cooling Witicd.
Qing that is fibrous. The Chinese paper is so fins, t b t many of the Empeane
bave thought it was made of silk ; not cowidering, ssp DuHalde, that silk cannot
be beat into such a paste, ss is necessary to muke paper ; but it is to be observed,
that tAe same author afterwards speaka of a paper, or parchment, made of the
balls of silk worms ;and the like, we are assured by others, is done at Cathay.
The incalculable advantages which the moderns have derived from the art of
printing, would have been only imperfectly known, but for the inventionoflinen rag
paper. It has been observed by a French writer, that the dispatch of the procesaea
of paper making is so great, that five workmen ina mill, may furnish suftlcient paper for the continual labour of 3000 transcribers. The European process of making paper admits of three divisions; viz. the preparing of the rags, the forming of
the sheets, and the finishing of the paper. The succession of the several pmcesaes is as follows : Ist, the rags are washed, o r dusted, if they are dirty ;then aorted
into many qualities proper for different purposee. 2. The raga are hlesched,
to render them white; but this operation is sometimes deferred to the next
atage of the process. 3. The washing engine of the paper mill is employed to
grind the raga in water, till they are reduced to a coarse or imperfect pulp, called
hdf-slug$, o r $ r s t ~ f u f in
, which state the bleaching is sometimes performed, or a t
other times it is bleached in the washing ehgine during the grinding. 4. The hay.tuf is again ground in the beating engine, and water added in s a c i e n t quantity
to make a fine pulp ;which being conveyed to the vat, the preparation of the rags is
m p l e t e d , and the pulp or stuff is ready for making the sheets. 5. This is done by
8 workman, who takes up a quantity of pulp upon a mould of fine wire cloth, through
which the water drains away, and the pulp coagulates into a sheet of paper.
6. Another workman takes the sheet of paper off from the wire mould, and receives%
upon a felt; he then covers it over with a second felt, evenly spread out ;and continnea this operation, which is called couching, till he has made a pile of sheets callcd a paut, containing six qnirsg 7. The past of paper, with the felts, is placed in
the vat-purr, and the whole is subjected to a strong pressure, to prew out the superfluous water, and give the paper a solidity and firmness it would not otherwise have.
8. The pile of paper is removed from the vat-press, the felts talten out from between the sheets, and they are pressed again by themselves for a certain time, in a
screw press. 9. The sheetsare taken from the press, and hung up, five o r six together,
o n lines in the drying loft, till dry. The paper is now made, and only requires to be
finished; 5ut i t should be observed, that the greater number of the p s s e a of
finishing are only performed upon fine writing paper, common printing paper being
ready for packing up when dried. 10. The paper, in five o r six sheets together, is
dipped into a tub of fine sire, and afterwards pressed, to force out the superfluity ;it
is then dried again in the drying loft: but in printing paper, this process is rendered
unnecessary, by sicing tbe stuff whilst in the engine, and adding certain ingxedienb
11. The examination of each individual sheet of paper is made, all knots and bma
are removed, and the bad sheets taken o u t 12. A very large pile of pager is made,
and pressed with immense force, to render the sheeta fiat and smooth. 13. The
pile is taken down sheet by sheet, and another made, ahd without turning the sheeta
over ; by this means new snrfaces of the sheets are brought in contact with each
other, and the pile being again subjected to the press, the surface of tbe paper is
improved. This operation is called parting, and is repeated two o r three times for
the best papers. The paper is now counted into quires, and packed up into reams
for market. Thns, one of the, dirtiest and least promising of articles is converted
into one of the most IwuW and even delicate ;and thns a material is made by art,
capable of bearing our thoughts and feelings through time and space : which in i b
rude and unimproved st&, would appear only fitted to be east for& or t&
nuder foot.
G. W.
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VII1.-Additid Notice oa Cooling Wises.
I n our last number we re-published a letter from Dr. Walker of Oxford, on tho
means of producing artificial cold, with reference to cooling wines. The experiments having been followed up in Calcutta, a shortaccount of some practical results
ma not he unacceptable to our readers, aa affording them instructione how to obtain
wit{ certainty, and at a s m d expense, one,of the m
f 1-iw C I boI ~J.&wWS
where ice cannot be procured.

I
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Additional Noti~eon Cooling Wims.
The s'alte e m p w in producing d f i e n l mld, are saltpetrefihwa) ,sal-ammonia
f&s&&dt.li), and Glauber's salt : the latter may be obtained by solution and cryatallisation from the native salt called C,h&a nGn.
T o produce the greatest effect, the proportions are, to 16 parta of water, five part8
of snltpem, five parts of salammoniac, and six parta of Glauber's salt. The salts
should be finely pounded and quite dry.
At the temperature of 80', saltpetre and ad-ammoniac will each, singly, produce
acold of about 25 degrees, when dissolved in water to saturation; that is to say,water
at 80' will be lowered to 55' by saturating it with either of them. At the same ternperature, Glauber's salt will give a cold of 20 degrees. But it must not be supposed
that the combination of the t h m salts will produce 26 25 20 or 70 degrees of
cold. The reason of thin is, that when water has dissolved a certain quantity of
one salt, i t cannot clissolve cia much of a second, or a third salt, as it would do of
each singly. The greatest degree of cold which can be produced by the three dalts
in combination is about 56 degreos, that is, water at 80° will be lowered in its temperature to 2g0, or three d e p m below the freezing point. A much leas degree of
cold, however, is sufficient for every useful purpose. One part of aaltpetre, and one
part of sal-ammoniac, to three parts or measures of water, will produce a cooli
mixture of 40 degrees ;and three quarts of this cooling mixture, in a pewter v e s x
cased with wood, will cool a quart bottle of water or wine, much beyond what any
abd&r can effect with saltpetre alone ; and as cold as claret, for example, can be
made, without destroying the flavour of the wine. The wines which can bear the
greatest degree of cooling, are chgmpaigne and hock ;and these may be cooled
down to the freezing point, by the most powerful mixture above mentioned.
Saltpetre and sal-ammoniac compose the best cooling powder, aa they can be recovered by evaporation. But the cheapest e r e is that of saltpetre, and Glaubefi
salt. W e shall presently explain how the latter is to be obtained. The experiment
ts be mentioned in the sequel, was made with the refuse of saltpetre from the Company's refining w o r h at Lsbra, which costs L r e e rupees per maund, and with
Glauber's salt.
Into a tub, lined with sheet lead,and capable of containing 10 o r 12 gallons, four
gallons of water were poured, at the temperature of 78. ;to this were added seven
seers of Glauber's salt, when the water fell to 60'. Seven seers of dry saltpetre in a
state of powder, were then put in, when the temperature of the mixture became 43..
This mixture was capable of cooling five or six bottles of wine ;but the object of the
experiment being to ascertain in what time a bottle of water placed in a m h g
mixture, attains its maximum of cold, or how long it may be kept in that state,
in a proper vessel, such as above dewxibed, o d y one bottle of water, with a
thermometer placed in it, was put unto the tub, and examined every quarter of an
hour, for several houra in succession. I t may be proper to mention that the tub
had a lid fixed to it, to exclude communication with the erternal air.
After the first quarter of an hour, the bottle ofwater wan cooled down to, 470
2d quarter,
45
8th do.
45
3d do.
45
9th do.
46
45
10th do.
46
4th do.
45
1 lth do.
5th do.
47
45
12th
do.
6th do.
47
7th do.
45
From the above, itwill be observed, that in halfanhour the water was cooled down
fmm 78" to 45* ;andremainedstationary at that point for more than two hours. At
the end of five hours it had risen 10 degrees, viz. from 45O to 55', and even then
was 23 degrees colder than what it was at the commencement of the experiment.
Another experiment was made at the same time in another tub, by keeping the
cooling mixture in a constant state of agitation by means of a churn ; but the only
effectof this, was to bringthe water in the bottleto its maximum of cold in aquarter
of an hour, insteadof half an hour, by bringing fresh portions of the cooling mixture
constantlyin contactwith it. I t is obvious that the same effectwill heproduced,whether the cooling mixture be driven round the bottle of wine, or the bottle of wine be
driven akmt in the cooling mixture, as the abclhrs do in the rcis : but many people believethat wine is spoiledby too much agitation or shaking. The plan, therefore,
of agitating the cooling mixtare, ihstead of the wine, has the advantage of cooling the
wine without disturbing it. But in fact, if the cooling mixture be 35 or 40 degrees
eolder than the h i d to be beled, no agitation is necessary. I t is snfhcient to allow
t8o bot& to remain in the wobg v e w l b r an how.

+ +

I t maybeobocroad, th&waterQcrDattaetewtyaddabkwitboardeddc~ln
38 &green. It 4 obviws tbwpfm, tbat d p t m dons n e w csrr produe8 this d&
gree of cooling. In the common way of cooling, also, i n a l e d e n iZI, l
a
d cold
i s rrsted 5 an the great surfaee of the kdes veeecl k in immdhW. amtat with the
w u m air which carries off tke d d . Whereas, a l e d e n o r pewter vessel ePscd w%
thick staves of wood, is pmtected from the external air by the wood, which is a Jo*r
conductor of beat o r oold.
It may also be obsemd, thU the co~liogmutart, to be e M m , sbwld COMUSP
ably exceed the fluid to be cooled in quantity. To d a qmrt beffle of wine, tbe
cooling vmael should be capable of holding seven o r eight qvuts af water: iato
this, pour three q u a N of water, then add tlvee quart mennuns of sal$etrs,
.ed
sal-unmoniac, o r aaltpetre and Glauber's salt, half and half, t h e Wne4lalfmeasure of the one, snd one and half t m u r e of eitlrer of theotber two. The vessel wiU
then be about two-thirds full ;and when the botde of wine ie introduced, the eoaliog
mixture will rise up to the W pf the bottle. I t ie essential to the succees af the
expriment, that whtever fluid is to be cooled, should be under the surface of ahe
coaling tluid. If o d y half the bottle is immersed, tLe upper half of the wine will
remain quite hot as when put in ;while the lower half may be eimled down 38
o r 40 degrees, according to the p s w of the m w m . The cooling 4 will
answer very well if made of a cyliodrieal shape 5 but if made in the
of on
inverted cone, o r bulging out in the upper half, so that the largest b d y of.*
holing mixture may numlmd the upper part d the bottle te be c o o l e d , & e . ~
effect wili be most surely a t t s i d , ae tbe d d deuceads, but will pot m a d .
The C"i16rauir is pmurable I. the Bazar st the rate of t a o Rs. t ma& I t b i n
lump (appawotly a thin cake bloken up), of corvideroMe harrboss. I t is of a
d q grey d o u r , and itg struetare apavrs similar to that of ralenreous et&&k,
being apparently formud by the depoeition of successive layen. We have thenght it
neceebary to be thus minute m our dewriptioa, ip as ma& as the eppeamnae of
the article, being w ve ditTerept from thot of Glauber's mIt, ap our readem hwe
most probably wen it, x e y would be doubtful whether they had obtained the p w
per substmce. It i s to be added, that an purchase& it does not reduce, but a
*
ri.es the tern ratwe (aboat 10'). Tbe truth ie (and the reader will see the t.eesea
of it in the f o l g ~ n extract),
g
that the salt is in the anhydrous state, o r depriwd of
itswaterof crystrrllis~~tion,
in which cane, as it must absorb water, heat is given 0 5
The proportion of the wakz of crystallisation in the crystals of this salt, is very
great, being 55 r Cent; w that 44 seers of the anhydrous kind, if diesolved and
crystallised, shag yield 100 s e r a . In this case, the cost would be less thw gee rupee
the maund. Thereis however a partial d&culty in cryetallising it in the hot weatkc
o r raipspwing to the circumstance of water dissolving a maximuqr ofthe d t s bt 91'.
So L a t supposing a solution evapora&ed over the fire, till it begin to d e p i t cry&&,
and then allowed to cod, the crystals will be m-dissolved and disappear; tbedi$cpl@
may be obviated by lading out the crystals, while the aolution is still o n the fire.
O r a saturated solution being made at 91°, and allowed to cool 41 night @ the tumperatare of sunrise (about 80") will deposit crystals; which beins removed, and the
solution &n saturated, the operation may be repeated, and thls, without any expense of & wood. This method we have fpund to answer, but thg process is tedious. One hundred parts of water will diEaolvr 50,65 parts of a&ydrons salt, at
91°. The m u l t is a solution of 150,65 pelts, which may be considered us 36 parts
water, and 114 the cryrrtsUleed salt. Such a sdutioe cooled down to 80' will deposit 30 par& of crystab, o r one-fourth of what it c 6 n s ;-led
to 77*, it will
deposit 40 pa*;
at 64O, 56 parts ; and at 56O, 788 pelts. So tbat in the d
w&,
the ~~~~d salt may be manufactured very conveniently, and wiexpense af fire wood. For 50,65 seers of the anhydrous salt, being pvt in@100
seers of water, of a temperature of 91°, w d the wlutiop being afterwards
to 56', whieb may be done at that season of the yuar, marly two maunds d ~ r g stals WIU be obtained at once. These wtimates relate, bowever, to &a
there is a large proportion of sediment in the Bazar artirie.
!h
' e following account of the manufwRare of thiq a S a h w e , ia extract& fpms
Dr. Buchaaan's unpublished reports. " Tbe salt called K k i , is made WFR,
at no great distance from the Ganges, sbout four cosws eost from S h i g a , +
factory uf the Company's. The saliw earth, from whence this also is mede, b
&d
&kr, a n d eaorcaoes on the surfof semral plm of Pwgwm&m
B w r a , Godosangr, Bhabah, Jrruy., Pertad, Lri, Rati, Wbapm BLsker, Ooyk
Sanii-pur,
Mahard, Bar* Besgsi, oe4 Bare), ip Ibc W k t s ef Sam ilpd

a;

,
aad mlleedut at the turnace. A little hce
'IIrahnt It in ssrrapcd m 4
straw is first placed oa the ground, and covered r i t h the saline earth to about
four inches i n tbiekness. The dnrw is then burned ;and the burnt matter is covered with a faot o# r m , and that by finm inches of saline earth, when this
straw also is burned ; and the same is repeated seven times ; after which the heap
ia covered with some 6re wood, which is burned.
Zhe burnt saline matter
(Bani) is then pnt into a cistern of clay, and about thfee. thoumnd aeem, or six
t b o e a n d pounda of water are p a r e d upon it. Next day the workmen take out
the appermost p r t of the matter, which had been put into the cistern, and from
whence this water h.s washed the anline parts, and add as much more water ;and
this is repeated again and again, until all the salt has been extracted, and nothing
wmams in the cistern hut brine. This is then allowed to flow from a cock, and
is evaporated in from tbirty te forty earthen pots, placed in a row over a trench,
which semen as afunmce, the fuel being put in at one end, and the smoke corning
out a t the other. The emporetion is carried to dryness, but the khari'
turns out
of three diffemnt q u a l i i , which is attributed t o circumstances in the hnrnhg,
that am? beyond the control of the operator. When the operation har succeeded
well, they procure a whitirh salt in grains, which is called pkd k h f f , and that is
given to cattle. It d e l l s at eighty-eigbt seem (wventy-two sicca weight,) o r pounds
one hundred and wventy-eight and a quarter for the rnpee ;when the operation k u
less sne:cese, a men= impure salt called dmder khan' is procured, and ia med in
the preparation of red lead. It is sold at ninety-six seers for the rupee. When the
operation is least sncces~tfnl,a w r y black salt is proenred in a solid mus. I t is
aUed chmuri khari, being nsed by tannem, and aells at one hundred and twelve
seers for the rupee. All these I have refined into a very fine purging salt, whiohin its crystals entirely resemblas Glauber's sult, but its taste is not near so
strong nor diisgreeable : and I would recommend, that the Commercial Resident
c h d d be directed to prepare a quantity sntecient for the Hospitals. I t would
come much cheaper than the pnrging salts imported born Europe, and is not inferior m quality to the best of them. Should he be doubtful of skill to conduct
the process, be might send a quantity of the crude salt to the Company's Apotheaary at Calcutta, by whom the operation would be, no doubt, more propedy conducttd."
IX.-Qtmi~s rcepecting the Bcrmrfacture of Caoutchouo.
W e have been requested b a hiend to give insertion to the following queries,,
which have been drawn up, we &lieve, by some one connected with the manufacture
of water proof cloth in England. We need not point out to our readers the great
utility that may be the result of any information they are capable of communicating.
What are the trees which yield Caontchouc ?
Is i t produced from any other genera of plant beside8 Heuea (an H. g u t a n d * ) ,
Euphorbia (as E. pnnicea) , Urceoh (a8 U. elaatica) ,Jatropha (J.dastica*) ,lilcua
(various species of) ? Are there not certain s p r ~ i e sof plants which yield caoutchouc of a much better quality than others ? The former yhldingacaoutchoucwhich
nmains permanently tough and elastic, though kept for any length of time ; the
latter, yielding one which approaches more to the nature of glue o r birdlime,
than of good caoutckouc; or which, although sufficiently tough and elaatic, when
newly prepared, gradually undergoes decomposition upon being kept, becoming
soft and glutinous, or bebming converted into a brittle suhstanw, having somewhat the appearance of rosin ;o r which becomes soft and adhesive like pitch, and
remdns permanently so, on the application of a very moderate heat?
Does not the Urceola elattica generally yield caoutchouc of the best quuli ?
Is not the caoutchouc obtained from the Hevea ariancrrcis, also of tolerab -y good
q a t y;
Is not the caontchonc obtained from the different smcies of Ficna which yield it,
universally o f bad quality, being soft and clarmny, a& easily destroyed even by a gentle heat?
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* m e Heuea gmiafi& and Jahopka elastica are one and tbe 6ame plant ;and
both Mme~hare .been.chnnged for .SCphmda ekatica.-ED.

. At what ,agedo the.variow caoutchouc trees begin to F d caoutdonc ? . IB the
csontchouc prepared from the juice of a young tree infenor in quality, to that prep d f r o m t h e j u i c e of a n o l d b w ?
At what wanon of the year an the caoutchouc trees commonly wounded, for the
purpose of obtaining from them thejuice ?
Is there any particular season of the year .at which the juice is cooridered to be
ripe, to yield caoutchouc of a bettex quality than the juice drawn .from the tree at
inyother season ? II this be the case, what would be the wnaequence of preparing .
caoutchouc from a juice not fully matured ? Would the prodact of c . o u t c h ~ ~bec
.
smaller than usual? Would it be of inferior quality ?
What quantity of juice in d o r d e d on an average by a full grown tree ?
What is the average proportion of aroutchouc in thin juice ? at what price can the
manafachued caoutchoucbe delivered by the grower ?
Describe the process of preparing caoutchouc from the juice - Is heat. at all employed in it ? A n nu pnesutiona taken to have the caoutchouc unmixed witb the
other ingredient. of d e juice? Is the caoutchouc m e t e d by any means, and
this d i y aeparsted from the juice ?.or ia the e n t k juice evaporated doam to r
drymum?
Cmutchmc is imported into the country in two very di5erent states. In t4w one
i t generally h a the form of bottlm, shoes, &c. the other of thick cakes. The former kind of caoutchouc haa a reddish brownish, o r blackish colour ;sometimes also
reddish white : the latter in usually white o r yellowish white. The former generally
inodorow, o r haa only a weak vegetable odour ;the latter ia sometimes inodorow,
but iu general, it has more orless of a very 06'ensive odour, somewhat resembling
that of rancid cheese, o r of animal matter in a state of putrefaction.
Whence arise the differences ? we are inclined to believe, not only the eaoutchoae
i n the8e tm caws ia the rodact of a totally distinct genera of plants, but also that the p-as
of prep&e brown or bottle caoufch0~1c,is quite different from that
of preparing the white o r cake caoutchouc.
I t would probably lead to some useful result if a person wbo bas some skill h
vegetable chemistry, were to make a careful observation of.the proeess of msnufreb r i n g esoutchouc, as practised where the caoutchouc tree is cultivated, watching it
c l o d y from the drawing off of the juice from tbe tree, to the conlpIete d e s s i d o n
of the caoutchouc. I t is probable, that be might be able to detect some imperfection in the proass, which would easily admit of remedy ;and that he might thus
be able to suggest a modification of the process, which would yield caoutchouc of a
purer quality than that which ia generally delivered in commerce. The variations
in the modes of manufacture, and the experiment which it would be.worth while
gssying, will of course be best judged on the spot, where he has an opportunity
of observing the local process of the manufacture, and of familirrising himself experimentally with the habitddes of the recent juice.
We would however recornmen@all the following trials to be made.
1. *pare caoutchouc from the juice, by the ordinary process practised among
the natives.
2. Evaporate a quantity of tbe juice to dryness: and preserve the residuum. The
evaporation should be performed either by simple exposure to the sun, or in a vessel placed over anotber filled with boiling water. For the properties of the caoutchouc would certainly be injured, if the evaporation were conducted in a.temperature
exceeding that of boiling water.
3. Boil the juice for from half an hour to an hour, and collect the solid portion
which separates. The juice of the caoutchouc appears to contain always a eonsiderable quantity of a substance possessing the properties of albumen, and which ia
perhaps the most dangerous of all its extraneous ingredients. In this trial the albumen w i l l certainly be coagulated by the heat, and thrown down in a state ofintimate intermixture witb the caoutchouc.
4. Dilate the juice with four times its bulk of cold water, and obseme if the
caoutchouc riaes to the top. If it does, wesh it several timer, by agitating it with
water, then coagulate it by a slight beat o r otherwise. The princi le object of this
trial is to ascertain if the caoutchouc may be separated by simpfe dilution of the
:uice with water, while the albumen (and other extraneous ingredient.). will stiU
remain in a state of solution.
5. . Mix the juice with four times i& weight of water, and &th of its weight of
caustic potash, and boil the mixture for an hour. Let the solid-portion .whj& eo'
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. As ow work has d r e a d ~read& its 9th npmber. we. s h & h obligcdto go back
a little ; and if we should h i t a m o w o w no~elLieasome tkiags not revery new,
yet aa the great majority of o w subscribers, owing to the heavy charges attendIn8 in India the acquisition of knowledge, have not the meaw of keeping thew ac.
,qoirements up to the level of modem improvements, we are persawled they will
not object to this partial retrospect, especially ha it shall only include subjects of
Fed iaterest or imporhrnce ;and even thow more fortunately situated with regard
to the facilities of receiving sup*
of booha may not object to have their memo+
ria refreshed.
1.-NOVELTIE#

IN

SCIENCE.

1.-Mr. TredgoMs new The-

of the Resistance of Fltlida.
ThWe'of our readers who are acquainted with the value of the several theories as
yet proposed on this subject, will be interested to hear that Mr. Tredgold has proposed a n e , one,
~ which as far as we can judge, certainly appears to agree better with
experiment than that generally received at present The importance of the subject
may be in some degree estimated from the fnct of the French Academy of Sciences,
ha5ing offered a premium for the best series of experiments on the resietance of
fluids. We shall endeavour to ~ v aeconcise, but we hope, intellkible account of
Mr. Tredgold's theory.
The resistance of fluids, Mr. T.divides into three parts, 1. The diu lacement otthe
fluid before the body can occupy its place, (direct resistance$ 2. &e re-estahfishment of the fluid in the vacancy left by the body ;(m'nrcs preosure o f the JSuid;J
and 3. Friction.
The direct resistance of water, as mewured by the height of a column, Mr. T. finds
I v' Sin.' d
is equal -ot
: o, being the difference between the velocity of the h i 8

-

-

7

-

-

and that of tbe bod; :a, tbe angle which the surface ofreaistance makes with thr didescribed in a second by the velocity
due to the brce of gravity in vlcuo = 321 feet. The &ur m w r e . ha huhex- viSia.* c : c, being the angle the r e e n g surface maker
pressed by the formula

sation of the m o t i o ~and s,the space,

4

P

with the d i t i o a of motion; a i d a,and g, as befom. Tbe c o m b i i n of t
w9

expressions gives - (2 Sin.' a
A

E

+ Sin.'

h tna

c ) for the value of the resistaw e d u -

sive of friction. wgpn the body is a cube, o r a cylinder, with the ends per~ n d i c u l a rto the direction of the motion, the angles being 90' the above becomes

-- n*
-
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%he friction he finds to consist of two parts ;that due to the body, u d thatdue to
the particles of the fluid itself. The first he supposes to be directly qe the square
of the velocity, and as the surface ;i n which case f being put to signify the height of
a column equal to the friction on one foot surface, moving with a velocity of one
foot per second, this will become, when distributed over the whole section 8 of the
fl

moving body
come

L
and putting I p = the surface ofthe friction, the expression will be8

f l p us.

-8

The friction of the fluid ikielf, he considers as affecting the value of

4 beieg a coefficient depending on the nature of ,the fluid; the
whole friction will then assume the .form f p
(f+ A and consequently the
1 by a quantity A v.

(29in.. a

whole resistance will be v g .

+

4b?

c +fp

(
I
+
second ;

part of the correction for Mction may be bglected in the cane of water.
From the Srst expression he finds the resistance exclnsive of friction on the following bodies, wlll be in proportion to the numbers set opposite them.
A Cylinder with flat ends,
1,
A Cylinder with the hind part a kmisphere,
0,833
A Cylinder with the fore part a hemisphere,
0.A Sphere,
0,433
. .

Mr..T.g t r a ' a ~ f d a a c b n a t d e d l d p a r l s b l g r n a d ebatrscahirlformd.,tb

h t s (Hyold uw, and exprimeat. In the mmpariaon made with h a a t ' s
~ p a m i q u eTO=
,
ii. p. 411. o r ~ o ~ i n ~ aPL~LVOL
~ a e ii.~ p: 2 9 T t h e acmordis kaly s u r p r b i q , while the diffmnct! of the d d theory, from expeiimelrt, b sumcieet to show that in practice it was worth n o w . Thm, w h the angle with*
d i r e c W of motion wss 90". the iesistanoe by experiment, by the old theory, andby
t h e new, in made 1008. &n the angk ia d u d to 6O. the nqiamm in
ment 3999 :-bpIbe new theow (includina friction) 3678;or
. (dudiw)
.
- 3341 ;by tk
old theory (&clnding frictioi) '109.
I n a comparison made between the results of hia form&, d the exprrimenta
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made b Dr. Hutton on the resistance of the air, the m t t t islikewise n clore
a n d stii more in another series in which the body wss a ball, 2 i n c h in
T h e resistance increasing accordingto the velocity from 006 or. to I700 as. exhibib in
but two instaneea, a discrepancy amounting to & and in one of these it u I-, in tes
o t k r minss: And althoagh the coincidences an not so close in some o d o r mmparisons made, yet there is, npon the whole, a sueicient agreement to speak strongly fa
the practical rdw of the formula
of Z h d ~ l ' 8Hypbonckr.
2.-Proped -1
Mr. Jones, an inatmment maker of London, proposed a modification of this inatmment, tending to lower itr price and make it mom portable. I t consisted tn dispensing a l y t h e r with the two balls and connecting tube, while the internal tbermometer, w ich was much enlarged, was used not only to indicate the temperature of
t h e dew point, but aleo M the surface on which the dew should con&nm. I t was
i n fact a thermometer with a bent stem and a large bulb, to the lower art of which,
ether was applied, so as to diminish the temperature of the mercury ;a n J o n the uppsr
part of the bulb, which was free, the dew it wse expected would deposit itself, when
from the evaporation of the ether, the temperature should fall to that, at whicb ths
moistnre in the air was condensible.
T h e description of thin instrument was honored with a niche in the P h ~ h i d
T r a ~ a c t i o w ,an h o w r it was certainly not entitled to ;for Mr. Daniel haring had
such nn instrument c o n s t ~ c t e dby Mr. Newman, with two small thermometem
inserted into the bulb, he fonnd there would oceaaionally occur a di&rence of temperature amounting to 7 O between the lower part of the bulb, subject to the cooling
influence of the ether, and the upper one left free. This waa a resultwhich every
one must have expected, and it was confirmed by tbe account the pnrchmm of the
instrument gave, who in fact found that no dependence whatever oould be PI@
o n it.
Mr. Fogo of Leith, hse recently returned to the subject, and in a late number of
Brewster's Journal, he recommends the simplification of the appvatus as too expensive and bulky for the ordinary purpdms of metereology. He conaidem the two
halls and connecting t u b eqtirely superflaons, and indeed it does appear an indirect mode of proceeding to apply the cooling substance (the ether) not to the hall
to be cooled, but t o another connected with it. There is here a double mpomtion ;
the ether evaporating from the covered ball, and from the one connected with i t Thin
rendern the proceas more tedious certainly. Mr. Fogo asks why should not the e t h r
expended on the covered ball, be used to produce a direct effect on the thermometer.
Hd proposes, in fact,that a common therniorneter should he nscdof a cylindrialahape,
the lower half to be enveloped in cambric muelia,confined by a fine silver wire,to wc
vent the spreading of the ether on the upper half, which might vitiate the expekmknt.
The lower half being dipped in ether, the thermometer will hegin to fall till hav'
h z
reached the tempefature of the dew point, dew will be deposited on the
whicb b i n g a bright reflecting surface, will inataatly show the slightest daliing.
I n the general principle, Mr. Fogo's modifintionin the same as that of Mr. Jones,
and musttherefom be subject to the same objcctioh. Mr. P. notices this, but considers the difference of siae of the thermometer as a sufEcient answer. There in no
r e m why the bulh should not he M small M that of Daniel's arrangement; and
aa in tbe latter, only h.lt the bulh in immersed, it ia evident that the objection is
equally good o r bad, as made to either i ~ t r u m e n t .
A different modification hao been strggeated by a Mr. Cumming, in a late number
of Brande's Journal. A glass tube is proposed to be employed, open at both end8 ;
a thermometer being ruspended within & tube, has ita bulb s u m n d e d with
sponge, which t rlso in contact with the s i d a of the tahe. Etber being poured on
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Che sponge the. temperature fdls, and if thc air be not very dry,moi8tnis will be deposited on the outside of the g l m tube, wheri the sponge is in contsct. The thermometer is then read off, and mnst give the temperatnre of the tube on wbkh tbe
dew has w n h a e d , and consequently the temperatun of the dew itsell. If the air
be dry 'and the- action of the instrument sluggish, a blaet of air driven by a small
bellows through the tube, will accelerate the pmeesa. Mr. Cllmminfs arrangement appears to us to be wnvenient ;it can easily be t r i i by any one who has one of
those thermometers encloeed in a ~ylindricalglass tube (which ure so annmon in India), a little ether, and a bit of sponge. If the tube be not open below, a piece may
be easily cut off with a file.
Oui readers are susdently aware, that the observation of the dew point is BH
only certain means we have of measuring the humidity or drynesa of the air. Every
orher hygrometer ia only useful4n as much as it enables ue to deternine this point,
however indirectly, The observation of the dewpoint must then always he the
teat oEacdnracy of every hygrometer : it enables us in fact to form a stundard, with
which we can compare the indications of every instrument p r o p e d for measuring
the humidity of the air. Daniel's hygrometer offers certainly, a neat and elegant
method of performing the experiment. Yet it must be confessed, thatit is too expensive ever to come into general use. Mr. Cumming'a modification of the arrangement, places within the reach of most observers, the means of making obnervations which the scientilic meterdogist must frequently have reeoume to,.whatever instrument he use for the ordinary indicatione.
D.
3. Mr. Wheatatone'a Mi~~~ophons.
This instrument consists of two plates of metal, of one inch in size, so as to cover
the cavities of the ears ;each plate has a wire about one-eighth of an inch in diameter, riveted at one end at right angles into its centre : the wires being about
eighteen inches long, are bent round, a little distance from the plates, and brought
together side by side at the extremities, where they are united by brazing, and
jo~ntlyfiled to a point. When this instrument is used, the plates are put over the
ears,'the spring of the wires holding them with suficient force against the head;
the point or apex of the microphone, is then to be brought into contact with any
part, the phonic vibrations of which are to be ascertained. The vibrations are conducted along the wire, and being communicated to the plates which close the ears,
these vibrations are reciprocated by the enclosed volumes of air, and the n e w s of
the ears powerfully affected. By the use of this instrument, the vibrating parts of
the sounding board of a guitar, harp, or other instrument, can be at once ascertained,
and the irregular sources of noise and mechanical action in machinery discovered,
when every other trial has failed. So powerful is the effect of the microphone upon the ear, that by it the most uninitiated can at once be made to perceive the
d e c t of chord and diacord.
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P.-hf~sce~~n~eous
NOTICBS.

1. Dr. Thomron, and Professso+ Bereelins.
Dr. Thornson,thewellknownau+or of a System of Chemistry,in 4mb. having m.
cently published a new work, entitle, A n attempt to e8tobkh rkeJ&~t prijwipks of
ChenJaty, consisting chiefly of determinations of the proportionate weights in which
bodies combine, or as they are called chemical eguivdeuta ; Profemor Berzcliur of Stockholm has published some very severe strictures on it, wt heeitatig
even ,to accuse the Doctor of fhifying results, or as a more home1 word would
better express it, of scretoipg, so as to bring them to the r-rd
of
theomtical
notions. Dr. Thomson has published in the Annala for March his aasner&ving various particulars of his analyses and details of his mode of proceeding, with
which we shall not trouble our madera.-"
Non nortri 6:t tad= c-rure
lar."
One remark only we shall make. The 'editors of the Ann&, and Dr. Thornson
himself, seem greatly scanddised at the charge ofBerzelius as implying a d J E d a ,
pr want of common honour and honesty. But '' 'twere t o consider too curiously
to consider so."-We
liww in how gentle, yet persuasive a manner tbe genim
of hypothesis can mislead her votaries ;and when we refer td the historg of the
many serious scrapes into which the unqary amongst them have fallen, from the
tricks of this, Will o'the wisp, we u n n o t b u t smile a t an attempt to magnify the
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fmd* 1 o r 2 per c e n t
or- of s a y ingrsdient, into a crime similar to thatof
fel&ody and bnrglariowly entering the houses of any of'the King's lieges.
We consider Dr. Thomson's attempt to prove that all bodies comh~nein weights
which are multiples of hydrogen, to be useless, if not mischievous ;and for this
simple w o n , that as from the i m p e r f h n of dl human d e w and etperiment,
and the smallness of the unit (hydrogen,) every determination muat necessarily
come within such a quantity aa the lover of hypothesk t h i s may be neglected--may
be in fact added o r subtracted-nothing is gained ;while if the addition o r s u b t r a c
tion he made in the direction of the actual error, something is loat, and the accuracy of chemical research impaired. Lord B ~ c o nsays, "Homo raturcr,ndniakr et
iaterpre~;tantum facit sf iddigit, quantum de cwrhKe ordinere wlrneRieobanacmcril
ampk'uarcitout otest." I t may be said, however,that there is Madvantap in
having the numbers on&e hydrogen scale, whole numbers, which is unquestionably
true. But we may satisfy onrselves with using the nearest whole number without
necessarily adopting the doctrine, and we may retain the more correct determinations
to refer to when required. A Mr. Rainy, a pupil of Dr. Thomson's, has in some
former numbers of tbe " Annals," stated well grounded objections to Dr.\Thomson's
fundamental experiments on the proportionate weights of hydrogen and oxygen,
showing that they by no means warranted the conclusion of these weights being
in the exact ratio assumed. The course hitherto found best suitedto the cultivation of
science, has been first to accumulate a mass of correct experiments, and then to
thearise. By pursuing this course astronomy has become what it is, a monu~nent
of the sagacity of man. By pursuing an opposite course, geology has till lately
, been a bye word and term of reproach amongst all men of judgment Let the
chemist make his analyses unfettered by any hypothesis. and the theorist may
then epeculate on them with safety : but to attempt to establish tbe first principles
of chemistry, by running after fanciful notions, which it is impossible to proye,
and whirb if proved, are of no use, is to say the least a waste of labour.
X.

:net

3. Ovqfowfng Spriryya.
It has long been understood, that two sheets of water, capable of furniPing

constant springs of wholesome water, rising above the soil, flow under the basin
of Paris. The one is between the chalk and green sand, and furnishes gushing
springs wherever it is allowed to escape, provided it be in a place in which the twothirds which enclose it, remain intact. The other sheet of water, lower than the
first, is, nevertheless, capable of rising higher. It is equally wholesome, and is &o
capable of furnishing constant springs. Its position, however, has not been ascertained until lately; but it has been at length found by labourers working at the
wet-dock of Saint Owen. The water rose in the first instance with great noise,
and, after several applications of the pump, was brought to the level of the soil,
o n which it Bowed impregnated with a great quantity of green sand. In a short
time, however, it became pure, and eventually threw up a jet of considerable
height, and consisting of a large quantity of water. I t has been recommended to
bore for this water in the least elevated part+ of tbe French capital ;such as the
Hotel de Ville, the Pahis Royal, the Jardin des Plantee, &c.
A well has been bored in the Duke of Northumberland's grounds at Sion, to
the depth of 535 feet. The first twenty feet bored through, consisted of loose gravel and sand; to this s ceeded strong blue clay, to tbe depth of 410 feet; next ten
feet of green sand, and %en between thir and forty feet of loose chalk ;and finally, very firm and hard chalk,.to the d e p z A stmng spring was found in tb green
sand, bat it was not powerful enough to rise higher than thirty feet from the s w face. The next spring was found in the solid chalk, and the two springs united,
now rise to the height of five feet above the surface, and the water flows over at
the rate of five gallone per minute, of a temperature of 56.' Fahrenheit.

3.-New PATENTS.
1. Patent MetaUic C a b a m .
[Messrs. Buckland and Smith, 3 Purnival's Inn, London.]
The Caisson is a hollow metallic box, open generally both at the battom and
top, the thicknew of the sides proportioned to the strength and gravity required, and the mode of uniting being by dovetail. I t is proposed that each caisson be
seven feet in length, five feet in height, and from two to five feet in width, accord-

to )he nature of the work in uhich it is to be need. Cahsona conStitn(ing
foundahone should be closed at bottom, and in raising one tier above another, each
layer would become united to those immediitely above and below it, by eommencing the alternate rerticsl courses with a half cusson.
The results of ~ a r i o u scalculations of the comparative expense of granite a n d
east iron caisson works, give in some cases 20per cent. in others 30 per cent. nnd
even 50 per cent. and upwards, in favor of the caissoorr ;and tbe adrantap in saving of time, v h i d in works on the coast is o b v i o ~ l yof the highest importance,
it is estimated will be a t least four-fiftbs in favor of the latter.
The interior in every case is filled with liquid lime and rubble, or other saihble
material to be fonnd o n the spot, m,as to form a sblid maas, girt with metalPdentee'a A d m V h e n t .
*
2. Ncu, Threshing Machine.
A portable threshing machine has been invented by Mr Rider, a mrcbanic and
small farmer, who resides upon thewallop estate,in the parish of Westbury, Wilts.
The inventor is recommended not to exhibit the machine publicly until he h m
obtained a patent, o r entered a caveat, which may be in a week o r two. The
prin@ple of action is simple ;and it is calculated, that with the power of one man.
i t will make three hundred effectual strokes in one minute. If the experiment
(which will be publickly made) prove successful, the utility of this machine willbe
grat to farmers who have eitber uplands, or lands at a distance from their farma 8
as this machine can be removed with as much facility as a winnowing mach'ine,
and it4 cost will not exceed &8 or $?lo.-New
Monthly Magaeine, No. 99.
8. Sir R. Sepping'r Patent for an improved conutruction of Muto and Brmrsprits.
The object of the patentee is to makelarge masts with small balk, in more numero w pieces, by which their cost will be considerably less than when made as usual
of large R i a fir, in fewer parts of greater dimensions. The head and the beel of
each of the masts of this new construction, are to be made of the same shape, in order that they may be turned upside down in case of accident The pieces of Wk
m to be cronnected by trennels, conks, bolts, and hoops.-New Monthly Magazimc,
No. B.

4.-NEW PUBLICATION^.
1 Organfc Remains.
Mr. Charles Morrens haa just published a pamphlet, entitled Remre Sybt6mntipuc
du Nwoeller Dicouveries d'Ossemffm Farsiks fades duns le B ~ a b a ~Meridional.
~t
with Lithographic plates. '
This pamphlet contains facts and observations highly i~terestingto the student
of geology. The researches and discoveries made by the author, prove that there
formerly existed in this country,not on1 animals like those of the equinoctial regions, but d o other species, such as s& exist near the pole. The foasil bones diacovered in several places belong to animals of the 'following species : the badger,
the elephant, the hippopotamus, the whale, sparrows, waterfowl, reptiles of various
kinds, -tortoises, lizard& toads, and various fishes.
The quarries of St. Giles, Milsbrock, Suventhem, Woluwe, and in ihe environs
of Brussels, have furnished the greater part of these bones, which appear to be ane
tidiiwian.-For. Qu. Rm. vot. iii. p. 337.
2. Baron Cnvier'a Regne rJllimal.
Baron Cuvier has j u t published a second edition of his valuable Regne A
d
&hikg &pr& son Organiaatim, whieh originally appeared in 1816, in 4 vols. 8vo.
The work is now increased to five volumes, of which the two last, containing the
mtacea, spiders aad insects, are composed, as in the first edition, by M. Latreille.
As ane&ssary accompaniment to this, M. Guerin, a Parisian artist and naturalist,
has just commenced the publication of an Iconographic du Regne Animal de Bz. la
Baron Cumer, in the same size as the book which is to contain a representation of
one of the most remarkable speeies of each genus drawn from nature. I t will be
comprised in twenty-five livraisons of ten plates each, beautifully engraved, and ail
ofwhich will pass under the inspection of Messrs. Cuvier andlatreille. The c o l o d
copiea $re executed with extraordinary care. Some @etaare also printed in qua+
--Pot.Qw. Rev, vol. iii. p. 319.
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SCIENCE.

I.--&

tlrs mast eligibla Form f w the C o t ~ t r u e t hof a Portcrbla
Barometer. With l Plate.

I t h a been often made a subject of regret amonget those who take an interest in
the enquiries of the metereolofit, that there is no
ere
such
P
lllu
a taa
sk well executed,
Of an
instrument in such general use as the barometer. Z
and the different forms of the inatrnment,-as u s d y made for ode, accurately de.
seribed ;their respective advantages and budvantages clearly stated and corn ared
with their prices ; there is little doubt but it would be found highly useful.
the

'&

person des~ringto posseas a barometer, and wishing that it should be capable of answering the purpose for which he requires it, it ia surely of importance to be made
acquainted with all the peculiarities of the instrument, and of the modilicatiool
whlch may be induced b any particular method of constructing it. I t is not uncommon to see a person, A r want of this information, burden himselfwith anexpensive instrument, which proves, when it comes to be used, totally unserviceable ;while
an are misled so far as to think a perfectly accurate barometer may not be had for
about one third of the sum generally paid, or even less.
In the absence of such a work, I propose to ive, what perhaps m y not be withm t its use, a descri tion of a barometer which haveempWdforthe lastfive yeam,
and which has fulb answered my expectations. I consider ita a d v a n p to he,
greater portability, less liability to accidents, and greater economy in the rst coat ;
while no diiculty is fomd to attend the applying new tuba, when in the w u n e of
time the old are broken. Excepting in some instruments constructed by Berge, thia
operation is not easily performed; so that when once the tube of one of these exp9nsive instrulnenta is broken, there in no repairing it without sending it to England.
Thin is a serioaa objection.
A barometer is b many supposed to be a very mysterious and complicated machine ;whereas, in deory nothing can be simpler : and the nearer this simplicity in
adhered to in practice, the dore nseful is the barometer likeiy to be. After aU the
talent w d mechanical contrivance that has been brought to bear on the subject, I
am inclined to think the old and simple arrangement of the tube standi in an open
wad of me
is not on1 the best in every other point of view, but% the most
portable. 0 2 w e r e to
of any possibie improvement on it, it would be tbe
form geoerally ased on the continent, where they give the tube the sy hon shape, and
by that mcaol dispense with the cistern. The farmer arrangement !have now used
for five yeam, d d n g which period I hare constantly been on the move;and I can give
my teshmony to its superior rtabil' durability, accuracy, and above all, economy.
Thme commonly called Eglefie% portable barornetera are, as every one who
h u aaed them kwm, lmbject to derangement by the leakage of the mercury from
the d e n &ern. This, it is m e , when the evil goes no further, may be corrected
$ comparing them with a ntztndard ; but as a person travelling cannot carry with
hun, or have access on every occasion to a standard of comparison, and as the
leakage is still liable to occur at any time, obnervations made with ruch a baro-

!
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meter are always liable to suspicion. But the evil is e n n greater &an this, for the
leakage may continue till the mouth of the tub within the cistern is exposed : air
now enters and dislodges the mercury. The conseguew is a lengtheniog of the eolnmn: but if this i n m e in the column should happen, ns it often d m , to be counterbalanced by the fall occasioned by the sinking of the suEface of the mercury in the
cistern, a comparison made with a standard would f d to detect any derangement.
The observer has his confidence restored, and is only finally undeceived (when the
mischief is irremediable) by tbeintruaionoftuore bubbles ofairoccasioningthecolumn
to lengthen, when from other considerations perhaps he knows it should be d i i niahing. The instrument has now become useless, and the emrbrtant sum originally
d for it lost, unless hewill sendit to Enghnd : for in none of these barometers that
have seen is there a contrivance to allow of the purchmer supplying a new tube.
The vexation in fact attending the Lee of one uf these barometen is not to be told,
i t must be felt ; and to those who may think I have exaggerated the ohjections, I
would recommend to make a journey through any difficult and wild country furnished with one of them; and d they do not obtain a111pleproof of the justice of my
crtrictures, they will be more fortunate than1 have been.
The objections, however, which I have stnted, do not apply to aJl portable barometers. Tro hton's f q instance, are excellent, and in every respect indeed perfect
save that &rice, which is enorloonsly high*. Berge's are very good and cheaper ;
but in a set of six that came to rbis country, and whicl~I saw opened, not o w arrived in order, the tubes were all broken, a proof they could not bave beenvery portable. The wooden cisterns which have their several screws fitted~nEnglandbecome
'deranged in this country from the great differences in the hygrometric state of t6e
air ;add to which, though cheaper than Trouglrton's, the are stdl dear+ Dollond
makes very excellent instruments to order: their prrce, 8owever, I have reason to
think is $la0 high: ; as indeed must be, while made on the plan generally adopted :
that which I am desirous of recommending, having but little work about ~ t must
,
be
cheap ; while I am of opinion, that in durability and portability, they exceed any
yet made.
Mr. Newman, an instrument maker in London, has lately brought out a barometer, in which he thinks he has successfully obviated the objections to Englefield'~
plan, that of continual variation in the zero point, without any means of detectingit.
He has substituted an iron cistern for the wooden one, by which leakage being
entirely prevented, as he says, none of the derangements I bave deacrrbed, can possibly arise. But as the iron cistern has still a wooden lid, there is left a possibility of
derangement, and that there is something more thnn a mete possibility, wdl be evident
from the fact that I saw one of these instruments which was purchased for the late
Dr. Abel, at a price of 200 Rs. and in which there was a considerable bubble of air.
The instrument was in fact unserviceable. A second of these instruments I saw
in the possession of another gentleman, who spoke favourably of it. But I afterwards understood from him, that being packed by the maker in a neat k d h
care, with a strap attached for buckling round the bodyfl, the case leather which
was made to fit too neatly, in the dry weather contracted, and in the efforts made to
extract the instrument, it was broken. The maker havi sent no spare tubee, M
expensive instrument was thus rendered totally useless. %is is an objection that
does not apply to the form I a m advockting. In this, the only expensive part is the
brass-scale, which is always applicable to another tube.
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200 Rupee8.a piece.
-f About 300 Rupees the pair.
f 350 Rs. the pair, I think.

It is e m o r d i n a r y that in making instruments for the Indian market, the &bb
of l andon will not a d ~ rtot the difference in the habits of the two countries. EPcrg
thing appears to be made on the supposition that we are to u r r y the instruslenta
ourselves, and is accordingly so coatrrved as to pack in the smallest compam-'h?
consequence is, that in che great and sometimer suddenatmorpheric change6 i n tbb
wnntry, more inconvenience, annoybnce, and even iqjury, is p d u c e d , than would be
the consequence of their having twice or even ten times the bulk. In India there
are nodifticultiesas to carriage ;-the great source of our troubles is small and C ~ O W
packing obtained frequently by means ofintricate divisions, faatened only with*.
lnstruwent makers should be told, that common glue will not &t a aipgleduy
SeaJon in India, and thin or light wood work is of no aort of me. Every thing ~ntendto
ed for. this country bhould be massive md subsmtial, vithont any ref'portability.
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m e p l w b, as T arid, More, the oldlone of a tabe standing in an opeonssel of
About sir years ago, I sent to Mess*. Dollond & Sons the p d c u l m of
what I wanted, and the following is a copy of their chafps.
Rs.
2 B m s rods, with divisions from 17 to 31 Inchea,
37
2 Brass verniers,
18 Barometer Tubes, filled and boiled, 7a. each,
4 4
51)
12 Ditto
ditto emptp,
48.
2 8
29
These bsre been in constant use for five yearn, and thereare yet remainingthe two
brws.seales and tubes. So much for the economy.
inch, (I would
The tubes were 33 inches long, end of an internal diameter of
recommend $ as preferable.) In conseqnence of the smallness of their diameter,
they stood lowerthan tubes of the full size ;and as I found them differ in this respect.
I compared each of them with the 8tandard tube which I had, P, inch, internal diameter. T h e error being once found, remained pretty constant, but they were s u b j e ~ t
to a small nncertaintyof 01, or 0 3 inch, owing M the smallnessofthebore occasionin
stogaish~~ess
in the motion of the mercury. Po. his reason I would mommen3
any p m o n ordering a similar apparatus from England to fix the size at of an
inch at least This will be ample, and yet not t
m Iarge to make the tnbes less portnble. Tabos of the size, I wed, might almost be throwndown without btraking, o r the
mercury spilling.
by smwa, in which the tube was made t o
The brass scales had two rings a-ed
fit tight by meana of a leather collar, with a cohple of finger screws fortightening the
rings ; these finger screws being loosed, the scale was easily moved up and down
on the tube, and by means of a projecting heel, correctly made to coincide with the
surface of the mercury in the open cistern, the apparent deviation being doubled by
reflection, it scarcely required the sssistanee of a magnifying glass to effect this: with
the latter, however, the coincidence was easily made qnite perfect
The following apparatus was used fdr the purpose of setting i t np, and quickly
+ing
it perpendicular.
A triangular box of eight inches side, with threewoodenfootscrews. affordedstow~etotheseverdlooseartictesrequired for setting up and adjustment; and served also
an a steady and convenient stand on which to fix it during observation. On one side of
this box wasattacheda square pipe, made. of deal, aboutsix inches long,which by means
ofawooden screw could be made perfectlyfixed and steady. Into this square pipe fitted
the
of the barometer, which was made of thin deal board, inch broad, and put
topther by wooden pins, being strengthened with squnre wooden dies at the top and
bottom,about one inch long, on which the sides of tbe casewere serewed, they being
continued about an inch beyond it. At one extremity it opened a t the end by the
front being cut away for about six inches, whicb piece, being afterwards affixed to a
similar square die, conveniently fitted into the projecting part, and held the cover
quite firm.The barometer case, which it ia evident wru! a hollow prismatic rod, being
inserted into the square tube af6xed to the hiangnlar box, was secured by a wooden
screw, and rendered perfectly firm.'I'htcigtern cup, whioh was a small wedgewood
ware crucible, being now placed on the top ofthe box, which hadbeen previously
levelled by the foot screws, was filled with merrnry ham a bottle, which, as well as
the cap, had been packed in the triangular hox. Ttie straining the rnercuryfirom
the oxyd, which invariably collected on its surface in travelling, I suppose from the
motion, wan simply and conveniently effected by means of a notch cut in the lower
edge of the cork, which being half withdrawn, the mercury w e e d through the small
opening in the cork bright and clean as though it had been filtered through a paper
funnel. The tube, with its brass sede attached, were now taken out of the case,
and being aet upin the mercury, was heldin its placeby means of a projectink piece
nttaohed to its wooden case, in the edge of which was cut a notch, somethrog the
shape of the Greek letter CA, and a small wedge of deal, which was always at hand in
the waistcoat pocket, being inhodaced in front of the tube. it remained perfectly
firm,and allowed of the adjustment of the sesle, whirh was mwed up o r down till
the projecting heel aae even with the surface of the mercury.
I have stated, that the triangular box was levelled by the tbree foot screws
pnkously to setting np the barometer. This was effected by means of n plummet,
formed of a silk thread with a masket ball attached,which passed through two small
wooden shtds attached to the side of the barometer case, the boll? in the lower one
bemg made sometbing larger, in order to allow of a judgment as to the thread hang.
k g fredy in the centre. The place of the cistern on the triangular box, being fued
Originally by experiment, was marked, and tbe cistern always carefully placed on the
W k , w that it war at once known, when the plummet hung freely in the centre of
mrjr.

l

tbe l o w hok, that the bm-r
+.s wrticd. 4 mwhg a little to tLe right or
lee, the d e wm essily &gned with the plummet in one dilaetiao, and its elity proved, while in the other they aplkared pmdkl, which indimenaicms of nedy
three feet, allowedof the verticality being confirmed, ce-ly
within half an inch, a
deviation which wodd not oeeasion an m r of more than 1000th of an inch. This
can6rmation was only resorted to o e e r s i o d y when any suspicion of derangement
octurred, though as it did not m p y a quarter of a minute, there waa no reason
why it should not always be practised. I sbodd add, that it was this s m q t i b i lity of check at the moment of obsewation, which induced me to prefer the plummet to a spirit level, which I &tose time thougbt of appIying.
The barometer being now vertical, and the scale adjnsted to the surfam of &e
mercury; the height of the column wan o k e m d and read off. A l i b time wan dlowed it to settle, when it was again read off: the latter d i n g being recorded. If
much difference occurred,a third d i n g was taken : a n d l dJ the temperature oftha
mercury in the cistern waa observed, being assumed to ba the same ae that in the
tube. The tube war now remowd from the cistern, the mouth closed with a cork.
or piece of leatber tied over it, and replaced in its case. The mercury war returned
into the bottle, ahich with the cistern were repncked in the. box, and the caw being
removed from the square tube, the b a r wm abo separated by memm of ita s m w ,
when the whole became portable again.
I have given the above descriptien,
I think it may be bf w e to h a e
who are able to procure unmounted tubea. They may in this w q conrert them
iato portable barometers at a very amall expease of means, and in any part of the
country, however u n s k i i the workmen ; I hsve therefore at the hazard d being
p d u tried to make it ar clear aa I could. To some I feaa the use of such aa apparatus may appear to involve a very W
i
u
a and tmubleaome operation. Bat I can
assure them that so far trom it, the whole could be performed in mu& 1time than the w4ll read the details.
I had, however, a great convenience in
these little operatiom by being enabled to phm the vbobrp
performing
paratus on the top of a box, which invariably aeeompanied me for other parpass,
and which made the height so eoavenient as to allow me to adjuat s t r y W i 6out any constraint of position, one of the graoteat enemies to expedition, aad I rill
add, ta ~ccnracyof obmation. And tbe improvement1have sugpsted at the cornmencement of this paper, having occurred to me, and been adopted, (though branat
of tuba of sGcieut length, I wan prevented doing justice to it,) I foend the operation so shortened, that I could see no o b j e c t i whstewr remaining on thii score.
But it is to be considered, even supposing the reverne were the case, which is the
jnat economy, by devotiag a little more time to s work to finish it so effectually
that it W not require revision, or for the sake of expedition content ourselves with
observatiom thUare of no realvalue,nnd fromwhich no correct result can beobtained?
An objection is sometimes heard, 88 being made to accurate methods, that theg
consume time ;but the very reverse is the tmth, they mve time in the end. At leaat,
it is on such a conviction tht Ifound my rmmmendation of the instrument Ibm
described.
T l ~ circumat6nce
e
of the tube being entirely exposed, and visible in all ita h g & ,
I m i d e x one oT the most vnluable features of this kind of barometer : at the moment of obnervation it ia seen without any tmnble, whether or not the bmawrtcr ir
in perfect order. So that should an air bubble by any means o c c h a b d
in the column, the miechief is ut once detected and remedied before a whole s e r h
af obsemltious has been vitiated, a d the time and truuble expended on them lorti
or still worse, opportunities of obervatiou paseed away that cannot be recdled.
And what is s t d more important, the error is not only detected, but may be cometed on the spot, if a few embers can be got for P e purpoae of reboiing the mercury in the tube. A baromepr which may not st any time, at the moment of observation for instance, and without trouble, be s c d n i s e d , and if f ~ u n ddeCective,
aomected, cannot be conaidered otherwise than imperfect.
No person wbo v a l ~ l t ~
hi time will consent to be encumbered with such an ' .
t.
There is still another objection to the barometer, as ordinarily conakPcted, which
does not apply to this form of the instrument. '
I
%
is the limit to their acale
occaeioned by the cose whether of wood or brass, which M necesrariiy c l o d
s to 17;
for a certain length. Troughton's are divided ooly down to 16 inches ;
and some I have lately wen b Meam. Gilbert and Co. d y to 1
.
x I ordered my brass s d m fro. d u d , 1had them divided down to 17 inches, whi* I
imsgined, then, d d b e thelimitaftheirtrdsupaud. Nowever itprared
BCAS b v e ~ i t r ejevatiop.
d
0~ar umcq
14 imii
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point A t each place' an ob~~emation~waa
made, and the ~eeordp e r m w d y plaa e d , b y making a mark with the point of a penknife on the scale opposite the
summit o f the cdumn. At leisure the quantity was accurately measured, by which
i t fell below the division marked 17. In a similar case, where a barometer of t k
m o r e uaual consctrnction had been employed, the enterprising traveller was deprived
of the satisfaction of knowing to what elevation he bad arccnded: the mercury
sunk d o w n md dimppesred within the closed part of the caw..
A8 before o b m d , I alwayr thought that the instrument wouldbesomethingmore
convenient in use, if the tube were fashioned into a syphon shape ;m d the little experience I have had of such tubes, strengthem the opinion I had previously formed
i n their favor. The straining of the mercury, the filling and emptying of the cistern,
a r e all g o t rid of by this means ;aa .Lo the trouble of carrying so many additiond
pieces. N o r do I think the difference in charge could be v great, or if it were,
tbo purchaser could order straight tub, and himaelf give t o z m the sypbon krm.
This was the c o r n I pursued, but the tubes not having been ordered with reference to thin operation, were deficient in length, no that 1 was not able to give the
plan a fair trial.
A n objection is sometimes made to the syphon barometer, that the scde beiw
fixed, t h e motion of the mercury is reduced to one half of what it would otherwise
be ;while if the scale be moveable, two observations are required instsad of one, and
consequently there are two chances of e m r in&ad of OM. To the first objection
1 answer, that the scale ought not to be fixed ;and to the aecond, that it is so far
true t h a t two observations must be made, I will not say iqetead of one, for I aswrt
that i t i s the impossibility of making the e n d obsewat~onthat renderg so many
barometers useless, except aa mere ~laythingn. This remark does not apply to
Troughten'e, Dollond's, or Berge's.
Under the idea that some of your readers might wish to order from England 8
barometer such as I would recommend, I have prepared a dramng of one (PL
IV.) and sball give a description of such part of it as appears to require it.
Fig. 1 representa the instrument without ita case. The tube is 43 inches long, and
3 of a n inch internal diameter. I t is bent into a sy hou shape, so aa to leave one
leg 33* inches in length, the other 84. A brass scJe 31 inches in length, divided
down to 15 inches, to tenths of an inch, is attached to it in the manner shown in
the plate, with the addition of a screw ring set on at the height of 14 inches f r o q
the heel. The apparatus shown in the plate, ae attached to the heel, is a screw for
slow motion ;the mo&a operandl is obvious. When the heel of the scale is brought
near the surface of the wercury, in the shorter leg, the clamping nut a is fasteqed,
when the screw 6 will be foi~ndto act on the scale, and adjust it to the greatest
nicety. To the heel of the scale should be attached a thin plate of brass, bent so
as to embrace the tube, from the alignment of which with the surface of the
mercury the most correct adjustment may be made. A small piece is cut
out of the heel of the scale for the purpose of hitching on the shoulder of the
ring ; but it would I think be preferable to make the latter, with n projecting
piece to take under the heel of the scale, which should be left even. Another inadvertence in the elevation I may notice. It is the position of the slow moving
scmw c, which to allow the instrument to pack conveniently, ought to be in front.
There will be no difficultyin making these slight alterations. They are corrected in
the s e d o n fig. 2. where the same letters refer to the same parta.
The scale I would have only divided to IOths of an inch, the vernier subdividing
to IOOtbs, it will be so much cheaper, and I am convinced that estimation assisted
by a magnifier will subdivide the 1 0 0 t h ~of an inch an accurately as is required,fuUy
as much so as any barometrical scale I have seen. The reading is made by this
means more simple and direct, and in observations which like these are sometimes
required to be taken in a huny, that is a point of some consequence.
On the continent, the stop-cock which used to he fixed at the bend, has given m y
lately to an improvement suggested by Qa Lussac, of forming the bend into a capillary tube, thereby preventing those shocis to the mercury which occasion so often the intrusion of air bubbles, and even of arresting the progress of the latter in
a large tube ;this is a decided and a great improvement, but such tubes ag I used
were already capillary, and scarcely required any reduction in their caliber. Whether
such a modification would be advisable in a tube of 4 inch diameter I can scarcely
five an opinion. If Dollond or any of the superior makers be employed, it might
be pethap left to their judgment.
As to the manner of setting up such a barometer, I would propose the following
improvement of the apparatus described &we.

m e &tern and supply d mercury bemg got rid'& by the sgphon fonn, We .
tiiangolar board may also be dispensed with. For the aecurity of the glans tabe,
a similar d e n case will be required as in the case of the straight one, formed in
the same w q , of thin deal boards attacbed by ncrews to two sqaare dies, and sceured in the middle by small screns o r nails; or an I think might anbetter, a
square ease of tinned iron, which shodld be painted inside and odt : this wonld be
perhap stronger, and eertsiuly as light M the wooden case, while it would
be of smaller dimenaions, and therefore mofe convenient. As the shorter
leg of the syphon is only 8; inches w h i i the longer is 324, I would have.
tbis case made broader below to ihe above length, and narrower a h ; in
fact made to fit exactly the instrdment: the use of this difference of dimensiom will be afterwards seen, Fig. 3. Whether made of wood o r of iron, the
front should open for the purpose of inspecting the tube. A ring may be so
&xed to the case, that when hung upw¶th the front open, it shall he perpendicular.
As tlie hanging position is not however favorable to obsewation, and as in very
many situntions there may be no convenient support to hang it on, I would propose
to have three stays attached to it, by means of which it may he not only steadily
aopported, butalso adjusted in a perpendicular position ;a silk thread with a bullet or
other small weight being attached inside the m e , to indicate the correctness d the
adjnshmnt. These stays may be either of wood ;or hollow, of tinned iron; and*
may be so fashioned, that wl~enput tbgether they will farm a prismatic rod of two
feet in length, and of such dimensions ns to fill up exactly the deficiency in the uppe?
part of the case, thus completing a uniform prism. (Fig. 4.) They may beattached by
means of ring6 or hollow shoulders fwtened to the barometer case in a why so obriow, that any attempt at explanation m u l & only render it obncure. The bottomof
the caw would rest on the ground, IM well as the supports o r stays, and thus render
the barometer perfectly firm. In order the better to distinguish the snrface of the
mercury and edge of the sight, the inside of the cane shonld be painted black.
A barometer such as I have described, and so fitted up, will 1 am confident give
more satisfaction than any that has yet appeared in the market.

D.
Posfscript.

Since writing the above paper, I have met with the following notice in a late number of the Revue Encyclopedique, of an improvement in the syphon barometer
which I think is well worthy of notice :I shallthereforemake no apology for offering
the paasage to your readers.
" M. M. Savart and Arago made a report on a new kind of barometer proposed
by M. Bunten. Since the first application of the barometer to the measurement of
heights, the ~ugenuityof observers, as well ah of instrumentmakers, has been applied
to modify it in a thowand different ways, an4 this chiefly with the view of rendering it more portable. qmongst these modifications Gay Lussac's appears to us one,
of the happiestg. Its lightness, its convenience, the accuracy of which it is susceptible, have been full appreciated. We must however admit, that in particular circumstances, it is l i a b to derangement ; and that on foot, on horseback, and more
especially in a carriage, if the position af the barometer be horizontal, bubbles of
air are likely, nay certain, to intrude into the larger column. This is the defec8
which M. Bunten has proposed to remove, and which he has accomplished without
sacrificing any of the advantages of M. Gny Lussac's invention. For this purpose:
he constructs the barometer in two pieces, joined afterwards together,the upperene
being drawn out into a capillary tqbe, which is inserted within the lower ;though
which capillary tube the mercury in its ascent as well as der(cent must necessarily
pass. But a bubble of air, if lt make its appearance, ae it always follows the inner
surface of the tube,is at length stopped by the re-~nteringangleformed a t the junction of the two tubes ;reversing the instrument for carriage, the bubble naturally
escapes. This improvement has removed the only objection to which Gay Lussac's barometer was liable, and this without rendering it more fragile."
By a curious coincidence, soon after reading the above&srription,Ihad anopportuuty of examining one of these barometers made by Bunten, and I must a c k m ledge that it very nearly answers my idea of a perfect barometer. The instrument
was remarknhly well finished, contrary to the general opinion on this subject, whiih
seeks to 61d some palliation for the bungling and expenaive contrivances which
w e applied to inetruments of science, as fabricated by London ~ ( i e t s ,in the ela-

he eyphon tube with c8pillPry bend.
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Oii ihe Tides 'of 4hr aim Wli.

.barate a6a aacless finiah given to them.

.The g b t u b hua been already deacnied; it is endoeed in a braes one, which e q u y serms the purpose of arcale, andot
protection in carriage?. Tbe uonii, for there a m two, move by rackwork. The s a l e is
andm
of metres and commences at the middle? .ro that the two reading8 are
. & e r e h e added together. The nonii suhhnde to decimalsof a millimetre, one sub.
,division being ,004 inch. The instrument is auspeaded by a ring &xed to h a
tap, and 80 adjusted as tu hang perpedicukrly. This inrtrnment is eminently por
table, convenient, and .~curate;andto evidenea the latter point, it may be mentioned, that on muparing this instrument with o very fine Tro8gIitun's,. the diferelwa
was found too trifling to deserve mnsideratim.
But though I highly approve of it, and think it the best I hare yet seen, I m m t be
allowed to make the following remarks :-lst, That the outer brass tube which con.oenls the greater part of the glvsn one, is an objectionable y
t
. For,.- I
have before remarked, unlimited confidence cannot be placed In obnervntions made
witla an instrument in which the state of the column can- be reen in its whole extent at the moment of observation. I may-add, that the above mmngement dds
t o the expense.
M y , I object to the rack work, M more e x p d v e and more troublesome thsa a
eliding spring clip, and not m ~ccarata. . I t i
s p i d y inferior to a slow motla
acrew, d I believe fully u, expenah
in the
3dly, And M y , I object to.a BP.giDg bwometet, particularly where,
syphon barometer, both extmmities of the a d o are to be nad off. The time lost i a
endeavonring to make a m m c t o b r e d c m with anah a barometer, a n o d y b
correctly appreciated by thore who bsm tbemdves mule the attempt So that
' upod t
he whole, I am inclined to think the arrangement in )he phte the least ex.ceptionable ; but with regard to the " fundamental featurm" of Bunten's buome
ter, ie.coatnrction of the tube a t the bend, it i t be a lsrga one, and the conaeuetba
of the principd leg in two p&s, with
projecting capillary bbe from tba
upper into the lower half, mncedagbthase vital i m p m m e a b , then ma be
but one opinion. Whether our EegPsh mak&rs will coneant to adopt it, or
if they do, whether they may not charge no high ae to render it too expensive a
delicacy for t h w wbo are likely to require it, is a point that must be conaidered by
those mho are dibposed to make ei.l of, and to order such an htrnment.

+
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the Rdes of the Riuar Ezigli. With a Phte.

The attention of the scientific public has recent1 been directed to the p h e n o m s ~
of the tides which prevail in the HCigti r i m , by d e presentation to the Asiatic Society of the analysis of a most elaborate register of daily tides kept for many years.*
The subject appears highly interesting in its general bearing8 ; when we reflect
that the power of this tide has had auch influence in determining the formation and
peculiar appearance of our lower delta; snd consider the superior advatages which
our position at Calcutta appears to enjoy in its navipble facilities, over most parallel
itions in the embouchures of the other great nvers of the globe. There is then
doubt, that any one who can add to the information already before the public,
will be excused his presumption, should he venture to intrude with his contribution,
the result also of his own meditations on the mbject.
I forward for tbe benefit of your readers, what I think will be c o n s i d e d to constitute a valuable addition to our information on this subject, viz. an abstract ofa
tide register ke t daily at Mud-point on Sbgnr Island, between July 1828f and Ju1y I829 [Pl.
It has not, unfortunately, the advantage of Mr. Kyd's analysis, of
being a general view derived from the observations for many y e m . I t was procured
by my own private means, and to elucidate aome views which I have long entertained, and which are now confirmed. It remains now to compare this abstract withthr
data furnished by Mr. Kyd's tables.

Ee

V.T

Published in our last number. I t is to be regretted that we could not on that occsffom their aim a d number, give the tables, which are lithographic plates.--ED.
t The registry commenced on the 10th July 1828, and did not furnish the exOreme tide of the moath. The otbw paths likewk are influenced by thin circomstance, especially the centre o r mean-peth.

Olr the Tide8 oftha River 'Htigli.
All f h e hare d m k d any a m t i o n to the subject will be a a a n of the ubsdate
.ece.slcp, in order to draw any general e o n e l a s b ~from such taryiag phenomena,
of redacing tbe dnorrstions to meno mults. I h o e m y s d to make thin redncCiw both with the S g n r and Calcnm tidea, am will be clcaa in tbe annexed chars.
IBt metbod of making thia mihetion may, *pa,
be matter of opinion. My
h t idea was to deduce th mean level from the averrge of the spl'in# emtnmea,
flood and ebb, compuedwitb t8e average of the map extreme8, dood and ebb; &m
striking M a w q e born the tidrm of the fall and new moon, which are neeesMlily
mot of the snme exbeat. On compsrimg a result from such data, however, with the
result which is obtamed from the general mean of the whole m o n w floodsand
ebbs, there uppars b be too sensible a di&mnee in the position of the m e of
mtao Led abtaiaed fmm the two rnetheds ; and I therefore incline to give preferr
eeee b the general mean, which is tbat deacribedon the annexed charts. At Sdgnr
either method rill give a rstidrotory molt, the di&mwe being aesmlysensible.
WfthtbeSdgurtMes, tktirst+~wntialwnridemtionis to 5x as bass ofthe system,
w b t m y be celled the unlveraal anra level of the whole gear, or perhapa what is
the same thing, (wherethe positionof the obervcr is so near the mouth of the river,)
*be geneml mean level of the tidca of the hay of Bangals and this I have soppoaed
di&mnt from what 1 har uswmed M the w r o or ~MC-line.
of tbc
rd b be w
chart #o.l.*
We then become anable, nviewing tho phenomena Wd OE
ea thls bane, wbet u the real .ad true ia%wam to be .scribed b the pmailiug
a i d ot: the two monsoons, and d m t the effect d the d i r o h a g of upland water
dun Obe freebes. The path of mean level is our cartain guide to this.
in'3mwu-y we find tiw s o n t w mean l e d I*. lin. below
~n~mtbenrrsz
m b e a lft Tin. abope zero. Tbs lave1 appenm .gain to sink with tite s u b M h y of
CLe loatherly winds b Angnat; and what is at first view si
lu,docs notagain ria
with the ~ a m discharge
t
of the heabee in Septeslbcm t o T e height attainedbytbn
in8uenca of 4 e muthedy winds of May. The im0ucaee of the fnrhes in 18%8:29,
wan evidently rt ita m e m u m betbnr dm Equinox ;but I fancy hnther o b a e m a b a
roPld show thin maximum to vary, as at Calcu#a, between Angut and & p h k ;
depending pa*
upun several ekcaa~atances,such M whether the fintaprings d
September happen with a full or new moon.
The view of the Olleu* c l w t No. 2, is nomewhat more raried. Thc p J b of
mead level, which in the former charf No. 1, performa a kind of double curve, from
the effects of the opposite monsoons, here preaents one single undulation of much
greater extent, bespeaking the preponderating agent upon its levels, to be the drp or
full stnte of the upland rivers. The lowest state of the river appears to happen
January, in the height of the northerly monsoon. The curve then rises with the approach of the soutberly monsoon till it has reached
1RBin. in May. The ri8e.b
then progressive to ita extreme elevation in August or September at 6 h gin. From
thim amount
6% gin. however, mme little must be deducted for tbe depression
aRaOed by the north wimls of 8anuary; the total influence of .the fresh= canwl
terntore be said bo amount to the whde of the above quantity.
For the perfect connection of the t m ~
charts, it cannot but be regretted that we
have ad mre s & i s f a c t = data from instrnmental admeasurement, by which to
w i g tbc exact position of the base line of the one system of tidea, upon the chart
of the other sysbm. Speculation might then give place to certain
and the leveb
of CJcand its vicinity, relatively with the tidea of the SandlPHbads, would be
known beyond donbt.
On the char& No. 2, I bare tramd the path of mean level. which obBina in the
eastern canal, which is connected with the series of salt lakes or mmhes fed by ,
the M e s of tbe Bay, and whit11 forms the eastern boundary to the town and snburbs. Theextreme variation of the tide, which obtains in this canal throughout the
year, is only four feet, and that due to season, or variation of mean level, only Zft
.(in. NOW as thin system of lakes has no communication with the river of m y
moment, (except by Tolley's nnila,) and communicates with a series of tide-creeks
Bd directly from the Bay, whose mean level is affected by inland drainage even
h a than this quantity Sft. 4in., it ssems natnral to turn to this as the link tq guide
us to the solution of the d ' i u l t y ofconnecting the Calcutta andSgSur tide-systems.
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I have in the chart cusumed the meau ktrrsrn the lev& of April, May, h a ary and February. I believe, howew, i t v o d d be mom corm% to .seribagreJe*
influence to the southerly winds, than b tbe lPrtbaly j rrd tbat rhe peep
should be nu inches, or more, below thatus-
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On the fl'des oft& Ritir Riigli.

:

I

F r o m every r i e ~
of the question I have ahpry been led to the orme wdmion,
that the h i s t tide in these marshes muet be bdtw the highest hvals &the p r e n t
tides from which they are fad. Prima fm'e, it certanly appearn bokl.toh.aarda sapponition that the waters d the Bay are frequeatlr several feet above tbese waters,
which are so far inland as 70 to 100 miles, t a k i q the c o q m of the cre&s. . But it
c a n n o t be otherwise, from the principle upon which tbey are fed, .nd their o n r f m
remains comparatively 8 0 conatant.
Diagram l a t will perhap explain this to your readem more clearly &an words
c o u l d express. The case to which it applies is the simplest form of a tide-I,
viz. that in which there is supposed no supply of uplsnd waters.
-.
-

Let 0 be the mean level of the Bay tide, which rises and falls daily to A and B,
respectively. At a certain distance up the creek as at O', the daily variation of
surface is found, to be reduoed considerably, mp.suring only ab, and stili further
reduced at the successive points Ow, Or", where the daily variation is, respectively, cd, ef. At last s point
is discovered, if the creek be su5ciently extended,
where the daily variation disappears altogether, md we observe only a variation of
surface between the full and new moons and thur quarterings. The question then
oocura, where are the bvela of 0'. O", 0"' ~xlativegwith 0. That tbey are above 0
is plain, because the last ebb cannot run as f m l y as the top flood ;and the freedom of expenditure, must invariably be in favour of the flood.
The next question which strikes us, is, whethe the flood levels a , c, e, muat not
rise every where to the same level A A, or whetkz it might not be supposed to rise
even above A A, by the effect of oftlux.
In the first case, the final point where the dailr variation dinappears would be
found on the line A A, and i t would be simple to fill up the remaining curves of
the diagram 0 0' 0" 0'"
a d B b df
But this, I believe not to be the
would be
case ; and although I cannot fix with precision h e exact place where
found, I must, from what data arebefore me, assign some intermediate level between
A and 0, for the+ of every simple tide, creek, o r channel, where no inland supply of
water exists. Nor is it di5cult to reconcile this with the common principles of
hydraulics. The only moving power to the fluid, is the variation A B, which we
may suppose constant at the mouth of a long extended channel or creek. Now it is
plain that this channel, being tolerably free for the passage of the tide, and not converging too rapidly*, before the tide can have reached any very remote point, the
first cause. of its flowing is removed, as the parent tide at the mouth, or A, has
&ady subsided. This principle, which affeeta e ~ e r gintermediate point, according
t o ita distance from the parent tide A 0 B, must at last leave
where the daily
variation ia at lost diaripated below A A.
I find this confirmed in the Dutch table of tides, reduced to the Amsterdam guage o r
pile. The ordinary rise and fall in the Ye, near Amsterdam, an arm of the sea running into the land from the Zuyder Zee, being only lft. Gin.+ while the ordinary r i a
and fall in the Germap sea is 5 feet. The mean level in the Ye, from these data, is
m e n d inches above the mean lmel of the German sea. The sea of Hacdem and
the Dutch canals,of which we possess the levels,cannot be adduced as inatarms, both
being under the influence of sluices, to keep down their mean levels. Many other
caws, however, may be found much nearer to ue, which appear to confirm thie view.

+
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I t is evident, that if the creek conveged too rapidly,theprinciple of afsox wo&
lmve etled in r a k i the top level, and such may still be the ccule in the firrt mouths
of aH these creeks, aa well as of other rivers.
Vide Lalande's ' Canaux de Navigation.'

+

Tb akjustaamidend C t b m o s t a m p l e , d o f w ~ n t - n e e i n t h e
-ter
creebof dl hugu &At& ;elm in the mamy minor outhta d large rivers.
which are only pmthlty amaible b the influence of the upland freshes, and are, in
unne cases, c M mtiwly fm&he main river in the dry months. I have yet to
PBsam the more oomplicated,ca~eofa river subject lo amstsnt upland supply, berides &e dddy i o f l w - a f tide&
..
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In a running stream it has slready been laid down experimentally* and theoretically, that any obstruction or resi8tance offered to the stream, by river, or other
con&knce, o;by the merting of an apposite current, will have the effect, by what
i. called anus, ofnuingthe l m l at the point where it is applied, and also of abectiw the level for a r o n d d r h b k distInCe np the stream, to thr beyond ttia dditional
level created by the obstrhction ht (be psht Itsdf.
This principle done ia su8ieienVla- warrdnt my plaaingths point i n thc Hoogly
tides, (dingram 2), where an inlad upp ply of water n h p s e x h , although varying in quantitf and forte, abote thc level of A A. In proportion ss the inlandsup.
ply is withdrawn in the dry aeasoh; -1 the level of
approximate to A. ;and it ir
by no hieans certain, that in the d$ months ofApril and May, itfloss n o h a d tbe
level of A. Of this, however, we hadnot sufficient data to decide, nor, I am sorq to
say, do wesntliciently kndw the I[& of thettide st every s m n , to detennine the
elevation to which
rises in itb'cktreme, when the i i w b a .re a t their mtuimnm
force. Perhaps aome future obs&atioYa may thmw light on this deside4atom.
Meantime, we must rest cOnknt&l with establidrhg the rsdatibns and relrtioe
levels a t Calcutta, or the a, 6, 6, ol the 2nd d i i , one &p only tows& the
penera1 developement of tbe subjti3.
To assist i t o thb coqn&tionoftlie hrb ttptt?mWf.tidss, we have an instrumental level struck WWeen. Calcutta ,and Biamwd Ha&& ;and altliomh no wmspondibg register of tfd& has everbeeh kept at the lattet @ace, ,to &';d ha an hteme&ae chart, still, the lnwed Rater markhas been ascereelntd within tolerable
certainty. I 'hare marked its pdsititn on the Calcutta ehazt No. 2, and if this lowee
water mark carrespond, as I believe i t mast, within some fewinch- of the lowest
water mark at S w r , or &dswers.tolthe mark-8th Oin. on O e char( No. 1, then
wiH the dotted lihe, Which I have drawn somewhat more than tbra feet W w the
of t11r'Calcutta tide system, rlpresedt the bvel of h e ,%gar bnee.
The dtlFerbnres of mean levels at EMpr and Calcutta, ia thus foitnd to v q b.
tween four feet, and'dine feet, which IS the slope between 0 and '0 on d i a m
2. for the two seasons relatively. The 0, at the extreme ofitha fresbes, will be still
one foot 'beldw b e highest tide at Sbgar. The Or in J a n u q will stand b e m n
three and four feet, below the high tide at SBgar, and 1 foot only above the mem
lkver or 0 point of the m h lake t i a s , at the same tide, w M h is thus amto be only twb feet u h v e the mean level a t Sdgar, and wneequedtty, several feet
at f l d t i U e , below the fld
tide at e a r .
I must here check myself, before I am led, beyond the patienae of yourredem, *i
tbe host of reflexlons which appear, as it were, to grow upon the curioas . f b .dduced, chietly r&ting to the peoaParities of oar lbwer delta. l hope a h , th.t I
may not unnecessarily awaken any alatm by publishing the Wt, that the high
of the Sand-heads a n so much abore the level of the lake, in its highest state.
As the Dutch of Amsterdam loox to their Slaaper-dam for their protection againat
.amhilabon in their periodical mspdatb, so may we look to the great dmtsnce over which the tide has to travel, More it could r e d tbe lPkeand low
is its vicinity, PB our safeguard against any l i whstrophe.
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111.Notice of Errors in Amott's Ehnents.of Physics, 3rd&Z.-18%.

I

There cannot be a greater service conferred on the rrtdent or general reager, than
the detection of errors i systems, o r books of authority. Such works are almost
always looked to as oraJes, by those who are w t masters of fhe subject they treat
of; and in proportion to the reputation of the author, o r the celebrity of the book, is
the mischief which may be occasioned by their mistakes,their partial views, o r false
reasoning. In works on mathematical science t h m is less room for these c o m c tions and criticisms, owing to the simplicity and small number of the general principles, which again, are m c h as are intuitively known to be true, and are always appealed to with the greatest confidence. But when ohservation forms part of the
ground work,-whenwe have to build on the teutimony, rather than the reason of man,
the case is altered. In chemistry, in physics, in all experimental science, we have
daily proof how little safeguard the greatest names afford against the intrusion of
error. So, when we find the name of Ilavy sanctioning the opinion, that the air in
a barometer proceeds not from the tube, but from the mercury; when we find Danniel
unwarily asserting, and aRerwnrds endeavouring to maintain, that, in correcting for
the expansion of mercury in the barometer, we should allow for the expansion in
the glass tube ; when we find Th'omaon offertng a theory of latent heat, the resuIt
ofwhich would be, that to raise water to a higher temperature, we should lower the
6re ;when we dad Ure gibing us as the measure of the heat contained in a body,
the number of degrees which its temperature may be above 32", as if there were no
heat at that point ;when we find these and similar errors, all propped up at one
time or another, by the greatest and mo\t illustrious names in science, we may well
have distrust of humbler men, and satisfy ourselves of the danger of trustin too
implicitly to these miscalled eystems. We are convinced that a very usefd took
migbt be made, by collecting the mistakes and paralogisms whicb are found, not
only in the writings of these system-mongers, but even in those of the first philosophers of the day. We do not speak of those Krosser errors, in which eagerness to
make a discovery, &runs discretion, and which form the great ju~tificationthe uninitiated have, in throwing ridicule on science and on sc~entificmen. We do not
mean such dogmas as " all nature alive ;"for these are ephemeral errors, which are
born one day and die the next. We allude rather to those mistakes in experimenting, aridng either from defective observatron, froxu pursuing8 wrong course, from the
warping of the mind by preconeeived notions, or from that mixture of speculation
with observation so common w ~ t hmany men, which would always lead them rather
to guess an answer, than interrogate nature for one. If to these sources of error, to
which the greatest men are more or less prone, we add those arisingfrom half knowkdge, we' shall b persuaded that there is much in our modern books deserving of
correction, and that a list of their e m r s would be longer @an, perhaps, their apfhom
appose.
These observations have been prompted by the following communication from one
of o u t eorrespondenta,noticing aome errom in Amntt's Physics, a work wbicb though
but recently published, has already reached a third edition. I t is highly spoken
of, both by reviewers and readers 5 our corre%pondent is, therefore, the more entitled to their thanks in noticing them, as wen as to those of the author, who wilI,
dwbtless, take the opportunity of another edition being cadled for, to correct them.
W e must add, that we hare not seen thework ourselve8, andcannotjud e, therefore,
whether its generalcharacter is deserved. Our remarks have been pe$ctly general,
sad had no reference, whatever, to this work in particular.
p. 22. The author assumes as an established fact, that sulphuret of mercury consists of equal numbers of atoms of sulphur and of mercury ;without explaining the
reasons which have led clremists to infer the relative numbers of atoms in any substance.
33. He countemrncea the abandowd scheme of strepgthening wood, by condensing (crushingJ it.
39. He statea that Caoutchouc becomes permanently elongated by to$ much
stretching ; unaware of the recently established fact, that its loss of contractibitity
i s occasioned by the loss of latent heat, and capable of beiag restored by heatin
51. States that a cannon bnll, or a shrapnel, if burst into fra ments dpriqg tfeir
flyht, would still retain their previous velocity ;although it is cfear, that it must be
speedily diminished by the increased resistance of the air, to the increased surfaces.
64. A w w theory of the aspinning top, according to which, its line of rotation
ought always to be perpendicdar t o h e i d a c e on h i c h the apex turns, whether
that surface be horizontal or not!

74. Describes gravity as a force acting in r line directly to the ceatre of the esrtl,
which (setting aside cases of local attraction) can never happen, excepting at the
equator and poles, owing to the oblate form of the earth.
84. He describes the swing wheel of a common clock as having 60 teeth, one of
which escapes the pendulum at each beat ;whereas there are only 30 teeth, one of
which clears the pendulum at the end of every 2 beate.
88. Describes the balance wbeel (balance) of a watch as being at each beat, carried to the extremity of its vibration, by it8 own momentum, (this would be a perpetsal motion:) forgetting the use of the mdnapcIag.
88. Ascribes the slow going of watches in hot weather, to the dilatation of the
bnlsnce-wheel, palance,] (which can have no pehept:ble effect,) instead of the true
.ad universally admitted cause, viz. the diminution of rigidity in the balance-spring.
This is a glaring blunder in a popular trestim on physica.
led. " A cannon ball having very great velocity, passes through a ship's side,
and leaves but a little mark ; while, one with less speed, splintem and breaks the
wood to a considerable distance around."
For velocity, read, monmrtum. A cored
canonade shot, weighing only 30 @r4Olbs. and moving with very great ahcity, is
more destructive than tbe solid shot of the same piece, though weighing 68 or 70
Ibs. and impelled with much less velocity : the latter, pierces a m 0 d e ~ t ehole; the
former, lays two ports into one. A strange mistake for a sailor !
104. He countenances the obsolete idea of iniwv occasioned bv the " wind of a
balL"
106. " On firing a cmnon,the gun recoils with as much momentum in it, as the
ball has." Read, with many timea aa much: little of the powder has been ignited
when the ball quits the muzzle, and the gun is repelled by the explosive force of
the remainder acting on the opposite air as s point b q p i
121. He states that the Pisan tower wan intentionally built with an inclination;
contrary to the best authorities.
191. He states, that the roof of Weatminster Hall approaches the limit of possible
width without support; although it is not to be compared to the Exercise House a$
Petenburg.
220. and 346. He advances the nove.1 assertion, that atmosphm'cprefoul.o atrengtbens the joints of the animal frame : divest them of their tendinous and @mantous appurtenances, and the capsular ligament would aoon be stretched, and tbh
forced In between the bones of the joint, the bones of which would thua be shewn
to adhere simp1 by its intervention.
256. The &anges river 1800 miles from its mouth, is d p 800 feet above the
level of the sea ;to fall which distance, it requires one month."
305. He admits without question theold idea, that the vegetable world sompensates far the consumption of oxygen by the animal.
334. And, throughout the work, he gives the common sucking pump, the name of
the " lifting pump," which is a machine totally different in form and principle.
354. He speaks of the ocean as b e i w of uniform density, though aware of the
cpmpreasibiity of water.
. 361. He speaks of the " Wiling" of b h oil and tallow at 600. : read &cornpodtion.
383. Reasopings on warlike weapons, which would go to prove that mankind
ought to use only their sutural weapons for mutual offence.
39 1. "This proeess ia used for making ice in India," meaning Leslie's apparatus :
and P. 393, he does not remark, when talking of the bss of heat by radiation, that
th* is the process actually used in India
393. He calls the hair hygrometer a toy; and DPnaiell's, a c o m e t and simple
instrument; and never mentions the most convenient of all, viz. the moist-bdb
thermometer. The first has latelv been shewn to wssess excellencies which
-..
- were
.. . .
overlooked by its inventor; and th; second, t b u g h cbrrect, is expensive, fragile, and
inconvenient for ordinary observation in hot climates.
395. I' It is the rain &.riodically produced in muuntainau regions, which c a w s
the extraordinary annual overflowing of many great rivers." Applicable to the
Nile only and I'rawadi.
417. " The reason why the trade winds at their external confines, which u e
about 30° from the sun's place, appear almost directly ewt and become mere
nearly north and south as they approach the central lip,is
*". The rewon
might have been spared, as the fact is the direct contrary of what in here stated,
for rm5OM too obvioue to be delivered,

..

-
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461. '=
A water s m w hu, been
propel them in canals, where there
totally prohibited in canals, not for
which they oecrsion to the banks.
472. I n the professedly musical section " tone" is used for " note" or " musical sound ;"whereas the former word is now universally limited to the designation
of a particular mnsical interval, or the quality of sound in any instrument.
All sonnds which have simple relations to each other are remarkably
477.
agreeable to the ear," and uce oersa. Now so far is this from being true, that the
unison (+) and octave ( f ) which have the simplest relations, are heard as only one
note, o r produce particular effect ; and the minor fourth ($1, which has a simpler
relation than the major sixth ( 8 ) and major third ( f ) , is inferior to them, parti'kularly to the last, in sweetness.
480. An unintelligible mechanical account of the reasons which have led all mankind to adopt the same seven steps in ascending through the major key : the truth
seems to be, that thase note8 which afbrri the greatwt nufflbw of'csncwdt amlng
thrmselvu, and whose intervals place them at nearly equal distances from one
another, have been selected.
508. " Deafness ensnes when the eustachian tube is obstrncted, as by wa.cF'
Read m u m , or swelling.
570. " A bath must propel the blood from all the external veins of the body towards the cavity of the chest, which the pressure cannot reach : it is this effect
which, in part, &uses the feeling of thoracic oppression, experienced by persons on
first plunging into water, which feeling is usually attributed albgether to the cold."
Therefoere,a wmm bath, o r a tight pair of breeches or boots, ought to cause thoracic
oppression. I t is not pleasant to observe errors of this kind, in a work which wan
the first to refute Dr. Barry's idea, that the c i m h t i o n through the veins is carried
on by the expansidn of the chest.
587. Dr. Arnott's mistakes on the subject of speech, are too numerous for mrrection, excepting by the writing of another treatise on the subjeet: but he states,
at . 687, that the eaaily distinguishable elements of speech, are about 50 in number;
an$ that no single language contains more than about half of them. A moderate
acquaintance with the tope pronounciation of living languages, and some attention
to the subject, will en& any one t o discriminate, at least, 100 distinct sounds, id.
cluding the usual vowels as separate from thore not u s u d y enunciated, and a k o
long vowels, as Beparate from short vowels. Of these, the English langusge will be
found to contain 53, (omitting provinchhm), Persian 55, Hindoostanee 61, and
Gaelic no fewer tban 71.
587. His physiological account of the formation of voice, is exceedingly superficial.
637. The pneumatic tractor would be a dangaars instnunent, were it not irapplicable.
A s p : l l t h , 1829.
D. R

1V.-On the Wernerian and Ruttonian Systems of Geology.
T o the Editor of Gleanings in Science.
DEARSIR,-I have no wish, at thin time of day, to revive the obsolete discussion
relative to the Wernerian and Huttonian theories of the earth ;my attention, however, has been directed to the subject of my present letter, by a sentence which appeared in No. 6, page 179. of tLe Gleanings. In reference to some interesting facta
detailed in the s a ~ dNo. you remark, that in each case we are struck with "the triumphant nature of the answer, which t b knowledge of tbeae facts would have
enabled the eloquent defender of the Huttonias theory, to give to those who could
M, little weigh the value of the rival theories."
The facts alludedto are certainly
most interesting, and far be it from me to detract from their importance. Neither
do I feel at all inclined to det~actfrom the merits of Dr. Hutton,-he was, indeed,
a splendid and original genius : and well worthy of such a defender as Playfair. In
a pactical pobt qf view, however, we are indebted to the followers of the Huttonian
sch~ol,principally, for the great additional light which they have thrown on the
origin Of the Trap Rocks, and for the information which they have given us relative
to grqaite veins, &c. I here, of course, only allude to the followers d Huttonstrict-

n'cuakd r dor be i t
*at'*
most imporbnt trath&,
eegiit to my, the r h t o r i g f ~ a n d ~ s o t e r i s kdmre,of
he
the tbeoq oEtt,is greet
man, +.r the arrlngcmentswhieh i t emhntaed for the destroction m d ngenmtion
o
w in &e
&
of worlds ; and that its distinguished author " saw n
6 w b g y , bnt the ordidarp epevatiomr of actual awes, carried on #in the ssme
rmulaer thrwgh infiaite bges, without the trace uf a beginaing, o r the pmepet 4
an end." And, however much his theory may be odculated to captivate the imam
@nation-however much we may admire the vastness of the geniw which framed it,
a d the e n e s s of the arguments by which it bas been s u p p o d , I am convinced
Ohat the Bditor of the Q l e r n i q in&rience will entirely concur with Buckloud, when
Be m p , that saeh view6 are, if possible, still more a t variance with the con&sioas of Geology, fan & science fowcled on sbservation,) than they an with
of theology." Do not imagine that I wish, by these remarks, to eXpRm my btlid
in the Wernerian W r y . NO m e can be more a w u e than I am of its numerous
imperfections, of the many nnphilomphical opinions whieh it embraces :-hut
the
r a w time, &hename of Werner must be dear to every Geologist ;and I cannot help
ginking, tbat if we andidly perom the writings to which the discussion of thew
+al theories gave rise, we s h d l conclude that the Wernerians, so far from being
little pud@d to ~ d g the
h msriir of t h e pustion, Aad in tAeslale afhnowlc&e, at
k ~ tan, equal show of reason on their side, and that Playfair found in Dr. Murray
m opponent worthy of himpdf.
The or&inatom and ddendetn sf these rival theories have passed away, and,
while their frietsb and cotempmries are^^ amongst ns, the discussione in which
they took so keen a part, h a w become little more than matters of history. X h
#haracttristk features of beth theories have been b s t ~ i g bof,
t except by one o r two
of their most devoted supporters ; and the best d o u r preaent Qeologists have set
about d e c t i n g fwts with a puscwranee, which has nobly rewarded tbeir e n r tions, and which haa tended to throw a strong light on all the phenomena of
Geology. In the oelf same number of t&e Gleanings, in whicli the sentence, for~nerlyquoted, occurs, yon m a t i o n the experiments of M. Qanal, relative to the
fernation of "art~ficialdieaaoncls !" Here, them, is the hardest k n m substaace
the hbotaDary ofi6he chemist :-inthe great labowtoy of NATUREwbst
may ubt l~nvebm effected by sipilar agencies ! My onty ohj& in alluding to this
e i r n u r n m e , Is to prom to you, that the Wernerians, dso, might have fortnd among
our late duwaveries, many mndemefectcr in sapport of their opinions. But I am far
fmm wisbing 08 acgoe in favor of that theory, (still held by some, and those mt
Ulo least dintinguisbed of our eotmqoruies,) which gives to our globe, exclaeively, a Neptunian origin. O n the contrary, I am willing to allow that many rocks,
butmore especldly those of the o r e h y i n g trap formation, h w e in all prob&iliy
w e d thew torlliation to an igneeus origin, or, if y o t ~prefer the expression, to a
Volcanic Agency, how generated, or how modified, it is not necessary to enquire.
'i'iw!se mronrks may appear to you trite and common-place ;l do not, however, write
for the practised Geologist, but rather with the view of guarding yourun-Geobgical
readers againbt an impression to which the sentence quoted might give rise,-an impression which might lead them to sappose that the Huttonian theory, with all its
extravagances, had again come into fashion, and that a science, the importance of
which has now been universally acknowledged, had again dwindled into a ~ystemof
vague hypothesis.
But I may be asked, by those to whom I have more particularly addressed
myself, what theory has been substituted in the room of those which have been
exploded. To this I c m only aaswer that Geologiets, now-a-days, are not mere
closet npeenlators,-tbst they hbw betaken themdves to the study of nature
herself ; and that, 5n t l ~ ?mas8 remote cotxnG&s,--among the most inaccessible
mountains and valleys of the earth, they have been colleh-ng facts, and makingobservhtions ;m d that they have been endearnuring to trace in the atructme of o m
globe, that s a n e unity of des* whkh pemadea all the works of the Creator ; and,
that it seems agreed on all hands thht, without adopting any particular theory,
we mast patiently wait till the f u t m progress ef discovery shall have cleared
a w q the mista which a t present i n v h 'the wbject, before we can pretend to form
any decided opinion relative .to whot has bees m e d the mbeory of the earth."
I may remark a t thesame time,qhat car b s t modern thewiste, withoutpretmdingto
draw any genepal and sweeping wnclusion, hamcenfined tbemselres to a moch morc
simple question, a question which merely refem to rthe igeeoas or queoua origin of
palticular rocks md suitestof fomationp, and aha* the best moderh observel8 seem'
inclined to
a theory which, dfkou itlpcnging on #hedochiAe ofPw14 cam,
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embracea the mpat unexceptionable tyss both of H1-n
and Werner,la t h c ~ y
which, in the words of C o n y h r e ,
admits of the operation of a volcanic agency
beneath the pressure of an incuqbent ocean, but which does not in any degree
question the Neptunian origin of rocks, which have evidently been formed in the
bosom of that ocean." I t is now very generally allowed, that the trap rocks are
of volcanic'origin, and ~ u a n ytoo give a similar origin to the granites : and while
on this subject, I cannot but allude to an opinion which has been of late most
ably supported, and in favor of which every day's experience is adding new facts.
The supporters of the opinion just alluded to, contend that whole countries have
been rased to their present elevated position, by some expansive force which operated from below; and that the granites, mo* especially, have been upheawdin a r o M
f o m , thro' snperimposed masses of overlying TO&.
Supposing this theory to be
true, we can easily conceive that that m e , which operated in elevating s o large a
body of matter already formed, might have rendered fluid the strata, which, lying in
an inferior position, it might first have acted upon, and that, too, nnder an enormous pressure. In this way, we might account for the circumstance that tbe w e
granites rarely oacur stratified; and in the w e way, we might explain the phenomena of granite and porphyry veins, &c. &c. while the chemical constitaents
Of the granites, their mode ofoccurrenoe, their similarity, o r rather identity, in point
of composition with the gneisses, the circtlmstance of their passing by insemible
degree8 into all the rocks with which they am ssmiated, would all seam to indic a b that thecause which origirrallyformed,what have been oalled,the primitive rocks,
was one and tlesame. We might, in this way, reconcile Dr. Macoullooh's theory of
the igneous formution of the true granites with the appearances observed in nature.
I f the p m e n t elevated position of the granites be attributable to an expsnsive
which operated from below, at a petiodpminir to t h c i r f i r a t ~ Ishollldaho
~ ,
conclude, witb some ofour lateatgedogists, tb.tthisprriodmusthave beenporterlar
to the f o r m i o n of some of the newer marine deposites. I could adduce many instances from Indian geology in prwf of each an opinion,
The e n o m n u extent of the few dintin& formations as yet dkmerscl in India,
and the eaae with which, in most instances, we can trace their limits, give us many
advantagen. The more recent of the supermeditll rocka, the odites, and chalks a,
as far as we yet know, wanting in t h h vast continent ;and a charaateristia f e a m
i n its gedogy, is the enormous e x t a t of its lower granite tntots, many of
distinguished, though o n s a d 1 scale, by all the wildness and rngypdness of on&
line of un alpine country ;a cimurnktawe which might, perhaps, be attribuw ro
ahanre of thai rupmtmpated wdght of newer rocb, w k h might, in other c a m ,
1
the ayrpoacd
' farce, w p r
have prwented am obaiacle to the fuU operatien 0
cia& i n w h situatiaca w k e i t s powr wmruahly eawtedi whilFonS the Himalaya mountains, we may suppose, that this f o m , o p h a t i n g w i t h t oppwitkm, and
in aU ita energy, raised to their stupendous height the pinnacles of our globe. But
I have no room at present to indulge in auch a discession, and shall content myself with remarking, that the fact alone, that many of the enormous messes of
mitive rocks, constituting entire countries, are skirted, or I may say, iaelekd, by
newer formations cerrespooding exactly with each orber, men nt the gFentest di&
tames, is a strong presumptive evidence, that the said primitive rockawere elevated,
o r rather, I ought to say, forced through a supejacent formation, the remains of
which are still found skirting the mountainous countries which now occupy a
tral position in respect to such newer formations. The skirting belts of these newer
rocks are frequently very narrow, and the above opinion is certainly a more rational
one, than if we were to believe that so many local causes s M d lrcive operated a t m e
and the same time, and should have fomed rocks precisely of the same nature, and
characterised by the same kinds of organic remains ; and that, too, in the different
positioiu, often far distant from each other, i n whieh such newer formations are
found.
I cadnot conclude this, 1fear too Lngthewd epistle, &Bout alluding to the most
inter&ting experiments.of Sir J. Hall, relative to the influence of sea salt as an
agent in
the funion and consolidation of the inco11erent parts from which he
supposelr our newer rocks to have been formed ; and, in c o n m i o n with thin subject, it is worthy, of remark, tW the salifsrous ssndstane for~natiw,t
o which his
eXperimepts in this case more particularly refer& almost always associated with &e
trap rocks, and, indeed, in some cases passes into them, and that, as before stated,
fhe trap rocka are now pretty generally allowed to be of volcanic origin. The
aallterous sandstones are characterised by a nearly total absence of organic remains,
a circumstance which ought not to be lost sight of in considering t b subject.
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The above remarks may have some dight degree of intereat to thole of your
ders who are as yet unaqnainted with Geology. If so, they am at your semiand I shaU conclude with an expression to u individually, of my m e s t thanks
for yoor exertions in the cause of Sciedce. c u r periodical ha. given a new impetus
to that spirit of enquiring, which has of late manifested i w l f so atrougly m o y k
Company's servants. For myself I may nay " nos m&m
tamtaw cornponere
lilts;" but though an inactive, I shall still be an interested spectator of the pragrena
made by the Indian School of Sciena, and am
Your conshnt reader,
Note & the Editor.
OMICRON.
We must take merit to onraelves for the remark we hazarded, if only for haring '
produced the preceding letter, which d l we think be considered highly interesting
by our readers. While we give our correspondent every credit for the candour
and ability with which he has combated the tenwr of our remarks, we must, however unwilling to differ from one so tapaMe of forming an opinion on the subject,
confess that we still think all the philosophy, if not all the talent, was on the side of
the Huttouiaus. We are afraid, that if we were to make a full profession of our
geological faith, our correspondent weold find us tainted with more heresies than
we should care to acknowledge at this early period of our editorial l a b o m
A very full discourse has been recently delnered by Dr. Fitton, before the Geological Soriety of London, on quitting tbechdv of h i d e n t ; in which he has takena
view of the recent progress, and present state of Geology. Dr. Fitton aeems to be
something like ourselves, an admirer sf Playfair; and he makes favorable mention
of his views in different parts of hia speech. I n particular, the very dogma alluded
to by our correspondent, "that he nab nothing in the phenomena of Geol
but
the ordinary operatiom of actual caudes, carried on in the same m a n n e r z u g h
infinite w s , " appears to be not very far removed from the conclusion at which Dr.
F. has arrived, that, '<the more recent views, which regard a certain class of causes
as having ceased hwo acting, will pmbably give place to an opinion that the f o m
from whence tbe present appearances have resulted, are in Geology. as in Astrow
my, and inaeneral Physics, prrnanently connected with the constitution and stmcture of the globe." Our correspondent will find a notice in our present number,
of the opinions of Baron Fernrsac, which appear, alm, to favor Playfair's views.
We mention these particulars menty &show our correspondent, that there is not
in the geological world that unanimous rejection of the Huttonian views, on this
particular point, which he assumes. For our own parts we lay little stress on opinions, however great the authority by which they are supported ; and notwithatanding our admiration of P w a i r , we should be as aomy to m a for an erclasive Huttonian as for a Wernenan. Our remark wm, we think, natural in one who
had read with attention, the very acute and subtle arguments by which Dr. Murray
proves so satisfactorily, that no such source and supply of heat, as the Huttonians
wanted for their theory, could exist, while he finds no difficulty whatever, in having
on his hands an o m of water, coveriug the globe to the height of five miles h v e
ib present surface, however unable to sa7 what had become of it.

V.-Remedy fw Cholera.
The following remedy for Cholera is takeq from the work of Hermannua Vander
Heyden, a physician of Ghent ; dated 1653. I t is su5ciently cnrions to deaerve s
place amongst our Gleanings, and as it is on a subject fearfully interesting in this
country, our readers will, we doubt not, thank us for the sound advice which it contains, as well as for the remedy itself, which we believe to be such, as will be approved of by competent judges.
T k c r e d clircmrreof tbe diacmc caUcd by Phyaiciana, C b k r a .
I shdl in the next a lace come &speak of the di&ase called Cholera, which as
it is most swift and violent in its progress, so is it urrually also most dangerous, and
destructive, so that I could not forbcar, with all the speed-Icould, to give an account
of the nature of this disease, to the end that the fury of it (which is sometimp 8 0
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great, as that it k e s sway a man in the space of four and twenty hours, (or a t
least, brings him to death's door,) may be made Cnown to all, and chiefly to such as
eredertitute of any 8udden Wpr of he&, so thaft they may in due time provide thems e l w of cotrvenient rntudics, which I do the m e willingly, because I have long
since obwrved, that behviLt the excessive Aux in the d i a r r h q and this disease,
w h i e h we call cholera, there is some &nity, in so much, that sometimes it may
a doubtful business how to diatinguisb the one from the other.
NOWthis disease, called cholera, is, a continual and violent voiding, bothof choler, a n d other humours, and wbaboever a mantakes in ;and that, both upwards and
downwards, by vomit and stool ;the violence whereof is so great, as that nature. being n o t able to bear it, the patient's strength must thereby neaessarily be brought
extremely low, nod henee you may easily pereeive how it differs from a diarrhoea
witlr gripings of the guta, and from other flu~es. The cause of this disease, I have
(in m y French treatise) shewed te be, rather the malignant quality of the humours,
a n d of the things taken in, than the acrimony of cholera ;which very thing seems
to have heen slso insinuated by ancient authors, where they tell us, thatourmedic i n e s ere to be varied according as that cause of it is different, whether i t proceeds
f r o m a hot or from a cold cause. And even Alexander T r d h i n s professeth, that
he h a d recovered divers that were a t death's door, by administering wine u n b them.
Erasistratus, in the like manner, c o d e r i n g , that tlere waa respect to be had in
~ h i acase, as well to the crudity, aa to the acrimony, a b e t h , that nothing is more
effectual in the cure of this disease, than o.ire dilnted with water : w h i h is also
But for as much as in
commended by Gakn in his book concerning phlebotom
suficient for the cure of
this so violent a disease, these thinga seem not to be at
i t ; we must, thqefon,have recourse to laudanum Theopbctsti; of which, people that
am of r i p years, may take a pill of four a l i v e graiw in we' ht ;and ch~ldren,of
one grain only ;and so, proportionally in all other ages ;yet
is not to be administered, unless the patients have before purgad sdiciently, both upward and downward ;lemt, otherwise, something should he retained, which should rather have been
purged out ;neither, yet, is the taking of it to be deferred 80 long, as that the patiest
is fallen into convulsive fits, m d his uerementa are of the cotour of whey; W H I C H
A R E E V I D E N T SIGNS T H A T N A T U R E 18 SPENT IN H I M ;for then it must be taken
with ALL SPEED: and in case the party cannot keep it, but that he vomiteth it up
again whole immediately, you may then either wash that in wine, and give it him
again, o r else you muat give him another fresh one. And in case he cloes retain it,
a n d yet hia evacuation ceasanot, you must then give him another, of the quantity
of two o r three grains; yet for the moat part, one pill only is sufficient to do the business ; and to the end that he may keep it, and not vomit it up again, he must chew
i n his mouth a slice of citron, the peel taken off, and rolled about in a little sugar,
i f he please. Other opiates are not in this case so proper, neither are they so easily
retained ; yet where this cannot be had, you may give him some Rondeletius in his
pills, o r else some of my pectoral opiate,whichI h w e set down in my French treatise,
concerning the cough, to the quantity of half a scruple. And to the end, that no man
m a y be mistaken, I shall here set down the composition of this laudanum Theophrasti, a8 it is usually made among us ; although some of the ingredients, being
put in, are so small, and se disproportionate a quantity to the rest, (as, for instance,
of unicorn's horn,) seem to confer little to the business.
i
Receipt for laudanum Theophrasti.
Take an wnce and a half of spa. Diantbre, infuse this in half a pinb of aquavitae rectificata, and set it upon the embers, o r in the warm s m , fur the space of
twelve o r t h i e n days, that is, till the infusion be sufficient ;in the mean time, often
stirring it about. Then leaving the pawder behind, add to the infusion two drams
of opium thebaica, dissolved in a dram and a half of the juice of hef~bane. The next
day after, add to it mummy, red coral prepared, andeastern ssffroa, of each one
scruple, andof white amber half a dram, and of unicorn's horn, and oriental musk,
of each four grains. And having brought thii to the consistence of a thin poultice,
you rnny again (if need he) for some certuin days together, add some small quantit y of aqua-vitae rectificata ;andhaving so done, yon must lastly dry it into the consistence of a solid mass; out of which, you m y make up your pills as occasion
shall require : whicli composition, seeing it io of so p a t e&acy, as that it is a certain, and indeed the only remedy in this disease, I have always advised many great
personages, and otl~ers,that haye dwelt far from any city, and have had great families, that they should never be unprovided of one or two of these pills, and of the
weight aforesaid ;least they shauld be suddenly snatched away by the ~iolence,of
. 'thiudiseaw, before any a n be new made, or be sent for to the neighboaring citiea.
I have $so in lie manner always permuled my friends, that whenever they take
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.ny journey, seeing these pills .PP not ~*CCJIw b to be had, tbeg aoiltf be sure to
carry with them one o r two of them. The sopls c m did I also a e , above twtnty
when I sent thsm abroad to tba univmity ;h~~trn~tiog
them
ars ago, for my
m wa of proceeding in the cure as weU of thii diseaae, aa of the griping
dim{Lfore spoken of, and a b o in the manner of preservation from and cure
i n the plague : wherein, notwithstamling, I advised them to consult the physiciansd
the place, that so the cure might &the more certain and speedy.
As concern in^ diet, I have spoken ve?y fargely in my French treatise ;wbere I
have said, that for h e i r ordinary drink, the sick parties must take water and rerdjuice, of each a like quantity m u t together ; that is to say, the quantity of a cup
and a half of either, witb the yolk of an egb.boiled in it, with a small quahtity of
sogar. And if the party be not veq' thirsty, he may then take a draught ofred
wine ;o r where that cannot be had,of old white wine : with which, if need be, you
may mix water. with a little cinnaaon boiled in it ; you may allon your pati.
enbe a draugbt of s m d A,ao it be aleear. He may dm have made him several
kinds ofbroths, of the aforesaid verd-juioe; orwhite wine, with water, sngar, and the
yolk of eggs mixed with it ; restorative jellies also ; and a toast of white bread ia
wine mixed with water, and with s little sugar put uponit, a n h e r e ofverypod are.
.And whatmever he takes either of meata, or drinks, be must take them cold ;and
kast, by drinking too much, his eveountieee should be the more violent apen him,
he may sometimes &y his thirst, in some ansrurt?, by taking two or three spoon.
Wr ef wine and water, mixed to-r
in equal quantities, with a little sugar, and
juice s f oitmn dd&l to it, to make it relish thebetter. He may also take a dice or
two ef citron (the peel taken off,) lolled about in sugar. Conserve8 of red currants,
and of berberries and the like, which are both cooling and astringent, a n d ' a h
pleasant to the tnste, are Lre of good uae also.
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VI.-O@ the Distress and Exhaustion conseqzrsnt to'lbertion at great
Eltwatio~e.
To the Editor of the Gleanings in Science.

SIR,

If the following observations are deemed worthy of a place amongst your '' Glean.
ings" 1 shall feel obliged by their insertion. They relate to a subject which, comparatively speaking, but few individuals have had an opportunity of observink to any
great extent, viz. the di5culty of respiration, and consequent fatigue and ~nahility
ta proceed above a few paces at a time, up an ascent, in situations of considerable
elevation above the level of the sea. I am not aware of any thing hating been written on this subject, beyond the facts just mentioned ;and having been placed in situations favorable for repeated observations relating to it, I determined on making
such remarks as might possibly tend towards its elucidation. One of the first ideas
which occurred to me on first experiencing this feeling, was, to try the state of m
ulse ; and certainly, whatever its remote cause, it appears to IXconnected wit[
rapid circulation of the blood; as I found my puke rise from 64, it.g us*
rate, to 160 heats in a minute; the inspirations being in proportion. This e&&
was produced in me, I think, a t about the height of 12 000 or I3 000 feet, where,
unlesn the road was unusually steep, I was enabled to take 30 o r even 40 p@cer
without being under the deeessity of stopping from fatigue, (particularly felt in thb
loins and legs,) and the impossibility of making further progress without resting;
but whatever the distance I was enabled to accomplish at one time, whenever my
pulse rose to 160, I was compelled to =st : and a very short one restored my
s&
t @.
As I gained a greater elevation, the number of paces I c o d a take, d e
creased in proportion; till having ascended to the heighth of about 17000 feet,
the ascent being rather steep, I found myself quite unequal to the exertion of
advancing even six steps, without being completely exhausted; an& without t b
assistance of two men (Bhoteahs) sccustomed to tra*el at such elevations, and
a j n h (an animal bred between the Tartar yak and common cow), to whose
tall I tiedmyself, {it being too weak, from'want of food for three days, to carry me,
as was ietcnded,) I should never have reached the summit of the pass, which pmved by barometrirnl measurement to be 17 800 feet, the column of mercury being
only a little more than 15 inches-and even with their combined aid I did not
rcomplish it without very sewre fatigue. Tbis sensation is experienced by the
natives, though in a leas degree ; and they attribute it to the poiaonoua e-tions
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o f q % . p h t ;(thelaaqks-hod,) whkh grow9 d the height oE about 12 000 feet, and
perhaps somewhat higher ;but' so fa* Itoab its being found at th6 height I a m e n a d
to. nahing of the vegetable kingdom .cias to be Been, not e w e a blade of grass-or
pakh of mom; which I remarked tothem. Even the natives are said to sutler so much,
as mmotimes to fall down in a state of insensibility ; and- this I believe would have
o e c u v d to me, ha& I exerted myself, so an to have caused my pulse to rise above
160. The height to which this may be raised, will, of coarse, vary with the constitution and habits of the individual, aa f tried the pulse of a sepoy (an inhabitant of
t h e lower mountains,) which pose to 172--minenever exceeded 160 on level
w n d . In' descending, hoaeber elevated, I never expdrienced any diihculty -in
breathing, bomvm far I walked.
- I a m notaware that any anr save myself,evertried the state of his pulse in similar
mihatiom ;:my trials have been frequmt, and made witlr &watch with second hand.
But although I have proved theextraordinary iecreaee of the pulse to be connected with
the feeling,this eircnmbtance in itself cnnnotbe considered m a satisPector).elucidation
of the matter; much yet remains for~cussion,rpgadingthecauseof thls increaseof
the circulation. That the rarefiedstate of the air at great elevations, being insaffieienf
f o r t h e d ~ supplyof
e
the Inn s,will bepronounced to be the sole cause by mmy.of your*
readers, is probable enougg;as it may he said,that the lungs requireacertain qmntityof sir t o keep them in proper action, and that in proportion as it is rarefied, s a
much oftener must the pereon breathe, and consequently so much more must the
pulse increase: But if this.were the true solution, how happens it that the breath.
ing is not affected, o r the pulse~accelernted,when,%.person is stationary a d undergoing no fatigue a t the same e1~ation;whieh I have proved to be the case5 o r even
when he is walking along.leve1 ground, o r in descending ? This last was proved by
my companion and myself, descending in about .80 miwtes,. running when the
p u n d admitted, a dhtance which had hkenus a full hour to ascend; withoutexperiencing any inconvenience in breathing, beyond what we should have felt in lower
ailuations. That tbe rarefaction of the air is one cause of this debilitating feeling
cannot he doubted, and the difficulty lies in explaining the fact of no inoonPeaience in
breatbingbeing felt at the heightof 17 800 feet whilst i n s state of red, with that of
every particle of strength being completely piaetrated in taking six paces on my
ascent to this great ?levation. It would be a nat,uml supposition that thr inspirations
must be in proportion to the density of the atmosphere, and that the state of a person's
pulse might be told on knowing the height of the column of mercury wl~icllwasg
Eupportetl by the air we breathed, for the pulse and the breathing will, I imagine, a1ways bear a certain proportion to each other; but this supposition1 have proved to be
erroneous,and that, however elevated the place, the usual number of inspirations are
in a state of rest just sufficient for the due supply of the longs and support of the
circulation, as the air, is at the level of the sea. If then, notwithstanding its rarity,
the air proves to be an equivalent to that at the level of the t4ea in astnte of rest,
how is the circu~nstanceto be accounted for, that I could not take six steps,
which mas also the case with my companion, withoot being completely exhausted,
and that my pulse rose fro111 64 to 160. The breathing I conceive may act on the
pulse or vice versa, as I presume the 1:ltter is the case with a person labouring under
the effectof violent fever; and the increasedcirculation may require a proportional supply of fresh air; but the feelings which I experienced, did they derive their source
from the immediate increase of the circulation of the blood, o r from the want of a
due supply of air to the lungs, as the air, notwithstanding its tenuity, was sufficient in
-a state of rest ? We must suppose they were occasioned by$lie former. Supposing the
inference I have drawn from the facts, which I hare related, should be,correct, the
next question is, What is the cause of this rapidcirculation? As at thelevel of thesea,
so at this elevation,we most suppose it to have its origin fro111violent exertion. But
when six paces taken at the rate of 60 or 70 in the minute, produce a more powcrful effect on the system than perhaps some hundreds taken at the utmost speed in
the former situation; and as this effect is not ~roducedin walking on level ground ;
must it not arise from the weight of the body which a person has to raise ? Remove
this, a measure I have frequently had recourse to by fastening a rope round my
>ody, and causing a couple of men to assist in pulling- me up, and the fatigue is '
~ o m p a r a t i y e trifling.
l~
Having traced the subject s o far, to the best of my ability, I shall not further tres:
pass o n your pages with any crude attempts to hring to liglrt the ultimate' caused?
the feeling, but leave itg further elucidation to soqe abler pen, should the facts
.
.
khIch I have related draw the attention of such tothe,spbject
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On 'theRent $Lnnd in '~indwtan.

MI.--0s the Produce of the Soil, and R&

~

Of Land, in Ritidust~..

1n the following table, which has b b n d r a w up from data collected in zillahI have exhibited the produce per EngEsh acre of the several kinds of e n g r o w n
here. The Wheat and Barley are expressed in hshels and pounds; the other
produce in pounds avordupois. The table, it ~ ibelseen, is the reealt of exprrimenta conducted in twelve severnl divisions-of the diah-ict.
'
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W h e a t . Barley.
Gram
IBYI. I ~ ~ ~ I ~ U S I .Iba. '

.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

g
10
11
12

.

18
21 . 53
17. 4
12 . 60
13. 16
15 . 2 0
14. 7
2 8 . 31
16.38
18. 55
20. 5
24 37

.

4 0 . 18
17. 19
23.42
22 26
1 2 . 27
2-2. 11
344 8
5 4 . 10
25. 24
35
2
2 9 . 45

870,

1221,
1404,8
1295,
1061,
1137,36
1327,
1155,

.

-

-

Rice.
U,.

790,
1162,58
900,8
1 . 7 4
864,
842,
1794,2
1701,
1658,
941,76
1109,
1109,

1767,4
1627,
583,64
749,76

.

-

I

C

_

1 I l " ~h' q l ( (l
Jowat.

Bojro.

lbs.

lba.

I&.

.561,92
842,

210,72
-

421,44
985,24

-

633,l
667,
$63,
596,8

-

4

,

613,3

-

517,44

-

1233,6
-

-

885,88
916,72

-

'

617,
812,4
707,
1231,

14sl,s

-

-

919,35
1179.96 688,71 617,44
1182,4t
Aver. 18. 42 2 8 . 4 8
The average value of the gross produw of the average of Wheat, Bnrley, Gram,
and Rice, at a mean price bebeen tPe average of t8a 10 previous yema, dtbrl
of the pnesent, given per acre.
Wheat.
Barley.
Gram.
Rice.
a. d.
a.
d.
a.
8.
d.
d.
15 2,07
16 11,44
14 4,75
21 0,8

--

Rent at $7 0,2
5 0,1
5 3,81
4 9,58
The average returns in fold for the seed are as follows,-but it must be menCioned
that the quantity of seed sown, has been, peqaps, incorrectly stated : and the resdta
must, therefore, only be taken as an approx~mationto the tmth.
Wheat.
Barley.
Gram.
Goojye.
Rice.
Bajra.
Jowar.
8,93
11,43
9,36
7,13
13.51
167,5
125,72
The average produce of wheat in England is stated in Loudon's Encyclopedia of
Agriculture at 28 bushels, Seed 34 bushels, an 8fold return-Of Barley the average produce of O r c a t Britain at 28 bushels, seed 2: bushels, 12%return. I n the
same work it is stated, that the ordinary return of wheat in Savoy, is from 3 to 5
fold-near towns from 5 to 7 : and that before the revolution 43 fold was regarded
as the average return of wheat in France.
Assuming the wages of a common da labourer inEngland at one shilling--he could
purchase (when at 60s. the quarter3 8 t h . of wheat. With the corresponding
sum of 8 annaa in this district (at the exchange of 28. to the rupee, which has
been used in the above calillation~,)a labourer in this district can purchase 52lbs. of
wheat ;-the relative prices are, therefore, as, 1 in England to 64 in this district. Tbc
wages of a common day labourer in this district are about one anna per diem, or I t
pence ~n~lish-which is at the rnte gf 1 here to 8 in England. The value of money, therefore, to the cultivating classes may be assumed as about seven tigreater in this district than in England.
Taking the average, therefore, of the rents of the four grand articles of produce,
-Wheat, Barley, Gram, Rice ; we have 58. 64d. per acre, which multiplied by 7,
gives 383. 94d. the value of the rents per acre in English money at Indian value.
But this is not altogether a fair criterion. Out of 100 parts, allowing 57 to b
cultivated wi~hthese articles, 38 parts with the inferior s m d grains and millets, md
6 parts with Cotton and Sugarcane, we gain &hefollowing resulte.
8.

d-

8.

d.

57 at 6 8; =315
38 at 2 3 = 85 6
5 a t 1 0 S = 52 6

average, 4s. 6fd. X 7 = 318. 7Jd. compuetire value of each free a r e .
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Bnt the actual mb are higher : from tbemost careful investigation and concluthe average preportion of the p a s
t i o n o n a l l the data I could
instud of f d. The avern~erate of rent *&
m c e taken as rent, is not lea8
to 6,. 5 t . per acre : the average ef 39
as yet determined in this
estates i n another district gives 88.5d. and in s third (this last is a good deal suppositism,) 78. per acre, which multiplied by 7 for a comparison between this country
5% lid. and 49s. per acre.
a n d w a n d , gives respectively 458.
O u t of the rent of the land, the public direct lmd-tax is 75 per cent. by the r e p h t i o n s . On 100 acres therefore at 7s. per a c n , o r h m 700s. the public tax amounts
to 595 shillings, leaving 105 shillings to the pmpriebr, to defray all expenses, to
make good all calamities of season, to furnish the interest of money bo~rowed,(never
kt8 t h a n 24 per cent) to yield all profirs, to discharge all indirect taxem, (stamped
papers, &c.) and to indemnify him for all police charges and responsibility.
Perhaps the above accounts may he of use to &one who entertain so strongly the
idea of the advantage to be gained by the colonization of Europeans in this country.
It h a s been remarked, that the M u m s in fold are somewhat doubtful : they are not
however o~rywide of the truth, and they shew an average return not much inferior
to t h a t of England. dt is in the prices that the main difference exists : and if a la'bouring European inthis country couldbe ronknted with the common fod,and clothi n g and'housingnsed by the native, h e d d , nodoubt, beas well off (always excepti n g t h e climate) as in England. i f a European proprietor wuld be contented with
25 per cent of the rents of an estate, and square his ideas of comfort, and the education of his children, to the same standard, there can be no doubt, that lie could feed
himself and his family. But beyond this (even putting out of view the question
of climate) he could do ,little with all his skill, industry, and capital. I t seems to me,
a t least, very doubtful, whether with all these he could ensure so much larger a produce from the land than id now attained, rs wodd at all reimbuane him for the
expenditure.
In Bengal, where the permanent settlement prevails, I suppose the proprietors
understand the proportional higher vatne of their I d , and would exact a proportionally higher price for i t : so that capital laid out there in the occupation of h d ,
would, perhaps, not be much more h i t f u l than it promisas to he in the upper provinces.
I am inclined to think that the produce of land in this country has been underrated, and reckoned more by the money rents it yields, than by its actual quantity ;
a n d a comparison made tween 6 o r 7 shillings per acre in this country, and 50 o r
60 in England, w h e #is~ in the value of silver that the main difference lies.
The average rent per acre on the whole of hence is 11,0750. (reckoning the
franc at loll-Rmue Encyclopedique.
8 . d.
9 6
In Hanover the average rent per aere, iu
In the Campagna di Rouu,
15 0
Loud. &c. of dgr.
I t would appear, therefore, that there is la mnch improvement required in those
p a r t s of the continent of Europe as in this country.
H. S. B*
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W1I.I.-Statement of the Expense attending the/Mmufmlure of R a w
Sugar (Ghr) in the districts of SahcR."p8ir, and Maznfmnagm..
I n collecting the following particulars from the people of the Pergannahs abeve
mentioned, the object was to ascertain at what rate per cent. the Zmrlndarr o r
proprietors of sugarcane, manufactured the gdr, calculating from the time the
cane m i r e d at the mill, until the grir prepnred from it, was sold intothe hands of
the Banfos.
Had there been time to have made the investigation, it would have been more satisfactory, and the result obtained more correct, could the manuring and ploughing
the p u n d , and the setting, watering, cutting, and carrying of the cane, have been,
taken into account ; but my short stay at each camp did not admit of these minute
enquiries, nor were the people, on all occasions, very willing to enter into a detail
of tbe exwnae.
The account of the number of people employed whowere in constant attendance
on the miU, and of their wsgea ;the statemeat of the hire of the mill and pans for

-

on.the N@-6

# . h a m i i k p r (Mr.).

bbilng the'jaice; of the a&
ofelqs.(he mill ro* ;its prodme
tbe24
hours 4 the actual cosQ m d tear and rear of UlactL;the price the &mbclr+ a e & ~
his gcir at ; and the produce per pIvlra Bgui m u d not be receiwd as perfectly
exact, but may be considered as being rather bebm than above the truth.
About 20 days before the M u o n for making f i r comrnancss, the Z+n
generally obtaina an advance in m h from some m o d Beak, either of his own o r
some neigbbouring village ;and in general where this advance is received, the lender
of the money becomes the purchaner of the &r. And at the cud of the m n ,
when m o u n t a am settled, the produce is .old at such a rate ~II
to give the Bania
his tull intemt. In a h i r year, 24 seem of g& for tLe rupee is considered .s ja
kood price for the M r r d w , a d at thictrte the wages of thesewan& dways paid
In &, and the raw juice of thecane, have h a c.loulated. I
The mill for bruising the
whieh m umd in thkpart of the mantry, t
b well known as hardly to meed dewription.
I t is su5icicnt tostate, that it ia a w r y c h u r y meahioe, consisting of two principal
p a , viz. 1st. an upright b l d of a d o r Btonc, generally the former, 6 r d y haerl
1n the ground, and rising from 8 to 4 k t above it. I t is hollowed o u t i n the ahapeof
a cone, and receives the s s e m d piece, vis. a beam of wood about s a p feet h g
having its lower end &ally
shaped to fit loosely the hollow of the block before
menboned, leaving room enough between them to admii of the pieeee of cane being
t h ~ sin,
t and subjected to presswe. A pair ef bullocke are attached to thin beam
by a yoke, and communicate motion to it, walking in a circle d above 10 feet i n &ameter; hut from the c o n b e d space in which they move, and the immense friction,
a great deal of power islost,ahd labour wasetd :sncb a mill costs, if of thebeet kind,
16 rupees Four pair of bullocb, and deven men, am required to vwk i t to ita beat
advantage, keeping it going day and night. Many Z e m W r a Lare.m mills o r p.ns
for boiling the juice of their mn, mJ the practise of K i n g both is s a cqmmoa,
that the subsequent calculations have been made on the supposition that both have
been bired.
it has been assumed, Ist, thatthe h i of amill forth seasoa is, Sa. R$.
3 8
and of two p a s for bsiling the juice,
5 0
2dly. That the average price of su& b n l b s h a# me @ in&@mill'*
per pair,
300
- 3ay.Tbat the mlV in 24 houm produces o n a n average eight msunds of
g/?,consamiag abonl I t Bigah Kachu of sugarcane.
4thiy. That the mill works 60 days.
5thly. That elwen people atbnnd the mill, they are as follows I
Two Pedeh, who keep the cane from beingthrown out by the action of a*.ch
the mill, they receive between them per d i m ,
4 5
Two i%fLtrah.s, who cut the cane into pieces from 4 to 6 inches long,
and 611 tbe mill with it, a t per pan, per diem,
2 5
Twelabourers, who attend to keeping the mill in order, renewing ropes,
: replacing wedges,&c. and giving nesistance whenever required, at per
diem, per the pan,
O a e Carpenter for repairing the mill,
Two Peindiahs, who form the &r into masses of three or four seers
2 7
each ;they receive per diem between them,
Two Jhokas, who attend a e d i n g the fire under the boilers with the re214
fuse of the bruised canes, at per diem, p@rpan,
servants receiving for each cast, viz. Ktrmhdrs, Lohdrs, Chd' Village
&rc, Dhobk, Dm&, and h h m i n a , between all per dlem,
3 15
6tldy. That a p.mo
of the phnf produdes a n m average
niaunds of gPr, and,
Lastly, that the Z e m i ~ d a rdisposes of his g l r a t 24 seers per rupee.
The number of servants and their wages are known, And the rent is assumed from enquiry. Pronl these data the expense of manufacturing
tbe g&rper cent. has been thus calculated. Mr, selling at 24 seers ws. eL
for the rupee, tbe hire of a mill for the season at 3 8 is equal to,
84 d
Hire of pans at the same rate, for the same time, at 5 rupees,
120 0
Wear and tear of four pa* of bullocks, equal to the price ofonebullock, per annulu 15rupees ;but a s the sugar season is shqrt, allow
six months, or half, = 7 8 or,
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Expense for the seaeon,

384 i
T

7

I

.
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mill work8 for 60 days: r r h i gim the dailyirpense,
being a portionnl part 06 the aqeme fmthe waeon,
Servant's wages per diem,

Srs. Ch.

6 6
21 I +

..
2 8 4
.. 320 0

Total expenditure per diem,
Qmintiq of gbr.mde dt~.da

..

Net p r o d m of Be mill,

291 12

And charge per cent. on themanuf&,8
~ l 3 c horabove
.
8f per cent,Abont
SO p e a Mgalbaf cane ate generdlfr wmmmed by oas miuduriog the season :
this the Zevnindms often positively deny, bat by urn quemtioning them, it hss rpi
pared that 30 paccd M g h is not W h@hm avenge to ullow ta one gnod mill.
The Jbts have, so far as I have observed, the fim craps, prepore (Be p a d more
carefdly, use the beet bldlooks, m d p m h c e the greatest quantity of &r. The rillnge6f Mesdelh, near Shamli, hsr been knowu toraise canes p d u a i n g 84 maunde
Of gbt on the pi%.
Mgah. Shemli is a grat mart for &,and e=cdent wgm
pans a n ma& there, which a n sent d l w e r the coontry.

M.-Experiments on Euaporationperjiwmd at Vera Cmz, in 18 18-20;
I n the preceding number bf the Oleallinge I gave an sccoant of some experirnenta
(aoadacted on a large scale) to deterblue the Umosnt ef Evaporetioa in the neighbourhood of Calcutte, the results of which uppear to diebr from those hitherto received. I was curious to compare them d h some whieb I had formerly made on
the opposite side of the globe, ar.d as your readers may dm wish to make this compatison, I shall here pteaent them with my conclusione, tabulalcd for better seferma.

Bxps*imeni# a Evhpa2bh' ad F
'm Clu*, in 1 8 1 M O .
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Year and month.

Ddy
Monthlyevepnation iw inaheti *rpodicular.'evaporation.

- - - - 1818
September,
October,
November.
December,
1819
January,
February,

March,
April.
May,
June,
Julys
August,
September,
October,
November,
DecemGr,
1820

January,
February,
March,

..
..
..

70,35
72,ll
74,93

..

..

..

..

..

..
....

70,30 11,85
..
.... 74,OZ
16,32
72,97' 18,32 M,%
--

..
..

..,
....

2,76
4,64

7.41

1.8

.. ..

....

.. ..
.. ....

1,64
2,02
J,066 1,435

2,45
3,76
5,31

1,113 1,26
1,69 2,06
2,27 4,09

..
..

,OB
,16
,24

-

-- --_-

I

Meanan. tsm. & to& evap. for 1 year,

}

,196
59,67 50,54 21,148
in lorno.
,for low.
for 121x10. say 70 in.
for 12 mu. sry ,191

76,74 18092

B4pIanatioM and Rsnarkr.
A. D. was a tin qlindrical vessel, 5 inches deep and 4,OB diameter, pl.asd on a
wooden rail, elevated 10 feet above the Aootea, or flat roof of the bwse E lived.in,
filled upevery day with a g h mauwe, dividing a cubic inch into 50 parts, by
which I reckoned the evaporation.
A. 9. was the shallow top to the cibove, placed on the mme rail, and filled'ap
dail in the same manner.
Do.a tin qlinder of 5 inches deep, and inches 4,08 diameter, plawd L my
window, (always open, and o p p i t e to another, abo open,) and very rarely reached by the sun : it was filled up d d y as a m .
W. S. a sanister top, simibr to A. S. in depth, and h&es 2,40 diameter, placed by
the ride of W. D. and filled M above.
B. 9. t and 2 were two shallow ultistem top of diameter iwbes 436. and 1,65
placed behind the two ahutters of the same window, where the air had little motion, and filled as above. As tbere w n ~every day either a s a breeze, or a Norte,
the agitation of tbe water exposed a larger surface than the area of the vessels to
evapration, hy wetting all the space inaide between the edge and the sudace of the
water. This in common Brirar would average a quarter of an inch, and would
make the result ahout 2 tentha in excess. But in days of Norle, the winds were so
violent that it w m necessary to redace the level 1or 2 or more inches below the
edge of the deeper vessel, and rejed the shallow one as useless. At such times
the correction for excess would be an average reduction of half the appnrent evapom h n . The s e w n of Nortu prevading through eight months, commencing with
Octolwr, during wbich tbey blow about half the number of days, we must take o b
for Nortea 30 inches, and for Brisaa 24 inches, from the aggregnte of 180 inches of
A. D. which rednce tbe h s to 127 inches, IX per diem ,347 inch. This caomt be
considered a m a t e , and is probably in excess of the truth ;but, notwithstanding itr
position by the sea shore, and the gxeat quantity of rain, (nearly 100 inches)
which falls in the season, Vera CNZ must be subject to a higher degree of e v a p
ration than Calcutta ; h m two causes, tbe alulost constant sunshine a n d i.frequent day-showera during the Rainy season ; the heavy falls of rain coming w
h
i
the land wind of the night 4 and the frequency and violem of the Nertu, which in
a few hours bring down the temphatwe 15 or 20, and sometimes 25 and evcn3Q
degrees of Fahrenheit, and produce an extraordinary clrymxts in the atmosphere.
W.D. and W. 5.were dected in thewey, but in aless &gree, especialiy the
latter. The correeponding correction wonld probably be an a b a k e m t of 15 per
cent. from the former, and kO per cent from the latter, which makes them respectiwlv
-- J as
-- follows.
-W. D. 5 0 i inches per annum, and ,162 per diem ,M
,143
W.S. 454
.124
Until the middle of ~ ~ r i I , ' k 1 9~, . - 8stood-ia
.
t6 open window of a reem, which
had no free current of air: hence the grrat di5erance in the corresponding laoaths
of the two ye- ;a s m d el(~pomti0n
in that room, shut up, gave only 0,917 in June,
and 1,04 in July, 1819, or
dim 303 ~d ,034 W d y ; and ,032per diemfrom
30th September to 2d October.
G.
Note by the EdUm.
The above we mnsider a valuable addition to our correspondent's former paper om
a e subject. It is both rurions and instructive, as ahowing the very great variation
in tbe quantity evaporated, occasioned by differences of situation, and even.b HI
increase or decrease of W t h in the fluid to be evaporated,all things else being a L .
From the meteerobgical tables kept at Benares, an attempt was made to determine the ratio of er.poratiea at different temperatures, of which an account will be
found in the Oriental Magazine fur 1327. For the sake of comparison with
d
Calcutta, and Vera Crn3 we here subjoin a few of.the Benares results.
The mean temperatune in the shade for four years, w u 79'.
The depression of the wet bulb thermometer,
go.
The annual wagontion, was
64,5 inches.
or monthly,
5,4 ditto.
and daily,
8,180 ditto.
Taking the average of four y e m i and selecting the periode lnost at variance, or ths
hottest, coldest, driest, and most damp, were obtained the following.
In
In December
In April
In July
and January.
Mmth.
and May. and Angaet.
Mean temperature,
62',3
84.4
7994
91°,8
60~0
15.J
20\3
2*,0
Depression of wet bnlb,
Monthly evaporation, inches,
2 ,55
7,3
13.9
3 ,o
0,085
0,243
Daily d~tto,
0 ,463
0 #I

4.
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the Chinese Lucker.

From these and the clnasihution of such & throughout the register, the following table WM homed.

k- g I
Depression of the wet-bulb thermometer.
$4 0' 1
2-1;'
1 15- 1
32b0 1 30' 1
-- 3Tempe.

;1

G-;

I

60.
70

0

90
80

0"

0,05

O,11

Decimal pa*

0 7

0,23
,27

-

0,99

- -

0
of an inch evspornted in 24 hours.

I

1

I

Thm numbers apply to small shallow surfaces of water sheltered fmn the wind.
I t seems probable, that the wind on a large scale may more than compensate for
increase of surface. The Vera Cruz average takes in the intluence of wind, otherwise the climate of that place must be drier than Benares, which is very unlikely.
The amount of evaporation is given by Dalton and others, in an inconveruent
expression of '' the number of grains per minute for a given surface ;"by converting
these. however, into similar terms, we have the f d o w i contrast,
~
at a wet bulb
dePPrk;sion of 20 degrees.
Temperature.
Aqueous Tension Evaporation Evaporation Ratio.
centesimal.
by Dalton. by above table.
0.42
0,23
1,s
0
60
0,52
0,27
1,s
70
10
' . 80
20
0,65
0,35
1,s
0,50
90
30
'
0,76
1.5
Whence. it appears that the a c t d evaporation duily from a set of four years experiments, huns out little more than one half the quantity given by Dalton's formula.
W e lave, ourselves, made some direct experiments o n the subject, which, as far as
they go, confirm the above curioue result.

X.-On the Chinese Lacker.

*

Yn our 6th No. we publislred the contents of a letter from a gentleman in Calcutta,
te a friend in Chins, containing enquiries regarding the nature of the Chinese Lacker,
aad a s u g p t i o n , whether it might not be the same as the Burmese varnish, of which
reply which was
a epecimen was sent for the purpose of trial fmd comparison. 'h
also published in that number, was not so fall o r lratisfactory aa could have been
h h e d ;and indeed the most interesting and'important of the queries, the identity of
tho two substances, was left altogether unnoticed. The following letter, which has
been recently received, in a great measure suppliea these deficiencies ;and we think
will be read with interest. We wish however, we could p i n t the specimens sent
by the writer of the letter, as they throw more light on tbe subject than can any description. The inferior sort or No. 1, of the Chinese lacker ,was, we thought, a little
better than the Burmese, but very little; the others decidedly eo ;but the best or No.
5, was exceedingly beautiful, and its lustre can only be compared to that of polished
metal. The preparatory coating, of which also a specimen was sent, appeared to us
very similar to the size coating given by painters to carriages before laying on the
proper colour. As far as these specimens go, the appear to us to decide the queation in the ne ative, as to the identity of the t w o i c k e r s ; but whether justice ha^^
been done the gurmese varnish is a question worth considering ; it is particularly to
be adverted to, that the Chinese have five sorts, of which the worst is probably not
much if at all better than the ordinary Burmese varnish. These five sorb are all
drswn from the same tree, the only difference being the order in which they sre
drawn, that taken first being best, and so on. It is possible that the Burmese may
of this circumstance, and it might be worth enquiry to ascertain whenot b e ather there be any difference in the quality according to its priority of flowing. This
point may be wen worthy of attention, though the specimen of the tree which i
pemised in the letter should pmve that the two are not the same, inasmuch as it
might d o n the same improvement of the Burmese varnish, as i t has evidently
ofthe C W .
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On t h Chinese Lackw.

The- is only one kind of lacker nsed in China, which is op4w ;but them
are five degrees of quality ; the first drawn from the tree being the best, and the
quality gradurilly diminishing in goodness, in proportion to the quantity extractedi t is used in its pure simple state.
Previous to laying on the lacker, tbe wood ia corqred over with a tl$n eating
of clay. (of which a specimen accompanies.) The clay is nsed mixed with water
only. When dry, and the surface polisheb, it is coated over with the common
lacker, and dried in the nhade, when it appeats of a dull black color. It is thm
coated again, and dried in e shade. This process is repeated as often qa desired,,
each time with lacker of a &r
quality than the preceding ;the ~urfacek i n g reudered smooth o r polished before each coating. The last coating is dried in the sun,
which is the only proeeaa empk~yedto render it transparent.
The transparent black is produced by the pure lacker without any colouring
matter, or being dissolved in any oil o r spirit. When another colour is wanted, the
colouring matter is mixed with the lacker used for the last coating; which, like the
black, is rendered transparent by being dried in the sun.
Specimens are sent herewith of the different quul~tiesof Lacker, No. 1. being
the most common, and 'No. 5. the best.
y
except
I n general four coats of lacker are deemed sufficient for q ~ colonr,
black, to produce which, of good q d i t y , five coata are required ;the finest quality
of lacker being used for the h s t coat.
I send herewith p i e s of lackered wood, shewing the different grades of tbe
kekering process.
I send also a piece of wood l a c k e d over with the Rangoon Incker, sent on hem
1-t year. I t wae wed in the pure state like the Chinese lacker ; and the manufacturer obsemed that i t required about four times as much exposure to the atmosphere to dry, as the Chinese lacker, and when dry it is very Inferior in potnt of
transparency. Indeed it remains soft, and rubs off. (When it reached Calcuk.it
was quite hard ; the nail had no effect on it. ED.)
I am promised a specimen of the Lacker tree, which shall be forwarded to pap
b y the earliest opportunity."
. .

XI.-BTiscsUanearr Notices.
. 1. P&w in t h Hinrakya.
In a latevol. of Brewster's Journal appeared an account of a Vo1car.o in the H i malaya,-which was received with much interest hot11 in England and in Intlia, 50
proof of the actual occurrence of such a phenomenon was brought forward, 1 1 0 ~ ever, the information given, being confinc~dto the description of an appearance,
something like smoke issuing from the vertex of a peak on the Rungporr frontier.
NO light or tire had ever been secn, and the conclusion that it was a volcano, nppeared to those who have sren much of these mountains not at all probable.
The following extract from 8 letter (we believe by the author of that notice) relates to the same peak. The writer had been within sixty tlliles of it.
" The high snowy mountain said to smoke, certainly the nlore I see of it, tltc
more I feel pnzzlrct a3 to what can occasion the appearance. M'hatever itis, snolr,
vapoor, or smolte, it comes out of a deep rent in the top of the hill. It alrvnvs
blows from Mrcst to East, that is, it shows 'itaelf when the wind is from tlte \~-r.-[ward, but is not visible when the wind is from the East: I have had no vietv of i t ,,n
a clear d:~ywithin the hills yet."
Our readers will rctnetnber a similar ap
lated in Bisllop Heber's Jonrnal, as communicated by Mr. Traill, at
The followilRS, which we Il:l\.e '
extractetl from the Journal of an exc~~rsiou
untains, ma,rle by a friend, refers to the snlne circumstance.
" Having tr:~velled,sottluch in these mc3untrrins wit bout ever h,earing any mention by natias of fire or smoke issuing fron1 any of the snowy or otller peaks, it was
not without surprise I leurned from Mr. Traill, tlta.t the mount.;tineers aver, t h : ~ t
Nunda Del~ee,one of the large snowy pe aks risible IFronl the sutwnit of the Almo.. . ctle
., racc
* . . .,
ro rue circu11lat;rncr of
r ~ l ridge,
t
fr~qnct~tly
emits slnoke ; tiley acrrtunre
their god cooliiny his dinner ; and they cnll the pe:ik llis ch7;ln or kitchen. The
frequency of hot sprinqs within the snowy range, is certainly a remarkable fcrcturr,
though I can by no ntcens allow of their necessary connection with volcanic phtno.
,-Dl~jltlzeilbv
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&en*. T h e j are found in formations of e e r y character. ~ n d ' w h ais
t mare import,
Ant, we are to consider that in no case do their peaks exhibit an oudihe at all vol:
canic, being almost all sharp spiracles, and in no single instapck that I know of
truncated cones. Amidst the innumerable peaksexisting in the remote and inaccesiibte, as well as invisible depths of this vast region of snow, it is impossible to say,
what may o r may not exist, and therefore it may be' said, that we cannot speak
. poesitively as to their non occurrence. I t in at the same time' curious, that xm
specimens of rocks of vol'canic, or even trap origin, have yet been found witfiin these
mountains ;even granite is very rare."
*. ..
'
2. SyphonHydvometcr.
'
The Journal d Science and Arts has given a deseriptiph of two
yphom applied t o the m e a s ~ m e n of
t the specific @pities of
quidb, invented by Mr. Meikle. The first consisted Of a double
syphon, a, into on6 leg of whi'ch a column of pure water was intm.
duded, and' into the other, a column of the liquid whoae specific
'
F t y was,required. The chief difsculty with this instrument was
i cleaning the interior tribes,. wheie theliquids might be apt to become mixed.
A n improvement afterwards duggested itself to'the mpentor ; a
into two rrd:
+mmon Syphon 6. of two equal.legs m made t o
jaeent glass vessels containing the li u i C : bntin t h ~ pform of'tHY
.
ipstrument, allo*ance must be made
the direrericeofthe cabillary action of the tube-upon the two liquids ;besides which, it is necessary to have sufficient liquid to 6ll a*glasscylindric tube, which is
s o d i m e s inconvenient.
A third form still presenh itblf, p6ssessing'greatei adCant-ai+s
,
,&an-either of the fnregoi4.
3
.
I t is that' of a syphdn of ;hree:k8a: Into'the yper &fieof it, tba
&qnirM liQuid may be cafefullk podred, and very little will, rukce
.
tb 611' the tube half way
T l ~ ewhole i n s h m e n t is then to
plunged into s vtssel of wa ,whidh enters at the lower orifice, and
dy the inttmntkon of the air, ele~ates.aproprtiodktecolumn of the
dtht~' 1iquid;tbe h k i h t of which, and of the water, maybe read off
a n a wale'grattukted updn one, o r all of the tnbes. The sllowance
fti+ cipillary attraction need now only be.appli& for to the water
tube, and will therefore be a constant number : and'indeed it will
be reducad nearly to nothing,, inasmuch as the water c m o t enter
the lower orifice of the syphon without affecting- the level of the .
..
liquid in the other branch, on account of the air between them, and
the same force wbich raises the capillary water inone column, raises
a proportional weight of the liquid in the other tube. I t aU follows
that the beiglit of the capillary column will o d y be half a s much
a$ it would be in ah open tube.
Q

f

%or

3. On making Ice.
The experiment of Professor Leslie, in which, bf means of sulphnric acid and an'

a i i pump, he froze water in the middle of summer, is doubtless familiar to most
ofbur readers. An apparatus on this principle, but on a verylarge scale, was brought
cmt to this country sometime ago, with the view of establishing the manufacture of
ice in some quantity, for the use and consumption of the good people of Calcuttrr
We, had not an opportunity of seeing it ourselves, but we have understood tllat the
air pomp was to be worked by a small steam engine. Wliether it ever received a
,fair trial we know not, but it is generally supposed, that the experiment has failed.
The only account we could ever get of the matter is that the ice produced, was not
only in small quantity, but so imperfectly solidified, as to render its transport to any
distance precarious. We wonder it did not orcur to the conductors of tile experiment to 111ixcommon salt with it, by whicl~the temperature would he reduced at
once from 32" to 0'. Such an improve~nentof the power of the machine might
havb insured the success of the experiment. , Suppose for instance, two ibs. of ice
were' t h e y m e of the sulphurie'*id an& air-pump ;and allowing t h a only haN
this qnan ty waa real solid ice, the other h d f being water of ,the temperawe of 3.20,
mix h d f a ponnd of mnriate of aoda, and the result would be, a mass of three pounds
Or' as mnriaee of lime might be imported from Europe at
a t the temperature 13.'
r vety triaing c h a r @ , - a u p p d s ~ ' lIhs
~ of the latter, mixed with the 21bs of slush'
- i
a;the remdting temperature on 3$1bs abould be 5 9

Such wan the vim which sugge~tcditeelf o n b t hearing of tbe failme of the experiment and nlinquiahment of the plan. Whatever doubts might have arisen as
its justness, are removed by the opinion of one every way qualified to judge.
Mr. Walker, in the communication which L republished in our 8th number from t h e
Philosophical Magazine, rives it as his opinion. that artilicial ice (. most emnomic d l y and effectually applied, by mixture with s g i e ingredients.

1

Depression.

The above is inverted from P's table page 81, of the March Number of this work,
in which the following caror of the prew was dincovered; for temp. 80, and ten$ion 10, read depression 24.1. instead of 25:l.

I

1

c.

5. WrMd.
April 15th, 1828. About 4.30. P. M. in the vicinity of Dawn,after a heavy squan
' of wind which commented a t NN.
W. and afterwards shifted to every quarter of t h e
compass, accompanied by a heavy ehower of rain and hail, and tremendous peab o f
thunder without a single flash of ligbtnin which lasted for nearly an hour, I
observed a very dense cloud to the S. and #:from which a colnmn appeared to be
descending. On first perceiving it, it had descended buta short way from the cloud
i n a slanting direction towards the earth, the part nearest the cloud being the thiilgeat, and the lower end gradually tapering away to a blunt point; it however increated
rapidly in circumference, and ~ a d u ~ lapproachedthe
ly
earth, the point swelling out
to nearly the same size as &e rest of the column, and appearing, except at tho
upper extremity, (which was of the same denseness as the cloud) like a fine white
smoke, rather denser towards the middle thac at the edges, which were clearly and
beautifully defined. Atter watching the formation for about a minute and a half,
i t reached the ground in the middle of a grove of trees, and immediately a cloud oi.
dust was raised in the air, mingled with bamboos, mats, &c. and the wholedissappeared ;the upper part appearing tobe drawn up into the clouds, and thelower falling
to the ground. As it had the appearance of what is generally denominated a waterspout, I immediately proceeded to the spot, which was about twomiles off, fully expetting to find that a large quantity of water had fallen. T o my great surprize I found
there had not a drop fallen, and that the phenomenon in question, wan a whirlwind
which had desceudedin the centre of a number of fishermen's huts, twelve of which
were entirely destroyed. The devslrtation was entirely confinedto a space of about 50
yard6 in diameter, and those houses beyond the range of it, and absolutely h o s t
touching the other, had merely the that& of the mofs d e d j the roofs of the

.
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houses in the centre of the spot where the wind had struck, were r r u l e d flat oqthe
ground ;those towards the side were thrown down outward. I say struck, for it
evidently a p p w e d that the wind had eapaed the same effect ss a gun when fired st
the earth, which thrown the dust up on my side of the apsee through which the
charge passes. I can only aeeonnf in this way for the appearance of the houses,
and snppoee that it was part of those at tbe edges which wen! thrown outwards,
that the rebound carried into the air: some of the people were thrown down flat,
but n o lives were lost. I t had exactly the same appearance as those which are fiequendy met with at sea, and from observations which I have frequently been enabled to make on the latter, I am inclined to think, that in genersl, they are merely
of the above dewription, containing no water ;the sea appears to be generally much
troubled under them, hut I have never observed, though at times very close, that
any q a d t i t y of water has fallen when they break.
L.

,

6. Tabasher.
O u r readers are aware, that several very interesting apera and notices have been
published by Dr. Brewater in his Journal, and in the ~ f h m p h i Transactions
d
on
this curious production of the vegetable mrld. In a letter to a correspondent, in
Calcutta, who had sent him numerous specimens, he mentions as a desideratum, t h e
possibility of procuring it in a 5uid state. The following are the observations of a
gentleman who has had many opportunities of observing this substance.
'' The Tabasheer may be procured in a state resembling jelly. I t must also hein
a completely fluid state in the first instance, but as almost all bamboos conein a
large quantity of water hetween their joints, i t would he difficult to determime when
i t was, and when it was not held in solution. In the state of jelly in which I harereen it, I think it might he pressed into the &ape of a lens ;but i t would not, I suppose, answer Dr. B.'s purpose, as he probably requires it to be mude from the snbstance in its crystalline form."
D. S.

XI1.-Proceedings of Societier.
A meet in^ of this Society WM held on Wednesday the2dSept.-Sir Edward Ryan
i n the chair.
The following gentlemen were elected Members of the Society :
Major Caldwell, Rkj6 Banwari Lall, Babu Asutosh De, Babu Rdjchander
Das, and Babu S y A m u TbBkur.
A letter was read from Mr. Avdall, presenting part of a brick from Babylon.
A letter was read from Lieutenant Craigie, presenting sundry old coins, in the
name of the Begam Somrfi.
A letter was read from Mr. Williams and Dr. Adam, presenting thirteen copper
weapons found in the earth near Fatehgerh.
A letter was read from Babu Sibchander Das, -presenting a Oorac,h Danda, be.
iug an iron instrument with rings, said to have been invented by GorBe,h Ndtha,' a
celebrated ssge, from the vicinity of Guzerat. The inshument is a kind of puzzle,
in which an iron rod is passed and repassed through a series of rings. The invenm r is said to have died at Mrucp6r, which derives its name from that circuinstance. '
A letter was read from Mr. Martin, presenting a pig with two heads, and two
90nng Kangarooe in spirits.
A copy of the Alif &in, printed at the ~ i t h o- g r a ~ hPress,
ic
was presented by
Mr. wid.
A letter was read from Captain Ruddell, forwardin a very large collection of
Thibctrn Manuscripts on the part of the College ~ o u n c f .
A copy of the work of Riharius on Surgery, found in Nepal, was presented by
Mr. Hodgsou.
- A Tagala Dictionary was presented by &e Count di Vidua, and a'copy of the
Englefield Vwm, by Mr. Grant.
md
, Caotain Herbert preeented the printed Meteorological tables for June
~uly.'
Copy of an inncription found in a temple near AUahnbad, was presented on the
put of Mr. Bouldersoa
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An aceaunt Of a h e y bem N-1 by TzMede on the fRWiefl 62 Cbida, by &Cashrnlre-Bb6tiah1 inteaprter te the -ern
en that row, dommunieaded b y
Mr. Iladgren W h the h n ' h b W.W Buyley, ass read.
Accawpt of Hi& W,
second part, was presenOed by the Acretury.
Ckrs of Natural Histwy a;~dPhya'cs.
Wednesday, 26th Angut.

HonorJle Sir E. Ryan in the Chair--A letter was readfrom Mr. Hudgson, dated
Nepal, 23d July, accompanied by specimens of a certain &
rae&,
which Mr. H. atat=
s t t o have been brought from a considerable distance in the mountains, and used im
the Kh6r KhBneh to assist the fusion in rome metals." The secretary, (Mr. Ross,)
stated that on first inbpection, this enrth appeared to him to be ihe'bituminotis
mark, which is used as a flux for oren of copper in Thuringia, where it abounds as
a matrix of the ore ; but the very amaU p r o m i o n of lime precipitated by means
of oxalate of ammonia, from a solution of the earth in muriatic acid, does not justify
€he aonclnsion of its being marle. Subsequent examination led Mr. R. to believe
it to be earth, forming the bottom or sides of some of the nntron lakes, which a r e
known to exist in certain parts of the Himalayan range of mountains :-a complete
d y s i c l of this earth is, however, .promised for the next meeting.
A large collection of roek speamens, supposed ta have been obtained from the'
vicinity of Simla, wna presented by Mr. Calder, on the part of Dr. Govan, but n o
spccific Recount of them hes yet been received.
Mr, CaMer also presented on behalf of Mr. Hardie, some specimens of lias
. lime-stone, with organic remains, illustrative of his paper on the Geology of e n tral India.
A letter was read from Caphin Franklin, dated Jubhnlpore, 12th July 1829, dktailiag the progress made by bim in tbe prosecution of his interesting geological investigations, and what still remains for him to accomplish.

'

Saturday, 4th Ju6y.
A. Ogilvie, Esq. in tbe Chair.-A specimen of 'Rncture of Hill Rhubarb and of
Tincture of Hyosciamus (Henbane) prepared by Mr. Royle at Saharunpore, were
submitted.
, A n&e of two Hindu Sculls, with oreoaratioas. was oresenkd bv Mr. J.
Qtler.
A paper entitled, Remarks on disunited fractupe, and the me& of treattnent
prrmmed in such cases by Mr. Arnesbnry, ( ~ M ~ o Bwas
, ) presented by Mr. Raleigh.
A paper entitled, Memoranda on Cholera, was presented by Mr. 3icksoa, Assistant Surgeon His Majesty's 30th Regiment.
. Mr. IpClar's notice, and Mr. Dickson's MemomdB were r e d and diecussed by
the meeting.

..

Saturday, 1:s Atcgurt.
.A. Ogilvie, Lteq. in the Chain.-Dr. Stwm was elected a member of the Societp.
Letters were read from Meesm. Lmghton aud h u k i r , withdrawing their names
from the list of the Society's members, on the plea of inahiliby to d o r d the expense
of subscription, &.
Mr-T. E. BAbr'e Essay on the Art of Preserving Health in Indig, was .pmented
in the name of the author.
, A model of a Hydrocephlie Native Child, wns presented by Mr. h u t .
Extract of a letter from Mr. Spilebury, on points of professional interest, wen
rqad by the SecretaryA
Mr. Raleigh's paper on disunited fracture, was then read and discussed by th&
w i y .
Saturday, 5th Seplun6e+.

A. Ogilvie, Esq. in the Chair.-Dr. Irvine wan elected a member.
, D r . A. B. Webster withdrew his laame, plePdipgiubility to pay further subscriptions.
The following papers received since, the last .mesting, were submitted by the
Secretary.
. An account of Epidemic Fever, wly,prevailiag s ~ u o gthe tnoopr & Ehori, by
Dr. A. Murray.

c w of Fraqture of the Cranium, successfully treated by Mr. Cameron.
A case of Traumatic Tetanus, with observations, by Mr. Grant.
An account of the production and effect6 of Malaria, in the valley of Udnyapbr,
by Dr. Hardie, and a paper on occlusion of the biliary ducts, by Mi. Twining.
A copy of Brook's History of St. Helena, was presented on the part of Mr.
M.~ i t c h i e .
Mr. R. M. Martin presented a collection of Crnnia
Dr. Stewart's case of Delirium Tremens, Mr. Grant's of Traumatic Tetanus,
and Mr. Piddington's O b ~ e ~ a t i o Ion
I s Gulunchu and Cat Caringa, formerly pcfp
sened, were then read and discussed.

1. NOVEL TIE^ I N SCIENCE.
1. Figure ef the Earth.
I n a paper inserted in the Philosophical Magazine and Annals of PLilompby for
Fehy. 1829. Mr. ivory finds, that out of forty experiments on the length of the pendulum made in direrent parts of the world, 3 1 are represented tolerably by an ellipticity between a&a and &.-%at
is too great for the 34, and does not even
represent the remaining 6.-The great discrrpancy is in the tropical observations ;
thus the length of the equatorial pendulum by a mean of 6 experiments
is
39.01230
By a m e a n o f
9
,01330
Ditto, ditto,
15
,01605
This irregularity is particularly remarkable near the Equator, as the foTIowing
comparison will show.

...........
..........

Lng.

....
....

...
......

Maranham,
39,01173
44. 21 W.
Hawak,
,01479 131'. 1 E.
Galapagos,
,01717 90. 0 W.
St. Thomas,
,02074
6. 45
These places are all ao m a r the Equator that they may be reckoned to be upon it. .
These irregularities do not extend beyond the tropics ;and even within them, there)
ue only a few that do not belong to the same surface. Of the other observations Mr.
h o r y seems to tbiok, that the first step ehouldbe to scrutinize thew observations,
before coming t o the oowlusion.that the earth is really different Bom asolid of revolution.
I n a former commuaiocrtion he had shorn, that the beat measnrements of arcsof .
the meridian in different countries were (within the limits of error) accordant with
such an ellipticity. In the number for March be returns to the subject, and attempts to show that the few msaaurerpents of perpendicular arcs yet made, d s o support an ellipticity of about d!J;
thus he finds the difference of longitude between
Dover ~d Portsmouth to be,

,

.

~eode~icall~,
By Chronometers,
m. a.

....

m. a.

9 42,4
9 42,Y

T h e latter result would be 9 42,l if two observations that appear iiregdar
a r e rejected. Again, the result of the recent measurements made on the continent
to determine the vdue of a perpendicular degree, have shown the difference of
bngitude (on an ellipticity of
between Marennes and Geneva, and Marennes.
and Padua,
m. a.
m. I.
T o be Geodesically
28 9 2 and
51 67,3
By Astronomical, observation, they, are
29 1,l and
51 5 8 1
1 9 1
1.2
Difirence,
A difference, which as he observes, ia certcridy Kill~iathe limids of error. Hetbinka that we ham then, an yet, no warrant from the rcsdts of observation, to
cJ1 iP qwstion the opinion whkh liar h h so generally received, till lately, vb.
that, the ewt8. is a solid of revolution, and consequently the meridinas regalar'
ellipacs. We may alno coeclnde with perfect sakty, tht the e e t i a i t y is very near.
ly, if not exactJy

..

..

..

In connection with thia'subject, we may notice a very interesting paper by M.
Nicolle, in one of the early volumes of the Journal of Science, N. S. in which
he attempts to prove that the celebrated and much discussed disctepancy in Mechain's latitudes of Moat-jouy and Barcelona, was to be explained in a math
more simple and obvious manner than had yet been attempted. Those of n u '
readers who are familiar with the Base du Systeme Metriqw &&xu&, ue acquainted
witb the history of this question, which, with Zach'a reaults, has been hitherto
s m h a stumbling block to the unqualhied admirers of the Cerck Rcpetitmr. Meehain, the n w t faithful of o h m s , as he nlay be mil called, found that his
and most unexceptionable results obtained s t Mont-jouy and Barcelona, gave a difference of latitude 3",8 more than the actually measured distance (on any probable figure and dimensions of the spheroid) gave. The distance w the meridian was only one mile, so that no solstion of the error could be sought for in any
probable inaccuracy of measurement. Local attraction, and many other causes
Lave been assigned, but none of them ewn plausible, excepting Mechain's o m
explanation, which attributed the error to the instrument, and bo the impossibility of
determining with such small means, qnentities so minute. His letters to Delambre
on the subject are extremely interesting, and show what a hold the subject h d
taken of his mind, and what a source of mortification and sorrow it became to him. M. Nicollet's paper is exceedingly ingenious. He attempts to show Grst, that t h e
star in the observations of which the greatest discrepancy is observable, UTI.Mqj.
is a clouble star. That the circumstance was not known to, o r allowed for by Machain, and that being visihle in the telescope of the circle, as an ill defined single star,
$he wire was made necessarily to bisect some point between both rtars. Re also brings
forward other auxiliary considerations connected with the progress of Astronomy,
attempting to show that when the observations are reduced by applying modern
corrections and the above allowance made, the great discrepancy of 3",8 ia e n t i e
got rid of. I t would be impossible to do justice to his paper in the limits we ue
eonfined to ;it is, as we before remarked, exceedingly clever and ingenious. U n f m nately however, for the success of the opinions it promulgates, we have in t h e M A
number of the Philosophical Magazine, a letter from a French correspondent, who
a t once demolishes M. Nicollet's clrrefully reared fabric. He shows from Mechin's
own letters, that he not only knew the star { Urs. Maj. to be double, but saw it so
in the telescope of his circle, and describes the lesser star to be, when he b r q U
the wire un the cedre
the large one, about two diameters of the wire below or
about 12" And the o er arguments he summarily disposes of by taking tke amu
stars, observed at the same reoron 4 the year at both places. (though in different
years,) in which case, all doubt as to the coe5cients of thedifferent corrections
must vanish. As a useful memorandum, we shall here give the result of his comparison.
The difference of Latitude by a Polaris,
Sup. Pass.
61,"19
Inf. Pass.
Do.
59,44
Sup. Pus.
j3.Ura. min.
62,65
Dltta
Inf. Pass.
63,16
4 Urs. maj.
Sup. Pass.
58,lO
Inf. Pass.
64,M
Ditto
Gem.
57,83
By measurement it was found to be
59,33
These results prove, that no latitude deduced from observations made witb this
instrument can be depended on to so small a quantity, as the admirers of the inshument would have us believe.-And they ledmen the force of the objections made
rn the regular figure of the earth, founded, partly on similar discrepancies in a m
of greater extent. The English irregularities have, as far as we recollect, been
plausibly referred to local attractions acting on the plummet.
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2. New JSItem pf water Power.
A description with plans of a mode of supplying public works with water M A
moving power in all situations, and at all seasons of the year, has been lately published in Scotland by an engineer of the name of Thom. I t promises to be of
the greatest advantage to this country, not only as d o r d i n g a cheap substitute for
steam power, but as lending a powerful aid to the amelioration of the condition of
the workiog classes, and perhaps of becoming the means of removing the intolerable
pvisance of rmoke in large towns. This plan of water-power, which has been adopted
at Greenock on a beautiful water-fall of 512 ft. height above the level of the sea, is
capable of universal application throughout the island, and ie rendered complete by

I

I

the contrirsaae of a d e n of self-acting daiees adapted to every rite and to every
state of w d a , all tbe inventionof the eugimwr, who Bad the honor of first submitt i n g t h e plan 0 the public. The m c a of
~ t h metbod at Rothsry in the Lle of Bute,
where it originated, induced a company of patriotic gentlemen in Graenock to lend
themwives to the anderhking ;and their workti, now nearly finished. form one of
the g e a t e s t wonders of art in the country. The rains callected from a number of
barren h i s in the mighbourhood of Greenock, are collected into a large nataral reservoir a t their bane, and conveyed along the face of mou1).t8insScarried across deep
ravines, and conducted dong the edges of rocky precipice6 in a gently sloping aqueduct,about six miles long, to the brow of a hill surmounting the town; thence the water is led along in small aqueduct# or kder to the mills, (which are. situated on the
face of the hill,) amounting to t h i r t y t h r a in number, a d (from their varioua
heights, being placed r m c e ~ i v d ybelow e d other,) yield'hg apower arising from
the.extent of their faIls..wnal to that of 2080 horses. (am appeam by the report of the
if certain improvemen&& a f t e - h d e 8s-indicated,
Company's engineer,)
thev mav be made to vield a wwer equal to that of 3000 horses, a mechanical power
far-exceeding that of the g&at manuketwing town of Glasgow, and ite populous
vicinity. The water collected into the grea! naturrl reservoir with solee small
auxiliaries, is drained from abont 4890 a c m of around, it coven about 300 ncrm, in
which the water stands, about forty-six feet deep,-and it is capabPe of containing abbot
300 millions of cubic feet of water, o r of discharniw 600 millions of cubic feet annually; so that besidea supplying the town of ~ r e & & k amply with water for culinary
purposes to the amount of 50 millions of cribic feet annually, the reservoir can
furnish 2464 cubic feet of water per minute, for 310 days (the working days) in the
year, for the period of twelve hours a day. The most astonishing circumstance
regarding this immense public undertaking is, that they can afford to give their
water s o cheap to the people who take their mills, that the price of a horse's power
is reduced to about the twentieth part of what it would cost, were it derived from
steam. ~ h e ' e x ~ e n sofe steam engines and fuel, would by the general adoption of
this plan throughout the country be entirely done away with; coals and many
other articles of consumption, would be rendered cheaper ; the smoke of public
works would be abolished in a more effectual way than by hurning ; and the health
p d morals of the lower classes, the last, but not the least important of the advanfages t o be derived from it, would be improved by the removal of manufactories
from confined situations in crowded towns to airy and salubrious situstiow in the
country.-New Monthly Mag. No. 101.

3. Mr. Motley's Amh Svap~ibnBridge.
The admirers of m e c h a a i d ingenuity, and those who take an interest in the architectural improvements of the metropolis, will, we are sure, feel gratified bya visit
to Mr. Motley's model of a wrought iron arch suspension bridge, now exhibiting at
the Strand. The principle of Mr. Motley's improvement, for i t is not, as he alledges,
h i s inventim- (as the celebrated Schsffhausen bridge in itself proves), is to do awbp
with lateral pressure, thence of the necessity of abutmenta by removing the pmssure o r weight of the bridge from, as at present, the top to the bottom of the structure, and resting it on a simple trussed beam o r tension line This tension line,
which is ensured by a very ingenious apparatus of inflexibly jointed iron vertical
bars and horizontal liees, (the arch being the r e v e m of our inverted one of our abutment bridges,) constitutes the camage way of the proposed suspension b r i d e over
the Thames, from Charing crow through Scotlad Yard to near King's Arm's Stairs.
Corresponding with this tension line and parallel to it, is another on the top of the
&, which may be used qs a tloor for an arcade of shops, or as a foot way, according to the height o r number of the arches. The advanbges of such an amngement
are obvious. Its practicability h.e been borne testimony to by the highest scientitic and practical authorities, amongst others h professor Lardner, Dr. Birkbeck,
and Mr. Tredgold ;and indeed is made evident gy an inspection of the model itself.
4 . Anti-convulsion Syatem of Geology.
I n a notice af a nork entitled ' l e t t r u nrr 1s Rmolwtim ohr Globe,' in the sectioh
of the Natural Sciences of the ' BvNettn Uniuersel,' the Baron de Perusanc repeats an
opinion maintained by him on former occasions in tbe same Bulletin, that the pre8ent state of the Earth's surface in a geological point of view, is the last, o r rather
the most recent, of a series of successive and gradual modifications ; that, in fact,
&ere have not been any revolutions, properly so called, on theglobe ; but an unin.tempted suocewion of phenomena diminishing in importance with the course of

time, .s the ~ ~ ~oft tl
gw MOYB
p
om which hey depended have kame k ~ 8a a~
the g r a t e r part of w h i l still contime, and an ia a state of progrmsion, but with
Ism force, and on a mom limasd scale than heretofore. In a word, that the
l a w of harmony have not been diatwbed on our globe, more than in any other part

of the universe ;and that the explanation of geological phenomena, ins@& of being diseoverable in r dedating theory of imaginary convulsions, is to be found i n
the natural wnaequeeecs of the primitive atate of the globe, and the necessary effoctl of the general laws to which matter is nnbject.
True it is, comdaiona, violent ruptures of beds, their reformation, the change of
p l m of substancas, the eonsequences of atcertain anterior order of thmgs, cannot
be mistaken. But these effectaare far from being the consequences of disturbmces
of the established order,-of deluges in fact. The Baroa sasertr, that the d o l e histo of the globe is contained in a few linee formerly p u b l i h d by him, in which he
m2nt.ined it wan time for geologkta to abandon the system of convulaiorm d natun and of cataclysms p to eckaowledge the influence of natural causes, and of the
order aod permanenoe by which the universal planetary a p t e m is governed.
b sthe formatiop of waters by the
The primitive voka& fife and its c ~ ~ s a q u e n c ;
b o n d e n d o n of gasen ;the sinking of their level in coneequenoe of the intiltratiod e d e d in preportion to the refmgwation and to the thickening of the crust of the
arthi and the d i i a t i o n of the temperature on the surface of the globe, the. effect
of the same refrigeration, are the primary causes from which the explanation of the
geafogicalphcwmeda p-d,
hy a mtud and easy coneatenation.-Lon: Mag.
5. ivnprowmnrt of tb Tdue uf Life.
I t has been pretty generally susgfcted of late years, tbat either there is a manifest
increase of the value of life, whic is not impossible, from the improved habits sad
more extended enjoyments of a people constantly advancing in civilisation, o r hat, as
& also possible, the Nortbampton table, which have been hitherto the basis on wKi&
dculations connected with the value of lives have been founded, was constructed
on insufficientdata. The following table given by Mr. Morgan, actuary of the Eqoitable Insurance, which places this subject in the clearest point of view, is taken from
the Westminster Review, No. XVIII. p. 411.
No. of Policies. t
Age.

- - - 4720
20 t~
30
40
,60
60
70

en

30
40
50

60

70

W

95

15951
27072
23307
14705
5066
70 1

-

29
339
426
289
99

602
290
95

-

We gee by this t+ble, that the value of life from the w-e of 20
than doubG what i s given by the tahles.

k~that of 50, in more

6. Proportion of Sickneu.
The fdllowing table taken from the same work, p. 415, may inbehat thwe Lbnd 01
statistic enquiries. I t was drawn up by the Highland Society of Sootlbnd, fmm 79
returns of benefit societies scattered thmugh 16 counties, and it consequently a p
lies to the class of labonrent and mechanics who Lrmed the members of thew
Eocieties. The total number was 104218, and the perlod in aome instances extended from 1750 td 1821,
Sicknesd.
Yearn of age.
Yeml&age.
Sickness.
4 days,
66
5, 4 weeks,
21
67
6, 6 m k s ,
'
46
I
1 wek,
8 weeks,
68
57
2 weeks,
69
9 weeks,
63
3 weeks,
70
10 mb.
65 .
4 , 4 weeks.

7. Cwtent qf ABsrraHon.
Mr. Richardson of the Greenwich Observatory, having reduced 4119 obsmvsb
tions made there in the years 1826-6-7-8, with the two mural circles of IYaughton
and Jones, on 1 4 of the most favodrably sitnatedstanr, finds this constant@ TrougB'ton's circle to be 2OY,535, by Jones" Z6",504. Thie value is sdmethbglpaWtfmf~

1
I

I

Dr. Bdnlrley and Mr. h,
bpt rat& lew thn the dues deduced by M. M. Be& and L~ndenae-Lor. Weekly Rev.
.
.
that proposed by

8. New Pernuaim, Aipc, ignited & a @ring instead of a k h .
Lieutenant Colonel Miller in the author of this improvement, which is stated to
combine the following advantages. 1, I t produces fire more snddenly than the common lock. 2, I t is lesa liable to ge.t out of order ; and 3. I t may he constructed at
half the expense of an ordinary rifle. A farourable report of its performance u, tried
at Wwlwich is annexed.-PhiL Mag. and An. Phil. v d . iii. p 277.
2. MISCBLLANEOUS
NOTICES.
The Atlaa of India, publirkd bg the Eaat India Company
'Ihm noble work, of i W a splendid monument of the muni6cence of the Eut
India Company, in upon a scale d four miles to an inch, and &ken horn actual
eunzys, which when completed. will form a map of India on one uniferm plux.
The project was C s t conceived by Colonel McKenzie, and a large portion of tho=
parts already puhlisbed were surveyed under his superintendence. The s u r v e p on
the northern part of the peninsula have for their basis the triangulation of Colonel
Lambton, who extended a set ofi principal and m n d a r y triangles over the whole
country.
The sheets are published as they are completed ; some of them have blank
s p w s , to be filled up as the surveys proceed; nothing being allowed to go foFth
to the world which is not founded upon actual anmey. The following are the sheeta
already published.
Sheet 47 contains the surveys of Captain Hodgson and Lieutenant Herbert in the
mountainow country comprising the northern part of the province of Sirmlr, and
the principal part of Bissht~ir.
Sheet 48 contains the surveys of Captain Hodgson and Lieutenant Herbert in 0 e
Southern part of the province of Sirmfir, part of Oarhwlll, and the Dehra DGn.
The flat country ir from the surveys of L ~ u t e n a nWhite,
t
Lieutenant Hodgmn,
Captain Colvin, and Lieutenant Blake.
Sheet 65 is principally the survey of Captain Hodgaon and Lieutenant Herbert
of the sources of the Gmges, and of C a w n Hearsey and Mr. Moorcroft of the
sources of the Indus and Setluj.
Sheet 66, is principally the survey of Captain Webb, of the province of K a d u n .
Sheets 69 and 70, contain the greater part of the province of Bandelkund enrveyed by Captain Franklin, brother of Captain Sir John Franklin, R. N.
Sheets 42,43,58,59,60, 77,78,80,81,95, me s u n q executed in the peninsula,
-4. JGur.
S u q gf the Heavene.
. I t will be recollected by our astronomical readers that in the pim~pnbablirhed b b
the Berlm Academy in 1825, for the construetion of a new map of the Heavens, ib
was proposed to survey a cone equal to thirty degrees in declination, namely 15.
ubove, and 15' below the equator ;and that this aone was to be divided into twentyfour hours of right ascension, each of which was to he asligned for the obwmatiow
of one hdivididual. Any astronomer wishing to be employed on the map, was to
Bdems himeelf to one of the members of the commission appointed for the object
by the academy, who would assign for his portion any of the honra af the zone, not
undertuken by another. This region was to he allotted to each observer for two
years, and at the end of this time, if no real progress had heen made, the commission was to he at liberty to appoint another ohewer. The whole was to be finished
by January 1st 1829. We now read in some late numbers of the Antolcgia, that
two astronomers have furnished the task assigned to them, namely, M. Inghirami
of Florence, and BI. Harding of Gottingen The Italian astronomer had undertaken
the 18th hour, one of the most difficult, as it contains the greater part of the milk
waycomprehended in the zone : his map contains a list of nearly 1500 stars, of whicE
only 1500 were set down in the catalogues of Bradley, Piazzi, Lalande, and Bessel ;
the other 6000 are the result of his own observations. Notwithstanding the vastness of the undertaking, M.Inghirami has been the first to complete his part of the
map. Tbese details are stated by M. Encke, Secretnry to the commission, and are
inserted in the Italian Journal. M. Harding, who was entrusted with the 15th
hour, has only recorded 3000 stars. The results of the labours of the other astronomeni are not yet knowa-For. Qu. Reo. wI. iv. p. 332.
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1. On the Introduction of the Iron Chain Suspension Bridge into the
H i m m d y n Moawtains.
Those of your readers who have visited our hill provinces to tbe north-west,
scarcely require to be told, that they constitute, perhaps, the most rugged d
dificult country in the world. The difficulties of intercommunication are i
e
deed vary great, and no doubt, oppose a serious obstacle to the improvement
of the people. In the Alps of Europe, which naturally are, probably, not ma&
better, there yet have been formed magnificent roads in various directions, so u,
to render the labour of traversing the country comparatively easy, and tbllr to
unite places apparently separated by nature. Tbere arches of stow facilihte the
paas e from o m precipice to another; bridges c a v e the trawllea orsr, otherwiaefqmpassable torrents; and where the nature of J e rock forbids the attempt
to conotruct a rwd, galleries are excavated through the very bod OF the
mountain, and by a safe, though dark and dhmal transit, render passabL routes,
where nature had seemed to fix an insumounbble barrier. In our northern
mountains, again, with a few trifling exceptions, all is aa it came from the hand sf
nature. Yet the Alps of Europe cannot be put m competition for value with
our mountain provinces. They owe these improvements, rather to the circumstance of their b e i v the high road into one of the finest countries in Europe, than
to any settled plan of improvement, or to any well understood view of developing
the resources of tbe country. Schemes of conquest, and projeats of ambitioa
have, perhaps, oftener prompted such works (and this in every countr ) than
the more useful calculations of the political economist. But whatever d e motives, the worksare a positive gain : the destruction of the barrier against invasion,
being more than compensated for by the increased facility of communication
witb the neighbouring countries. The sword will yet, it is to be hqyd, be
stayed in its ravages, by obstacles more difficult to be surmounted than
Alp or
Appennine ;" and in the mean time, the mutual intercourse of nations, as it
affords to suffering humanity the principal solace for its destructive r y e , ro
will it be mainly instrumental in forwarding that state of things in which, (d the
px+ecy be ever literally fulfilled,) " the,pwords shrll be cwverbfl into plough
&ares, and the spears into pruning books.
Facility of communication within itaelf, and with neighbouring countries, ir
certainly one of the first steps in the improvement of a nation. What rank the
people of our mountain provinces would have held in the seala of wealth and
civilization, if their country had been more accessible, and they less shut up
in their rugged hills, it were vain to conjecture ;but it may safely be said, that a
wuntFy with such remrces could not have remained ltationary et so low an
ebb under such circumdances. With o m of the h e s t climates in the world as
it regards health; with a soil certainly not below the average, and having the
great advantage of a cheap irrigation ; with no many valuable natural productions, both veptable and m i n e d ; there w m s only wanting improved mean8 of
intercourse wrthin itself, and with the ocighbounog countries of Tlribet d
Hindmstan, to auk it f u above ita prarent level. Witti a s u d w equd to
~
l hdf yd England ; with each a ~ g ofedtivUsd producrionr u tbe
what, rice, hemp, flax,c o w , sugar, a
w
l opiuua ;with q p e r , l e d and iron
=inel ;with i d a u e t i b l e forests, that indude Plmoat every production of the
Wopicr or the twoperate zoac, the beboo, cho oak, tPe edw (probably tbs
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three most vduahle trees) 8 the richest and most extensive paetnrngea; situated
60 conveniently Pol trade, between two comtria, m u W y in want of t a c h
other's productions, t k traot doer not yet yield a revenne of perhaps %30,000.
Can it be doubted, but tbat good roads and bridges would do much for such a
country ?
Unfortnuately, however,the peopleare too poor to undertake any thing of this kind
themselves. These works must indeed in every country be the result of a certain degree of national prosperity, on which they again react; producing an accelerated
progress. To carry into effect extensive schemes of public utility, requires capital ;
and this is unfortunately an elenlent of improvement as much a desideratum in these
countries, as the execution of the prqjecta which can only be secured by it. In Europe the first irppulse is given by the great landed proprietors and capitalists, who
have their remuneration,the former in the improved value of their eslates,the latter
in the return made
the employment of their capital. I n India we have no proprietors of land butt e Government, nor any capitalists capable of comprehending
the full value of projects of public utility, still less of rising to the conception of
so paradoxical a thing (to them) as public spirit. I t is hy the Government, and by
them only, that such works can be expected to be undertaken ; and I may add.
that in the double capacity of rulers, and landed proprietors, it is their intereat to
engage in them. Nothing can be clearer than that improved facilities of in~tercommnnication allow of a country's resources being fully developed. As
'internal and external commerce increases ; with i t increlise the wealth and comforts of the people. Population then takes a start, and with i t nwst i n e m
tbe produetions of the agriculturist. Land acquires a new value, corresponding to the increased demand for ita produce, and the means of the consumers to
purchase. Thence a ditect interest as landed proprietors ;while as rulers, it in
suf3ckntly obvious, that the more prosperous the commerce and agricultnreof
a coontryj the more productive will its remnne be ; its revenue, I man, M
composed of ordinary taxes. I n America it bas been found, tbat the revem
has steadily inmeseed with the dePcbpement of\her resources ;and i t r i l l be emu
h o d , L a t the rate af i c m a s e i n the line of r o d , takhn as a single element
of national improvement, corresponds pan pcraau with that of the revenue.
The value of a proper system of intereommunicntion, as a step in the improvement of a eountry, is indeed ao fully acknowledged, as to stand in no need of
ilhwtration ;7 ~ e i - eit a doubtful question, the practice of that magnificent people
the Romans, might serve to naswre w. Even our Mogul predecessors could
.discover thin trutb, and their best princes made the construction of roads and
blidges a principal object of their care. I t is remarkable, how little we have
done, when our means of accomplishing so much are taken into consideration.
By a laudable innovation on the established maxims of a cruel justice, we have
sparingly administered the punishment of death ; and have in all, but the very
heaviest offences, commuted that punishment for labour on the roads ; our
delinqueda are therefore collected in prisons all over the country, and in considerable nmnbers. A8 their punishment is expressly declared to be LABooa
o r THE POADS, and as their numbers are very great, the stranger might naturally
conclude, tbat our roads, at least in the plain country, wust be excellent. Our
residents can tell a di&rent story, particularly those who have travelled much ;in
no country on She face of the globe is the rtate of the roads so truly disgraceful,
o r so little indicative of the mk of an enlightened people. Thin is a h t h the mom
' provoking, because so little expenditure of labour would suffice to'ensure all thatia

7

wanted*..

The ut111ty of a few good lines of road in a mountainous country, is, if possibk,
more directly obvious, at leaet to the travellr, than in the plain country. &It
if roads are useful, bridges may be said to be absolutely necessary ; for withoet
them, there can be no mkrcourfie whatever in a country s o completely intersrckd
by rivers ;by rivers that are very seldom fordable, and never navigable. F e ~ k ian
such rivers are e n t i d y out of the question ;without bridges, therefore, the people
must be confined to the narrow spots on wbich they were born, and all inter-

* I should be sorry to be so Ear &understood in any of these remarks, a s to
b e i t supposed, I mean to impute blame to any one ; either to the officers of Qowernment OF to tbe Government iteelf. I t is as far from possibility, that one m m
~ b n kbe
l able to do the nork of ten, as that 5 o r 600 Europeans, be their intelligence, zeal, and activity, what tbey may, ahodd W b l e to gqvern and perfectly
manage in all its details, a country w ertsnsive IU this subject to our ewq. Th
mndu $bat it haa h e n done w well. Thn fault bin the s y & d

.

Mange of commoditiee, or other intefcoukle mubt ceae. To gioeiasloe id6n bf tbb.
hnmber of impmeable torrents by which the face of the
is tmered, I may
mention that on the msd from BbamaCirl to Almbnh, a dishnw d 44 milee, there
hre required in the raidy season t h b r i d e . In the mad from ALmdrsh to
Petbrabgerh (40 miles), there are required two bridges all the year round. I n tehr
rod from Petdrabgerh to Mhu-gMt (18 miles), one bridge all the gtsrround,
Thebe m e all military roads,and as Fhe commnniestion must he kept open,* faet
is, that t h e e bridges have been ereated at the expense of Government.
The people of thew hills, mry wheie aware of the value of inQsrocmmlaiation,
Cave exerted themselves O faeilitatd it, but their eRorts, like thew means, Bare bar
circumscribed; end, in genernl, their bridges h m been r u d e a n d i d c i e n t in a degtee cemmensunkte with their p a r t y . Their most simple erection b a single rope,
o r rather several ropes gathered tbgether, shwtched across a riter,on which 8lic)ss r
wooden block, to which the traveller, being attached, ie pulled across. This ir a
Oisagreeabla, though not a dsngemus method of crossing a river ;hut it is exceedingly tedious, and laborious to the attendnnta atthe bridge ;and has this capteal objechon, that enttle cannot pass such a bridge; they are necessarily dragpi through
the foaming torrent, where if they escape the two-fold danger of drowning or beingdashed to pieces againat tbe rocks, they are tommate. Yet as even the wont
eommunicntion is better than none, and as the poverty of the people cannot atTo1.B
'better, these bridgen are numerow m the bilk.
The next step, is the bridge of ropes, which is a little, and only a l i a e hettar ;
%ng merely a huge rope ladder as it *ere, stretched acmss the river, on t4e
apokes or steps of which the traveller hwr-to pick a precarious footing, assisted bg
the two lateral ropes which he holds to steady himself. This kind of paasage of r
river is scarcely less disngreenble than'the other; it is a lit& less tedious, and inv o l v e ~little labour on the part of the attendants; but it has the same disadmtxge
of being impeasable t
h cattle. These bridges a n gededly made of rep, manufaetond from the fibres (bark) of the M61#nn, (Bauhinia acanclhu) a gigantic
climber common in the mountsine, It is a tops of great toughnese ;but srpoeed as
it is, without any defence, to the d o n of the sun and atmosphere, it does net last
many years. Instances have occurred of thtse bridgesflug m y , and the nnfora n a t e passengers being lost.
The third step is the wooden bridge, and this nMne is, perbapa, emtitled to the
of AIU
bame or capable of anmvering the purposes of a bridge. It is, ho-r,
degrees of efficiency,and some of its rnder and less expensive forms, are indeed scarcely preferable to the preceding arrangement. But whatemr tat c m ~
beatowed in its conatrnction, one principle guides the workmen ; a prhdple
which shows little mechanical ingenuity on tbe part of these peopk, and w h h is
the very opposite to that which directed the eoodtrnrrioa of the celebrated bridge
ig Europe, at Behafinusen, over the Rhine. Instead of disposing tbelr timher i n a
light frame work, judicbrmly opposingtensian to stress, they use msssy and heavy
beams, thesupport of which, when the bridge exceeds a certain span, forms a great
dificulty in the erection of such bridges. They are a faet only kept I n h b
places by a heavy mass of stones and earth placed on them, a d eoen tbts weight is
not always a match for the p a t length of lever combined with the wight of the
bridge itself, particularly when extra loaded by passenpa ; any twist or warpiw
of the beams too, immediately weaken such a bridge. These objeetioas will be
hetter understood by considering the foIlo#ing short description of the mode of
cthtroction. A row of m m y beams h u t 18 ft. in length, md I& ia a direation,
slanting upwards,on each bank, with not mom tban 6 feet projecting over. On there
a second tier of beanis, 6 ft. longer, is laid, 6be extra 6ft. projecting bepnd the
ends of the lewer tier :\a third and fourth tier, and even move,are added,cueh projccrd
ing 6R. beyand the inferior tier, till thevacant space in the middle is w far reduced
as to allow of spars heing laid acrose it. The ends of the p r o j h u g beams are
then secured by maases of s t o m and eartb, as ahove noticed, and the whde ie
planked over &nd railed. Such a constructfan does not require ita fa* to be p o w
out. Were it necemy, nothing could show them in a clearer Light, t h n the very
narrow limits to which such a bridge applies. A span of 100 feet is not without
itn diffic6ltiea. To erect one of 190 feet warc considered a great triumph, and I believe no one thinks it possible to apply this eonetraction to a bridge with a epmk
of 150 feet.
It d
l he supposed that the bride;es erected by order of o m Owernmeat, mentiabed in one of the preceding paragraph, were on a mperior principle ;and that an
* P w B wan taken of showing the people the inferiority of their wthodof con-
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T n t r w o a of 6 Iwn C h i n ~ S w p s hBridge,

u oemp.rcd with tbore TU
the g d w of improvement h d w hUy
that
mp*
yotv r h t o
fmn it, w ntbapt M awde to klag to the conddaatioa of the qvsstion m y of
&-d mdsnr scisme,or wan of the mat ordinary mechanical ddl; md
th.t, mntent to follow rhen,we b d d have led,we blindly adoptcd the above clumsy
.nd a-amtrkcdbridge, d tb!tk& h i d g a xoeatiomed,~neoeaaery for keeping
bpcn (hmmrnanhdm on the m
w roads, wen all built on thie model. In the
m d course of thingo,a t k t madem wiaquo far athetartobe aware
of ths
ergenre of tlmae b
r
m
i
both in o
w cost and repairs ;and also in
tk.t of durability. About thin time, Be Sb.k@anmqe
bridge, h d attgeted a
good &d of atkentioq and &OM who, from hwelling in the mountaim, bad p e ~ d
erperiemof therantof b r i ~ e ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ d t b bcdrn
e ~ ~
ro hope tht rwh a bridge would be a p e a t boon to tlme peopk ;and being, a s i t
V O ~
M) b p , might mnre
within their own mum to erect
in v*o w remote prts of the mnatry. Having d w a g e d w m b h e In p-PIC
to their m rope-adderbridge, it raa thought that they might tbe more easily understand and qpswkte such o briesg than m e requiring greater mecbonieel s k a ,
or resollreos of art less a d a b l e in tbeu remote siteation.
In a short time,wvml of tbme bridges were ereeted in various quartera, Mwe st
the m p n e of IUjshs,qad aqme at tbc expenac of h m m e n t ; they were ~nsidsred,
we bekeve, to be a dec~dedarnprwe~asnton the w d e n bridge above -bod;
M
$eiae: mo* m a w n t , more econoqid, and less confined ns to the limit of 8p.n ;
and an feot, it WPS genedy thought that this wss the best ndq&d forrrr of bridge
that could be C v k d for these pmand that the tbewtim of it into such a
sountry, was a rept benefit. A lit& mom experience s h d the fall- of tbia opinion The dmbrlity of khe rope was boobto be 106sthan half that of timber, whac
the expease of attend@ to Ihe f o r m a , p v e d & bo m n s i d e d e . A n cstabliahmmt
was reqrcired to tighten the ropes ; to wtoh tbat none of the iron-work s h d k
mtolm, or ropee wilfully destroyed ;and where .the asttlre of the torrent wold*
it, for taking them down during thedry months. In this latter ease, n store-mOm
was lPqaimd in which to lodge the rgea In &&ring
all these pmticulars, it apthat the d i f f m of e@-,
which eil. a first view wps 4 to 1, dwMdled
down as low as 8 to 5 ;while the greater security and convenienae of the wood*
brides, wss thought to be more than a balaaarr fo~:this small difference of expnnse.
The Sbakespeariae bridge began now to be oonsidered only fit for the smaller
rivers, OF fon t h w situothns whem wood was sot to be Bsd ;and for the hqp
spans tLe wnga waa thougbt best adapted.
Theme were stiu some who could not but think the wpgs OF wooden bridge 8
very unskW structure, and who woerlered that Earopean 3 s c h o ecould k i e e no
better. The qumtity af timber uwd i n these bridges is enormous, and aright certninlyjf judidwly dispored, 8 u p p ' t four timestbe weight t h y ere aapableof bearing. I t is indeed truly mrprising tbpt the subject of w p e u t r y and freming d
timber should be so little undetutood or apprecisted,ea to permit ofsaoh atmcturem
king erected under E-an
sogerintendenw. It being, bowever, taken for panted
that thew weze t8e bebest waoden bfidps, (although tbe plate awl dewrigtion of the
Gchduuaen bridga, plbicb is in p r y Encpoloplsdia, might haw w
e
d tLc contrary,) every new propot for
bridges of a di&rotrt material attracted tbb
more a m . ; Udthis, aasie&d by%
judiaiop p ~ @ w y ~ t L e ~ a t anewspym,
utta
es~e
the gnat e e m t of the shert laved popular~tyof the IJhokeape~m, The late
Nr. Adam, whas roaidi~gat ALn6Rb, took great interest in the,qw&on I sod
his attenuen being draws to an m u n t ,in one of the u k m
d
s
,of 8
brid@ exected at Gsnev*, ~0entirely of iron-wire, he thwbt a t iimt that
such a brid%emight be prebrPble ~JJany yet tried in the mount.ins. A gentleman
there, I b e l i e , wrote to CabWaftunme ~ ~ Qwire,
I I to try the erpelieeat 3 but I
n m r heud the result, farther, tbaq*t.it
wm found toe erpensiw a d e l i m y for
d e f e frolp q\H, DPIlDLrtr ~~~aired,ecmornj
w a s a p r i m a ~V s H l u r r
+e aroun*a,
am. At lelytLLbc
suppo?swMcbridgewas proposed, and (bts ~ W W i b n ,
vrhl
and
80
w
=
x
i
p
h
%
i
an
Eurepe,
promines
to
i.not J w s a &I thew
a0
m o u n t . h For m o m y , GprdurAbity, Pad portability, it bas. m ,etpll. It
requires scprceh nay a w t m n 04. =pairs, and is applicabbtoc(le hf@st sp.na
mhe f o l b w 1 antrgcl
~
h m Mr. & i n lestxt~es,atthe Repl Insthtion, pats tbo
subject in so ckar a light, that I shall make no apology forgiving the whole pserrge,
''Tbeplwt shiLiogeircuntstnce Is these briegesjstheir great economy, MI cemm d mtb prdiarry or what are u&xl iosietoat bridges. Tho6 ecenam~nCise8
boip .Go power pf s~pepoipn-bridgeto vary its cume, 9B~I ta &pt
it to MI
Vanahon Or PWal excess tn 1t8 l o d j in coneequence of which, the strength of h

in rope. I t may, -,

~

chains may be with greet precision a d j d to any required -in,
and no m o n :
while i n insistent bridges, tbe liabity of the arch to a fatal derangement of its form
from partial o r excursive pressure, requires an enormous increase of weight, and of
strength beyond what in requisite for the mere su~porZof itr load,snppo&g it were
uniformly distribrrted.
" Iron, independently of ita cheapnem and extensive diffusion, is singularly and
admirablyedapted f o r t h conakruction OF suspension bridgea. When it is considered
t h t the greater part of the weight of these bridges arises from tke chsins themselves, i t isevident. that the beat material for this purpose is that whieh has great
tenacity with small weight, and tlnw we fipd that iron ie at the same time the most
tenacious, and er@ng tin, the lighteat of the common metals. A square inch of
good iron requires about 28 tons to separate i v and it will not be stretched or otherwise affected with lena than half that weight" Mr. Ainger goes on to say, '' Where,
however, economy and portability are important objects, rope bridges will be found
advantageous, and they have beenduring the last few y e a n eensively introduced
into British India by Mr. Shakespear, the Post Master General at Calcutta. They
have produced great benefit in facilitating the transport of troop and bagqage,
a s well as of merchandise and the mails. One of these bri*,
160 ft. in lehgth,
is so light a d pmtable, that it hen been aeumrd times bCt (0 (I&nmoned in a few
liozus." Tlte reader will presently s a q that, in giring this opinion, Mr. Ainger wna
not acquainted with the real value Bf the Shakespearian bridge.
The merit, I believe, of first pointing out clearly the great a u p e n o n i of the iron
c h u b bridge over any that had yet been constructed of wood or rope, belongs to
the present superintendent of that department. I n 1828, nine bridges were sent
wp for the military roads about Alm6rah, before mentloncd. The spa^ was from
8 0 to 190ft. and the coat onIy 6,256 Rs. being ad average of 184 Rs. for each
bridge. Bundry rpnre articles, amounting ia the whole to 707 Ra. incr-ed the
-above average 78 Rs,m e l c i q i t 616. One of thase bridges h e , the 190 ft. span,
cost Government, when mbnclcd of wood, [10,%80 Its. and what is still more to
*e purpoae, it w y , 9 leus t h t h w yeara,soademned by a committee as unserviceable. Tbcu opmmon was justified by the result: Esr the W a i n g year, two unfortunate men, baring ventured to c m m i n spite of the v t e d public noticee that
had been given, the bridge geve wry, and teey were lost. I believe the smalliat of
those bridges, as made of wood,did net cost less than 3008Rs. and probably on an
average, one with another, they cost 5000, or eight times the p i c e of the iron chain
bridges, which will probably last five times as long. The Shakespearian bridge was
found to have in economy, only the advantage of 5 to 8 ;so that the iron-chain
bridges will k PIVS times cheaper than these, contrary to Mr. Ainger's and the
inventor's opinions. On this subject I propose to .enter into a little detail.
The strength of iron has been found, by experiment, to be nearly SEVEN n x ~ s
greater than thatof tl~efreslresthemp rope (of Emopean manufactate). The weight
then of two bridgea of equal strength of iron and hemp, should be nearly equal,
i. e.'while dry. h practice, however, it is found that so many additional pieces are
required m a rope bridge, as ties, slings, b m s , kc. as to raise the weight of the
rope bridge to double that of the iron, strength for strength. This in itself is a
serious objection, independent of its reference to economy. The price of wrought
iron is found to be from 10 to 12 Rs. per factory maund; that of good European
hempen tope is 21 Rs. per cwt.o r 56 seers, equal to abont 16 Rs. per maund. W e
see.therefore, b a t even en the supposition of r a l dgbta, rope ia dearer by onethird than iron : if we take double the weight rope, as shown above to be n e w rarg, a bridge of rope will be nearly three times & cost of one of iron.
Now, supposing a rope-bridge will last four years, (and this I think is a favonrAle suppositbn,) an iron one will l m t ten*; and as it costs only a little more than
ONB-TAIRD, the price b e v i d m t l y J m m econoniical in the ratio of nearly a&
hemp is dear, and that a cheaper
to one. I t may however be eaid, that Eu
material ir on the spob (the Maisan r o p e l y e &lopti011 of which, would make a
great diiFemnce in thin estimate. I ahall therefore, aa the best answer to this objection, and as a means of uhowihg the grant superiori of iron, here compare two
atim&s, LLe.ow&owing the axpemedf a b.(dCd?65 lr apanto be constructed
of rope, s l a n u f ~ idn the hills ;the other of an imnachain bridge of the same
spa& That the Intwnestiamte is n a rob favearnble, wiN appear by the details I shall
prewnalg b i n g forward of *hat h barn a e h r q done.
'..' The duration of an fron bridge ia ssamned ae above,, t o allow of every advantage to the rope-bridge in the comparison ;.bnt I belieqe, I might safely have said
W h d 1,) . . . . . ,' ' .. . .
.
. ,
. .
. ,

.

Introductibn ofth Ir$n C ? d n &uspem.dts Bridge,

pet.

1. I W ~ t e ed v e of a Rope-bridge o f 165 feet span.
R. A., P.
R A. P.
Standards, platform, &e.
.
.
470 0 0 .
450 fms. of 53 inch rope, w t 3200 lbr. 288 0 0
315 8 0
750
44
3680
500
100 0 0
410
24
1000 R twine,
4 0 0 0
400 netting,
44 0 0
787 0 0
kon work, bars, bola, thimbles, rink, 1,500,
318 4 0
Total, St. fb. 1571 4 0
(h, Sa. Ra. l,W7
2. Eatinzated ecpetise of a Chain-bridge of 165 ft. spar.

5 0

R. A.
470 0
6Qo.O
50 0

Standards, platform, &c. us before,
Iron work, (say) 60 maw& a t 10 Re.
Probahle expense of trasmnsion to Fnttebgurb,
Carriage to Almorah, putting up and e v e 7 possible
contingency,

250 0

P.
0

0
0
(r

Total, Sa. Rs. 1,370 0 0
- .lew than thd

By these estimates the expem of the chun-bridm
to be
- appears
-of t);e rope-bridge..

Bnt in reality the savins is far beyond this, an we shall be able to shew i n a bw
words. It sppe&cl, that such arope-bridge would only laet two gem, i. e. t h e w
work; and even to last this time, it m ~ bet tLhea down snd pnt n n k eom fm
eight months out of the 12. Thaa. -mmtuh%a
d e a wondertul difference in
the comparative economy of the two erections ;d to #how the rud amount of thm
difference, let ua take a period of 10 years, a period which a chain-bridge aertaiob
will outlast, and during which i t reqno looking &r.
Estimated expcnae of a Rope-brfdge of 165 ft. span for n pm'od of 10 years.
R. A. P.
Five sets of ropes, each set as above 782 Rs.lasting 2 y e w , 3,935 0 0
Standards as before,
470 0 0
Iron work as before,
...
318 4 0
Establirhlnent and expenses of storehouses at 250 Rs. per
annum,
2,500 0 0

....

..

...

..

..

....
....

....

Total, Souat Re.
or, Sicca Rs.

----7,233

4

0

6,911 14 6

This is 8lx TIMES tlie expense of the chain-bridge. And that the estimate d
the latter is not under-rated, will be evident from tbe fact, that g hridge of 110 ft
span was afterwards dispatched, weighing 66 mds. 36 seers, Fy. Wt. -f and cost.
ing Re. 737.
A particular advantage which the iron chain-bridge has over the rope-bridge, y
applicable to these mountains, is in the facility of carriage. We have seen that the
weight of the bridges are, strength for strength,as two to one. This is much, but i t i
not all. The size of the hars which go to form the &nip may be varied at pleasure, so
as to be portable in any situation, and by any means,whetber by hillportma, poniee,
mules, bullocks, elephants, or wheel carriages. For instance, suppose them one ~ n c h
square and 10 feet long; such a b q would weigh 37 pounds avoirdupois, whichmay

* I t was found that the actual expense of transmission to ~weilly'mouocedtO
about 50 RE. The land carriage thence to the foot of the hills may be r e c k o d
*bout t o w annas a maund, o r even lean. The hill carriage by p r t w s (the nort ur
perdue) is at the rate of one rupee for every 30 seers (Baz. w t ) c d e d 44
This includes return hire. Some of the bridges required by Government are much
nearer than Almbrah, one not more than five miles fmm the foot of the hills. The
ibove estimate is certain1 above the medium charge.
The factory maund ten per c e n ~lighter than the bazar.
,. . .

+

6

.;.

Into.t h H
i-.

Maadainr.

be camed without any didienlt~on fhe V O ~ ~ O & . k mil of Of or Sf, idoh rap.
the weight of which would be probably five 01 six c a t is not 80 w i l y
of.
In point of durnbility, including attention and repairs, the a d ~ t y l is
e eqdy
great ; a chain. bridge once properly erected, requires little or M, cup, u d the expense is confined to an annual m t of paint, or real tar; eitberofwhkh,wille(fechurlly
preserve iron for many years, however inclement the weather to which it may be
exposed. The rope-bridges which were erected in Kamllhn, on the contrary,
required concrtnt attention, and the maintenance of fin extead* estabtibraent, as
well for tightening the ropes, ns to presem them from i n t e s t i d mutilation. During eight months of the year, they were wholly removed and lodged in stonrooms.
Yet with all these precautions they are not expected to last in the hills above two
seasons. In convenience, therefore, as well as in actual safety, iron must be always
rope, which from its flexibility, bowever well secured or supported by
superior
guys, is 111 adapted for bridges. This is so obvious thatit is unneceasuy to insist
more on it.
Thus we see that in economy, whether as regards prime cost, expenee of d a m
axpence of management, or durability, iron has a p a t and manlfest advan*
over
rope as a material for bridges. In point of convenience, whether as ngvds facility of carriage, durability, or as requiring little attention, it isalnogreatlysuperior.
The erection of bridges every year, aad tbeir reconstmetion every two yeara,
would be a seriously inconvenient arrangement, even were it not an expensive we.
Lastly, there can be little doubt of its being the most s a b material, in as much as it
is, strength for strength, on1 half the weight ;being scarcely subject to deterioration from exposure, it is not Eab~esuddenly to become insecure in consequence of
any unusual or unseasonable wenther, o r casual inferiority of material ;an'd lastly,
not being subject t o the stretching and tightening of rope, it is not liable to s u f f ~
fmm any change in the figure of the bridge, or alteration of strain on the phs.
The above points have been so clearly established, and are now so g e n e d p
admitted, that there is every prospect of this bridge being extensively introduced
within the hills ; and doubtless, it is one of the greatest boons the mountnineera
have yet received from tbeir European masters. Tables have been furnished, by
which any engineer o r executive oilicer may at once determine the expenre of these
bridges, according to their span and the weight they are required to carry. The
following are the particulan, of tbree different sizes which may, we think, he interesting to many.

fo

Dim. of bridge.

a

2

c.2

&g

4

2

Estimat- Load at
Equiva
edweight 20 lbs.

I
---PFy.
----Rs.
Iba.
Go
fi
30 to 35
360
12,000
5,000
150
6
3
40 t o 50
18,060
480
7,500
,200
6
4
60 to 70
1 720 10,000 24,890
&'+inch.
2

.

6.

$
@

mdt.

Sa.

Zbr.

80
120
160

Note 1. For retired and less frequented situations, lighter bridges might he
constructed at, probable, one quarter the above expense ;the loads allowed for tkae
being ample, and such as are not likely to be placed on any but military bridges.
Note 2. I n order to f a c i l i t a the carriage of the iron, the b m a n be made of
any length considered most convenient, so as to admit of the whoh being carried by
.hill portera if necessary ; multipl ing the uumbers of joints must of course increase
the expense in some measure ; t i e above estimate snpposes the barn not lens than
1 0 R. in length. Such a bar having a sectional area of one in& would weigh 27 to
30 Ibs.
Note 3. I n calculating the comparative expense of iron, with that of an other
material, the former may be assumed to last 20 years, at the expiration orwhich
time, it might still be available for bridges of smaller span, o r would at least be
valuable and sell as old iron to be wro bt up again. Its durability, however, will
greatly depend upon its being o c c a s i o a y cleaned and fresh painted or tarred.
It will he useful to mark also the several modifications of form of which the
iron-bridge is susceptible. The moat obvious and secure against vibratory wtioq,
as well as the most economical, is that represented in the accompanying e b v a b
6g. 1. next pw. The chains are &ed
straight m s r .

'I'bmad, (Pis.
3,)whicb is q p t w e to p a * s p m , L
lets tigbtencd, and the plafom is supported by a light

same-

' , LtC /

l n the 3rd form, (Fig. 3,) fulcra ar piers are erected, over which the chains arc
suspended. The platform is then attached to them by vertically suspended rods ;
the path or roadway passing between the supports. This form is applicable to the
larqc5t ypans.
IVl~rnthe breadth of the strerun is considerable, and the depth not
gmt,
economy and safety will be beat msulted by lhnltiplyingthe number of curves, aod
l ~ a v ~ none
q or more supports in the bed of the stream : vibratory motion most
naturally be evpected where the length of chain is c~nsiderabieand the
narrow; but this may he obviated by applying horizontal chain guys in
manner represented in figure 1.
A MOUNTAIN&IL

*

11. On soffu Petn'jFed She&-d
in the Gam'lgerh Range of Hi&,
in Apn'l1823. By the late H . W . Voysey, Esq. Assistant Surgeon
His Majesty's 67th Foot.
[From the Asiatic Reseqches, vol. xvii. pt. i.]
This =mutable mnge of h i ia called, by Arrowsmith, in him laat map, the
Bimdih, orBind&ull (Vindhp orVindhyacbda) bills. The same name is, however,
g i m to a lofty range of hills o n the left bank of the GodBveri, aa it pssses through
GmdwBna, m d also to thole near G d i o r . I shall, therefore, distinguish them by
the name of the Giwilgerh range, particular1 as, aRer repeated enquiries, I have
never been able to discover that they were as a L v e designated,either by the inhahi.
tants of those hills or of the neighboring plains. They take their rise at the confluence of the Puma and Tapti rivers, and running nearly E. and by N. terminate at s
short distance beyond the eonrces of the Tapti and Wardor. T o the southward, they are bonnded by the valley of Berar ;and to the north, by the course of
the Tapti. The length of the range is about one hundred and sixty English miles,
and average breadth, from twenty to twenty-five miles.
On the Southward side they rise abruptly from the extensive plain o f h l r r ,
the average height of which is one thousand feet above the level of the sea, and
tower above it to the hei h t of two and three thousand feet The descent to the
bed of the Tapti is quafly rapid, although the Northern is less elevated than the
Santhern side of the ra
The outline of the land is generally flat, but much
broken by ravines, and"%"; groupes of flattened summits, and isolated conoidd
h t r a . The summits and the flat land are generally remarkably destitute of
trees,bnt thickly covered by long grass:-in the ravines and pasees of themountains
the forest in very thick, and, in many places, almost impervious. The inhabitants
principally Goads, whose language, manners, and customs di5er remarkJbll from tkose of the Hindus. At present, their chief occupation L bunting, a d

found In the

Cdwiberh Range of Hills.

cultivating small patches of land, which produce a coarse rice and millet. I n former years, the &vation must have been w r y extensive, since there are the ruins
of numerous hill-forb and villages, which derived their chief subsistence from
the surrounding lands.
Many opportunities are afforded of studying the nature of this mountainon8 range
in the numerous ravines, torrents, and precipitous desoents, which abound in every
part. A Wemerian would not hesitate in pronouncing them to be of tbe " newest
floctz-trap formation," aHuttonian would oall them " overlying mcks," and a modern geologist would pronounce, that they owed their origin to sub-marine volcanoes.
I shall not give them any other name, than the general nne of trap-mcks ; but
proceed to dencribe them, and state with dlldence the inferences which, 1 think.
obviously present themselves on an attentive stud of their phenomena.
of compact basalt, very
1st.-The principal part of the whole range is &-d
much resembling that of the Giant's Causeway. I t is found iolumnar in many
places, and at Gdwilgerh, it nppeara sfratified ;the summits of several ravines prerenting a continued stratum of many thousand yards in length.
2dly.-Tha basalt frequently and suddenly changes into a wacken, of all degrees
of induration, and, I may say, of every variety of composition usually found among\
trap-rock.
3dly.-Into a rock which may be named, indifferently, nodular-wacken o r nodular-basalt, composed of nuclei of basalt, u a u d y of qreat specificgravity, surrounded by concentric layers of a loose earthy mass, naembling wacken, hut without
cohesion, which, on a superficial view, conveys to the m i d the idea of a fluid maas
of e n d , having, in its descent from some higher spot, involved in its conrse dl
the rounded masses it encountered, and, aubseqnently, become consolisted by
dryiog. A very slight inspection is sufficient to detect the true cause of th is app r a n c e , which k owing to the facilities of decampmition of the outer crust, depending on difference of structure and composition. I n none of thecongknnenrtecl,
or pudding atones, do we observe any traces of this structure, and as it is common
to the.most crystalline green-stone, porphyritic green-stone, and those rocks
usually denominated syenite, there can be little doubt, that it ia owing to the development of a peculiar concretionary structure by decomposition. I n a small
ravine, near the village of Sdlminda, two thousand feet above the sea, I saw basalt
o f a perfectly columnar structure, closely connected with a columnar mass formed
of concentric lamellre, inclosing a heavy and hard nucleus. Near this ravine, I had
d s o an opportunity of observing the gradual and perfect paaaage of the columnar
basalt into that which has been called stratified, from the parallelism of its planes ;
the composition being identical, and,without doubt, cotempomneous. Thesechanges
m d passages, from one rock into the other, are so frequent and various, aa to
render it impossible to refer the most of them to either of the rocks I have
above mentioned as types. I shall, therefore, proeeed to describe those which
are distinctly marked, and their accompanying min~rals. In external appearance,
the columnar and semi-columnar basalt closely resembles that of the Gaint's Causeway, possessing the same fracture, internal dark colour, and external brown
crust. I t is equally compact and sonorous. It, however, contains more frequently, crystals of olivine, of basaltic hornblende, and of carbonrte of lime,
The fusibility of each is the same. Perhaps the basalt of the Gbwitgerh range
mow nearly resembles in every respect, that of the Pouce mountain in the
Mauritius. This is, however, of very little importance, since every body, who has
travelled much in trap countries, knows well what great changes in composition and
structure occur, even incontinuaus masses. Among the minerals, calcedony, and the
different species of zeolite, are rarely found in the columnar h d t , hut they are
of frequent occurrence in that which is semi-columnar.
The waken, or indurated clay, is as various in charaoter and composition as the
basalt, and unfortunately, I have no type with which to compare it, as in the case
of the basalt of the Giant's Causeway. Its colour varies wi* its constituents,
but is most usually gray. I t is easily frangible, very frequently friable, and is
almost always porous and amygddoidal. I t appears to be composed of earthy
felspar and hornblende, with a considerable proportion of oxyd of iron. I t is
always easily fusible into a black scoria o r glnss, according to the quantity of
zeolite which it wntains; of a l l the trap-rocks, it abounda the moat in simpie
,
minerals.
They are--Quartz.
Calcedony and calcedonic agatae, enclosing crystals of carbonate of lime.
Common and Semi-opul.

Ffesatropc.

Pleama, or tmtslnmnt heliotrope.
Stiiite.
Analcime.
Natrolite.
IcthyophthalmiW.
Felspr.
Carbonate of Rme and gram earth.
I hare n h e r been able tm dircer# in it, ehber rqigics o r hernblemk in dieblaet
crystals. When the surface of tbe land is strewed with these minerals, i t is a
certain i d e a t i o n , that the rook beneath is naoken. Wttb regard b the situation
I C ~free
ef this mck, I have rarely secp i(r oc tbe summits of hills, ~ ~ ~ . I I Hmore
quently at their bases and forming the flat eleratad plains. I shrU heVe occasion
to advert to this rock again, when I pmceed to describe the p t r l h d shells.
The nodular basslt m, perhaps, g e most common form of tmp in this mounWin
range, as well M in other parts of India. I t more commonly forms the surface
than either of the rocks, aad is as frequently seen*on d ~ summit8,
e
a s it i s at the
bases of the mountains. It rarely abounds in minerds of any kind, It is tha
principal sonrce of the nab, black, diluvian soil of W i n , commdnly called hlack
cotton soil ;I have little to add to the former description of i t Ita external HI'UChim is mmetimw beautifully dereloped by decomposition ;s i n e ia a mass ofabont
six inches diameter, it is posnible Po count above twelve coneenhie w e = ; and on
striking the n e r h a slight blow w i t h hammer, one or two I a q ~ smore a r e hroken
off. lt is owing to thb fscilitp of decomposition, that the m n n d railill aarry d o m
snch vmt quantities of alluvial soil from its surface, which is, moreove~,a l m p
strewed with an ahuodrrnce of nuclei ie various stages of decomposition. I t is owing
bo the difficulty with which the roo*c of trees penetrate this rock, ththt teey ere so
rare on ita surface, and never grow to any siee; yet tl~baircumahnee d m sot
prevent the Rndropogon mut~rturn,and NUT&,
frorn growing i n the m e s t l d ant manner; which su&iently proves the fertility of the soil.
On ascending from the Tapti, I observed in a nullah, a g r o u p of basaltic eolum~~~,
oneof which was two feet in diameter, and six-sided. When near the summit of the
flat table land of Illan, I entered on a pnss, formed on one side by a perpendienlar section of the rook, from twenty-five to thirty feet, and on the otlrer, by r I%
pid descent of forty o r fifty. The lower part of the seetion, as well as tbe pathway, romposed of the wacken, a r indurated clay of the kind I haw before mention.
ed, of about ten feet in thick;lyingon it is a stratum of earthy clay, of di
ferent degrees of induration and purity, twenty g a d 8 in leagtb, and of about tna
feet in thickness, containing great numbem of entire and broken shelb. Thk
possesses a11 tbe chamten, of a stratum, since Ule horizontal fissures are paralM,
and are pmlon ed, with a few interrupbfons, through th6 whole extent. The acmespanying sketci will serve to give a talerably correct idea of the mode in which, the
rtratnm appeam to overlie the lower rock, and to have been depressed by that
which is superincumbent. The upper rock consista of about fifteen h t in tJ13ak.
mess of the nodular h a ~ l t or
, wacken. The nuclei being of all s i m , the vertical
fissures, which are so remarkable in trapraeks, are prolonged from both the upper and lower rocks into the shelly strstom, although there is no intermixture of
substance.
The btratum is composed of a highly indurated clay, fusible before the blowpipe,
into a fine black glass, and neither it nor the ahella it contains, earoesce in aeick
The s ~ e h
are for the most part flattened, and belong either to the genw C w o r
Voluta. I t is not possible to conceive that s o fragile a subetahce aa a tbin ltDd
- shell should have been s o completely flattened wkhont pressnre, unless i t had been
previously softened by some mode, w h i h at tbe same tima pmduetd a sutlleient
degree of pressure to effect i b flattening. I have attempted, in the m e x e d sketch.
to give a representation of the degree of flattening, but I fear that it. can on)). be
well underrtood by the speoimens themsekea. Neither the m k mr its c o n a i d
rbells, efferveaes in acids. Westward, the ground i8 cowred by the debris d a
shelly congbnlmte, much more iaduraaad and Impregaated wfte green earth, exhibiting cavities and shells in relief; from the shape of: the former, thew can be no
doubt of tlleir having once contained sbdls. Some of tbe she& are e n m , but bn
m l y flattened. The matrix appears to be sillreons, and, ia mme cases, apprordes to imperfect heliotrope. I t is not fusible before the blowpipe.
I nlay here mention, that in a report to the Marquis of H d h g s , in Jnps1819.
1 menbond the existanre of s h c h in tmprocks a t Medconda, at s height of two
thousand feet above the sea. ?he hdl was wrupmed d nodular trap, af~dlying on

.

ita d a c e . wtum numemur piece6 of silicaow stow, wntainiq abrllr of tbe peren
Turbo a d Cydootmm; tbe specihc gravitp d the st- Parjed from 2,O to 3,5. the
shells did ant eEemesce in acids, although some of them preserved their external
poliah. Internally, some of the stones appeared to pass i d e 0int. particularly
thoee of small specific gravity, d i l s t their e x t e r d surfaue. efferomd in acids.
Some of the a n d l sbclls were completelv rbnogsd iPto uilcdony, Specimens of
these uhellv are lodged with the Asiatic Society.
I t is a remarkable tact, that tbe only remeins ef e n i d , hitheft0 &covered in
India, s b u l d be bud in trap-rocks, and us& quite peculiar circumstooees.
1st. They are found in situations where there are no i n d i c h of the former
existence of lakes. 2dIy, Both the shells a d matrix are destitute of carbonic acid.
3dly, 'Ik former nap in many kstancts sqwd &at without fracture, a d , m
seme eases, aompletely cammixkg with beir matrix.
These effects could only have been produced by the agency of heat, and c o w quently, the modern theoryof sub-marine or sub-aqueous volcanoes, will best serve
to explain the phenomena. These shells were deposited in the stratum of clay in
which they are now found, and when forced up by the maas of wacken beneath, they
were, most probably s t the same time, covered by the nodular basalt. Thus we have
heat to drive off the carbonic acid, and soften the shells under a preaswe,which assisted the process, and at the same time flrrttened them.
I hawe too wmeruds collateral proofs d the intrusion of t& trap-rocks in this
&&ct, e r w ~the
t gaeirs, to allow me to doubt of their d c a n i c origin. I shall
take 8n e d y opportmn* of completing the history of the tnproeb of India, fur
whiIbayecolkckdmateridsfoc~yearspt.

111. On the Measure of ~ e m ~ e k t uand
r e the Lawe which regdate the
C m m w t a l i o n of Heat. By M. M. Dulong and Petit. With a plate.
[From the Journal de 1' Emle Roy& Pdytachniq\re, T. xi.]

5 2. On m e espa..im

of

Me-.

T k importonee of y mec4 detewinatioa of th w s i o n of merearp is a necessary connequwce of the application of the b a ~ o m d e rto the measurement of
differences of level. Nor in the vdue of thin datum mnch leer obvious in a variety

of other physical enquiries; so that there are few determinrtions of thia kindwhich
hove given birth to more nuwroas maeucbes. Yet notwithstanding all the preaautioas which obeervcrs have taken ta m u r e t b t accuracy, of the value d w h i h
they were fully sensible, there are few subjects in which examplas of greater disq4ndanc.e in the resuJte will be found. For hatmwe take the fallowing :
Exparuimr ofdirrcuryfrom 0" to 10O0.
By Dulton is,
By DeLuc,
Mr. Caveqdish,
Gen-hy,
Sir (3. Shuckburgh.
La L d e and Delide, &
L a Place and Lavoisier,
Dom Cabois,
ir
Hallstroem,
Thegreater number of these determinations were obtained by adding to tlw
apparent expamion of mercury in gloss,tlie expansion due to the latter, and aa this
has heen hitherto more or less uncertain, the preceding results were necessarily
fleeted by this uncertuintg.
DeLno, Casbois, and General Roy, have attempted a direct measurement of t8e
expansion of mercury, by means of the c h a n inthe
~
barometric column, produced
by a known change of temperature. The results of this attempt were even still
mare erromom. I t would m t he difinlt to point out the reasons of thia, had we
time for m examination of the methods employed by each of these experimentera;
but it wwld k necessary for this pllrpoee to enter into tedious details, added to
which the hbonm we are referring tohave only arelation to temperatures below 100°;
whereas, it is equally above this term that we reqnire the expansion of mercury.
i t became then necessary to have reconme to new methods, and we accordingly
m d e oh&
of one wbich we shall now deacrihe, and wbich is, we Link,aurceptibh

S* I

$1

ofsrrrydcahbla mxmay.

::

I t is founded on the incontestable principle in Hydrostatim, 6%.that a h e a
two liquid masses communicate by a lateral tube, the vertical heights of their
are in an inverse ratio to their densitiea. If then we can contrive to menaure the heightn of two columns of merrnry, contained in the branches of a @ass
s hon in a reversed position, one being surrounded by melting ice, while tbe
o g e r may be raised to any desired temperature, w% can easily deduce the expannions we are in search of.
U h and h' represent the vertical heights of the two columns, the presmres of
which correspond to the temperatures t and t' we shall h a d , putting d and 8 t h e
corresponding densities.
hd = k d
Now d and d a n in an inverse ratio to the volumes c and d which the name
mass of liquid would occupy in raising it to the sbCmsive temperatures t and f
Then
vb
(Z=h
from wbich we get for the mean coefficient of expacaiou between t and f
h' -h
h-4f-t)
Evey thing then depends on the exact melsnrement of the temperatures and of
the he~ghtof the columns. I t is scarcely necessary to remark, that in this way m
obtain the absolute o r true expansion of the liquid, since as the shape of tbe wntaining vessel exercises no influence whatever on the pprssaare of its m n t e a t ~ neither
~,
can any expansion affecting them influence it.
Boyle was the first who proposed this method as a means of comparing the
gravities of flnids. Other experimenters have thought of applying it to the meanore
of expansions, and it is probable, that in the lower temperatures i t is as applicabk
8s it is exact ;but when we come to temperahues of 300' and more, i t k ce1iai4
of very ditacult application.
I n order to render intelligible the following description of apparatus whichwe
need,we have drawn an outline of it, (Pig. 1, Plate VI.) in which, however, the principal parts only are drawn ;the reader can easily supply what is omitted.
The bent tube P b k h contains the mercury, has two verticd braochea A B and
A' B' which communicate by a horizontal tube B B' exactly levelled, and having
the slune diameter ls well as thickness of glass throughout. We had taken the
precaution to aaartain beforehand, that the pressure was readily eommwiestal
h m one blanch to the other, through the horizontal tube, and that the f r i i n
w i n s t its aides in no degree interfered with the re-establishment of the i d when
that hrd been disturbed.
Each of the two vertical branches is formed, M we may see in the figure, of two
t u b a of different diameters properly united. In using a smaller diameter for the
.lover tube, we diminish the quantity of mercury, and by using a larger diameter
for the upper tube, we guard a g i n a t any inequality of the capillary depression
which might be occasioned, by the difference of temperature in the two legs.
The horizontal tube rests on a strong iron bar, M N shaped like a T and snpported by its three legs on a very thick table. The u per surface of the bar h l s
been worked quite true, and carries two spirit-levels pfaced at right angles, which
are adjusted by means of screws placed at the four corners of the table. Cbse to
each of the vertical tubes, there rises an iron arm carrying a ring with screw, which
serves to hold the tube in a lixed position. Not to crowd the paper too much, we
have only drgwn the iron arm along side the tube A B I t is.terminatcd, u ia
shown in the #ketch, by a small bent piece of iron, the point of which R k meut
to serve as an index.
The bent tube being thus adjusted in all its parts, it remained, no to a m g e the
apparatus, ae to communicate the requisite temperature to each d t h e columns. Nothing was easier in the case of the column A B, which it was desired seoold beat w.
The object was effected by surrounding it with a l a g e qlinderof cast iren, oementod
below to the bar of iron all round, and filling the cylinder with iceupto the surface
of the mercury in the tube. A s m d l w i n d w F had been made and applied to the
cylinder, which was ocwionally opened when observing, in order to take o u t a
little of the ice, so that the wfuce of tbe column might be btterohserred. Thermotem,which were immersed from time to time in the mercury, satisfied us, that ewry
p u t ofthe column was actually of the temperature OO.
That part of t$e apparatusagain, which is meant to contain the bath for hating
the column A' B presented the greatest difficultiesin itsmwqpmcnt. It waq lrsosrc
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w ,&at the bar M N should paas through this box, and th.t the spcra leAbetwaen
the bar, and the edge8 of the aperture, ahodd be filled with a Ide, impermeable to
water. In o d e r to fullfil all these conditions, we had a cylinder formed of copper, the
bottom of which might be detached a t pleasure. At tbe upper end, the edge is turned
o m r a t right anglcs, forming a support on which the cover 61ts ;towards tbe bdtom
it a r r i e s two appendages in the shape of horizontal half cylinders, in which lies the
b a r M N-Fig. 2, a section of it made on a vertical plane, parellel to the direction
of tkse appendages, will give nu exact idea ofthis arm ment. The bottom piece
is represented i n Pig. 3,-it can be faatened to the box y means of ateel screw,
which are lightened as much a8 possible. Even this force is inadequate to prevent
leakage ;so that, small pieces of card have been n e e e ~ s r i l yinterposed between the
two copper surfaces.
T h e use of these appendages is to allow of the lute being applied at a distance
fmm the source of heat. Still, the lute becomes heated, and would evenhully iyivs
way. if it were not kept cool by r constant current of water. ..
The box thus constructed, is sndoaed in a furnace, supported every way by iron
bars. This turnace is shown in the sketch as if cut dam through the middle, i n
order that all the interior arrangement may be seen.
We shall conclude our description by saying, that tbe copper cylinder or box i r
filled with fixed oil, which can be heated gradudly up to the temperature of observation. The openings of the furnace are then all of them shut, and the heat diapers h g itself equally threughout b e mass, the temperature remuins starionary hr
a n interval sufficient to allow of all the observations being made. But that nothing
may interfere with the exactness of these determinations, it is necewary that the
copper cylinder should be full of oil, and tbat the heated column of mercury
should rise but a very little above the lid. This latter condition, was elraily
brought to bear, hy adding o r subtraating, a short time before the reading wpr
to be made, a very small quantity of mercwy, by the aid of a dropping tube. The
former agam was effected, by filling the cylinder in the first instance, and by applying a pipe L Q the orifice of which 8 was level with the lower surface of the
lid, for the extra quantity occasioned by expowion to flow off.
Let us now tnrn to the determiqation of the temperatures, and of the heights of
the columns.
The oil bath wntaina two thenuometem, the one mercurial, similar to that we
have already had occasion to describe, and in which the temperature is estimated
by comparing the weight of mercury lost by the instrument, to that which fiUed i t
a t zero. Such is the sensibility of t h 3 we used, that an increase of 1' in the ternperatare occasioned the loss of a decigramme of mercury. The r e s e m i r D E of
the same diameter throughout, being immersed to the same depth as the column
A' B' indicated the exact mean temperature of the column.
The second is an air thermometer, the cylindrical reservoir of which D'E1sitnated lrke the preceding, is terminated by a very fine tube E' G' H bent inta a horislontal direction on quitting the furnace. This tube ia joined at H' to a vertical tube
littk larger, of a uniform diameter throughout, and which dips into a vessel f d
'. In order to regulate thia thermometer, the oil bath is heated nearof mercury K
to the boiling point, the end of the tube K' beink left open. When tbe surplus air
baa beendriven out by expansion, the extremity K is immersed into a saucer of d v
mercury. During the cooling of the oil, the mercury rises a little in the t&. I t is
by measuring, during the maximum of temperature, the height of this column and &
the barometer, that we discover the i n c r e w of elasticity in the air; whence, by a
simple enough calculation, we can deduce the temperntare a s shown by the air
thermometer. I t ia hardly necessary to add, that the tube had been carefully dried,
and that in each measurement an allowance wan made for capillary depression.
The indications of this thermometer add in no w a p to the exactness of those
afforded by the mercurial thermometer. But we thought it advisable not to lose
the opportnnity of again comparing the scales of the two instruments. The resulb
deduced from this comparison are included in the determination of the mean results inserted in table 1.
We have now only to describe the kind of micrometer, which we used to measurs
the heights of the columns. This instrnment (Pig. 4.) is composed of a thick ruler
of brass A B on which slides loosely a piece of the same metal M N P R S carrying at its two extremities R and 8 two supports or Ys, in which turns the micrn' aneter 0 0' having a horizontal wire in the focas. T o the micrometer is hung a very
aensible spirit level, the graduated s d e of which s e m to adjust the optical axis.
The piece of copper M N P R S is capable of the two motions ;a quick one, by the
W, when the side scmw C is loosened, d a slow one, by meanr of the rqplabg
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rereaD.'I%c rbelLappat.hstafm obaoertid ari.,whiehbruppc&doe
r
hilmgalu plate of *ck braso, AVllishGd with tlwe foot urrew.
The natare of this imtpument, it may be seen.albws of our Gemwing the diierraca of height of two p o d s , though mt sitopted in the name vartierL For hie
it is only necessary, after Wag d i m t e d the m h o p c on one of the
points, to tom it on it. ruis till it poiatto tbe other. It L tben raised or depressed,
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the p p r qnantlty which is measured on a d e engraved on the oppesite face of
the ruler, by the aid of a vernier, mored by the piece M N P R S The apphetioa
ofr m k m t e r screw would,perhaps,have been preferable, b ~fa
t the diepate8 req n i d in o w uperiment. ;.ad an the vernier &wed of our estimating the
eth of n millimetre, it appeved *able of sutliciast excrtnas.
To give to this instrument all the nicety required, it was necessary thst the nmdkrt diaerences of kvel should be appwcisbie, and that in turning the micmcope
from one direction to another, it shwld p r e m itr, horizont~lpotkition, o r rt
that account might be taken of any deranaoment which might occur. The first m i n t
was attained $iring sufficient power to 'ihe microscope ; a n d for the second, the
m a t care wigwhich thelevel had been constructed. and the solidity of its susrxtrt
Ghich was unconnected with the rest of the apparatus, may be considered & '&
fultilled this condition. IUeverthelees,we had determined bebre hand, the Merenee
of heiibt anewering to a change of imlinntion of one division of the level, re@
beii
had to the distance of tbe okerved columns, This determination enabkd as to
correct thqw o b w v ( ~ t i o min which any dera~gementof the level had been dt.
add.
The methods by which such instnrments are adjusted, are too familiar to require
.ny detail fmm us. It is well knom, that by proper reversal of the microscope, as
well as by observations ip different azimuths. while tlre instrument k turned on itr
&, tLe latter i a adjuated to the vertical, and the f o r o w to the horizontal line.
'
We will now return to the observatiw of the expanaion. The miorometer m
placed on aslab of marhle T mpported by masonry, the nxea of the instrument rsa
& equal distolbces rom the centres of the tubes A B m d A'B' and of tb index
a-the height then of d i n p i n t a h (be srmmita of the adumns
e u l y owa n d , b t is to say r-h and r c h ' for the L i g h t of the index In order to beeortain that refract~on through the tubes had no effect in the vertical plane, we
&ced in the centre of each a small well defined object o n whiah we d k t e d b e
of the microscope, a d we aoavinced ounelves that the coincidence aP
wire was w w k e disturbed, wbether the tube wao taken away albgather, or
~
d turned
y mud.
We had atill to determine r. Now this height must be constant in all the -pen-, 8s thestem which carried the index was always surrounded by ice. T o
measure it we made use of a graduated vertical rulez, the zero of w b i w a pa the *on bar M N this ruler, originally made for a d&reet purpose, and with the
u t m ~ saare,
t
gave results true to the 10th of a mdlimetre. The hejjhts, however,
p p ~ 8 ~ + by i t are all in exaese, because li, Ir.', 4 r, should be reoisop4from Ob.
m i s of the h o d ? ? tube; we hod, therefore, to subtract from the Light given by
the ~ l e the
r seml-dlameter of the tube.
T o give an idea of the exactness belonging to theae different operatioprr, we ppcy
giw &e particulars of the measurements made at 100". The height of the i p b ,
axis of tbe horizontal t u b was in metres 0,5825 the heights r--h
above
were swarally 0,03855 and 0,02875; thus h was 0,5431)5 and h-h' 0,00980, and
the meap coefficient of the true or absolute expansion of mercury beqo~~eequently
O0 and LOO0 =ItTT.We may see by t b that anerror of two o r three t e n t h
gf n millimetre in the value of r w d d only &ct the preceding denolpinator by
2 or 3 units. So that in copsequence of the peculiar arrangement of our apparahu,
f e measurament in which least exactness was attainable, waa precisely that which
could never occasion errors that might not fairly be neglected ;even the iron &
might have been a little disturbed b the action of the heat (although care ww JS,
taken to set it truly h o r i w n t d by meam of t4?levels) without sffecting much '
the final result.
. It i s in this particular, that our apparatus appears to be superior, both in exactqess
pf result and simplici of construction, to those adapted to the measurement gf ths
espans.n of solids. ?n fact, in these latter, the slighmt derangement of LLe h a d
point,during the very lang interval of an experiment, not only offecte the total le~@
of the ruler or bar, but the expansionitself ia also nqmen&d or diminiqhed thereby,
inducing errors of the greatest moment Whereaa in our experiments it is a
t
,
that even were the height. h and h' to become affected ia thq m m r we Bava spaken of, still tbe quantity h-Nwhich is the meof the e s p a ~ k n@wt
,
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On Fresh Water :ZbaQcea.

th.t bhe i m h n n m t shaald bs denagad dmislp
it is N h l y iqdubk to
the very short time that elapws ktween the suceeasive ohmmatiens of the hot an&
d the cold d m u n .
W e have iwlnded in the following table, the mean n s n i t of a great number of
observations made in the manner just described. Tbe dmt column contains the
temperatares dedlrcwl from tke air thermometer, the s e d tbe mean srpatmiun of
mercury between the temperstare of melting ice, and each of the tempcratrrre~
found in the first d m n n . The third gives the temperalama, such as tbey wodd
be, suppmhg the expansion of mercury aniform, o r in other werdu, such ns
be nitown by a thermometer wnatructed with this fiwid, the omtnining veesel IJ#
which should have tbe same rate of expansion a8 itself.
TABLE2.
~ ~ m ~ t u r eshown
s a s
by a n air thermometer.

.

0
100
200
300

I

I-

Mean expansions of
mercury.

af r v

Temperatures supposily the
expansion of mercury uniform.

----

rhr
I%&

0
I00
204,61
314,15

N. Obseroatiow on the Occurrence of Fresh W a f e r Testacea in tpormy Pools fd
by B a k , d umenmatcd d k p e r m m m t bdim
of Water.
[To the Editor of Gleanings in Science.]
Sll,

I wish to attract the attention of such of yonr nadera, as ma have
and inclination to inveetipts the wbfect, to r fact w h i r i~
4L
n
C
in this country ;and which claims notice from its ertraordiaary nahlm, dtbotlgi,
munot find that it has yet been discuesed. I allude to the faculty p o a s d by s e m s
animals formed for living inland respiring water, of inhabiting placeqwhieh d w i q
a large portion of the year are not visited by moistore ; and whiab, co+i*g
water during the season of the periodical rains only, have tben no armany other body of water. Prom t h h fact, one of three mndudous seeinevitable--either that the animal in its pafeet state, has lhe power ofretainiag
sufficient moisture within itself to suatain vitality until the return of rain ;that
is enabled to withstand the inclemency of the hot season, in a state of e * ~
dryness ;or that its ova possess the same extraodiday facultp. The oeeul.ieace of
the common Planorbis, which is eeatOBn&80 widely over tbme providcer in
water, from the running shmttu to the smallest pod, in sh&w tanks which aM
dried up during a larqe portion of the year, may not excite ro much mrpride, &
belongs to a division'of tracklipodes which breath air ;h the appearance in s d
situations of a apecies of Paludt'r(d*, belong to a genus, which is known b
w
water only, cannot so easily be passed over. This species I b e fmnd in a &ah,
at Bsnda, excavated for the encbsure of a compound, and ~ i e aomaa
d
hhe s b p c
of a rising ground without any attention to level, so that the ditch rises on both
sides of a part where the rain waters odiect from the slope of the ground eaelosed.
No water, but that supplied by rain, eau pos~iblpbare acoens to this place. Tho
superfluous waters fall down the slope beyond, whence, daring very heavy rain, they
proceeded to a ravine distant more than a qoarter of a mile, where they fall perpendicularly nlore than 20 feet, and are theme camed to tbc river; so that i t is
not possible, that shell fish should have access from the river by this channel. As
It is emall, orate-oblong, whitish-yellow, sub-hpaline, the lip at tbe base df
the columella slightly produced ; operculum calcareous. It Boats on tbe surface of
water when it haa attained it bp clirnbiM, but sinks when alarmed. It kae no objection to dead animal substPaces am food !
.

.

the ditch ia entirely dependant on &-rater for' ita .apply, it hliable, cab d
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the rainy season, to drought, and daring the remaining eight months of the year i t
is as perfectly parched ns the neighbouring soil ; yet in a very few days after it has
become replenished with water, the little Paludne m a y be seen clinging to the
atem. of the grass which then grown in it.
Perhaps the thick calcareous operculum of the Pd-,
which fib closely to
the sl~ell,shuts it in from all communication with the external nir, and enables it to.
resist evaporation, its own fluid8 supplying it with sufficient moisture to sustain life
i n a torpid state, during the prevalence of drought. In this manner a Bulim*
(a laad snail), by means of a viscous fluid which it secretes, fastem itself to plane
surfaces ; between which and its shell, it interposes a thin memhraneous layer.
composed of the hardened viscus, and may be found adheringto rails or the trunks
of trees ;exposed to the fury of the hot wind*, the animal only dissolving itr barrier,
and venturing forth to feed upon the herbage when the rains have fully set in.
According to my second supposition, the animal may be torpid in the earth, beneath
the surface of the place where the pool stood, o r in a state of extreme aridity, and
may revive on the approach of moisture ;as land shells, which have been for years
in ablutions in a similar state, and, which is more to the purpose, naked polyp;,
which live in water, have heen known to do. The retention of life under analogous
circumstances by fish and insects, in the states of lawn and pupa, submitted to
serere cold and congealed to a solid mass of ice, is not more ektraordinary.
Under either of these circumstances a difficulty still remains. In what manner
did the original progenitor of these mollusca reach the spot ? We must trace its
transportation to a period, the memory of which has been lost in the lapse of ages,
and which perhaps was anterior to the first pe~plingof the country, before the cave .
excavated its present deep bed, and wheh it was spread in the form of a lake over
the spot in question, and a large tract of the neighbouring country. Of the former
existence of this lake, abundant evidence is afforded by the appearance of the snrface
bf the country, and the vestiges of inundation, particularly at the top of the elevJMn
e n the si& of which the ditch is cut, where, at the depth of 3 o r 4 feet, occur
numbers of specimens of shells of a species of Unio, coinciding exactly with one of
the species which now live in the cave+. At a somewhat lower level &&&!,
PhnmbeaT, and other shells s i m i k l y circumstanced occur imbedded in the soil
i n profueion. I n some instances these shells are inveeted with a concretion of
m d and cdc-tuff which sometimes wean a crystdine appearance.
Should it be found on enquiry that the Paltldine conceals itself in the soil, (which
a i m v e r y is only likely to be made by chance, in consequence of the smallness of
the shell,) a close examination and subsequent immersion in water will teat the truth
of the first two suppositions.
I t is possible, however, that the ova, which in pneral have been found to retain
etality under exposure to much greater degrees of heat and cold than perfect animals, and which may be in this specks a gelatinous substance, might be dried u p
to a form capribk of being transported by storms, by which bodies much heavier
.re removed;but in thin case the growth of the perfect animal from the ova must be
very rapid.
m e shells which I have hitherto mentioned helong to Lamarck's class of MoUwca,
o r the univalves of authors; but at HamirpGr ?have observed Conchma (bivalves)
a shallow tank near the Jumna, to which neither the waters of that h e r , hor of the
Betwa have risenfor a half century; which is 12 o r 14 feet above the hi hest rise of
the rivers in ordinary seurons, and which has no communication w i d any other
water. There are small and fragile, almost membraneous, species of Anodonta,
which I have never met with in rivers, but have found them in other @nks and ponds,
t o which no stream can have had access since the period when the diluvial waters

* Bulimus. Ovate-conical, right lip sharp, whorls Battened, white, s t e r c o r a ~ ,
rrith a single red-brown hand at the middle of the lower whorl. Le+
inch.
Species B. Ql. Sci. p. 264.
Icon. pl. viii. 4. The length is taken from the largest specimeu discovered.
t Unio. B. G1. Sci. p. 266. Icon. pl. vii. f. 1.
I t is found imbedded indifferently in loam and beds of calc-tuff gravel. In one
specimen which I possessed, from the latter deposit, part of tbe shell has been
changed, throughout its thickness, into calcareous spar, which retains the original
form of the shell, even to the ruge on the exterior; the rest of the shell appeur
only to have been deprived of ita gluteu.
Melania. B. G1. Sci. p, 264. Icon. pl. vii.f. 8. and 9.
9 Plmorbii. B. GL Sci. p. 264. Icon. pl. vin. f. 14.
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Rernarks on Cancar.
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were drained from the plains of Hindustan. The fresh appearance of the'epidermis,
a& ligamehts, although I have never met with the living animsla enclosed in t h e
h e l l s , shewed that they must have died recently, and forbid the notion that they
oould have lain even a single month exposed to the decorpposing action of the elements, which in this country act with such force and expedition, reducing the
strongest shells in a short space of time to a friable mass. Yet the tank in which
these shells occur, while the rains prevail, is dry during the greatest partof tbe pear.
In coucluding this notice on extraordinary localities of animals, it may not be
oat of place to mention, that on the summit of the fortified hill of Callinjer, in=mssible on all sides to animals unadapted for climbing, the tanks excavated in the
sandstone rock swarm witb tortoises, one of which belonging to the genus Trionyx,
(comprising the soft fresh-water turtles,) has heen sent to me for examination. I find
o n reference to the sketches and descriptions which I made some years ago, of the
Jumna turtles, that it agrees with the characters of the species called Goomeree by
the natives, which is one of several species of Trionyxwhich occur in the Jumna.
I t was also recognized as the mame by the servant who procured me my former
rpecimns.
Unlike the genus Emya, the Trionyx is not in the habit of venturing to any distance
from the water, but suns itself on its margin on insulated ledges of sand, ahd it is
by no means calculated by its structure for such excursions. I can ouly suppose that,
from its kindred having a place in the Hindu mythology, the breed has been conveyed to the spot by the Brahmins, who, in former times, had charge of the temples
o n the hill. One of the tank8 in accounted so holy, that, as I am informed by the
who had the kindness to procure for me the specimen I now possess, the
natives refused to take a tortoise from it, alleging, as o reason, that the person who
rhould violate its sanctity by such a deed, would shortly be punished hy death for
his temerity; but that sbould one be caught out of the water, no danger to the capW. H. B.
tor was to be apprehended.

V. Remarks on Cancar.
T o the Editor of the Gleanings in Science.

sin,

I n No. 8 of the Gleanings there occurs a short notice on the " production of
cuwcar," which I do not exactly understand. Is the " nodularsubstance" alluded to
the work of the I' shell-fish ?" and do these shell-fish belong to fluviatile or marine
varieties ? or do they, nn I should infer from the notice, inhabit indifferently both
the s d t and fresh waters ? to what genera do they belong? how are they attached to
tbe " nodulnr ~ubstnnce," Or rather t o the " minute cellular coating of shell-work,"
which" surrounds the nucleus of irocclay," by a byssus, orhow?-or are they simple
adhering ~~nivnlrns?
And with regard to the nucleus itself, I am still furtl~erat a loss
t o understand its nnture, o r lbrv it g o t there. I t seems to differ in its character from
any substance witb whicl~I am acquainted. It " becomes mRer and loses its shelly
coating during the dry months, when the waters become salt, " and, " when burned
i t crurnl)les on exposure to tlre air,but again becomes hard o r immersion in water,"
(fresh water I presume) The notice is certainly an interesting one, and I trust, I
should he excused if, in aubmittingthese queries, I express a hope t h t either your
correspondent o r some one else will afford tbe information d e s i d , without which
the value of the notice, as a contribution to science, is greatly lessened.
The question, however, to which your correspondent directn the attention of
your rendem is a most interesting one. Whence hare been derived thoae widely diatrihuted beds of cancar, which while they form a mostperpleshg, rue at the s a w time
a most distinguished feature of Indian geology? Your correspondent justly remark#,
that it is " difiimltto conceive that a substance of suchgeneraloccurrellee anduniform appearance can be the &;tifw of any stratum oP limestone of prior erieteaoe to it. I n short, the cancar must be considered as a distinct and separate
rock formation, to which the name of camw formation may be applied, tdl such
time as we can discover its real place in the geological scale of rocks.
I do not mean to trouble you with a description of the different Valieties of
cancar,(and there are many,)but rather tooffer one ortwovery general remarks relating to its natural history, more with the view ot receivins informcltion,from some
Of your a% correspondents, thanwith the hape of myself being able fo lmpast My.
Cancar, as before stated, is very extenrimly distributed thrwghout Hlndostan,
and ir a substance with wbich all your readem arr familiar. It rery generally OC-
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capies tbt h n l r s and beds of nnllas, and in e n forming mall mncled taens and
tumuli generally in lower situations. But it has beer fuund, also, on the tops of
m e of om lower ranges of hilln, and in situations very considerably elevated
above thelevel of the sea. The cancer beds are not, generally speaking, tery tbiek ;
in this respect, however, they vary much in d i f f e m t situatkms ; they include
very frequently, numerow imhedded mllsre~,both rounded and anguhr, of varioum
kinds of m k s , fmm a granite down to limestone ; the last apparently of not
a very ancient variety, and many of these imbedded rnwaes. must have been
transported from a great distance. From an attehtive considemtion of these last,
I. conceive that many interesting conclusiolur might be drawn, relative both to the
age of the formation, and to the .gent which was employed in forming it. The
caacar, am far at kast as my information goes, has been seen overlying all the
rocks ru,yet discow& in India ; but a s the aeries appears to be the mont recent of
these, (the alluvial and dinvial deposit of c o w excepted,) we can only conclude
from the above circumstanae, tbat the c w m must he of more recent formation than
the. scriea I hare not heard ef any well authenticatpd iwtances of orgnnie remains
having been found in cancar, at all events I can say that such an occurrence is rirre;
a d , though we are thus deprived of the best means ofdekrmining ita age, and
of tracing an analogy between it and similar formations in other countries, stilt the
very circumstance appears to me to be a proof of its antipity, as compared with
the more ancient diluvial deposits. I fear, also, that this consideration m a t &aside
tbe opinion hinted at by yow correspohdent. I Lave frequently fonnd in the allurim, m t i n g immediately onthe cancm, numerous sbeib belongins to recent genar,
but none of these could be fonnd in the ca~lcaritself ;and had this substance &n
formed in the way your c o m p o n d e n t supposes, numerono shells mnst b m
been found associated with it.
I n examining this formation, care must be taken not to c o n f o a d it witb
some mom recent deposits of cak tuf, which are frequently met with in 1Idi.r
o r with calcareous soils often containing imbedded portions of globulu camcar. The formation in question must, from its nature, have been e x d h g \ y
liable to be affected by tbose great denuding causes which have been concerned on a large scale, in forming our dilavium, and which still continue to operete
on a smaller srsle, in forming our more recent soils. The details which yuo
have given us (in No. 6. of the Gleanings) of borings made in Calcutta, &e.
prove the great depth at wbich such imbedded portions are found. Prom boring~
conducted on a similar plan the greateat information might be derlved, and I sincerely trust tbat, ere long, we s h d h put in possession of furtber details connected
with this interesting subject.
I observe in a no&, page 280, of your periodical, tbe remark, "That cancer
hlrs perhaps some analogy with the cautoue of sume of the English counties."
I have not by me the vol. of Geological Transactions to wbich you refer, hut
if the cmwfoae be the same rock as tbe corrbradh of tile English geologisb,
I c o n k s that I perfeeuy W ~ C Wia your remark. The alxienee in Ind~w of
rocks of the oolitic series and ethers of the more recent suites of tbe supermedial order, h m often been remarked by geolagical o b s e m n , and I have for
some time been in the habit of eoaaidering the cancar f o r m h as occupying the place of o m o r other of the numerous series of subord~nateforluutiws
included in the order j u t alluded to. Prom the abaence of organic remaim,
I have not been enabled to form an opinion as to the precise period of its formation. The nmbrusA is elaswd by C o n y k m . and Phillips with the inferior
oolites, and .in itu struchue, k c . many points of similitude may be traced betweas
i t and the cancar. There are many other deposits, however, belonging to the oditic series, with whichthis substance miqht be compared 8 for instance, the nuluerom
beds af an argillo-calcareous, calunreo-siliaons, &c. nature which a m found so
ab.I18aatly associatad with the English oolites : and while, from the very eltansire
distribution of the carcar braation, we must conclude that the cause which formed
it must have been very general in ita operation, it is at Use same tiiue wry m t u d
to suppose, that h i s aaunennder other, and probably more favorable oircutubt.wsr,
might ham formed roch of a more dbtbot nad tangible nature. Its whk appearance gives riw te the idea of ita hnving bean formed in a b t y and confused mastwr, but id it 'mar prd#bly be tnced ail zhe ekmcatr of the ooliticsynte~nof ferrnk
tions. My principal object in addregling you at this time is to obtain, if possible,
through the medium of the Qleaniqp, some inform&ion on this i6temeting subject)
and to ascertain whether, m not, any organic remains have been diecovered in tbo
*rue cancar be&, and if 60, to what genera they belong.
,

I

I

I

1

Whilc on the. finbject of pour Fdltof'ial naW, I may M -11 r@y tar query
contained in note 2d of the said page 2'20. Most geolog~calwriters describe greenstone aa a primitive as well as a trappenan rock. The former is the primitive p e n stone or trap of the Weruerians, and you may see a description of it in Jameson,
&c. &c. Dr. Maccnlloch too gives a minute account of rocks " identical with
greenstone and basalt," which occur associated with the grnnites of Aberdeenshirr, and those he declares to be " varieties of the most decided grnnite." From
the above circumdtance he deduces many important ronelusions. This paper ia
altogether a most Interesting one, and is to be found in the Journd of Sciences and
Arts, (old series,) I forget tlie vol. bnt I quote from extracts made on reading it.
The gruwteir of the Germans include both our greenstones and hornblende rocks,
and the same remark may be made in reference to the Iabuae, &rite, and arphiL11te of the French.-In some late arrangements indeed, primitive greenstone is
described as a variety of hornblende rocks, " differing from the greenstone of the
snhmedial order more in geological position than in respect of composition."-But
in the said submedial order of these geologists is included a greenstone which occurs
" lying upon and interstratified With" the clay-slates, gray w&-slates and grkenstone
slates, &c. Many of these greenstones perfectly resemble the greenstones of the
overlying trap formation, especially such of them as occur associated with the
argillaceous sch~sts,under which term Dr. Macculloch very properly imcludes both
tb. cby-alntes and gray wake-slates. Perhaps the terms trappean-submedial, and
primitive o r superior greenstones might, in the present state of our nomenclature,
be sufficient to distinguish these three varieties, more especially if the term SYENITE
be, as has lately been recommended,restricted to a rock composed of compact felspar
and hornblende, which occurs associated with the overlying rocks. In descrihing the different varieties of hornblende rock, it is dimcult to convey in any o w
%fork, a precise idea of their nature. From pure hornblende rock down to syentic
granite, a term adopted by Dr. Macculloch, andwhich I should be sorry to see exploded, we find them of almost every variety af structure: aometimes too, in the compound rocks, we find the hornblende replaced by actinolite, and this last also, we
Occasionally find nearly pure, forming an actinolite schist. These with hornblende
whist, form but varietien of one great primitive series ; and while I perfectly agree
with you in thinking, that the tern1 greenstone as applied to rocks associated with
the granites might be changed with advantage, we must still lament the want of a
sufflciently precide name to substitute in its place. I should be happy indeed to
k a r n that this term could be confined t o the overlying rocka.
With regard to compact felspar, it also is a primitive rock.The pho-sandstone of
D r . Macculloch (a rock included by Phillips in his inferior order,) is stated by Dr.
M. to pass into corny. felpar, and he also describes romp. felspar as an occasional
constituent of granite and gneiss. The m i t e of the French has a base of compaot
felspar, and the white stone (wdsstein of Werner) is a panulltr felspar, which is
only a variety of the compact, while comp. felspar itself, ei&r pure o r with assoriated mica and quartz, &c. is not an uncommon primitive rook. I t certain1
does occur much more abundantly as a member of the overlying trap series, bod
a s n simple mountnin rock, and as a constituent of the compound varieties,
I shall conclude this most digressive cpiatlc with one allusion to a suhject of a
very different nature, and earnestly would I d l upon those of your readers, who
take an interest in the science of oryctology, to give it a share of their attention.
I t ia believed by many geologists, that befern the existence of animals, our earth
was covered with various plants belonging to the families of Cactus, Euphorbia, LC.
%c. and tbat from the remains of these, our great coal deposits were formed. A v
who have travelled in India must have beed struck wlth the appearance of large
tracts which are occasionally seen coveted with individuds, especially of the latter
of tkae funiliek On spots apparently the least l h l y to afford rnwirdibeat t o
plnnta+mong bare and hnrren cliffs-they seem as it were t6 opziPg fmn,ths a d i d
rock, and often attain a size and woodiness of fibre which might entitle them almoat
to the appellation of trees. That vegetnblea similepr to t h muse
~ have b c m a i the
$rat ~ovajyref our g&& (fitted as they are for that soillees and rocky state in
which it muat then hqve existed,) is 8 conclusion a t which we almost n a t w d y
w r k e , and an intereating cornparisan might be drawn betwe& the f ~ s ivuietia
l
fouad in E
m aod those whtcb erist in India at the preeePt day. W ~ ttlre
b exam&
ple of the great Humboldt befqre us, much might celJuo$ be dolu, to elucidate a
subject which his discoveries have made so peculiarIy interesting.
I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servut,
J.

Price of Gain in Bsngal.
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EEem~tsafPht~sics."
W. Omistion in the Rrmatks on A&s
Page 63, Arnott sa s, that. " The reason why a spinning top stands;will be u a c
aerstood here. ~ h i L
the top is perfectly upright, its point, being directly under
its centre, supports it steadily, and although turn in^ so rapidly, has no tendency to
move from the place; but if the top incline at all, the side of the peg, instead of tbe
wry point, comes in contact with the floor, and the peg then becomes a little wheel o r
roller, advancing quickly, and with its touching edge, drscribing a curve somewhat
as askaiter does, until it come directly under the body of the top as befork I t thu.
ippearrr, that the very fact of the top inclining, causes the point to shift its place, and
s o that it cannot rest until it come again directly under the centre of the top. I t is
remarkable that even in philosophical treatises of authority, the standing of a top is
still vaguely attributed to centrifugal force."
'
What makes the point " cotncf" The author has described the phenomenom instead of assigning the cause: and the,fact itself is so obvious a corollary from the
doctrine of centrifugal force, that the autLora of the treatises in question have probably thought it unnecessary to illustrate the subject by any detail.
I t may be explained by the analogy of planetary movements. Suppose a pkrnet
~.
R moving in a circle round the common .
centre of gravity of itself, and of the two
;'.b
B
....--.----. .---..
-...
runs B and C, and in an orbit, the plane
;. ...........;!.iiiiiii.--e:'
of which is at right angles to that of the !
'..'
A
small orbit described by the two suns, (in . I
\
the capacity of a double star) : then taking the sun C when at its greatest distance from the plane of the planet's orbit, the
planet A will have to the sun C the same relation es any atom i n the substance
of a spinning top bas to the centre of amaction in that part of the earth where the
top is standing; in other words, the top's axis of rotation wi4 take the plumb-lioe
direction.
For, supposirig the top's velocity of rotation to be gradually increased, and it8
particles gradually to yield to the centrifugal force thus engendered, and to separate
from each other, they would describe specialorbits in a plune parallel to the rational horizon, but for the earth's attraction, which would gradually draw them into s
plane passing thrpugl its own centre of gravity; but as tbe cohesion of the atoms
composing the top's substance is stronger than ihe centrifugal force, part only
of the above consequence follows, and each individual atom performs a circle, the
plane of which is perpendicular to .the direction of the plumb-line,-the
mutual
cohesion of its atoms effecting in the instance of the top what the sun B does in the
case of the planet, i. e. causing the moving bodies to describe circles perpendiculru
to the line of.gravitatbn, which, therefore, coincides with the axes of their respective orbits. Therefore the axes of rotation in a top will always be verticd when
no' extraneous force is applied to it, such as originally setting it in motion with
its axis inclined to the horizon, or inclined to the plane on which it whirls, so much
as to bring that into contact with the side of the f g ; and even when such force is
applied, the centrifugal force gradually brings t e axis of rotation into the vertiD. B.
cal pasition. The subject does not deserve such a detail.
..

:
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VlD. TdZe shewing the market pn'ce of Grain &c. in lower Bengal
from the ear 1700 to 1813, eztracted from adbnbic documents of
nne mmzt in each year, for which, generally, the month of August
WUE seiected. Drawn up by G . Herklots, Esq. R s c d of Chinmrah.

X

The fobwing Tabb will, r e doubt not, be ~eceivedwith interest by dl who take
pleaurre in statintic enquiries. We trust it will be followed by many similar communications. The two papers in oar last number, with this and some others we
have by us, will, we bape, excite those wbo hare tbe means, to place more.of such
m a t a d s a t our dispod. The subject of h d i a n statisties h untonched.-It in
.
Weihsive om, aPd it# importance is equal to its extent.
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VUI. On the CalcnclatimofHcig&s fmm Observations of the Bammeter.
To the Edltor of the Gleaninge in Science.

SIR.
The tables for calculating differences of level from barometrical observations, such
at least as have fallen in my way, being in gene& apun out to such a length a s to
render then1 nearly as troublesome as the direct calmlation from the formula ;perhap3 you may consider the one I have now the pleaaure to send ou not *ether
unworthy of a place in your Gleoaiugs. In the krnt mlume of tge Memoirs of the
London Astronomical Society, page 289, Professor Lithow has given as o~ocise
tables as I recollect having seen any where : but they are adapted b the French mealures, and Reaumer's tlrermorneter, and are, therefore, so far incon~enieat.The formula he uses is,
N =9436,966. (1+,00284 cos. e $) (1+,0025. (r+f)

.
-

b'

H =N. log.

[1+'00023 (TI-T)] b in which
express the height of the Barometer Temperature of the Air, and
""
Temperature of the Mercury at the upper station.
b', t', TI--the same at the lower station.
of the place.
$ELatitude
D~fference
of kvel in Toises.
Now, neglecting the factor depending on the latitude of the place, ss being too
small to be worth attending to, epcept perhaps in the very nicest experiments, and
supposing the barometers at the two stations to be in the first instance reduced to
one and the same hemper~ture,32* for instance*, we shall have for English feet and
Fahrenheit's thermometer, tLis simple formula.
N =56055+67,05 (F+Ft]

{

-

Y

,or ip Logarithms
H =N. log.b
Log. H = log. N t l o g . (log. b'-log. b )

The following is a table of the Logarithms of N for every probable value of
the sum of the kmperatnres of the air at the two stations.

(F+F')

An emmp1e can h a d y be necessary, except to show that the table gives the sank
results as other methods. Let us tuke the one given in No. 3 of your Gleanings, page
87: the two barometers reduced to the aametmnperature ere :
b'=,7344 log. = 9,86593
b =,5372 log.
9,730115

=

log 6'

=log. b =,135;9

for F+F'=

log. ,13479 = 9,13287
10Le6 the table gives 4,80029

-

- Feet 8673.5 = 3,93316

A table for this mrrection, of limitedextent, however, d be found in Dmid'r
Meteorological Essays, 24 e d r p 372. 1have extended it so a8 to be useful t o h
residents in mountainous regione, and- perhapa yvu~mayh i it worth prbthg.
#

I
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Caledktion of He;ght~fromthe Barometer.

whieh.is p c h e l y the hdght rtated to have been found-by lleapletrical methodr.
While on the subject of barometers, I cannot help suggesting to tbose who kcap
registers, how much better it would be to reduce their observatiom to somestandard
temperature (32' for instance) and so record them : with a copy of the table sent
herewith suspended near the barometer. This reduction would cost no trouble, no
inconsiderable s p c e woald be saved in the reginter, and the observation, whether at
Ule same time or atdifferent places, might then be compmd at once. I t would be still
better if the correction for capillarity were applied also, and this would be no additional trouble whatever, since each observer might incorporate the correction due
to his particular instrument on this m o u n t , with that due to ditTerence of temperat a r e 5 one table giving both corrections :thelatter, however, is of less consequence,if
1 am right in supposing that the tubee sent to this country are generally made of
T.
nearly the same interior diameter, about two-tenth of an inch. I am, &c.

-

Correction to be applied fo the Barometa for espansiolr of Mercury.
Temp.
ofmercury.

------

25O
30
35
40
45
60

In.
14

,013
,022
,029
,037
,045
,053
,061
,069
,077
,085
,093
,101
,109

,011
,023
,031
,039
,048
,056
,065
0
,092
,090
,099
,107
,116

In.
23

In.
24

In.
25

26

70

Temp.
ofmer-

-+
CUT.

I

60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

18

-----

,011
,021
,027
,035
,042
,050
,057
,064
,072
,080
,087
,195
,102

75
80
85
90
95
100.

55

In.

In.
17

,011
,019
,025
,032
,039
,046
,033
,060
,Otii
,074
,081
,088
,095

60
65

35
40
45
50

In.
16

In.
19

In.
20

------+ ,003
,010 + ,011 + ,011 + ,012 f,013 f ,013 + ,014
,001
,004
,004
,003
,003
,003
- ,004 - ,005 - ,005 -,005 - ,005 - ,006 - ,0OG

55

2530

In.
15

,016
,005
,007
,018
,030
,041
,053
,064
,076
,087
,099
,110
,122
,133
,145
,156

-

.

,007
,019
,031
,643
,055
,067
,079
,091
,103
,115
,t27
,139
,151
',163-

,015
,025
,034
,044
0
,063
0
, ,052
,091
,101
,110
,120
,129

,Dl ti
,026
,036
,046
,056
0
,076
,086
,096
,106
,116
,126
,136

+,015
,004
-,006
,017
,02i
,038
4
0
6
,0dt
0
,101
111
I
1 :
,14?

In.
22

+ ,004
,015

- ,007

,018
,029
,0-10
,US1
,062
+7;l
,084
,095
,106
,117
,128
,139
,150

In.

.

.

+ ,005
,017 + ,018 +
,005

-

,014
,023
,032
,011
,050
0
0
,077
,086
,095
,101
,113
,122

In.
21

-

'

- ,008 ,020
,033
,045
,058
,070
,083
,095
,108
,120
,133
,145
,158
,I7Ol

Note by the Editw.

We have substitnted a mom correct table for that of onr cormupondent, w h i i

being taken from Daniel was dected by the error noticed in our last number, p.
323. The error in the extreme case wan ;028 nearly 30 ft. in altitude. The expansipn of tbe mercury had been diminished by the mean value of the dilatation of
@ass, whereas nothing can k more evident than that the latterehould C negkcted.
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C o m c t i o l u #e. of an Article on Ampallaria.

,

m,

Onr readers may see the reason of this in the paper of MM. Dnlong andPedt, pobUsbed in the present number. We have adopted their value of the expansion of merFUrya8 ehted p. 365 to be ,fl, for the centrigade thermometer which is equal to ,5bs
for every degree of Fahrenheit, or in decimals ,0001091. There is a correction
however (if we do not mistake the matter) which neither Mr. Daniel, nor a n y of
the writers on barometric caclulation have introduced into their formnlas. It is t h e
correcGon which should be made for tlie varying temperature of the brass scale.
Supposing it to have been adjusted at 60' whichis I believe the temperature adhered to by English makers;-it is evident that at a temperature of 96" the hrass scale
bas undergone a change of 36O. I t may be stbid that this correction is amall,-yet it is
twice as great as that of glasa, which Mr. Daniel has erroneously introduced, while
2
'
.
this one has been altogether neglected. The French standards are graduated a t 3
Ha,therefore, the difference would be stiU greater.

IX. Corrections of, and A d d i t i m to, an Article on AmpUan'a, in
the Second Number of the Gleanings.
T o the Editor of Gleanings
- in Science.
SIB,
I requent that you will have the goodness to give an early insertion to the followin$ correction of a n artirle which appeared in the 2d. Number of the Gleanings of
Sc~encc,for February, 1829. In that number I stated, that no notice o n the subjeet
of the genus Anipllaria had, to my knowledge, yet a peared; whereas in the lPtb
number of the Zoological Journal, for April, ,828, (which, from some mistake,
only reachedme on the 16th instant,)I find a minute and interesting accountofl6e
animal, from the pen of the Rev. L a n r d o w Gnilding, of St. Vincent's ; setb'ng my
rough aceoant (which was drawn up in December, 1828, from notes made in &tober 1827) completely in the shade. It is however gratifying to me to find that, askr
a s my description goenlit is supported in its more obvious points by the more finished
account of my fellow-labourer ; and that the AtnpNaria of the East coincides with
its brethren of the western hemisphere ; the pedunculated eyes, situated a t tbe
exterior base of the tentncula, and the subretractile tentaculiform genae*, being
d i k e in both shells.
I n the same paper Mr. Guilding has separated from the genus dmpupuldaria that of
Packystoma, under which it appears that our eastern Anipnllaria should be rangd.
Deep, however, as Mr. Guilding's knowledge of the suhject is, I should hesitate to
adpyt the new genus, if on a more minute examination, apd n comparison of thc
animal of our Pachystvn~atawith Mr. Guildiog's Amplkzlia, it appears that there is
no essential difference.in the charartera of the nnimals. In tllin caw, Peclryriorna
and Rmpdaria, viewed separately, can hardly be looked upon as divisions of equal
value with, or even proximate importance to Palud~na,which Mr. Guilding places
as the first genus of his family of AmpuNariadre, and which differs so makridly
from these two genera united. The mere tliirkening and partial reflection of ~e
perintome of the shell, and the substitution of shell for horn in the operculunl, do
not appear to ma to afford sufficient generic distinction : the shell selllow exhibib
the first character until the animal has attained its full growth, and the operculurn
is often not preserved with the shell; so that it would be diicult to point out l e
place of a specimen in many cases.
In my notice on AmpnNrrria I mentioned that I had Palullinre with calcareous r
well as horny opercula. A curious analogical resemblance is exhibited by the
former to Pachystoma, the peristome being thickened and subreflected as i n that
genns. Should the latter genus stand on the difference observable in the shell, a
new one will be also required for these Paludirire, the animal of which, I have s r
tiatied myself by comparison with Paladine with horny ope;cula, to be essentidy
the same.
The Rev. Lanadown Guilding combats the opinion, that all the TracMPo& are
deroiddeyes, of which some of the land Puluiotufera undoubtedly are; andinemces

* These are so remarkably liketentacula, that I set them down as such in m
Journal on m first examination of the animal at Minapore, in October 1826.
w a ~not u.611 bad an opportunity of inspecting them m o k k i a u ~ l y ,a ye&
afterwards, that I became aware of my mistake.

Miscellrmem Notices.
in support of liia opinion o n the S f r o m ~which
,
he ascertained by dieection to
be e n d o w e d *ith true eyes.
I n A m p i l a r i a these organs occupy the sammits of the pedicles, and areqot, as
in H e l u , mere specks on the back of the capitulum ; they have a large centrq circ u l a r b l a c k spot, surrounded hy a whitish surface resembling the cornea. I ftlnd
it difficult to persuade myself that the wary animal, which, at my slightest caui04s movement tD inspect it, shewed its sense of my presence, by quickly withdraw.
i n g itself, and whose staring eyes presented themselves so conspicuously, was not
endowed with true vision.
I am, Sir,
Bunddlkhand, October 28th, 1829.
Your obdt. Serbnt,
W. H. B.
Errata in the Notice on Anrpllaria, p. 52. & 53.
read " tentacnla"
passim FGT'' tentacul~~''
P. 52.' After '' Melania" dek " and"
P . S . A. reJexa of Swainson appears to belong to the division with ahorny operculum, and, therefore, cannot be identical with either of the species described b me.
T h e only notice I had seen of that shellwas in the Philosophical Magazine, v o l Iri.
06s. AmpNaria is by the natives called Talha, and the shell is by them supposed
to b e efficacious in medicine, being used as a vessel to contain applications for the
W. H.B.
eyes, f o r which purpose it is sold in the B a d r of Allahabad.

X . Miscellaaeowr Notices.
1. Fhrtber Notke of the Beetk described in the 8th No. of Gleanings.
Among the miscellaneous notices in the 8th No. of Gleanings in Science, T.J. P.
gives a n account of an acid secretion from a species of beetle, which from the characters given by him, appears to be Anthin S e z p t t a f a of Lamarck, belonging to the
stirps Geodephaga of MacLeay, and to the family of Brachinide.
The natives in these provinces, term this beetle, from its conspicuous markings,
Cheh-g~indeh, and consider it venomous. I t is probable tliat its powerful mandibles would easily penetrate the skin, and the caustic liquor mentioned by T.J. P.
a s ejected from its mouth, might, if it found its way into the wound, produce much
pain and inflatpmation.
I n the rainy season, this insect may be observed climbing trees in pursuit of the
insects which form its prey, like the cognate genue Calosoma in Europe ; during the
hot winds it inhabits rat-holes, in company with a large species of B l a p , from
which it is easify ejected by filling them with water.
I have observed the pungent smell alluded to by T. J. P. when the insect has
been confined under a glass, and has been making violent efforts to escape. On
such occasions the inside of the
and the surface on which it mas placed, were
wet with a colourless liquor, mixed with a little brownish dirt, which appeared to
he excrement. I cannot, however, give the vapour the praise of resembling ammatic vinegar ;its odour ww pungent and spicy, but unpleasant.
&veral allied species belonging to the genus Brachinus, have the faculty of
darting out, on being pursued or disturbed, a pungent visible vapour from the anus,
with a crepitating report. This vapour blackens the hands, and reddens blue p: per.
Mr. Ritchie found it to be neither acid nor alkali, and ~oluhlein alcohol and water.
I have several species of Brachitam in my collection, taken in this part of the country. I have often caused them to crepitate by disturbing them, but I never perceived the visible vapour which is emitted by the European species. A friend of
mine once observed a vapour emitted by a small beetle, with a crepitating sound,
which I doubt not belonged to this genus. Many other beetles possess acrid ju~ces
which they eject from the mouth when disturbed. Some interesting particlilars
to
connected with this property will be found in Kirby's and Spence's Introductio~~
Entomology, vol. ii. page 246, in the chapter concerning the nieans of defence of
insects ; and in vol. 4. page 143, &c. in the chapter on secretions.
Bunddihhand.
W. H.B.
Note. T.J . P. has omitted to notice in his description, the singular poaition of
the trwhanter in the hinder pair of lege, which characterizes all the fwiliea

d i c h hflbeen bwd from the @nun Carabur of Lind ;o r to mention the n a m b e r
of join* in the tnrsi, the knowledge of which is necessary to discover the place of
an inert in the latest mntinentul systems. The arrangenrent foundad on the latter
cha,,tcter is artihial, and has been proved to he fonnded in error by Mr. MircLeay :
yeuntil a complete system on the new method appears, recourse luest be had ta it,
2. Manner of Hunting in District Dafnnjpdr.
a. The following ve singular method of killin wild animals, described by Dr.
the people in the ~ a l n a f ~ p hdistrict,
r
may be interessiw
J3uchanan, as
some of our readers. I t is quite new to us, and may be so to others.
" There are many deer in the vicinity of the Mohanunda, apd of the bwer parts
of the Pmnabhobka and Tanggon; but scarcely any where else. They are so numerous among the long reeds and woods of these parts, that they are a nuisance, by
destroying the crops. I saw none but the C. a& and C. putci~lus;and in this class
of animals the natives apply specific namea so indefinitely that I cannot follow
them as guides. There are ho hnsten who make a profemion of killing these deer,
and of carrying the venison to market, although no one would hinder them. The
neighbouring farmers keep nets, and occasionally hunt, partly to save their crops,
and partly to procure animal food. I went twice with them, and on one Occasion
took two deer, and on the other had no sport. I was a good deal burprised at the
method. The net is made of whip-cord and may be allout six feet wide, and each
farmer brings a piece with him of 30 o r 40 feet in length. All the pieces having
been joined, they are set in a straight line, and are supported on one edge by poles
which incline towards the direction from whence the game is expected t o come, and
lean on forked sticks ;some persons then remain hehind the p l e a wit11 lances to kill
o r seize the game which cornea into the net, before it can disentangle itself. Tbe
others advance from the net in a line parallel to it, and heat the grass and bushes and
make a great noise. I e$pe&d, when they had set the net, that they would ban
gone. in silence to a distance, and have roused the game as they advanced toward8
the net; but this they n m r e d me. wodd not answm; for the game alwqa runs
backwards in the directinn whenm the noise advances upon it. The game taen
i n thew nets c o ~ h t ol
s wild hogs, deer, and tigers."

3. Dimkrrtion of latensity of Sound.
To the Editor of the Gleanings.

SIB,
The insertion of the following extract from an article on Sound in the Encyclopdin Metropolitana, in our useful publication, may procure for the author of that article the observations ge wishes for, from some of our scientific travellers in the hills.
I am,
Yows f&hfully, I. S.
#' The diminntion of the intensity of sound in a rarefied atmosphere is a familiar
phenomenon to those who are accustomed to ascend very high mountains. The
deep silence of those elevated regions has a physical cause, lnilependent of their
habitual solitude. Saussure relates, that a pistol fired on tbe summit of Mont
Blanc, produced nogreater report than alittle Indian cracker, (petit petard de Chine)
would have done in a room. We have ourselves had occasion to notice the comparatively small extent to which the voice can be heard, at an altitude of upwards of
13,000 ft. on Monte Rosa. O b ~ t ? ~ a t i o on
n S this poiut, in the elevated passes of the
Himmalbya mountains,would he. very interesting. They should he. made by the explosions of a small detonating piatol, loaded with a constant ch;lrge, and the distnnw
should be measured ; for the voice loses much of its force from the diminution d
muscular energy in rarefied air, and distances are extravagantly underrated bf
estimation in such situations." Enq Meir.
4. Jasper from t ~ i oC&a H~lla.
A very beautiful specimen of jasper,with colour delineations, equal, if not superior
to those of the most admired marbles, has heen sbo~vnus as a production of tbe C h i s
hills. The substance, there is no question, would he considered in Ehrope, valuable
as a material for small fancy articles. The piece we saw had been polished by one
of our stone masons, but a substance like jasper requires more powerful means of
grinding and polishing than are applied to marble. The effect, however, was qmta
sufficient to show the beauty of the stone. The gentleman who forwarded it, men*as that it ie found " projecting fcom the ordinary sandstone, about 1500 feet
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fmm the rammit of the hill between Mom16 and LykGnchad," and as far as he
/
can learn no where else. It may be had, he believes, in large pieces.
The spe-eimen in question has been placed in the hands of Messm. Hamilton
and Co. for the purpose of being cut and polished.
5. Population of U k + r .
The tom o r city of GBrncpGr appears, by a statement pteparpd hy one of the revenue surveyors, to contain 7237 houses, of which only 208 are brick. Tbe population is 400% 8 of wlticll 24766 are Hind&, 12973 males and 11793 females ; and
15837 lusulm8ms, 7819 males and 7411 females. The males are to the females
as 110 t o 100 amonget the Hinddr, and aa 105 to 100 amongst the Musulmilns. On
the whole population as 108 to 100. The average of inhabitants for each house is
5,53. The proportion for Hindls i6 6,57, for MnsulmBns .5,47.
The cattle belonging to the town consists of 2700 bullocks, of which 1101 belong
b 410 ploughs, the remainder to 533 carts, 315 ponies, 2890 cowsand buffaloes,
7 elephants, and 420 horses.

I

I
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6. Quantity of Water raised 6y the Denci.
SIR,
I n p u ~ s a o n wof the snggestions &xed to my l e w r inserted in the 9th No. of
your Gleanings, I have endeavored to ascertain, as well as I am ahle, though 1
fear but inmrrectly, the quantity of water which two men are capable of raising
by a lever, from a well fifleen feet deep; and the result is, that two men wiil
work alternately 10 hours, make five dips of the hucket in a minuts, and raise
about 10 seers of water at each dip, from a depth of 15 feet; the bucket, made of
iron, weighing six seers.
The great inconvenience in drawing water by the lever is, the liability of the water, should the distance for it to be conveyed tie great, k i n g abserbed by tbe mil
before it reacbee its destinatiee ; unless worked with a rapidity which the aatives
little inclined to perform, but for short periods. Hence, except for hortioaltural
purposes, where labour is so fully remunerated by the value of the produce, this
&node of irrigation is seldom resorted to ; but where the drain is made of masonry,
and the r a t e r conveyed to memoirs, as at indigo factories, the mode might be
adopted with cheapness and facility, in situations on the banks of rivers or tanks,
where the height b be raised does not exceed 15 feet.
I remain,
Your obedt. Servt.
X. Y. 2.

XI. -Proceedings

of Societies.

1.-ASIATIC SOCIETY.
A meeting was held on the 8th November ; Honorable Sir Charles Grey in the
chair. Dr. Smith and Mr. Stewart, were elected Members of the Society. The
following letters were tben read:
From Mr. Cosmo DeKCros, declining the monthly allowance offered him by the
Society, and any assistance until his visit to Calcutta.
From Dr. Vos, presenting the 8th volume of the Transactions of the Bataviap
Society.
From Mr. Robertson, presenting a copy of Lis Translation of Roastum and Sohrab.
From MF. Vaughan, Secretaly to the American Philosophical Society, announsing
the despatch of Nos. 2 to 9, of the 3d volume of the Society's Tranriactians and EL
liot's i at an^.
P r o p Mr. EL T. Prinsep, forwarding a copy of the Astronomical Ohaervations at the Madras Observatory ;-also one announcing the remission of duty on
100 copies af the proceedrogs af &he Phyeieal Class of the Society, despatshedfor
England.
From Rabu Sib Chander Das, presenting a copy of the HanumBn Cheritra, an
Astrol ical work.
~he?ransactions of the Royal b i e t of Edinburgh, val. xi. part 1.-and of L s
Geological Society, 2d series, part 3d, o f v d ii. were presented by these Societies.
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Rhodea' Work on the Religion and Mftbology of the Hindom, raa presented by
the Author.
The Meteorological Register, for ~ u ~ uand
s t September, wan presented by Captain Herbert.
An account of the Jains, by the Secretary, wcra read in continuation of hia account of the Hindu Sects.
The following Ponations were received for tbe Museum :
A Malay Kreese, from Babu Mathuradth Mallic.
The jaw of a Shark and anout of a Sword Fish, &c. from Dr. Burlini.
Two slabs of Sand-stone, from near Gwalior, from Mr. Beataon.
A number of .Musical Instruments used by the natives of India, from Balm IUmComa1 Sen.
2. MEDICALAND PHYSICAL
SOCIETY.
A meeting was held on the 3dOctober, the president in the chair. Mr. H. M.ckenzie was elected a member of the Society.
A letter was read from Mr. Rind, requesting that hi rame might be withdrawn
from the list of members of the Society, oc the same ground as those of others
who had recently seceded.
A comnlunicathn was p-nted
by Mr. Breton, on the flexible takr prepared
in this country from Caoutchouc, with specimens of tubes.
A p p e r by Dr. Hardie wru read,--on the production and effecta of Mlrlari. in the
valley of Udayapfir.
3. A ~ R ~ C U L T UARN A
D L
HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.
Wednuday, October 2lst.
Sir E. Ryan in the Chain.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the Society, Hm Hi$Shams ud D a d a Bnh$dor, NnwLb of DhLka ;MLha Rdja Metejit Sinh &hddur;
Mr. G. Lamb, Dhaka; Mr. J . W. Hogg, Mr. Qeo. Wood, Mr. T. Berby, oi
Calcutta; Mr. T.A. Shnw, Chittagow; Mr. R. Neave, Sherghatty; Mr. J. Wnteon,
FaridpGr; Mr. D. Hare, Calcutta; Sir Frederick Hamilton, Benares; Mr. E.
Mnrjonbanks, Santipore; Mr. G. W. Trail, Kamaun; Babu Conni Ldl Tamr,
Babu Goculdth Mallic.
On the motion of Sir Edward Ryan, Dr. Carey was requested to accept the o h
of ndditional V~ce-Presidentof the Society.
Dr. Carey intimated his acceptance of the same, and returned thanks.
The Secretary stated that he had, at the request of the Society at their last meeting, applied to the several printing offices to ascertain for what sum they would engage to print the future Transnctions of the Society, in parts of the same size and
quality as the volume already published,-he
now submitted the result ; upon
which he was requested 6 procure specimens of the paper and printing from each
of the officea.
Rend a letter from the Proprietors of the Asiatic Lithographic Press, offering (if
the Society would supply paper) to print extracts from the works on Agriculture,
by Rhjah Qunnham Singh, and Mr. Da Cosh, (presented to the Society by Mr.
Breton,) free of all charge, -provided the work should not be of any great length.
The thanks of the Society were voted on account of this handsome offer.
I t was resolved, that the 1st volume of the Society's Transactions lately published, should be immediately translated idto Bengalee, and printed.
A letter was rend from the Secmtary of the Madras Literary Society, aoknawkdging receipt of the 1st volume of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society, pnaented to the former.
A letter was read from Dr. Vos, forwarding a set of copies of a work published
in Latin, at Batavia, by Dr. Blume, being a Synopsis of Indian Plants ;and which
be hegged to present to the Society, in the name of the Batavian Society.
Captain Jenkins Forwarded, on the part of Captain Watkins, Treathes o n the
Vine, and Mangoe tree.
Read a letter fro111Mr. D. C. Smyth of Hfigli, accompanying a number of mangoe trees for the Society's Garden, which he had taken great pains to obtain of the
finest kinds known in his district.
Read a letter from Dr. Royle, Saharunpore, pointing out the great advantage
which would attend the acclimating of foreign fruit trees and vegetable seeds in
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the garden o n the monntains under his charge, if the Societp would mpply him
with such ; and offering to return the acclimated produce, and to assist the Society
i n every way which lay in his power.
Mr. Nathaniel Alexander presented to the Meeting a Paper by Mr. Wilkinson, of
London, o n Indigo, as a mercantile speculation, and some additions to his own
essay o n that subject, presented at the last Meeting.
The thanks of the Society were voted to the sewral donors and writers mentioned.
Sir Robert Colquhoun submittad the report of the Garden Committee ;including the resignation of Mr. Mitchel, the gardener, of that situation ;which was immediately accepted.
Sir Robert Colquhoun further reported, that the Garden Committee had taken a
learre for two years of a piece of ground adjoining the garden, for Agricultural
purposes ;-a measure which was approved of and confirmed.
It was moved by Mr. Robison, and carried ;-that the Garden Committee be reqnested to prepare, and lay before the Society at its next meeting, a report on the
garden, exliibiting the objects and grounds, w which Government had been mlicited to bestow it on the Society in 1827 ;-the rules then drawn up, and approved
of, for carrying thoae objects into effect ;-the sums which had since been laid out
o n the garden ;-the objects and plans now pursuing by the Committee ; and lestly, a distinct account of the present state of the garden ;and how far, in the Committee's opinion, the expectations of Government and the Society have been realized.
The President suggevted the propriety of the Socie annually nominating a
Committee of Papers, consisting of the Office Bearers of t e Society, and five d i nary Members, before whom the Secretary should lay all such essays and papers,
as had been read before the Society, for the purpose of enabling the Committee to
select such aa were most fitted for publication in the Transactions of the Society.
I t was resolved accordingly, that the following Gentleinen form the Committee
for the present year : Mr. Calder, Mr. Hurry, Captain Jenkins, Mr. Minclrin, and
Sir Robert Colquhoun, Bart.
O n tha.motion of Sir Edward Ryan, Babu Dwarkadth Tacore, and Radamad a b Bonnerjl, were added to the Committee.
I t was resolved, that the morning of the second Wednesday in January next, (the
13th) be appointed for the annual show of,vcgetables, and thedistribution of prizes,
i n the Town Hall ;and that the annual election of .Office Bearers for the following
ear, be held on the same evening, and in the same place, after which there should
an Anniversary Dinner, at which, such members might attend as previously gave
i n their names to Messrs. Gunter and Hooper.
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Wednesday, 25th November.
' Sir E. Ryan in the Chair.
A specid general meeting was held at the Town Hall for the purpose of considering the answer proposed to be given to a letter received from Government.
The followinq gendemen were elected members of the Society, Mr. C. T. Glass,
Lieut. Col. Frith, Dr. J. Clark, of Munghbr, Mr. B. D. Colvin, of Calcutta, Mr. J.
Marshman, of Serampore.
Read a letter from the Deputy Secretary to Government, to the Secretary to the
Society, dated 20th October iast, communicating the desire of the Right Hon. the
Governor General in Council to promote the cultivation of Cotton and Tobacco of
a superior description, as well as of the improvement of the quality of Raw Silk,
and of other articles of raw prouuce, calculated for the Home Market ;as also the
disposition of Government to cooperate in such measures and arrangemeats as may
appear likely to conduce to the abwe end ; and requesting the Society to report, for
the information of His Lordship in Council, the mode in which it may appear to
them the aid of Government can be most usefully given, it being uqderstood that
it was not the intention of hvernment to interfere in any manner witk tke proceedi n p of the Society.
The Presidentiinformed the Meeting, that the above letter had, at his suggestion,
been referred,in the Lrst place, to the cornideration of the Agricultural Committee,
which had, after due consideration, framed the draft of a reply to the Government,
and which he now begged might be read, and the sense of the Meeting taken upon
it

Tbe Becmtary h a r i g fed tbe' a s p o r e d reply, it ww m a n h o w l y resol*
P a t the draft reply now aubrniwd, be approved of, and that the S e c r e t y be requmted to write in terms of it to Government.
The President submitted the draft of a circular which he proposed should be
tnuial.bed intn French, Spanish, Italian, Qerman, and two, at least, of the natim
languages of India, and circulated by the Foreim Secretary Mr. Piddingbn.
The draft circular was approved of by the Meeting.

CIRCULA~.
Sir-Tht Agricultural and Hortirultnrnl Society of India hare directed me to request your kind attention to the present circular.
The Society are convinced that the freeeut possible exchange of the natural prodwtiona of every country will 1x h u n d in the end most conducive te the plpspe~ity
of all: and guided by these principles, they desire to offer botb ta societies and individuals, in every quarter of the g l d x , any af the Agricultural and Horticultural
p d e c t a of India, o r any information relative thereto, which may be desired, i n
exhaage for snclr as may be forwaded o r communicated 60 .them. It will bc
most gratifying to the Society if yo11 can point out to them any denidemta which
ean be snpplid from India, or if you can by any means forward to them Weds,
plmts,nseful cornmunicatioss or sugptiorm. The Society will feel much obliged by
your giving every publicity in your power to this communication..

'XI1.-Scieatif~c
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NOVELTIESI N SCIENCE.
1. Analyaes of I l e Tourmaline.

M. Gmelin baa andyaed n great many varieties of this mineral ;tbe method
d o p t e d is the following :-The mineral ndueed to a fine powder is mixed with
carbonate of barytes, and strongly heated. The mnss is alterwar& treated with r
r d c i e n t quantity of mwiPtic acid ta dissolve it entirely, and the aolntiop in evaporated upon a snnd bath to dqwess. M. Otuelin ascertained by direct statement, that at this tamperatun? the quantity df b o m b acid v a l a t i l i d is s o minute,
that it may l x neglected without any senaibk error. The silica is obtained in the
dmanner, by trerting the midutus of mporation, with water. Carbonate of
ammonia is added to the solution, and after filtration and evaporation to dryness,
the residuum is gradually heated to low redness. In this manner, no boracic acid can
be lost, because it is combined with ammonia. The residuum, after being weighed,
is washed with alcohol mixed with a little muriatic acid; the alcohol being separated, is burnt; the operation is repeated until the alcohol doer not give a green flame.
All the boracic acid, which is combined with the ammonia, ie thus obtained. The residuum again heated and dried, and the loss of weight detern~inesthe quantity of
botanic acid.
Tourmalines are divided by M. Gmelin into tliree c h s , the first of which
fwtqias lithin :-I. Red Tourmaline fzom R b n s ip Moronin, sp. gr. 2,96 to 3,13.
Il, Red Tourmnliw from Peru in Siberia ;sp. gr. 3,059. UI. Cehbn-green Tourr
n
W from B r a 4 4 sp. gr. 3,079.
I.
11.
In.

Boracie eeid,

Wi,
Aluminn,

4,m
38,U

M,43

418
=,97
44,OO

$,89

6,09

2,14

2,41
2,@4

1$9
2,452
1~6%
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474
42,13

U,OO

Oxidolma oxide of iron,
- 0 - 9

Lime,
mJJSb,
Lithia,
velatile matter,
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- - 1,31

97,68

97,96

97,01
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2d. Tounnalinea which contain potash or soda, or both together, without lithia, and
without a notable quantity of magnesia. The following arc the varieties-I. Black
Tour~nalinefrom Bovey in Devonshire, found with quartz and phosphste of lime ;
sp. gr. 3,246. 11. Black Tourmaline from Eibenstock in Saxony ; sp, gr. 3,123.
111. Grwn Tourmaline from Chesterfield, North America, sp. gr. 3,102.
I.
11.
If I.
Boracie acid,
Silica,
Alumina,
Oxidulous oxide of iron,
Protoride of iron,
manganese,
Magnesia,
Lime,
Soda,
Loss in tbe fire,

4,11
35,20
36.50
17,86
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39.61
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with magnesia,
f with manganese,
3d Tourmalines which contain a considerable quantity of magwesin. Pour s@mens were analyzed : I. Black Tourmaline from Kooringbrichq a province of'
Westmahland in Sweden 4 sp. gr. 3,044. 11. Black Tourmaline from Rabilwtoin,
n Bavaria ; sp. gr. 3,i 13. 111. Black Tourmaline from Greenland ; s p gr.
3,062. IV. Deep brown Tourmaline, from the miea date of St. Gothard.
I.
11.
III.

rv.

Boracic acid,
Silica,
Alumina,
Magnesia,
Oxidulous oxide of iron,
Oxide of manganeee,
Potash,
Soda,
Lime,
LOSSin the fire,

8,s
37,65

33,46
10,98
9,38

)

2~53

0,26
0,83

4,82
35,48
3 4
4,68
17,44
1,89
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trace.

3,03
38,79
W,19
5,86
5,81
tram.

0,ea
3,13
1,86

M. Omelin is at a loss to what cauee to attribute the deficiency in the last snalysis. He thinks the tourmalide from St. Gothard shoulcf be again examined,
especially as the loaa in Bucholz's analysis is still @eater.
2.

Specific Oravities.

A communieatien appears in the Philosophical Magazine, for Jane k t , pointing
out what ban been long known to ePery one, who has had occasion to examine them,
via. the little depen&nce to be placed on the table of specific gravities by Hassenfrante, given in Thomson's System of Chemiutry. The writer also shows that
H a w n f r a n t c was equally erroneous in his calculated specific grarities of various compounds, and gives the true results deduced from the c o m e t formuin

+
+

(w
w') nd
w a'
w'o
in which w , w' are the combining weights and s 8' the specific gravities.

I
I

It is to
he remarked that, Hnssenfrantz is not the only writer who has made a mistake
o n this point. I n Aikin's valuahie Dictionary (Art. ALLOY)tke very same mistake
i s made, as shown by Dr. Ure, who points out the correct formula. Thid, with the
many other gross e r r o n we find every day in books, otherwise of the highest aathority, should teach t h e student to examine a d try every thing before he give implicit credence to it, however high the name by which it may come recommended.
From the comparisons made by the author Of this paper, it appears that in e v e q
aase the calculated specific gravities are below the true, thus indicating condenaatlon. But we would remark, that no hasty condnsion should be drawn o n tltk

subject: the writer does not give the specific gravities of the ingredients of the compound which he has used in his computatious, no that we are at a loss to judge how
far his results are likely to he correct. It is notorious, how little sgreemeut there
is in this determination as made by different experimenters, a d were we to take
the limits of some of the bodies he has included iu his table, we might bring o u t at
pleasure a result higher or lower than the experimental one. The subject is a verg
interesting one, particularly as connected with the prime equivalents or con~bining
weights of bodies, and we think promises to reward any one who shall devote his
time and attention to it.
3. Eqatuion of Air.
I n the latter part of the preceding paper, the author takes notice of another error
in a work ofauthority, (Braude's Chemistry.) He might have added Urn's Chemical Dictionary, nnd possibly many other works. Ure's error is the more extrnordinary, nu he professes to give his table instead of one whicb will be found in Thom.
son's Chemistry, 6th edition, vol. 1, p. 29 whicb he represents as useless. Now
the real state of the case is, that his own hble being erroneous, is worse than nseless,
while Thomson's, though not so convenient in use as it might be, is strictly correct.
The error in Braude wns pointed out some years ago in the Annals of Philosophy
by a Mr. Bipgs. The error is this :-Air has been found to expand from a volume
of 1 to 1,375, when heated from 32" to 212', and again from 1,375 to 1,75 when
further heated to 3%' increasing by,375 of what its volume at 32- would be for
each increase of temperature measured by 180" Fah. It is therefore concluded that
The words in
for every 1" it expands ,002083 of what the volume would be at 32'.
Italics being lost sight of, occasions the error. Thus Ure and Brande assume
that it expands ,002083 of the volume at 60' which is evidently at variance with
the above law.
Tbe rule for reducing the volume of air at a given temperature to what
it would he at another, is as follows. Multiply the giwu volume by 448,
increased by the re~ultingo r new temperature, and divide by 448, i n c r e d h g
the given temperature, the quotient is the resulting volume. Or in symbob,
440X T'
V1=V.448
T.
The table in Thomson's Chemistry before referred to, will furnish the proportionate
volumes at different temperatures, from w&ch, by a simple statement of the role of
three, the resulting volume may he found.
4 . On the use of Plumbago (Graphite,) instead of Oil, in Chronometers.
1uvol.xri. of the Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufacture~,and Commerce,appears an accountby Mr. L.Herbcrt, of his method of
applying plumbago to the pivots of the works in chronometers in lieu of oil, to
which it is known there are many serious objections. Mr. Herbert ohtained the
gold medal for his discovery. His method of applying it, is as follows :
obtained some of the finest plumbago or graphite, (uit should rather b
e
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from Mr. Langdon, tbe celebrated manufacturer of pencils, he pounded it in a metal
mortar till it became so fine as to feel greasy to the touch. It was then diffused in
water. Part sunk down and part swam upon the top in a kind of a m . This was
taken off carefully with the blade of a knife and aet by. The same operation
was performed with another portion, the film being set by for use, and the operation continually repeated until a sufficiency wan obtained. The fine powder collected, is now to be bruised with the back of a spoon, and again diffused in water ;if
pure, there will be now no sediment, the whole floating on the surface. The wasbing is to be continued till this result is obtained, and then you may be sure the gnphite is pure. Some pure alcohol is now to be poured into a glass-the pivot dipped
in it, and then in the powdered graphite. Then put some of the powder into the
pivot holes by rubbing them with a little taken on the finger till even with the plate,
and the hole appears Wed. Now insert the pivot, and turn it with the hand seveml
times. Repeat the whole operation two or three times. In the case of a clock,
there was difficlllty iu making it adhere to the jewelled pallets of the escapemmt.
hut this was obviated by applying i!, to the friction planes of the teeth of the swing

+
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wheel.
..-- -.
A sidereal clock being thus treated in January 1816, had been cleaned three times
. wjthout the plumhago (graphite) being renovated. The, friction surfaces were met.elY

W e d with a tine piece of muslin, and in 1827, it was found to go as well as ever.
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